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JECTION 1 

INTRODUCTION TO THE EDINBURGH NEW TOWN 7LEA3URE GARDENS 



1.1 INTRODUCTION 

Recent years have seen an upsurge of interest and information 

available on Edinburgh's east, much of it centred on the New Town itself: 

yet the pleasure gardens - a substantial and important part of 

Georgian Edinburgh-have consistently been overlooked. Their study 

however, has revealed extraordinary riches and fascinating detail 

previously unknown, complementing and extending our knowledge of the 

many aspects relating to the design and development of the New Town 

itself. 

Edinburgh's pleasure gardens are in fact unique, for no other city 

or town either in this country or abroad has produced such a range and 

variety of comparable open spaces. True)the rapid growth of London 

during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries yielded an abundance of 

town squares each served with a central enclosed area, but very often 

these were poor, dull affairs, slow to be exploited as green havens of 

retreat, and several over time fell victim to the incessant pressures 

for additional building land. Other examples of contemporary Georgian 

developments in cities such as Dublin, Bristol)and Norwich,and at 

fashionable resorts like Cheltenham, Bath, Buxton and Brighton very often 

included communal garden spaces linked with the surrounding housing, but 

not usually on the same lavish scale as occurred in Edinburgh. Never- 

theless all these centres, and London and Bath in particular,provided 

an important impetus and inspiration behind the Scottish capital's own 

expansion and improvement which took rather longer to gather momentum. 

The Continent too,was also rich in new schemes famed for their 

elegant and carefully worked plans which harmoniously and impressively 

united residential terraces with broad avenues, central open spacesjand 

magnificent vistas. Indeed, eneeriEer_has_ asserted that London's first 

real square - Covent Garden piazza -was modelled or at least influenced 

by the sixteenth century Place desslosges in Paris 
(1) 

(the original Place 

Royale). A view adopted with even greater conviction by Stuart in his 

book on Georgian Gardens(?) wz, traces a direct lineage between all the 

various georgian squares in this country and the French example. But 

in one respect the Place desvosges differed significantly. Its central 

1. 



open space was never intended as a semi - private garden area,but as a 

communal thoroughfare suitable for public gatherings and entertainments. 

In a similar manner the Italian piazza and German platz were fashioned 

as hard, formalised spaces,outwith the control of the surrounding 

residents who exercised no presumptive rights or responsibilities 

owe(' them. The gentler British climate,coupled with the more cultiva- 

ted taste for rum in urbe,heiped to produce this distinctive variation 

and nowhere was it adopted to finer advantage than in Edinburgh. 

1.2 EX TENT, SIZE, AND GENERAL DEVELOPMENT 

A little more than one -tenth of the area of the New Town (fig. 1) 

consists of open space formed as private pleasure gardens, ranging in 

size from the West Princes Street gardens (32 acres, 12.8 ha) and 

Regent Gardens (12 acres, 4.8ha) to the smaller strips and squares such 

as those at Rothesay Terrace (0.3 acres, .12ha) and the diminutive 

Rutland Square (0.35 acres, .14ha) and Saxe Coburg P lace (0.6 acres, 

24ha). : H.a1,;k in fact are under 1 acre (.4ha) in extent,with the rest 

divided almost equally between those from 1 -3 acres (.4-1. 2ha), and those 

over 3 acres (1. 2ha). Their creation, like the New Town itself was 

greatly helped by being on land mostly owned by one body the George 

Heriot Trust(3)({;(4 The.Trms1 initially sold off a substantial portion 

to the Town Council)but later themselves became involved in considerable 

land development. This made possible large scale co- ordinated estate 

design, an advantage not shared by the southern capital -whose own 

growth had been far more piecemeal and fragmented. The gardens were 

very much a product of eighteenth and nineteenth century neo- classical 

planning with its passion for order and symmetry. James Craig!s 

approved design for the first New Town reflected this influence: he 

produced a unified scheme on a grand scale, with long impressive vistas, 

broad streets, and elegant squares; but in addition a considerable area 

was left free of all building,and devoted to open garden ground intended 

for embellishment. 

In this kind of grand design individual private gardens attached 

to these Georgian town houses were usually by necessity very modest in 

size, often awkwardly shaped, and frequently overshadowed. " -t best they 

2. 
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provided a fairly restricted space, usually occupied with a central 

lawn, an outer footpath,and with flower and shrub beds positioned against 

the boundary walls; and their use mostly limited to clothes drying and 

occasional children's play (the redoubtable Mars Fletcher for example, 

removed from 20 Queen Street to 51 North Castle Street in 1804 "... for 

the sake of additional house room and a larger back green as playground 

for the children ")(4'Ever. so, k,e Pr,vahe acle,s diJ allow a pleasant and peaceful 
buffer to the more private rooms at the rear. In contrast the public 

rooms to the front of the house,(the dining room usually situated on 

the ground floor with the drawing room above) were carefully positioned 

to face onto open squares, broad main streets, and centrally placed 

pleasure gardens - providing a subtle balance between the bustle of 

street activities -with refreshing glimpses of trees and greenery beyond. 

The surrounding open spaces were indeed seen as supplying the necessary 

light, ventilation1and air, together with adequate opportunities for 

outdoor exercise and recreation All supposedly essential safeguards 

for health and well being after the cramped living conditions of the 

old town. Such estates were perfectly acceptable to a po.ulation 

accustomed to a more communal way of life,and not as yet seduced or 

conditioned by notions of villadom which were still to gather popularity. 

As far as we can judge from the published plans, Craig intended 

his 2 main octagonal shaped open spaces - St Andrews Square and 

Charlotte Square - to be in the form of a continental place or piazza; 

or of their London counterparts at Grosvenor Square, St James' Square, 

Cavendish Square and so on,(.before their later picturesque embellishment), 

That is,essentially as a bare open space, hard paved,or grassed, con- 

taining one or more sculptured figures in her-lolly with the grandeur of 

the surrounding architecture and main public buildings on the centrai 

axis (fig. 3). Later architects involved with further developments in 

the New Town also tended to treat the smaller open spaces in a similar 

manner. For example, William $ibbald's design for an ornamental basin 

of water at the centre of Royal Circus and Charlotte Square (Section 2.3 

and Section 3.7); Thomas Bonnar's plan for a fountain in the middle of 

Athol' Crescent (fig. 4); and William ?layfair's design for the land north 

of Calton Hill, where the small crescents and squares were all designed 

about statues and other ornamental detail (fig. 5). Unlike the London 

4. 
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FIGURE 2 : 

Nap showing lands acquired by the George Heriot Trust 
either as proprietors or superiors (History of George Heriots 
Hospital, William Steven) 

FIGURE 3 : 

James Craig's plan of the new streets and squares intended 
for the City of Edinburgh (Grant, Old and New Edinburgh) 
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FIGURE 4 : 

Thomas Boonar's plan for Atholl Crescent, 1823 
(National Monuments Record of Scotland NOS) 

FIGURE 5: 
William Playfair : Plan for the layout of the land to the north 
of Calton Hill 1819 (MIRS) 



squares, however, Edinburgh's garden spaces often departed from the 

ideas shown in the formal plans and developed instead into gardens of a 

much more informal character having about them something at least of the 

Palladian rural retreat. 

James Craig's plan also included a wide band of formal parkland to 

the south of Princes Street and to the north of Queen Street, although 

both areas were beyond the boundaries of the competition brief. Craig 

and his adjudicators,as will be later described /were more than likely 

influenced by the earlier ideas of the Earl of Mar who had suggested in 

a pamphlet written in 172R that this land could, with advantage, be 

formed into pleasure gardens. The two areas in question - the 

rinces Street gardens, and the Queen Street gardens - eventually developed as 

rleasure 9a(áer,s. While Craig's plan helped to promote their use for such 

purposesswas not easily achieved (a near bankrupt Town Council were 

tempted on many occasions to allow building development along the North 

Loch), and would never have been so without a great deal of work and 

financial commitment from the New Town proprietors themselves. The land 

fronting Queen Street (which now contains the 3 gardens of Queen Street, 

East, Centre and West) was in fact at first sold and subdivided into 

many different plotsiowned by several people,and put to all kinds of uses. 

Although the George Heriot Trust always stipulated in the feus granted 

that this band of land should be used only as ornamental garden space, 

.ever so part of the ground became a clothes drying green, another 

pasturage for cows and pigs, a further portion made into a coal yard, and 

much of the rest left wild. It took many years of patient negotiation 

by a few farsighted and dedicated individuals, and with all kinds of 

daunting setbacks, before the 3 Queen Street pleasure gardens were 

finally formed and safeguarded under a Private Act of Parliament passed 

in 1822 (refer Section 3.2 for full details). 

Plans for the second New Town to the north of Queen Street as will 

be shortly described (Section 3.1) evolved much more sloe. *ly,and were 

influenced by a number of different artists and architects. What is not 

generally known is that, as in the case of the first New Town, a public 
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competition was held by the Town Council for a suitable design, and in 

October 1800 prizes of 100 and 50 guineas were advertised in the press for 

the best 2 entries (a much better premium than that awarded to Craig). 

Out of the many submissions received, 4 were judged to be equally good 

and consequently their authors - William 3ibbald, John Ba'.ine 

Robert Morrison, and James Elliot -were given an equal share of the 

premium. Robert Reid, the architect was appointed fairly soon afterwards 

to bring together these several earlier plans into one unified scheme. 

The plan finally accepted included 2 main spaces which were later formed 

into private amenity gardens:- Royal Circus gardens (originally intended 

as one circular garden,but later divided by a public road making 4 

gardens altogether) and Drummond Place garden. Subseve,113 Fw 

additional gardens were formed in front of Bellevue Crescent. 

Further extensions to the New Town, including the ground to the 

north of Calton Hill, the Earl of Moray's estate to the west, and the 

Victorian additions on the lands of East and West Coates, and the Dean, 

all followed the earlier pattern of allowing generous areas of open 

space, free of all buildings for the purpose of being formed into 

communal gardens. several of these later Victorian gardens occupied 

sites of great natural advantage particularly those fronting the,vater of 

Leith, such as the Eton Terrace /Dean gardens, Betgrave and Douglas Crescent 

gardens; all being carefully designed to exploit the character of the 

river valley and,by picturesque embellishment, formed into "arcadian" 

woodland retreats. 

1.3 AGE OF THE GARDENS AND THE INVOLVEMENT OF THE TOWN COUNCIL 

The gardens were formed over a fairly long period covering about 

100 years. Most followed the completion, or near completion, of the 

surrounding houses, but several were not set up until a 
ase o 
fe years later cw f 

(refer figs. 6, 7 and 8). Sacl- en Atm0 w &.s experwneeci Yet./ the Queen Street 

and Princes Street gardens,as well as some of the smaller gardens w Auut 

orb se, feuing conditions restricting the use of the land for communal 

pleasure garden purposes. 
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FIGURE 6: 
John Ainslie's plan of Edinburgh 1804 (Grant, Old and New Edinburgh) 
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First of all the gardens was St. Andrew Square which was levelled 

and enclosed in 1770. Charlotte Square garden was next,: 

Although a substantial wall and railing was erected around it in 1797 

the interior waa until 7 years later. By then one of the 

residents in the Square - a military gentleman one Colonel Dime,- had 

become so impatient at lack of progress that he sunnuoned assistance from 

the Inverness -shire Regiment of Militia Ç then stationed at the Castle 

to undertake the levelling of the ground. Thereafter the garden remained 

without walks and planting until 1808 when a nurseryman, William Weir 

began the work to an approved design produced by himself. Although the 

forming of this garden had been somewhat long and protracted it at least 

prec,ede.t the completion of the Square by several years. 

Somewhat surprisingly perhaps, the East Queen Street gardens (the 

first along Queen Street) were laid out as pleasure gardens before those 

of West Princes Street: the former in 1814 by John Hay, garden architect 

and planner (also responsible for the design of the George Square 

gardens); the latter not until the early 1820's when major drainage work 

to the North Loch enabled James 3kene's tasteful plan to be carried Into 

effect. Many of the other gardens were formed during the development 

boom of the 1820's including the Central and West Queen Street gardens, 

Drummond Place, Royal Circus gardens, Rutland Square, St. Bernards 

Crescent, Saxe Coburg ~lace gardens, and so on. Regent gardens, adjoining 

Calton Hill followed in 1930. By then the demand for new buildings 

had largely been met: if anything, there was a surplus of accommodation 

for the titled, professional,and monied middle classes who had provided 

much of the original development impetus. Not until the 1860's anJ '& r 

was the New Town further extended ,,t;;festwac-ds ar,j several new gardens came 

ì$ß{o UeÁ19 .. The 3 highly attractive ones bordering onto the Water of 

Leith;- Dean, Betgrave Crescent,and Douglas Crescent gardens,have already 

been referred to. but in addition several smaller gardens 'were- 

notably the oval shaped spa. es at the centre of FI,e ?double sided 

crescents ( Eglinton /Glencairn, and Grosvenor /Lansdowne),and other 

gardens such as Magdala Crescent, Drumsheugh gardens, Rothesay gardensiand 

Clarendon Crescent. 
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Although responsibility for setting up the gardens rested 

mostly with the surrounding residents, the Town Council on 

several occasions provided useful encouragement in the form of financial 

help and other assistance. In ft e ease afLCharlotte Square and St Andrew 

the Council contributed money for the unfeued building 

ce. s in order to hasten progress tiéy ç.i s j3arell asecl a number 

of "shares" in the East Queen Street gardens of a Kne_ when Pressure to raise 

money to 1) Uy _ the land was at its peak. re,Aer_ more. 1i,ß Clom 6 
1 iovlc 

an active part in promoting the extension of the Drummond Place gardens 

when the op..ortunity arose for the removal of the disused Custom house(he-n 

occupyi the eastern end;. On a practical level, William Sibbald, 

Superintendent of Works Fo the Town Councils drew up the first plans for 

the layout of the Charlotte Square gardens,and designed the enclosing 

wall and railing; he it was who made the central area circular in 

shape instead of octagonal as inter decd Craig . So 

it remained until 1874 when the garden was redesigned in order to 

accommodate the Scottish National Memorial to Prince Albert :an equestrian 
teref 

statue which Queen Victoria unveiled zjeacq with much pomp and ceremony. 

two years later. Similar professional help was also offered by a not4r: 

Superintendent of Works Thomas Brown who in the early 1820's became 

involved with the design and detailing of the enclosing wall and railing 

attached to the Centra_,and West Queen Street gardens,as well as Drummond 

?lace. 

In general., the relationship between the Town Council and the 

New Town residents in such matters was very good: both sides were 

undoubtedly motivated by self interest in their desire to enhance the 

beauty and prestige of the New Town. The Town Council's involvement 

with the East Princes Street gardens was however less laudable. This 

large and important area of open space had been declared the responsibility 

of the Council in 1776 for purposes of a pleasure garden, But acute 

financial difficulties made such a large undertaking virtually impossible, 

while the temptation to put the ground to more remunerative uses 

became on many occasions almost irresistable (see Section 2.5). 
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1.4 OWNERSHIP OF THE NEW TOWN GARDENS 

The more fortunate of the New Town residents had their garden 

ground made freely over to them by the developer,on condition that it was 

kept in good order and at their own expense. St. Andrew Square and 

Charlotte Square gardens were both made over in this way; and the Town 

Council eventually transferred the central area of Drummond 'lace to the 

surrounding residents(although in this instance an annual token payment 

of one penny feu duty was levied). Several other of the New Town 

gardens for example, Rutland Square, Saxe Coburg 'lace, the Moray gardens, 

Royal Circus, Coates and Atholl Crescent and so on,were held on a 

similar free basis. In comparison, the West Princes Street' proprietors - 

in spite of committing themselves to considerable financial outlays 

for the making of their gardens -were never to own them: the land being 

mostly held in lease from the Town Council although at a modest rent. 

When pressure mounted from the middle of the last century to have the gardens 

made public one of the most telling arguments used was that by rights 

ownership of the land really belonged to the whole community. By the 

time the garden was reacquired by the Town in 1876 Princes Street had 

long since ceased to be residential and was almost wholly occupied with 

commercial, business, and hotel premises: yet remarkably the West 

Princes Street gardens retained their popularity to the end and while 

the number of residents had dwindled to practically nothing, the 

number of outside subscribers eager to use the garden had increased 

to well over 400. 

The task of acquiring ownership was not always as simple or 

straightforward as in the cases just mentioned: the Queen Street pro - 

prietors for example, experienced a long and protracted struggle to 

purchase the several areas of land which eventually were united to 

form the Queen Street gardens 
( ) 

they personally had to raise sub - 

stantial sums of money to pay for the ground and in the case of the 

Eastern gardens were committed for a long number of years afterwards 

to meeting various annual ground rents. But the drive to improve and 

safeguard their property and surroundings never seems to have diminished 

amongst the New Town residents, Thus when the Drummond Place aroprietors 

had the opportunity to increase their area of garden in the 1340's they 
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willingly contributed extra money to buy the land; likewise Belgrave 

Crescent gardens (fig. 9), Dean gardens, and Douglas Crescent gardens, 

were all substantially enlarged by the purchase of additional ground 

and on the initiative of the feuars. 

Apart from the 'nest Princes Street gardens,a few other of the 

smaller private amenity gardens have over the years been atcvA;re8 by 

the Town Council under powers first granted by the Edinburgh Municipal 

and police Act of 1379:(7) for example, Gayfiel.d Square (18P7), Atholl 

and Coates Crescent gardens (1951: fig. 10a &b))and the southern portion 

of Bellevue Crescent (1965). The Act allowed owners of any space set 

apart or used for ornamental,or pleasure and garden ground,to enter into 

an agreement providing for custody and management of such open spaces 

by the Corporation. Feecr++j these gardens had experienced difficulties 

raising sufficient money for their upkeep, through lack of any feuing 

stipulations; an: were dependent on too few proprietors. tost had fallen 

into a neglected state, and the surrounding residents were happy to be 

relieved of responsibility for them. As all these gardens bordered onto 

major approaches to the city,the Council had a vested interest in seeing 

that they were kept attractive and adequately maintained. 

Not all the open spaces in the New Town originally intended as private 

pleasure gardens became properly established. This happened in the case 

of the Hillside Crescent gardens, and the Royal Terrace gardens off the 

London Road which formed part of William Playfair's design for the land 

north of Calton Hili(belonging mostly to the George Heriot Trust). 

Hillside Crescent, begun in 1823, provided flatted accommodation 

and developed very slowly; about one -third of the Crescent, including a 

portion of the garden, was owned by the Allan family (connected with the 

banking firm), and the rest by the Trust. Together they d- Pm, c,4 

i-ie 9a,cie, 1G,ß 04- and for its initial upkeep; but no regular provision was 

made for looking after it, and no obligations were placed on the proprietors 

in their feu charters. Gradually the responsibility fell by default 

upon the Heriot Trust,who gave it scant attention,and it remained much 

neglected until taken over by the Corporation in 1952. The 104acres (4..,ha) 

15. 
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of Royal Terrace garden flanking Calton Hill had an even more mixed 

history. LL t I 
II 

O?àf. %iM ? (ßt5 R,,, ^tía pro 'V !". Cfs.1, StF!,äfC.. oY 

o Hut_ io'T Troy from Au0.rry Wh,rk;n5s,. By-0- % -e,Se. tales 

¢;v,;n.I'iac,.:13 05E.41 fr er ¢IQrG ;ck.(* unG I.) a.1 Tax Corsp1U.ire&c 

OSS 6 CswlrhQ,e4 at-j A r .S.ee.14.11, .+ 0,(117Ci.11 f r 9 
IHvv.`,hr 

d°f c,1;- : .c.ib hl' 

jyóar Q, fr(ASIr vak aJn Hi. respar.1ilil -Fa r 9f.Villk 33^m.. Qrow,c1 1Ltcì 

ca tat Ar% c1 o se,J, ßd5 ca, elk*r.S , J CW ptW,S(AN._ cArdán. B r"ttete, ! ZL 

VI) 110,01 1.bt,2IS sfi Y ! p L.+ )ndtb í)\ iìfa ;iet® Q, d(Aft CìKtL7(ìh6 +i ITt(. Ciiu9Slë;:'s1 

WI !N TnAS rQ,fl 0ó;90.,c+ h r: pup some, or Qtr pe,nseS 
. Fo r 

J 41éfcfu.t íñe. 
several yearssspocQ was rented out as a nursery, the tenant having the right 

to sell keys to nearby residents wishing to walk in the grounds. This 

is a common means of upgrading land - a device much used in establishing 

parklands in towns and cities of the New World, including New Zealand, 

.ustralia,and the United States of America. A similar plan was once 
scheme_ 

considered for the East Princes Street garden.16, _ was not, however, 

particularly successful and after experiencing several unsatisfactory 

tenants, the Heriot Trust towards the end of the last century ')agreed to 

lease the land to the Town Council as a public pleasure garden. This 

arrangement still stands today.(8) (Fig. 11 a, b and c). 

Even less fortunate were the Hopetoun Crescent Gardens off 

Leith Walk, which will be referred to again a little later. Although 

carefully formed into pleasure gardens in the early 18201s and enclosed 

by wall and railing(9) they never benefited from systematic upkeep 

because the surrounding crescent remained incomplete. By the 18601s 

the garden had become derelict;10) and today, over 150 years later it 

still survives as a wilderness area (fig. 12a). Robert Brown ( -1834), 

the architect responsible for the feuing plan also included another 

area of pleasure garden further to the north (fig. 12b) but this was 

never made. Another garden area planned by Brown (this time part of 

the Walker estate at Coates) was established but subsequently disappeared. 

This was a circular plot at the centre of the Melville Street, Walker Street 

intersection, and is clearly shown on another feuing plan drawn up in 

1825 by James Gillespie Graham for , fte. )at , of east and 

west Coates (fig. 12c). The Melville Street garden survived until the 

18501s but was then superseded by a statue to the 2nd Viscount Melville 
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(sculptured by John Steell, and erected in 1857): the surrounding area 

being hard paved. Earlier, the Walker family had been thwarted in 

their attempts to acquire the monument to the 1st Viscount Melville 
a 

(refer Section 2.2) . The. change however eleu e c ieZrather barren and 

ambiguous space whose bleakness even inspired the Town Counccil to recommend 

that ... "a sward of grass and railing be put down ...": 
(1 

this simple 

improvement is still wanting. 

Jam sGillespie Graham's (1776-1g55) handsome plan (fig. 12c), with 

characteristics not dissimilar to the neighbouring Moray development 

(also to his design) would have provided several_ more pleasure gardens 

had it been put into effect.(' The unwell. illustrates 

approved style of layout téle,r.; 'irl vogue clod shows hilt sensitive balance ackieve4 

between building and communal open spaces. His treatment of the Water 

of Leith embankment as a continuous ornamental strip was later adopted, 

but on a reduced scale by John Chesser (1.819.1592) architect and 

Superintendent of Works to the Heriot Trust, Ckésse provic e,Lan ,pen s c2 Finny o 
Doug..as Crescent; anc1 t11;;. eveA1.0,1ly was rack aft-mj-re. Pleasure_ 9Grde.n . 

1.3 BACKGROUND TO THE LAYOUT AND DESIGN OF THE. NE`. TCNN GARDENS 

Many of the New Town gardens were formed on ground previously 

cultivated as rich farmland producing such crops as wheat, barley, oats 

and ryes Lothian soil being reputedly as good as East Anglia's. 

Added to this a fairly equable climate, a low average rainfall, and 

readily available- additional soil and spoil as needed (the builders of 

the New Town were only too happy to find convenient outlets for the 

surplus material accumulated during excavation) it can be seen that the 

gardens benefited from certain inherent advantages. 

They were fortunate too, in being created at a time when the number 

of nursery firms was rapidly expanding and nursery grounds containing 

a wide selection of flowers, shrubs and trees were easily obtainable 

and close to hand. Several of the nursery firms who regularly advertised 

their services in the Edinburgh newspapers are illustrated in fie. 13, and 

this provides a useful guide to their scope and comprehensiveness. 
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DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS. 
Newly imported, ánd felling Br DIC1 :50' AND CO. 

At their Seed Shop, Nc,. z, Shak_ pcare'i Square. New Town, 
K nr n is t`. RGII, 

A Came?. COLL6CTtON of DOt_UBBLE Ft-I-A I'tï'I /S, 
Pink, hlue, a:cd White- Polvanrhus NarcifFrfs- 

Double Rnnern (Ed oa- ll;tn J.,w1vi :.- lí..nafmac Bulbs, for 
blowing in glàfles and pots--a fee var.ety of well brake 
flowering 'Tulips= l'u :Yy Rannncu :oil.-,, forty v_rieües- 
Turhar tithe -.1r cm>uic, -Crown !mistrial,, 4,rrtern d:!- 
fereut fart).lactaKan X. '.s,rtt :cler ditto- a,itl. a amn- 
¡dine ifiiiimeht of ether l.)tr. :'h Flower Root., all in goo(' 
condition-alto Fl..wcr Foot Glafrr. -- Garden Po,-Carden 
aua . Hedge Trs.1s of all Lands- 11_n.í G :aflps .,f a new :eon - 
lir ictiaa, and se%lei fuircrier to the c :v' ;:ands foe di)raitor, 
tht frames being made of . or'ñed i'.uy -.i.'tó Fil:iav S'a 
Patent Corn :cytbrs, &e. 

At their large and rater. ice Nnrf.rles on die ri-ht and 
left of Leith \Valk, a ehtice ColleEl:on of FR till' - I'Rfi1iS 
of all forts, belt adapted to this climate, of their on propa- 
gating- tLe'sir..'.s hciog with the gr atea can. ie1_a.., from 
ti.e heft fruit gardens in this country; alto !cum England, 
I"ranc^_, Holland and Ameri.;a, and the greaten pains and at- 
tiar, oIf rved to !rec.,- thert co: rca . 

A large C:, :lo ticn 'af Lanca dre and Native GOOSE- 
L''1-:i 14.1F S of the bfl and lart;rít fors-with Figs. C u :rarer, 
arid R f1,herriks--C,f, the Aotwcrp Rafp;, which, for fit: 
and r, rvaur, far excel the other kinds. 

A complete ailertm:nt of EVERGR1 :EN and FLO\\'F ;R- 
ING SHRUBS -A fine variety of Refs.', ninety different 
Lind = lint- Lnufe, Green- l-nufc, and Hu rh'crus l't :nrs- 
A full fleck of FOR E:51.: TREES, of all kinds, line hcslthy 
flrnrg well -rooted plants, feediing and tranfplanted, via._ 
Alders, common and weeping Birches, fv. a et and harfe Cb,f- 
nuts-- -Scut: and El. :shilt Elie_ -Norway, black and white 
American Spruce, Scots, Silver and Bohn of Gilead Firs.-- - 
liolli_s, Hnrnheams, I.arises, Laburnums, Limes, Oaks, 
Pint:after, Stone, Clurcr, end Weymouth Pines, Planes., 
l'op:ars of forts, acid \Valtiots, &c. warranted to aufw,r in 
any foil or fituarion, equal with thofe from any q;rvter;- 
fold on rcafonahla term., and forwarded with expedition to 
any part of the kingdom. 

As alto, a large quantity of -STRO \G THORNS, fit for 
planting out this autumn with Ca'.liii. cr- Early, 
and Red Cabbage Planes, of all the different .'clods. 

At their See: Shop and \Vaichoufe continue to be fold, 
a large and fn fh kf1:ar a,a nt of Kitchen Gart'r n, (:raf,'Trc -, 
and Flower Seeds, newly imported, 'of the bet kinds, and 
roof) carefully collected.- W'hrre alfo may he had, fuperfina 
Durh urn Flower of Mallard, and double daP.i:i:d Peppermint 
\V:uer, of the bell rptality. 

They have pubai4,ctl an citenfve BOT/ NlC.1T. CATA- 
LOGUE on a new plan, a : :.i. rent front that ufrally 

. d, the names are auphabeticaily arranged. wialt f)yaacaua and 
fi;natures denoting ü:: clefs, order, fuaa.ttion, and dnraiin 
of each fpccies. .1lli., an Foglifli L..1cx for the nfc of thole 
to whom Botanical names may not be fo L miliar. They 
fl .der tlaemfel:es, duet their arram-,emenr nary be found as 
concise and perfpicaous as any thing of the kind ixitlieor 
pui,lii:t,d, and hr.1:i it may yield far,.f..i;ion to thole en.a. 
lied in Agriculture or Gardening, &c. either from tnotivrs 
of amufum.rrt ur pa. fit. 

z ;; They del! barn: to return ta,ir fincrrc thank i to their 
l ria.ads and the l'ai' lac for the Hine :,! Praia uì l.arouay;e tie, y 
Lave enj..yad for nr..ny year p.:fl; u::, tLa y have fp.acd 
:oilier labour nor t pcnce to prrcur_ ai Ui. Iul and (,rua- 
men:al Plants, Seri r, Gardening or I.a'unuing Implements, 
Lc. thofe who may b. plc .,fed to inetufl them with the exe- 
cution of their orders may d apse.! on beir.g. f rved with the 
lea articles, on mo':rate terms. 

e,ARDI :NLr :S of good eharafrcr, anal well erpericnced 
in their bufincf, may he. heard of by appl) ing as above. 
Ëdi.nburgìt Étreñing Courant (EEC) 3 October 1793 

. CARD EN. DE'S iG.(ING;..' . 
- s . . L:'.f it áw1 ori:amaaLt(, 

SEtD- st+or,_&c. . . 

OR;v A1, Pläñrie.r. and -Seedsrnan, bcgrsleave 
to rt:.rn thanks to the N',hilitya Gentry, and the Pu- 

blit, \s$eiave bes-n pleased io horxntr him with their em- 
ploptient. and to Inform tk.rn, that he cimtinued to give de- 
signs of Gardena,- plans all *or= of Huc- houses, Creao- 
houses, arad.Cor_scrvaterica (some of which he his lately rsÑ 
toted on 'a -recce and -ttihprnved principle, such -as that at 
Millburn Totter and Oiestford Castle) ; he itr+slertakes 
and executes the .tort on moderate terms, at:d -on the heat 
principles, in wwhicli thoserrmrs are avoided that so often 

' eacse disappointment, and to correct which much rinse is 
lost -and expense incurred; alau, designs Parks, and laysout 
Plaetatioas, b'htahheries;_ Approaches, Ponds, Ice- houses,' 

a & &c.; and; besides, having hid lu ig experience as a prac- 
tital gardener, troth in England arc! Scotland, he has designed 

"attd executed plans of several of the principal places In both 
countries. - 

J. H. has also to littimzte, dut he has moved his-shop 
from Bank Street to a mare commodious sire, No-5.1 Nt- 
carot.soA Sratzr, opposite the Riling School, where.he 
keeps every article good in the Seed line, Garden 'Tool., 
Wafering Engines, Garden Chaira, Baas !hats, and all articles 
necessary for Burdens, and furnishing for hot -houses. 

N. B.- Nohtaaaaea and gecrdeme s supplied with exnerltr- 
erd Overseers and Gardeners.. Noua, hot those of ..noses 
abilities and etiaza ter will be reconnueod,.d.. 
MC 22 August 1812 

GARDEN SEEDS, ANO DUTCH FLOW1 R. ROOTS. 
\MES RICHMOND, Land Kurveyor, Nurfery -man, and J Scedtinan, South Side the Graf, Market, Edinburgh, 

- Has jut' now imported, a parcel- of Dutch Flower Roots, 
with Early Prate, Beans, and other Seeds, fit for the feafon, 
with Garden Uterafils"of all kinds. Alío, at his Nuricriçsat 
Toicrofs, Weft Side, Edinburgh, has a large affoctment of 
Fruit and Forefl Trees, Flowering Shrubs, 'Thorns, Crab 
Stocks, and briers for Hedge Rows, &c. 

All which he propofes to fell oaf at the very lowefl prices, 
N. B. As J. R. has neither time nor inclination to follow 

thc modern talhitin of trav,:fing through the country to pro- 
cure friends, he propofes to difìount bye per cent. on every 
article, to c mpenfate annual vifits. Paymeists made once 
a -year, will be eftecnted obliging. . 

Catalogues to be had at the Shop grata:. 
NURSERY PLAN'T'S, DU'T'CH FLOWER ROOTS, 

AN1) EARLY GARDEN SEEDS. 
RS. EAGLE, at her SHOP a little above thc FOÚN- 

TAIN WELL, High Street, Edinburgh, begs .leave 
to inform her Friends and the Public, That the has for file, 
as tribal, at ber Arwfery, Fa,meain Bridgr, a Stock of FRUIT 
and FOREST TREES, FLOWERING and EVERGREEN 
SHRUBS, and a' quantity of STRONG THORNS for 
HEDGES,. with every other article in the Nurfery Line. - 
Alfo jail arrived at ber J1'arri,wfe, by the lall !hips tram 
England and Holland, a Collection of DUTCH F1.OWEi( 
ROO'T'S, in great variety and good condition, and a large 
alli,rtmrnt of GARDEN SEEDS, P.n :Ii(h OAK ACORNS, 
BEECH MAST, and other TREE SEEDS, warranted of 
Taft crop. 

GARDEN UTENSILS rat 'all kinds. - 

PLOWER POTS and GLASSES, &c. &c. - 

Befl New KENT HOPS in pockets.' 
O. Those who are pleated to favour Mss. EACLR. with 

their commi lions, may depend upon being fcrved with the 
belt articles upon the moil moderate terms. 

N. B. Noblemen and Gentlemen may be fupplied with ex- 
perienced GARDENERS of good charefters, by applying as 
above. 
Edinburgh Advertiser 28 October - 1 Nyvember 1791 

kJEW SEED WriEA"!', WINTER TARLS, AND PaYE, 
Or A PINE Qu.tLITT, roost E.- LL AND KENT, , 

For Sowing directly ; 

ALSO, , 

A FEW POCKETS FINE KENT NODS, . 

Just arrived for Sale at ' 

PETER .1..AWSON's 
zDzNacacrr 

\V 'çTTHO has received this week fr.in Harlem, aia Hatnhurgh, HO 
gas ad condition, his usual collection of 

DU'rcH FLOWER ROOl'S, 
Consisting of double and single llyacintlas, with and withooti 

names, Polyan hus Narcissus, large double Jonquils, fine Tu- 
lips, Ranuneulusscs, Anemnnies, &e.. , 

-At P. LAWSON.* V,'Archouse continue to be sold, - ° 

.111 kinds of 
Garden 'Sa -ds, Crnrry, Hemp, Rane, Lint- 
Gardener's Tools, of neat pat. . seed, & Marv-seed for Ii:fdk, 

terns, - Carrawav, Curri..nder, & An- 
Bass ,Matta, nice tcda, 
Whole and Split Green and,. Fine White Mustard Sett, and 

White Boliine Pease, best Durham Flour of Mu- 
Flower and Bird Glasses, starts. 

PETER LAwsoN respectfully informs his Friends, That they. 
will next Spring be suppliedwuh BLAINSLIIS and DUTCH 
SEED OATS, as foraucrly; and his Nursery Business eon- - 
tinues to be carried an extensively, in company with. TiaO tAOa 

GENTLE, at Peebles, atad with )Onai LESLIE here. tt Those who want any of the Seed Wheat, Winter Tares, 
or Rye, will please send their orders immediately. . ' 

B :air Scree :, 16a. 7. t :99. - 

EEC 

ROSES 
IIARLF,S AND JOHN PEACOCK, Nut, 

aerie Seed men and Florists, hog leave to inform 
the Nubility and [:entry, that, having I(1'110VFL9 
to a Warehouse and Grounds at SPRINGFIELD. 1 . 

Lttrtt WALK, communicating with their ether Nur- 
sery Grounds at Star.well Laadrt, thee will have the 
pleasure of shutting a great variety of 1{0:iES row its 

Flower. 
C. S. J. P. having paid particular attention to the 

culture of -the RED )MSS and \1'1l ITE PRI I- 
VENCE Et )SEE. venture to say, that they share now 
brought then[ to the highest state of perfection. 'rhe 
collection of RI rL' dc )1E :1U`C and )MOSS IU) is 
de :II EAI'\, will also be found particularly deserving 
of attention. 

'N. B.- Orders for the Roses while in Flower will be 
received, and punctually attended to, at the proper 
season. 
Edinburgh Advertiser 2 July 1822 

FIGURE 13 a: 
Advertisements of different nw-aery firms in %innbar t 
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Only five seedsmen /seed merchants are listed in Williamson's 
Street Directory of 1773/74 but by the turn of the nineteenth 
century this had increased to nine - several by that time calling 
themselves both seedsmen and nurserymen. During the following years 
the numbers went on expanding with 37 listed firms in the 1879/80 
Directory reaching a peak of 85 names in the 1909/10 Street Directory. 
Since then numbers have gradually dwindled. The largest and longest 
surviving firm was Dicksons and Co. founded by James Dickson in 
1782 as Seedsmen and Florists in Bridge Street: this family business 
soon afterwards moved to premises in Shakespeare Square at the 
eastern end of Princes Street and remained there until the 1820s when 
they crossed the road to a newly built shop in Waterloo Place (now 
the Royal Bank of Scotland). This they occupied for over a century 
until their removal to Charlotte Square in the.1930s. Dicksons and 
Co. possessed extensive nursery ground in Leith Walk, at Blanfield 
and Redbraes (off Broughton Road) and at Deanbank. Much of the New 
Town pleasure garden planting was supplied by this fine. Their 
closes rivals during the period when so many of the gardens were 
being formed in the 1820e were Eagle and -Henderson (99 High Street: 
nurseries at Meadowbank and Leith Walk). James Dickson and Sons - 
no relation (32 Hanover Street: nursery at Broughton Park), 
Peter Lawson (for many years - and up until the 1960s occupying 
premises on George IV Bridge), Thomas Cleghorn (4 Princes Street), 
John Hay (Nicolson Street), and James Cunningham (Comely Bank - 
appointed in 1837 Florist, and Nurseryman to Her Majesty in Edinburgh - 
the Royal Warrant had previously been held by Eagle and Henderson). 
All these various names are to be found amongst the various Garden 
Minutes of the New Town gardens. Nursery firms prominent during the 

middle and later years of the 19th century included C & J Peacock 
(specialists in roses - Springfield nursery), Thomas Methven (15 Princes 

Street: nurseries at Leith Walk and Starffield Lodge), Downie and Laird 

(17a Princes Street), Ireland and Thomson (20a Waterloo Place: 

Craigleith and Echo Bank nursery - off Dalkeith Road) and J & A Seth 

(12 Queensferry Street and Morningside nurseries). 

FIGURE 13 b : 

Edinburgei nursery firms - some brief notes 
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Many of these names survived well into the nineteenth century rarrl new 

names were being added all the time. A number of nurserymen developed 

a reputation as authors al- books or, practical gardening, L'esic\es 

setting themselves up as experts in laying out and planting orchards, 

kitchen gardens and pleasure grounds. Men such as Thomas Fairchild, 

Thomas Hill and Stephen Switzer are reasonably known in this 

context(13) 6, 17 only the last mentioned ventured as far as Scotland. 

Scotland produced a fewnames of similar stature - perhaps the most 

distinguished being William Boucher and his son: They ran a nursery 

at Comely Gardens`14), north east of Holyrood Palace and close to the 

public pleasure garden of the sake name.(15) Boucher's nursery was not 

however, a commercial success._ Although the younger Boucher's 

"A treatise on Forest Trees" (published in Edinburgh in 1775)may have 

Provided a useful reference source for the management committees of 

some of the earlier New Town gardens, Other nursery firms such as the 

later John Hay's, Dickson and Co, James Dickson and Sons, Eagle and 

Henderson, Edward Sang and Thomas Cleghorn became more directly involved 

rith the pleasure gardens themselves) aAcl 1116, names Freceenhy ou w V-ñt 50,4en 

minuF¢ books 

Nurseries had of course prospered with the introduction of many new 

plant species during the early years of the nineteenth century,particu- 

larly after the close of the Napoleonic wars in 1804 when most French, 

Spanish and Dutch colonies came within the British compass. Plants 

were brought into Europe from every corner of the earth during the 

course of Britain's worldwide naval activity and sea borne trade - 

wisteria, peonies, roses and chrysanthemums from China; dahlias from 

Mexico; fuchsias from Central America; and conifers from North .America to 

name but some. Many of these were grown by one of Edinburgh's largest 

nurseries - Dicksons of Waterloo :`"lace. Their nursery ground in Leith 

Walk propagated and sold more than 5,000 plant species ;16 including 

over 500 varieties of roses. The rarest and most tender of these 

plants required more sophisticated garden techniques for their nurture 

than could be offered by the private amenity gardens and were in any 

case unsuited to this type of garden . Nevertheless the attendant 

upsurge of interest in plants and gardens made this a propitious time 

indeed for the creation of new open spaces. 
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FIGuiE 14 a ec b : 

Notice regarding the Zing's birthday celebrations 

a. The Edinburgh Advertiser 3 June 1785: 
b. The Edinburgh Advertiser 31 i'tay 1791) 

a. 

IV the Honourable the Magiftraùs of Edin- 
. burgh, 

kHEREAS, for fume years pea, it has been the 
rice of Says and others, to pull up and cut down 

YOUNG PLANTING, particularly on the days previous 
to his M >_jeay'i P.-tit-day ; which is not only a 'crime 
feerely pur,itbablc by law, but greatly ani jufiy corn 
plaint,' of by the perfurt;'injurcd: -This is to give no- 
tice, That every perlon found with young planting trees, 
or branches of trees in their pulletL.,o, within this city, 
vitl be apprehended and imp(ifottrd, to fand trial; and 

that, 00 ocrafion ui his MajeOE 'S Birhday, or any other 
public rejoicing, .it boys, &c. 'found carrying of purling 
up, or having in their putfciG,,n loch planting, will br 
cummir.ed to 'he City Guard, auJ dealt with is an ex- 
emplary manner. 

Given at Edinburgh, June 1, t78í- 
, WILL. GALLOWAY, B. 

TFIE SCOTS114Ni, WEDNESDAY; JANUARY 2, 1946. 

ËDINBIRGI$'S.. PRIVATE GARDENS 
O`111CI'Sh3I) RCfCI1C111b Problems 

ET O,orit or TILE RIGuT Flom. 
THE LORD PROVOST AND MAC; Ià'1RATES 

ur rule. Curt or F littanpxnx, 
%d -IF :RFAS, for fume years pia, it bath been the prae- 

V V Lice of boys and others, to pull down or cut Trees, 
particularly on the cars previtus to his Aiajeay's Mirth -day, 
which is not only a crime f s -erely punilhable- by law, hut 
much and jualy ecimpiained of by the parties Injured, THIS 
IS TO GIVE NOTICE, That every perfnn lis whole p n f- 
feon Young Planting or Branches of Trees !tech Le found 
within this City, Leith- or 6thcr libcitirs, will Le apprc. 
hcnded, imprifbnctl, and pun-riled as the law diteCts- 

And, in order to guard every picrfin agair,f the coefe- 
goenccs of contravening this Pr,iclamati,n, the Magifiares 
hereby intimate, That, by an an paired in the 6th year of 
hs prefcnt At ji.fl, iitided, " an aft for encouraging the 
" cultivation, and for the better prelrrvation of Trees, 
". Plants and Shruhs ;' -it iithc :thy dccla;cd, " That fruit 
and after the ad June 1766, all and every pericn or perfons, 
who ilull in the night-time lop, tole, tit down, break, throw 
down, bark, born, or othcrwife'fjinil or deltroy, or 'carry a- 
way any -oak, beech, sip:, elm, fir, chefiut, or aft' timber 
tree, or other tree or trees tarding for timber, f:4.. or trait 
pluck up, dig up, break, fpoil, de(lroy, or carry sway iffy 
!VOL, throb, tar:, growing, (bnding, or being in the garden 
round, nnrfry ground, nc other lndoféd ground, of any per- 
fonor perfons, Itall be deemed and conlirued to be guilty e 

(dray. And the Court by and.bcfciic' whom filch perfon or 
perlon; faall be tried, (tall and .hereby have authority to 

n p t America, Eo'r. ---Of 
ilhikhall concerned are hereby requelted to take notice. 

Given at f:diirhargit, this a7th May z794.. -r.. 

tranfpot't fach p rrfnn or perfonc for the fpace of f -reeve. yearn 
to any of 'hic M ii I 's ilantacions 'n 

- - - -- -_. 
F.niyecaex, whe,e beatify to an appreciable I 

Legislation h provided. however. whereby 
?strut depends upon her private 

ÍIEFENCI\C. PROBABLE one Corporation can take Deer n n p p publie and rises te Pe ''a 
Gardens, is beginning to think of restoring 
thym after the damage which has resulted 
Irom their de- fencing for war purposes. 

Each of the carden, keeps a gardener and ca ens tf the eon nus align. the crounn to 
sslstanls in the summer and autumn, andrb 

rd 
e e untidy. and do nor give it prone; 

ra car and ainn ii A first a-proaeh would 
during the last few years a ranger has had to have to bé nuadc to de prul+ecerec . and it 
be employed from the spring to October. I :this wurnutg failed, then the Lead Author-', 

It is almost certain that the proprietors as 11Y. it is understood. could lake o. er 
a whole will wish to retain control of these + But it would be a matte of p ' y for 
gardens. (believing It not to be in the best the Corporation, if there is an: drat,, on 1 

interests of the city that they should be :tine part of certain owners of ¡.rtssre reidensl 
publicly owned. nor in the Interests of thee: to rid themse its nu.v of tssec:n ut.hty of 
property in the neighbourhood that they:: certain open spaces: -s:rd Mr Jeffrey. 
should resign their control. The gardens will In the City G..rdeser "s atrw, raiirmr.s are 
probably be temporarily refenced, and it is still required wherever there are !utters. 
almost certain that, when material is avail- shrubs, and trees. 'tinfottw stele he sand. 

able for railings. railings will be erected we have not yet readied the rtsce of dra- 

in those places where there are now none. ration whereby we can be sure that etaldirn 
Whether the gardens in Charlotte Square ;and dogs will always be controlled." It rs 

are,in the future, to be publicly or priaately'tsorth pointing out. in regard to tins 
owned, certain questions will inevitably arisetremark, that many people are of opinion that 
when they are replanned. At the moment,pthe schools can help Itere. 
some of the trees in the gardens are being{ 
felled, and a distinct body of opinion exists' 
which holds that trees of any kind are un- 
desirable in Charlotte Square. since they 
tend to hide the proportions et the Adam 
architecture. and that they should be replaced 
by shrubs and flowers. It Is claimed that 
such a scheme would also allow the George 
Street vista to be fully appraised from the 

farther side ed the square. 

Unhappily, a public conscience does not 
appear to exist in this country. as it does 
elsewhere -in Holland, Dentnartt. and 
Canada. for example -sufficient to ensure 
such gardens being respected. 

Inquiries are being made In Edin- 
burgh by some proprietors who are 
anxious to sec the gardens nn which they 
are concerned once more fenced at the 
earliest opportunity. These prnprretnrs re- 
gard this as the only practicable course. in 
view of the fact that, while these gardens 
have been unprotected, they have been sub- 
jected to illegal use and abuse. 

The gardens are private property and they 
are maintained by an assessment levied upon 
the proprietors. Differences may exist in 
the manner in which the gardens are held 
and in the way in which assessments are 
nude, but these do not affect the fact that 
the gardens are private property. Whether it fs desirable that some of them should nn 
acquired by the muniripoliiy and so becole 
puddle pi alierly is nhother question. 

EXTENSIVE DAMAGE 
'[Mica derange which has been done to the 

Edinburgh gardens Is, In some measure, 
obvious. Unsightly tracks, which have de- 
strayed' their symmetry, have been made 
across them by undisciplined people bent 
peon taking short -cuts, and wiltul dunnage 
has been done to the treerañd-shrubs by 
children not under the control of their 
parents. These are visible abuses: there 
ere others. Property, for instance, in the 
Fli :ipc of tools, belonging to the proprietors, spunsibie for the removal of Site ran *nag in 
has been destroyed or stolen. Its one in- the first place. Thor was done by the Ministry hate these gardens as they were before the 
stance, a valuable roller was taken up to of Works. It was true that the Corporation war. particularly the west section. where; 
the lop of a slope and allowed to run down and collide wilts shelter. with the result gave the Ministry all the information possible there 

beoremoved 
flowers 

abut it seas smashed. certain 
as to 

railings 
it was safe or unsafe for destroyed i[ the gardens were left open.' 

It is possible that the certain railings to be removed in various parts: 
proprietors of cer- of the city, but the final decision rested uilh, Therefore it simply comes to this -i1 we do 

lain gardens might offer no objection to their not restore the railings, all see can expect to, 
gardens being acquired by the Town Council, the 

the Council wish to take control of cHOred compensation to the owners of toe 
he Ministry. who also, it Is understood.. have there is grass and shrubs. if we do; 

restore the railings, the proprietors of Heriot! 
them.. subject, of course: to the understand- railings for the removal of the metal. Many Rote can enjoy the gardens with beautiful 
ing that the ground was not used for build- people. of course. refused the compensation. 
ing purposes. It is quite no doubt preferring to think that. by letting flowers. 

possible that such The question does not affect me person- 
the Government hate the railings, they were ally. I have only an office there. If I secret 
contributing something vital to tine war effort. living there I would vote for the restoration i 

"SHOULD icE OPE\ TO PUBLIC" 
Mr C. J. D. Shaw, advocate. said: "It does 

not add anything to the value of my occu- 
pation of this house t92 lleriot howl to have 
exclusive use of the gardens. It makes no 
difference to me who uses them. and there- 
fore 1 think they ought to be open to the 
public. In that event. the upkeep of the 

OFFICIAL ,Ni) PRI\'AT E VIE\VSignrdens should be a public charge. 
Mr W. M. Urquhart. S.S.C.. 1b 'Idiot Row. 

said: "It seems to me, from an aslhetic 
point of view. that the removal of the rail- 
ings is admirable, but from a practical 

point of view I am afraid the younger people ul l 

the city are not garden -trained. My view is 
that the railings ought to be restored. If 
they are not restored, it means that the 
gardens are doomed to be merely grass and. 
shrubs. 

I do not think It would be feasible lo. 

Owners' Responsibility 
"The question of refencing private gardens, 

such as those in Queen Street, is primarily a 

matter for the proprietors themselves." said 

the Town -Clerk of Edinburgh. Mr .1. Storrar, 
In an interview with The Scotsman. 

The Corporation, he explained, was not re- 

important city spaces as the Charlotte Square 
and the St Andrew Square Gardens may be 
acquired by the municipality. The desir- 
ability of such acquisitions could be argued 
with reason, particularly in light of the fact 

"So it seems that the responsibility of re -. 
fencing is the concern now of the originali 
proprietors," said Mr Storrar. "Tine fact of 

that these gardens now stand in the midst of compensation being paid, or at least offered., 
what is business rather than residential ro- ;in the first place removes any obligation. one: 
perry. In the case of some of the smaller would imagine. from the Ministry. It will be 

gardens. many of which are-mere strips of for the owners themselves to decide as to 
shrubbery or wooded land. screening houses what is to be done. But the Corporation does, 

. from the main road, it is well within the not come into the matter at all.' 
bounds of possibility that the proprietors, Mr Storrar explained that no decision ha" 
would be willing to part with their rights yet been taken with regard to the refencing 
and mlcrests, 

The Queen Street and Aberrremby Place 
Gardens, which are perhaps the most im- 
portant predate gardens in the city. fall, how- ,policy for our parks." added Mr Storrar. 
ever, in a different category. They are in I 

street sections-the. original F.sst Gardens.! 100 I'ER CENT. APPROVAL NEEDED 
the Middle Gardens, and the West Gardens. 
The East Gardens are held under an Act of " One hundred per cent. approval" would 
Parliament of George IV. winch previded be required from owners of private gardens 
for them being "enclosed. laid nut. rind n 
embellished in a uniform manner.' Bodeen 

there is any move towards these open 

representing the several gardens were spaces being taken over by the city. 
formed. the East Gardens being placed In. Mr .1. T. Jeffrey, Superintet;dent of ptl[kr, 
the hands of shareholders. for wham there Edinburgh, explained that Cuates Crescent 
is a fixed assessment, and who, with those was a ease in point. The tact of there bein, 
proprietors assessed annually. according to only a single obfutt r h the oaf-dons tine, Ito. ' 
the cost of the upkeep of the c.irdens. and 
a limited number of other residents in the 
neighbourhood who pay a rental for keys. 
have the right of entry to the gardens. The 
`I:ddlc and West Gardens. on the other hand. 
have no shareholders, the proprietors being 
as,es,ed annually. 

of Edinburgh public parks. Approval had 
been given for a temporary type of railing 

:'for Princes Street Gardens. Apart from 
'that there has been no settlement of a general 

of the railings. - 
Referring to Charlotte Square gardens. Mr 

iunilya 
for 

that 
City Gardener. if he he ocoul &' 

rely on the flowers not being stolen. All 
the trees should be cut down. and the whole 

ground laid out le beds of flowers. 

TWO SEPARATE QUESTIONS 

Mr .1. F. Gordon Thomson. advocate. 26. 

Heriot Row, laid: "In regard to square gar- 
dens, Ilke Heriot Row and Charlotte Square. ,, 

I think there are. two quite separate ques -I 
tins. One is whether they should be cow -I 
plelely railed round. or whether thev,should 
be left as these ones are -partly railed. II 
am in favour of the railings being replaced,' 
because I think it is necessary to have rail- 
ings in order to have proper control 

over the. 

gardens. You cannot grow flowers on 
flowering shrubs unless you have railings' 

hound them. Otherwise children simply pull: 
tunp the flowers gnel brecht down the hruhs. 

-They pl y ail noels 01 games. and reds' 

bievcles, making the place unsafe fur sme 

n . thlldren, 
Intl maintained in the future by the Corpora - I 

The question of who may use opr gors 

teun and taken out of the hands ut the original dens depends upon whether the proprietors, 

proprietors wars sutfiueiit, he said, for the are RoinR to It a be tailed to pay 

hot scheme to fall through. The fur the a +dens. If they ere to pay, they 
yr o shall use them. eht to say h 

gardens et HUlside Crescent. There was one n the other hand It (hr city is ore - 

oblrcinr. which meant that the Corporation' I pared to take over and maintain the gar - 

rot entrusted with the future care; dens. I see no reason why they should not 

art the gardens. be open to all people the cite rhnoes to 

allow in. in the same 'as as Princes ces Strrrt 
- Gardens are open to the nubile. Tnr, s',nuid 

be treated as Princes Street Canteens a '-e 

treated. maintained by the acv and super- 

vised by the city. and be aaailabie to who- 

ever wants 
as the city 

use 
make." 

to svch - 

w e sc e n o a roug . ne same have a thing happened In connccion with thef ,p 

F IGüP.r, 1$ : 
Newspaper article on the re-enclosure of the gardens after 
:;or1d War 2 (Scotsaan 2 January 1946) 
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Respect for new planting was,however, a different matter and by no 

means guarantees, being particularly vulnerable at times of public 

celebrations. King George III's birthday celebrations on 4th June were 

for example,notorious for. their ,inks and drunken excesses and said to 

be 'e... one of the greatest school boy events of the year "(1I)ß 

The. vandalism and brutal destruction suffered by saplings at the 

hands of youngsters (presumably a satisfactory substitute to flag 

waving) must have reached serious proportions. S warnings and 

harsh penalties/publicised each year in the press (fig. 14). 7lithout 

their walls, railings and locked gates the New Town gardens might well have 

found survival in the early years more difficult although those able to 

employ one or more full -time gardeners were better guarded from 

rampaging intruders. Beat of all were the ', est T'rinces Street, Last 

and West Queen Street gardens where the gardener and his family lived 

within the grounds thus providing round the clock surveillance. More 

recently, the exT;erience of the 2nd World War when many of the gardens 

had their railLngs removed demonstrated their vulnerability to misuse, 

and became the prime reason for their re- enclosure (fig. 15). 

For the smaller New Town pleasure garden limited by size and shape 

(and it will be remembered that half were under 1 acre(O.4 ha) in 

extent) their chosen layout tended to favour a fairly forç:alised and 

symmetrical design :not dissimilar but on a larger scale to the pattern 

adopted by many of the private garden areas to the rear of the houses. 

That is having an outer belt of trees and shrubs (providing both 

:rivacy and shelter), surrounded by a continuous footpath and a grassed 

central area (which might or might not be crossed by further footpaths 

connecting with various entrances to the garden .Usually the centre 

itself featured a group of specimen trees, a shrubbery or even ornamental 

flower plots. Such pleasure gardens as St Andrew and Charlotte Square, 

Drummond and Saxe Coburg `'lace, Bellevue, Atholl and Coates Crescent, the 

central Moray gardens and the smaller Victorian gardens on the western 

side of the New Town all followed this style,and were well within the 

competence of the local nursery firms called upon to level, lay out and 

plant the garden spaces. 
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A more imaginative arTroach was, however, possible with the larger 

gardens Th;s was fortunately recognised by a number of garden committees 

who were sufficiently enlightened to apply what they considered to be 

the best professional,and artistic skills,to draw up plans and designs 

for their pleasure grounds. Edinburgh in the nineteenth century was 

still a relatively small, closely knit society, rich with artistic, 

literary and scientific talent all of which could be tapped for help or 

advice. Indeed, many of the distinguished names found connected with 

the gardens were themselves proprietors, or friends or associates of 

nroptietors)and therefore readily approachable. CQ.(4- -a \) 6.\ wo.s 

so Ço, the nest Princes Street and Queen Street gardens,, The first 
Sack" 

ple.4;onultwas designed by the gifted amateur painter James 3kene (1775 -1864), 

a man of much culture and learning and close friend of Sir Walter Scott. 
a.d he 

3kene . lived at the west end of "' rinces 3treetLraas much involved -n 

promoting art appreciation in Edinburgh. . It is more than likely that 

through him Andrew Wilson (1780 -184P) an extremely able landscape 

artist, and Master of the Trustees Academy, came to be involved in plans 

for laying out the Central and West Queen Street gardens. Neither Wilson 

nor Skene had previous experience of garden design but both. were regarded 

as gentlemen of refinement and taste, and their proven artistic ability 

was considered recommendation enough. 

Their advice followed the picturesque tradition of landscape 

improvement in which the natural advantages of the site were sensitively 

assessed and the new layout designed to subtly enhance and extend the 

uearance in an informal if not romantic tiaay.(18) Associated with 

the picturesque movement in the eighteenth century had been 
had 

the belief that not onlL roughness and irregularity of form a special 

aesthetic value (for example rocks, ruins, wild landscape in general but 

also that the art of garden design should be closely akin to that of 

Landscape painting, The works of Claude, "oussin, and Salvator .Rosa 
(1ß) 

ware,, highly acki rtA in this respect. Yet very few painters 

_zither in the 18th or early part of the 19th century became involved in 

garden design although curiously enough Edinburgh appears to have produced 

more examples than most.(20) 
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le Skene and Wilson, Alexander Nasmyth (1758 -1ß40) ra,ue also 

be remem\,rredin this context . A:s a teacher (Wilson for a short time 

studied under him) and practitioner,h.e more than anyone else was 

responsible for the enormous interest and prestige of Scottish landscape 

painting during the first two decades of the 19th century.We45.,4h helptal 

to shape ... "the actual landscape of Scotland to bring it more into 

accord with the ideals of the picturesque movement ".(21) As far as we 

know Nasmyth although commissioned to carry out several landscape 

nrojects in various parts of Scotland never became directly involved 

with any of the New Town gardens (had he lived in Queen Street rather 

than York Place the story might well have been different). He was 

responsible however, for creating a most ornamental and charming eye - 

catcher which ultimately did much to enhance two of the pleasure 

gardens, Moray Bank garden and Eton Terrace /Dean gardens. Both share 

magnificent views of St Bernards well; the graceful classical temple 

(based on the one at Tivoli) which Nasmyth designed for his friend 

Lord Gardenstone in 1789 (fig. 16a and b). This small Doríc building 

on the bank of the .later of Leith close to 3tockbridge "thoroughly in 

keeping with the beauty of the surrounding scenery "(22) marks the site 

of a mineral spring first discovered in 1760. It has considerably 

added to the delight of both gardens and in particular the designer of 

the Eton Terrace /Dean gardens (the architect John Dick Peddieetook 

subtle advantage of it. By creating a series of carefully placed 

terraces with connecting footpaths and steps he allowed promenaders 

many varied and picturesque glimpses of the well from different heights 

and angles. 

For the remaining larger gardens advice was sought from a number 

of different individuals from various backgrounds including landscape 

gardeners, horticulturists, architects and others, all of whom with 

one exception were Edinburgh based. The exception was William Sawry' 

Gilpin (1762 -1843) the English landscape gardener and nephew of the 

Rev. William Gilpin essayist and writer on the picturesque. For a brief 

spell he acted as consultant to the Town Council for the design of the 

East Princes Street gardens at a time when controversy raged as to what 
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the true intentions of the City were towards this area of Land 

(refer Section 2.5 for detali_s). Nothing is known of Gilpin's recommenda- 

tions but his role was superseded by that of Dr. 7atrick Neill who 

while a member of the Town Council was made responsible for directing 

improvements to this section of Princes Street. Neill was head of a 

large and successful printing firer,, Neill and Co, founded by his 

father; but business interests came second to his life-long passion 

for botany, horticu-ture and natural history. Sadly the amazing 

energy he expended in having the East Princes :Street gardens formed and 

--'anted was set at nought When the railway was extended through the 

grounds in the ß.40's causing great havoc and destruction. More 

ha ;pi .y Neill's later advice on the layout and planting of Regent gardens 

adjoininaCai.ton Hill in 1830 with which Dr Graham (1776- 1345), ;'rofessor 

of Medicine and Botany, and Keeper of the Royal 3otanic Garden also 

4 , (23) 
ass:..stee, suffered no such calamity . The main format of this 

12 acre (4.8 ha) garden still survives intact.( 2L') In passing it must 

be recorded that nothing has been found to substantiate the claim by 

two authors writing in the 1940's(25) that these gardens were designed 

by Sir Joseph 'Paxton, nor indeed that he had anything to do with them at 

any point in lees career. This apparent error involving as it an 

individual of some farce continues to be quoted in connection with these 

gardens and is now in danger of becoming an established fact) 
(26) 

Two other men, both res Peered horticulturists 0.1 

like Patrick Neill stalwart members of the Caledonian Horticultural 

Society ° _ are Iir.Rcee with the New Town gardens namei.y 

John Hay (1758..1136) and James IicNab (1410- 1P79). gay's re,estat:'on was 

v ainly based on the design of f .ower9QrdenÇ itches gardens,.aì4 !lot 

houses. Hz wes area a competent ground planner (fig. 13a) Besides 

being responsible for the layout of Geor-e 3auare gardens on the south 

side of the City, 140,3 became involved with the "Last Queen 3tteet gardens 

But the man to have the greatest single influence on the New Town 

gardens was James McNab, a.nd as his name occurs with such regularity in 

the history of so many of the pleasure grounds some brief details about 
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him are justified at this point, McNab succeeded his father Sillier . 

as curator of the Edinburgh aoyal Botanic garden in 184D having 

previously been emp loyed as Superintendent of the Caledonian Horticul- 

tural Society's exeerimental garden. at Inverlelth. (27) He led a busy 

and useful life, an4 regula4jcontributecl articles on gardening, 

landscaping and horticulture to ne.w$speqe.e6. and journals, PALKicl-kderelcknko 

1711com garden management committees turned nost often when practical 

advice was needed. That he was held in hieh esteem can be appreciated 

from the pen portrait written about him in 1877 by a fellow gardener, 

ululan Robinson who himself was to achieve great eminence and influence 
) 

in. his lifetime( (fie. 17a and b). During the 1860's McNab wrote a 

series of articles on "Our town trees" in which he took a critical 
11Q.r 

look at several of the Edinburgh pleasure gardens ; also i,,clu.clexl we.u- "n 

suggestions for their improvement. 
(29) 

plj r,:nchte4A Ctrkutj 

Many of the gardens r7ere by the J aeeroaehine maturity, and 
\Jere- 

reiide-in3 major replanting and renewal. The perieheral planting had in 

articular become thin and incomelete,revealing wide borders of 

unattractive black earth. McNab's timely comments sparked off a fresh 

lnterest in the gardens and stirred a number of lethargic conittees 

into action, For as the Scotsman newspaper rightly reflected the real 

danger lay in "... mere carelessness and neglect casually overtaking 

us", thereby convertine what was once ornamental into "... eyesores 

or deformities". 
(30) 

McNab's subsequent comprehensive reports and 

careful sueervision helped to improve a number of the gardens including 

-nech ones as Cueen Street East, St Andrew Square and Charlotte Square. 

At this time too McNab was also involved with the formation of 
Peseesnesy 

some of the later New Town gardens,/ the Eton Terrace/Dean gardens 

(the first part was laid out in 1868); ii also advise.d. on the planting 

and alterations to Belerave Crescent gardens when they were considerably 

enlarged in 1878. In the Dtas, gardens he worked closely with 

John Dick leddie, the architect responsible for their design;oth men 

having liaised together on the improvements to St Andrew Square gardens 

in 1866. Mod..6.5 preference for "broad spaces of well kept grass, with fine 
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16 THE GARDEN INDEX. 

TA.MF.S :LW oN1113. 

JAMEU MONAD, the present Curator of the Royal Botanic Onrdens, Etlinbnrgh, was born et Richmond, in 
Surrey, in April, 1810, and was taken to Scotland when five . wecke old. For twelve consecutive 
years before 1834, ho served an no apprentice, journeyman, and foreman in the Edinburgh Botanic Gerdena 
with his Into father. Beeidon the general routine of garlen . work, hie early life was much devoted to the 
preparing of plans of gnrdona, greonhousee, heating apparatno by sleem end hot.wnlcr, ns well ns to be 
drawing of many of the plant, which flowered in the Edinburgh Oardena and Nurseries frnm the year 
1820 and onwvard.% These were figured in the "Botanical Magazine," Swcet'a " British Flower (lentos," 
and other werke. Tho year 18:14 wax spent in travelling in the United Slalom cud Canada, and the recorders 
of the more interesting plants obtained in this journey ore to be found in a series of paperx published 
in the "Edinburgh Philosophical Jonreal" for 1835, and in the earlier numbers of the " Transactions of the 
Edinburgh Botanical Society." In 1835 ho wee appointed Curator of the Caledonian Horticultural Society's 
Experimental Garden at Invorleith, where, besides the management of tho garden, he had much practice in land - 
Renpe gardening. This situation he held till 1840, when, on the death of his father in December, 1848, he was 
appointed Curator of the Royal Botanic Garden. At that time the garden contained only fourteen imperial 
acres. During 1850 two additional acres were added to its western side, and these were laid ont and planted 
by Mr. McNAn. During 1804, by the annexation of the old experimental garden ground which belonged to the 
Crown, ten additional acres were added to the Botanic Garden, and rearranged by the Curator for Conifera end 
other evergreen trees and shrubs. On the additional ground a rock garden was commenced in the autumn of 18G1,'lt 
in order to tatillon the stones of the wall which originally separated the botanic from the experimental gnrfrn. 
This rock garden contains 54.42 stone compartments or epacea for the cultivation of Alpino and dwarf herbaceous 
plants. To this rock garden additions bave been made every year since its commencement. At fleet, all the 
plant compartments had more or less a northern exposure, but now many portions of the southern Crass elopes 
have been devoted to the culture of bulbous and other plants that require their roots to bq thoroughly ripened 
for flowering, and the result hue been in every way satisfactory. During the present year, twenty -Rix additional 
acres have been acquired by the City of Edinburgh, in order to be laid out as a general arboretum. This 
ground lies immediately to the west of the present garden, and is well adapted for arboretum purposes, 
being beautifully situated and commanding nee of the finest views of Edinburgh from the north, besides 
affording great protection to the present garden. In addition to the extensive practice of gardening, 
Mr. McNeil has often been a contributor to horticultural literature, as his writings, not only in Tux GAresv, 
but also in the trmnnactione of the Botanical Societies of Edinburgh and elsewhere, amply show. Ho did 
not, however, confine himself to strictly botanical and horticultural mattem ; on the contrary, hie wrilinga embrnrn 
numerous essays en Vegetable Climatology, landscape gardening, and arboriculture, all of which, if gathered 
together, would form many volumes. He in corresponding member of several societies, both nt home 
and abroad; also one of the original members of the Edinburgh Botanical Society, established Fehrnnry R, IR:tf, 
to the transactions of which ho has been n frequent contributor over nines their commencement. 

Among the various features of the Edinburgh Botanic Garden which we owe to Mr. McNAO's skill in 
the Palm -house, which is moat satisfactory front the point of view of design, and still more ao from the adtnir. 
able cultivation and arrangement shown in it by the Curator. If size only is net to guide our judgment, we 
muet pronounce this the beet.maneged tropical house (both from the point of view of design, arrangement, and 
culture) of any in the botanic gardens of the United Kingdom. 

Not leas eatinfactory are the collections of hardy herbaceous plants, Alpine flowers, ;Jambs, and trees in 
the garden. Mr. MONAD is among the faithful few who never deserted the beautiful hardy flora of our garlene 
for the famous red and yellow etrenke that sometime(' disfigure even our great botanic gardens. The Edinburgh 
Botanic Garden woo always a garden, even during the most dismal period of the absence of variety in gardens. 
Therefore, when the tide langen to turn hack to pure gardening, Mr. MONAD found his reward in richly-stored 
collections of the finest hardy plants. Hie knowledge of these in such a national garden is most precious. It 
comprises the oultnre and habits of the plants, in addition to a mere acquaintance with their names and relation. 
ships. To enter, however, into the varione departments of the garden which owe their riches in great part to 
long years of unwearied attention on the part of the Curator, is,beyond the scope of the present note. It ham 

been part of our plan to publish a portrait of a horticulturist who has done worthy work for onr art with each 
volume. For this ono we could think of nono more worthy than JAMES MONAD. W. R. 

b. 

FIGURE 17 a & b 

Article on, and portrait of James NeNab 

(The Garden 29 December 1877) 
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trees standing upon it "(31) very much in the gardenesque style 

advocated by J. C. Loudon (a man greatly admired by tN %,1 (32))saved 

many gardens from the spread of inappropriate rockeries and florid 

bedding schemes which were then so fashionable. A 1DV of the gardens 

had also become choked and cluttered with trees originally planted for 

quick effect - such as poplars and willows Another of McNab's 
achievements was to encourage their systematic removal thereby ensuring 

the freer growth of those trees intended for more permanent effect. 

Likewise his frequently stated opinion that a garden's appearance from 

the outside was just as important as when seen from within,helped 

increase the public's awareness and challenged management committees 

to take a broader approach towards their responsibilities. This view 

was supported by one of McNab's contemporaries, Charles H. Smith, 

who for a time lived in Queen Street and practised as a landscape 

gardener and writer.(33) 

One or two architects names have already been mentioned in connection 
a 

with the design oÇ or later improvementsÍ'o: the New Town gardens. 

It would be true to say that the majority of Edinburgh's leading 

architects Wm involveel in one way or another with the pleasure 

gardens. In several instances their contribution was substantial. 

William Playfair's name for example, has been found associated with 

3 garden areas. Re drew up proposals for the East Princes Street 

gardens which proved a useful basis for their subsequent development; 

he was wholly responsible for the design of the Royal Terrace /London Road 

gardens(which cleverly incorporated the dents and hollows caused by 

quarry workings into an attractive woodland bank transversed by pathways). 

and he carefully redesigned the lower portion of the West Princes Street 

gardens to reduce and disguise as much as possible the passage of the 

railway through the grounds. Rather as his mentor - William Stark 

(1770 -1813), that outstanding but short lived Scottish architect - 

Playfair possessed a similar appreciation of the relationship between 

buildings and their surroundings and the importance of keeping a balance 

between the natural and man -made. Appointed architect and consultant 
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for the laying out of the grounds to the north of Calton Hill (his 

pan and report was published in 1819)(34) Playfair was certainly 

influenced by the spirit of Stark's earlier but unfinished report( 5) 

h -is he had started to write lAe,n appointed ae assessc 

to the 1812 Competition for ,clev lopie5 the rend. Stark was wholly 

committed to leaving the greater part of Calton Hill untouched eel- 

,,.deed 
several of the competitors hadjput forward quite contrary proposals. 

( 36) 

Playfair's success at conserving most of the hill as open space was an 

achievement which would have met with Stark's enthusiastic approval. 

And the land, when formed into Regent T'leasure gardens in the early 

1830's became the second largest of its kind in Edinburgh. He was also 

responsible for the redistribution of open space. in Royal Circus which 

eventually resulted in 4 separate gardens in place of the one circular 

plot originally intended. 

Two other architects having close associations with certain New 

Town gardens are David Cousin (1809 -1878) appointed City Architect in 

1847,and Consultant Architect to the Free Church of Scotland; and 
uh( t i5 

John M Dick Peddie (1824 -1891) who ran a thriving practiceLstill in 

existence. Cousin became involved with a number of landscaping projects 

and was responsible for the layout of many of Edinburgh's cemeteries. 

The rather grand, awesome approach adopted in such work was to a certain 

extent reflected in his design for the East Princes Street gardens 

drawn up in 1849. With the substantial compensation paid by the Railway 

Company he was able to contemplate quite ambitious ideas for these 

gardens which were most fully realised in the creation of the formal 

terraces along Princes Street. Not all his hopes were however, fulfilled: 

Cousin had aspired to fashion an open air gallery by adding a series of 

sculptures as part of the terrace walk.$ut in the end these proved too 

expensive. His contemporary, Dick Peddie was fascinated by a similar 

idea for the West Princes Street gardens : ' his beguiling water colour 

painting showing the gardens developed in such a way was well received 

by the press /and given a measure of encouragement (Section 2.6). On a 

more practical level Dick Peddle was responsible for the major improvement 
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and redesign work carried out (with James McNab) on the St. Andrew Square 

gardens in 1866. (37) gardens His removal to Buckingham Terrace ( as one of 

the first residents in the newly expanding western extension to the New 

Town)leA him to become involved with the setting up and design of the 

Eton Terrace /Dean gardens. The first section of these gardens, 

fronting Eton Terrace were laid out in 1868(38) and initially consisted 

of nothing more than a steeply sloping bank whose alec,livity had been 

further accentuated by the tipping of builders rubble over the edges. 

By forming 2 broad terraces along the whole extent of the ground 

Dick 7eddie succeeded in turning to advantage what .as basically a 

difficult site to develop. On this occasion too,Dick 7eddie worked 

closely with James McNab and the combination of the former's architectural 

skill with the latter's horticultural knowledge produced a garden of 

outstanding merit. 

The following Sections on the New Town gardens selected for 

detailed study will reveal other distinguished architects connected in 

one way or another with the design or im rovement of the gardens: 

names for example, such as David Bryce (Charlotte Square gardens), 

Robert Matheson (Queen Street East) and William Burn (St Andrew Square). 

If one adds to this number all those architects not already mentioned, 

but who were responsible for the inclusion of open space in the form of 

pleasure gardens as an integral part of their layout plans - then the 

list becomes long indeed -and includes the greater number of Edinburgh's 

architectural elite in the last century.(39) 

1.6 CHANGES MADE TO THE ORIGINAL DESIGN 

Most of the larger gardens have undergone certain changes to 

their original design. These were mostly carried out in the middle 

and later years of the last century and were either modifications 

such as the forming of a raised terrace walk along the south side of 

the East Queen Street gardens, or of a more radical nature due to changes 

in circumstance. Kor example, the passage of the railway through the 

-°'rinces Street gardens, the erection of the National Memorial to 
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Prince Albert in the Charlotte Square grounds, and the later addition 

of extra land as in the case of Eton Terrace /Dean gardens, Douglas Crescent 

and Betgrave Crescent Sarcle." 

As the 19th century advanced the general tendency was for the 

gardens to become more ornate and gardenesque in style: many additional 

flower beds were added for short seasonal displays, walks were elabora- 

ted, and high walls and railings replaced by ones of more elegant 

design and reduced height. All this was possible at a time when 

garden labour was cheap and plentiful, and at a time when public 

passion for horticultural display was at its greatest. Towards the end 

of the century, demand for lawn tennis favoured the return to large 

areas of grass. 

In more recent times the majority of New Town gardens have 

reverted to a simpler form more in keeping with their original design 

and with the needs of stricter economy; this was largely prompted by 

the Second World War during which a number of gardens lost their railed 

encosures and were made accessible for public air raid shelters, 

emergency water tanks(40), ammunition huts, and vegetable plots, at 

the expense of many of the gravelled walks, shrub and flower borders 

(fig. 18). Rising costs continue to favour simplification which is 

not to be regretted provided the main outlines and structure of the plant- 

ing is not in essence changed: the real danger today is from the 

replacement of forest trees with species of a smaller ornamental 

variety out of scale with the bold massing of the spaces and their 

built surroundings. 

1.7 THE PLANTING OF THE NEW TOWN PLEASURE GARDENS 

Early in 1803 John Claudius Loudon then aged 20 left Edinburgh 

for London where he began a succesful career as landscape gardener, 

and prolific writer on gardening, horticulture and landscape matters. 

Almost immediately his attention seems to have been drawn to the parlous 

state of many of the London Squares whose layout and planting impressed 
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him as being so "miserably deficient" that he was prompted to write a 

letter to the Literary Journal putting forward his views. This letter 

(his first item ever to be published) was more in the form of an essay 

and headed "Hints respecting the manner of laying out the grounds of the 

public squares in London to the utmost picturesque advantage "(41) in 

it he criticised the monotonous character of the gardens; the incongruous 

mixture and lack of harmony in the arrangement of the planting; and the 

inappropriate choice of plants , selected for their exotic va.ue rather 

than for their more enduring qualities such as good growth, beauty and 

fragrance.tou.&cl also found the gardens lacking in evergreens and without 

a balance of form and colour throughout the year. When these hints were 

written only one Edinburgh garden (St Andrew's Square) had been formed 

and planted so that his cautionary comments and sound advice came at 

an opportune time. .4 ,J i,upzk,Jki had some influence on existing and 

potential members of garden committees.(42) 

Edinburgh's pleasure gardens were however, saved from the worst 

excesses of inappropriate and extravagent forms of planting -so 

despised by Loudon -as a direct result of cost conscious management 

committees, who already having spent substantial sums in having the 

grounds enclosed and levelled (and in the case of the Queen Street 

gardens for the actual purchase of the land itself) were careful to 

spend what remained as economically and frugally as possible. Hence 

gifts of plants were always warmly encouraged,and a keen eye kept for 

other cheap sources of supply. The East Princes Street gardens(as 

will shortly be described)were at the start entirely stocked with 

trees and shrubs donated in their hundreds by all the leading nursery 

firms in Edinburgh . As a result no other garden commanded such a 

wide range of species or in such numbers. 

Evidence from the several early garden minute books shows that 

generally first planting concentrated on the provision of trees and 

shrubs, with flowers and smaller decorative planting being added 

later. Most trees selected were hardwoods - with lime because of its 

compact shape, fine foliage, and promise of fragrant flowers in the 
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years ahead -the most popular choice to border the edges and to line 

the grander of the terrace walks, Other trees such as elm, sycamore, 

oak, ash, horsechestnut, whitebeam, hawthorn, plane, birch and beech 

were all freely used and still remain the predomina trees in the 

various gardens. 3raaller ornamental trees, particularly those 

favoured for their blossom, such as lilacs, laburnums and cherries 

did appear but not in great numbers. St Andrew Square garden shows 

the most marked change in this respect for it is now dominated by 

smaller flowering trees: a tendency which Charlotte Square was in 

danger of emulating until more recent policy exercised more careful 

restraint. 

Allows and poplars were commonly planted at the start to provide 

quick growth and shelter until the slower forest trees became better 

established . Several of Shepherd's drawings in the early 1820's 

show how successful these were in adding depth and height to what were 

essentially young and very immature gardens. All too often however, 

management committees neglected to effect their gradual removal;to 

the detriment of many trees planted for more permanent embellishment .Tl,es 

lapse wee f elueeH j eloVe by McNab when writing in the 1860's. In 

a few cases the gardens inherited a certain amount of existing planting 

which was carefuiiy absorbed into the new layout thereby adding a greater 

variety than would normally be expected . Thus for a number of years 

both Queen Street East and Queen street West gardens contained a 

number of apple and pear trees - remnants of a former kitchen garden. 

Some gardens in fact owed their very existence to the presence 

of trees already well established on the site ehich the feu superior rather 

than see destroyed,made a special effort to have incorporated as part 

of the new development. Hence the garden in front of Hopetoun Crescent 

was formed in order to preserve a number of rare old arboretum trees: 

,lt5e, had formed part of the old Botanic Garden in Leith Walk but were 

too large to successfully remove to the new garden at Inverleith. 
(43 ) 

:"1giu.ally intriguing is the origin of St. Bernards Crescent garden whose 
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creation apparently was suggested by the artist David Wilkie while 

on a visit to his friend, Sir Henry Raeburn at St. Bernards, Stockbridge. 

Wilkie so much impressed with the "picturesque effect of 

the double row of stately elms" which lined the driveway 

that he: "... ;proposed to his friend to erect on each side of the 

trees a deep crescent in the purest style of Grecian architecture"T(44). 

Raeburn and his architectural consultant James Milne 
(45) 

had earlier 

intended to build 4 more parallel rows of terrace houses corresponding 

to those in Ann street and covering the greater part of the site 

(fig 7, top leftkand corner). Significant changes were consequently 

made and these seem to have inspired Raeburn and his family to consider 

preserving other fine trees in the neighbourhood,and to protect them 

by means of strict conditions laid down in the feu charters.(46) All 

the old elms have now disappeared ; the last survivor was one in the 

crescent garden which fell victim to the Dutch Elm disease and had to 

be removed in January 1980.(47) In a similar fashion Coates Crescent 

garden was enhanced by some of the mature elm trees which had formery 

marked part of the south boundary of the Walker estate as it followed 

the curve of the old road to Glasgow.(48) 

Next after trees, the outer edges of the gardens were usually 

planted with shrubs to provide increased shelter and privacy, and 

laurel, aucubas, holly, berberis and privet were all popular choices. 

Many of the holly and laurels subsequently attained tree like pro- 

portions in the absence of any consistent pruning: generally it has 

been the shrub planting which has suffered most from long -term neglect 

and McNab writing in the 18601s constantly referred to the dismal 

condition of much of the shrub planting. Decorative shrubs such as 

rhododendrons, flowering currents, cotoneasters and roses tended to be 

reserved for the inner display beds but could also occur in other 

areas of the gardens while box, yew, beech and ;,rivet were all used as 

hedging material. 

Although in the last century and early part of the present one 

many of the well to do families were absent from Edinburgh during the 
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summer season, sufficient must have remained behind to justify the 

expenditure on herbaceous and annual flowers which are reported in the 

riaiority of garden minute books . and from just after the gardens 

were first formed. Details are often lacking as the choice was 

frequently left to the gardener concerned . Hance Alexander Henderson, 

the nurseryman responsible for laying out the West ;princes :street 

gardens was instructed by the management committee in 1821 to plant 

annuals along the borders, the only proviso beings' "... that you 

will have a considerable proportion of mignonette ". Mignonette, with 

its yellow -green flowers and attractive foliage was at this time a firm 

favourite and widely planted in most of the gardens. Otherwise a wide 

selection of flowers - of variedoelours and fragrances seem to have been 

grown - wallflowers, roses, sweet williams, phloxes, delphiniums, 

carnations, pansies, hollyhocks, verbenas, calceofarias , geraniums, 

stock, chrysanthemums, dahlias, and others besides are all found 

mentioned in the various minute books. Some gardens such as Moray Place 

and the Central Queen Street gardens had their own hot beds to aid 

propagation of the more tender seedlings. But Edinburgh had an abundant 

supply of nurseries, all keenly competitive, and anxious to attract 

business. 

As the 19th century progressed the number of flower beds tended 

to increase . Seeer e nee( Ones euO' \ were . Formcol in the 

Charlotte Square gardens L1tee5 Ìi,ß 1870 s to decorate the pathway up 

is the 'Fringe Albert Memorial. Tì72 rroi;k7ot;or orr 0na1er 6eá wo.s ÿ,o i ; 14Q.0- cineck 
13;,11-4Q- 

advent of .la.ria tennis where the demand for large continuous areas of 

grass took precedente over the desire for floral display, Increasing 

Labour costs(_.articularly since the 'Second World War) hays forced garden 

committees to simplify maintenance as much as possible .F. ':'hcs pease: aa1,en il'e- 

ardens were reinstate í after FL. ;gar a greater area ;..ic.s 

laid down in grass. Today the subtle balance of grass, trees, and 

shrubs has become one of the most admired features of the gardens. 

Their 20th century appearance would have particularly delighted 

someone like James McNab. 
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Although the serious cultivation of flower beds and borders has 

virtually disappeared the popularity of spring flowers has if anything 

increased Uee);1 the decision by many committees to concentrate their 

energies on this more practical outlet. Thus March and April eee 

many banks, borders and lawns covered with daffodils, narcissus, 

tulips, snowdrops, seines and crocusws. P degree of friendly rivatry 

is sometimes evident. Eor example, Drumsheugh gardens decided in 1950 

to abandon all flower growing apart from spring bulbs; and were able 

to report their success 17 years later with a comment in their minutes 

that "... we now have a display (of crocuses) nearly up to the standard 

of Charlotte Square ". 
( 5b) 

1. MANAGEMENT AND UPKEEP OF TM GARDENS 
Most, but not all of the gardens have been regulated and run 

accordine to the conditions laid down in the various feu charters 

when the land was sold for residential development: Some are regulated 

by a Private Act of Parliament, knd a few (Bellevue Crescent, and 

the last and 'lest portions of Royal Circus) haue no form of legal 

sanctions at all. Not surprisingly those in the last group have 

encountered the most problems over the years,particularly in the 

voluntary raising of money for management purposes. 

In the majority of cases where an area of open space was clearly 

intended as a private pleasure ground (and shown on the feuing plan as 

such, )the houses surrounding and overlooking it had written into their 

feu charters several clauses referring to the open spacep.1) Usually 

these clauses described what the space was to be used for, or not used 

for, the obligations for enclosing and laying out the ground, and the 

arrangements and conditions for its perpetual upkeep. Thus, St. Andrew 

Square and Charlotte Square shared the same feuing conditions; and 

similar ones were laid down for the garden areas at the centre of 

Royal Circus, the Moray Place development, Coates and Atholl Crescent, 

Rutland Square, Saxe Coburg glace, St. Bernards Crescent and so on. 

This was the simplest and most straightforward method. In some 

instances however, the ground itself was made over to the adjoining 
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proprietors by a separate feu charter, as in the case of Drummond Place 

and Regent Gardens: these charters tended to be more detailed, and were 

drawn up after the superior had been at Broached by the feuars to form 

the space as an ornamental garden. 

Some gardens were set up under a Private Act of Parliament, namely 

the West ? rinces Street gardens (1816) and the 3 Queen Street Gardens 

(1822), B44, of theselarge tracts of land bordering Craig's Fcs, 
fite.sure. 

were made intojgardens some years after the surrounding houses had 

been built; and a Private Actbee necessary as no earlier provision for 

such use had been drawn up. For the most part, the various charters, 

and Acts of ?ar?iament have held the gardens together remarkably well 

and have provided a reasonably flexible framework for their management 

and upkeep. This is not to say that problems have not arisen from 

time to time. Towards the end of the last century, for example, when 

subdivision of property into flats and offices became increasingly 

common much worry and thought was given to the question as to the 

rights of use to the gardens and how assessments should be altered to 

cope with changes. Two or three of the gardens have also been at a 

disadvantage in being limited by their feu charters in the maximum 

amount of permitted assessment. Unfortunately, what must have been a 

handsome sum over 100 years ago is no longer adequate to meet expenses. 

One of the gardens so affected - Regent Gardens - has been forced in 

recent years to obtain a private Act of Parliament allowing them to 

increase the stipulated maximum assessment from £10 per individual 

stance, to a sum not exceeding £20 a year.(S2) Douglas Crescent and 

Engltnton /Glencairn Crescent are restricted in a similar fashion but 

to a now ludicrously inadequate figure of £2. To overcome this handicap 

an additional "voluntary" contribution is levied on all proprietors 

and therefore becomes dependent on their goodwill and co- operation.(53) 

Garden management committees and their clerks have provided 

valuable continuity in the management of the gardens. The legal 

professinns liking for the New Town as a place to live and work has 

been reflected in the composition of the committees, and has proved 
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invaluable when dealing with complex financial issues, {54) in framing 

and enforcing rules and regulations, drawing up contracts for garden 

staff, and at "all times when litigation or some other major issue 

threatened the wellbeing of the gardens. Had this professional expertise 

been lacking the gardens would not have survived or prospered as 

well as they have. 

In many respects, garden management committees were early fore- 

runners of amenity societies and their interests have and still do 

frequently extend well beyond the garden. This has been particularly 

true of the Charlotte Square gardens: here the management committee 

has formed a useful vigilante group when other matters important to 

the square i+ave ar'scrt. The minute books of the several gardens reveal the 

time and long years of devoted service given by certain proprietors 

and their clerks to the management of the gardens. In several cases 

clerkships have spanned 2 if not 3 generations passing from father to 

son to grandson, and on some occasions from uncles to nephews. 

Usually the clerk receives a modest honorarium but in the early days 

when financial resources were limited the clerk often gave his 

services free. Many eminent Edinburgh citizens have been found associ- 

ated with the gardens, perhaps the best remembered one being 

Henry Cockburn.lie. actively campaigned to keep the East f-rinces Street 

gardens as open space,and was closely involved in the formative years 

of the Charlotte Square gardens. 

For the most part proprietors have been content to leave the 

running of the gardens to the willing few, unless some major or 

controversial issue has arisen. During the last century for example, 

the extension of the railways through and beneath certain gardens 

prompted much angry and united action , More recently hransport 

in the forc:f of the private motor car has posed a not dissimilar threat: 

cle( n9 rho. t°sds O.ncl iWrDWs Se- t:Oaa'ÿ f'o(J 5"" me ,c1 q- to excavate 

beneath the East Princes Street, the Queen Street gardens, Charlotte Square 

and St. Andrew Square gardens in order to form underground car parks 
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(for details, see appropriate sections). According to many of the 

garden clerks, however, interest in the gardens by the general body of 

proprietors has increased over the last few years. Annual meetings 

are now better attended and since the First World War women have assumed 

a more active role on the committees: indeed before then they had been 

completely male dominated. 

:Although initially some exchange of ideas, experience, and even 

personnel took place between a number of gardens being established at 

about the same time (particularly in the case of the Queen Street 

gardens, Drummond Place, and the Royal Circus gardens) they very 

quickly thereafter tended to go their own separate and independent 

ways. Thus an early and eminently sensible idea to link all 3 

Queen Street gardens together by underground tunnel while pursued on a 

number of occasions was finally abandoned due to lack of widespread 

support. A later and equally exciting proposal which the proprietors 

and committee of the Dean gardens tried , óremee;49 _(in the late 1870's 

and early 1380's) to unite their garden with Belgrave Crescent; and to 

form a connecting footpath to the Moray Bank gardens similarly met with 

an unenthusiastic response from their neighbours, And was consequently 

shelved.(55) 

On the subject of upkeep there is no doubt that the New Town 

gardens owed much to the humble, lowly paid, and ever abundant supply 

of gardeners: many of whom gave years of faithful care in return for 

an assured wage, and a degree of independence and job satisfaction 

shared by few of their contemporaries. Much of the work :mist have 

been physically very taxing as no mechanical aids were then available 

and the tools in use were often clumsy and heavy to operate. The 

formation of the larger gardens as will be described later, relied 

initially on large squads of unskilled labourers to form the drains, 

level and mound the grassed areas, shape the banks, cut and form the 

footpaths and so on. 

Afterwards the appointed gardener was allowed occasional unskilled 
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or semi skilled help at certain times of the year - usually during 

the summer and early autumn months -when the demands of the garden 

were at their peak. It must be borne in mind how time consuming and 

laborious much of the work was, for example, lawns were still being 

cut by scythe well into the first half of the 19th century, according 

to Budding(who patented the first cylindrical lawn mower in 1830` 

an acre of lawn (0.4 ha) required 3 men to work for a day, but however 

skilled they were "... circular scars and inequalities and bare 

places ... continued for several days "(5) Nevertheless it took 

several more years of development and refinement before the mechanical 

lawn mower was reliable enough to be widely adopted. B)y the 1360's 

they were coming into more general use: the West Princes Street 

gardens were the first to acquire one, having decided in 1861 to 

purchase a "Shank & Co. Abroath mowing coaching Nc. 2" for the sum of 

8.10. 
(57) 

Two of the New Town gardens with considerable areas of 

grass - Belgrave Crescent and Regent gardens- acquired a horse drawn 

mower: the former in 1880(58 ) and the latter in 1902(5 
9) 

The horses were. I)i red 

f).A4 dressed in leather overshoes to prevent the hooves causing 

damage to the turf. The days of plentiful cheap labour have long since 

gone 
: 

now the majority of gardens rely either on the services of 

lobbing gardeners willing to fit in what hours they can,or on a contract 

with one of the nursery firms. 

1.9 USES MADE OF THE GARDENS 

The gardens were intended partly as a visual amenity and partly to 

provide gentle, polite outdoor recreation; for walking and taking air, 

for small children's play, for sitting in and for passing the time of 

day; the "lower" classes were strictly excluded except for servants in 

charge of children.Teserk.swere essentially the preserve of the 

privileged who even never ventured Krou9h & 3c s) could st, (t 

the almost equal satisfaction of APrat,41,AQ ft _. particularly 
J 

from the upstairs drawing room windows -where reach of the household's 

entertaining took place: This was the reason too,why ground floor 

rooms were half a level above the street to enhance privacy and 

improve the sight lines onto the pleasure ground. 
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The bounds of proper conduct, of what could or could not be done 

in the gardens was always prescribed in the set of rules and regulations 

issued to each proprietor whenever a particular garden was first set 

up; and which were occasionally updated as circumstances demanded. 

These varied little from one garden to another and indeed this was one 

area where exchange of information did take place. Farsexamples of 

the clauses relating to garden activities are given below, and it can 

be seen that they were all similar in content and designed to protect 

the gardens from over vigorous games and other hazardous or rough 

use. 

rinces street nsst (circa 1820fs) 

... all children shall carefully keep ueon the gravel walks and 
old grass ... nor shall any games be allowed such as cricket, 
golf, football, shooting with bows and arrows, or such others as 
may expose persons walking in the grounds to risk or annoyance. 
No dogs permitted to enter the grounds. Smoking of tobacco or 
other offensive practices not to be permitted. 

(Sseen Street Central Reeulations 1833 

... nor shall any games such as slinging or throwing stones or any 

hard substance, golf, bows and arrows, and the like be allowed. 

Gaines of every description must be confined to such part of the 

gardens as may from time to time be pointed out by the gardener. 

No person shall bring in dogs. Bird nests not to be robbed. No 

fireworks or discharging of guns, cannons etc allowed. 

Drummond Mace Garden 1823 

nor shall games be allowed such as cricket, golf, football, 

bows and arrows, and the like. No person shall bring in dogs. 

Bird nests not to be robbed, or birds in any other way to be 

disturbed or annoyed. 

eaxe Cobur Place Gardens, 1863 

... No games shall be allowed such as cricket, golf, football, 

bows and arrows and the like; but handball, shuttlecock, bowling 

and thence of fancy chin a. balls and amusements such as foot 

racing, leaping and healthy recreation of a kind not injurious 

to the ground will be allowed. 

Even the best behaved Victorian child once exposed to fresh air 

and the free delights of an open space was unlikely to "carefully keep 
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upon the gravel walks" and most garden committees were sanguine enough 

to adopt a lenient approach by not enforcing the rules too strictly. 

Saxe Coburg T?lace garden (in the rules quoted above) succeeded in 

conveying a positive and very human approach to children - highly 

creditable for one of the smallest gardens in the New Town-and there- 

fore more at risk from damage. It would appear however, that even 

the gardens of more limited size have had to cope with a similar range 

of demands as the larger ones. Saxe ,Ceburg Place at .6 acre (.24 ha) 

has, in its time)eallantly acece ¡iodated croquet, tennis, cricket and 

football . I\Ithough a resolution passed in 1327 reminded familieslee5eA,ecee 

that while no objection was raised to cricket being played on one half 

of the garden "... when the ladies came out to sit or walk in the 

gardens the boys behave as gentlemen and recognise the rights of the 

ladies" 
(60) 

. Rutland Square - little more than half the size of the 

last garden-found sufficient room for badminton and tennis in the 
(61) 

late 1870's e But F., 1,.e.sL. 5,611u-such activities could only be 

sustained by closing the garden completely for certain eeriods of the 

year to allow necessary time for recovery. 

Some semi organised forms of games such as bowls (Jest and East 

:rinces Street, and St. Andrew Square gardens all had greens), pitch 

and putt, and more popular still, croquet acre all played in the 

gardens from the beginning: but the game to out rival them ail was 

lawn tennis. first introduced in the 1870's when a rubber ball able 

to bounce on grass, and a mower which could keep the grass short 

enough for the new ball to bounce on were both developed,, hennis was 

an ideal game for the Victorian leisure classes to play at summer 

parties.lHeeelse the first active game in which women could play in 

the company of men. Courts were marked out wherever sufficient space 

could be found (Queen Street East had 4 at one time, ani Charlotte 

Square 3). Clubs were established with their own separate rules 

(some of these were amongst the first private tennis clubs to be formed 

(62) 
in Edinburgh) ' and earties and tournaments were held amongst the 

residents during the summer months (fig. 19). Tennis continued a 

)opular pastime up until the Second World War but afterwards the cost 
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Douglas Crescent 

Lawn Tennis .. 

Club. 

_,,.,. .F s.`!',a-^^^o-- 
e 

28T2TUTE7D 1892. 

11onoram 9ccretar2+. 
Miss A. RAINY, 3 Douglas Crescent. 

i3onorarg Zressurcr. 
MR L. I. CADELL, 13 Douglas Cres. 

IV/ LaEB. 

I. The Club shall be called the " Douot a 
CaracErrr Lbws TENNIS CLUB,' and any one 
residing in Douglas Crescent or in such of the 
neighbouring houses as subscribe to the 
upkeep of Douglas Crescent and Belford 
Bridge Gardens shall be entitled to become a 
Member, on paying 2s. iid. Entranee -Money, 
and an Annual Subscription of 5s., provided 
he or she be not under fourteen years of age. 
The Annual Subscription must be paid on or 
before 15th May in each year. 

IL The Management of the Club shall be in 
the hands of a Committee of not more than 
eight Members, one of whom shall be Con- 
vener and Honorary Secretary, and another 
Treasurer, three Members to be a quorum. 
This Committee shall be elected annually in 
April, and their Regulations shall be subject 
to the approval of the Crescent Garden Com- 
mittee. 

III. Each Member shall have the privilege 
of introducing two friends at a time, who 
shall only be entitled to play with a Member; 
but a resident who is eligible as a Member of 
the Club cannot be introduced as a friend. 

a. Douglas Crescent had 2 tennis lawns and a flourishing club up 
until World War 1 (Douglas Crescent garden minutes) 

b c 

Moray Place gardens 1933 (Peggy Bowden) 

PIGS 19 a,b,c & d : 

Lawn tennis play in the gardens 

Douglas Crescent Lawn Tennis Club RuZes. 3 

rv. Members of the Club shall provide 
their own racquets and balls. All players 
must wear proper lawn tennis shoes, under 
penalty of a fine of Is. 6d. ; a fine incurred by 
a friend shall be paid by the introducer. 

V. No one shall be allowed to play when a 
Member of the Committee declares the ground 
unfit for use. 

VI- A -book shall be provided, in which 
Members may engage Courts. Each Member 
shall have the right of engaging one Court for 
not more than two hours in each week, and 
not more than one week in advance. After 
nine o'clock on each day, it there are dis- 
engaged hours, each Member may put down 
his name for one additional hour for that day. 

VIL Members who have engaged Courts 
must take possession of them not later than 
ten minutes after the hour, otherwise they 
will forfeit them to the first corner. When no 
Court has been engaged, Members shall cease 
playing after finishing two sets if other Mem- 
bers are waiting to play. 

VIII. The Committee reserve full power to 
suspend or alter any of these Rules, or to 
make such new Rules as they think necessary, 
but always subject to the approval of the 
Crescent Garden Committee. 

d Regent gardens 1887 (Mr. & Mrs. J. Bertram 
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of reinstating and upkeeping the courts wae usually beyond the means 

of most management committees. Only one garden retain a court 

(Regent garden - a hard asphalt one), although tennis quoits is still 

played in Eglinton/Glencairn Crescent garden. 

Other forms of garden entertainment have included firework 

displays usually to nark special events: Regent gardens Fef eaceeple, 

celebrated Queen Victoria's birthday in such a way, and the marriage 

of the ?rince of Wales with princess Alexandra of Denmark in 1863 

erovided another spectacular occasion. Alse pevelc,r WUre, muACal 

rerhes when mCitary bands(63) were invited to play while residents 

and their friends gathered to listen or promenade. Nothing ereated 

such an air of excitement or expectation as the sight and sound of 

smartly uniformed men assembled with their musical instruments; and the 

west rrinces Street gardens-the scene of most performances-(others 

are also recorded as having been held in St. Andrew square and 

Charlotte Square gardens, the Queen Street gardens, Regent gardens, 

and Belerave Crescent gardens) usually drew exceptionally large crowds. 

Although none begrudged "persons of respectability" from gaining access 

on these occasions this was not aLaays easily determined in the heat 

of the moment: while policemen were usually commandeered to guard the 

gates and railings there were seneelThee outbursts of rowdyism and 

drunken behaviour within the gardens. But the majority came to enjoy 

the music as the adjutant of the King's Own Regiment reminded the 

Test Princes Street garden committee in 1153:he enceeelyeeej that while 

his band played:"... nursemaids and children shall not attend as the 

former occupy all the seats and the latter by their noise and gambols 

interrupt the harmony and annoy those who really wish to attend the 

music". 
(64) 

In addition to musical afternoons the larger gardens have 

frequently provided successful venues for garden parties, fetes and 

exhibitions often for charitab e and worthwhile causes, and open 

to the public (fig. 20). 

Most of the gardens have in fact granted access to nearby residents 

(who have not been proprietors)on payment of an annual subscription: a 
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a. Queen Street central arden 

REGENT GARDENS 

SUNDAY 28th JUNE 
FROM 2 p.m. 

Entrance 30p Children & OAPs 2( 

EA/TA-AILE 

DOG SHOW 
By kind pann ,ion of S.K.C. 

Exemption and Pet Classes 
Judge for Exemption Class -Mrs BARBARA HART 

Judge for Pet Class -Mrs MARGARET CAIRNS 

PLEASE ENTER YOUR DOG 

Music by the 

WHITBURN BURGH JUNIOR BAND 
Home Baking, Teas, Pony Rides and Other Attractions 

Enter by CARLTON TERRACE LANE, off ROYAL and REGENT TERRACE 
BLENHEIM PLACE, OR CALTON HILL, above OLD ROYAL SCHOOL 

BUS ROUTES:1, 4, 5, 15, 26, 42, 44 

( 
P1101a0 by Kali Kw* PrinllnQ, DJnda SlraaL EdinGVlQn. 

Views of Regent Gardens fete held in June 1950 

FIGURE 20 a,b,c & d : 
Garden fetes held in the pleasure ground's 
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useful supplement to a garden's income. Garden committees have ajso, 

on the whole,been kindly disposed to requests for use of the gardens 

by outsiders for any appropriate activity requiring ouk -doer 

S e 
o&.rv4 e. available . Thus innumerable 

children from the many private day and boarding schools established in 

the New Town,have trod the gravel footpaths during the mid -morning and 

afternoon breaks under the wary eye of a master or mistress. In more 

recent times and with fewer restraints - Brownies, Guides, Cubs and 

Scouts -have all on occasion been allowed access to the gardens for 

summer meetings: while during the war years dome Guard Battalions, 

Cadet Corps and Auxiliaries made good use of the central. gardens for 

training and drilling. Some unusual applications have also been 

acceded to. I.n 1927 for example, the Fencing Academy in George Street 

was allowed to practise on the pathways of Charlotte Square gardens 

during the summer months; and the Scottish Fencing Club continued to 

these gardens for a number of subsequent seasons.(65) 

The 2 most common sources of friction over the use of the gardens 

have been with older children wishing for more boisterous forms of 

play, and dog owners. Football and cricket balls have been banned on 

rennerous occasions; and minute books refer to the occasional contre- 

temps with unruly boys running wild in the gardens and causing damage 

to flower beds, trees and garden equipment (fig. 21 a and b). But 

for the most part, wilful damage to the gardens has not been too great 

a problem , .evidence from diaries and reminiscences shows that 

generations of children have enjoyed the great freedom for imaginative 

play afforded by these gardens. All within safety of the railed 

enclosures, and with the more or less tolerant control of the gardener. 

Dogs however, have probably caused more difficulties for management 

committees than mischievous boys, for the gardens have always been 

well used by dog walkers. Rules have been in force to exclude dogs 

from the gardens. To permit dogs only on a leash, or at certain times 

of the day in the hope of controlling damage and dirt , Fn, the 

most part such restrictions have tended to be ignored. 



INSTRUCTIONS 

GIVEN TO 

THE POLICE OFFICER. 

THE first duty which the Policeman has to perform is generally to en- 

force the keeping of the Printed Regulations. 

Should any Lady or Gentleman !win the Pleasure Grounds, who, the 
Policeman has reason to think, has no rígbt to be there, he is to request their 
Names ; and if they do not appear in the List, heis to report to Mr Smith. 

Should any boys be there who have no right, or should any of the Re. 

gulations be infringed by them, they are to be immediately turned out, 
and their Names taken ; and should they refuse togive their Names, their 
hats are to be retained. 

Should any.particular boys persist in the infringement of these Regula- 

tions, thè Officer is'instctfeted to report to Mr Smith. 

In consequence of many serious accidents having happened already, 

by the throwing of stones -should any boys be found doing so, either at 
each other, or at others on the outside, or any other infringement of pub- 
lic Police, orders are given to the Officer to take them to the Police Office, -- 
in doing which the Gardeners have orders to render every assistance. 

The Officer has orders also to take possession of all bows, arrows, or 

bats for cricket, in the event of boys playing with them in any of the 
Pleasure Grounds. 

a. Moray Gardens e 1830's (Iírs Hope) 

The Proprietors of DOUGLAS CRESCENT GARDENS 

have been under the necessity of summoning, 
the this da r PROSECUTING, A NUMBER OF BOYS, 

for-trespassing on- their Gardens, and destroying 
the -young Trees, and -this is to give due notice, 
that all Persons found on these grounds below and 
adjoining the lands from Bell's- Mills Bridge to 
Donaldson's Hospital will be similarly proceeded 
against.. - 

BY 'ORDER. 
Enrceuma, 7tt od?6e 1861. 

b. Douglas Crescent gardens 1881 

. 471 

c. "Meeting called to discover damage done to river wall of the gardens 
Belford Bridge, to the garden roller, and destruction of at least 
6 shrubs. Read correspondanne with Mrs S (in her husband's absence 
abroad) whose son with a friend while playing with a roller allowed 
it to roll away over the steep slope and crash against the w4.11 at 
the foot; the complaint having been sent by Mrs Y as her children 
were near the spot at the time and ran some risk of serious injury. 
Mrs. S willing to make good the damages" (Douglas Crescent garden 
minute book 22 I-larch 1905) 

FIGURE 21 a,b & c s 

Remedial action against wrongdoers 
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But it would be wrong to end this section on such a mundane note. 

The gardens of Edinburgh New Town have provided so much delight, and 

so many havens of green whether from within or without, that their 

value can never be adequately assessed or even perhaps appreciated. 

They are an integral and essential part of Georgian Edinburgh requiring 

the same careful conservation as the surrounding buildings. Today, 

when official policy is to encourage families to remain within the 

centre and to limit further conversions of New Town property into 

office use, the concept of a private outdoor space accessible to key 

holders paying an annual assessment or subscription is still valid; 

particularly as most of the surrounding houses have now been sub- 

divided into flats without any individual private garden space of 

their own. But whether they should additionally be made more accessible 

to the public remains a point of controversy.(66) (fig. 22) It is 

certainly true that the character of those made fully accessible 

has changed &9141.c0011 ly ; nox.1, 

bold simplicity of a strong framework of large forest trees kas L loaf oB io 

artefacts either too fussy and trivial,or too dominating. 
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FIGDRE 22 : 

Sunday Times article about the new town pleasure gardens ( 5 November 1972) 
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S E C T I O N 2 

THE PLEASURE GARDENS OF THE FIRST NEW TOWN 



2.1 INTRODUCTION TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE FIRST NEW TOWN AND TO ITS 
OPEN SPACES 

For centuries Edinburgh had slowly grown within the confines of 

the city walls, the greatest number of buildings being concentrated 

along its central axis - the High Street. As the area of ground 

gradually diminished dwellings were forced to grow upwards and what had 

once been attractive backland garden areas disappeared as they became 

increasingly built upon (figs. 23a and b ). All this took place with 

only the minimum although still useful controls being exercised to 

maintain safety standards(1) but with scant attention to such important 

amenities as adequate light, air and ventilation. While all classes 

jostled together for living space - reputedly making for a more equal 

and friendlier society -the conditions for many were extremely cramped 

and overcrowded, and most often sordid and miserable. The risk of fire 

remained a very real and frightening hazard and the decayed and neglected 

state of many of the tenements put them in constant danger of collapse. 

Some improvements had taken place in or around the old town but 

usually only on sites made available by the razing of older buildings(2): 

they were in any case on a limited scale and benefited only the wealthier 

class of citizen. In practical terms Edinburgh required more breathing 

space for its expanding population together with better facilities to 

match its status as capital of Scotland: all this could only be 

realistically achieved by extending the city beyond its old boundaries. 

Such a notion had been canvassed as early as the 17th century when the 

idea of bridging the valley of the North Loch had been advocated by the 

Duke of Albany and York (James VII later James TI) while acting as 

Royal Commissioner to the Scottish parliament between 1679 -1682.(3) 

With even greater imagination bordering almost on the prophetic were 

the Earl of Mar's 
(4) 

suggestions for the development of Edinburgh 

written in 1728 during his exile abroad for his part in the 1715 

uprising. Mar's lively interest in architecture and land improvement 

found some outlet in his ambitious and somewhat extraordinary houses 

designed for his friends in Britain but his proposed improvements for 

Edinburgh were essentially practical and amazingly farsighted and in 

several ways influenced later thinking on the formation of the New Town. 
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Crucial to Mar's plan was the building of a large bridge over the 

North Loch(6) providing ready access to the land beyond "where many 

fine streets might be built ". In particular 2 principal streets were 

envisaged: one approximately in line "where the long gate is now "(7) 

providing on the south side "... a fine opportunity for gardens down 

to the North Loch" and another on the other side "towards Broughton" 

presumably matched by a similar band of open space. Mar's recommenda- 

tion of forming a canal along the whole of the North Loch had already 

been seriously considered by the Town Council (refer Section 2.4), but 

his emphasis on turning the whole into an ornamental space integral to 

any new develoment yet providing a natural and attractive link with the 

old town was wholly original. This idea was later incorporated as one 

of the proposed improvements for Edinburgh published in 1752, as well 

as one of the main changes made by the architect James Craig between 

1766-1767 to his initial plans for laying out the New Town. 

It was not however, until 

wha -the benefits of growing prosperity consequent onthe 1707 Act of 

Union began to accrue, and the nation entered a more settled 

era after the crushing of the 1745 rebellion that ambitious 

;-glans for the development of Edinburgh and the creation of a "new town" 

pecan a at all feasible. While circumstances now favoured such changes 

they tl) not have been so successfully or completely achieved had not 

Edinburgh the good fortune of possessing during this critical period a 

remarkable citizen - George Drummond (1687 -1766). Drummond, (fig 24) 

a man of imagination and determination(combined with formidable 

administrative and financial skills) 

achieved the unique distinction of being elected 

Lord Provost on six separate occasionsilebecame wholly committed to the 

improvement of Edinburgh 1:1 the creation of "... a splendid and 

Magnificent city" on the lands beyond the North Loch.(8) Most would 

have lacked the courage and stamina required for such a long -term 

utopian project. Drumnond's practical skills had however, been well 

tested in his lengthy and dedicated association with the promotion and 

establishment of Edinburgh's public hospital _ t he 20 /aJ. Infirmary 
9 ) 
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FIGURE 24 : 

George Diamond, Lord Provost (from an engraving by MackPn9.;e) 
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FIGURE 2$ : 

Site of the new town including Barefoot Parks - owned by the City of 
Edinburgh (based on survey plan prepared by John Laurie in 1766): -The 
Lang Dykes can be seen, and Gabriela Road : other feu owners and tenancies 
are named, EMC archives) 
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Under Drummond's strong leadership (and during his third term of 

office as Lord provost) the magistrates and Town Council together with 

the College of Justice, and several persons of rank within the city drew 

up a number of far reaching plans for the improvement of Edinburgh. 

These plans were subsequently submitted to the Convention of Royal 

iurghs and received their wholehearted approval in July 1752. To 

gain wider publicity and financial support the detailed proposals were 

printed in pamphlet form one month later under the authorship of 

Gilbert Scott of Minto(10), and also reproduced in the Scots Magazine 

for the same month. This was a call to action framed in patriotic and 

idealistic terms but tempered with strong utilitarian and economic 

motives: London's achievements as a thriving business and trading 

centre, with an abundance of space, fine buildings, neat houses, 

attractive and convenient streets, open squares, large parks and 

extensive walks were singled out as being equally within Edinburgh's 

gran given the right incentives and application. 

What therefore were these important proposals? In the first piace 

various new public buildings were projected for the centre of the old 

town including a merchant's exchange "upon the ruins of the north side 

of the High Street" and another to accommodate the law courts, the 

Town Council, the Convention of Royal Burghs, the Advocates Library 

and other public apartments "upon the ruins of the parliament close".(11) 

Of much greater significance however, were the plans to obtain an 

Act of Parliament for extending the loyalty in order "... to enlarge 

and beautify the town" by opening new streets to the north and south, 

removing the markets and shambles, and turning the North Loch into a 

canal with walks and terraces on each side, and the building of a 

connecting bridge to the north. The spirit of Mar was very much alive 

in these proposals. 

In a surge of enthusiasm the first step towards achieving these 

goals was taken in September 1753 when 4 weeks after the pamphlet was 

circulated the foundation stone of the Royal Exchange was laid. It 

proved premature: two further years were to elapse before actual building 
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commenced, and a further 6 years until it was completed. Meanwhile 

reaction to the possible extension of the city had met with hostility 

both from landowners outwith the boundaries, and the ancient burgh of 

Canongate.(12) Such was the vigorous opposition from these sources that 

when a draft bill to extend the Royalty was nresented to parliament in 

1759 it had to be abandoned.(13) 

It was a discouraging blow but Drummond had already taken the 

initiative in another direction, and in the early part of the same year 

had asked William Mylne to make out a plan for the "... new intended 

north passage "(14). This was the start of an excellent tactical move 

for it switched emphasis onto opening up a convenient northern access 

with consequent improved links to the port of Leith rather than on 

the more contentious issue of extending the Royalty: thus safeguarding 

future plans while bringing them significantly closer to being 

achieved. Mylne (1734 -1790) a descendant of the hereditary master 

masons of Scotland and brother of the better known Robert Mylne had 

returned to Edinburgh in 1758, after a 4 year absence abroad and had 

taken over his father's business as mason. In this role he fulfilled 

a variety of routine maintenance work for the Town Council.(15) as a 

man possessing good practical skills combined with a broader background, 

and being readily accessible Drummond must have had every confidence 

in Mylne's skit_ for such a task. Certainly, in the ensuing years 

William Mylne went on to play an active role in the development of the 

new town - not only in his capacity as designer and builder of the 

bridge that was ultimately built, but as convener of the special 

committee set up to further all the "intended improvements" on the fields 

to the north of the city. 

Even so little further progress was made until March 1763 during 

Drummond's sixth and last term in offïze as Lord Provost: probably as 

the result of some unobtrusive canvassing on his part the Town Council 

in that month received a written proposal from one of its most respected 

citizens Lord Kams;(16) (who as far back as 1754 had been closely 

involved with plans to forward the bridge) urging them to make a start 
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on the project.(17) As a result a committee was appointed to pursue the 

matter and to purchase whatever property or ground was necessary. The 

following months saw a bustle of activity: a plan was prepared by 

suitable one) a portion of the North Loch was drained, proper founda- 

tions were sought, a trial pit dug to assess the bearing for a bridge, 

and the stone in 3earfoots park examined to see if it was adequate for 

the masonry'.f- inally in 1763 an announcement appeared in the local 

newspapers telling of the projected bridge and inviting all those 

interested in undertaking the work to give in plans, elevations and 

estimates, or to base their submissions on a plan already available and 

open to inspection.(18) 

By October a trial pier had been built, and the foundation stone 

laid by Drummond. For some unknown reason all this activity then 

came to an abrupt halt. Maybe the advertisement had yielded a poor 

response, but whatever the cause over a year was to elapse before a new 

committee was formed in November 1764 "for forwarding the scheme of 

communications with the fields of the north of the city by a bridge 

over the North Loch" more briefly known as "The Bridge Committee ". It 

became a highly important committee whose responsibilities were within 

2 years widened to include "... all matters relative to the intended 

improvements on the Fields to the north of the city" ie the building of 

the New Town itself.(19) At the beginning the Committee consisted of 

11 members including the senior members of the Town Council, "old 

'rovost Drummond" (who remained actively involved with its work until 

his death), and the Deacon of Masons - William Mylne on the strength 

that "... he is posest of a plan which has been well digested ..." and 

was likely to provide helpful support.(20) Gradually the Committee 

increased in size as new names were added, and 'outsiders' with 

specialist skills and knowledge were co- opted, for example, John Adam, 

architect, and Dr Alexander Webster - whose mathematical talents helped 

to calculate and divide feuing plots to best advantage.(21) 

From now onwards progress was more consistent and rapid. In 
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January 1764 a fresh notice appeared in the local newspapers inviting 

architects and others to submit plans and estimates for a bridge over 

the North Loch - with the added incentive of a prize of 30 guineas or a 

gold medal to the same value. The ploy worked: at the close of the 

competition one month later 22 entries had been received, several 

being considered of "great merit ".22) 'reference was ultimately given 

to two plans (Number 5 and 7) both thought almost equally good: the 

prize however could not be divided, and ultimately plan number 7 was 

selected - the author being identified as David Henderson, a mason cum 

architect from Alloa,(2) His close rival had been William Mylne - 

whose design had been ;.-referred by one of the more critical assessors, 
(2. L 

Sir James Clerk of Penicuik (1709 -1782) a gentleman architect of some 

skill.(25) 

Several weeks later the contract was in fact awarded to Mylne who 

unlike Henderson (the only other contender for the job) was able to 

find full security for building a bridge to his own plans while also 

putting in the lowest tender. His success was unfortunately to be 

clouded 4 years later when part of the bridge collapsed in August 1769,(26) 

but no such calamities marred the start and the bridge commenced in a 

wave of optimism. Another bill was presented before parliament in 

1765 for permission to extend the burgh and on this occasion the 

argument in its support was indisputable.(27) With a new bridge allowing 

ready access to the lands of the north many people would be attracted to 

live there simply to avoid the city taxes : a loss too substantial to 

ignore. Some opposition was still encountered from a number of burgesses 

with property in the proposed extension but their objections were 

overruled and in May 1767 the bill was finally passed.(28) 

Some of the land to be included within the extended Royalty had 

been in the Town Council's possession for a number of years (Bearford 

Parks for example, the site of Princes Street)was purchased in 1716 

(fig 25). Some other parts were more recently bought to allow the 

bridge to be built, but the greater area was not acquired until 1766 when 
(13.6 ha) 

the George Heriot Trust agreed to sell just over 34 acres / "part of the 

? -ands of Broughton" to the town.(29) The close affinity between the 
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Trust and the Town Council (the governing board of the Trust was largely 

composed of members drawn from the Council) guaranteed the success of 

this highly important transaction without which all the ambitions proposals 

for a new town might well have foundered. 

With the bridge underway, and negotiations with the Heriot Trust 

well advance.d(30) the Town Council confidently embarked on the next 

momentous stage; during April 1766 a notice - repeated several times in 

all the Edinburgh newspapers-invited architects and others to give in 

plans for a new town to the north of the city with the expressed 

intention of "... preventing the inconveniences and disadvantages which 

arise from carrying on buildings without regard to any order or 

regularity''.(31) Just over one month was allowed for submission and 

the best plan was to be awarded a gold medal together with the 

freedom of the City placed in a silver box: both items were valued at 

25 guineas - less in fact than the premium offered for the bridge design.(32) 

Of all the public competitions held it allowed the most meagre time for 

entry and the least financial reward.(33) These deficiencies were noted 

by one "citizen of Edinburgh" in a critical letter to the Edinburgh 

Advertiser early in May 1766.(34) He reported that having enquired of 

several acquaintances if their plans were completed he was met with the 

response "... neither had they made nor intended to make any plan "; 

when pressed for reasons they had answered in effect that "... the 

prescribed time by the magistrates was by far too short for contriving 

and laying down with accuracy and precision the plan proposed, 

especially for those who had other business to attend to; and that the 

premium ... was no temptation to any man of business to relinquish his 

daily concerns for several weeks and bestow the labour and attention 

which such a plan requires''. His verdict proved correct: by the 

closing date only 6 entries had been received.(35) 

No comment appears in the minutes about the standard of the 

submissions, but significantly while one plan was unanimously selected 

as having "the most merit" and therefore entitled to the prize, the 
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Committee did not consider it to have sufficient merit "... to be 

adopted as the plan to be carried into execution ", but rather to be 

of use "... in giving others hints to improve upon ":36) g g i upon'. on 

the matter had been sought from Commissioner George Clerk (brother of 

Sir James Clerk), and John Adam(37) (1721 -1792) the eldest of the Adam 

brothers(38) who had earlier been consulted about the north bridge 

project: the plan so singled out "Number 4" was by a young man of 

21 - James Craig (1744- 1795), (fig 26). Craig's background still 

remains a mystery and little is known about his early life He appears 

to have gained experience in technical drawing and become a competent 

draughtsman: sufficiently good to be entrusted with the task of 

preparing an accurate plan and elevation "... elf the bridge to be built 
ka 1 6 e ad¢ 

over the North Loch" in July 1763.2 available to any party interested 

in submitting proposals and estimates for the bridge's construction, 

and also printed in the Scots magazine for the same month.(41) Four 

weeks later another plan was published showing not only the bridge 

but also the suggested new road system designed to connect with it 

(fig. 27). These drawings are all marked "James Craig dehnt" and 

were most likely based on the designs and proposals first put forward by 

Gilliam in at request of George 

Here is clear proof of Craig's technical ability(43) but more 

importantly of his close involvement at an earlier but significant 

stage in the plans to promote the extension of the city. Nearly 3 years 

before the competition was held Craig was already interpreting other 

peoples plans and ideas and developing an insight and familiarity with 

the site - all distinct advantages in view of the tight time schedule 

allowed for submissions. The plan submitted by Craig probably bore 

little resemblance however to the layout now accepted as his winning 

design - but which was really only developed after several months of 

redrafting and revising his first set of ideas -under the careful 

supervision of the Improvement and Bridge Committee, and their panel of 

informed advisers. Although we cannot say for certain there is a 

reasonable possibility that Craig's initial entry was included in sketch 

form as part of John Laurie's Plan of Edinburgh published in 1766 and 

marked "New Edinburgh " Laurie had prepared the ground survey for the 
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A. 

FIGUBE 26 : 

Picture of James Craig by David Allan 01774 (National Portrait Galler7, Scotland) : 

a variant of his plan is also shown, with a drawing of the Physicians Bell in the 
right hand corner 
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FIGURE 27 : 

Scheme for the new bridge over the North Loch 1763, delint J. Craig. 
"A plan and elevation of the intended new bridge over the North Loch 
with a plan of Edinburgh exhibiting all the proposed improvements in 
that city (from Meade, Architectural History 7O1 1'4 1971) 
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competition (fig. 28) and he would have been eager to use the premiated 

design when producing an accurate up -to -date map. To have added 

anyone else's design would certainly not have made sense. The layout 

shown has as its main feature a large central square with streets 

radiating from it in similar pattern to the Union Jack and crossed by 

further streets running from north to south. One long straight road 

terminates the scheme to the north and to the south each having houses 

on both sides. The North Loch includes a rather crudely drawn canal 

bordered by trees but with no attempt made to link this open space to 

the rest of the new scheme. 

Had Craig's success really been met "with acclamation "(44) as 

claimed by one biographer it would surely have received some notice in 

the local presse(45) instead his solution appears to have been accepted 

far more tentatively and wholly on the basis of "... giving others hints 

to improve upon ". It was in fact the faithful William Mylne who was 

first entrusted with this task. Not only was he busy with the construc- 

tion of the bridge but also continued to play an active role on the 

Improvement and Bridge Committee.(46) Early in October 1766 he had 

been appointed convener of the Committee which at the same time had 

co-opted certain additional members capable of giving more specialist 

advice.(47) At their third meeting held on 29 October 1766 Mylne had 

available a "rectified plan" and this was referred to the previous 

assessors - Lord Kames, Sir James Clerk, Commissioner George Clerk and 

Mr John Adams t °to examine and give their opinion' °.(48) The Committee 

at this stage could give it scant attention being fully engrossed in 

all the detailed preparations required for piloting the Royalty extension 

Bill through Parliament. 

Whether Craig in the meantime was also encouraged to reconsider his 

in,'iial plan, or whether he took the initiative himself remains obscure, 

but we do know that at the last recorded meeting of the Committee in 

1766 "... two plans in different views made out by Mr James Craig of 

the proposed improvements" were produced and remitted as Mylne's to the 

same panel.(49) No further information is offered but it seems likely 
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FIGURE 28 : 

Join Iaurie f s plan of:Fadi,nburgh 1766 - possibly showing Craig's 
original scheme (Meade, Architectural History Vol 14, 1971 
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A slightly later plan by John Tanrie : new town now named and shown 

more similar to Craig's approved plan but more dPnaely developed 

(Meade, Architectural History Vol 14, 1971) 
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that one of these plans was incorporated into a slightly more detailed 

and updated version of John Laurie's map still dated 1766 (fig. ?_9). 

Now named "new town" the layout begins to take on a closer resemblance 

to the design finally chosen, particular'.y in the siting of a square at 

the west and east ends, each with a church to close the vista along the 

central axis, but otherwise there are important differences. Most 

noticeable is the intensive and repetitive development of the area 

between the 2 squares - divided by 5 long parallel streets running 

from east to west, and by 2 cross ones: in common with Laurie's first 

map houses are still shown on either side of the northern and southern 

lateral streets. 

Evidence from a totally different but reliable source tends to 

support the view that Laurie's maps do represent, even if somewhat 

crudely Craig's evolving plans for the New Town. At one of the 

:architectural Institute of Scotland's meetings held during the 1850 -51 

session, eatrick Wilson, a member, gave a talk whose theme was "Remarks 

on the architecture of towns" - later publishe l in the Institute's 

Transactions.(50) In it he refers to an original drawing by Craig 

showing "another" plan for the New Town containing some of the features 

as the adopted one but in this version "... another square is introduced 

entitled "Grand dquare" with a fountain of water in the centre of it" 

(sounding curiously similar to the central square shown in Laurie's 

1766 map). More significantly however, Wilson mentions a detail totally 

unacceptable to him and from which "... we are happily saved" for 

t'... a row of houses on the south side of Princes Street ": a feature 

coy non to the 2 layouts already discussed,(51) 

No further action on any of the revised plans was taken until 

after the Act to extend the eoyalty had received Royal assent in 

May 1767. Anxious then to avoid further delays the Lord Provost at the 

next full meeting of Council conveyed the opinion of the Bridge Committee 

that "...It would be necessary to settle the plan of the new buildings 

and to offer out the grounds on the north of the city as soon as possible ". 

A sub Committee was appointed to prepare a report "... with regard to the 
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best manner of expediting and settling this business" and to 47... take 

what advice therein they may think necessary"P2) They set to work 

immediately and in just over 1 months time the Lord f ?rovost was able 

to present not only a "new 1an" made out 1r Craig "by their direction" 

but also a list of detailed recommendations relating to the feuing of 

the land, as well as a set of building conditions.(53) These achieve- 

ments were the outcome of "many meetings" and coneuitations held with 

Lord Kam es, Lord Aleuìuir, Commissioner Clerk, Mr Adam and "... other 

persons of s:.:i 11 in these matters" during which ail the for_-er plans 

had been reviewedt° ... with the greatest care and attention ", 

together with "several amendments" proposed by Mr Craig. 

This "new plan" by Craig -now on display in the Huntiy House 

Museum,(55) (refer fig 3. for a later engraving based on this drawing) 

became the blue print for the New Town itself anti was the product of 

careful revision under the guidance of a group of individuals whose 

age, experience and cultivated backgrounds would have made them 

valuable and competent critics.(56) What were the changes to have been 

made? Overall, the evidence suggests that these centred on the density 

of the development, the allocation of open space, and the decision to 

abandon a central emphasis in favour of 2 grand squares at the east and 

western ends. Ad having important consequences for Edinburgh's 

pleasure gardens. The 2 layouts depicted in Laurie's maps of 1766, 

and already discussed) showwed a site used to greater intensity for roads 

and buildings including a double row of houses facing onto the North 

Loch. One of these plans was based on a central square . A. solution 

which we know from Patrick 4ilson's conmients Craig had worked upon. 

That Craig preferred some form of centrai emphasis is further substanti- 

ated by the additional plans he presented to the Town Council a few 

years later in 1774 (seemingly on his own initiative3'52) incorporating 

2 suggestions for a circus at the centre of George Street 
(5) 

(figs. 30 

and 31). The assessors appear to have supported a simpler design rather 

than one that was more ambitious but which might have presented greater 

practical difficulties: more significantly however, they seem to have 
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FIGURE 30 : 

A revised plan by Craig showing a circus at the centre of George Street 
c 1774: an equestrian statue to George III is shown at the centre of 
the circus, and an obelisk in the middle of the square at either end: 
2 garden temples are shown on either side of the west end of the canal - 
in line with Castle Street (Meade, Architectural History Vol 14 1971) 
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FIGURE 31 : 

Engraved plan of Craig's circus scheme 1774 - also featured in the portrait 
of Craig by David Allan (Fig 26) A church or public building has been added 
to the north and south sides. Garden area to the north and south - Princes 
Street and Queen Street are shown more highly finished - with no tree planting 

along the 2 streets to allow open vistas (Meade, Architectural History Vol 14 1971) 
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reconsidered the 1752 proposals for Edinburgh's improvement which 

emphasised not only the creation of a spacious new town but also the 

reclamation of the long neglected, swampy and unsanitary stretch of 

North Loch by its formation into an ornamental canal with walks and 

terraces on either side. 

It would seem to be no coincidence that Craig's approved plan of 

July 1767 includes the area of the North Loch drawn with the same 

careful attention to detail as the New Town itself and presented as an 

integral part of it. The long terrace rows of houses along the south 

street (the future Princes Street) are shown with a completely open aspect 

onto an extensive expanse of open space, free of all buildings, T ;5 ground ,s 

laid out as pleasure gardens in a series of rectangular shaped grassed 

areas)tree lined (apart from the street side - to allow uninterrupted 

views across to the old town and the Castle rock), and with gravelled 

walks. Along the entire length of the lower portion of the North Loch 

is an ornamental canal with a further series of matching gardens beyond. 

The earliest engraving of Craig's plan (produced sometime between 

August and October 1767) and all subsequent versions show in addition a 

similarly developed band of open space fronting the houses along the 

principal street on the north side - ie Queen Street, and therefore, the 

first real hints of the Queen Street gardens. Although no commitment 

was given at this stage that either area would eventually be assigned 

for use as open space(59) - the fact that it was shown in plan as such 

proved a powerful influence in safeguarding its future. 

Craig's revised scheme - pronounced dull and uninventive by some 

but more generally credited as a skilful wind intelligent use of the 

site- combined simplicity with spaciousness and elegance: the formal 

open spaces added to this effect and were intended to harmonise and 

complement the surrounding housing and other public buildings. The 

suggested treatment of these open spaces (as far as they can be judged 

from the actual drawings) appears to have been a little austere and 

architectural in character relying for effect - particularly in the case 

of St. Andrew and Charlotte Square -on a bare expanse of ground offset by 
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an imposing ornamental feature (an obelisk or other sculptured monument) 

positioned in the middle and in ine with the central axis. Neither 

square developed in this manner, and although both acquired a central 

monument - this was determined more by the availability of space rather 

than their being specifically designed to suit the site. The rest of 

this section traces in detail the history and varied fortunes of these 2 

gardens as well as those of East and West nrínces Street which together 

make up the pleasure gardens of Craig's first New Town - now the most 
(n) 

enduring testament to his ability as an architect and planner. ) 
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2.2 THE 3T. ANDREW SQUARE GARDENS 

"For Louis and me the St. Andrew Square Gardens, spacious green 
lawned, their privacy ensured by elegant iron railings, were 
bare of interest, for no child ever played in them. In the centre 
the fluted columns of the Melville monument seemed in our eyes 
to rise to endless heights ".(1) (Elleanor Sillar, c. 1PR)'s) 

ff,171o) 

St. Andrew Square gardenLis the oldest in the New Town, octagonal 

in shape as planned by Craig, and extending to 2.5 acres (1.28 ha). 

Almost all the earliest building was in St. Andrew Square . by 17P1 

it had been entirely built a .,1.14,? 6:oc g,.a popular and fashionable place of 

residence rivalled only by George Square a handsome development to 

the south of the old town.(2) Gradually however, the character of the 

square began to change: many distinguished families continued to live 

there but by the 1790's the New Town had progressed as far westwards as 

Castle Street. Besides a greater choice of where to live there was 

also an increasing demand for the facilities required by an expanding 

population - shops, hotels, banks and so on -whi'h could no longer be 

conveniently supplied by the old town. From 1140 onwards St. Andrew Square 

became decreasingly residential and by the 1820's the change was already 

quite marked: an Edinburgh citizen for example, when writing his diary 

in 1825 reflected on the migration of the "great folk westwards 

"... leaving Princes Street, St. Andrew Square etc to be occupied by 

public offices, hotels, shops, lodging houses and the like ".(3) By the 

end of the 19th century the square was almost wholly a commercial 
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centre and at the present time banks, insurance firms and associated 

companies predominate. It was against such a background that the garden 

developed and inevitably was influenced by it. 

xeu:i_n Conditions in Relation to the Garden 

All the feu charters granted for property surrounding the square 

made reference to the area within the line of the streetways which was 

to become: "... a conwaon property for the accommodation, pleasure and 

convenience of the several feuars around the square ": the space to 

be "... levelled, and inclosed by parapet wall and iron raill ". Z ao 

conditions were stipulated, first, that the Square was to be used 

"... for the pleasure, health, or other accommodation of the feuars and 

their families ", and was not to be converted into a common thoroughfare 

or used for any other different purpose; and second, that the space 

"with parapet wall, raillings, entrys, banks, gravel walk and grass 

ground" was to be preserved and kept in order at the common and rateable 

expense of the whole feuars" who were to pay "... annually or oftener as 

may be required a proportion of the expense which the majority of feuars 

with consent of a Committee of the Town Council found necessary ".(4) 

These concise conditions have provided a sufficiently adequate and 

flexible framework for the management and upkeep of the garden since its 

foundation.(5) 

The Setting up of the Gardens 

The first known meeting of residents to discuss ways and means of 

enclosing and levelling the central area was one held on 29th March 1769, 

presided over by Sir Robert Murray and referred to in the Town Council 

Minutes of 5th April 1769.(6 Others had, however, preceded it. 

Already estimates for the necessary work had been obtained, and 

informal agreement reached with the Lord rrovost and some of the 

magistrates that the feuars would take over the responsibility provided 

the Town Council contributed their portion of the expenses for the 

unfeued stances in the square. Co- operation in this respect was 

mutually beneficial, for as the feuars pointed out: "... nothing can 

contribute more to the speedy feuing of what remain in the Town's hands" 
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than the formation of the central garden and streets. 

Estimates for the work amounted to 61750, and in their submission to 

the Town Council the fears expressed willingness to advance E392, upon 

the Town agreeing to give 6.357 for the unfued plots: the whole under- 

taking to be completed on or before lst January 1770, and any surplus 

money to be used "for further beautifying the ground". With stql nearly 

half the building plots on their hands the Town Council not surprisingly 

gave their unanimous 8upport. 
(7) 

Enclosing the garden was the most 

costly items the railing (.Z387), and parapet waai (Z210) together 

accounted for over two-thirds of the estimate: it was however, a sub- 

stantial affair consisting of a 2' (.76m) high stone wail into which 

was fixed a plain 4' (1.22m) high railing( with iarae cast iron balusters 

at the 4 gated openings and at each of the corners; and the nhole 

painted green. This cope and railing survived for nearly 100 years before 

failing into a dilapidated state but from various accounts appears to 

have had little ornamental merit (see McNab's consents fia. J7). ahe 

cost of levelling the ground amounted to £134 which included the 

provision of 2 dry stone drains running from corner to corner; sufficient 

earth was readily available within the space and close by to make this 

part of the operation relatively straightforward. 

Once enclosed the interior was grass sown and a walk formed around 

the outer edges, following the octagonal shape of the garden (see 

Ainslie's plan - fig 32a). From time to time the Town Council was 

asked to contribute towards the cost of "dressing" the area: this in 

1773 the City Chamberlain was authorised to subscribe a sum not exceeding 

(9) 
£4, and again in 1775 the City Chamberlain paid Robert Gullon, 

gardener a little over £3 as the city's share of "dressing, cutting and 

roLling". 
(10) 

A few years before Gullon had worked as gardener at 

Drummond Lodge, former residence of Lord eravost Drum The 

square itself remained incomplete and despite a petition by residents 

'Living on the north side in 1773 
(12) 

requesting the streets to be: 

"... paved and laid with all convenient speed" it was not in fact cause- 

wayed until 1782. It must have been a more pleasurable experience to 
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exercise in the garden than to navigate the uneven and unfinished streets 

outside: not surprisingly therefore James Boswell when visiting his 

father's new house in the Square chose to take an airing "... round 

St. Andrew Square on the gravel walk" while discussing family business 

with other relatives.(13) During these early years the upkeep of the 

garden seems to have been run on fairly makeshift lines with no systema- 

tic attempt to raise money from the proprietors. Not until 1791 are 

there signs of more regular procedures being initiated when the Town 

Council received a petition from Sir James Colquhoun,(14) Chairman of 

the proprietors requesting them to appoint a committee in term of the 

feu charter as the feuars "... find it necessary to assess themselves 

with certain sums for the keeping of the said square in order".(15) 

The acquisition of the Melville Monument 

Sometime between the_turn of the century and Kirkwood's detailed 

plan of Edinburgh (figs. 32a and c) a considerable amount of tree 

planting had been carried out around the perimeters and the former 

footpath remade circular in shape. Otherwise, the garden was kept mostly 

grassed and of plain design. It was soon however, to acquire an ornament 

of some considerable size which still continues to remain its chief 

distinguishing feature - namely the MeLville monument- a lofty pillar 

and statue rising 152! in height ( 6m). In 1817 a committee was 

formed to raise money for a public memorial to Henry Dundas (1742- 1811), 

first Viscount Melville, who was Lord Advocate in 1775 and filled some 

important positions in government during William Pitt's administration.(16) 

William Burn, (0 119 - 18i0) architect was commissioned to design the 

monument which he based on a f lul-ed version of-. Emperor Trajan's column in 

_tame. 

Various sites were considered for the memorial but one citizen in 

particular - Sir Patrick Walker of Coates (a staunch admirer of Dundas)- 

was anxious to have the monument placed on his ground in Melville Street 

(already named in honour) at the centre of the intersection with Walker 

Street. Robert Brown, architect of the feuing plan for this area had 

earlier shown a circular garden in this position (fig. 12c). Walker 
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entered into detailed negotiations with the Committee, and even went 

so far as to have the site excavated, but plans were dkoppeel duzlohis 

insistence that the monument once erected, became the Property of his 

family. This the Committee would never agree to, and after much 

bitterness and legal wrangling the promoters thankfully accepted the 

unconditional and unanimous offer of the St. Andrew Square proprietors 

to have it placed in the centre of their garden,(17) 

Problems were encountered almost immediately in securing an 

adequate foundation for such a colossal monument, and to allay the 

apprehensions of residents in the square the advice of Robert Stevenson, 
e11 

engineer (builder of the Lock lighthouse amongst others, and grandfather 

of Robert Louis Stevenson) was sought, and his recommendations acted 

p (1") Jn While the garden was besieged by labourers assembling the LF 

column under the superintendence of William Armstrong - the builder 

awarded the contract,-the surrounding ground no doubt suffered. Not 

until 1823 was the column finished although meantime the decision had 

been made to add a 14' high (4.27m) statue of Melville. Modelled by 

the sculptor Chantry the figure was cut by a Lanarkshire stone mason, 

Robert Forrest, whose exhibitions of statuary, on Calton Hill became 

a regular feature during the 18201s and 1830,s.(19) Four more years 

were to elapse before the 16 ton statue was completed and with a rousing 

local farewell left the quarry at Nethan Foot in 12 carts for 

St. Andrew Square: there on arrival it was within a few minutes 

... by means of machinery ... safely deposited on the green ".(20) 

Afterward "... the high masses were in succession, safely elevated to 

the top of the pillar" by means of scaffolding and machinery constructed 

on "new and improved principles" from a model provided by Stevenson. 

Although views on Dundas as a political figure remained divided most 

were agreed(21) that St. Andrew Square garden had acquired a "splendid" 

and "elegant" column, forming "... an im'ortant feature of the town" 

and "highly ornamental ".(22) (figs. 33 and 34). 

The deteriorating state of the garden and its subsequent improvement 

in 1833 

While possessing a monument of imposing scale it was as well 
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7IGDRE 33 : 

View of St Andrew kuare c1827 
(Shepherd's views of Edinburgh) 
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FIGURE 34 
: 

1St Al4rew Square 1870's - 1880's (Grant, Old and New Edinburgh) 
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sightseers raiecd their eyes heavenwards for at this time and for the 

next few years the condition of the garden gradually deteriorated. 

The various difficulties experienced were outlined in a report 
(23) 

Iresented to the proprietors in 1833 by a Committee especially elected 

to effect improvaaents. Part of the trouble was due to the gardener, 

Aobert Turnbull, a faithful servant since 1825-but now elderly and 

infirm and "... quite incapable of any active enertien". He waseeesevenHJ, 
se. neeeeteee. 

lismissed, but on humanitarian grounds (feeling it their duty 

"... to administer in some degree to his releef")he was given a weekly 

Allowance of 3k shillings (17.5p). Ris auccessor Charles Lyon was 

ueoloyed on a weekly basis at a rate of 12 shillings (60p). The 

araalet wall was also in a "ruinous state", and the coping chipped and 

injured. FinanelaJy, the main causes for concern were the many 

outstanding arrears in asaessments together eith a substantial debt 

oued dhiefly to 2 nursery firms - Messrs Dickson & Co (2410), and 

Messrs Eagle & Henderson (C20). All indicatioes of a serious lapse in 

efficient management. 

To remedy matters the Committee vigorously set to work. Besides 

resolving the various practical problems they were also concerned to 

improve and embellish the interior , After "... maeymeetings and 
Hay ecese 

mature 
o, 

ture deliberation upon plans and estimates"( 
* 24) impementiqthe 

following:- the addition of much new shrubbery, the planting of 

several hundred young trees of various kinds, the formation of 

sereentine walks, and a handeome circular east iron railing placed round 

the base of the pilaar (fig. 32e and fig. 39). In addition, the 

parapet wall was repaired, and the railings repainted green with new 

locks added to the gates. A good water supply was assured by the 

sinking of a 24e (7.32m) well in the north east corner. 

All these alterations, carried out at considerable expense (over 

230 had been spent on the improvements) were noted with approval in 

the local press and the proprietors congratulated on their taste and 

ublic spiritedness (fig. 35a). One year later however, the new 

elanting had made little or no impact, and the garden appeared bare and 
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ST ANDREW'S SQLARE. -IC will be observed 
with satisfaction, that the interior of this square, 
which has long been in a very neglected state, is 
undergoing alterations upon an extensive scale, 
which will render it highly ornamental to the 
city. New walks of a serpentine form are in pro_: 
gress, several mounds have been thrown up, and a 
much greater proportion of the ground will be laid 
out in shrubbery than formerly ; a handsome circu_ 
lar railing is also to be placed round the base of 
Lord Melville's monument, which will grea:ly add 
to the appearance of this handsome pillar, and at 
the same time protect it from injury. When com- 
pleted, St Andrew's Square will equal in beauty 
and elegance any of the more fashionable gardens 
in town, and it reflects the highest credit on the taste 
and public spirit of the proprietors of this square, 
at whose expense tl+e# alterations are making, that 

I they have done so much to improve Otte of the 
Imost frequented- thoroughfares in the New Town. 

a. Edinburgh Evening Courant 27 April 1833 

FIGURE 35 a & b : 
Notices about improvements to St Andrew ware gardens 
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THE I ii'ltO1ti }LENT OF ST ANDREW SQUARE.- 
The improvement of it Andrew Square has now 
advanced nulliclenUy to enable an opinion to be 
formed of tho effect which will be produced by tiro 
completion of the plena. It will be remembered 
that, in the early part of the present year, the 
proptictors of the Square commenced a ntuvelncnt 
for having the garden opened up, and otherwise 
made available as a public promenade and an 
ornament to the locality. Like other similar 
enclosures in the New Town, the garden was 
enclosed by high coping and a heavy railing, 
which, with the dense shrubbery within, combined 
to ¡;ivo the place a gloomy and unattractive air. 
The hand of Time, too, had been nt work on the 
wall and railing, which had fallcu into a state of 
dilapidation quite out of keeping \ with the character 
of the locality. Once the quc:itiou of renovation 
wise tnkcn up, it was seen that no amount of tinker - 
ing could clli:ctivcly improve the ubl railing, and 
It wnn ra'amlvud to rivnuvo it. Abair consider 
lug tho matter, the prupriuturs of the Square 
favourable to its improvement employed Mr J. 
Dick l'eddie, architect, to prepare a design 
for levelling, layiog ont, and enclosing the garden 
Mr l'eddio's plan was approved of ; but in. cor. 
sequence of the resistance of oue or two of 
the proprietors, it is not at- present to be 
carried out in its entirety. The chief altera- 
tions embraced in the plan were the replacing of 
the old cope and railing by a copo rising only six 
inches above the pavement, and a malleable iron 
railing of a much lighter form ; the removal of the 
rough caueewaycd footpath outside the enclosure, 
and the laying down of a broad pavement of 
Caithness stone ; the formation through the garden 
of a wide thoroughfare from west to east, 
in continuation of George Street ; and the 
removal of a considerable pprtion of the 
shrubbery. With the exception of the formation 
of the central thoroughfare, the above alterations 
have been nearly completed, and the effect is most 
pleasing and promising, the wonted funereal 
aspect of the place having given way to one of 

. airiness and beauty, which must impress every 
observer with the desirableness of proprietors in 
some of the other squares, not less needful of 
improvement than titis, doing something in the same 
direction. The work not having been undertaken 
till rather late in the season, the border remains 
black earth at present, but will be laid down in 
grass in spring, which will still further enhance 
the cheerfulness and beauty of the area. If 
plots of bright- coloured geraniums and other gay 
flowers were cut in this emerald border, St 
Andrew Square might almost vie with similar open 
garden spaces in Paris, auch as those in the Palais- 
Iloyal, for example. The new iron railing is 
of an elegant pattern, and being delicately 
touched with gilding, has a highly ornamen- 
tal effect. At each of the angles and flank- 
ing the gateways are handsome lamp pillars 
and at intervals cast -iron stanchions are intro- 
duced in the railing, imparting strength without 
detracting from its ornato character. It appears 
that a very small minority of the proprietors 
object to the garden being opened to the public, and 
it would seem that these, unfortunately, have the 
power to prevent its being so opened ; and this 
being the case, the formation of a broad path 
through the Square is not to be proceeded with in 
the meantime; but the promoters being con - 
fid tat that a time will conto when the objec- 
tions will be removed, gateways have been 
constructed in the railing to suit the proposed 
pathway. The cost of the work, so far as 
at present being carried out, will be about 
£1700 ; and this sum, together with a balance 
reserved for maintaining the garden in good order, 
was subscribed by the proprietors of the Square in 
two days. In addition to the above alterations, 
the approved design showed groups of statuary at 
the angles of the garden, and on each aide of the 
main entrances ; and we are pleased to learn that 
there is a probability that tho first instalment of 
this costly partaif the ornamentation will be in the 
form of a copy in bronze of Mr John rStecll's well - 
knowà a spiritedly -executed_ group representing 
Alexander tamiug Bucephalus, . 
b. Scotsman 30 November 1866 



without shelter. We learn of this from an account written by 

Charles Dickens (then journalist to the Morning Chronicle and covering 

Earl Grey's visit to Edinburgh) when on one hot September afternoon 

he attended a fund raising promenade in the garden organised on behalf 

of the Blind Asylum, the Deaf and Dumb Institution and the House of 

Refuge. It was, according to Dickens "... most respectably attended, 

but a lamentably dull affair ": a military band played under a marquee 

"... erected in the centre of a parched bit of ground, without a tree 

or shrub to intercept the rays of a burning sun ".(25) 

The Committee also examined the different ways available for raising 

garden assessments: their own had been based on the Stent masters 

valuation lists (compiled for local taxation purposes) but were 

thought by some to be not altogether equitable. Other methods also 

had their drawbacks, so instead the Committee decided to have all the 

property surrounding the garden accurately measured and for proprietors 

to vay according to the width of their frontages(26) (the foot frontage 

principle). This system was consequently adopted and remains in force 

today; some of the other New Town gardens fol ow the same practice - 

namely Rutland Square and Clarendon Crescent. In addition, the 

Committee successfully recovered nearly £50 in outstanding arrears 

and had a set of regulations printed and circulated. 

The gardens from 1833 -1866 

After the major improvements of 1833 nothing more is heard about 

the garden until 1851 when it reemerged into the limelight on account 

of a serious proposal to convert the central area into an open place.- 

Ñot dissimilar in style to the rather formal space first envisaged 

by Craig. At an annual general meeting of proprietors held in 

February 1851;27) 2 possibilities were presented, one retaining some 

of the garden's previous character, raied, but with a major footpath 

running from east to west and open to the public during the daytime 

(fig 36a), and the second a completely unenclosed and hard paved area 

(fig. 36b). Such radical changes required however, raider discussion and 

the special committee appointed to consider all the implications wisely 
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FIGURE 36 a & b : 

1851 proposals to open up St Andrew Square gardens 
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sought the views of a range of informed citizens (but in particular 

architects and artists) competent to judge and offer advice: an early 

forerunner of public participation in planning. This was achieved by 

means of a circular letter signed by the Convener of the Committee - 

Robert Chambers(28): the letter explained how the square had largely 

been transformed into a business centre, the significance and 

accessibility of which would probably be aided by opening up the garden 

thereby heightening "... the architectural effect of the various facades "; 

all this to be in place of "... a by no means thriving shrubbery ". The 

circular requested comment on 2 points; first, the likely result of the 

changes on property values, and second, its aesthetic effect and 

convenience to the public it being understood that any "new arrangement" 

was undertaken "... in a manner accordant with the principles of good 

taste ". 

Replies were received from many prominent individuals including 

13 architects, 12 artists, 3 builders, 3 civil engineers and 14 private 

gentlemen.(29) with only 2 exceptions(30) all supported the opening of 

the square and considered property values would be enhanced rather 

than adversely affected. Several of the architects and artists sent 

in their own ideas and plans incorporating fountains, statues and other 

public monuments. Enthusiasm for change ran high provided "... it was 

properly and completely done" (W. H. Playfair), and several waxed 

lyrical on continental places,(31) although one or 2 had reservations 

that lacking permanent blue skies and sun a place in Edinburgh might 

not be altogether appropriate. Lord Cockburn, one of the private 

individuals approached viewed the improvements favourably, for as he 

remarked in his reply "... At present St Andrew Square is in its 

building, the most ambitiously ornamented square in Edinburgh while 

in its associated ground it is the meanest." Public response 
bar 

was encouraging, /the idea proved abortive ; 

. du;e.. ro, strong resistance 

by a small group of residents who did not wish to see the central area 

become a public thoroughfare;(32) and who also shared the Scotsman's 

reservations as to how far "... the elevated situation of the square, 

with openings on all sides may not render the proposed place subject 

to frequent clouds and whirlwinds of dust. "(33) While public debate 

continued the garden became the scene of more tranquil proceedings: 
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the first exhibition and promenade for the season of the North British 

Professional Gardener's Society being held there in mid May 1851. It 

was an occasion of some note as;!'A more varied and beautiful display 

of the varieties of horticultural produce has rarely if ever been 

witnessed in Edinburgh " :the weather however failed miserably and 

the anticipated "numerous and fashionable attendance" did not materialise.(34) 

During the following years the garden was well looked after; "the 

excellent keeping of its walks and grass lawns" was praised by McNab 

(fig. 37) in the 1860's together with the fine mixture of well formed 

trees both of for.est growth and smaller ornamental varieties. The 

outside appearance of the garden was however marred by the decayed 

state of the wall and railing:- "mean in appearance and a great blemish 
"(35) 

and while in the early 1850's "the interior ... during the summer months 

was a sealed letter to outside pedestrians ", by the 1860's the dense 

thicket of evergreen and low deciduous shrubs around the outer edges 

had dwindled to such an extent "that it is now impossible to conceal 

from view those individuals privileged to walk in them. "(36) 

A further opportunity to reconsider the state of the garden arose 

in 1865 prompted by a Police notice requiring the proprietors to form 

a proper pavement outside the garden in place of the rough causewayed 

footpath.(37) Once more a special committee was appointed under the 

Chairmanship of Sir William Johnstone - former Lord Provost, and 

member of the earlier 1851 Committee. On this occasion the Committee 

favoured the replacement of the old wall and railing, and the provision 

of footpaths across the square from north to south, and east to west, 

open to the public during daytime (fig. 38a). These suggestions were 

incorporated into a pamphlet dated November 1865 which together with one 

new sketch plan (fig. 38b), and a reprint of an earlier proposal 

(fig. 36a) were circulated to proprietors for comment.(38) The earlier 

notion of converting the square into a place was now virtually a dead 

issue, for as the pamphlet explained it would not be tolerated by 

t'... some of the most influential proprietors" nor by the general 

public who did not wish "... the doing away with a green spot in the 
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OUR TOWN TREES. - 

ST. ANDREW SQUALI: GARDENS. 

[From the Stott' th f4rrnrr of July sr, 1865.) 

THIS central town square continues to receive 
a fair share of attention from its supporters, 

as testified by the excellent keeping of its walks 
and grass lawns. The interior of these grounds is 
rather picturesque, centred as it is by the Mel - 
ville column, particularly when looked at from 
the high windows which surround it. The out- 
side wall and rail is somewhat antiquated, and 
stands touch in need of repair : it does not har- 
monize with the general keeping within, nor yet 
with the magnificent architectural structures 
bordering it without. If it should ever be con- 
templated to make any alteration in the rail fence, 
it would be advisable to,haye the four angles 
rounded outwards, and -the space left between 
the trees and rail laid down with grass. The trees 
round the outside belt arc far too numerous, all 
much about a height, and composed of tolerably 
good kinds. It is nearly destitute of evergreens 
and flowering shrubs, which at one time, were 
abundant amongst the deciduous trees. It is also 
free of the coarser poplar and willow trees, 
which prove so destructive to town gardens; 
and it is the absence of these which has 
caused all the others to be better shaped than 
they would otherwise have been. The trees in 
the interior compartments stand quite free, and 
have a pleasing effect when seen from the sur- 
rounding windows, as well as the smaller raised 
belts of evergreens, placed opposite the gate- 
ways. Those round the outer border, as be- 
fore alluded to, are far too numerous to remain 
healthy in. their present overcrowded state ; be- 
sides, in such a limited space of ground it is 
impossible to bring many to perfection. The 
trees in St. Andrew Square are very much 
mixed -some of them of forest growth, such as 
elms, limes, sycamores, and horse -chestnuts, in- 
terspersed with flowering trees of limited growth, 
such as thorns, laburnums, lilacs, &c. When 
trees are so very much mixed they are better to 
stand quite free of each other, as it is difficult 
for all to work on together. Those naturally of 
a free or forest growth will soon overpower the 
dwarfer flowering kinds, and to such an extent 
that their removal becomes absolutely necessary. 

In order to render St. Andrew Square more 
pleasing than it now is, particularly when 
viewed from without, it will be necessary to break 
up the present dense hedgerow of trees encircling 
it. To do so artistically and effectively would be 
to form two waved or semi -circular openings 
along each side between the walk and the rail, 
the widest portion being towards the walk. At 
each of the eight openings which it is proposed 
to snake, the turf should be continued close up to 
the railings, leavinga finely -shaped tree standing 
an the grass, say about 16 or t8 feet front the 
fence. The clearances should be such as 
would shew the entire outline of the tree left, as 
exhibited by the accompanying diagram. From 

¡¡-sz 
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the progress which trees generally make, it is not 
at al: unlikely that in the course of twenty -five or 
thirty wears one row of trees standing on grass at 
irre gar distances will be the only ones seen 
room! the square and as the trees which it 
is new proposed should stand on grass'will take 
the lead, they ought to be well cared for with a 
view to this. Some years ago it was in contcm- 
platisa to convert St. Andrew Square into a 
Plea. If the proposal should ever lie carried into 
effect, of substituting gravel fur grass, it is to be 

hoped that those trees which it is now suggested 
should stand on grass will be carefully preserved 
and surrounded with a suitable fence, and at 
such a distance from the stems to prevent them 
sustaining injury from external causes. Towards 
the corners, as well as on each side of the en- 
trance gates, the trees in the meantime should 
be considerably thinned. It would, however, be 
advisable to have a few good evergreen shrubs 
bordering the semi -circular portions of grass, 
provided the spaces are open enough for the 
purpose. Were some alteration of this kind 
carried out it would greatly enhance the pic- 
turesque effect of the grounds as seen from those 
windows overlooking, as well as by the pedes- 
trians walking round the square. One or .two 
good -shaped trees effectively placed on the large 
open space of grass in the intefior of the square, 
particularly in the north division, would materi- 
ally improve the general appearance. 

Some years ago the promenaders in St. Andrew 
Square were entirely concealed from the gaze of 
the outside walkers, owing to the dense thicket 
of evergreen and the low deciduous shrubs which 
were growing amongst the trees ; but like all 
other places of the sort, these smaller trees are 
obliged to succumb, the roots of the stronger 
growing ones being rather too mach for them, 
and consequently they are fast dying out, and 
every year the screen is becoming more and 
more open, so much so, that it is now impossible 
to conceal from view those individuals privileged 
to walk in them. About eighteen years ago 
this state of matters did not exist : the interior of 
this square during the summer months was a 
sealed letter to outside pedestrians. Year by 
year they have gradually become more and 
more open to public gaze, and will continue to do 
so until the point before described is reached, 
viz., grass with fine outlined trees standing at 
distances so as not to interfere with each other. 
This condition of affairs cannot be avoided, as 
the roots-of the larger and free growing trees 
take possession of the ground to such an extent 
that the .weaker kinds cannot possibly exist, and 
hence the gradual disappearance of all subordi- 
nates, first by partial decay, and ultimately by 
death. It is therefore expedient that something 
should early be done to prevent the trees in St. 
Andrew Square going beyond a point from 
which it will be impossible to recover them. By 
a process of thinning and pruning, and continu- 
ing the grass towards the rail as above described, 
the gardens could be made to look infinitely 
better than they now arc, and prove that the 
St. Andrew Square proprietors have a taste for 
the picturesque by being early in carrying out 
improvements for which they will get credit 
again. If all the trees are allowed to go on 
smothering each other, as the tendency is at 
present, they will in a very few years become 
a ravelled mass, from which it will be difficult 
to select trees for future decoration, and thus 
greatly detract ffont the beauty of the sur- 
rounding buildings. Just now the thinning 
could be done with great advantage. Of late a 
rustic fence, planted with climbers, has been 
constructed round the north -east corner. 
This is neither an ornament in itself, nor et 
from those windows which overlook it After 
what has been stated, it becomes the duty of 
all to do what they can for the increased 
embellishment of Edinburgh. The architect 
has done much, and every day additional 
ornamentation shews the magic power of 
his hand. It now remains with the public 
to cultivate an arboricultural taste, so as to 
assist in the further beautifying of our noble 
city, so as to make it still snore worthy of the 
appellation of Modern Athens. 

J. hl'IY. 

FIGURE 37 . 

Article by James IdcNab about St Andrew Square gardens 
(Scottish Farmer 12 July 1865) 
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heart of a City ". Nevertheless, the 1865 Committee were anxious to 

open up the square to some extent and the plans proposed were therefore 

something of a delicate compromise. In January 1866 John Dick Peddie, 

a well known and distinguished Edinburgh architect(39) was appointed to 

prepare designs for the new railings, together with a footpath 45- 50'(14 -15m) 

wide running east to west across the centre, as well as a pavement 

round the outside: James McNab (refer Section I) was asked to advise on 

the treatment of the garden area. All these suggested changes met 

with the approval of the Town Council who over the years appeared to 

have had a fairly close and amicable relationship with the management 

committee.(40) 

By early March Dick Peddie's plans had been prepared and later in the 

month were exhibited at a General Meeting of'prorietors: the gathering 

was enlivened by the strong protests of Mr John Dundas WS, one time 

member of the 1933 improvement committee and resident in the square for 

60 years who on behalf of himself and a near neighbour, Lady Boswell, 

objected to the various alterations, preferring that "... matters should 

remain as they are ".(41) His vehement opposition to any attempt to 

open up the square stemmed it seemed notfkomany likely infringement on 

the privacy of the garden but rather because the square "... acted as a 

great stopper for the dust and other horrors that blew down George Street ": 

and that as the Water Company never watered the streets such an altera- 

tion would leave him "... exposed to all the dust of the summer." The 

Committee however had anticipated this attack and the Chairman. at the 

start had c,E._utiously stated that plans to open up the square had been 

suspended for the time being due to 1 or 2 proprietors being strongly 

adverse to the idea. Apart from Mr Dundas, all the proprietors present 

formally approved of the plans to renew the wall, railings, and outside 

pavement. 

At the beginning of April 1866 another meeting was called when the 

financial arrangements for covering the costs of the improvements were 

discussed. The Committee favoured raising the necessary money (£450 for 

the footpath; and £669 for the railings) by voluntary subscriptions and 
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already an informal appro,ch.to the banks and insurance companies in the 

square had elicited within 2 hours promises of enough to meet the cost of 

the railings. The presence of substantial business interests on whose 

image the sad condition of the railings reflected poorly was not without 

advantages. By now practically all the parties involved, including the 

Town Council had approved of the changes, but still, even after firm 

assurances that nothing was to be done to open up the garden, Mr Dundas 

and Lady Boswell, together with another resident, James Finlay, continued 

their opposition, threatening immediate legal action if the old railings 

were so much as touched. Several diplomatic letters passed between the 

Chairman and the solicitors acting on behalf of the objectors and 

eventually they were sufficiently appeased to abandon the idea of entering 

into litigation. Without the protest of this small nucleus of residents 

St. Andrew Square might easily have developed into an open thoroughfare 

and its character quite altered.(42) 

I m,rovements to the Gardens 1866 -1867 

By the end of 1866 a pavement of Caithness stone had been laid around 

the outside of the garden and a new cope and railing erected: the change 

in appearance was dramatic "... the wanton funerial aspect of the place 

having given way to one of airiness and beauty ". Careful thought had 

been given to the design of the railings - one of T'eddie's main aims 

having been to create an almost "invisible" effect: he had expressed 

this intention in a letter written to the Chairman of the Improvement 

Committee when submitting his plans : - 

",As the enclosure is required merely to save the gardens from 
encroachment and injury I have endeavoured to make it as slight and 
inobtrusive as is consistent with strength, so that the gardens, 

while actually enclosed, should be in appearance open; and persons 
walking on the pavements and roadways of the square should have the (43) 
advantage of all the charms which the grass and foliage give to it ". 

The cope was only some 6" (15cm) above the pavement, the iron railing 

much lighter than its predecessor and at each of the angles, and flanking 

the pathway were handsome lamp pillars, the whole being delicately 

touched with gilding Unfortunately, these most attractive 

railings were removed during the Second World War but ones to an almost 

identical pattern by the same architect can be seen around the George Square 

gardens. 
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FIGURE 39 : 

St Andrew Square c 1870, view to east side : the gardener can be seen 
cutting the grass : with the door to the toolhouse at the base of the 
monument open (Fi;nburgh as it was 18144 - 1924, C.S. Tinto) 

FIGURE 40 
St Andrew Square from the west c 1900 - 1930: note the Gladstone 

memorial which was removed to Coates 
Crescent gardens in 1955 (31MEs) 
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To complete the improvements McNab's advice on the interior was 

carried into effect during the spring of 1867: here the aim was to 

make the garden more visible from the outside by the removal of all the 

old shrubbery. The vacant plots were then levelled and grass seeded, 

and the grass continued to the railing. Several of the less well formed 

trees were removed. Response to these improvements was enthusiastic and 

well reported in the press (fig. 35b); one article was particularly 

complementary: "... Foremost in fairness, as being newly redressed, 

is the enclosure of St. Andrew Square; which the skill of ßßr McNab, 

aided by the architectural taste of Mr J Dick Peddie has converted from 

a teagled wilderness of scrubby underwood into a truly ornamental bit 

of Dark or pleasure ground ".(44) The relevel.ling and grass sowing of the 

border was particularly praised and emphasised as an improvement which 

other gardens might follow : - "very slow are our town gardeners to 

acknowledge particularly that grass is our finest evergreen." In fact, 

the changes made to the St. Andrew Square garden at this time did help 

stimulate a whole wave of improvements to other gardens in the New Town. 

The Gardens since the 1860', 

No further changes were made until the First World War when in 1918 

the proprietors with the consent of the Town Council gave the Am.oricae 

permission to erect hostel accommodation in the garden for the use 

of .American soldiers and sailars.(45) A postcard view taken at this time 

shows the garden occupied by a quadrangle of wooden huts erected round 

the Melville monument(46) - taking up the space formerly occupied by 

gravelled walks and shrub beds. After the end of the war the ornamental 

pathways dating from 1833 were not reinstated; likewise, a bowling green 

formed on the south side of the garden in the 1850's also disappeared 

(fig. 32f). As in the earlier days, the garden became more simple in 

style, consisting mainly of grass and trees. 

During the Second World War, Dick Peddie's fine railings were 

removed, and a static water tank built at the centre of the north side 

(fig. 18b). Thus unprotected the garden gradually deteriorated. In 

1947 new railings were erected to the same design, and by the same 

contractor as those in Charlotte Square (Section 2.3); thereupon 
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restoration work on the garden was able to commence. It was at this 

time that a tree lined hard paved footpath was made across the square 

running from east to west, not unlike the one proposed by the 1866/1867 

Improvement Committee but narrower (fig. 32g). The circular iron 

railing which had surrounded the Melville monument since 1333, and now in 

a dilapidated state was removed and the footpath continued around the 

monument. A stone and brick tool shed was added in 1951 to the south 

of the column in a semi sunk position and a small footpath made to it 

(fig. 41d). Some new tree planting was carried out after the war and 

today there are about 85 trees in the garden mostly between 40 and 80 years 

old: these are of a great variety ranging from forest trees such as 

elm, sycamore, plane and oak to several smaller, ornamental trees 

including cherry, hawthorn and laburnum (refer fig. 41a, b, c, d). 

Trees are now planted throughout the garden, a policy started after the 

Second World War and which in one way has helped to change the appearance 

of the garden quite significantly (fig. 32g): up until that time a 

large grassed open space formed the central part of the garden (f ìg.32 a -f). 

Uses made of the garden; and attempts to open it to the c 

While St Andrew Square garden has existed for over 200 years only 

for a relatively brief period did it function as an outdoor recreational 

space for the benefit of surrounding families yet it remains a private 

garden run and administered on the same principles as when first set 

up in 1770. Attempts to open up the gardens in the 1850's and 1860's 

as already described proved abortive due to the fierce resistance of 

the few remaining private residents. Since then other moves have 

occasionally been made and mainly on the instigation of the Town Council. 

In 18O, for example,the Lord "'rovost's Committee considered approaching 

the proprietors to see if they would agree to the removal of the 

bronze statue of Alexander and Buce'halus from the roadway on the west 

side of the square,to the greater safety of the garden: thereupon 

forming a public walk from east to west.(47) The proposal however, was 

not taken further. More recently during 1368 and 1969 as part of an 

attempt by certain members of the Town Council to acquire 3t. Andrew Square 
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(together with Charlotte Square) gardens ".u. so as to make them 

available to the public throughout the year and for use at the 

Festival "(48) 4 feasibility reports were submitted to the Lord Provost's 

Committee by the Director of Parks and Recreation, the Chief Constable, 

the City Engineer and the Town ?''.anning Officer. All 4 reports were 

generally favourable although the Chief Constable expressed concern 

at the risk to the young and elderly gaining access unless special 

provision was made for pedestrians crossing the extremely busy roadway. 

More sinister in its implications however was the view expressed by the 

City Engineer to the effect that "... public ownership of the gardens 

would be advantageous if consideration was later given to the provision 

of undergroun1 car parks ". Neither this move nor a later one in 

1974(49) (to also include the 3 Queen Street gardens) gathered sufficient 

support to prove successful. 

The present proprietors and their Management Committee are content 

to retain the garden as a private well maintained space and willingly 

contribute towards the costs of upkeep. During the summer months the 

garden enjoys brief periods of use when staff from the surrounding 

offices cross over in the lunch hour but the main pleasure of the garden 

is now derived from the views of it from the outside - which can be 

enjoyed by all passing pedestrians, car and bus travellers, and of 

course by those whose offices face onto them. 
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2.3 THE CHARLOTTE SQUARE GARDENS 

"In May we removed to Charlotte Square, a house I found the most 
agreeable of any we have ever lived in in Edinburgh; the shrubbery 
in front, and the peep from the upper windows at the back of the 
Firth of Forth with its wooded shores and distant hills made the 
look out so cheerful ". (1) Elizabeth Grant, 1517. 

St. Andrew Square garden had been in use nearly 30 years before its 

companion at the west end began to take shape. The building of 46 houses 

in Charlotte Square was spread over a long period(2) interrupted by the 

Napoleonic War and the consequent scarcity of money. Its beginning was 

however, auspicious. partly in response to growing criticism that much 

of the building in the New Town was dull and lacking distinction the Town 

Council in 1791 commissioned Robert Adam the gifted Scottish architect to 

produce a unified scheme of frontages for the dwellings. One year later 

Adam was dead, and sadly, only the north side, the first to be built 

faithfully kept to his design. In its early years the square housed a 

number of nobility and gentry, and was also popular amongst the legal and 

medical professions as a place of residence. Business and commercial 

interests were slower to intrude,(3) and even by the end of the last 

century the square consisted mostly of family houses. The following 

years saw a gradual change however, and today office accommodation 

(particularly legal firms) predominates. An echo of its former glory 

persists in the prestige attached to 2 official residences now housed 

there - that of the Secretary of State for Scotland (No 6), and the 

Moderator of the General. Assembly of the Church of Scotland (No 7). 

Tourists, historians, and students from many disciplines are attracted 

to this square not only to view the Adam architecture, but also to visit 

the National Trustes Georgian House 
(4) 

or to research in the once 

fashionable Church of St. George's which as West Register No use_ provicks 

additional accommodation for the Scottish Records Office. 

The early development of the Garden 

Charlotte Square shares the same feuing conditions relating to 

the management and use of the central space as St. Andrew Square 

(section 2.2). Curiously enough however, while the 2 areas designed by 

Craig were intended to match one another, Charlotte Square departed 

from the octagonal shame (fig. 42a) and became instead a smaller, 

circular enclosure, and remained so for the following 70 years.(5) What 

prompted the change remains a mystery but it probably gradually evolved 

out of a series cf sketch plans, the first prepared by Robert Adam in 1791 

(fig. 42b) and the rest by William Sibbald, City Superintendent and 

Overseer of Work from 1790 -1809 (figs. 42 c and d). 
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a. Plan of 1785 showing central area as planned by Craig 

(MC archival drawn collection) 

A William Sibbald drawing of 1795: it shows the 
central area similar to the one drawn up by Adam 

but also has an outline of a circle - too faint to be 
seen (EMC archival drawing collection : wrongly dated 
as 1875) 

FIGURE 12 a - d : 

Evolution ó£ the central area Charlotte Square 
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A. (EDC archival drawing collection) 

. Plan datèd 23 February 1803 showing a circular 
garden area drawn up by William Sibbald 
(EMC archival drawing collection) 



Sibbaldvs involvement highlights a further major difference between 

the 2 squares: the earlier garden had been set up on the initiative of 

the residents, but the slower and more protracted dev&opment of 

Charlotte Square, with its handful of new proprietors hardly in a 

position to take concerted action, required the Town Council to astlle 

greater responsibility In this respect. It was after all to their 

ultimate advantage if the improved appearance of the central area helped 

to promote the swifter feuing of the remaining plots. Thus as early as 

Marys 1795 the Town Council remitted to a sub-committee 

"everything relating to completing the inner square of Charlotte 
Square", and after an interval of several ueekewere informed by this 
Committee that "they had directed Mr Sibbald to proceed to the 
bringing of it to a proper level, that they had procured a plan 
and estimate from Mr 5ibbald and that they had got from Mt Chalmers 
(blacksmith, in aotterow) different designs for a rail, but they 
had not yet met with the feuars on the north side of the square to 
settle the mode to b qdopted when advertisements for estimates 
will be published." 0) 

At this time 3ibbal0 led an exceedinely busy life for apart from his 

pest with the Town Council (at an important and demanding period in the 

development of the New Town) he also acted as consultant to the George 

Heriot Trust(7) , besides running a private business as architect cum 

builder. Although in many ways a key figure his personal life and 

circumstances remain largely obscure Little more is known about 

him excet that he was born in Inverness and later moved to Edinburgh 

where he was in partnership with a builder called William Lumley. He 

showed himself to be a competent designer: being responsible for a new 

manse attached to et. Cuthbertls Church, the elegant spire of 3t. Andrews 

Church (George 3treet, Edinburgh 1789)0 Lady r!sters Church (1O3), and 

with plans for laying out the second New Town (8) (1793 and 1802, 

see Section 3.1). Seemingly a popular and well respected individual) 

he was elected Dean of Masons from 1807-1908 and his death one year later 

was "... much and justly regretted." 
(9) 

There was a delay of nearly 2 years before a formal meeting (in 

March 1797) was arranged with the feuars to discuss 3ibbald's pans 

for the central areas during the interval attempts to feu off further 

plots in the square continued with the upset price reduced in order to 

tempt would-be purchasers. 
(10) 

the meeting concentrated on the first 
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priority of having the centre properly enclosed and agreement was 

reached "... in terms similar to what was adopted respecting St Andrew 

Square ... to finish the inner space of Charlotte Square by buil -ling a 

circular parapet to be 2' 6" (85 cm) high above the leve' of the street. "(11) 

Approval was also given to details concerning the railing - whose full 

length balusters of cast iron were to be 5' (1.52 m 
) 

in height (1' 

on cm) for the intermediate ones) with 16 added lamp hosts, and 

4 ornamental gates. Perhaps the most significant item in this informa- 

tion is the reference to "a circular parapet" indicating beyond doubt 

that $ibbald's plan was for a garden of this shape: favoured maybe on 

grounds of economy (less stonework and railings required) but more 

likely as a matter of personal preference. Ad?am's idea for an equal 

sided octagon seems to have been further considered at one point, but 

then discarded (fig. '-2c). There is no hint of any outcry at Sibbald's 

somewhat radical change and it appears to have been readily accepted. 

Another meeting followed less than 3 months later in June 1797 

to further discuss the arrangements for erecting the parapet wall and 

rail. Various small changes were made to the original specifications 

including a 4 " (9d cm) increase in the height of the wall (thus creating 

a formidable barrier of just under Al (2.44m) - a foot greater than its 

counterpart in St. Andrew Square). Already 6 estimates had been obtained 

for digging and constructing the foundations of the wall and Mr Sibbald 

was asked to calculate the amount of rubble and ashlar work besides the 

amount of digging in order to judge "... which of the estimates is the 

cheapest ". Final agreement was also reached on the form of the railing, 

the one marked "Number I" being adopted; as this differed in some 

particulars to the one previously described for which estimates had 

also been obtained, Sibbald was further requested to supply schedules 

and drawings of the new rail so that the necessary revisions could be 

made. 

From this time onwards progress was more rapid. At the third and 

last joint meeting of the feuars and the Town Council held at the 

beginning of July 1797, 4 tenders for the railings were opened and 

"... Mr Chaímer's estimate found to be the cheapest, and George Winton 
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formerly found the cheapest for mason work": the meeting agreed to 

award the contracts to these 2 men - a decision endorsed later in the 

month at a full meeting of the Council.. Winton's name strangely enough 

reappears several years later in connection with another New Town garden) 

for he became part owner of some land which was subsequently sold to 

form part of the eastern section of the Queen Street Gardens. Both 

contracts have survived and provide some interesting detail about the 

work itse?f.(12) The deadline for completing the parapet wall was set 

at. 15th November 1717 "... at the sight and to the satisfaction of 

William Sibbald ": no overall sum of money was mentioned for the masons 

job but different rates of pay applied to different parts, for example, 

rubble work of 16" (40 cm) thick was paid at "... £5 per rood of surface 

measure", and the broached ashlar at "6á penny per foot superficial". 

Once the wall was built, the blacksmith was required to add the 1150' 

(351m) of railings within 3 weeks for the sum of £509.(13) 

The garden from 1797 -1817 

Ironically the haste to complete the enclosure proved highty 

premature for although the central area was now well protected it remained 

an abandoned and unfinished piece of waste ground. Nearly 6 years went 

by before some of the proprietors began to voice discontent and to put 

forward remedies in the face of their continuing difficulties due to 

shortage of residents. 

In July 1803 the Lord Provost received a letter from Colonel Alexander 

Dirom along with other feuars on the west side of the square seeking 

permission to alter the elevations of 2 houses being built (one belonging 

to Dirom and the other to William 11-aquare) chiefly by increasing the 
r 

height of the windows by an extra foot: 14) the greater portion of 

of this communique was, however, preoccupied with the central space for 

which. it seems there was no shortage of original ideas : - 

"with regard to the improvement of the interior or garden part of 

Charlotte Square it is extreemly desirable that it should be done 

without delay - we find however, that there is not any hope of it 

being done by the proprietors themselves as it would be difficult 

not only to unite their opinion on the subject but also to raise 

the money for that purpose, as a great part of the lots are not yet 
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sold - we therefore be leave to submit to your Lordship and the 
Town Council whether it would not be most advisable to have the 
square laid out and finished under your own direction by Mr Sibbald 
and charge this further expense which cannot be considerable upon 
the different lots in the square in addition to the expense for 
inclosing it, which has been already incurred. In laying out the 
square it may deserve consideration whether it would not be desirable 
to have a piece of water in the middle of it, which may be easily 
obtained by bringing in a serins in the T:othi.an load, as the 
distance is only a few hundred yards, the level of which has already 
:)ecn ascertained by Mr Sibbald. Such a reservoir which would 
command the whole of the New Town, might be extremely useful in 
cases of fire, might be occasionally employed to sprinkle or wash 
the streets, and in winter would be a safe and convenient place for 
the inhabitants to enjoy the recreation of skating. The additional 
expense of that improvement might be defrayed to the town by 
levying a small contribution, if they should think it an object, 
from the skaters not belonging to the squares as the Proprietors of 
the Square and their families would have a lust right to it fr 

`5 giving up a part of the ground to be applied to that purpose. ".) 

Alexander Dirom (1757 -1830) of Mount Annan, chief instigator of the 

letter was a military gentleman with experience of war service in 

India and later appointed Quartermaster General for 3cotland.(1) The 

proposed change to the elevation of his house (Number 1P Charlotte Square - 

he and his family lived in Queen Street prior to its completion) was 

drawn up by :7il.liam Sibbald, and 3ibbald's concise and favourable 

report on the alterations received the approval of the Town Council.. 

'h'le consulting Sibbald about his house Dirom seems to have taken 

the further opportunity to confer with him about the central space and 

the somewhat fanciful if not ambitious plan "for a piece of water" 

corresponds almost exactly to notions entertained earlier by 3ibbaid 

for the inner area of a circus designed for the western end of the 

second New Town. Sibbald had been particularly engrossed with this 

tatter plan both in 1793 and again in 18O2 - just shortly ahead of his 

o'eriods of involvement with Charlotte Square and it would seem too much 

of a coincidence that the ideas for the one did not rub off on the 

other. Whether the Town Council, or other feuars took this suggestion 

seriously is not known but it would certainly have posed difficulties 

over accessibility, and more pertinently on maintenance. Such an idea 

for example, had been considered for Finsbury Square, London (completed 
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in 1791) but abandoned on sanitary grounds and a garden substituted 

instead. The experience of St. James Square was also not very 

encouraging: improved in the 1720's with the addition of a circular 

begin of water, fountain, and decorative boats (fig. 43) its upkeep 

n. raved troublesome and eventually fountain, water and basin all 

;ii..sa eneared.(17) 

Colonel Dirom however, was a man of action and not to be thwarted. 

A further letter to the Lord rrovost, dated March 1114 indicates. that 

during the intervening months he had started to take the initiatve 

for having the ground levelled and laid out, and had in fact come up 

with a novel method which promised to be both quick and cheap. The 

letter ran as follows:- 

"my Lord, I beg 'leave to acquaint your Lordshie what the ^uarter- 
master of the Invernesshire Regiment of Militia has represented to 
me that he cannot direct the woedng "antics of the Regiment to level 
the Circus in Charlotte Square, or to carry the stones to where 
the walks are to be made until the levels are ascertained and the 
.ca? 4ts laid out according to the plan fixed upon by the Town Council, 
T beg leave to submit to your Lordship the expediency of eiv:7ng 

instructions to Mr Sibbald to take the necessary levels and to 
mark out the walks according to the plan signed by your Lordship, 
bearing date 23 February 1x03, in order that the work which may be 
done by the troops to level the Circus for their oan purpose, may 
also be useful in forsarding the olan for the final im rovement of 
it. "(1" ) 

The Invernesshire Regiment of Militia (fie. 44) referred to in 

*)irom's letter formed part of Edinburgh's Castle garrison between 

December 1 13 until. January 13()6s(19) Turin^ the period 1P0..-1g15 this 

garrison was manned almost entirely by Piilitia and veteran battalions 

as most of the regular battalions of the ?ino were involved in the 

Napoleonic Wars. The Militia were not regular soldiers but -art of 

a reserve force which every town and county had to provide under the 

Militia .:Acts of 17 ?1 and irzn/ (20) They were never very nonul.ar and 

tended to be regarded as "the scum of the earth". As tl,;s Mf?.itia 

formed part of the Castle garrison they were available in Edinburgh as 

"labour r if the right strings could be eu1 led (but such !cork would have 

been regarded as being beneath regular soldiers) = It would simply have 
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FIGURE 43 : 

St James Square London, view by Sutton Nicholl 1752 : at the centre 
there is a fountain surrounded by water on which rests a boat. 
Sibbald's auggestiamefor Charlotte Square were very much along these lines 

10-': 
- 

FIGultal 44 : 
Hon Francis William Grant of Grant, Colonel of the Invernesshie Militia: 
men from this regiment and under his direction were responsible for 
levelling Charlotte Square in 1603 (Kay's Póximaits) 
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been a matter cf getting men available without disturbing their first 

priority of maintaining guards and providing sentries. Dirom was of 

sufficient importance in the hierarchy to authorise the use of the 

Militia (in agreement with the Commanding Officer - a man named Grant) 

for such non -miH Lary purposes. hence the Invernesshire Regiment 

erovided a labour free source for the back breaking job of levelling 

the central area, justified on the score of it being a useful training 

exercise and time filler. 

Thus the central area was levelled, anl a single circular walk 

formed close to the parapet wall (see Fins lie's elan i ̂ 04, fir. 45a). 

Sibbal.d's more elaborate, and still surviving design "bearing date of 

"3 February 1n03" (fig. 421) which was mentioned by Dirom in hie letter 

was only partly carried out - curtailed most probably by the restr °cted 

time the Militia coup be assigned to the task. But the inner area 

while now considerably better than it had been was still in a ru :ituicntary 

state, devoid of trees, shrubs, or any other decorative planting. 3o it 

remained for a further .6 years until the proprietors - now of increased 

numbers and more competent to take action --oeganised a meeting in 

December 1 "07 for all those "... interested in the improvement of the 

Square°'. 
(11) 

A Committee vas appointed which inc'udel the former 

protagonist Alexander Dirom and such other eminent gentlemen as 

Sir John Sinclair (initiator of the Statistical Account for Scotland), 

Sir 7i' liam Fettes (founder of Fettes College), Thomas Allan (banker) 

and '{'alter `?atson. The seeeral resolutions gassed at this meeting were 

later presented in a petition to the Town Council and ran as follows: 

"1st that it is highly expedient, for the inhabitants of Charlotte 

Square and for the credit and ornament of the City of Edinburgh 
that the centre of the said Square shall be completed and laid 

out in a neat and elegant manner with gravel walks and shrubbery; 

2nd that the plan drawn up by William 'Teir of Creenside Place, 

Edinburgh ... seemed to be well calculated for the object in view 

and that if a sum adequate to the expense thereof can be raised 

the said elan should he adopted with such alterations as may be 

judged necessary by the Committee; 3rd, that for raising the sum 

required every feuar should subscribe the sum of £6 and a sum 

not exceeding El per annum for 3 years as the Committee shall judge 

necessary, in consequence of which each feuar shall be entitled to 
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a key to the central area, and the liberty of walking therein for 
himself and family, and that the said privileges shall remain 
annexed to the house belonging to him subject to such regulations 
as the majority of feuars shall from time to time think expedient; 
and 4th that the Lord Provost and Magistrates be applied to ... to 
subscribe for those stances of houses in the Square which have 
not yet been feued. That it be represented to them, in strongest 
terns, that it will greatly tend to improve the appearance of the 
City if this Square is elegantly fitted up; that in consequence 
therof the feus still vacant will be more readily taken, that it 
can be no loss to the City, as any sum they advance will be repaid 
when the feus are taken, and that without this and it is impossible 
for the existing feuars to take upon themselves the burden of said 
improvement ". 

At a full meeting of the Town Council in January 1808 the proprietors' 

request for financial support was approved and the City Chamberlain 

authorised to subscribe for the unfecd stances in the Square. Judging 

from figures quoted in the feu charters as to the proportional sum 

payable to the city for enclosing and laying out the central area it 

would seem that the total cost of forming the garden was in the region 

of £1,000.(22) 

Next to nothing is known about William Weir whose plan was "well 

calculated" to achieve the "neat and elegant layout so desired by the 

Committee. A man of the same name had been employed by the Town Council 

in 1801 and 1804 "for digging" in Albany and Duke Street,(23) and a 

James Weir, merchant (father, or brother?) of 6 Greenside Place (a 

continuation of Leith Walk) appears in the street directories and 

stent rolls for this period. Leith Walk was certainly a popular part of 

town for nursery and seed shops being close to the old botanic gardens 

and the several market and nursery gardens in the vicinity.(24) 

Sibbald too, resided in this district and may have been responsible for 

recommending Weir to the Committee either as a local contact or on the 

strength of his previous work for the Town Council: the lack of more 

direct leads on Weir suggest that he was probably a small nursery 

contractor, capable of turning his hand to many different jobs. 

Weir's plan was relatively simple but successfully transformed a 
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dull empty space into one of more pleasing appearance and interest: 

several years later the Moray Place garden was laid out to a very 

similar design. A thick border of evergreen shrubs and trees (consisting 

of thorns, laburnums, sycamores, limes, birches and elms)(25) was 

planted between the railing and the outer circular walk: 2 curved 

footpaths(26) were made from east to west leading to a central circular 

walk, tree and shrub planted on the inside (see Kirkwood's plan 1817, 

fig. 45b). The remaining space was left turfed but Kirkwood's plan 

of 1819, fig 45c, shows a scatter of trees on the grassed area - an 

early hint of the gardenesque. 

Early Management and Development of the Garden 

The planting was probably finished by the spring of 1R0R after which 

the proprietors had to assume responsibility for its upkeep: but with 

still only one -third of the square built this must have been done on 

a fairly ad hoc basis.(27) A petition presented to the Town Council 

in 1817(28) by "... The Committee for managing the affairs of Charlotte 

Square" verifies this assumption: by then the square was nearing 

completion and the Committee had become concerned "... to settle upon 

an effective financial arrangement for maintaining the gardens ... ". 

The preface was signed by the Convener - Henry Cockburn, 29) advocate 

(later Lord Cockburn), a man who not only distinguished himself in 

legal practice, but was also a spry commentator on human affairs, and 

staunch defender of Edinburgh's open spaces, and fine natural features 

(see East Princes Street Gardens, Section 2.5); in it the details of 

the feu charters relating to the central space were outlined with the 

comment added that:- 

"The inhabitants have gone on till now, without getting the matter 

put upon a proper footing but this has always been felt to be 
irregular and inconvenient, and they now wish the assessments to 

be put into a form agreeable to their charters, which is by the 
majority of the feuars coming to some resolution and getting a 

committee of the Town Council to approve of the arrangement which 

they propose ..." 

Approval had already been given by "... more than a majority of 

feuars" for the required sum for the garden's maintenance to be fixed 
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at the annual meeting of proprietors held in January with a set 

upper limit of 2 guineas per house. The feuars had also agteed that 

such an arrangeent should continue:- "without any renewal until it be 

regularly altered and shall include the contributions for the current 

year ". In response the Town Council appointed a Committee of 3 to 

confer with the proprietors, one of whom was Baillie Henderson - later 

to become Lord Provost. The feuars were at least assured of one 

sympathetic ally: earlier Henderson had been involved with the East 

Queen Street gardens as the Town Council's representative when efforts 

were afoot to set them up as pleasure gardens, and later his nursery 

firm - Eagle and Henderson were responsible for laying out the West 

T'rinces Street gardens. Nothing further is recorded in the Town Council 

minutes which indicates that the 1817 arrangements for levying assess- 

ments proved satisfactory. This contrasts with St. Andrew Square where 

the method of assessment was later altered and fixed on the basis of the 

area occupied by the dwelling (the foot frontage principle): 

Charlotte Square retained the flat rate system which is the one still 

practised today. 

Over the next 50 years the garden gradually matured (figs. 46 and 

47) and no real difficulties appear to have been encountered. By the 

late 1860's however, many of the trees and shrubs had grown old and 

past their prime. A newspaper article written in 1867 which highly 

praised the recent improvements to St. Andrew Square criticised the 

Charlotte Square gardens as appearing "... particularly offensive in 

style" and concluded with the disparaging comment that "... At present 

it has little either within or withoutv (30) Important changes to the 

central area were however, imminent, prompted by the acquisition of an 

important statue of great value and prestige - the Scottish National 

Memorial. to Prince Albert. In the 1820's the garden had come close to 

accommodating 2 memorials.- epe "a colossal statue "(31) to Lord Hopetoun 

and another, a proposed replica of the Column of Antoninus to the 

younger Pitt,(32) But the Prince Albert project was altogether more 

ambitious and kept a worthy Committee and numerous other people busy 

for nearly 15 years. It also prompted much speculation as to what form 
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FIGURE 46 : 

Charlotte Scrape c 1820 showing one of the pillared entrances to 
the garden (Views of Edinburgh and its vicinity 2 J. & H.S. Storer 1820) 

FlGuith, 47 
View to west side c 1825 showing the circular garden with wall and railing 
the planting although established is of no great height. The turrets on 

either side of the dome of St George's church were never built (Picturesque 

Views of Edinburgh 1825 drawing by W.H. Lizar) 
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the remorial should take, and where it should be sited. 

The Prince Albert Memorial, and consequent chimes to the Garden 

:Shortly after .' rince Albert's death in 1861 a central Committee 

was set up for promoting a Scottish Memorial with the Duke of 33uccleuch 

as "'resident(33) and William Walker of Bowlend as Secretary. 
(34) 

The intention was to raise subscriptions from as many people as possible 

including "the industrial classes ", and eventually after a ot of hard 

work E13,000 was collected.(35) Ideas for the design of the monument 

were gathered by means of a competition held in 1864 which attracted 

o entries - several by eon \e- artists and architects- including 

David Bryce, David Cousin, John Steell (appointed Her Majesty's 

Sculptor for Scotland in 1838), David Rhind, Robert Matheson, 

William Calder Marshall, and J Noel ^aton.(36) At this stage the site 

still remained undecided but the West Princes Street Gardens, and 

Charlotte Square were both favoured, although there were some misgivings 

about the latter on account of its detachment from the public and the 

main thoroughfare Princes Street. Other suggestions were not lacking - 

an advertisement placed in several newspapers requesting ideas yielded 

many sensible and some outlandish proposals(3) and from alI of these 

4 were shortlisted: the West Princes Street Gardens, the east side of 

Charlotte Square, a knoll on the north east seer of Arthurs Seat, and 

a further site in Queen's Park. Further uncertainty was temporarily 

halted by Queen Victoria's stated preference (in March 1865) for 

John Steelis equestrian statue(3¢) (fig. 48) which she wished placed in 

Holyrood Park close to where the Volunteers had been inspected by her 

in 1861. 

By 1870 however, the site of the memorial was still not feed. The 

Committee had grown increasingly nervous of supporting the Queen's 

recommendation due to the review ground at Holyrood being in "... the 

vicinity of the lowest and worst of the population of the city and it 

would therefore be almost impossible to protect the memorial from being 

injured. "(39) Far safer was the front of the Palace but this alas would 

have required the removal of the fountain whose position had carefully 
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THE SCOTSMAN, SATURI7A Y, MARCH .11 1865. 

THE PRINCECONSOItT MEMORIAL, 

SELECTJO_; EY Ta-R MAJT'.TY Or A DE IC;ZT DY 
31R JOHN STEET.L, 

WE understand tit,_t Mr 'Joint Steel, II-S.A.; 
Her Majesty's Sculptor for Scotland, has received 
official inforclation that Her Majesty iras bee* 
pleased to approve of one of Ids designs for the 
proposed Scottish National Memorial to the late 
PrinceCon=vrt, and, further, that Her Majesty. 
considers ti:ct the most appropriate site for the 
memorie] w ot1;.1 be in the Queen's Park, near the 
place where lier Majesty inspected the Scottish 
Volunteers cl the 7th August 1SG1. Mr Steel! 
appeared as a competitor, on the invitation. of the 
Committee of Advice, and sent in three desicev. 
That which Las been Felected by Her Majesty is 
thus described in a letter add reseed by Mr Steell t 
the Conn _it:tè of t, :v ce :- 

"The intrt:tion in this design is to give us now, 
and to Preserve for posterity, an actual and full 

' representation of the Prince as he ;cas -'the very 
lineaments cf the matt' -to give illustrations of his 
life and character -and to express the admiration 
in which he eras held by the whole people. The 
centre of interest is. an equestrian statue of the 
Prince ; my opinion, supported by the greatest 
artists of aeetent and modern times 'being, that 
this mode is the most appropriate and effective for 
representing such men. . The attitude of the 
Prince is intended to bespeak. calm, quiescent- 
repose. The right hand and arm are raised in au 
attitude of peaceful greeting -the action of the 
horse is quirt, the head, yielding to the rein, is 
lowered, shoeing the arch of the neck, and serving 
to exhibit the rider. 

" The general form of this design is pyramidaI,' 
composed of several stages. On the sides of the - 
upper, or pedeetul proper, are bas -reliefs illustrative 
of the career and character of the ('rince -on the 
one side is a representation of his marriage, the 
event which united his life with the destinies of 
the British Lotion; and, on the other, his opening 

U of the International Exhibition, 1551. n the 
front panel, in allusion to the great wisdom, afï'ee 
tion, and example there displayed, the Prince is 

,represented in the midst of his family; and, on the 

:"k, awarding rewards ni merit. On ti.: seemed 
stage, long ,(notations from the Prince's public 
speechcs enrich the >.ariace ; and, on each centre, a; 

s of (lasiic emblems, ts, indicative of his ta;tCS 
and. 1 u suits, S,uiholical emblems to this extent,. 
I trust, may be acceptable ; hut, iu our da r, merely 
cnnventiun:tl or emblematical sculpture, I humbly. 
think, will not satisfy public feeling, especially our - 
s-uclt an occasion as this, when the very heart of the 
nation is stirred by the loss of the excellent and 
much-loved Prince ; and when all classes seek to 
eviuce the depth of their feeling:; by contributing 
thus to honour his great and good name. I have, 
therefore, in my attempt to meet these feelings,. 
adopted the most direct and familiar mode o 
expression, so that every grade may not only 
at once perceive, but )Lei the idea. .I have 
introduced. at each ot the angles of the first 
:stage or base, groups representing the people, of all 
classes, from tue peer to the peasant, approaching 
the eli.g,; of the Prince, looking. up to it with 
reverence and affection, and leaving at its base . 

chaplets and wreaths, in token of their gratitude 
and love. One group is representative of the votive 
offerings of rink and wealth -the Peer lifting his 
coronet front his brow as he pays his willing 
tribute to the dead ; another group illustrates 
honest labour -the workman coming, mattock in 
hand, . accompanied by his wife and child, the 
latter regarding, with wistful curiosity, the 
Prince's effigy, towards which his gaze is directed.' 
The other groups arc -the soldier, the sailor, and. 
the engineer, coming to offer their hom ne ; ales 
-the artist., the student, and the venerable sager 
who, pointing to the Statue, addresses the youth., 
as if saving, ' Such is the reward of virtue.' 

" These groups are intended to represent to ne 
in this our clay, and to tell to coming generations, 
how we admired and sought to honour the great 
virtues and talents of 'The noble Father of ow; 
Kings to be." 
E.The its suggested by I\ ir Steel( as suitable 
for the above memorial were West Princes' Street 
Gardens, Charlotte Square Gardens, the Queen's 
Park, or in front, of the General Post Office 
or Industrial 31useum ; but the preference given 
by Her Majesty to a site ill the Queen's Park is 
likely to rule the decision of the Committee of 
Advice. 

FIGURE 48 
Notice in Scotsman about the Prince Albert memorial including Steeli's 
awn account of his proposals: the group of statuary designed for each 

corner were carried out by the following sculptors: 
William Brodie RSA - the voture offering of rank and wealth; 
Mr. Clark Stanton - the soldier, sailor and engineer; George McCullum 
succeeded by David Stevenson on the letters death in 1868 - the honest 
labourer, and John Steel( - the artist, student and venerable sage. 
The equestrian statue and 3 or the bas reliefs were completed by Steell,- 
and the bronze work cast at his Grove Street foundry. David Bryce 

designed the stone pedestal (Scotsman 11 March 1865) 
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been selected by Albert. An impatient public continued to favour 

Charlotte Square as well as a late contender - Chamber Street (opposite 

the new museum whose foundation stone had been laid by the prince in 

1861). Chambers Street was however pinched on space, and Charlotte Square 

remained an inaccessible private garden. 

Frustrated at this continuing stalemate some of the C "harlotte Square 

proprietors "... feeling that it would be a very graceful and becoming 

act if the Square were to be placed at the disposal of Her Majesty, and 

the Memorial Committee "(40) began to take action; canvassing the 

opinion of other residents, and seeking advice from Robert Matheson,(41) 

architect as to the necessary alterations to the gardens in the event 

of the Memorial being placed there. Amongst those most involved in 

this initiative were the Duke of Argyll, the Dowager Duchess of Athole, 

and Lord Ardmillan. At a meeting of proprietors held in July 1871 all 

but one out of the 44 present or represented, voted in favour of the 

memorial being placed in the Square. Full agreement was subsequently 

reached(42) and the garden forthwith placed "... at the disposal" of 

the Memorial Committee. Thankful for a solution to their problems the 

Committee recommended the Queen to accept "... this fine position" and 

their request was granted without further trouble.(43) It was also 

agreed that any alterations to the layout of the garden in order to 

make it more suitable as a site for the memorial should be undertaken 

by David Bryce,(44) architect for, the pedestal. 

Work on the redesign of the garden took place between 1871 -73 and 

was carried into effect in 1874. The plans and report already drawn 

up by Robert Matheson were forwarded to Bryce; Matheson had favoured a 

square shaped garden with rounded corners but Bryce changed this to 

one of octagonal share, identical to St. Andrew Square. Thus Sibbald's 

smaller circular garden finally disappeared and with it the high wall 

and railing - replaced by a more attractive lower wall with neat plain 

railings. A 20' (7m) wide gravel footpath (as specified by the 

proprietors) was formed from the centre of the east side leading to 

and around the memorial in the middle of the garden: this was railed 
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off separately thus allowing the public full access to the statue but 

not to the rest of the garden (figs. 45e, 50 and 51). All the costs of 

the improvements (apart from the expense of a 9+ (2.74m) footpath 

around the outside - paid for by the raving Board) were met from the 

by now almost exhausted funds of the Memorial Committee. 

James Maab, Curator of the Edinburgh Botanic Carden (refer 

Section 1) was consulted about the interior treatment of the garden.(45) 

In order to open up better views of the memorial from George street he 

recommended the removal of over half the old tree belt elanted inside 

the former circular raising, retaining some of the better shaved ones 

to be left free standing. Similarly he suggested the removal of all 

the evergreen shrubs around the outside and moving the better formed 

specimens into regularly shaped belts, close to the circular walk; 

none of the shrubs to be higher than 31 (91 cm) and to be made up of 

aicuba, variegated and green holly, boxwood, lawn cypress and bay laurel 

At each of the 4 newly created corners McNab proposed the planting of 

5 trees - 4 English Elm, and 1 Corstorphine Plane (Ater pseudo 

Corstoptinum): the last remnants of Weir's 1SOP design were also 

obliterated - the Deter border and the 2 curved walks from the east and 

west sides were levelled and grassed over. All this resulted in a 

major change to the garden's appearance - aven more substantial than 

in the case of St. Andrew Square which itself had been radically 

improved in the 18601s. Charlotte Square was now not only different In 

shape and size but was also more readily visible from the outside and 

therefore far less private.(46) (fig. 53). 

A solitary pedestal was the only ornament to grace the newly laid 

out garden for the next 2 years3 much to the embarrassment of the 

Memorial Committee and the consternation of the Charlotte Square 

proprietors progress on the monument itself was greatly delayed by an 

accident at the foundry and Steell% continuing ill health. Finally 

however, on 17 August 1876 at 4 p.m. Queen Victoria unveiled "... most 

successfully, without a hitch "(47) the monument to her beloved 

''rince Consort. A contemporary photograph of the event (fig. 49) shoes 

the huge crowds assembled for the ceremony, and how open and bare the 



FIGURE 50 : 

Railed pathway from east side of Charlotte Square c 1880 

FIGURE 51 : 

Bailed inclosure looking across to east side of Square 1876 

(Edinburgh as it was 1844 - 1924 Vol 1 C.S. Ninto) 

FIGURE 52 : 

grassed with Recent photo of garden showing inner area entirely grg 
free standing trees and monument no longer accessible 

to the public. 

Note new railing designed by Leslie Grahame Thomson 
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FIGURE 53: 
Charlotte Sonars in the mid 1870's : now octagonal in shape and with 

new railingga sra outer pavement but as yet without the Prince Albert 

memorial. The removal of the outer thick shrubbery has made the 

garden mors open to view (Grant, Old and New Edinburgh) 

CHARLOTTE SQUARE GARDENS. 

RULES FOR LAWN TENNIS. 

1. The Gardener shall lay out and mark not more than three Courts, and change the 
position of the same from time to time, so as least to injure the turf. 

2. The privilege of playing shall be confined to proprietors and tenants of houses, and 
their families and their friends, when accompanied by them. 

3. All players shall use Lawn Tennis shoes. 

t. No one shall be allowed to use a Court for more than two hours at a time, if any 
other party entitled to play is wishing to play, and there is no Court vacant. 

5. To enable arrangements to be made, parties shall give notice to the Gardener the 
`day before, and no one shall be entitled to engage a Court for more than once at a time. 

A list to be kept by the Gardener. 

6. Each party shall use their own net, unless by arrangement, and the net, &d., to be 

removed after play. 

7. A fee of one shilling a -week to be paid to the Gardener by those who play, and that 

for each week they play. 

EDINBURGH, 22nd Slay, 1882. 

FIGURE 54 : 

Charlotte Square - rules for lawn tennis 1882 

('al:1H, GD 282) 
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garden appeared at this time. The following month the care and custody 

of the memorial was entrusted to the Town Council;48) and in 1R71 

John Fraser the Charlotte Square gardener was arpointed to keep the 

surrounding ground in good order for. £5 annually.(49) This was important 

in the early years when the memorial attracted many sightseers (figs. 50 

and 51). 

The urden since 1876 

No major changes were made to the garden until the Second World War 

although the trees and shrubs had grown large and thick over the inter- 

vening years (fig. 55 a, b and c)36.fJY °,L,rJ,nQQ,,-that complaints were 

made in the 1930's cbo'Athe Albert Memorial being obscured. Some 

thinning and cutting was consequently carried out and the shrubbery in 

the north corners removed in 1938.(50) Flower plots were added alongside 

the pathway leading to the memorial and i.n 1113 and for a year or so 

after were supplied with plants from the city's parks department: when 

this source ceased the proprietors bought their own - favouring dahlias, 

wallflowers and polyanthus. For the most part however, garden flowers 

were limited to spring bulbs - daffodils, tulips and crocus and many 

thousands of bulbs have been planted to the past. A slightly incongruous 

addition was made to the garden in 1909 when 2 trivial and misguided 

rockeries were formed by a nursery firm at a cost of £2.50 each. 

The privacy of the garden was rudely shattered by the outbreak of 

the Second World War when in June 1941 the Town Council took possession 

for defence purpoaes.(51) Air raid shelters were erected around the 

perimeters and the garden also accommodated a gas decontamination hut 

(south west corner), and a 5,000 gallon static water tank (fig. 18). 

In August 1942 three -quarters of the railings were removed causing the 

garden to become an open thoroughfare (fig 56): no gardener was 

employed and the ground rapidly deteriorated,. (51) The garden was returned 

to the proprietors in July 1946 after the various wartime appendages 

had been removed and a basic amount of levelling and reinstatement work 

completed by the Ministry of Works. 
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a. Cuter circular footpath can be seen - dating back to when 
the gardens were first formed butobliterated after the 
Second World War 

b. In the background can be seen the railed pathway leading 
up to the memorial with privet hedging alongside 

FIGURE 55ab &o : 

General views of Charlotte Square c1918 (Mrs Peggy Bowden) 115 



FIGURE 56 : 

View of Charlotte Square in early 1940's after the removal 

of the railings (Edinburgh, George Scott Moncrieff 1947) 

FIORE 57 : 
Sketch plan by Leslie Crahame Thomson 1946 for the redesign of 
the garden. Without the railing the garden had become an easy 
shortcut across the square and the purpose of the new design was 

to provide for such usage in the event of the garden becoming 
open to the public : the shallow pools or channels of water were 
to be partly ornamented but also intended to prevent further 
shortcutting between the footpaths (Miscellaneous papers -clerk to 
Garden Committee) 
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:ß.A310 TS: SQ .T4 ,E'`.. - 

E;liiiburgh.: Plan .his es 
/z f L Controversy - 

" 
B_A B & " RIC - -_R.JLIYGSs=' : 

CrtAato -r-` SQUARE-, Edinburgh'3 famous -West 
End square, which has the distinction be- 
lieved to be unique .in Europe, of having a 
Town Planning Scheme Order of its -"dwñ, 
.produced art amenity controversy yesterday 
at a meeting of the Streets . and. Buildings - 
Committee of Edinburgh.-Town Council'._;--: 
-ltaings surrounding the garden : were 

removed during the war, when privaterand- 
o_her gardens were. providing. scrap metal' 

-for the war effort, and there was an.. applil 
cation before the Committee on behalf of the 
*'roor:etors of Charlotte- Square Garden- under 
the Edinburgh Town Planning ( Charlotte 
Square) Scheme Order; 1930; for consent. to 
the removal of a portion of the . former 
railings and the erection. of a new -railing 
around the garden.. 

The application was strongly opposed Joy 
some members. Itt was .suggested - that:- a 
smaller railing than the former one might be 
substituted,. not higher than two.-- feet.,si'c 
inches over all, while there were also: advo- 
cotes of a surrounding hedge.- The Committee 
decided,-. after considerable discussion;: ti 
appoint a deputation:.to meet the proprietórs; 
giving, the members. -power to' discuss alter- 
r.adve methods of.' -enclosing theme: garden,' 
Councillor R. Douglas,. chair -pan,': pre- 
sided. - . _ e _ ,-.<,, 

Councillor Muir;"-convener. of the Streets 
Sub -Committee, opposing -. the restorCtiori- :..of 
railings, - said in various: public sparks -no 
railings were .necessary-to prevent'= people 
damaging. and. destroying flowers: :and -the 
fiowers were not - destroyed.. He- did- not: see. 
why -this' particular.place. should.be:ireated 
in a different way: The.: Corporation- should 
takethe- garden overr and'make it the respon: 

of the City4Gardener to maintain =it; 

properly.' - 
_ . - . .. 

The suggestion -for: a --low railing,- -30 :inchesi 
front :tie .gr ou , ^arae: from , the .chairman.: 
who said this would.: -be sufficient:'to -.keep 
children and dogs out of the garden. and- avoid 
the.., mess into which,it.- had now got_ -;; :-. 
. PROPXIETOËS' ÓFFE$ °-'' 

Councillor Logan Strang reminded the- Com- 

mittee that the proprietors -had offered' the 
garden to the Corporation, and - the. Parks 
Committee seemed to be looking, a gift: horse 
in the mouth. 

Councillor P.hind, who led the. advocate; 
of the hedge instead --of railings, described 
railings as a relic of barbarism, and con - 
tended that a good hedge would serve the 
purpose without being an eyesore. - " - - - 

The Town- Clerk,. Mr J. Storrarpointec 
out that the .proposition that the Corpora- 
tion should take over the garden had stir 
to be disposed of, and pending decision of 

this major question of policy, the proprietor: 
sought to erect the railing so that Charlotti 
Square might look- at its best in -view o 

ti: a Internaional Fesival of Music and Dram: 

w?tích was to take place next. year. 
- Ciuncillor Logan Strang stated that th 

zatiting would :be put up at the expense c 

the proprietors of the garden, and there wa 

no suggestion of a claim for compensatio 
if. the Corporation ultimately decided to talc 

the garden over.. . 
-. 

The Town -Clerk -recalled that the Tow 
Planning Scheme Order visualised the reter 
tion in Charlotte Square of all its feature 
and character for all time. and said th 

only question before the Committee at th 

moment was whether the. proprietors of th 
private garden should be permitted to ere' 

, a railing with a view to the tidying-up an 

preservation of the garden. This was a ten 

porary plan. without prejudice to the fu tut 

-use of the garden... - - -= . -' - 
Bailie Farrer -Once the railings are t 

again it may take another war 'to get the 

down. - 

FIGURE 53 : 

Application to renew railing in 
Charlotte Sgt 

(Scotsman 27 December 1946) 



Shortly before this event the proprietors met to discuss the 

garden's longer term future; several being of the opinion that as most 

of the houses were now converted to offices, and the space open to all 

for more than 4 years this might be an appropriate time to hand the 

gardens over for permanent public use.' g 1 p The Management Committee was 

asked to consult with the Town Council to see whether, with certain 

safeguards the Council would be prepared to take over custody of the 

garden: initial reaction to this proposal was however rather guarded 

and lukewarm. Another meeting of proprietors considered at length 

whether or not to replace the railings: no decision was reached but for 

a number of subsequent weeks the Committee carefully observed the 

movement of pedestrians and others in the garden. Their survey confirmed 

that the central area was being used mostly as a short cut,(54) but was 

also frequented by children from areas to the north and east of the 

square: in addition a certain amount of malicious damage to the planting 

was being experienced and in some instances actual theft. The Committee 

concluded that if the garden was to become a public space and converted 

at the same time from an "... ill kempt wilderness into a tidy ornamental 

garden" a degree of control was necessary; and that this was best 

achieved by having a railing with gates (open during the daytime) and 

by forming a number of hard surfaced footpaths across the square 

"strategically convenient" for the army of shortcutters. 

Leslie Grahame- Thomson,(55) architect was commissioned to design 

suitable railings and gates, and to advise on a new layout and pathway 

system which would provide "dignity, harmony and appearance of space ". 

His draft plan (fig. 57) failed to match these simple aims and the 

proposal to have no less than 8 pathways cutting across the grassed 

inner area to a hard paved square around the Albert Memorial, with 

the space further subdivided by 4 concrete channels or pools was too 

fussy and impract cal_.(56) Fortunately it was rejected on cost grounds 

and a more straightforward plan substituted which reduced the pathways 

to 6 and omitted the ornamental pools. This revised design was submitted 

to the Town Council with the suggestion that the proprietors should pay 
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the cost of adding new railings and gates, while the Council took over 

responsibility for nutting the garden in order (includine the neT1 

pathways): and from then on for it to become nublic. 

Negotiations with the Town Council were however halted, due to 

another proposal then under consideration for the construction of an 

underground ear park beneath the garden. Frustrated by these lelaas 

and unwilling to see the ground deteriorare farther the proprietors 

decided that no successful restoration work could be carried out nntil 

it was once more properly enclosed. Notwithstanding certain hoetility 

from some members of the Council (fig. 58) and public, the necessary 

eermission was sought and granted: new railings (to the design by 

Crahame-Thomson) were erected in 1947 at a cost of E2051n met by a 

special levy of RSO on each dwelling. 
(57) 

Soon afterwards a firm of 

landscape gardeners was employed to level the grounds, remove the privet 

hedging and rockery, and to erass seed the whole area. The pathway 

leading up to and around the Albert Memorial was allowed to become 

overgrown, and the outer circular pathway dating back to 14 was 
filled in. 

The garden now consists entirely of trees and grass with the 

rince Albert Memorial tandine In selendid isolation at the centre 

(fig. 45f). Happily the danger of the square becoming suburbanised in 

scale (policy at one time favoured smaller more ornamental and 

flowering species of trees) has been averted and the latest replacements 

have been with forest trees. 

7',eneral Management of the Garden use. and other noints of interest 

There has been little change to the management structure over the 

'i years and it operates on an informal basis financial matters (5 are 

acmthistered by a raid Clerk and there is a voluntary committee of 3. 

rroprietors have the opportunity of leeeina in contact through the 

Annual. CenereI Meeting (attended by between P-17 people) at which the 

accounts are presented, the yearly assessment fixed, and other Items 

Omportant to the Farden discussed, but any apparent sign of lethargy is 



quickly dispelled whenever the wellbeing of the Square or garden is in 

jeopardy. Such a crisis occurred in 1890 -91 when the Edinburgh and 

Leith Junction Railway Bill was presented before Parliament:(51) one of 

the clauses contained a proposal to construct a tunnel through Charlotte 

Square, 401 (12.20m) below the garden running beneath the Albert Memorial 

and then along George Street. After being advised by A. W. Betfrage CE, 

the proprietors lodged a petition against the Bill in March 1191 and 

in the face of this and strong opposition from other quarters the Bill 

was withdrawn soon afterwards.(60) 

A few years later between 1909 -1911 the Committee and proprietors 

forestalled the unwanted addition of a large bronze statue to the 

Marquis of Linlithgow which the Town Council in a bid to assist the 

Memorial Committee wished to assign to the south east corner of the 

garden or alternatively in the roadway at the south west corner.(61) 

Less successful was the proprietors involvement in a more recent contro- 

versy whose long term consequences have been more damaging to the Square. 

In 1951 the proprietors accepted in principle a plan to introduce a 

one way traffic system, and the removal of the stone setts. When work 

started on the north side to alter the level and camber of the road to 

facilitate this change, the proprietors quickly became alarmed at the 

extent of the excavation and mounted an i mediate protest. They rightly 

felt that the full implications of the new scheme had not been clearly 

explained to them: although their concern was strongly supported by 

several amenity groups, as well as the Fine Art Commission, plans had 

advanced too far to be recalled.(62) while_ the consequent change to the 

level and camber of the roadway has not improved the visual appearance 

of the square, by allowing traffic to floe faster it has also posed 

a more formidable barrier to the garden than any high wall or railing. 

Charlotte Square has always been rather special insofar as the 

interests of the square and garden have tended to overlap, with the 

proprietors, generally showing a keen awareness of the architectural 

importance of their surroundings. Thus, the Edinburgh Town Planning 

(Otharlotte Square) Scheme Order 1930 
(63) 

, set up to preserve and protect 

the existing features of the square, including the garden, came about as 
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a result of pressure from occupants anxious for stricter control over 

such matters as hotel and business signs and alterations to the frontages 

of buildings. Charlotte Square was unique in Scotland in having such 

a town planning order of its own.(64) The garden committees interests 

have similarly encompassed wider issues such as a move in the 1960's 

to encourage the replacement of missing astragals to doorheads and 

fanlights, and with various lighting proposals for the Square. 

During the last century the garden was well used for walking in and 

for young children's play. From the 1850's onwards the rules were 

relaxed to allow pupils of "the Young Ladies Institution" at 

33 Charlotte Square to exercise in the garden at midday under the 

watchful eye of a governess. This arrangement continued until the 

1880's by which time the proprietor, Mr Oliphant had acquired another 

girls school at 23 Charlotte Square. The consequent increase in the 

number of girls using the garden "as a playground" aroused criticism both 

from the gardener and from Miser proprietors: eventually permission was 

withdrawn in 1885.(65) A delightful story is told of how Elsie Inglis, 

a pupil at No. 23 between 187E -1815, 
(. 

later to achieve eminence for 

her medical work with the Serbian Army in Russia during World Tzar I) 1Des',de.s 

initiat i the Scottish `domens Iiospital movement abroad »leaded with 

the Directors of the school for the girls to be allowed to play in the 

gardens: only to be ;;;rosined that the consent of all the proprietors was 

first necessary. Accompanied by another girl.,Elsie then went round all 

the houses in the square with the result that limited access was granted 

"... at certain hours ',rip" until a regular playfield was arranged.(66) 

Tennis was first introduced in 1880, and continued to be played 

until 1930 and proved so popular that special rules were drawn up 

establishing the correct procedure for booking courts (at one period 

there were 3) and the time limits on play when demand was at its peak 

(fig. 54): later these came to be incorporated into the general set 

of rules (fig. 59). Croquet was also played but a request for a putting 

green in 1890 was rofused.(67) The days when a Commissionaire was 

specially appointed to make random visits to the garden during afternoons 

and evenings to check on such breaches of the regulations as cricket 
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a. 

RULES AND ItrGULA'I'IONS 
To ui O$I51:fV VA) 

REGARDING THE USE 
nV TIIF. 

CHARLOTTE SQUARE GARDENS 

I. The Proprietors of the Gardens. and their Families, and Visitors shall alone he 
entitled 1 use the Garden Key, except in the case of a house being let. when the Key may 
be transferred to the Person occupying the house. and he and his Family and Visitors shall 
have the same right to use it as the Proprietor. 

2. Those entitled to at cess. will be admitted to the Grounds at all times of the day, until 
one hour after sunset, when the grounds will he closed for the night. 

3. On each key there shall be stamped the Number of the House in respect of which it is 
issued; and in rase of a key being lost. application for another (if required) must be made to 
the Secretary. who will issue a key on payment of 5 / -. 

4. The Gardener shall have right at all times to require inspection of the keys by which 
persons obtain admittance to the Gardens. 'Hie Gardener is authorised to detain any key 
which he has reason to believe has been irregularly obtained. 

3. No person shall lend or transfer his key, but every one enjoying the tight of access 
may exercise the privilege of admitting his friends in company -with himself or a member of 
his family. 

6. Servants and others. when in charge of and bringing with them the children of those 
entitled to access, shall be allowed to enter the Grounds. 

7. No person shall cut, putt(, or injure any of the Trees. Shrubs or Flowers, or stand 
upon or in any way injure any of the Seats; and all persons shall keep upon-the gravel walks 
and grass. No carpets shall be beaten in the grounds; nor shall Cricket, Football or Fire- 
works be allowed. The use of Bows and Arrows and of Catapults is strictly forbidden. 

.VOTE.- Children under 8 fears or age will be allowed is play games under the supervision or a none 
in miter guardian. 

S. It is strictly forbidden to introduce Bicycles into the Gardens. 

9. Dogs shall not Ite admitted unless on leash. 

to. Lawn 'I chums shall be permitted only on the Courts marked out by the Gardener, with 
the iron lawn tennis poles belonging to the (, ardeos, which will be shifted front time to time 
in order to preserve the grass ; and no private lawn tennis poles shall be permitted. No 
person will be allowed to play wearing other than Lawn Tennis Shoes. 

m. No one will be allowed to use a Court for more than two hours at a time, if there is 
any other party wishing to use it : and it shall be confined to Proprietors and Tenants of 
houses and their Families. and to Visitors introduced by them. 

,a. To enable arrangements to be made. parties desiring to plat shall give notice to the 
Gardener in time to enable him to secure the Court; and if not occupied within ten minutes of 
the time for which it has been secured. the Court will be held to have been given up. 

13. A List will be kept by the Gardener, who will mark upon a card affixed to one of the 
poles of each Court, the hours at which it is engaged. A fee of one shilling a week shall be 
pi/1 to the Gardener by each Proprietor or Tenant by whom or in whose right the ground is 
used for Tennis. 

14. I leads of Families shall be responsible for offences committed-by their Children or 
Servants, and bound to make good all damage done by them. . 

by Order of the Comm(ttke of Management.- 

Musen lgoá 

FIGURE 59 : 

Charlotte Square Rules and Regulations 1906 (WRH, GD 282) 

b. 

FIGURE 60 : 
a. b. 

se of Charlotte Square gardens for a public exhibition 
(aids for the handicapped and disabled 1981) 
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playing, bicycling, and tree climbing have ong since gone;(68) nor is 

any gardener required to attend "... at all times whether there be eorl< 

to do or not from 6 o'clock in the morning to sunset, Sundays of course 

excepted, in order to keep off all intruders, and to prevent children, 

servants, and others from doing injury to the trees and shrubs in the 

3arden"3and to better fulfil these duties "... shall reside as near 

the square as posaible". 
(69) 

Now the garden is mostly used at summer 

time by office corkers relaxing during their lunch hour breaks, and 

occasionally for special events open to the public such as fetes, 

exhibitions and aoncerts. Its value as a visual amenity remains 

however, undtminished. 
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2.4 GENERAL INTRODUCTION TO THE PRINCES STREET GARDENS 

The East and West Princes Street gardens were formed in the 

valley separating the old and New Town of Edinburgh (fig. 61 -63). In 

the reign of David I (1124 -1153) ?art of this land may have been 

included within the gardens of the castle whose kitchen and orchard 

cum pleasure ground stretched a considerable distance to the south and 

west.(1) Until the middle ages the valley remained a marsh watered 

by 2 springs rising from the castle rock and in 1450 the streams in 

the valley were deliberately dammed for defence purposes: this 

catchment remained for 3 centuries and was known as the Nor' Loch. The 

loch became the centre and source of many legends and traditions, and 

even the place for the punishment of certain offences.(2) At this 

period it was a reasonably pleasant stretch of water with swans and 

wild ducks provided by the magistrates, and according to Chambers(3) 

a favourite place for boating and skating. In 1715 the year of the 

first Jacobite rebellion the City dammed the sluice to increase the 

depth of water. 

The North Loch belonged to the town and in 1717 they extended 
) 

their interest by purchasing 30 acres of adjoining land known as 

Lochbank or Bearfords `'ark (fig. 61) ostensibly to rid themselves of 

a troublesome neighbour 
(4) 

but also with an eye to the future extension 

of the city. By now the loch particularly at the western end had 

degenerated into "... a nearly impassible fetid marsh, a stinking 

swamp open on all sides, the receptacle of many sewers, and seemingly 

of all the worried cats, drowned dogs, and blackguardism of the city "(5); 

al- the eastern end the south banks were lined with tanneries and 

butchers slaughterhouses. There was however,an attractive "green broad 

walk" along the north side forming the most direct route for those 

living in the eastern district of Multrees Hill and St. Ninians Row to 

the West Kirk (St. Cuthberts).(6) With the additional land, and the 

North Loch clearly "... raither a nuisance as a convenience "the Town 

Council decided the time was opportune for having the loch drained and 

by "opening an easie communication" with Lochbank to encourage residential 
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FIGURE 61 : 

View from Castle Hill shoving the Nor'loch and Bearfords Parks. 
The site of Princes Street (Paul Sandby c1750) 

;fa. . r . 

FIGURE 62 : 

View of the new North Bridge and North Loch - divided into 
tenclosures for the pasturing of sheep and cattle 
(etching by Thomas Donaldson c1775) 
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development.(7) In 1720 instructions were sent to the Lord Provost 

(then in London) to obtain a clause in an Act of Parliament sanctioning 

these improvements: the move proved premature but one year later the 

Edinburgh College of 'hysicians added pressure by pointing to the loch 

as a distinct health hazard and recommending urgent action for its 

drainage and formation into a canal.(1) Money for this purpose was 

authorised as part of an Act of narliament obtained in 1723(9) but 

further action failed to materialise. Five years later however, the 

importance of the North Loch as an invaluable open space, capable of 

considerable enhancement and integral to any plans for a New Town beyond 

was illuminated in a paper produced by the exiled Earl of Mar and 

referred to in Section 2.1. He suggested diverting one of the small 

tributaries of the Water of Leith into the Loch,thereby ridding the 

valley of its stagnant water while providing an attractive feature to 

be complimented by the formation of gardens along the sides. 

Here we have the true beginnings of the Princes Street gardens, and 

a canal "with walks and terraces on each side" came to be adopted 

as one of the 1752 improvements for the city proposed by the Royal 

Convention of Scottish Burghs (Section 2.1). Later Craig translated 

these earlier ideas for the North Loch into his commended design for 

the New Town and his engraved plan of 176P (fig. 3) shows an ornamental 

sheet of water occupying the lowest part of the valley with gardens on 

either side. The inclusion of such detail in the layout proved critical. 

For the public took it as certain proof that the area of the North Loch 

was destined as open space to be used for pleasure garden purposes, 

although the Town Council themselves had made no firm commitment to 

this end (refer Section 2.1: note 59). 

Indeed, it was not long after house building had commenced at the 

eastern end of the New Town that the Town Council in 1769 feued out 

a portion of land on the south side 

coachmaïcer.(10) This land adjoined 

David Henderson, architect, (winner 

draw up plans for a mixed scheme of 

of Princes Street to John Home, 

the north bridge and Home commissioned 

of the North bridge premium) to 

housing and work premises.(11) 

(fig. 64). Further land was added and by the summer of 1770 Home owned 
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FIGURE 63 

Another view of the North 
Loch with horses and sheep 1781 

(from a print by Philip Mercier) 
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FIGURE 64 : 

Brown's Map of Edinburgh 1793 showing the area 
of the North Loch 

divided by the earthern mound and the cluster of 
buildings:Young 

and Trotters) in the far eastern corner 
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a 162' (49m) frontage along Princes Street. hart of this area he 

sub feued to Young and Trotter, upholsterers, and together they 

successfully applied for a further portion of adjacent land for work- 

shop and warehouse accommodation - the only stipulation being that 

none of the new buildings were to rise above the leve,lof '' rinces Street. 

As dome's property neared completion public anxiety began to escalate. 

Ej the time his next door neighbour was about to start on his 

development,a vociferous protest was directed at the Town Council and 

their decision to allow any building on the south side of princes Street. 

Included amongst the indignant citizens were many individuals of 

importance and influence, such as David lume, philosopher and 

historian; Andrew Crosbie, a leading advocate; the powerful banker 

Sir William Forbes; and Alexander e 
Wi ht advocate.(13) Wight, 

(12) 

After raising a summons of declarator and damages against the 

Council, the New Town feuars presented a Bill of Suspension and 

Interdict on 5th October 1771 to prevent the progress of Young and 

Trotter's building. The Bill stated that the feuars had largely been 

attracted to the New Town because it was understood that: 

"no buildings were to be erected on the south side of Princes Street, 
by which means the proprietors of houses on that street in 
particular, would enjoy advantages which they considered as 

of the greatest value, viz., free air, and an agreeable 
prospect, while on the other hand, the fine ope ntng from the 

city upon that street gave at once an idea of the beauty and 
elegance of the general design. "(14) 

The feuars rightly claimed that Craig's published plan showed no 

buildings south of Princes Street so that the Council was in complete 

breach of faith: in reply the Town Council maintained that 

Craig's plan was not binding in its details and that one of the 

clauses in an Act of Council dated 29th July 1767 (and entered into 

the ^ rinces Street feu charters) had referred to the possibility of 

building along the south side at some future stage. 

A ong, complicated and bitter controversy fol.lowed(15) with the 

case passing from the Court of Session, to the House of Lords and back 

to the Court of Session before finally being submitted (by way of a 
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compromise - the buildings in question were then nearing completion) 

to the arbitration of David Rae, afterwards Lord Justice Clerk, and 

better known by his title Lord Eskgrove. His award of 1776(16) a'lowed 

Young and Trotter to finish their buildings(1 
7) 

(the Council's height 

restriction being upheld) but of greater importance was Rae's ruling 

that the remaining land westward to a point just east of Hanover Street 

was to be "... kept and preserved in perpetuity as pleasure ground." 

More than this the decreet arbitral specified in some considerable 

detail how the pleasure garden was to be set up.(18) It was to be 

done as soon as possible, the responsibility and cost of preparing 

the ground (including refilling the quarry at the western end with 

earth) was to be met by the Town Council. Thereafter they were not 

to be liable for any further expenses in "... the dressing of the 

ground" apart from "what may necessarily arise from humouring the 

natural lying and situation ". Rae recommended that a walk should be 

formed along the verge of the loch with a temporary fence placed 

along Princes Street until such time as the Town Council was able to 

provide a parapet wall and rail "... with proper gates and entrances 

to the pleasure ground ". The area of land formerly occupied by the 

loch "... shall be dressed up by forming a canal and making up the 

banks in a decent manner ", and that "... as soon as the season will 

permit ", the Council were to "... cast a ditch of sufficient breadth 

for the purpose of draining the loch ". Allowances were made for the 

fact that t0... the town's funds may not soon be in so favourable a 

situation as to admit of works attended with considerable expense" and 

the programming and detailing of the canal was consequently left open.(19) 

At the time of Rae's award Princes Street was extending slowly 

in the direction of Hanover Street and already a crude pathway of 

stones and planks was being formed across the North Loch as a shortcut 

between the old and New Town. While the origin of this route 

(James Court to Hanover Street) was partly accidental 
(2C) 

the need for 

an improved communication soon became apparent and in 1730 a number of 

old town residents petitioned the Town Council to this end; as a result 

the Council ordered that all the stones, earth and rubbish excavated 

from the foundations of new houses should be dumped between stakes set 
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up between these two points, From 1781 -1830 "the Mound" as it became 

known mushroomed in breadth and height(21) (figs. 64 and f5). Its 

growth not only blocked the natural flow of water in the North Loch 

but also effectively divided the land into two separate carts - an 

east and west section. 

The immediate future of the Eastern section notwithstanding 

alp the protection and advantages under the decreet arbitral remained 

dismal and it required another major outcry by Edinburgh citizens before 

its future as a pleasure garden was secured many years later. In 

contrast the western end enjoyed even fewer safeguards and indeed one 

of the clauses in Rae's award upheld the Town Council's right to 

feu out land on the south side of Princes Street west of Hanover Street, 

and under the same stipulations as prevíously.(22 Small wonder that 

the subsequent history of the western section centred on the Princes Street 

Proprietors concern to preserve the area as an open space by converting 

it at their own expense into pleasure ground. 
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FIGURE 65 : 

Oil painting by Andrew Wilson (1780 -1848) of the North Loch c1820 
(before the mound was completed). Highly esteemed as a landscape 
painter in his own lifetime, earning the epithet "the Scottish Claude" 
during his sojourn in Italy, Wilsons paintings particularly of Edinburgh 
scenes are extremely rare. This picture which dates from sometime after 
his return to Edinburgh to take up the Mastership of the Trustees Academy 
in 1817 and just prior to the laying out of the West Princes Street gardens 
by his colleague James Skene reveals many of the subtle qualities of his work - 
his careful composition and skilful use of colour finely balanced to produce a 
work of great serenity and tonal effect. The broad horizontal line of the Mound 
can be seen as well as the pocky outcrops along the southern bank of the North 
Loch. Wilson's talents as a landscape painter were later employed in the design 
of the central and west Queen Street gardens (Section 3.4 & 3.5) (photo Tom Scott) 
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2.5 EAST "RINCES STREET GARDENS 

"The interest of the City of Edinburgh is so much connected 
with the interest of the feuars that it must be owing to 
misunderstanding alone if any .lis *utes ever arise between them." 
TCM 16 August, 1710. 

Thin days of Rae's award of 1776 the Town Council took heed 

of their newly assigned responsibilities for forming into pleasure 

gardens the remaining open space within the eastern section of the 

North Loch: labourers appeared and: "began to work at the banks 

of the intended canal between the old and New Town "(2), a ditch was 

cut to improve the drainage of the ground() and a little later a 

start was made in filling up the quarry and grass seeding part of the 

bank alone '':rinces Street. 

The town's good deeds were however short -lived and quickly fell 

victim to a shortage of cash and lack of a workforce. '?hat improvements 

had been achieved were soon destroyed as the ground remained unenclosed ... 

"The consequence of which is that public roads have been made 
through it for the purpose of driving cattle and even carts 
down the bank, - By this means and by suffering sawpits to be 
erected upon the top of the bank and logs of wood to be thrown 
down its face, what has already so properly begun has been 
greatly tore and defaced." (4) 

The complainant was Alexander Wight, advocate (one of the leading 

agitators in the previous bid to stop the Town Council feuing off 

any further land on the south side of Princes Street ), who on behalf 

of himself and other feuars,presented a Memorial to the city listing 

a number of grievances and suggested remedies. In particular, the 

feuars had been most displeased that while one quarry had been filled 

in, William Jamieson, Master Mason(5) had been allowed to open another. 

And that far from having an attractive pleasure ground the space 

remained unprotected, ill- drained ( 
with open sewers running through 

it))and the whole made worse by the pasturing of livestock(6) (fig. 63) 

and the accommodation of carpenters yards, saweits, and timber bushes 

along the :"rinses `street banks (fig. 66). Representatives of the feuars 
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and a committee of the Town Council met together and agreed to a 

course of action which included the following:- the filling in of 

Mr Jamieson's quarry; the prohibition of carpentry yards, sawpits, 

and timber bushes, "or other nuisances along the banks, Princes Street, 

or within the pleasure ground; making good the inner area and sowing 

with grass seed; and the erection of a parapet wall and rail along 

the Princes Street side. It was further decided that the common sewer 

should be covered and the drainage improved by making a deep cutt 

at each side of the loch with the central area grass sown: the 

canal project to be left meantime in abeyance.(7) 

The only tangible result of the feuars attemnts to stir the 

Town Council's conscience was the enclosure of the ground along 

Princes Street by a parapet and rail Placed - according to an announce- 

ment in the local press, 15' (4.58m) north of the upper edge of the 

bank - "... by which there will be a commodious walk or terrace within 
8 

the rail. ) (fig. 67). Work on this project commenced in August 1781 

and at the instigation of Alexander Wight an extra gateway was formed 

between St. Andrews Street and St David Street for the convenience of 

the New Town proprietors.(9) Otherwise the vision of a well laid out 

pleasure garden remained far distant and the ground continued ill. - 

drained, wet and trampled by cows and other animals. If anything its 

condition seems to have gradually deteriorated for several years 

later in 1788, George Sandy, then a 16 year old apprentice WS noted 

in his diary that on several days in May the eastern half of the North 

Loch was "... a good deal overflowed ", and that men were at work 

cutting trenches and some very broad drains, and repairing the culverts 

below the Mound (fig. 68) - one of which had become blocked. Sandy 

also noted that "... we hear that a canal is to be made in the North 

Loch ... we took a walk by the North Loch and surveyed itY/.(10) 

This canal was probably the "very broad drains" referred to above for 

nothing more is heard about it. What had for long been a prominent 

feature in the various plans for the improvement of the North Loch, and 

indeed at one time had expanded to become part of a grand inland water 

system was quietly forgotten about.(11) 
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FIGURE Sib : 

Painting by Alexander Nasmyth 1825: this well illustrates the paraphenalia 
and mess associated with building work along Princes Street - in this instance, 
the erection of the Royal Institution (RSA). The east North Loch is still a 
waste land (Princes Street Edinburgh : the Life Association of Scotland 1938) 
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FIGURE 67 : 

Far eastern corner of the East North Loch in 1812 : the boundary wall and 
railing along Princes Street can be seen (erected in 1781) : the space between 
the bridge and the little mound is occupied with Young and Trotters furniture 
and upholstery premises and the houses in St Annes Street and Canal Street 
(painting by J. Clark) 

FIGURE 68 : 

Drawing of the streams feeding the North loch : and the paved 

circular drains under the mound (George Sandy 1788) 
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FIGURE 69 a - g : 

Various plans of the East North Loch 



By the end of the 18th century the condition of the eastern 

section had improved somewhat on the completion of a large drain 

running from east to west (see Aislie's plan of 1804, (fig. 69a)) and 

very likely the culmination of all the activity witnessed by Sandy 

in 1788. Sheep and cattle however, continued to be grazed there and 

part of the south side appears to have been cultivated - possibly as 

market gardens: Brown's map of 1793 for example, (fig. 64) shows 

several enclosed plots of various sizes. Otherwise the ground was 

put to more mundane purposes - becoming a popular shortcut from 

princes Street to the little mound (near Waverley Bridge Road) and 

the busy fish, meat, fruit and vegetable markets beyond. Several of 

these features can be seen in a drawing by Sir John Carr, published 

in 1109 (fig. 70) which captures well the forlorn rather barren 

state of the east loch at this time, as well as the slightly later 

painting by Kay (fig. 71). 

1100- 1827: Years of continuing neglect and fresh threats of building 

development 

By 1800 ' rinces Street was practically complete and many of the 

original residents at the east end had begun to move further west- 

wards - their former houses being acquired as shops and offices: not 

surprisingly the incoming business proprietors felt less involved with 

the open space opposite their property while those transferring 

westwards began putting their energy into setting up the west section 

of the North Loch as an ornamental open space. Thus the eastern 

portion, notwithstanding its 40 year start over the west began to 

lag far behind, remaining a miserable and ill cared for space. Indeed 

the same Improvement Act of 1816 under which the western gardens were 

formed (Section 2.6) allowed a new road to be made from the top 

of the bank opposite St. Andrew's Street to the west end of Canal Street 

in place of the "... steep and incommodious street or lane called 

St. Anne's Street" with the result that the Eastern section became 

even more of a thoroughfare. Kirkwood's plan of 1819 (fig. 69c) shows 

the newly completed Serpentine Road with railings and gas lights, and 
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FIGURE 70 : 

East North Loch 1809 : an open space used for sheen grazing and as a 
shortcut to the markets. The new Bank of Scotland can be seen on the 
extreme right : part of the sloping bank became their property 
(sketch by Sir John Carr) 

FIGURE 71 : 

East North Loch 1811 : various short cuts can be seen curving across the 
steep sloping banks. The wall and railing along Princes Street is of some 
considerable height and the mound from this angle can be seen as a substantial 
pile (from a painting by A. iïay) 
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also the considerably widened route to the markets which cut almost 

diagonally across the site from the north west corner to Canal Street 

and the Little Mound. Apart from a sizable area now devoted for 

access (and Ewbank% drawing (fig. 72) indicates how busy these routes 

were both for pedestrians and carts) a large part of the south aide 

was gradually put to use for clothes drying by housewives of the 

densely crowded old town. Twenty clothes posts can be counted in 

Kirkwood's plan (fig. 69c) stretching across the ground in one long 

wavy line, as well as 2 water pumps. Washing was also laid out to 

dry or "bleach" on the grass - Shepherd's drawing (fig. 73) shows the 

space well utilised for this purpose although the illustrations 

by Ewbank already referred to indicates some of the hazards the 

washerwomen had to contend with,including smoke from bonfires as well 

as roving cats and dogs. 

Rae s award was now virtually a dead issue and long since forgotten 
about. 3o much so that from 1R15 onwards the Town Council began to 

entertain various notions to build on the land - suitable space being 

required for a new jail, church, theatre, riding house, stable 

and yard for the Midlothian Yeomanry (scathingly described in the 

Scotsman as "... a perfect specimen of the abonimable ... the very 

dung itself is objection enough "(12)), and a new High School. Although 

the press and public reacted with little enthusiasm to any of these 

proposals (refer fig. 74) the Town Council seemed in blissful ignorance 

of the hostility such projects might encounter.(13) Fresh fears and 

dissatisfactions were however, already mounting and theinow elegantly 

laid out west Princes Street pleasure gardens only helped emphasise 

the continuing vulnerability and dismal state of the eastern portion. 

Apprehensions had further intensified with the activities of 

1825 when during that year the Town Council had incurred "great expense" 

in employing labourers "to spread the earth laid down in the hollow 

ground to the east of the mound and in constructing the drains necessary 

for adapting the ground for the purpose "(14) (Kay's painting of 1814 

gives some indication of the steep fall in the land at this point - 

see fig. 71). One citizen particularly alarmed by these developments 
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FIGURE E 72 : 

Serpantine road made under 1816 Improvement,Act leading from Princes Street 
to the north west corner of Canal Street and the' markets. 
(J. Ewbank : Picturesque views of Edinburgh 1825) 

FIGURE 73 : 

East North Loch as a drying green (T. Shepherd, views of Edinburgh c1825) 
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RENEWED .ATTEMPT TO BUILD. IN FRONT 
.OF PRINCES STREET. 

After the late discussions about theNorth Bridge buildings- 
after the splendid changes which. have Lately been made. in this 
city-after-the --general improvement prpublic taste; which the 
opening of the Coutiuent ttas.cre¿tted -wind' after-the recent opera- 
tion; to the we r4' -the. Moutx1, have shewn the embellishment. of 
which the valley that separates the new from the old town is sus - 
celotible- tee ' diduotexpect that we should have been 'obliged to 
tall the attention - of our readers 'to a project Which. threatens. to 
rnttoduce a tinting reproach to 'rho metropolis, and which has hi- 
tüe to been .sai gtiietly proceeded with, that nó time is to be lost in 
coenteracting-it. .We ahall.state sit that we have learned of.the 
plan -of its a ect -and of the means:orpreventing it. ''' 

I. Though every. individual. in the Edihtnrglt Yeomanry were 
to keep x titir5el ",tTiereare abundance or Private stables for putting 
rtp, all. their ¡motto ;. and, accordingly, abrey.have gone oafor 20 
yeartl écrbtnsptidating themselves like their brethren all lover the 
c<iu?itry, withputany ostentatious.nrrytlezyMie for their beasts., But 
-now,.k Seems:That the publicuervice.- (firttteir own megnifi'eence 
he noihîhg in do rii :h :it) ;krgit1t es. that they should hale p' son 
uf,barvackwithin the city. ?- hautlsiapurpose a great yeomanry 
stableis to öe'ltttïl ai the piri'ee'of'L4000. The spot sélected for 
this structure -is --the most ±isittle plaeet -heiag -the 
Lou gr:mud un the south side 'df 111e_eae/ern division of ttte Nnrttt 
Loch. It will stand between -i1 ' 14i1í f.4 ótiand.and Me little 
Mound. The building ;' accordi'et to bet -Moot aceurate accounts, 
is to he a p :rfe:ct specih:en Ofthh'i bo mtptitilt~': It is,tb be of an. 
oblong, shape, stretching alooa'the oo. 4i. ionic from: east so -keet. 
itn.orderto keep.itoatref ;.tlse ttairah.;there is to tea great quart. 
lily of'urder. building, and in lhe.ceatrat .of the nytiong there is to 
be a thing sticking pp that is tp he celled á Tower, lighted from 
the top," This central erection'is Mite `a'riding school; and tire' 
fbur'surrotinding -sidesof the °bh,h Fire.fo .be .etables, with all 
necessary.accomnaniments, for troop horses, The Arch ¡leed ¡s 
gentleman ofrackuowledged taste and ability, but Michael Angelo 
himself'coutd not make a stable tolerable. 1f he were enjoined just 
to cotnhine'the greatest possible quantity of internal accommoda-. 
Lion with the smallest pnssible'expen -e. T!rere is-to be nó archi- 
tectural-decorations, or proportions.of any kind, except that on the 
top of the oblong sides there.is to,be a series -of. inverted tea -cups, 
which is the part of the design that the horses will admire most, 
because they are intended for the admission of hay. The whole i 

thing is to be a mass of unbroken dike and slate, fifty feet high in 
the centre. 

2. 'l'he effects of this are very.plain.- First, One of the most 
striking end peculitte prospects of the kind in Europe is that 
strange, old, irregular, picturesque, high -piled ridge of building, 
which forms the Scene when looking (ruin Prince's Street to the 
Old Town. No milder° regular edifice can be built ire front of 
Prince's Street, without hurting the character of...this singular 
prospect. Yet, after if .has survived the barbarism of centuries, 
we are now to have the whole scene marred by a dull range of 
stables. which must be seen from every house, from every carriage, 
and by every Foot- passeitgeron Prince's`Street. Secondly, This new 
blot will he .consl,icuatts f the North Bridge -snore so than,` 
even the slaughter- house, which.is so near the Bridge, that the eyp 
goes beyond it. Thirdly, llut.the fulness of its defermuy will be 
moat glaringly prominent horn the Mound ; especially if its oiren." 
sivertessshould he deepened by the execution of that beautiful hod- 
sound line of buildings, by which the-genius of Ptayfairhesenebled 
us to connect the ancient with the. modern divisions of .the town. 
Fourthly, Nor is it merely,tlreeye that, is to be thus hurl at every 
point where the' lump call bé seen. Its loses are petuliarly.nnfor- 
tunate for a situation so exposed,' and where every inch Of' shrub 
bery or of grass is so invaluable. A. troop of horses impliesa troop 
of horsemen ; and diesel: troopuf grooms ; and theseltalf a troop 
of atable boys, with a due proportion of ostlers, farriers, dealers. 
breakers, jockeys. and dogs ; =-to Kay nothitteef the members of 
other troops -the sonorous trumpeter -the gallant pay; serjeant -. 
the everlasting rough -rider --the lounging friends -and. the mob of 
vulgar gazers. The very dung itself is objection enough. For, 
let any possible system of perfection he adopted- let'Fleréules 
himself he recalled,. and act, as- presea of the.Cleaniug :Committee, 
the air must, to a certainty, especially.in warm weather, be loaded 
with the.heiaviest of all bad oduurs, if this A.ugean edifice. is to,be 
erected. Fifthly, It is said that it will, hid° the shambles.. But, 
lot, It will not : 2dly,Tite view wontbe.much improved by hid.. 
ing the shambles- by something worse, than themselves :' Sdiy, They 

i will be better covered, as has been contemplated. by trees : 4thly, 
The shambles, though had in themselves, are really not so off n 
sively placed as these kindred stables, are proposed to be. They- 
are in a corner. behind the little Mound. The stables are thefirst 
building it has been attempted to bringfairly out to near Me.centre 
of the rallcy. 

S. Independently of the public st- large, there are various select 
classes who may interfere to ward off this abomination. We are 
not utterly without hopes that the Yeomen themselves -may, upon 
reflection, see the propriety of coinciding with the rest of the in- 
habitants in a matter so essential to the decür'atioh df the city. If 
they should not, then we trust that, 'Aunt thetl,gh. the Magistracy 
does contain a Yeomsn, - the Town Councit will not be so very, 
equestrian as to give the gróund. We have heard it surmised 
that they have given it already. But we don't believe this. If, 
ltnwever, it be true, then this private (and we"presume gratuitous) 
disposal of part of the-common good of the burgh, will form an es. 
sential check of itself_ Should both our military and our civil de- 
fenders prove insincere,. then we 'must look to two other da -ees.- 
-Tite neighbours, we conceive, may legally object to being stunk. 
-Nor is it of env -avail to hint that the shambles are .minder thcia 
noses already. There is the less need of annoying them more; 
and it has been judicially determined, that no accumulation. of 
nuisances at one spot, however old and offensive, can oblige the 
neighbours to endure any addition. to this calamity. But without 
having recourse to .legal measures. the people of Prince's Street 
are entitled to object without assigning any retson. Any one in- 
dividual may stop thescheme in n moment. We know that many 
consents have beenvery plausibly asked, and very rashly given. 
But a sufficient bomber-of. men of sense remain, and the inhabi- 
tants at large le*tk to them fora firm -nnd judicious exercise of their 
privilege on this occasicin.`; Indeed, -if they don't exercise' it now, 
they may just as well give it up at onee; for, if they allowthis 
edifice -equally ill -placed, ugly, and 'uselëss -to get 'op, trhal 
building cast they ewer' objcet to f ' ' ' ` - 

We have no desire to put tile Yeomen to any inconvenience. 
But mtw that thesptire ground within the city ietdng'every day 
less and,iess; the health- ùf the people, and the eheirance of the 
town, require, that,.' for this very: reason,. what remains should be the 
better preserved. '. And this valley is so exposéd:to-view;. 'and so 
tempting for various sorts of bad buildings,, that it ought tit' be a 
sacred principle never to allow another.ediflce tò.be erected to he 
west of the little Mound, but to get the whole - valley: from. this 
Mound, pre the east to. the West Chureh,- covered. with trees,. shrub. 
bery or grass, as soon, ard.as.permeneetly.as possible. 

FIGURE 74 : 

Newspaper article on the renewed attempt to build in front of 
(Scotsman 16 February 1822) 
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was Henry Cockburn and he more than anyone led the campaign to keep 

the east North Loch as open space, free from all buildings. As a 

powerful voice in the Faculty of Advocates he had already had 

contact with the Town Council - in this same year over the intended 

Improvement Bill - designed to provide a much needed south and west 

approach to the cíty.(15) Not everyone however, was wholeheartedly 

in favour of these projected improvements: several New Town residents 

felt that the likely cost was hardly justified at a time of economic 

depression, and others argued there was little reason to open up 

better communications with the south side and the old town when this 

was in decline. Who in fact would choose to visit the "cheerless 

Meadows" when there were attractive rural walks and pleasure grounds 

closer to hand.(16) The support of the Faculty of Advocates was 

therefore vital and Cockburn exploited this by insisting that the 

proposed Bill should contain a clause prohibiting any building on the 

south side of Princes Street east of the Mound. Having already 

suffered one defeat with the Bill (in 1824) the Council agreed to 

redraft it accordingly - although this too fared no better in 

Parliament. 

By now however, several eminent New Town residents led by 

Cockburn were united in their concern to preserve the east North 

Loch as open space and willing to take action. Early in 1P26 the 

following notice appeared in all the Edinburgh newspapers : - 

"As the rapid accumulation of Earth between the Mound and the 

North Bridge cannot fail soon to prove destructive of the 

picturesque effects of this City, and as very serious alarms 

have been for some time entertained that there is a design to 

erect Buildings along the south side of Princes Street east of 

the Mound, in consequence of the filling up of the valley, and 

other circumstances give probability every day that these alarms 

are well founded we request a meeting of proprietors in the 

New Town to be held within the Waterloo Hotel on Monday the 

6th instant (February), at 2 o'clock, and we earnestly entreat 

atl such proprietors who feel any interest in preserving the beauty 

of Edinburgh to attend on this occasion ". (17) 

to lodiyÌdvals who 

14 signatures were appended - several 6E1ananL'_iv 1 at the west end 
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of Trances Street, including 4 members of the Management Committee 

of the Princes Street gardens. 1~) The meeting, described in the 

Tress as a "highly respectable" gathering (19) discussed under the 

Chairmanship of Sir James Ferguson of Kilkerran a letter received from 

the Lord 'rovost(20) in reply to various queries: it was considered 

e'... not a very satisfactory answer" for the excuse was made that 

"... the great delay had been due to the building of drains" but without 

any firm assurances that the land was to be kept open. T -tenry Cockburn 

reminded those assembled of all the previous attempts to build on the 

space and concluded his remarks with the question "Have not the magistrates 

in their possession at that very moment under lock and key a .plan for 

building east of the mound ". Further to the meeting a Committee of 7 

was elected to confer with the Town Council - which included the 

banker Sir William Forbes (Convener), Cockburn, James Moncrieff, 

Robert Graham (Professor of Botany) and 3 members of the West 7'rinces 

Street garden Committee (James Skene, Sir Henry Jardine and 

Aexander Douglas). 

With public opinion so strongly opposed to any Proposal to develop 

the land east of the mound combined with the Council's desire to press 

ahead with the Improvement Bill (which was still dependent on the 

support of the Faculty of Advocates) the magistrates had little option 

but to abandon all ideas for building on this space. Any lingering 

doubts were dispelled by the appointment of a special committee in 

March 1ß26 "... to direct and superintend the arranging and dressing 

of the ground east of the mount\ it having been nearly brought to the 

intended level. ".(21) More than this the Committee sought the advice 

of the distinguished and well respected Edinburgh architect _ 

':diil.iam H. °layfair (1789 -1851) -whose report and plan was submitted 

to the Town Council in June 18?6(2) and a little later made available 

to the public. 

Pia fair's plans for the improvement of the East North Loch 

By the 112O's Flay£ air's reputation as an accomplished designer was 

ul«ody established. :(23) he had moreover been associated with the devel.opmmeet 
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of part of the Mound for a number of years, and in 1g22 his revised 

plan for the Royal Institution (now the Royal Scottish Academy) had 

been approved. This work had brought him into contact with the leading 

members of the West Princes Street proprietors - who appear to have 

held him in high regard - an opinion also shared by Cockburn. To 

seek his advice was therefore not only a shrewd tactical move on the 

part of the Town Council,but made good sense insofar as Playfair 

was already familiar with that part of Edinburgh. tie also had more 

experience than most in appreciating the wider implications of 

layout design and his sensitive handling of the Calton Hill project, 

his revised plans for Royal Circus, and his involvement with the 

formation of the Royal Terrace (London Road) gardens all demonstrate 

this ability: he certainly had a good background in the ideals of 

picturesque improvement - as is evident in the sales catalogue of his 

library prepared after his death.(24) 

P1.ayfair's advice to the Town Council reflected this ability to 

carefully and sympathetically evaluate the grounds potential and his 

report 
(25) 

(fig. 75) concentrated on an overall strategy rather than 

on a detailed planting plan. One of his main recommendations centred 

on the formation of a 25' (7.62m) wide terrace along the Princes Street 

side, with a belt of trees and shrubs next to the road,and a broad gravel 

walk within: this would not only compliment the "beautiful character" 

already assumed by the western garden but also enhance the views of 

the "picturesque buildings" of the old town when seen "... in unison 

with the foliage in the foreground". Playfair suggested that the 

surrounding banks, particularly the one opposite the rear of the Bank 

of Scotland, be more gently sloped, with good soil added and then 

tree planted; leaving the central area to be levelled and grass sown 

(with possibilities for use as a future clothes drying or bleaching 

green). This latter operation would require the diagonal roadway to 

be obliterated but in any case it disfigured the site and caused 

nuisance from dust: the serpentine road would however, remain but with 

improvements. While Playfair favoured enclosing and planting the 

whole area he was also keenly aware of the limited funds available, and 
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TOWN COUNCIL PlIOCEEDlNele. 

Docxs ,txn llArtnoua Com.nasrox.- Wedncs. 
day the Load Provost orated, that he regretted very 

nwclr to have to hay beture the Council a letter from 
Jaelie (ükltrist, in which he resigns his office an one of 
the Cumminsiuners, in consequence of being prevented, 
br the prettiest state of his health, from discharging the 
dories or that olüce in much a way an he could wish. 

'1'ae Conned accepted of the resiguatioo, and appointed 
Bailie 5litchell his successor. 

Noe 1lt Locu. --The Lord Provost stated, that the 

Cettnlittce, sume time ago appointed to consider the 
Luanser in which the North Loch, east of the Mound, 
should be laid our, had consulted Mr. Playfair on the 

subject, and that, at a meeting of the Committee held 
a few days ago, that gentleman had laid before them a 

plan and relative report, showing the manner in which 
lie proposed laying out the ground. The Committee 
haven! maturely considered the plan and report, had 
pureed, his Lordship said, to recommend to the Coon. 
ril to give directions for carrying into effect the suggea- 
twee at the end of the name; but as the subject was of 
great importance, and one in which the beauty and al,. 
Finance of the city were much concerned. he proposed 
that the matter should lie over for a week, to enable 
the members to peruse the details at their leisure.- 
Meantime, however, as the Council's views regarding 
the ground in question had been much misconceived, 
and as they had never yet done any thing in regard to 

it which required concealment, or to make them fear the 
public opinion, his Lordship proposed that the report 
should be made public, and that the plan should lie in 
the Superintendent's office, fur general inspection. The 
5lagi4trates and Council approved of his 1.1rdship s 

proponitiwi. -1% a subjoin Ur. Playlair'e report. 
Edinburgh, June 211, 18226. 

in obedience to the wis ;tea of my Lord Provost and 
the Lomutittee, I leave ex:uniacd the present state of 
the North Loch, and have now the honour to report my 
opinior, as to the manner its which it may be improved 
and finished. 

It appears to me, that the road at the back of the 
Prank of ,codand should be completed accorditi to the 
plan alreudy adopted, making it 45 feet broad, and 
giving the sloping batik a very gradual declivity towards 
the \nth Loch, and covering it with a deep layer of 
good soil to promote the growth of trees or grass. 

It is also my opinion that the serpentine road oppo- 
site or. elndrew'. Street: and leading down to the mar- 
We, should be renderul iç,s steep, b1 giving it a great 
l'r xW °ep LOW the west, and by ratatllg up the south- 
ern termination of it at the piace called the Little 
Mound-in doing which it might be gracefully united 
wan tile road le:wimg down past the Bank of:+t:ochtnd, 
Nsl watch h:tx just hero alluded to. 1'1 e hollow to the 
redeem of the serpentine road should be purtially til- 
l.a up to prevent ac idcnta, and to give the surfuce a 
tare natant( appearance, and the space between the 
Janie Mound and the slaughta r -house should be in. 
closed aid planted; both for uruament and Sur protec- 
tion. 

'laving thus obtained two ¿mod approaches to the 
markets. I would earnestly recommend that the road 
1:ading from the northern end of the +ltound should be 
obliterated, as it intersects the ground in a very awk- 
ward and iucouvcnient manner, and is the occasion of 
much dust. 

1 would next propose that there ahonid be formed a 
terrace. twenty -tine feet wide, upon the south side of 
l'rirce's Street, consisting of a belt of shrubs and trees 
next the street, and a broad gravel walk within, leading 
from the eastern side of the Mound to the serpentine 
road betirre mentioned. Ity doing this the eastern end 
of prince', Street would soon acquire the seine beautiful 
character that the western division has already nsentned; 
end the picturesque building's of the Old Town in the 
dlnutnce, would be seen in unison with the foliage in the foreground. 

'rile gravel walk should be carried horizontally along 
tee cast stele of the Earthen Mound, which should be 
aidened, and the present wall and pavement altered to meet this arrangement. 

If the beauty of the town were alone to be considered, and the expense were no object. there can he no doubt, 
I :drink. that the whole orate ground in question should be enclosed and planted. if it were thought desirable Ill tidied a bieacliing ground for the convenience of the iehabitents, the slopteg banks only might be planted, we: the level ground in the centre might be laid down ill grass fur that purpose. 

'lut as it would take a large sum to do all this, which it may not be easy to obtain, i would recommend that the belt of planting and the sloping bank along the side of Prince's Street, be proceeded with, and that die remainder of the ground, being formed as before de. scribed, should be laid down in grass. The four wells which have been su judiciously provided in the lower Hot of the grounds, will he highly useful, either for the 
pet plrse ut irrigation or of bleachinair. if all taros were done, the North Loch, which has hi- ibi "n pteselitcd so melancholy anti neglected an ap- pen'nce, would soon become a great ornuirtent to the city. 

(Signed) W. II. PLAYFAIR. 

FIGURE 76 : 

ltinfauns castle, Perthshire : rebuilt 1820's onwards and given a 

characteristically Gilpin landscape with a background of woodland, 
the lower part deciduous and the upper consisting of Scots Pine. 
The rocky and steep out crops were also boldly planted. 
(Jones views of Scottish seats) 

FIGURE 75 : 

Playfair's report on the laying out of the East North Loch 
(Edinburgh Advertiser 30 June 182e) 
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the report ends with him singling out as first priority the forma- 

tion of the terrace, with the remainder, meantime, shaped and grass 

sown: thus the North Loch would be transformed from such a 

"... melancholy and neglected appearance" into "... the greatest 

ornament to the city ". 

Further plans for the East North Loch - .'illiam Sawrev Gilpin 

In addition to 7layfair's report the Town Council also commissioned 

an "eminent landscape gardener" - William Sawrey Gilpin (1762 -1843) 

to put forward proposals for the improvement of the North Loch; one 

of the rare occasions when an butsider' was approached to give advice 

on the layout of an Edinburgh pleasure garden - and surely an indication 

of the considerable pressure felt by the Town Council to restore 

public confidence.(26) William Sawrey Gilpin - son of Sawrey Gilpin, 

a successful animal painter, and nephew of the more famous and influential 

Reverend William Gilpin(27) had become a landscape designer relatively 

late in life.(2g) It was only after many years as a drawing master 

and President of the Water Colour Society followed by a career as a 

military landscape draughtsman thatfinally in 1820 with the encourage- 

ment of Uvedale ^rice he decided to use his considerable landscape 

experience and the advantages of his name and family connections in the 

profession of landscape gardening. He was then 58 years old and 

without any close rivals (Renton had died 2 years prevously) he went 

on to develop an important practice. The Gilpins, whose old family 

home was Scal.eby Castle on the borders had a great predeliction for 

improving the grounds of castles - that most picturesque of all 

picturesque subjects. Gilpin advised on the landscape improvement 

of many castellated houses in England, Scotland and Ireland and although 

little is known about his Scottish commissions he was certainly involved 

in plans for laying out the grounds of Balcaskie , Fife and 

,infauns Castle in Perthshire (fig. 7(s). 

The eastern section of the North Loch, its skyline of the old 

town "... being one of its finest, most important, and even sublime 

(29) features" culminating with views of the castle to the west was a 
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marvellously picturesque site and fully suited to Gilpin's taste to 

which he could apply his "... best endeavours to improve ... in 

conformity with its leading features .(3O) for Y g °' Gilpin was employed "... 

some time in making plans for beautifying the ground "(31) and 

according to one source appears to have produced not only a plan but 

also a model for an ornamental gar den. 
(32) 

In October 1826 the Town 

Council Minutes record that W. S. Gilpin was paid 12 guineas "... for 

attendance on account of the projected improvement to the North Loch ".(33) 

One month later at a joint meeting of the Council and Faculty of 

Advocates (relative to the future progress of the Improvement Bill) 

his name was effectively used to reassure any lingering doubts that 

the Council's intentions for east of the mound were anything other 

than honourable. Cockburn was still not fully convinced but the 

Scotsman Newspaper while praising his firm stand felt that the "good 

faith" of the Magistrates had been sufficiently proved "... by their 

being, at this moment, occupied in carrying into effect a highly 

ornamental plan for laying out the north loch. "(34) Although always 

spoken of in these highly favourable terms the details of Gilpin's 

design remain obscure - fo no plans have survived and his name is 

never again referred to. Soon afterwards he departed for Ireland to 

work on several commissions there(35) and all connections with Edinburgh 

seem to have ceased. 

1827 Im rovement Act and subse.uent develo ments 

Whatever the reassurances, it no doubt came as a relief to many 

when the Improvement Bill was finally passed in 1827 and among its 

many clauses guaranteed the space east 

lungs of the city "(36) the Meadows and 

similar protection.(37) After a lapse 

of the mound as "one of the 

Bruntsfield Links receiving 

of over 50 years therefore, the 

battle to preserve the east North Loch as an ornamental space and 

pleasure ground was won for a second time. 

Although plans by ?'layfair and Gilpin were now to hand the Town 

Council seem to have been in no hurry to set about implementing them. 

Indeed further alarm was caused in the following months by a rumour 
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that the central area was to be used as a "... vast exposé of the laid 

out washings of the lower classes" (fig. 77), while the fertile but 

eratic imagination of Robert Gourley "a scientist ", was also busily at 

work: he produced plans for a large amphitheatre sited on the 

' "waste ground" east of the mound, flat roofed, and ornamented with a 

fountain "... sprouting from the middle to a height of 30 or 40 feet" 

with carriage way and walks sweeping rarund the top: providing an 

exhibition area for feats of horsemanship, games, gymnastics, races 

and other large gatherings(3'),) (fig. 78). Rather more mundanely the 

Town Council gave instructions in April 1827 for the area to be grass 

sown 
(39) 

: 2 years later however, the task remained incomplete 

although by then Thomas Brown, Superintendent of Works was busy having 

the surrounding banks formed into more regular slopes.(40) The delay 

Proved of some benefit as the eastern side was straightened and a 

hollow filled by earth discarded from St. Giles Cathedral - then in 

the process of being "restored" by the architect William Burn.(41) 

Now that preparations had reached a more advanced state the Town 

Council appointed a committee to draw up detailed plans for an 

ornamental terrace along the Trinces Street side - in the manner 

proposed by '^layfair.(42) Their carefully written and well, balanced 

report (submitted to a full meeting of Council in September 1 2.9)(43) 

reflected more than anything the skill and expertise of the Chairman 

Councillor -'atrick Neill (1776- 1851),whose wide- ranging interests and 

depth of horticultural knowledge were to have unforeseen benefits for 

the East Princes Street gardens. 

Patrick Neill and the formation of the gardens 

A thin, serious, tophatted and bespectacled figure of medium 

height and slightly stooped is the portrait of Patrick Neill depicted 

in Crombies "Modern Athenians" (fig. 79). The image fitted his 
uas a. 

character.4L scholarly, rather retiring batchelor, diligent in his 

business but with an overriding passion for natural history ( particularly 

botany and horticulture). 
(44) f kkc -kA the first secretary of both the 

Wernerian Natural History Society (founded in 180P), and ,,the Caledonian 
I-h 

Horticultural Society(established one year later)6.4Wilatter post 
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THE EAST NORTH -LOCH el WASHING 
GREEN ! 

To the Editor of the Scotsman. 

Sra, -As a zealous supporter of the improvements, 

and as a cheerful tributary to their ways and means, 

and even a subscriber to the-guarantee l'und, I humbly, 
but strenuously, claim to be heard upon the astound. 
ing project, currently reported, of the central washing 
green, before the doom isfinally pronounced. Although 
taking up the pen alone, 1 have been at pains to ascer- 
tain the feelings of many, who have the same right to be 
heard as 1 have ; and that feeling 1 can assure you, 
Sir, is amazement and incredulity, with great regret 
that the mode of the embellishment of the ground in 
question was not expressly stipulated, when building 
was relinquished. Much of the improvements will rare. 
ly beseen by the inhabitants of the New Town; but 
Me East North Loch ground is never six hours out of 
sight, being without exception the most obtrusive, 
commanding, best seen space of ground in this or any 
octet city iu the kingdom. It is of immense conse- 
quence to the tale ensemble of Edinburgh, what shall 
be made of this piece of ground. It is not a question 
of a square, or a circus, or a place : it is a question of 
a city -of Edinburgh, old and new -of the capability 
of one of the most striking urban scenes in.Britaiu.- 
Pleasure ground was the obvious, the unavoidable des- 
tination of that ground, front the first iumugiuings of the 
New Town. An ornamental garden appears seventy 
years ago in the first plan by Mr Craig. An ornamen- 
tal garden was confirmed to the taste of the inhabitants 
by the strong opinion of Lord Mansfield. An orna- 
mental garden was again decided by the celebrated de_ 
creet.arbitral of Lord.Eskgrove. Art ornamental gar- 
den, in fine, was planned, nay modelled, within these 
twelvemonths, by an eminent landscape gardener, and 
we were at ease on the subject. What is the.tutnour 
that now rouses us from our security ? it is, that this 
spot, of rarest capability, is, after all, to be a vast c.r- 
posa of the laid -out washings of the lowest classes. 
That the Doric collonadc of Playfair is to look down 
upon six acres of squalid rags -on shirts and stockings, 
and duck trowsers, and sheets ineffable, and paten.. 
work quilts, and binding- blankets, in all their gratis 
of service, treatment, and purification ! Sir, the spec 
taclewill be without parallel in the known world. It 
will be tagged to every description of hapless Edin- 
burgh, oral or written -something against her yet -to 
solace the eelf.love of other cities -till her pretensions to 
taste, her bustlings about improvements, will be a bye - 
word and a laughing stock ! 

While I reprobate the measure, very far be it from 
me to question the excellent motives of our respected 
magistrates, if the report be really well fuuaded, which 
is strongly doubted. Benevolence, ultra.benevulemce, 
beams in the sacrifice ; but I would conjure tltetmt to 
pausa and reflect whether that amiable feeling flay not 
be grìevousiy misdirected. I would humbly represent 
to them, that even in the view I have hitherto token, 
namely, of the taste of the measure -of the consistency 
of the improvements -of the feelings of the contributing 
public, the sacrifice is beyond all reason too great fur the 
benefit. Where, it is asked, are the pour people to 
go ? I answer, anywhere but liera. This were true, 
were the benefit as substantial as it can be shown to be 
overrated and imaginary. This is a view which has 
not, as far as I know, been taken. There is rte 
reproach of Scotland more current atnong our mure 
cleanly neighbours when they visit us, than our bud 
trashing. They especially smile at our bleaching, as we 
aie pleased to call an extravagant and useless occupa- 
tion of grass ground, by spreading out our washings - 
to be after all not bleached, but dried ; -only more 
imperfectly dried, than by being livng nor in the air, 
in the twentieth part of the space. In Englu;i t they 
whiten their linen by the short and easy plats of buüi, , 
it-after which, drying is ail that is needed. Nuw, it 
is not mere drying, it is a mistaken notion of its being 
the only way of whitening their linen, that induces the 
people to take the trouble of sending it to the green 
fields. If nome pains were taken to impress on the 
lower ranks the chicory and economy of boiling,, (now 
used by the best employed washing establishments in- 
miratt of bleaching,) and its easy application in the 
most ordinary pot, -the resort to ttta Caltonhill and the 
pinks would speedily be abandoned. Air, for there 
drying, will be l'ar more easily got at, than by a jour- 
ney even to the Nor' Loch. No doubt, if the gross is 
offered gratis--as, 1 believe, is intended -tire people 
will never dreamt of boiling, they will prefer the ' auld 
gate," and stretch their sheens, and titetuselve,, at length on the verdure ; but I submit it is too nntcli to 
degnute and destroy the amont central spot -the finest scelle in Edinburgh, for time perpetuation ut'un ignorant 
prejudice. 

Even 
better than 

suppose 
oiling, it duesdnú cleumiirb butter. If, timen. cleanliness be achieved, shall the sacrifice be triade for 

a more delicate whiteness for the atticies I have eau. uterated ? 

1 would add a hint, and but a hint, on the notorious 
manners of the nymphs who waste the day" ia feud. 
ing the bleaching process, and who w ill be congregated in 
idleness its this must public spot -with couniaeraole.ag. 
gravatiuns, if the projected cemutettd of water tempts 
teem to the tub -dance peculiar .to Samdanil. 

It is worth a thought, too, whetter a pool of water 
should be restored in that situation. Dr ialaeculloeh in 
his papers, lately published in the Lontton Scientific 
Journal; on Malaria, reprobates ponds end pools, at.d 
ornamental pieces of water, in which vegetable corrup- 
tion must mingle, as, even in this country, in hot sum. 
mers, the principal causes of unhealthiness are errone- 
ously imputed to time mure heat of the season. A quar- 
ry pond even, or gravel pit or poll, w dl, hu says, du 
wide spreading mischief: - 

We are told that the denial of this piece of ground to 
the lower orders for their clothes will make an outcry. 
I ans +.r, that an outcry is unreasonable, whets toero is 
no right, and yet more unworthy of regard, when there 
is no tight to give a right. But white liberty, it refused 
to degrade and deform this ground with shirts and 
sheets, I should be the first to applaud its being open_ 
eu freely to the public as a pleasure ground. Our 

humbler orders have not a high oharacter for respecting 
public decorations. They could not, however, much 
deface gravel walks, and might have a trial, under a 
keeper, of forest trees at least, if not of shrubbery. I 
should hope the rising generation might be educatedao 
this species of humanity, and trained in these very 
grounds to a practical application of the lesson. This, 
however, is a very distinct subject, and my latter is al. FIGIIRE 77 
ready too long. The East North Loch a washing green 

But whatever may be done, " spare vs the mortifica. 
tien of the blankets." Deliver us from the wasltiug- (Scotsman 17 November 1827 
green ! When the first bivouac shall.` whiten all the 
scene," only then will all its horrors be lest. But it 
will then be too late to cure -although there is yet 
time to avoid the evil. 

I am, Sir, your obedient servant, Z. 

Our correspoudent's.remarke are worthy -of conoide.- 

ration, but we cannot entirely cancer in them. We 
have now a great deal of ground laid out:for otnammmt 

about the town ; and it is but:vtmsonable that.one spot 
_and a more central one could not be.found- should 

be reserved for a purpose which conduces so materially 
to the accommodation, and we may acid, the health ot: 

the poorer danses. Our correspondent should recollect 

that it is but the passersby., that can.beafHioted'by time 

spectacle of time blankets, for there 'are few genteel fa-, 

milles now living within view of this green ; and as 
beauty depends on association, we submit whether there, 

is not something in the notions of salubrity we connect 

with clean shirts and bedclothes th counteract the de 

fortuity he complains of. Besides, we ,would ask whe -: 

titer, with the slaughter-house in.the back ground, this 
plan cati be made to- satisfy the eye of taste? At all 
events, we would have a trial made of the -washing.'. 

green ; and if it is found to be a nuisance, another_plaes 

can beeasily adopted. 
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FIGURE 78 : 

Robert Gourlay's plans for the improvement 
of the East North Loch 

(Robert Gourlay 1829) 



for 40 years until shortly before his death. Equally committed 

to preserving Edinburgh's historic past, he was highly regarded by 

such men as Henry Cockburn who described him as "... a useful citizen, 

a most intelligent florist, and one of the few defenders of our 

architectural relics" 
(45), 

an opinion shared by J. C. Loudon (the 

eminent garden designer and prolific writer of gardening books) who 

spoke of Neill as "... a most benevolent and intelligent man and a 

skillful horticultural connoisseur ".(4) London's wife was one of 

the ones, along with scores more from all parts of the country to 

brave the unsavoury journey through piggeries and cow byres to visit 
0 4 a> 

Neill's 1 acre garden at Canonmills (a little to the east of Eyre 7lace) 

famed for its collection of rare botanical species as well as zoological 

specimens. (47) (fig. SO). In all, a man of "great worth and public 

spirit ". (fig. 31). 

Neill most likely used the Serpentine Road daily as a convenient 

shortcut to his printing works in Fishmarkets Close(48) and would 

therefore have been well acquainted with the east North Loch area. 

The "excellent" report on which Neill "had bestowed so much care and 

attention "met with the full approval of the Town Council( 9), as well 

as "... the approbation of Mr H. Cockburn and other gentlemen of 

taste, who take an interest in the grounds in question ".('C) Provision 

was made for a 45' wide (13.72m) terrace (rather broader than the one 

suggested by Playfair, but narrower than the present -day one) - 

consisting of a 20' border (6.10m) next to the railing (with a main 

avenue of lime trees, 10' apart (3.05m), a secondary row of English 

elm and sycamore, and the intervening gaps planted with privet, holly 

and laurel), a 15' gravel walk (4.57m), and a 10' border (3.05m) on 

the other side (planted to match the top one). The report recommended 

that the sloping bank "should be thickly planted with common hardy 

forest trees" including Scotch elm, sycamore, birch, horse chestnut, 

oak and maple, with a smaller proportion of quick growing varieties 

such as willows and poplars to provide for more iiuuediate but temporary 

effect: the whole appearance to be enhanced by forwing 2 or 3 swells 

or hollows to provide a more undulating surface.(51) Clumps of forest 
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FIGURE 80 : 

Neill's garden at Canon Mills cottage (Mrs Loudon : The Ladies ^agazi. 
of gardening 1842) 

FIGURE 79 : 

Dr. Patrick Neill (Crombie, Modern Athenians 1837 -1847 

FIGIIRE 81 : 

Neill's orbituary (Edinburgh Evening Courant 

1149 

4 September 1851) 

DEATH OF DR PATRICK NEILL. 

It is our paiofal duty to record the death of this 
distinguished naturalist, at six o'clock yesterday 
morning, at his villa of Canonmills. 

Dr Neill, we believe, was in the seventy -fifth year 
of his age; and although of a somewhat delicate con 
stitution, was able, until the last year, to attend to 

business, and enjoy his favourite pursuits. To a 

highly cultivated and well -regulated mind, he added 
a kindly disposition and a genuine modesty, wbicin 
:really enhanced the value of his general deport -, 
meut. Io his moral character he was temperate, 
frieodly, coosisteut, and truthful. Religion had 
early taken a strong hold of his mind, stud, whiia 
strictly Calviaktio in principle, and regular in tt 
observance of Christian ordinaoces, he was ra' 

formalist. At an early period of life he was a 
member of the Anti-Burgher communion, bat foe 

many years he was a steady supporter of the 
Established Church -an elder in St Mary's, under 
Dr Graut, and a lay member of the General As 
eembly, representing the Presbytery of North Isles 
in Orkney. He enjoyed, however, the friendshir 
of not a few who differed from him io ecclesiastical 
politics ; and we have seen at his table three Pro 
fessors of the Free Church College, including th 
late Dr Chalmers -the guests enjoying the society 
of their host, and the host delighted with the coca 

patsy of early and esteemed friends. As a ma . 
of busiuess, Dr Neill was uniformly open, honour- 
able, aud accommodating, willing to yield a great' 
deal for the sake of peace, but possessed of a suf 
ficient share of firmness, when an attempt was made 
to overreach him, or to act in a stealthy meatier 
towards him. As a friend lie was candid, judi 
Woos, and conciliatory, and, in this respect, very 

many will deeply lament hie loss. As a citizen 
the town of Edinburgh has lost a clear -sight 
ed and determined supporter. Whether to esta 

blieb an Experimental or Zoological Garden, tà 
decorate the North Loch, or to proteot the Flodden 
Tower, Dr Neill was ever ready and willing, with 
his pen and his parse, to promote every useful im 

proveweut, or save from rein time -bellowed relies 
The merit. of Dr Neill ae u macs of science were. 

very generally acknowledged. His published la 

hours as a horticulturist, botanist, soologiat, an 

geologist, bear but a small proportion to ilia private 
efforts to advance the interest of natural science - 
as Seoretary of the Wernerian Society, as the pa 

trots of rising merit, and as aver ready to offer t 

warmest sympathy to coogeuial spirits. The bhp' 
occasioned by his death will be severely felt b 

those who enjoyed his friendship, and by a fa 

wider circle who had satisfactory proof of bis grea 
worth and public spirit. 



trees were also suggested for a triangular piece of ground, east of the 

serpentine road. Less amenable to treatment was the "offensive 

place of retreat" or "public necessary" undecorously sited at the north 

west corner and happily removed in 1131: uneasy however, that old 

habits might persist the Town Council thickly planted the vacated area 

with wild brambles, briars and sloe thorns besides sowing furze 

and whin seeds to ward off further nuisance.(52) The costs of carrying 

out these various improvements was put at no more than X70 - the most 

expensive Item being the large amount of larch paling required to 

enclose and protect the new planting: the work itself was to be under- 

taken by the towns carpenters and workmen "... among whom it Is 

understood there is at least one experienced gardener and planter 

who could oversee and direct the operations of others ". 

By the end of October 1129 preparatory work on forming and dressing 

the North bank was nearing completion.`53) Thomas Brown, Superintendent 

of Works and Neill having co- operated closely together(:54) next the 

Committee went on to consider plans for the rest of the east North 

Loch - and reported to Council in December 112.9 their decision to 

enclose all the sloping banks surrounding the meadow and for these to 

be "... more or less covered with trees ". 
(55) 

Much time had been 

spent negotiating with the Bank of Scotland - owners of a portion of the 

south bank(56): the Committee felt that the reater g part of this 

southern section should be thickly planted with trees and the rest 

left "... in scattered irregular patches of grass sward so as to 

vary the surface as seen from Princes Street and the mound ". To 

this end the Bank agreed to contribute £50 on the understanding the 

Council assumed responsibility for its future upkeep.(57) 

The following year saw renewed activity as the remaining banks 

were shaped, planted and enclosed: by the Spring of 1131 the work 

had been completed and the east section of the North Loch after many 

precarious years established as an ornamental area. Something of the 

magnitude of this task can be measured from the final report of the 

Committee written by ?atrick Neill and presented to the Town Council. in 
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April 1831: it contained :much illuminating detail as well as practical 
2.oko') 

advice on future management. 
(5R) 

In all over 5 acresLof banks had 

been planted, with nearly 27,000 trees and shrubs (misquoted in 

Crombie's Modern Athenians as 77,000 trees and shrubs in the West 

Princes Street Gardens - hence the erroneous association of Neiil.'s 

name with the la ynp out of these $ ardens(59)): the generous planting 

was to compensate for the anticipated lower survival rate due to 

variable soil conditions, and the exposed nature of the site. Now 

formed were many good clumps of deciduous and evergreen trees but 

their "... proper effect ... in regard to variety of colour and shape 

of foliage" would not be seen until after the first or second thinnings. 

The main terrace walk had been slightly widened and several footpaths 

made to sweep gently down the other banks "... so as to render every 

part readily accessible ". Notice boards already carried warnings to 

would -be trespassers(60) and Neill further recommended that the grounds 

be kept closed for 2 -3 years with instructions to the officers of 

Police "... to be very diligent in guarding the whole from intrusion 

or injury ". The central "meadow" part of the loch had not been touched 

apart from being treated with lime and grass sown.(61) 

The most impressive part of the report however, was Neill's 

description of the overwhelming response experienced by him in his 

quest for plants: an indication not only of his own splendid reputation 

but also the worthwhile nature of the project. In the first instance 

he had approached certain individuals and groups whose support could be 

depended upon, for example, James Skene (designer of the West Princes 

Street gardens, and active on their Management Committee (refer 

Section 2.6) who donated 300 sycamores and poplars 6 -12' high 

(1.83m- 3.66m) from the western gardens. Next was Dr Graham, Professor 

of Botany to whom a request was made "... for suitable young forest trees 

and evergreens" from the Botanic gardens - Neill being rewarded with 

1,500 plants "some hundreds of a large size ". Last in this category was 

the Horticultural Society who supplied about 500 plants from their 

Experimental gardens at Inverleith including 250 bay laurels and 

50 common lilacs. But with yet "still many thorns and plants" required 

Neill began to make enquiries at local nurseries to see "... what 
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kinds of large plants suitable for the purpose could be procured at 

reasonable rates ". To his most pleasant surprise he was met "with 

voluntary offers ": Messrs Dickson & Co. of Waterloo Place "led the 

way" and made the largest contribution. They donated over 1,200 

plants including most varieties of forest trees, as well as willows 

and poplars, and 5,000 larch, spruce, fir and Scotch pine. After 

requesting Neill to make a list of anything else required they added 

over 2,500 ornamental and rare trees such as Turkey oak, striped gold 

leaf pane, fern leaved chestnut, purple beech, double scarlet thorn, 

guelder rose, Persian and Siberian lilac evergreen privet, and Balm 

of Gilead firs. The avenue lime trees were supplied by James Dickson 

and Son, Inverleith nurseries, who also gave over 1,000 Turkey oaks, 

mountain ash, walnuts, hazel and bud cherry trees. Eagle and Henderson, 

another large nursery firm provided 200 portugal laurels "trained in 

the tree style ". Contributions were also made by 3 other nurserymen - 

Alexander Wight, Thomas Cleghorn, and Charles Lawson; while a further 

substantial donation was made by a private individual, John Bonar Esq 

of Kimner Ghame who gave 1,500 forest trees "all of them the best plants 

of their kind to be found in the Edinburgh nurseries ". The only sum 

spent by the Town Council on planting came to less than £5.(62) 

Subsequent years: the extension of the railway through the garden 

and the addition of the Scott Memorial 

Transformed frmm a bare, unkempt space to a well planted and 

potentially highly ornamental pleasure garden the Town Council never- 

theless lacked any clear policy for its future care and upkeep. Two 

months after the work was completed the City Chamberlain was however, 

authorised "... to let the cutting of the grass in the North Loch "(63) 

while the Improvement Committee were given powers "... to grant a 

limited number of keys to the grounds, and to put up ticket boards 

against trespass ". But the notion of establishing a key system 

whereby those willing to pay an annual due would have the right to 

walk in the grounds came to naught, and by the following year 2 other 

possibilities were under consideration:(64) first, the leasing of the 
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site for nursery purposes (Thomas Cleghorn, nurseryman and florist 

in Princes Street had already approached the Town Council)(65) and 

second, the conversion of the central area into a bleaching green - 

an idea guaranteed to provoke immediate hostility which it did.(66) 

The suggestion made in the North Briton newspaper that a portion of 

the ground be set aside "... for the manly and athletic games of 

Scotland" and a "safe and noble pond" of ice formed in the winter 

9... for all the risques of "the rinks" and the bracing and elegant 

exercise of skating" also gained few supporters.(67) 

With no practical choice but to pursue the first option(68) the 

Town Council advertised its plans and at a public roup held on 18th May 

1832 let the ground to Thomas Cleghorn for 28 years.(69) This arrange- 

ment had certain advantages as it relieved the Council of the expense 

and trouble of upkeep while placing the new proprietor under some 

obligation to combine his nursery with a form of pleasure garden. We 

learn of this from another newspaper report which announced that 

Mr Cleghorn, florist, had become lessee "by authority of the magistrates 

of the grounds which were to be laid out as a nursery and flower 

garden with pleasure walks, and ornamental shrubbery, to which respectable 

citizens will have access for a small sum annually ".(70) The information 

accompanying the article - and quoted below,- provides useful detail 

not only on the progress of Neill's planting but also on Cleghornos 

rather ambitious ideas for the central area:- 

"The sloping banks which dip into the broad valley are already 

planted with trees and shrubs, and the artificial knolls and 

serpentine walks are beginning to rusticate among flowers and 

green foliage. The great plain measuring upwards of 7 acres was 

ploughed up last week preparatory to laying down the gravel walks 

and planting the nursery and shrubberies. In the centre of the 

area an artificial rock work will be piled. From this point 

eight shaded walks radiate away to the boundaries, and the space 

betwixt the roads will be allocated for the operations of the 

nurseryman. The roads are to be hedged with holly and Portuguese 

laurel, and belted with forest trees and shrubbery." 

In addition a moss house was to be erected in the north west corner 
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with coloured glass windows "... through which the spectator can 

descry passengers on the Little Mound and North Bridge in the shape 

of green fairies, Swart savages, or blue devils, as his fancy inclines 

him ". 

M any of these projected improvements can be seen in Laing and Forbes 
map of Edinburgh, 1832 (fig. 63d) but were probably never fully 

implemented: subsequent information on Cleghorn concerns his expanding 

nursery business and his need for ancillary accommodation such as a 

keeper's cottage, greenhouse, and conservatory, 
(71) 

and indeed access 

seems to have been restricted to nursery visitors only. In 1Q3R the 

Town Council mindful maybe of its wider obligations made the suggestion 

that the west gate be left open for a trial period to allow "... the 

free admission of the public at all proper hours (Sundays excepted) 

by the public being understood all respectable (72) Whether y P g respectable persons ". 

the experiment proved successful is not known, but in 1P41 Cleghorn 

left the site having granted a sub °ease to Eagle and T- enderson(73) 

(already lessees of ground in the West Princes Street gardens - see 

Section 2.6). By this time the trees in the eastern section were 

becoming well established (many had been donated by this same 

nursery firm) - so much so that a number of those living in this part of 

2rinces Street presented a petition to the Town Council requesting 

that the trees opposite be thinned.(34) Neill's advice had obviously 

been overlooked - a common failing with many of the New Town gardens. 

Repairs were also require_) to the fencing at the southern end which 

had suffered continual damage from intruding boys to the detriment 

of the trees: the complaints made by the Bank of Scotland however, 

largely went unheeded.(75) 

Not long after taking over the lease the new tenants were con- 

fronted with a renewed attempt by the Edinburgh and Glasgow Railway 

Company in 1842'to extend their line from the Haymarket terminus to 

the east end of princes Street. Their previous attempt of 1836 had 

failed due to the vigorous campaign led by the West 7irinces Street 

proprietors determined to keep their pleasure garden intact (see 
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Section^_,6). Had the East Princes Street gardens been similarly set 

up with a management committee they would no doubt have provided 

useful support, for if anything, the eastern section was more vulnerable, 

being almost adjacent to the site earmarked for a station.(76) But by 

now the public mania for railways was overwhelming and pressures for 

other lines from the north and east increased the need for a terminus 

towards the east end of ''rinces Street: a move not unwelcomed by 

proprietors of business and commercial property which had established 

themselves in this part. Permission for the extension was granted 

by Parliament in July 1844 and(77) although a bitter disappointment 

to the West Princes Street proprietors their persistent opposition at 

least guaranteed adequate safeguards to minimise the intrusive effect 

of the railway: besides its proper enclosure the Act required the 

formation of embankments to help screen the trains and reduce noise 

levels, as well as the construction of footbridges "... all at the 

sight of William Henry Playfair, architect ".(74) 

What was the effect of the railway extension on the East Princes 

Street gardens? Apart from bisecting it and reducing the area by well 

over a quarter much of Neill's 1831 improvement work was wrecked. 

For 3 years workmen occupied the garden making tunnels and laying 

tracñs, and without the vigilant eye of a management committee 

"encroachments" (earth, stones, rubbish and debris) were dumped every- 

where. Not that the Town Council remained undisturbed by such events: 

they did in fact become sufficiently roused to take legal action 

against the Railway Company in 1845 and successfully prevented further 

abuse. 
7y 

By 1847 however, the gardens were in "... a most dilapidated 

state" and to such an extent that it could "... no longer be called 

a garden ". 
(80) 

To add to the chaos further damage had arisen from the invasion 

of labourers and masons working on the Walter Scott monument which 

had been provided with a site close to the north east corner of the 

garden.(81) 
a 

The foundation stone was laid in 1840 ) and gradually 

there emerged 180' in height (55m) "a vast and intricate pile of 

gothic masonry" designed by an obscure Edinburgh joiner, George Kemp: 
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FIGURE 8L : 

Scott monument in 1891 fully completed and with 
new 

cope and railing along Princes Street 

an illustrative Architectural guide, 

Charles McKean 1982) 

FIGURE 82 : 

Scott monument in the final stages of erection c1846 
Thomas Cleghorn's gardeners house can be seen in the foreground 
(demolished in 1850) (Collotype by D.D. Eill) 

FIGURE 83 : 

Scott monument completed apart from the seated statue of Scott by Steell and the statues of Scot's 'characters'. Some of the houses provided for the railway engineers can be seen to the west of the monument 
(Princes Street Edinburgh, Life Association of Scotland 1938) 156 



enclosing a marbled statue sculptured by John Steell placed there in 

1846 (figs. 82, 83 and 84). nl.ayfaîr, a not altogether disinterested 

bystander criticised the monument for being "too large for its 

position "(84) and so it must have appeared to many when all around 

was bare and ill formed. Permission had been granted in 1845 for 

the terrace along the Princes Street side to be more than doubled 

in width in order to provide more suitable space for the memorial - 

the extra earth required being conveniently supplied by the Railway 

Company from their excavation work further be'owin the valley.(85) 

MeiLl's attractive avenue of limes and elms, and planted banks 

thus vanished forever, all the trees being cut down and removed - 

an event which according to McNab took place "without a murmur "(89 . 

With funds completely exhausted, the monument's Committee were able 

to do the barest minimum to enhance the ground round the memorial 

in time for its inauguration in 1846. The rest of the ground remained 

in a semi derelict state for another 2 -3 years: by 1849 trains had 

started to run through the gardens and in that same year (after months 

of negotiation) an agreement was reached between the Railway Company 

and the Town Council relieving the Company of any further obligations 

in return for compensation amounting to £4,40O.(ß7) 

David Cousin, and the redesign of the East Princes Street Gardens 1849 -51 

David Cousin (1809- 1878), one time assistant in William .0layfair's 
(88) 

office, and since 1847 City Superintendent of Works (and the 

first to be also known under the title of City Architect) was the 

man responsible for the redesign of the gardens - which to this day 

remain largely as he planned them. Cousin was not only a competent 

architect(89) but also showed ability in the broader field of landscape 

design, and was responsible for example, for the layout of 4 Edinburgh 

cemeteries - Warr.i.ston (1843), Newington, Rosebank and Dairy (all 

in 1846); with plans for the improvement of Calton Hill and the 

Meadows, and in later life was responsible for an attractive feuing 

plan for the lands of Mayfield (the property of Lord ?rovost Duncan 

McLaren) which incorporated Victorian housing built around a private 

pleasure garden (Waverley "ark). He was also called in to advise the 

West Princes Street Garden Committee in 1840. 
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Cousin's appreciation of the site's importance as a "prominent 

feature of the City" comes across clearly in the sensitive and 

detailed report written by him in 1849 and presented along with plans 

and perspectives to the Town Council(90): his well considered ideas 

(even if some were a little whimsical) received their approval and 

work on implementing them started almost immediately. Unlike most 

pleasure gardens where the inner appearance was of greater importance 

than the outer, Cousin felt that in the case of the East Princes 

Street grounds the reverse held true particAarly as the space was 

surrounded by thoroughfares at considerably higher levels and there- 

fore constantly overlooked: hence his decision to lay out the 

grounds "... in masses, more as a foreground ... to the surrounding 

objects of interest rather than to cut them up into smaller sections'. 

Not surprisingly the presence of the Scott Monument had a strong 

influence on Cousin's layout and became an important feature of it. 

Apart from broadening the terrace nothing else had been done to make 

the surrounding area appropriate to the scale and grandeur of the 

monument. Cousin aimed to rectify this by making a level terrace 

95' (29m) wide along Princes Street with a 20' (6m) wide gravel walk 

through the middle - lining up with the centre of the memorial, with 

lawns and shrub planting on either side. To comphement the monument 

and complete the south margin of the terrace,Cousin designed a 4' 

(1.22m) high wall "... of gothic character "(91) which included space 

for 6 pedestals and led at either end via a handsome flight of steps 

to a lower terrace walk. The rest of the bank was to be laid with 

"smooth turf" and planted with clumps of evergreens: forest trees 

being reserved for the lower slope. No changes were suggested for 

the south and west banks apart from tree thinning and pruning, and 

making good the existing pathways and slopes. As to the flat ground 

on either side of the railway Cousin recommended that a large proper- - 

tion should be grassed and surrounded by "well formed gravel walks 

and masses of evergreens ": the railway itself was to be enclosed by 

a 4' (1.22m) high stone wall with an earth embankment of either side 

grass sown, and thickly planted with shrubs and a thorn hedge at the 

top (refer fig. Eì5). 
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FIGURE 85 : 

David Cousin's layout for the East Princes Street gardens 1849 : 

the possible site for a fountain along the top terrace walk is also 
shown (EDC archival drawing collection) 

FIGURE 86 : 

East Princes Street gardens shortly after being laid out : 

early 1850's (NMRS) 
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All these proposals were relatively straightforward and 

practical,yet Cousin was anxious to promote one other rather more 

ambitious idea which was to develop the great terrace along Princes Street 

as an open air gallery for the display of statuary and other works of 

art. This notion had partly been encouraged by the knowledge that a 

sum of money had been left available "... at a future period for the 

erection of a ñountain in combination with bronze statues of Wallace 

and Bruce "(97) - and Cousin in his plan had provisionally set aside a 

possible site for these additions to the west of the Scott Monument: 

with the suggestion also that his terrace wall could be extended at a 

later date. In the meantime however, Cousin concentrated his energy 

on promoting 6 "colossal" statues (at an estimated cost of £600) for 

that part of the wall central to the monument, and devoted a large 

portion of his report to making out a convincing case for their 

adoption. Like many Victorians Cousin firmly believed in the enobling 

and enriching value of art and was sincerely of the opinion that if 

the right opportunities and encouragement in the Fine Arts were made 

available to the Working Classes their minds and even behaviour 

would be suitably improved and uplifted. Much was at stake in the 

success of the East Princes Street pleasure grounds - the first of 

their kind in Edinburgh -and Cousin, as his comments below indicate 

felt strongly that by including the statues a wider sense of identity 

and respect would be kindled - 

'When it is kept in view that this portion of the Princes Street 
gardens will be thrown open to the public, under certain restric- 

tions, the propriety of introducing statuary as a feature of the 
design will be obvious. The matter of expense is not to be set 

against advantages of such vast importance to the whole Community 

as will be gained by exciting and fostering a taste for the fine 

Arts, as for its quiet but exaulted enjoyments amongst the body 

of the - 'eopl.e. Most assuredly no portion of the Community 

will hail this acquisition more cordially than the great mass of 

the Working Classes: and whereas it has been said, with too 

ouch truth indeed, that no pleasure ground is safe when open to 

them - this in particular will become their own which they will 

be glad to _protect - a taste for such objects will be fostered, 

the stigma hitherto attached to our Townsmen of destroying 

everything that had any pretensions to art will be removed, it will 

be shown that they can be trusted with works of art - other 

pleasure grounds in the neighbourhood will be thrown open, and 

the old semi barbaric spirit of destruction may be expected to 

be abandoned along with other tasteless practices of a half 

civilized community ". 
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Cousin's aspirations achieved some outside support: the 

professional journal - the Builder expressed great dismay at the 

prospect of Steelj's equestrian statue of Wellington being added to 

the front of Register Rouse and suggested instead that a central 

position close to the Scott Monument would be far superior and where 

indeed "... a perfect galaxy of sculptural and architectural ornaments 

might be and ought to be crowded and concerted "(3, Later in the 

i °CEO's John pick 7eddie nurtured similar ambitions en an even grander 

scale for the West Princes Street gardens (refer Section 2.6): 

such idealistic hopes however were not fulfilled as the statues for 

the terrace wall were abandoned as being too costly. 

But work went ahead on the rest of Cousin's proposals: the 

formation of the great and smaller terraces and the railway embank- 

ments was aided by the addition of yet more surplus earth and rubble 

this time removed from the Mound(94) (where excavation work was under- 

way on the National Gallery site), and from cartloads deposited by 

John Alexander the builder engaged on making a reservoir on Castle 

Hill for the ,rater Company . 
(95) 

By October 1p49 estimates had been 

received for the terrace wall and stairs, and for a new parapet and 

iron railing along 'princes Street (to a design by Cousin): the work 

involved 3 different firms and came to an overall cost of £1,215i.(9 
6) 

Meanwhile the trees on the south and west slopes continued to suffer 

'0... great and irreparable damage from idle boys who overrun the 

grounds" and at Cousin's suggestion a full -time watchman was appointed:(97) 

fortuitously he was also a "practical gardener" who quickly busied 

himself in the improvement work and soon required additional help.(9ß) 

In November 1849 the central part of the garden was temporarily rented 

out to Mr William Langdon "... proprietor of the Chinese Collection" 

for an exhibition: various sheds occupied the ground for 3 to 4 months 

and delayed progress a little.(93) 

Much was achieved the following year however; the foundation work. 

on the terrace walls, stairs and ornamental parapet wall was completed 

in the first half, the old walks among the trees on the south slopes 
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were cleared and brought into proeer shape, and the ground to the north 

and south of the railway was laid out(100) and new walks formed at 

the cost of E$0.(101 (fig. 69e)e By the middle of the year a full- 

time gardener - Peter Thomson was appointed(102) and he was responsible 

for selecting much of the new pianting(103): the cottage built by 

Thomas °ale ̂ horn at the north east end was also demolished.(104) 

On the anniversary of. Sir Walter Scott's birth, 15 August 1851, 

the East Princes Street gardens were officially opened with due pomp 

and ceremony: the Lord provost, Magistrates and Council assembled 

along the lower terrace at 3 p.m. together with various high officials 

associated with the Scott memorial committee, and the Directors of 

the Bank of Scotland, ladies also being "invited to he "resent ". 

Adding to the festivities were the bands of the 6th Dragoons of the 

33rd Regiment who provided a suitable musica' accomeanyment to the 

afternoon's promenade.(105) 

The gardens since 1p51: their management later changes and im rovements 

Thus after a long and chequered history the East Princes Street 

gardens finally became established as a public pleasure ground - 

regulated by rues not dissimi.'ar to the ones operating in many of 

the private gardens but if anything even stricter.(116) Edinburgh 

citizens were now on trial, and many were turning their eyes to the 

--neighbouring gardens and making demands that these too should be made 

public. It was therefore important that the eastern garden should be 

carefully looked after and in no way misused. 

David Cousin was placed in overall control and Peter Thomson, 

the gardener who had supervised the laying out of the grounds appointed 

Keeper: his responsibility also extended to the Meadows, Bruntsfield 

Links and Calton Hill. Thomson was therefore the first man to hold 

the position as head park keeper although at this stage no parks 

department as such existed. It was his duty to organise the work- 

force between the different open spaces under his care and to employ 

additional temporary help as required: for this he was paid £1.25p 

weekly. At first the garden's financial arrangements were closely 
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allied with the compensation money paid by the Railway Company: 

X2,000 of this had been invested with the intention that maintenance 

expenses would be met ,,UFk the interest supplemented by 

the municipal revenue account. Later in 1861 the maintenance costs 

of the East Princes Street gardens and Calton Hill became chargeable 

against the Public narks and Bleaching Green account.(107) 

Not long after the gardens were opened ornamental flower plots 

were formed along the outer margins of the great terrace(1(r) and 

the Botanical and English names fixed by markers to plants close to the 

walks.(109) At this period the garden presented a rather bare 

appearance particularly the north terrace side - and the evergreen 

shrubs and forest trees which Cousin intended for the sloping banks 

io not seem to have been planted (refer fig. 16). Nevertheless, 

the grounds seem to have been popular and well used; in the summer of 

1354 for example, the Council gave permission for instrumental and 

pipe bands to play during the evenings,(110) and by the following 

year a third bowling green to the north of the railway line was 

formed as t'be existing ones on the other side had proved insufficient. 

A little later on,the Saturday half holiday Association were granted 

permission to hold musical promenades in the garden on Saturday 

afternoons, the Council generously contributing 10 guineas towards 

their expenses.(112) 

(Y11j 

In the early years of the 1860's numerous thin -stemmed elm trees 

were planted along the top and lower terraces of the north bank(113) 

and the rather dilapidated fence on the south side between the Mound 

and Waverley Bridge was replaced by a cope and railing in 1877. The 

gradual tendency has been for the garden to become more simple in 

layout: many of the looping and winding pathways in the lower 

central area, and the south bank have completely disappeared (refer 

fig. 69e, f and g): so too, the broad gravel walk at the centre of the 

great terrace - replaced by a wide lawn and flower plots (fig. 87) 

and a new footpath formed alongside the terrace wall. During the 

second world war this top section was used for air raid shelters 

(fig. 88) and the flower plots were probably formed sometime afterwards. 
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FIGURE 87 : 

Modern view of top terrace : note flower beds and the main pathway 
now moved from the centre to the south of the monument (J. Arthur Dixon) 

FIGIIRE 88 

¡?Raid shelters along the top terrace, World War 2 
(E enir,g Yews 23 August 1979) 

FIGURE 89 : 

View of the gardens from the east side (Whiteholm Ltd) 
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Cousins lived long enough to see 3 statues added to the great 

terrace: the first at the west end to John Wilson ( "Christopher North ") 

by John Steell and inaugurated in 1865; the second in 1876 to 

David Livingstone (designed by Amelia Hill, wife of David Octavious 

Hill) and sited to the east of the Scott Monument; and the last to 

ex Lord Provost and MP Adam Black (1877) by the sculptor John Hutchison. 

Although it would seem impossible now to imagine the East Princes 

Street gardens as anything other than an ornamental space (figs. 89, 

90a, b and c) the passage of time has not entirely eliminated further 

and indeed much more recent threats to their existence: in 1955 for 

example, the Town Council decided to apply for a Provisional Order 

allowing the use of the gardens as a car park. Apnropriately, one 

of the strongest protesters was the Cockburn t}ss06Allo- (Edinburgh Civic 

Trust) who, as their namesake had done many years before when faced 

with similar threats organised a public meeting: much to everyone's 

relief the scheme was withdrawn by the Council a little later.(114) 
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2.6 WEST PRINCES STREET GARDENS 

"Walk to the Post Office, come back by West Princes Street garden, 
where well dressed people were decently sauntering along the grass, 
enjoying themselves, I think innocently, and it might even be 
profitably - to mind as well as body." (1) (Rev. Aitken, 1168) 

The West " rinces Street gardens situated in the valley of the 

North Loch and dominated by the Castle towering above was, with the 

exception of those bordering onto the Water of Leith the one with 

the most outstanding picturesque advantages (fig. 91). It was also 

the largest (2) and most popular of the private pleasure gardens, 

attracting subscribers from all parts of the New Town, until made 

a public garden in 1976. Its transformation from a stinking marsh - 

so solitary that the volunteers could safely practice ball firing 

from the north side to targets set on the lower ledges of the 

castle rock(3) (fig. 93a) - to a well drained, highly ornamental 

space,was due almost entirely to a group of "rinces Street proprietors 

determined to avoid the misfortunes experienced by the eastern section 

of the North Loch. 

By 1900 Princes Street was completely built and the property 

west of Hanover Street whol'y residential and occupied by families 

of great respectability - lawyers, members of the nobility, and a 

few affluent merchants. This population remained relatively stable 

for a number of years and undoubtedly contributed to the successUzl 

setting up of the gardens. After the long, controversial legal 

skirmishes in which the Town Council had become involved after feuing 

ground to the south of Princes Street east of the mound (refer 

Section 2.4) they were anxious to avoid further confrontation with 

the New Town feuars. No evidence has been found to suggest that the 

Town Council had at this time any schemes for building on the western 

portion of the North Loch apart from the possibility of allo'.i.ng a 

chapel to be erected in Peter Lawson's nursery ground north of 

St. Cuthbert's church (by Bishop Sandford's congregation - later 

known as St. John's church), and the various proposals for the Mound 

itself. But the threat nevertheless remained , for while Rae's 

award of 1776 protected the eastern half of the North Loch from 
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further development it had upheld the Council's rights to feu out 

the western half provided that the houses were not less than 96' 

(29m) from those on the north side of Princes Street nor. extended 

more than 160' (49m) to the south. Not surprisingly therefore the 

new residents lost little time in conferring together and in December 

1801 submitted their view to the Lord Provost that no buildings 

could lawfully be erected on the south side of Princes Street, opposite 

their own. whether this yielded a satisfactory response is not 

known but no further action was taken until 1811 to 1812 when the 

feuars sought Counsel's opinion on the subject,and were relieved to 

find that it reaffirmed their own earlier ones.(4) 

Reassured by these events(tne feuars began to consider possibilities 

for having the loch drained and improved, and made approaches both 

to the Town Council and the Commanding Officer of the Royal Engineers 

in Scotland to see if leases could be obtained for the western 

portion and the Castle bank area. A Committee was formed to aid 

progress but was soon frustrated by lack of funds. With many un- 

certainties still not resolved, and a task ahead of Herculean 

proportions it was little wonder that some proprietors were reluctant 

to become financially committed too quickly. The Town Council on 

the other hand, now burdened with the responsibility for the eastern 

section of the north loch were only too pleased to encourage any move 

for the improvement of the western section by the proprietors them- 

selves: they consequently agreed by Acts of Council dated 3rd and 

11th August 1813 to grant a 50 year lease of the land "... for the 

purpose of being improved and laid out in an embellished form "(6) 

and to abandon all right to build on any part of the area. 

Due to the circumstances just described no formal contract was 

signed, and no further action resulted until over 2 years later. 

Prompted then by the increasing pressure for a chapel at the west 

end of Princes Street(7) the feuars met together in Oman's Tavern 

towards the end of January 1816 to discuss the various issues at 

stake. Under the Chairmanship of the Honourable Baron Clerk the 
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feuars decided not to give assent to the chapel unless a new Act 

of Council was passed similar to the ones of 1R13.(8) After another 

meeting which endorsed the previous resolutions, a committee was 

formed (consisting of the Hon. Baron Clerk, Henry Home Drummond 

junior, James Keay, Vans Hawthorn, Henry Jardine and Alexander Douglas) 

to negotiate once more with the Town Council and other interested 

parties for a feu or lease of the ground. As a first step towards 

the improvement of the North Loch the feuars agreed to erect at their 

own expense a parapet and iron railing along the south side of the 

street from the Mound to the chapel boundary, the latter to be also 

enclosed in a similar manner (but not at the cost of the feuars) 

and the eastern end set out in shrubbery and plantation.(9) wisely 

the Committee - several of whom were drawn from the legal profession - 

were aware that sanctions would be necessary for setting un the 

gardens and raising the money required besides securing the land as 

open space for all time; it was therefore put forward,that the 

resolutions agreed to should be included as part of an Act of 

;'arliament,which the Town Council were in the process of applying 

for in connection with the building of the chapel and other improve- 

ments. The Town Council offered no objections and in May 1816 the 

necessary Act of Parliament was obtained.(10) Fifteen years had 

slipped by before this stage had been reached but compared to the 

fortunes of the eastern gardens no major ste;Dbacks had occurred, 

and the future looked full of promise. 

The 1816 Act of Parliament and the initial stages in setting up 

the gardens 

The Act prohibited any building on the south side of Princes Street 

west of the Mound apart from the chapel and those necessary for a 

pleasure ground - such as a gardeners lodge, hot houses or conserva - 

tories.(11) It authorised the feuars to erect a parapet wall and 

railing along T'rinces Street (making them liable for all future 

maintenance) and for all the proprietors of houses between Hanover Street 

and Hope Street to contract with the Town Council for a lease or feu 

of the ground in question "... for the pur;'ose of laying out the same in 
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FIG'JS91 : 

West North Loch c1774 looking across to the old church of St,Cuthberts. 
A swan skims across the water's surface and on the western edge cows graze: wending along the north side can be seen the 'green broad walk' (section 2 -4) leading to the west kirk from i.ultrees Rill (John Clerk ofldin) 

L 

FIGURE 92 : 

Alexander Douglas in 1839 : first clerk to the Crest Princes Street garden 
serving with great committment for 3$ years (Crombies Modern Athenians) 
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whole or in part in a garden, nursery for trees, or pleasure ground, 

or under grass, or otherwise embellishing and enclosing the same" and 

at their own expense. Every house within the limits described was 

deemed to be a house in Princes Street provided any of its windows 

faced directly onto the street. The Act also set up a management 

framework for the gardens: proprietors were emeowered to hold meetings 

after due advertisement, to appoint a Committee of not more than 

5 persons to carry the Act into effect, to fix and levy assessments,(12) 

and to borrow money of up to £5,000. 

Soon after the Act was 'assed a general meeting of ororrietors 

took place in the City Chambers(13); although not very well attended 

(14 were present) a Committee was elected which included 3 individuals 

who had earlier been active in negotiations, namely: James Clerk Rattray, 

one of the barons of the Court of the Exchequer, Henry Home Drummond 

of Blair Drummond, advocate, and Henry Jardine WS - then depute King's 

Remembrancer in the Exchequer,(14) as well as Andrew Murray, advocate, 

and A.lex.ander. Munro. All were names of considerable prestige and 

eminence, and apart from only 1 or 2 changes this small committee held 

together for many years and contributed greatly to the successful 

forming and administration of the gardens. This arrangement seems to 

have suited the rest of the proprietors (numbering about 60 altogether) 

who were content not to become closely involved although occasional 

meetings were held for their benefit and information. Alexander Douglas US 

(17e0- 1831) (fig. 92) who had also been involved at an earlier stage 

was chosen (at a salary of £30 per year) as clerk and treasurer; a 

position he held until his death whereupon his son Christopher succeeded 

him. It was a happy appointment, for Douglas - sometimes nick -named 

"Dirty Douglas" on account of his scruffy appearance -was a conscientious 

worker "... of strong and upright character ": he devoted unsparing 

time and energy to the detailed administration of the garden besides 

running a successful solicitors ,practice (at 137 Princes street - he 

later moved to 17 Drummond Place), as well as being connected with 

other public activities.(15) 

The Committees first important task(16) was to obtain a legal title 

to the land, and while the greater area belonged to the Town Council and 
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was therefore straightforward to negotiate, other integral parts 

were owned by several different peop "e: all favoured the idea of 

forming a pleasure garden but it nevertheless took time and persistence 

before the various agreements were concluded.(17) The second major 

undertaking was the erection of a parapet wall and railing along 

Princes Street; this was completed in 111P at a cost of nearly norm, 

and designed by the Edinburgh architect Richard Crichton (e.1771 -1817) 

who died shortly afterwards.(1R) Crichton had been appointed architect 

for the St. Anne's Street improvements and hai previously been respons- 

ible (alone with Robert Reid) for the Bank of Scotland building on the 

Mound (in0 ?- 1Q06).(0) The railing was of fairly plain design (see 

Fig. 93d) with 2 arched gateways lit by overhead lamps facing opposite 

Castle and Frederick Street with a wider gateway at the western 

boundary adjoining the new church. while this project was underway 

extra earth was being added to the bank along "rinces Street in 

^reparation for a tree lined terrace walk. Meantime, the rest of the 

ground was let as pasturage and provided a useful income of C63 per annum 

until 1819. 

One vital issue remained to be faced without which no ornamental 

space could properly be created - and that was the proper drainage of 

the land. A broad drain had been made across the centre sometime 

towards the end of the pith century (fig. 93b) but had only proved 

partially effective. Robert Stevenson, civil engineer was the first 

to be consulted for a plan to make the area "at least tolerably dry ": 

when the Committee discovered that his estimated cost of achieving 

this was X2,900 (based on bringing a sewer across the middle of the 

bog rather than through the glebe land at the bottom of the churchyard 

as eventually adopted) they rather took fright.(20) As an alternative 

they considered the eossibiiity of subleasing the land on favourable 

terms as nursery garden on condition that the responsibility of 

laying out and improving the ground rested with the sub tenants. But 

although widely advertised the search proved unfruitful.( 
21) 

The 

Committee had little option but to tackle what they now knew to be an 

expensive project: to this end a general meeting was called on 

7 July 18173 at which consent was given to the Committee's request to 
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borrow up to 3,000 for this ;purpose - later arranged through the 

Ste banking firm of Sir William Forbes & Co, 
(22) 

Richard Stephens , land 

drainer, surveyor and engineer was the next to be consulted,(23) and 

his "plan number 1" was finally selected at a cost of £1,775.(24) The 

work was carried out by John Ormiston, mason 
25 

and completed by 

the summer of 1820. ;Mile considerably improved certain problems 

still remained particularly at the outfall. 0ld and defective sewers 

in the Mound area caused extensive flooding of the ground at times of 

heavy rain and this nuisance continued for many years, until the 1850s 

when a proper connecting drain was made during the construction of the 

National Gallery. 

The desi n of the ardens, and the involvement of James Skene 

After Mr Stephens had been paid £42 for his plans and work on the 

drainage scheme, he was further asked to "... make out a sketch of a 

design for laying out the grounds ". This was in February 1820.(26) A 

few weeks later the Town Council invited the Committee to inspect 2 

plans for building on the Mound (the Royal Institution - now the Royal 

Scottish Academy 
(27) 

) - one by William Mayfair, and the other by 

Archibald Elliot, with the result that Stephen was requested to 

extend his brief to include suggestions for the Mound area also. We 

learn of this through a minute of a further meeting held in the City 

Chambers in June 1820, attended by all the parties interested in the 

development,(28) and at which Stephen's plan "... both for building 

on the Mound and embellishing the North Loch and grounds on both sides" 

was presented. It was, however, no match for the carefully considered 

proposals drawn up by Mayfair and favoured by the Council, and not 

surprisingly Stephen's ideas for the Mound were dismissed by the Lord 

Provost as - "... not suited to the views of the Magistrates or the 

Public ". His treatment of the garden area was not discussed but after- 

wards the Committee decided that in order for it to be "duly considered" 

Mr Douglas their Clerk should "... forward the plan to Mr Skene ". Nothing 

in fact is revealed about Stephen's design except that a pathway was 

planned at the bottom of the Princes Street bank, which was to lead 

round the side of the Mound, and along the face of the castle bank.(29) 

An accurate plan made out by a surveyor must if nothing else have provided 
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a useful base for Skene to work upon and develop: this he did without 

further delay and within 9 days he had himself produced a design for 

laying out the grounds.(30) By the time this plan was shown at a 

general meeting of proprietors in January 1821 work had already commenced 

on parts of it Skene's continuing involvement however, was guaranteed 

by his election at this same meeting(31) onto the Committee where he 

fulfilled an active role for the next 17 years apart for periods when 

absent abroad. 

But who was Mr Skene, and how did he come to be approached? 

James Skene(32) (fig. 94) (1775 -16164) of Rubislaw, an estate near Aberdeen 

and now part of it, became heir to the family property on the death of 

his elder brother in 1791. As a child he had lived first in the old 

town (Riddells Court) be {`care moving to George Street, opposite the 

Assembly Rooms. The North Loch was the scene of many of his boyhood 

frolics and escapades - skating and sliding in winter, kite flying 

in summer along with other High School boys, interspersed with perilous 

ascents over the rock face.(33) As a young man he travelled abroad - 

to Germany (and after the Peace of Amiens)to other parts of the 

Continent including France, Belgium, Switzerland, Italy and Sicily. In 

all his wanderings, even in later life he was a prolific diarist and 

indefatigable artist. On his marriage in 1806 to Jane Forbes (youngest 

daughter of the Edinburgh banker - Sir William Forbes) he settled at 

Inverie, Kincardineshire, living the life of a country gentleman of 

comfortable means. Although admitted to the Scottish bar, he never 

practised. For the sake of his children's education he was drawn back 

to Edinburgh and in 1816 he and his family moved to 126 Princes Street. 

Soon he became involved in several of Edinburgh's literary and scientific 

societies, providing in a number of cases a much needed fresh stimulus. 

He was appointed curator of the Royal Societies Library and Museum, and 

held a similar post with the Society of Scottish Antiquaries (when 

operations were underway to form the West Princes Street gardens Skene 

took the opportunity for carrying out some excavation work at the Well 

House Tower - the results of which he presented in a paper to the 
L) 

society). One of the great pleasures of his life was the long and 

close friendship he developed with Sir Walter Scott, dating from 1794: 

for Scott too it was a relationship of great worth - describing his 
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companion to another as t'... an amiable and accomplished young man and 

for a gentleman the best draughtsman I ever saw".(35) Skene went on to 

illustrate 7_ volumes of the Wavertey novels, and completed many drawings 

of the city, particularly the old town which he and Scott planned to 

publish as a descriptive volume entitled Reekiana: sadly this never 

materialised but many of these drawings new form a valuable collection 

in the Fine Art department of Edinburgh Public Library.(36) 

To therefore have at hand one such individual °t..6 of very elegant 

tastes and numerous accomplishments", 
`37) 

himself a princes Street pro - 

prietor and readily accessible through his brother -in -law and active 

garden committee member - Henry Jardine (their paths frequently crossed 

through membership of several other mutual committees) was a stroke of 

good fortune for the West Princes Street gardens. Shortly afterwards 

Skene was asked to design part of the East Queen Street gardens 

(Section 3.3) and he also advised Scott on his garden at Abbotsford. But 

his most important role came later - on his appointment as Secretary to 

the Board of Trustees and Manufacturers in MO? which allowed him to 

promote the Fine Arts in Scotland.(38) 

Skenets hand drawn design for the "est irinces Street gardens has 

not been found but the details were fortunately preserved in the various 

maps of Edinburgh appearing from 1P21 onwards (fig 93e), -- and-f4 -ßs4 

shaven i n Yi rkeards t+ _ tr r. His layout sought to combine 

ornament with utility ) for the Committee still desired to sublease a 

sizable portion of the central area for nursery garden purposes. The 

surrounding ground was treated in various ways but its main features 

were:- a tree lined avenue along the tor, of the Trinces Street bank 

(agreed upon earlier), a lower walk round the whole of the garden which 

merged at the western end into a series of curving pathways, and a 

number of walks looping along the Castle banks and finally sweeping 

right round the Castle onto its southern flank. The plan included con- 

siderable tree and shrub planting around the perimeters and banks, and 

selected clumps within the interior.(fig. 93e) 
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Progress in the laying out of the gardens, and the different people 

involved. 

The Committee was anxious to implement Skene's plan without further 

delay. As a first step permission was obtained from the Town Council 

to close a public footpath cutting across the site from Kirkbraehead Road 

(King's Stable Road) to Princes 3treet:(39) (figs. 93 b and c) to secure 

the grounds at this point (it was feared that boys would gain easy 

access by scrambling up the Castle rock) the decision was taken to 

build a 9' (2.75m) high wail_ from St. Cuthbert's Church manse to round 

the back of the Castle as far as the old city wall. This was completed 

in March 1821 at a cost of between 0400 -000.(40) James Skene was then 

asked to organise the formation of the upper terrace walk along 

Princes Street, as well as the walks to the rear of the Castle:(41) the 

contract for this work being awarded to Alexander Henderson (1768 -1827) 

a highly respected and well established Edinburgh nurseryman(42) (fig. 95). 

Towards the end of September 1820 the Scotsman's critical eye had noted 

with approval the improvements underway although making clear that their 

expectations ran high "... looking at the capacities of the ground, 

and the picturesque objects which surround it ". Nevertheless some 

disquiet was expressed at the removal of the public right of way, and 

the newspaper made the plea °f... that the promenades and shrubbery 

between the Castle and Princes Street will be open to all the respectable 

part of the public on reasonable terms ". What was feared was that 

"... the narrow and exclusive club spirit which disgraces the society 

of Edinburgh" would be allowed to prevail and if that happened "... 

there will be few reasons for boasting at what is in progress ".(43) 

In the Autumn of 1820 with the garden only partly completed 

James Skene and his family departed for France and were away from 

Edinburgh for one year. During his absence Henderson, his foreman, 

and team of labourers continued to work on the grounds]- the upper and 

lower level walks along the Princes Street side were completed in 

March 1821, the upper avenue being planted with a double row of lime 

trees, and the banks with oak, chestnuts, limes, sycamores, ash and 

elm. Poplar and willow were added to the bank along the Mound, and 
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beech and fir on the west bank of the Castle wherever there was 

sufficient soil. Altogether 34,000 trees were platted as well as a 

large stock of shrubs.(44) The superintendence of the garden cou:L:9 

not in fact have been left in more caeable or caring hands than 

;Alexander Hienderson's. For many years an active member of the Town 

Council and "... a zealous promoter of all objects for the improvement 

and decoration of the City" (the move for a better western and southern 

approach owed much to hire - finally achieved by the 1827 Improvement Act 

which also safeguarded the Past " rinces Street gardens, the Meadows and. 

3runtsfield Links as open spaces) he already had had. contact as a 

Council representative with the 9ueen Street East Garde": Ciittee,as 

well..a3 the Charlotte Square proprietors (Section 2.3 and section 3.3). 

In 1pí7 he generously effted plants and tools for the relief work on 

Calton Hill. Henderson went on to become Lord Provost in 1823 a 

position he held for 2 years bringing to it such invaluable qualifica- 

tions as "much good sense, great experience of the world and knowledge 

of human character, united to such activity of mind and excellent business 
(4i) 

notions as rendered his services at all times valuable". A most 

popular man and "a person of substance and character "(47) well suited In 

fact to become the new tenant of the projected nursery ground at the 

centre of the West `' rinces Street gardens - an arrangement carefully 

encouraged by the Committee. Henderson's main nursery was off Leith Walk 

but as business expanded he must have thought it worthwhile to have a 

more central outlet. In 1821 he entered into a 19 year lease with the 

Committee for about 9 acres of land extending from Castle Street to the 

Mound (fig. 93f) at an annual rental of C63: as part of the agree- 

ment he was required "... to allow a certain number of trees to grow up 

and remain permanently upon the ground as an ornament to the premises. "(42) 

On Hienderson's death in 11127 the lease was taken over by his son under 

the firms name of Eagle and Henderson and they continued to operate in 

the gardens until 1843, 

H.lenierson's professional involvement with the West "rinces Street 

gardens must have brought him much personal satisfaction, yet it was also 

to cause him heartache and distress. When his main account was submitted 

in March 1823 for a sum appreaachine £350, the Committee (unprepared for 
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further substantial payments having coped already with the considerable 

costs for enclosure and drainage) reacted with anger and dismay, and 

accused Henderson of making charges that were "... very exorbitant and 

highly objectiorable''(50) Practically every .detail in the account was 

challenged, and a reduction demanded based on an independent arbitra- 

tion. Although '.:ind and conciliatory by nature, the tone adopted by the 

Committee deeply offended Henderson and believing his account to be 

honourable and fair he exressed unwillingness to submit the matter to 

arbitration. There the matter rested for 2 further uneasy years 

(meantime payment of the nursery rent was withheld) until 4P/r- when 

having at last conceded to an inderendent assessor Henderson was completely 

exonerated: the Committee thereafter was required to ray in full, with 
on_ (51) 

interest /te outstanding arrears. 

By the Spring of 1121 the garden was sufficiently advanced for it 

to be opened to proprietors, and to anyone else willing to pay an annual 

due of 4 guineas :(52) (figs. 96 and 17) amongst the first 10 applica- 

tions for keys (all from the New Torn) were the Lord Justice Clerk 

(?sight Zion )avid Boyle), 71illiam Burn, archtect, David Hume, advocate 

and the City Clerk - Carlyle Bell 11S.(53) 'With 3kene still abroad 

expert help when needed was sought from Robert Brown, architect:(54) 

he advised on 2 matters - first the linking of the underwalk at the 

f. ?ell House Tower to the walk leading from it by means of steps and a 

bridge, and second, the foreation of a bowling green "in the hollow ground 

in the division west of Castle Street "(55) As summer slipped by all 

the walks were completed apart from those on the north east slopes of 

the Castle banks; a palisade was erected along the to of the Mound, 

and "by way of experiment" Mr Henderson had erovided some iron seats 

for the grounds. Earlier, in the season the borders had been stocked 

with annuals, including "... a considerable proportion of riignonette" 

and rose bushes. (56) 

By now the services of a fell -time gardener were necessary and 

after dispensing with the various casual labourers, Robert Murray was 

appointed to take charge at 15 shillings (75p) a week - together with 

whatever price he could raise by selling the grass from the bleaching(57) 



and bowling greens. He proved a reliable and conscientious worker 

right up till his death in 1846, and apart from his gardening responsi- 

bilities (additional help was provided from time to time, together with 

someone to "watch" the grounds on Sundays during the summer months) he 

was also required to act as gatekeeper. A little later as a result of 

a suggestion made by Skene (and based on a sketch made out by him) a 

gardeners house was built in the grounds close to the present day lodge, 

and completed sometime during 1823.(58) 

Skene returned to find most of his design accomplished although 

some modifications had been made an oval shaped walk for example, 

had been substituted in place of the more complicated network of curving 

pathways at the western end (fig. 93f). Improvements had still to be 

carried out on the Castle Hill however, and in November 1821 Skene was 

asked to prepare a sketch showing "... what ought to be done ": a sub 

Committee was formed consisting of himself, Baron Clerk Rattray, and 

Mr Drummond to carry the project through)together with other planting 

still required at the western boundary and elsewhere (a considerable 

proportion of the original planting had not fared well and had to be 

replaced).(59) But progress was dependent on negotiating a lease with 

General Ramsay, owner of a field at the back of Ramsay Lodge and this 

was not achieved until one year later.(60) In 1825 and for several 

years following part of the Castle hill and north Castle bank were let 

for sheep pasturage - a useful device for keeping the grass cropped 

and providing at the same time a modest income.(61) The cause of more 

prolonged delays was however, Skene's further absences abroad and not 

until 1829 was work resumed in earnest on the Castle bank area: in the 

early part of that year the gardener was busily engaged on forming the 

pathways and made use of a quantity of rough stones (to secure the 

embankments) and stone steps ( "to facilitate the ascent of the walk ") 

from houses demoiished at the tear of the Castle in preparation for the 

Johnstone Terrace Improvement Scheme.(62) Later in the summer Skene 

submitted to the Committee "... a sketch of a plan for improving the 

Castle bank" with the suggestion that "... the same should be trenched, 

and weeded and a terrace walk formed".(63) The Committee's reluctance 

to become involved in any great expense in this connection was happily 

resolved by an application to the Treasurer of "The subscribers for the 
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relief of the labouring poor" who was able to supply 24 labourers at 

a cost of 1 shilling each (5p) per day.(64) Once trenched the ground 

was sown with potatoes for a couple of years to improve the soil and 

the profit from the sale of both crops more than covered all the recent 

financial outlays.(65) 

Nearly 10 years had elapsed since the gardens were first put 

down and by now they had become reasonably well established - their 

maturing shrubbery and plantations offering protection to all kinds of 

wild life, h fox for ex..mple, had taken up residence on the south. 

west quarter of the rock (his lack of detection being aided by the rule 

forbidding dogs into the grounds) and there had been a considerable 

increase in the number of birds; the . however, had not gone un- 

noticed by 'The Society of Princes Street cats" who according to 

James Skene were prone to holding nocturnal hunting parties. Many of the 

cats were shot by the gardener "in defense of the poor birds" but even 

so they prospered. It was their love of musical parties and serenades 

14... in the usua; melodious style" which led to their eventual downfall 

alerting the "... ears of the terriers and other curs of "' rinces Street ". 

A battle between cats and dogs ensued and "... the slaughter of cats 

which strewn the garden in the morning showed that the contest would 

soon terminate, which accordingly took place and has never since been 

renewed ". (66) The garden was also able to provide some useful stock 

(sycamores and poplars) for the East Princes Street gardens when they 

were being planted in 1830 (see Section 2.5). 

Although Slceners contribution to the setting up of the West Princes 

Street gardens was considerable we learn from Sir Walter Scott that his 

endeavours were not always appreciated. In the bleak days following the 

bankruptcy of Constable - Scotts publisher, Skene was in the habit of 

"winkenneling" his friend from his study "... when we walked for an 

hour and a half in Princes Street gardens talking with a degree of 

subdued cheerfulness which seemed to soothe him very much ";(67) Scott 

in his Journal refers to one of these perambulations with "... the 

good samaritan Skene" and makes the observation that "... The walks 

have been conducted on the whole with much taste, though Skene has 

undergone much criticism, the usual reward of public exertions, on account 

of his plan. " 
(68) 
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Later changes to the garden and the coming of the railway 

The construction of the new west approach road from 1R27 onwards 

(Johnstone Terrace and the Kings Bridge) resulted in the loss of the 

high level terrace walk to the rear of the Castle which had provided 

scenic views over South Edinburgh and to the Pentland Hills. There had 

been hopes of restoring the walk but the Committee ultimately decided 

that this could not be done without "... materially injuring the grandeur 

the increased height of the rock will afford to the new approach":(6q) 

instead they accepted 300 guineas in compensation with the load Improve- 

ment Committee taking on responsibility for forming a parapet wall and 

rail along the new boundary(70) (not erected until several years later). 

In 1131 the lease of the Glebe land belonging to St Cuthberts Church 

(about 2 acres (0.8 ha), see Ainslie's plan of 1104, fig. 93b) expired; 

nearly half of this area had been used as a bleaching green(71)and was 

reacquired by the Kirk Session, but the remainder was sold to the 

proprietors for £400 and became a permanent part of the pleasure 

gardens.(72) 

In 1140 a new 3 year lease was negotiated with Eagle and Henderson 

which reduced the nursery area by one half - the western division 

being taken over by the eroprietors:(73) a plan for incorporating it 

into the rest of the garden was made out by the architect David Cousin(74) 

(see also Section 2.5). James Skene was no longer available to give 

advice as he and his family had departed for Greece in I131.(75) One of 

the conditions of iienderson's new lease required that more trees 

should be allowed to grow up as standards, besides the removal of the 

dunghill and pig stye at the toolhouse - close by the well house tower. 

This .otter request was ignored and one year later the Clerk complained 

in a letter that he had been surprised on his walk the previous day 

"by hearing, the grunting of pigs in the grounds let to you" and on 

further investigation had been astonished to find "... not only several 

pig stiles but several pigs" of which "some belonged to you ".(76) 

All the changes so far described were but slight and inconsequential 

compared to the major upheavals and traumas soon to be encountered. 

In 1836 the Edinburgh, Glasgow Railway Company applied to "arliament for 
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powers to allow them to extend their line through the lower reaches of 

the West Princes Street gardens, then under the Mound, through the 

adjoining gardens to a terminus at the east end of princes Street. 

The Railway Company defended their action in a circular addressed to 

the proprietors by saying that such an undertaking was in the public 

interest, and to the advantage of Edinburgh, and that with careful 

treatment and design the gardens would experience little or no injury, 

with the trains and track kept hidden from view. Their Chairman, ex 

.ord 1rovost John Learmonth (the last to hold office before the Burgh 

Reform Act of 1133) asked the proprietors to judge the proposals with 

"calm" and "dispassionate consideration ".(77) Such a major and 

unexpected threat to their gardens, on which so much care and money 

had for so long been lavished could hardly be taken with equanimity and 

reaction indeed was unreservedly hostile. As many families were still 

absent following the summer recess James Skene took the initiative 

to formally reply to the Railway Company's circular, and to give 

warning that once all the proprietors had reassembled a meeting would 

be called and a corporate statement issued. His carefully composed 

letter (fig. 98) outlined the delights and benefits of the gardens 

to the proprietors, of his own close association with their formation and 

subsequent development, and his future hopes to enhance and extend them 

by incorporating the land now desired by the Company and scathingly 

referred to by them as "... the low damp ground" once the lease held by 

the nursery had expired. 

The proprietors case, framed by a specially elected committee was 

more detailed(79) and gave a summary of the considerable financial 

outlay required to transform "a filthy and offensive bog" into "... one 

of the most beautiful and attractive objects of which this city can 

boast''. It had cost over 27,000 to have the grounds drained, enclosed, 

and laid out, and a further £300 a year for their maintenance. Hence 

the proprietors concern to stand by their understanding that "...Parliament 

would never sanction any attempt to carry Railroads or Canals through 

Gentlemen's Pleasure Grounds ". (See fig 99). Copies of the case were 

sent to John Richardson,(80) parliamentary agent in London for distribu- 

tion amongst members of both houses. As a result of this strong united 
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PRÍNCE'S STREET GARDENS. 

LETTER -JAMES SKENE, ESQ. TO JOHN LEARMONTH, ESQ. 

MoaaY PLACE, 222 Octo6cr, 188tí. 

SIR, 
Gtva me leave to offer a few observations in answer to your Circular 

respecting the introduction of a Railroad into the Prince's Street Garden. I take that liberty, 
both as holding property liable, in my estimation, to be injuriously affected by that scheme, 
and also as a member of the Committee intrusted by the Proprietors of Prince's Street with at 
import art charge, in which, for many years, I have had occasion to take an active share, 
especially in laying out the grounds, and superintending all the operations in the Garden 
towards transforming that subject from its original condition of a filthy and offensive bog, to 
become one of the most beautiful and attractive objects of which this city can boast. 

As these circumstances necessarily led me to consider with more minuteness and attention 
whatever was likely to affect the amenity or improvement of these grounds than what others 
were likely to bestow upon it, I may perhaps be excused in forming a very decided opinion, 
even although it should happen to stand opposed to the views which your letter is intended to 
support. 

The arguments contained in that letter are of a twofold nature : First, That all fears as to 
the privacy and comfort of the Gardens being destroyed, or even injured, by the introduction 
of a ltailway through the centre of it, are groundless ; and, secondly, That were it even not so, 
considerations of public utility ought to induce the Proprietors to depart from any objection 
which ttuuld prove an obstacle to the completion of the Railway. 

Previous to adverting to these arguments, it must be observed, that to the Proprietors of 
Prince's Street this is a very different case front that of an ordinary encroachment on the 
privacy of ornamental ground. The Gardens have been formed for a special object, are held 
for au adequate rent, and cost, in draining, enclosing, and improvements, above seven thousand 
pounds, independent of the yearly charge for their maintenance. They now afford a most 
agreeable resort for the families of the Proprietors, and are eminently suited as a safe and 
healthful place of recreation for their children at all times, independently of the advantage 
which the singularly beautiful and uninterrupted view of these pleasure grounds afford to the 
inhabitants of that attractive quarter of the city. 

These are objects of importance to them ; and it is plain that any thing which would tend 
to interfere with the privacy, quiet, and comfort of the Gardens, would utterly defeat these 
objects. It is accordingly vain to suppose that any cousideratÇ could compensate for such 
a loss. u 

I can scarcely suppose, that you are serious in maintaining that the Railway would not 
have this effect, and on this point it would appear superfluous to enter into any detail ; for it is 

inconceivable to imagine, how a Railway, in whatever manner enclosed or masked, along the 
line of which numerous steam -carriages will be constantly passing from one end of the Garden 
to the other, (and steam -carriages do not generally pass without a certain degree of noise, 

smoke, and disturbance,) can prove otherwise than a most serious annoyance and interruption 
to the comfort and privacy of the Garden. It would, at least, be a hazardous experiment for 
the Proprietors, without any discoverable inducement, for them to allow it to be attempted, 
while they have the certainty, upon the failure of your anticipations, (of which one may 
reasonably entertain some doubts,) of its proving a very serious and irremediable misfortune. 

With regard to the argument on the score of public utility, I will only remark, that before 

you can use such an argument, it is incumbent on you to chew that the line through the 

Gardens is the only possible mode of communication, which, I apprehend, is far from being the 

case ; and, even supposing it were, although it may be proper for persons to yield considera- 

tions of privacy and comfort for those of public utility, could the Proprietors, with any colour 
of justice, be called on to sacrifice altogether the important advantage they derive for their 
families from the free enjoyment of these grounds, without risk, interruption, or annoyance of 
any kind, and that an advantage acquired at great expense, for the loss of which they could 

not be compensated? -the more especially os I do not see, when all these railways emanate 

from Edinburgh, that it would cease, from the want of a connecting line, to be the centre of 
communication, or that all those gloomy consequences you anticipate would ensue. 

I may, in conclusion, advert to your observation, that the line proposed for the Railroad is 

such as to be altogether innocuous ; because, in your opinion, " No part of the low ground is, 

or can properly be, used as pleasure ground." I can in no respect concur in this view ; and as 

the lease of the nursery ground is nearly concluded, I hope, in the course of a few years, - 
should I still remain in charge of that department, -to convince the Proprietors, that a 

very beautiful and valuable addition to their pleasure grounds can be derived front the portion 
at present under lease. And while I sincerely hope, that the brilliant prospects which you 
anticipate to this city from the extension of the Railroad system will be speedily and amply 
realized, I must, in so far as I am individually concerned, object to the accomplishment through 
the invasion and sacrifice of private rights ; and, in the present case, so far as I can discover, 
gratuitously. 

I am, Sir, 

Your most obedient humble Servant, 

JAMES SKENE. 

P.S. -You have already been made aware, that the Committee maned by the Proprietors 
of Prince's Street, are most decidedly hostile to the proposal of carrying a Railroad through 
their Gardens ; and as soon as families are returned to town, a general meeting of the Pro- 
prietors will be called, and resolutions submitted to them, for authority to give the proposal 

their most determined opposition. J. S. 

N.B.- Tenants are requested to forward this to the Proprietors of their respective houses. 

FIGURE 98 : 

James Skene's letter to John Learmonth re the passage of the 

railway through the garden, Cctober 1836 (EDC Archives) 
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CASE for the Proprietors of Prince's Street, west of Hanover Street, Edinburgh, 

relative to the Bill brought into Parliament for a Railroad between the Cities 

of Edinburgh and Glasgow, in so far as is proposed to carry the same through 

the Gardens and Pleasure Ground, formed between Prince's Street and the 

Castle of Edinburgh. 

To those acquainted with the City of Edinburgh, and with the progress of its improvements, 
it would be superfluous to describe the remarkable change effected on its aspect and salubrity, 
by having converted the valley, called the North Loch, which lies so romantically interposed 
between the ancient and modern cities, from its original state of a noxious and unwholesome 
bog, into a beautifully wooded and ornamental stretch of Pleasure Grounds. But, for the infor- 
mation of others, it may be proper to state shortly, that this marshy district had been formerly 
laid under water, with a view to the defence of the City, and being afterwards neglected, had 
become a common receptacle of the most offensive character, when, about the period of the 
year 1767, it underwent a partial and very imperfect process of draining. 

At this time, the project of constructing a New Town was contemplated, and an 
extended plan was prepared by the Proprietors of the ground, inviting the public to build 
bouses, as an inducement to which, the valley of the North Loch was represented in the plan 
to be laid out as Pleasure Grounds, tastefully arranged with shrubberies, walks, terraces, and 
ornamental pieces of water. 

The prospective advantages held out by this plan proved successful in inducing many to 
build their houses on the terrace overlooking the North Loch, which now constitutes Prince's 
Street, -an urban terrace unequalled perhaps in the world, for the magnificence of the view it 
commands. But the Corporation, to whom the ground belonged, having attained their object, 
neglected to fulfil the condition in respect to the North Loch, and in place of terraces and 
walks as proposed, permitted rite commencement of buildings, of the meanest description, upurt 

the ground which the Proprietors of Prince's Street had been led to believe was destined 
to be laid out as above, in a way conducive to the healthfulness and beauty of the place. 
The Proprietors had recourse to a Court of Law to prevent such an infringement of what 
they conceived to be the contract by which they had built their houses in Prince's Street. 
They were so far successful, that upon appeal to the House of Lords, some time between the 
years 1770 and 1780, an interdict or injunction was obtained, which put a stop to the farther 
erection of buildings in the North Lodi. This Loch, however, continued as a mere :swamp, 
through which the contents of the common sewers, both of the Old and New Town, passed 

until the year 181G, when an Act of Parliament was obtained, by which the inhabitants of 
Prince's Street have been taxed in a very considerable sum, for completely draining and 
forming covered common sewers through the ground, enclosing and laying out the same 
into Flower Gardens and Pleasure Ground, by which what was originally a filthy and 

offensive bog, has now become one of the most beautiful and attractive objects of which 

this City can boast, embracing in its circuit the romantic crag on which the Castle of 
Edinburgh stands. For the ground itself, belonging partly to the Corporation, the Governor 
of the Castle, General Ramsay, and the Minister of St Cuthberts, the Proprietors of Prince's 
Street pay a rent of nearly £150 per annum, in addition to which, and the annual expense 
of nearly £900 for keeping the ground in order, the Proprietors have laid out in draining, 
enclosing, and improvements, above £7000. The Gardens are now n most agreeable resort 

for the families of the Proprietors, and a safe and healthful place of recreation for the children 
residing in the street and neighbourhood, independently of the advantage which the singularly 
beautiful and uninterrupted view of these Pleasure Grounds afford to the public at large. 

This, one of the finest features of the City, it is now the object of the promoters of the Rail- 
road in question to destroy, by carrying the proposed Railroad entirely through the centre 
of the ground. And thus, the vested rights of a numerous body of the Citizens are 
gratuitously assailed for the sole benefit of a private speculation in which they have no share, 
and they are threatened to be deprived of the proper use and enjoyment of a property 
embellished at so great an expense. In common with the rest of the Inhabitants, they are 
to be subjected to all the annoyances of stench and steam, waggon- trains, noise and bustle, 
in lieu of the quiet retirement and amenity of their beautiful gardens, while their property, 
at present so highly privileged, becomes thereby seriously lowered in value. The arguments 
adduced in support of the scheme are, 1at, That all fears as to the privacy and comfort of the 
Gardens being destroyed, or even injured, by the introduction of a Railway through the 
centre of it, are groundless ; and, Illy, That, were it even so, considerations of public 
utility ought to induce the proprietors to depart from any objection schielt would prove an 

obstacle to the completion of the Railway. In regard to the first, it is too absurd to require 

any answer ; for it is inconceivable to suppose that the existence of a Railroad through the 

very centre of a flourishing and beautiful range of Pleasure Gardens, however the Railroad 

might be attempted to be masked or modified, will not prove a most serious annoyance and 

interruption to that privacy and enjoyment which was the object in view in forming these 

Pleasure Grounds at so great an expense. And as to the second, it has been always 

understood that Parliament would never sanction any attempt to carry Railroads or Canals 

.through Gentlemen's Pleasure Grounds. If this is considered an equitable regulation, in 

so far as regards even a single private individual and his family, how nmclt more should 

this regulation be adhered to in regard to Pleasure Ground in the very centre of a City, 

belonging to perhaps an hundred persons and their families, and formed at so great an expense, 

and upon which so much care and attention have been bestowed. But, farther, public 

utility does not require any such sacrifice, as the Railway could terminate with much 

more propriety at the west side of the Lothian (toad, a very short distance from the Pleasure 

Ground in question, and in a situation detached from the New Town, and equally con- 

venient for the City at large. Public utility would rather seem to require that this Pleasure 

Ground should be left open and undisturbed for the health and comfort of the inhabitants; 

for the introduction of the Railway would gradually change the whole character of the 

houses and of the street, and lead to the introduction of inhabitants of a different class, who 

could not afford to leave any portion of their property unoccupied. 

Upon the whole, the Proprietors trust Parliament will never sanction a measure not only 

fraught with almost entire destruction of one of the finest objects in the City, but as being an 

unnecessary and unwarrantable invusion of their rights. 

This case is submitted to the consideration of the Members of both Houses of Parliament 

by the undersigned, being a special Committee appointed by a General Meeting of the 

Proprietors, called for the purpose, and in terns of the Statute 56 Geo. III. cap. 141, and 

held on 7th December, 1836. 

It. IIOME DRUMMOND. 
HENRY JARDINE, KNIGHT. 
ALEX'. StUNRO. 
JAMES SKENE. 
.LAMES KE.IY. 
ALES°. CLAPPERTON. 
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J. B. GRI':ENSIIIELDS. 
RUSSELL MARTIN. 
T110'. AItROL. 
ROUT. PUR DIE. 
J. MURRAY BELCHES. 

FIGURE 99 : 

Proprietors case against the railroad beia 
extended through the gardens as submitted 
the House of Commons, December 1836 

(EDC Archive4 

ALEX'. DOUGLAS, Clerk nid Trrarurer. 



protest the Bill was defeated and Haymarket became instead the terminus 

for the Glasgow line. But victory was shortlived. In 1842 the 

Railway Company gave notice that they intended to apply for another 

Bill to extend the line through to the North Bridge. Opposition the 

second time was more tardy and far less forceful: overtaken by an air 

of resignation and inevitability - so that when the Clerk had contact 

with Richardson once again it was "... to make the best arrangement 

he can if he finds the Bill_ cannot be effectively opposed by obtaining 

an obligation to be secured by clauses for concealing the railway by 

tunnels and embankments of such description as to preserve as much as 

possible the ornamental appearance of the ground ".(81) The Edinburgh 

and Glasgow Railway Act was passed on 14th July 1844 and the desired 

clauses were included under Section 11, with William Playfair named as 

supervisor and director of any remedial work required to the gardens 

(refer also Section 2.5, footnotes 78 and 79). 

Playfair was by now at the peak of his career as a successful and 

sensitive designer, well acknowledged as "a man of taste "(82) although 

dogged by recurrent ill health which was to cloud his later years: 

this was to prevent him from exercising close supervision on the gardens 

and to cause some delays in progress. His proposals for screening the 

railway and landscaping the adjoining area were submitted to the Committee 

at the end of September 1844 and were generally approved by them: they 

were as follows : - 

"The Railway to be inclosed on each side by a rubble stone wall 

about 6° (1.83m) high with a plain circular cope, both the sides 
and top of each wall to be completely covered with ivy. The 

space between the south wall, and Castle Rock and bank to be 
planted with trees and evergreens. A mound of earth to be raised 
along the level of the Railway and to extend all along the north 
wall so as to conceal the railway from the drawing room windows of 
the houses in Princes Street which mound should be sloped down 
rapidly towards the wall and more gently towards the garden grounds 
with which it must be gracefully united. This mound must consist of 
good soil to encourage the growth of evergreens and trees with which 
it must be thickly planted. The face of the tunnel through the 
Mound to present as little appearance of masonry as possible and to 
be covered and obscured by ivy, periwinkle etc. By a profuse use 
of Ivy, evergreens and trees wherever the works of the Railway 
occur, the presence of the railway will not be discoverable, unless 
from the appearance of the steam and smoke when a train is passing, 

and the usual appearance of the garden will be preserved which I 

consider to be the great object in view ". (83) 
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Early in 1145 the Railway Company took possession of the lower 

portion of the garden which was then fenced off from the rest: access 

being limited to the gateway on the Mound, and also King Stables Road - 

the latter t& ing the heavier traffic including all the carts. The 

labourers were given instructions to carefully set aside all the surface 

earth amassed during excavation for later use when forming the embank - 

ments.(84) In 1 ̂ 46 the heal gardener, Robert Murray died and adidst 

the general chaos the Committee decided to delay appointing a successor. 

Meanwhile however, 7l_ayfair had taken on a Mr Alexander Brown to 

superintend the garden work related to the railway operations ;(q5) and 

during the same year had himself designed 3 wooden bridges over the 

railway lines(86) (at the centre, east and west ends) besides making 

out a planting list of the shrubs required for the sloping banks.(87) 

After months of turmoil the workmen departed on the first day of 

March 1"47, leaving the whole "in a most insufficient state ".(") The 

embankment had not been finished, nor the planting, and the paths 

leading to the bridges as yet unformed. With 7layfair now ill and 

confined to bed, the hard slog of applying steady pressure on to the 

Railway Company to fulfill their obligations fell to Mr Douglas the 

ageing but still energetic Clerk. Another year elapsed but finally 

in May 1848 Mr °'layfair was able to report the satisfactory completion 

of all the necessary work. I-lis Superintendent of Works who had 

impressed the Committee with his competence was re- employed as head 

gardener.(89) 

Although some of the garden had been lost to the railway it was 

in part compensated by the addition of the central area after Henderson's 

lease had expired. No details are recorded in the minute books 

about this save reference to a payment of 10 guineas in March 1847 to 

James McNab of the Botanic gardens "for a plan for laying out the 
(90) 

ground" but McNab's improvements can be seen in Fig. 93g which also 

shows the changes consequent to the railway. At the centre of the 

revised design was the existing lower nursery footpath - considerably 

widened -with 2 new gently looping pathways connecting with the low walk 

along the Princes Street terrace; and in similar fashion with the foot- 

bridges on the south side. Generous tree and shrub planting was carried 
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out at the various intersections, new flower borders constructed, and 

the remaining area grassed. 
(91) 

Previous forboding as to detrimental effect of the railway had 

not been realised and with the gareas once more restored to use the 

Clerk was able to give an enthusiastic report at a general meeting 

of proprietors held in August 1149. le recorded with "much satisfaction" 

the transformation of the gardens from "... a very delapidated state" 

to "complete repair" and in a manner "that cannot but prove satis- 

factory to the proprietors". Not only had the "very considerable" costs 

of the landscaping work been met by the Railway Company, but they had 

also made payment of £1,000 "006 on account of amenity and intersection 

of the ground" together with a promise of further compensation for the 

area of ground lost (paid in 1851 and amounting to £745).(92) The 

money provided a welcome boost to the garden's funds and helped to 

clear off all the outstanding debts: for the first time since the 

gardens were formed they now had a healthy cash batance of £271. 

Few other changes were made from this time on until the ga:rcens 

were handed over to the Town Council. In 1856 some improvements were 

made to the walks along the Prnces Street bank and the bowling green 

was levelled, then laid with gravel for a children's playground. 
(93) 

The Committee had sought the advice of James McNab who one year before 

had been consulted about the avenue of limes along the top of the 

r-Incas Street bank whose development had suffered due to lack of 

systematic thinning. 
(94) 

Too late now for this he recommended instead 

the removal of several of the least healthy ones and in such a way as 

to create 4 openings which would allow views across to the Castle bank 

and old town. This operation however, produced a great outcry: one 

newspaper vigorously protested that - "A more outrageous act of vandalism 

and impertinence never was perpetrated against a community than this" 

and bitterly condemned the management Committee who - "... assassin- 

like" had chosen to have the felling carried out early in the elorning 

'hen nobody was stirring to cry shame upon them". 
(95) 

Additional fuel 

in fact to the growing movement to have the gardens made public. 
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McNab carried out a further detailed planting survey in 1R61 advising 

on the need for considerable pruning and thinning throughout the garden, 

with the further removal of lime trees along the upper terrace and the 

better care of the many fine elm trees in that part.(96) 

During the 1160s 2 large artefacts were added to the garlen:(17) 

one a statue of the poet Allan Ramsay, sculptured by John Steele 

and placed in the north east corner(98) and the other a fountain gifted 

by Mr Daniel Ross, an Edinburgh gunmaker (figs. 100 a and b). The Ross 

fountain (a large elaborate iron structure designed and founded in 

France by A. Durenne and modelled on a similar one in 'aria) was placed 

at the west end of the central walk: a position carefully chosen on 

the advice of James McNab and the architect John Dick- "eddie(99) (his 

partner Charles Kinnear was an active member of the Committee). 

Dick-Peddie - who was also at this time involved with the St. Andrew 

Square gardens (Section 2.2) became equally fascinated with the 

princes Street gardens for he went on to produce an imaginative and 

finely executed water colour painting containing his ideas for their 

future enhancement (fig. 101): in addition to the fountain he also 

included a winter garden, and a considerably enlarged upper terrace 

along the Princes Street side to accommodate an open air gallery for the 

display of sculpture and other monuments. Although his proposals 

aroused a certain amount of interest;100) they were perhaps a little 

too ambitious and extravagant to be taken seriously. His painting was 

however exhibited on many occasions at the Royal Scottish Academy(101) 

and reappeared in more recent years to delight the scores of visitors 

at the 1979 Garden exhibition held at the Victoria and Albert Museum, 

London. 

Management Matters, and use made of the hardens 

Not only because of its greater size and number of "outside" 

issues which had important implications for the garden (the new 

western approach road, the feuing of St. Cuthbert's glebe land, the 

advent of the railway, and the gradual move to make the garden public 

to name but some) the Clerk and Management Committee had to cope with 
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a 

BIGORE 100 a - f : 

Various artifacts which have been added to the gardens 
a. Ross fountain, designed A Durenne 1869 (Charles Skilton's postcards) 

b. Alan Ransay: statue by Sir John Steell 1865 
The genius of Architecture, sculpted William Brodie 1862, donated 1891 

à. The Royal Scots Greys Memorial, sculpted Birnie Rhind 1906 

e, Thomas Guthrie: sculpted P.W. Pomeroy 1910 
I Scottish American war memorial: sculpted R. Tait. iackenzie 1927 

(b -f. Janet Brunton, Princes Street gardens Historical Guide, photos Iain Gow) 

Vot Brown 

Si James Young Simpson by William Brodie 1875 
The Royal Scots memorial, semi circular monument, Sir Frank Mears with C. 

Pil_kington 1952 

Vorwegg an Memorial stone: large boulder set on 3 smaller stones 1978 
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more taxing deman.is than occurred in most other Mew Town gardens. The 

strength and stability provided by a closely knit Committee/which 

rarely changed was therefore an advantage in the forev&ti.ve years. Its 

structure remained unaltered untie the 1850s by which time the lawyers 

and gentry had departed from '' rinces Street and a business and merchant 

class taken over. The 1851 Committee consisted for example, of 2 

merchants, one hotel keeper, one confectioner and one uphólsterer: 

a more democratic approach was adopted with more regular meetings of 

proprietors and the election of 2 new Committee members annually.(102) 

but the degree of commitment and dedication to the well being of the 

garden remained unaltered. Charles Kinnear, architect (1830 -1R94) proved 

a useful Committee member in these later years(103) and gave helpful 

advice on a number of design related matters such as the replacement of 

the wooden bridges with iron ones, the provision of new garden seats, 

and with proposals to build a bandstand.(104) 

A lot of money had been spent on making the west Princes Street 

gardens - James Skene quoted an overall figure of £1,000: the 

Committee an approximate sum of between £8,000 -£9,000: part of which 

had by necessity been raised by a loan from the banking firm of 

Sir William Forbes and Co.(105) it took until 1849 for all the debts 

to be cleared and it would have taken longer without the unforeseen 

compensation paid by the Railway Company. But although a degree of 

financial restraint had to be exercised in the early years the popularity 

of the gardens ensured their growing prosperity - and to a degree not 

matched by any other New Town garden. Finely situated, centrally 

positioned, extensive, and well laid out the gardens had from the very 

start attracted outside subscribers drawn from a wide area of the New 

Town(106) (most of whom enjoyed no rights to a private amenity garden) 

who gathered there for the pleasure of promenading, sitting and casually 

meeting others. Even by the latter part of the 1020s there were more 

outside subscribers than proprietors: just before the construction of 

the railway their number had risen to 100 and it simply went on increasing 

so that by the 1870s the Clerk had over 400 names on his books. Such 

was the substantial and ever growing income from this source (keys 

fluctuated in rental from between 2 -3 guineas, with an extra guinea 
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FIGURE 101 : 

John Dick Peddie: a suggestion for the improvement of Edinburgh: 

painting exhibited at RSA 1866 and on 4 further occasions 
(J, Peddie) 

FIGURE 102 : 

Band playing in the West Princes Street gardens c1830 (EPL) 
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charge for a second one) that the Committee in 1R53 dispensed with 

the proprietors annual assessments and thereafter they paid nothing for 

the benefit of the garden.(107) Their numbers were in any case 

dwindling - as property became subdivided for non -residential use, and 

the rules of the Committee did not generally recognise tenants as 

having any rights to the gardens.(108) 

There was little danger however, because of its generous size of 

the garden ever becoming overcrowded on normal occasions, and the 

constant presence of people in the grounds probably ensured a better 

standard of conduct and care for the rules: only occasional incidents 

of rough play, illicit cricket practice, and mal- treatment are found 

recorded in the minute books. The real problem presented by the large 

number of users was keeping control over the many keys in circulation, 

and as more keys became lost, lent and unauthorised copies made this 

became something of a management nightmare and le d ultimately to over 

half the rules being concerned with matters connected with keys and 

access. Another rule which became increasingly difficult to enforce 

was the ban on smoking: it received too great a challenge from the 

cigar and tobacco smoking fraternity attached to the New Club - the 

all male stronghold which had removed from St. Andrews Square to 

'.Princes Street in 1834. 

Musical entertainment featured in the gardens from an early date - 

the proprietors being excellently placed to tap the resources of the 

various regiments stationed at the Castle (fig. 102). Thus in March 1826 

the Edinburgh Advertiser noted that:- "The promenaders in the enclosed 

ground of Princes Street and the Castle bank have lately had their 

walks enlivened during the fine weather, by the alternative attendance 

of the fine bands of the Carabineers and the 17th Foot ".(109) To the 

belles of Edinburgh the advent of the military bands to the gardens 

added excitement and colour: the smart young officers proving to be 

handsome and dashing escorts "... their military headgear and clanking 

swords quite cutting out the more sober acoutrements of the youthful 

advocates and writers to the signet, who were usually the only other 

representatives of the male sex to be found there ".(110) 
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What had begun as an innocent and pleasant afternoons diversion 

to those privileged to use the gardens gradually became however more 

fraught with tension and conflict. Nothing attracts better than the 

sound of a band yet to the crowds gathered round the outside but denied 

a closer share their feelings of delight must also have been tinged with 

frustration, if not discontent. It is no coincidence therefore, that 

the various wrangles over band playing occurred most overtly from the 

1350s onwards when pressure to open up the gardens to the general 

public was beginning to accelerate. Thus in 1853, the King's Own 

Regiment agreed to play twice weekly during the summer on Wednesday 

and Saturday afternoons:(111' the proprietors and subscribers had 

intended this for their own amusement while the Regiment had assumed 

that all "respectable members of the public" would be allowed free 

access. In the event many "of all denominations" surged through the 

gates, overwhelming the gardens, and causing certain damage. As a 

compromise the Committee subsequently employed(112) policemen for each 

entrance in an attempt to separate "the respectable" from "the rabble" 

but with only moderate success. To avoid further trouble band per- 

formances were discontinued, but when later resumed exactly the same 

problems arose. 

Finally, all passions broke loose in 1875 triggered by the decision 

of the 1st Royal Scots band to play on a Saturday afternoon rather than 

on a weekday. It was not a change welcomed by the Committee - fearful 

of crowds and with only the minimum of garden staff available to cope 

with the expected influx.(113) After various skirmishes had occurred, 

the Committee announced the cessation of future weekend performances - 

an act which próvoked instant retaliation from the press.(114) A bitter 

attack was launched on the "Committee of shopkeepers" for converting 

what was essentially "... a municipal possession, nay, even a national 

glory and inheritance into a private demesne ", simply because they 

paid a few "miserable" pounds a year for its upkeep. To their further 

embarrassment the same band (at the request of the Town Council) 

transferred to the East Princes Street gardens on a Saturday afternoon 

where they played to a delighted and well behaved audiences the only 

cause for complaint being shortage of seats.(115) The credibility of 

the West Princes Street garden Committee had been surely shaken. 
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The move to open up the gardens to the public 

The same year which saw London celebrate the magnificent Great 

Exhibition in Hyde Park, Edinburgh also but in rather more modest style 

commemorated an occasion of some significance - the opening of the 

redesigned East princes Street gardens to the general public - the 

first ornamental park of its kind in the city. It was a move in 

sympathy with the times a. when many believed that the creation of 

public parks in large towns could provide opportunities for healthy, 

wholesome exercise both of mind and body - a panacea to some of the 

many ills of society then prevalent, including insanitary housing, 

harsh working conditions and all the depravations and degradations of 

poverty. 

By the late 1840s, early 1R5Os the west end of 7rinces Street had 

largely succumbed to commercial and business interests so not 

surprisingly with the east garden newly opened several individuals 

began to question the relevance of keeping the neighbouring space as an 

exclusive and locked area instead of being freely accessible to all. 

One of the earliest and most influential champions for such a change 

was the Reverend James Begg (1808 -18P3) a prominent member of the Free 

Church of Scotland and a tireless worker in the movement to im rove 

the housing and social conditions of the working and poorer classes.(116) 

When Henry Cockburn bemoaned the lack of interest and inertia in 

matters affecting the appearance of Edinburgh(117) Begg took the 

opportunity to counter attack. Public involvement he declared was 

dependent on public rights and the "... shutting of them out from 

public parks and gardens has gone far to destroy their public spirit ". 

In particular, he cited the west Princes Street gardens as a blatant 

example of an area of land rightfully belonging to the citizens but 

from which they were most "unjustly" excluded.(118) The first 

tentative step in this direction was taken in December 1851 when an 

approach was made by the Scottish Association for the Suppression of 

Drunkenness requesting that the gates be left unlocked between Christmas 

and the New Year "... with a view of keeping parties out of the dram 

shop ". Fear of injury to the grounds "... when so many idle people 

are going about" prompted a refusal by the garden Committee.(119) A 
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similar request made one year later by the Lord 7rovost, Duncan McLaren, 

a well respected liberal sympathetic to the needs of the working 

classes - and himself a keyholder, proved more successful: this time 

assurances were given that 2 police officers would be employed to 

keep watch and although still a little nervous the Committee gave their 

consent. For 3 further years the grounds were opened at Christmas and 

the New Year, without lf.t seems any problems arising.(120) 

Meantime the Town Council decided to play a more active role, and 

in October 1'132 enquired of the Committee whether the proprietors would 

consider relinquishing their right to the ground in favour of the 

Council, and if so, on what terms.(121) The Committee hedged by 

asking for more definite proposals while expressing doubts on the 

Council's ability to meet the annual malntenance costs (then placed at 

over a4OO a year). 

During the next 2 years the Council cautiously put forward two 

suggestions for providing increased (although still limited) public 

access to the gardens: one on the basis of an annual payment whereby 

the garden might be opened 2 or 3 days weekly, and the other - an even 

more modest arrangement allowing free access on Saturdays in return for 

a reduction in the ground rent. In an attempt to gain a sympathetic 

hearing the Council referred to its support of the Temperance movement 

whose aim was to prevent and curb indiscriminate drinking "... by 

adding to the rational enjoyment and amusement of the working classes". 

What better way of contributing to auch a noble end than by allowing the 

gardens to be opened for "... innocent and healthy recreation one day a 
(122) 

The-Committee however, remained unimpressed and full of 

misgivings: their greatest fears centred on the likely loss of 

privacy, and the lowering of tone - being convinced that ".. , no 

respectable female would frequent them on the days when they were 

thrown open to the public ". Instead they sought refuge by seeking 

Counsel's opinion and were relieved to have their views confirmed that 

under the 1316 Act of :parliament the proprietors had no rights to 

assign the grounds to anyone else.(123) 



For a time negotiations ceased but the Town Council had become 

more aware that in future stronger measures would be necessary if 

their quest to oen up the gardens was ever to be achieved.(124) On 

2 occasions in the 1860s(125) the Council considered the possibility of 

obtaining powers through parliament to acquire the gardens on behalf 

of the community. Nothing came of these proposals but they helped to 

pave the way for more decisive action which followed a little later. 

Not until 1875 (fig. 103 shows a drawing of the garden at this 

time) was the matter resumed again in earnest by the Town Council and 

compared to the previous ineffectual attempts a lot was achieved 

surprisingly quickly. There was good reason why it should happen then - 

for the first half of the 1870s emerge as a highly productive and 

significant period in the history of. Edinburgh's oven spaces - including 

the West Princes Street gardens. A number of chance events occurred 

around this time which combined together to help sharpen public aware- 

ness of amenity matters and to provide more solid and visible support 

to what the Town Council was trying to achieve. It was prompted 

initially by the appearance of an advertisement in March 1874 for 

feuing out the remaining portion of Colonel Learmonth's lands at 

the west end(128) (opposite the western half of Buckingham Terrace and 

stretching northwards from Queensf.erry Road to Comely Bank). Some of 

Learmonth's original feuars (the proprietors of houses in Eton, Oxford 

and Buckingham Terraces, Clarendon and Betgrave Crescent) were 

dismayed to discover that their open prospects and spaces were soon 

destined to disappear, and those living in Eton Terrace were particularly 

apprehensive that the wilderness bank area in frontof their houses - 

alongside the Dean bridge and adjoining the ornamental pleasure ground 

already created by them, might still be used for the construction of 

Cambridge Terrace - a row of houses shown in John Tait's earlier 

feuing plan for Learmonth. In an attempt to avert futther building a 

campaign was launched by various west end residents to purchase the 

land (hopefully with help from the Town Council) in order to form a 

Ues t End Park. (127 
) 

One of the prime movers behind this action was David Smith WS 
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FIGURE 103 : 

The West Princes Street gardens in 1875 just prior to becoming public 
(Grant, Old and New Edinburgh) 

a. 

FIGURE 104 a & b: 

Proposed winter garden (a) and covered rock garden 
(b) :1880 

(EMC archival drawing collection) 
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(1801 -1880) "... a prominent though not obtrusive man in public 
ír(12°) 

affairs who for many years was manager of the North British 

Insurance Company and in his spare time associated with numerous 

philanthropic causes.(129) More importantly in this connection he had 

a well developed interest in amenity open space having served as 

convenor to the Moray "leasure gardens (from 1837 -1856) during a 

critical period when the bank garden was beset with problems due to a 

series of and slides,(130) and from the time he moved to Eton Terrace 

in 1867 with the setting up of the Eton Terrace pleasure gardens.(131) 

When Smith and his fellow Memoralists presented themselves to the 

Town Council over the issue of the West End ?ark they received a 

courteous hearing but the Council did not feel financial assistance was 

justified to an already privileged section of the community. 

The West End Park movement slipped quietly into obscurity but 

although shortlived and unsuccessful in its immediate purpose it was 

to yield an unforeseen and enduring benefit. Not only had a number of 

people been brought together on an environmental issue but it had helped 

focus attention on the new wave of building expansion (the Grange also 

was undergoing rapid change as well as other areas) - with the threat 

to long established views, oven spaces, greenery, trees and so on - 

and to such an extent that ". , . we are building out nature ". 
(13?) 

Of greater significance however, it highlighted the need for a more 

permanent group of well informed citizens committed to preserving and 

extending the fine features of the City, acting as watchdogs against 

undesirable encroachments, and working in co- operation with the Town 

Council. 

At a public meeting held on 15th June 1875 in the Freemason's 

!!a'l, George Street the Cockburn Association was formed to fulfill these 

aims, the name being chosen "... to commemorate the exertions made 

for those objects by the Late Lord Cockburn (Edinburgh citizens had 

been reminded of his substantial contribution by the publication of his 

Journal. in 1£174 which had included as an apÉ.endix his pamphlet on "The 

best ways of spoiling the beauty of Edinburgh "). First Convenor of the 

Association's newly elected Committee (subsequently known as Council) was 
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David smith, and the man appointed Treasurer -Wiliam Mitchell SSG was 

.partner in the legal firm who had acted as agents to the West End Park 

movements well over half (58%) of the original Council members 

lived in fact on the west side of Edinburgh: just over a quarter (2.6 %) 

on the south side, and the rest from the New Town and elsewhere.(133) 

But what ideas for improvements were to guide this new association? 

,Leven suggestions were presented to the inaugural meeting, all on 

matters connected with open space within the city. Leading the list 

however, was the opening to the public of the West - rinces Street 

gardens together with associated changes to alleviate congestion in 

rinses Street: these included - the addition of part of the gardens top 

terrace into the street thereby allowing a public footpath to be formed 

along the south side, for the pavement on the north side to be widened, 

and the northern tramline realigned further south to provide more room 

for carriages (horse -drawn tram had been introduced into Princes Street 

in 1371). Second on the list was the acquisition of the wooded grounds 

of Inverleith adjoining the Botanic Garden to serve as an Arboretum 

and a public park for the north of Edinburgh(13?) (the land had been 

offered for sale in November 1874). 

It was no coincidence that both these issues occup.ed high priority 

in the Town Council's agenda of improvements, and the newly formed 

association composed as it was of many prominent citizens determined 

to "... lend support and vigour "(135) to the Council's activities gave 

the necessary impetus to ensure success. Another aspect of critical 

importance was the fact that the Town Council had at its helm a strong 

Lord i'zovost - James Lalshaw (1810 -1889), a blunt Yorkshireman of force- 

ful personality who had retired comparatively early from a highly 

successful career in civil engineering.(13 ) Falshaw was himself a 

west end resident having. moved to Belgrave Crescent in 1873 whereupon 

he became actively involved in the enlargement of the Belgrave Crescent 

?Leasure gardens(137) Dorin% his term of office (134 -1877) he skilfully 

promoted and carried through several worthwhile projects of an amenity 

nature "getting needful things done "(138) which apart from the 2 major 

items mentioned above, included the widening of the North Bridge 
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(reopened in October 1R75),the creation of the roof garden on top of 

the new Waverl2y Market (1877), and Moorfoots water works (1879). 

A detailed account of subsequent events has been well chronicled 

by Robertsona(139) suffice it to say here that in order to avoid 

further setbacks and delays the Town Council decided to apply directly 

to Parliament for powers to take the gardens over, together with the 

acquisition of the lands at Inverleith. With public support so firmly 

in favour of the Council's actions the garden committee had little 

option but to accept the inevitable and their role from this time on 

was concentrated on making sure that the future wellbeing of the 

garden was protected as fully as ,ossibe. The terms and conditions 

of transfer (including arrangements for improving the Princes Street 

roadway) were drawn up at a series of meetings held between the Town 

Council, the garden committee and the City Road Trust and a formal 

agreement between all 3 parties was finalised by the end of April 1876.(140) 

Shortly afterwards on 13th July iß76 an Act of Parliament was 

passed allowing the Corporation over with 

undertaking that it should be maintained in such a way "... as to 

preserve the amenity of the district ".(141) Three months later a 

formal deed of acceptance, conveyance and renunciation "... of all 

rights whether of property, lease, privilege, regulation or otherwise" 

was made over by the garden committee on behalf of the Princes Street 

'Iroprietors in favour of the Town Council. From then onwards the 

Town Council became fully responsible for the West Princas Street 

gardens, and the Committee after many years of dedicated service were 

able to gradually wind up their affairs. 

The Gardens after Acquisition 

Fears of a fall in standards once the gardens were taken over 

seem to have been partly realised for at the very last genera! meeting 

of proprietors held in January 1879 it was decided to send a letter 
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of complaint to the Town Council drawing their attention to the 

",.. very unsatisfactory state in which the gardens have been kept ... 

and to the very offensive manner in which not infrequently some persons 

conducted themselves in the garden ".(148) According to another 

reliable source the southern part of the gardens "... had become a 

resort of roughs and of the very lowest classes, who entered by the 

gate from the Castle Esplanade, congregating within the gardens, and 

lying about the slopes in such numbers, that the gardens there were 

quite deserted by respectable people ".(144) As a result the top gate 

was kept shut and the nuisance appears to have abated. 

Once in possession of the gardens certain changes were made by 

the Corporation, the most important one being the construction of a 

broad level straight walk about 20' (6.lOm) lower than Princes Street - 

running from the east to the west end and with small pathways diverging 

from it (fig. 93h). This was formed in 1879 at a cost of nearly 

0,000,(145) and replaced the top terrace walk which was lost when 

Princes Street was widened. A collection of large greenhouses appeared 

on the south east side - beyond the railway line: these were removed 

and re-erected in Inverleith Park in 1904, and a bowling green formed 

on the cleared site :(146) a happier solution than the Usher Hall . 

which a little earlier had been a serious contender for this part of 

the garden.(147) For a number of years plans were also afoot to build 

a substantial winter garden and covered rock garden at the western 

end(148) (prompted by a legacy left by Mrs Ross in 1877 whose husband 

had earlier donated the fountain - and maybe inspired by J Dick 'eddie's 

extravaganza for the gardens (fig. 101). Although the C,puncil's 

archival drawing collection contains many fine drawings and plans of 

draft schemes (fig. 104 a and b) none were ever carried out: the 

Cockburn Association had been strongly opposed to any such ideas, 

maintaining that "... Nature has there supplied a rock garden so grand 

and imposing, besides which anything artificial must sink into 

insignificance." (149) 

A more appropriate gift to the gardens was Peddie and Kinnear's 

handsomely designed bandstand (fig. 105) erected in 1880 and paid for 
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FIGURE 105 : 

Peddie and Kinnear's bandstand erected in 1880 (E2L) 

FIGURE 106: 
Ross bandstand erected in 1930's 

FIGURE 107 : 

Floral clock : special design to commemorate 400th anniversary of 

the founding of Edinburgh University 1983 (Edinburgh University) 
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by the former garden committee out of their surplus funds.(150) It 

replaced a smaller and less ornamental model built in 1872,(151) and 

was itself superseded in the 1930s by a considerably larger and 

bulkier edifice known as the Ross bandstand.(152) Although used for 

a relatively brief period each summer it remains to dominate the garden 

for the rest of the year and bears unhappy comparison with its modest 

predecessor (fig. 106). 

Other changes to have taken place reflect the greater use of the 

gardens by the public: the replacement of gravel pathways by hard 

paved ones, the addition of public lavatories, shelters, a super 

abundance of rather clumsy heavy wooden seats (mostly donated as 

memorials), and the parks department pride in display - with bedding 

out flower plots laterly used as rose beds, and the now famous floral 

clock in the north east corner(153) (fig. 107). A few more statues 

and memorials have been added :(154) and more recently a rather amateurish 

piazza introduced providing an open air cafe during the summer months, 

and a children's playground. 

Something of the gardens old character remains - particularly on 

the south boundary against the Castle, with its network of informal 

walks as planned by James Skene: but too much of the rest has been 

altered by artifacts or made diminutive by tree planting not in scale 

with the picturesque conventions of the original design (fig. 108). 

Bolder forest trees have been replaced by smaller, more timid ornamental 

planting, and the generous scale of the grass extent on the south 

Castle flank has degenerated. A trace of McNab persists but his layout 

for the central area was obliterated when the bandstand was constructed 

across the middle walk thus disrupting the sequence of pathways. He 

would not have approved of the subsequent treatment of the north bank 

along Princes Street, nor the lower terrace walk (figs. 109 -110) which 

he would have considered too broad, too predictably long and very dull. 
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FIGURE 108 : 

View across the garden to the castle 
banks (J.9rthur Dixon) 

FIGURE 109 : 

Upper terrace walk showing the various shelters (2.D. Henderson) 

FIGURE 110 
Mid section of upper terrace walk with statue of Thomas Guthrie 
in distance ¡ 
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SECTION3 

THE PLEASURE GARDENS OF THE SECOND NEW TOWN 



3.1 TIM DEVELOPMENT OF THE SECOND NEW TOWN AND ITS O?EN SPACES 

"A few years ago, the Magistrates of Edinburgh, finding that the 
New Town, extensive as it is, was inadequate to the increasing 
opulence and population of the City, purchased the house and 
grounds of Bellevue, and some extensive fields reaching near to 
Drumsheugh; and have begun to lay down another new town that bids 
fair to eclipse the former in extent and beauty of architecture "(1) 
(The strangers guide to Edinburgh 1517). 

While the first New Town was gradually being built, the ground 

further to the north beyond Queen Street remained as it had done for 

many years the scene of peaceful rural pursuits. The land formed 

part of the extensive and ancient Barony of Broughton which had been 

in the possession of the George Heriot Trust since 1636.(2) Most of 

it was leased out to different farmers for arable and grazing purposes, 

the 3 principal tenants being, Thomas Wood, Henry Anderson and 

Robert Robertson, all farmers at Broughton. A portion on the eastern 

sede, amounting to some 13 acres (5.2 ha) or so (later to be known as 

the lands of Bellevue) had already been sold by the Trust in the mid - 

eighteenth century to a James Cumming a flesher, or butcher by trade, 

and either he or a subsequent owner built a modest mansion house upon 

it (refer Section 3.6). This relatively small area of land as will 

shortly be described became of critical importance to the eventual 

establishment of the second New Town and the several pleasure gardens 

contained within it. 

Unlike the first New Town which from the start had been promoted 

by the Town Council and apart from certain modifications had kept to 

the competition submission by James Craig (refer Section 2.1), the 

design of the second New Town was far more protracted and involved 

many more people. In all the various proposals however, it seems to 

have been accepted that the area of land now known as the Queen Street 

gardens should be kept as open space. Indeed, the very first charter 

granted for a portion of this ground in 1769, long before designs for 

developing the whole area had been drawn up stated quite clearly that 

it was feued "... for the purpose of a garden only" and that in all 

time coming "... no dwelling house shall be erected ... and no other 
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building whatever excepting proper offices for the use of the house to 

be built upon the said street ... (in this case, No. 8 Queen Street, 

the residence of Lord Chief Baron Ord) ... hot houses, gardeners house, 

or such other buildings as may be necessary for said garden ".(3) These 

conditions were repeated in the 8 subsequent charters made out between 

1781 -1791 for land within thisstrip (fig. 111) and each one affirmed 

that the restrictions and servitude were made out in favour of the 

Lord Provost, Magistrates and Council "as representing the Community ", 

the proprietors of houses in Queen Street, and the proprietors of 

houses to be built on Thomas Wood's or Robert Robinson's farm ground 

(ie, the land to the north of Queen Street). 

Why the governors of the Heriot Trust took this course of action 

is nowhere recorded but it would appear that to some extent they felt 

bound by Craig's plan which had shown a residential layout flanked by 

a wide band of formal parkland to the south (the valley of the North 

Loch) and one of similar character to the north (the Queen Street 

gardens). The parkland in each instance stretched the complete length 

of the New Town itself. Compared to Craig's design the Queen Street 

garden area became considerably foreshortened - the land at the extreme 

western end no longer being owned by the Trust -and therefore outwith 

their control.(4) An attractive area of open space providing a buffer 

between the two developments could only enhance future feuing prospects: 

in addition the Governors were probably anxious to avoid the controversial 

sequence of events whichtad permitted certain workshop accommodation 

to be sited at the south eastern end of Princes Street (Section 2.4). 

Although the Queen Street Garden area enjoyed these basic safe- 

guards from an early date, several years were to elapse before more 

definite proposals for a second New Town began to emerge - for with so 

much building still in progress in the New Town itself there was 

simply no immediate need to expand further. The first set of plans to 

be drawn up however, were not on the instigation of the Heriot Trust but 

by a former Lord Provost - one David Steuart(5) (1746- 1824). Steuart, 

the youngest son of John Steuart of Dalguise, Perthshire was by all 

accounts a handsome man (Fig. 112a and b), "... of excellent taste and 
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Dates of the various charters and ownership of land 
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passionately fond of literature", an avid book collector (fig. 112g) and 

an ardent whig. (6) By profession he was a merchant who through the 

course of his business had also set u a private banking firm in 

partnership with his friend Robert Allan (7) (refer Section 3.4). 

Altogether an enterprising individual, involved In a wide range of 

activities and possessing a more than moderate interest in the 

improvement of Edinburgh. During his term as Lord 7rovost (17P0-82) 

for example, he attempted (although prematurely) to have the slaughter- 
Ui) 

houses removed from the North. T.,och besides making an enthusiastic 

attempt to amend the New Town plan by adding a circus to the centre of 

George 3treet: this latter idea also proved abortive but eventually 

found form in the Royal Circus (Section 3.7). 

Tlow did 3teuart become involved with the second New Town? In 

1780, or a little earlier he and his family moved to Cueen Street 
(1) 

(No. 5), and in 1781 he purchased from the Heriot Trust over 2 acres 

of land (0.8 ha) opposite his house and adjacent to the first feu 

granted in the Queen Street garden area to Lord Chief Baron Ord in 
(v) 

176) (fig. 111). This ground was converted into a private garden 

for his own use (refer Section 3.3) but Steuart's energies were not 

contained here. Sensing the opportunities not far distant when the 

New Town would need to extend its boundaries he began to purchase land 

in the vicinity on a purely speculative basis: the main and largest 

portion acquired was an area of 13 acres or so (5.2 ha) lying to the 

north of his garden in the region of Abercromby 7lace and beyond. 

This land had been advertised for letting as "garden ground" as far 

back as 1774 (fig. 115a) when a man by the name of Alexander Ramalge 

took over the tenancy: in 1782 he sub-tacked it to David Steuart. 

Three years later Steuart approached the Heriot Trust (the feu 

superiors) with a request to purchase it from them: the conditions 

under which this was agreed to indicate that the Trust was well aware 

of his motives - for one of the clauses stated that if the land was to 

be feued or leased for building purposes (other than for one single 

family house) then in addition to the annual feu for the whole area 

Steuart woulA he required to pay an extra feu for each house erected. 
(11) 
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: SEVUESTRATIONS, tsc. - 
Sep. i6. 117'117.nn Lan iii Pcnhrald. dcalér in cattle -C editors 

to meet in Mrs Rok s, innkeeper in Glrran, zóth September, at 
is noun, to name a Cu.:tor; and at fame place and hour, zyd Oc- 
tober, to chufe a tluftce. 

Examination of avoid Sterart, merchant In Leith, to be in the 
Situ-of-clerk's Office, Edinburgh, Sxh September and salt Otto - 
ber, at is noon- .Creditan to merlin the Royal Exchange Cur- 
feehouCe, Edinburgh. sad October. at to coon, to give in :.ructions 
to uhn Murrif t, writer in the runlet, the truttee ; and to lodge 
their claims betwixt and lath April 

f. Edinburgh Evening Courant 19 September 1799 

Tuis Day was Yublithed, 
A CATALOGUE 

Of A SMALL SOT TORY 

SELECT COLLECTION OF BOOKS. 
In which arc to be found forne of the 

RNESTSP£CIMENSofTYPOGRAPHY EXTANT 
PROM THE MCAT ATTtMPTS ON wo7DEN CLOCKS 

. UI(TIL TUC PRESENT TIME; 
Particularly from the Preires of 

J.hn Gotswnberg C. Sweynhevnt and A. 
I:ft and P. Schoeffcr A. Pannar-z'. 

*fence Koller Wynkect de Worde, 
Niclwlaa jenfm And many of the other 
Vt,dsilne de Spire Print ers wao tlounlhed La 
William Carton the Fifteenth Century; 

Aldus _ Ditmti Bailees-vale 
;.. Mint . ' -Grafton Bodoni 

. Steven Fetid Barbnu 
Iollte ; - Tonfon Didot 

' RoyalFrefs(Parie) Fonds Bentley 
Glohto liana Eulnter, 

.And other eminent Modern !hinters: 
1114ichai11be Soto by Audtion, by Mr ELLIOT, at 
10 ilkooms, Cr06, Edinburgh, on MONDAY the luth 
611y two[, and the Eleven following days, at Twelve 
I'dsdt. 
figues (price One- Shilling each) In he had of ' 

HERS & MILLER, and the other Bookfeiiers hb _ 
k.E, Mews Gate.1.o'.DON ; 

se:lyd. iianwell,' Oxford ; W. H. Lunn, Cain. 
Brent and Reid, Warsaw; A. Brown, Aber- 

W. ifon. Perth; G.ÑiylVne., Dundee; Gilberts 
7;sd lsdges, Dublin; and at the place of (lit... 
g. Edinburgh Evening Courant lai May 1801. 

b. 
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' -.T -- sEED OATS. 
Dvip STEWART and CO. hate got ta 

fame 
a finali 

Cargo Of DUTCtt SLED OATS, of the fame quality of 
thafe which they Sold last i afua. 

¿ri:4, 4ib 3.tanarv. 1791. 
. 

c. Edinburgh Advertiser 11 January 1791 

To be SOLD by publié Italian, within the Ware.heafc et 
D4va) STCUALT and Co. on :44111y úu yd October, át' 
72 o'clock ¡ noon, . . - rEN TONS of.ÇAROLINARICE,.and FOUR TONS 1 of DUTCH BUTTER., 
'Tote put up is such lots as parChaft rsmay âaclfae. 

Leith, 3ót Sept. 1791,. - . . 

d. Edinburgh Advertiser 27 September 1791 

D.1VID STEUART & CO..-. 
MIRCIIANTI IN LEITH.. - 

lntendFnqto wind up theirpeefent Concernsts,freed:IT 
as pollible,brg leave to inform their Friends, 

HAT their STOCK of GOODS will be SOLD 
- OFF on the moll ttafutnLle term& -The foaowiug 

= artieies áre pamicuiar:y defcrving of attention, viz 
46, Pipes of old fuperior RED PORT WINE 
15. Do. ' -Three-year old DITTO .' 
24 Do.....: Old fupericr DCI TO in Bottles . . 

to Do.' LISBON WINE . 

. 

I Do. ' CALC3VÉLLA WINE - . 

:6 Butts (iA cafe and bottle) MOUNTAIN WINE, a 
crnlidcrabk pall of wbikh is of a quality oat to -e ;' often met with, being t.4 years old 

30 Butts (in calk std bottle) SHERRY WINES . 

;o HSds. CLARET (in café and boule) of the mof ap- 
°- proved Groertht and Vinra,ea 

S Pipes'(in boric) of MADEIRA 1.ONDO:Y.PART1 
CULAR WINE; imported. fax years ago-a very 
fuperior article. - - 

. . 

= 11efida the above, they have in- their flock 404 Dozen of 
älic Liit3S cone i ing of .a' great'earikty of FRENCH add 

?Se,ANlSM SWEET WINES,. OLD HOCK. n&c. - - - . 

k --Thep have -alto a Qsranrity of 'Very old JAt L :CA RUM, 
`7R.E CH-SRANDì, and..DU fCH CCE.`ii:i7A, fdgetlaer 
about 600i 3 , 

,Tl'ie,.abeve goodsarenot only genuine is imported, and 
nrigins y of-the bea quaiftics,: bat -have advantages in point 
sf g` and proper kecpwg rarely toile met wig 

- 

e. Edinburgh Evening Courant 8 July 1793 

FIGURE 112 a - g ; 

Various items relating to David Steuart 
a. David Steuart (17W1824) Lord Provost (EDC) 
b. Steuart (from Kay's portraits) 
c.) 

d.) His various mercantile activities 
e.) 

f. Notice of his bankruptcy 
g. Advertisements for the sale 

(according to May this sale 

successful and many of the 

bought by friends) 

of his books 
was not very 
books were 



Steuart's initiative seers to have prompted the Fteriot Trust to 

consider the remaining area of land still in their possession for 

they decided "... to get a proper plan of the ground to the north of 

Queen Street and of the streets that may be proper to lead into said 

ground in the view of the same becoming bußld.ing ground".(i2) A plan 

was drawn up by John Laurie, Surveyor, but having made this move the 

Trust took no further interest in the matter for another 5 years or so. 

Meantime, the remaining land in the Queen Street garden area was 

all feued off as private garden space. In 1786 Steuart acquired 

Card's former Barden .adjoining his own, and in 1791 he bought another 

portion further westwards adjacent to his friend and former banking 

partner, Robert Allan.(13) By then the eartnershie had been dissolved 

and Steuart had started business on his own account as a general 

merchant in Leith (fig. 112c, d and e). By now Steuart was beginning 

to seriously consider the possibilities for developing his land. 

Towards the en i of 1790 he had granted permission for a building 

intended "... as a workshop for two industrious young men cabinet 

makers" to be erected close to the south west corner of his 13 acre 

feu. He had earlier applied to the Trust for this small angle of land 

in order to square off his boundaries, and while agreement had been 

reached in principle no charter had formally been made out. The 

(ueen Street proprietors particularly those most affected by views of 

the workshop (Captain Patrick Hunter at No. i? was one of the most 

voluble) were quick to register their annoyance and disaeprov al by 

letter to the Heriot Trust. ÿteuart's reply, delayed by "... a 

painful and tedious illness" (he was the victim of gout) explained 

that neither the nature of the manufacture to be carried out, nor the 

building itself could be regarded as a nuisance, that the Governors - 

many of whom had acquired their fortunes by application to similar 

trades should be sympathetically inclined, and that "... if i can 

accomplish my intensions with respect to the ground T. have feued from 

?teriots Hospital I hope to plant as many buildings upon it as will 

bring the charity nearly £2,000 a year additional revenue, without any 

:exertion or expenditure on their part".(1L) 
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The proprietors appeal to the Trust met with no immediate 

response, but the appearance of this one building caused certain 

apprehensions about the future with the fear that long cherished open 

Views across farmland and woodland to the Firth of Forth, and the Fife 

hills beyond might now be in jeopardy. Mence a second approach was 

made to the Trust with a proposal to purchase a servitude upon 2 fields 

to the north of Queen Street "... as may be necessary to preserve the 

present view of their houses to the northward that no buildings be 

erected thereon ".(15) All these events served to remind the Trust that 

the time was fast approaching when some more definite decisions would 

have to be made about the land in question, and indeed, within the 

space of a few months David Steuart had started negotiations with them 

for a joint building plan. As discussions and plans became further 

advanced the Trust realised that it was not in their interest to come 

to any private arrangement with the Queen Street proprietors, and 

that instead the ground should be advertised on the open market as 

building l.and.(16) 

First plans for the Second New Town 

First mention of a plan actually having been drawn up is found in 

the Heriot Trust Minutes of 4 June 1792(17) which refer to a letter 

received from David Steuart stating that 1e... In consequence of what 

Passed between the Committee of Governors and George Heriots Hospital . 

and me I have with the assistance of Mr William Sibbald your surveyor 

made out a plan for bui'ding on the ground laying to the north of 

Queen Street the property of the hospital and myself ". William Sibhald 

as it will be remembered was also superintendant of works to the city.(1 
R 

) 

During the following months Sibbald continued to prepare further sketch 

plans both on behalf of the Trust (who were wanting to establish the 

feuing value of the land)(19) and David Steuart, who was anxious to 

resolve the boundary line between his and the hospital's property. 
(2D) 

By the middle of the following year details of a mutual building 

plan finally became settleds(21) the boundaries between the Hospitals 

and Steuartt land were readjusted on the understanding that Steuart would 
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remove the building which the Queen :street proprietors had taken 

objection to, and that "... the area in the middle of the Square to be 

common property to the houses fronting the same ". A copy of this plan 

still exists in the Reriot Trust archives, dated 19th October 179e(2 2) 

and signed by John Gloat,, Dean of Guild on behalf of the City of 

Edinburgh and David Steuart (fig. 113). Whether the ideas contained in 

the plan belonged wholly or partly to Steuart, or to Sibbald is not 

known; it is likely however, that Steuart in the first instance out - 

lined a number of suggestions (the notion of a circus for example) 

after which it was left to Sibbald to work them out in detailed and 

presentable form. 
(23) 

Although this plan of 1713 was not ieeelemented, 

for reasons to be shortly described, it proved an important advance 

and a major influence on later designs. The plan contained 2 

distinctive features - an open space at the west end in the form of a 

circus (containing a basin of water - similar to $ifibbal 's slight :y 

later suggestion for Charlotte Square - Section 2.3) and the other at 

the east end in the shaee of a square.(24) Both these ? large spaces 

were connectel by a central road, with cross streets linking with a new 

road to the south (alongside the Queen Street gardens) ani .Queen Street 

beyond, and with 2 crescents on the northern boundary. In all, a 

elan to complement that of the first New Town and providing a generous 

proportion of open space. 

Qver the next few years Steuart tried on severa' occasions to 

:rod the Trust into further action but without success, although in 

1716 they agreed to his request that the plan should be engraved "... and 

a thousand copies to be cast off ... for the inspection of such 

ersons as may intend to feu." (25) r One year later Thomas '-'ood the 

tenant farmer who for upwards of bn years had rented much of the land 

in the area to the north of cueen Street died(26) thus removing one 

obstacle in the way of the lands development. This probably encouraged 

.Steuart to once more make contact with the Trust and in 1728 he 

informed them of his intention to have printed 200 copies "... of my 

agreement with the Hospital relative to the building on my feu ... for 

the use of persons intending to feu as reference to it will be made in 

the feu charters ... "(27) But little real progress could be made 
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FIGURE 113 : 

Plan dated 18 October 1793 made out by William Sibbald for the lands 

to the north of Queen Street (belonging to David Steuart and the 

George Heriot Trust (O'RS) 
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FIGURE 114 : 

Sibbald's plan transposed to show its position 
in relation to the 

second new town as developed (note how the area 
was extended by the 

addition of the lands of Bellevue further 
to the east) 
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without a similar move by the Trust and by now the Governors were 

preoccupied with their plans for feuing out a portion of their grounds 

further eastwards for the building of Duke Street, Elder Street and 

York Place. 

Thwarted in one direction, and by now experiencing serious financial 

difficulties in his mercantile enterprises Steuart saw the erection of 

the new buildings as an opportunity to raise some much needed money. 

In February 1799 he wrote to the Heriot Trust with the proposition 

that the line of buildings in York Place "... which so far from being 

of any publick injury are agreed ornamental to the city" be extended 

westwards as far as his area of private garden, and that if the Trust 

withdrew the servitude over this ground he would divide the money from 

those taking up the feus between himself and the Trust. Happily, the 

Governors stood firm and refused permission for any houses to be built 

in the Queen Street garden area.(2ß) 

Steuart's business ventures finally collapsed and by the end of 

1799 he was bankrupt. Early in the following year the 13 acres on 

which he had placed such high hopes were put up for sale (fig. 115 b and c), 

the ground being advertised as "... well adapted and will bring a 

considerable price for building stances".(29) His private garden area 

in Queen Street was listed as a separate lot(30) being rented out at 

that time to Alexander Finlayson, gardener and later in the year to 

John Richmond, nurseryman(31) (see also Section 3.3). Agents for the 

sale were Maxwell Gordon, and John Morison, writers to the signet 

(Morison had been appointed trustee for the creditors following Steuart's 

bankruptcy) who had in their hands "... the plan for building on the 

grounds" (ie Sibbald's plan of 1793). Whether Steuart's own failure 

branded such an enterprise as risky is not known but the land remained 

unsold although readvertised at regular intervals "... upset price 

reduced" throughout the first half of the year.(32) It was not in fact 

sold until. 1802, and 3 years later changed hands again when curiously 

enough Gordon and Maxwell, the original agents for the sale became 

part owners: by then however, the prospects for the landb development 

were well assured. 
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S E R for 1: 774. 
G.ARr.)EN G'1OUN1) to LET. 

To he LI; l' fogy frttetn years or more as can be 
agreed upon, and entered to at Martinmas 
UCXt, T HIRTF.EN ACRES and - upwards of 

GROUND, lying immediately to the north 
of Lord Chief Baron's garden in the New 
Town, commonly called 7 p-head-,..:Jell, 
bounded on the cart by Drummond Lodge park 
dyke. ALSO, two acres of ground, bóunded 
on the weft by the laid l;arden, and on the cart 
by Grbrie!'s Road. And iiicewire about' 
leven or eight acres of ground lying on the road 
leading toLeith, called the Gallcaelee, lying 
immediately to the eaft of Dr. Hope's garden, 
all prelently pofrelt by Mrs. anderion in. 
Brangltton. 

'I'he ground is all of an excellent foil, apd 
exceedingly well fituated for garden ground, as 
it 1 y fo near the city of Edinburgh, and capa- 
ble of great improvement, being fa near ma- 
nure of every kind. 

Propofals in writing to be given in to John 
Rogue writer in Edinburgh. at the head of the 
New Affembly clofe, and fuck as are not ac- 
cepted of, (hail be kept f cret, if defired. Any 
who want further information, may apply to 
hit i. 
a. Edinburgh Advertiser 8 July 1774 

n SALE. OF FIìtÚS FOR BUILDING, 
ci Grounds"ad joining the. New Town of Edinburgh.- Hoe - -- 

tciín that City- Seperiorities In Perth and Dmtfries $hirrsa- 
and Shares in the Edinburgh and Leith Affembly Room' 

Tu be Soin by publie roup,on Thurfday.the 16th Jana at curt. 
vrthin the Royal F.schan e Coffech,íufe, Edinburgh at nue 
o'clock afternoon, the F01,1.0 WING SUB '(1'S 

Lori. 
THESE Thirtbea Acres or thereby of BLE 

GROUND, felted by DArin Sreusa r, merch .t Ln Leith, 
from Herroe s Hotpitai, and lituatcd immediately S of the 
gardens in front of the raft end oi`Q!een Street. h :ground 
is well adorned, and will bring a conuderahic prie for uilding 
itauces,for which purpofe a plan has already .-keen ttled,ocotu- 
ruur?itate thdm with - heNew Buildings of the City of Edinburgh 
is on place and Dickfort s Yards. - - 

I.ot.11. The GARDEN GROUNDS lying immediately to 
the South of the foregoing let, as prefently poif..ted by Alexan- 
der 1TnLtrfun. gardener, extending to three acres or thereby. 

c. Edinburgh Evening Courant 10 February 1800: 

LN SALE OF -BUILDING AREAS, GARDENS, 
. And other Sujnjetts- -Upset rice esduçud. 

ere wí1( lié $ot,n. withia.rhe Royal. l:schingZ.loff.. 
" dinburgh,no'Imuradry the z ;th February nest, at t2 o'clock 

booth, 
Loi L. THOS£= `i'HI} FEEN °"ACRFd' of ARABL 

GROUND, :or thereby, (cued. by -.?`Ir Stewart, 
merchant in.Leith,from Heriot'd Hospital,situaead irtreedi tr. Tÿ nóríh if the Gardeuï lit front .f .the east cud uf Seo, 
Street."- ' 

' 

By in agreement with Herióe 's Hóspital;,thc above ground, 
andtho Husphai's :adjoining property es:tnding;wrstward to 
the Earl of Moray :t.l,roperty, u te be:,feuedfor huiidings, 
a regular plan sul,scnhc,l by both parties.. !. I:urli. -The OAREfE 4,' lying'fmtnediatcly'south' of taie 
alcove Lot, as' lately.possesseel by Alei. Finlayson, gàrdeaer, 
urur,',itb the exception of Wangle at the. starch extremity, tu be 
included in the estl .nt,eatcuding what uinelalded.in this. Lut 
to about two acres and a half or thereby.. 

Q '1-1..o.1-111.:.-::Thot HOUSE.in 1lI.1Ts S TA E, !icing the 
fifth storey of the large itóne'tenenletit there," presently` posses- 
sed Icy irlr,John Koberuon,:ac a rentbf. 161.'pctannum. Whip 
subject being,iruared. for r80o): Scots,iellhe'Eiinnburgh Friend.- 
ly Insirr ace Office,.sndithe.premi.um .paid rap, the purchases 
will tie entitled to the corresponding dividends .n the above 
capital.. 

o r 1V. ThtSUPERIORIT'tES of tht Iasds of Cardruys, 
and others, - lit the "county of Edinhurgh, -affording a freehold 
qualification in that county, with the feu duties thereto" annexed. 
The feu -duties amount to about Itl.per'a.mium,`and the'v 
lued'rent to 4411. Scots i ' :: : i. 

1.oì V.. -:The SUPE:RIORITY'.of the,. I:ärich óf "Láuoeien- 
scaler, sad others, in', the county 'of '.Durhfrie,, extending tp 
7z merles Scots of. valued rent, and yielding n-atifival feu-duty 
of. abnut.al. -iz+. $d. Sterling: _Thaentriés:uf the - vassafin 
these land arc not taxed. ' 

V1. -=l'EN SHARES in P.dinburgh.AsKnnbly;Roomj.. 
Lo Vile-The unexpired Term Ter td. run, -being r4 'years ' 

of a Lcafe. of the Farm iyingmorth of Qu'een's Street; Iately 
possessed :by'rhornas = Wood, which is now subset to good tel.- 
nerds,' alpd a , e Tick!: auplus rentxceeding ul*.Sterlingper at(. 
Ytum4.. 

it 

The articles anid eA d le. ov ni of r1s with thze 
ppa6-S(the two 

n 
tei the hands of 

ltilazwr11-0,,rlon, and Ittn-martmrkWriters 16. tlic SrgyèR, 
who will inforui as to o'er particul th ar.. 

. -" 

b. Edinburgh Evening Courant 11 January 1800 

p, y IUh2 OF ON1 HUNñRED GUINEAö,-T '7l(f AS ALSO 
`'r 
// 

FIFTY GUINEAS. 
ANTED a PLAN or DESIGN for 
laying ont in STREETS, SQUARES, &c. for 

ifiitildings, the GROUNDS of BELLEVUE, belonging 
fo'the City of Edinhurgit -alto the Grounds Wcltward, 
and en the North of the Gardens North of neett's -greet, 
belonging to David Steuart, Ffq. and to 1 lerint's l-lofpl- 
tai, as for welt as the gmunds belonging to the Earl of 
Moray. A gtound plan of the whole, with a number of 
feetlons of the grounds of Bellevue, will be ¡hewn at the 
Chamberlain. Office. 

N. B. The Mansion -houle of Bellevue is to be prefer - 
ved, and made part of the plana.. - 'The perfon producing the belt Plan will becstitled to 
ONE I1UNDRED GUINEAS, and the next belt. to 
FiITY GUINEAS; the merit of all the Plans to bede- 
terniined by the Lord Provoft and iViagittrates of Edin- 
burgh. 

'1 he plans to be ftaler], and delivered to the Town 
Clerks between and the firtt day of January next; and 
i£ any competitor chufes to put a Mark on his plan, with 
a Letter. relative thereto, fuch.letter.avill not be.opcset 
ualefs the author 1liaii be found entitled to a premium. 

d. Edinburgh Evening Courant 25 October 1800 

FIGURrE 115 a - g : 
Advertisements for the land to the north of Queen Street and notice of the competition for the second new town 
a. Early advertisement for the letting of 13 acres of ground north of Queen Street later purchased by David Steuart b.) 
c.) Two of several advertisements for the sale of Steuart's 13 acres following his bankruptcy together with his Queen Street garden : also lot 7 (b) includes the letting of Thomas idood's farm d. Notice of competition for laying out the second new town 

(5.2ha) 
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Involvement of the Town Council: the purchase of the lands of 

the la in out of the second New Town Bellevue and the competition for 

Without Steuart's enterprising spirit plans for the second New Town 

might well have _foundered: no -one it seemed was prepared to buy his 

land and to take on a commitment which to some extent was dependent 

on the goodwill and co- operation of the Heriot Trust. But the gap 

Left by Steuart's withdrawal was almost immediately filled by the Town 

Council when, in the early months of 1300 they purchased the property 

of Bellevue, including the mansion house, garden and some 5 acres (0.2 ha) 

of land.(33) This property, once owned by Lord '?rovost Drummond - 

instigator of the first New Town, lay to the north east of líeriot's 

and 3teuart's feu and formed a potentially useful and obvious addition 

to any plan for the development of the ground to the north of 

Queen Street (fig. 114). It was not however, simply a fortuitious move 

on the part of the Town Council but one calculated to give them an 

opportunity to become involved in any such plans, and indeed to take a 

large measure of control. As subsequent events indicate the Council 

knew what they wanted to achieve, that they considered themselves in 

the best position to achieve it, and that no more time was to be lost 

in settling once and for all a plan for the second New Town (refer 

also Section 3.6). 

After acquiring Bellevue the Town Council speedily set to work. 

The land was surveyed and cleared: vines and other plants belonging 

to the house were sold by public auction, and the trees cut down 

and removed.(34) No more the delightful views of "... the sea of 

Bellevue foliage gilded by the evening sun" which had long given 

peasure to countless strollers along Queen Street, Taken so completely 

by surprise Edinburgh citizens a-.parently reacted passively although 

... shuddering when they heard the axes busy in the woods of Bellevue 

and furious when they saw the bare ground ". These events recorded by 

Henry Cockburn in his Memoriaïs(35) closed with the wistful comment 

that "... all that art and nature had done to prepare the place for 

foliaged compartments of town architecture, if being built upon should 

prove inevitable, was carefully obliterated, so that at last the whole 

spot was made as bare and dull as if the designer of the New Town itself 
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had presided over the oeerat-on ". A sentiment which Cockburn was to 

reiterate later in the case of the Moray estate at Drumsheugh which 

suffered a similar fate prior to development. 

The mansion house was retained and later sold to the Board of 

Customs (see also Section 3.6); meantime however, the Council assumed 

full initiative, and decided as they had done 35 years before to hold 

a public competition in order to obtain "... a `lan or Design for 

laying out in streets, squares etc for buildings, the ^rounds of 

Bellevue belonging to the City of Edinburgh, also the grounds Best -. 

e;ards, and on the north of the Gardens north of Queen Street, belonging 

to David Steuart Esq., and to t-F.eriots Hospital, as far west as the 

;rounds belonging to the Earl of Murray ".(3 
) 

In October 1 )O 2 advertise- 

ments were placed in Edinburgh's newspapers (fig. 115d) offering a 

?rite of 100 guineas for the best, and 50 guineas for the second best 

elan submitted - a considerable advance on Craig's premium of one gold 

medal and a silver boa:.(37) This important sequence of events has 

hitherto been overlooked(3g) even although later minutes indicate an 

enthusiastic response with a 'great many" plans received and the entries 

subsequent?y judged "... by gentlemen of taste". Four designs were 

singled out as being of equal merit and the decision was made to divide 

the prize money between the 4: as each plan however "... contained 

qualities which the others wanted ". a further 50 guineas was set asile 

"... upon them producing a plan made up by them from the four plans to 

contain what shall be thought best in each of them "(30) No names are 

mentioned in the minutes but an account book for this period reveals that 

eayments were made to James Elliot (architect and surveyor), Robert Morison 

(architect), John Baine (architect and designer) and William Sibbal_d 

(overseer of. ''ublic Works to the Town Council, and the George )ieriot 

Trust). 

All 4 men were accomplished designers of some standing although 

their names have rather slipped into obscurity. James Elliot (1770- 

1810) for example, was in joint practice with his now better remembered 

eider brother Archibald, who had an office in London while James 
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remained in Scotland to supervise the firm's work there: together 

they worked on a number of Scottish country houses including Dreghorn 

Castle, Midlothian; Stobo Castle, `eeblesshire; Auchmore House, and 

Taymouth Castle, both in 'Perthshire. 
(40) 

Had James not died relatively 

young his reputation would no doubt have matched that of his successful 

brother. John Baine and Robert Morison are both mentioned in a book 

published in the early years of the nineteenth century as examples of 

the many "... excellent architects" produced by Scotland, along with 

other such names as Adam, Craig, Henderson, Gil'.esp4_e, Burn, Baxter 

and Stark.' Baine had once been a student at the Edinburgh School 

of Design, where his textile designs were said to have been outstanding.(42) 

Later he was one of the candidates for the Mastership of the School 

when it became vacant in 1785 - Alexander Nasmyth, the portrait and 

landscape painter also being a contender: neither was successful(43) 

and Baine shortly afterwards established himself as a teacher of 

mathematics and scientific drawing "... giving private lessons particu- 

larly to the gentemen of the Army and Navy and to Engineers in 

Mathematics and those branches of the art of drawing dependent upon 

them as ?eresptive Fortification, the drawing of Machinery, Maps 

etc. "(44) The newspaper advertisement from which the preceding is 

taken intimates that Baine was about to extend his classes to other 

members of the public, to be held "... at his lodgings at Mr Nasmyth's, 

No 11 South Bridge Street ". The two men were obviously well known 

to each other. Maybe Bdhet commitment to teaching curtailed his scope 

for creative design for apart from being one of the competition winners 

no other work of his has been identified. Robert Morison ( -1825) 

was probably the best trained architect amongst the four;C5) he had 

been a pupil of Robert and James Adger' for several years and later 

appointed assistant to Sir John Soa.ne.; in 1794 he published a little 

known work entitled: "Designs in .!erspective for villas in the Ancient 

Castle and Grecian Styles ". He practised as an architect in Edinburgh 

from 1807(46 until his death and was no doubt responsible for the 

design of a number of houses in the New To: ?n.(47) He was also one of 

the architects selected to submit plans for the completion of the 

University buildings in 1815 (he had drawn up earlier designs in 

1719). None of the prizewinners however, could match " illiam Sibbald's 
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knowledge and familiarity of the erounds in question, and his earlier 

plans on behalf of 9avid Steuart and the Heriot Trust must have placed 

him at a distinct advantage. A competent designer himself (refer 

Section 2.3) he understandably had a vested interest In entering for 

the competition which allowed him to tale part anonymously. 

None of the winning desiens has survived - but 2 items have 

which together tell, us a treat deal about what the competition achieved. 

The first, and most important is a Irawing entitled: "-lan for laying 

of in Building the lands of eve, and the adjacent lands westwards", 

dated 25 April ilnl, and signed by ilobert Morison, rill.iam $ibbald 

"senior", and James Elliot 
(4 

(fig. 116); the second a document oritten 

by John Baine as a "Exploratory memoir" to accomeany his comnetition 

sub-nission. 
(4)) 

Clearly the former is the combined drawing produced 

at the request of the Town Council by the prizewinners and containing 

"... the best of each ...". Baine's absent signature indicates that 

for one reason or another he dropped out at this later stage. Maybe 

he did not wish his plan to be compromised for his memoir 'reveals not 

only a man well, versed in town planning erinciples at home and abroad 

but also having rather idiosyncratic and elevated vies as to how the 

land shouli be leveloeel. In essence Bainets design consisted of 

2 large enclosures one at the east end of octagonal shape which he 

named Drummond Place (for more details refer eection 3.6) and the 

other at the west end in the fore of an amphitheatre, with "monuments 

to illustrious 3cotchmen" in the centre (he rejected the idea of a 

circus as destroying too much e,round) each linked by 3 main ,aralle/ 

streets 100' (30.50 broad: there were to be no narrow streets or 

thoroughfares providing accommodation for "common people", as ".,. 

good air, light, and sunshine, the great blessings of bounteous 

heaven ... ought not to be withheld from the poorest of mankind". 
(51) 

As in Mine's plan, and 3ibbaldts much earlier one the combined 

comeetition drawing, incorporated as one of its main features an open 

space at either end. 3ibbalPs former circus reappears on the west side 

although positioned further northwards: to the east but now further 

distant from the circus is an oval shaped space having at its centre 
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FIGURE 116 : 

Joint plan by 3 of the prize winners, Robert Morison, William Sibbald, 
and James Elliot for the second new town: signed and dated 25 April 1801 
(EDC, Archival drawing collection) 

FIGURE 117 : 

Revised plan for the second new town made out by Robert Reid 
and referred to in the contract between the 3 parties involved, 
the City of Edinburgh, the George Heriot Trust and the new owners 
of David Steuart's jeu dated 23 March 1802 (EDC Archival drawing collection) 
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the old mansion house of Bel'evue. The large square originally envisaged 

by Sibbald was not so well suited to accommodating the house with its 

remnants of garden - as required by the competition brief-and this more 

attractive solution must have been devised by either nlliot or Morison. 

A broad street connected the 2 open spaces, "ith other roads running 

earallel and intersected by a series of cross streets - 3 of which 

further linked with Queen 3treet. To other features of Sibbal d's first 

plan remain a, crescent on the north eastern edge, and a straight 

line of buildings opuosite to and running the whole length of the 

fume Street garden area. 66 He lakl'er been carried into effect/oould 

have required the absorption of part of the eastmost garden. 

In all these events the lleriot Trust appear to have readily 

acquiesced, and indeed, no mention is made of them until well, after 

the competition was held; then in June 1001 the Treasurer reported to a 

meeting that as a result of the Town Council having purchased Bellevue, 

several building plans had been made but of the ground to the north of 

Queen Street and that "... it would be for the interests of the 

hospital and the ornament of the city to adopt some one of these plans, 

in place of the plan that had been already fixed upon". 
(51) 

It was 

therefore arranged that the Trust should hold a meeting with the Town 

Council and David Steuart and his trustees to discuss the matter further. 

Further Revisions to the lans by Maior Stratton of the Royal Eneineers, 
and Robert Reid architect 

Nothing more is heard about the plans until nearly 6 months later 

when the Town Council minutes refer to a payment of 25 guineas to one 

Mrs Stratton for worle carried out by her late husband Major Stratton, 

commanding Royal Engineer in North Britain "... to revise and improve 

plans given in for a new town to be erected on the lands of Bellevue". 
(52) 

'eresunably Major Stratton in view of his professional backeround was a 

competent surveyor and draughtsman, 
(53) 

and must have been consulted 

as a result of the joint meeting of all the interested parties when the 
lome 

combined competition drawing would have/studied in detail and the 

decision made that further modifications were necessary. But while some 
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improvements had been suggested and new plans made out before Stratton's 

death, the work was not complete: the task therefore passed to some- 

one else - this time to Robert Reid, surveyor and architect. 

Robert Reid (1774 -1256) who was responsible for the final set 

of revisions to the ground plan was then 27 years o1.:1,(54) and this 

commission certainly helped to launch him as a successful architect.(55) 

How or why he came to he a?proached is a matter for conjecture but his 

background must certainly have proved helpful: his father, Alexander Reid 

was a well established mason and builder who feued various areas in 

the New Town between 1785 and 1797 becoming also a member of the Town 

Council from 1739 to 1791. Reid appears to have practised for a time 

as a land surveyor in Trunk Close(56) but by 1300 he was describing 

himself as an architect, occupying the same address as his father at 

18 South Castle Street. Soon afterwards he became involved with another 

architect, Richard Crichton (see also Section 2.6) on the design of 

the Bank of Scotland on the Mound.(57) Reid therefore had the advantages 

of his father's business connections besides making something of a 

name for himself as an up and coming architect, well confident in 

his own ahi'ities. 

Access to all the previous plans would have been readily available 

to Reid and his task was to bring together all the several ideas and 

modifications into one "imnrovedSP design. Little time was lost and 

by the end of 1801 the minutes of both the Town Council and George 

Heriot Trust reported that the joint committee "... are unanimously 

of opinion that the plan produced by Robert Reid ought to be adopted, 

except as to the north east part of Bellevue ground ".(58) The Heriot 

Trust gave further instructions that "... a plan on a large scale should 

be made out with all possible dispatch by Messrs Sibbald and Reid 

from the sketch or plan now presented to the Governors ". This 

enlarged plan was presented at a meeting held on 15 February 1802 and 

approved: a few days later the Trust agreed that their lands to the 

north of Queen Street should be incuded within the new extension to 
] 

the Royalty of Edinburgh. 
5 / 
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What of Reid °s plan however? In essence it adopted much of the 

basic form of the previous plans, particularly the combined competition 

drawing, with Sibbald's influence clearly showing through (fig. 117). 

The 2 mast distinctive features remain - an open space at either end 

connected by a broad street (King Street - later named Great King Street) 

with other main streets running parallel. To the west the space is 

still in the form of a circus but the buildings on either side form a 

continuous curve (unbroken by cross streets as before), with a wide 

entrance at the eastern end allowing full view of the church positioned 

opposite. This circus, soon to be called Royal Circus was the only 

part of the ground plan to experience subsequent alterations (refer 

Section 3.7). A more radical change was made at the eastern end with 

the open space enlarged into a square on 3 sides with an oval shaped end 

(Drummond Place). The crescent on the north eastern boundary was 

retained (Royal Crescent) but Reid introduced 7. new crescents: one 

on the eastern side, Bellevue Crescent (a more attractive solution than 

the straight angled line previously adopted), and Abercromby Place to 

the south. Abercromby Place was the first curved street facade to be 

built in Edinburgh and because of its novelty attracted widespread 

attention.(60) It was chosen however, not so much on aesthetic 

grounds but rather to avoid encroachment on to the queen Street garden 

area, the whole of which was protected from building development. 

Earlier plans had all ignored the projecting area of garden, and had 

shown instead a straight building line.(61) 

Reid therefore made few substantial changes but successfully 

incorporated a number of improvements and refinements which became 

the blue print for the second New Town.(62) Early in Apri! 1R02 just 

after the first building stances were advertised for sale the Town 

Council, the Governors of George Reriots Trust, and the new owners of 

David Steuart's feu(63) entered into a contract whereby all 3 parties 

agreed to conform "... to a regular plan" made out by Robert Reid for 

building on the lands to the north of Queen Street.(64) This was an 

obvious safeguard necessary to ensure a uniform development over a 

considerable area while allowing a degree of flexibility should later 

changes be found desirable.(65) When Steuart's old feu once more 
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changed hands in 1806(66) - being acquired by a group of builders cum 

architects - Winton, Nisbet and Morison, together with Gordon and 

Morrison WSs (the latter having acted as trustees to Steuart's bankrupt 

estate) the contract was renewed.(67) Gn this occasion William Sibbald's 

name became added to that of Robert Reid's and henceforth the ground 

plan generally became known as "Reid and Sibbald's plan ". 

From 1802 onwards the land was gradually feued out: Heriot Row 

was the first to be completed, but building went on well into the 1820s 

particularly in the Royal Circus and Drummond Place areas: the northern 

section of Bellevue Crescent was not in fact finished until the 1880s. 

Robert Reid was further commissioned to draw up suitable elevations 

for the east and west sections of Heriot Row, Abercromby Place, 

Great King Street and Drummond Place, and these were carried out with 

certain modifications. The remaining streets apart from Royal Circus 

(Playfair), Bellevue Crescent and neighbouring streets (Thomas Boner) 

involved several different architects and builders whose names have 

largely been forgotten. 

In all the various proposals for the second New Town the provision 

of open space formed an integral part and important visual relief and 

balance to what was otherwise to become a fairly intensely developed 

site. Plans however, can prove to be beguilingly deceptive - 

conveying as they do a sense of order and agreement not necessarily 

existing in practice. The formation of the pleasure gardens which 

came to occupy these various spaces was far more haphazard, following 

no set coarse, and wholly dependent on the initiative and perseverance 

of local. people. This is the reason why there is so much variation 

in the ways the gardens are run, although few Edinburgh residents 

today are aware that such differences exist or that the evolution of 

the gardens was quite so long, complicated and piecemeal. The story 

begins with the Queen Street gardens. 
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3.2 THE QUEEN STREET GARDENS: GENERAL INTRODUCTION INCLUDING 
DETAILS OF THE 1g22 ACT OF PARLIAMENT 

8'Who would not regret if the gardens below Queen Street were to be 
swept away, and their place occupied by an insipid and monotonous 
pile of buildings" (1) 4. H. ? ayfair 1819 

The ground which eventually became the Queen Street Pleasure 

gardens was bounded on the south by the newly made Queen Street, to 

the north by the track leading from Broughton to Thomas Wood's farm, 

on the west by the route from Stockbridge to the West Kirk (St Cuthberts) 

and on the east by the ancient Gabr }els road which connected the 

rural hamlet of Silvermills to a passage in the old town at the foot 

of Halkestons Wynd. Within these boundaries the land was later divided 

by 2 cross streets - Frederick and Hanover Street -which besides pro- 

viding the main links between the first and second New Town cut the 

ground into 3 separate and unequally sized portions. 

As building progressed from east to west along Queen Street 

(and by 1780 practically three - quarters of it had been completed) some 

of the new house owners set about purchasing or renting areas of open 

space opposite them (or as near opposite as possible) for use as 

private gardens. The first feu granted by the Neriot Trust as mentioned 

In Section 3.1 was to Robert Ord in 1769 for 275 acres (1 ha) at the 

eastern end and solely for use as a garden or park; no buildings were 

allowed apart from those necessary for such purposes and even then a 

height restriction was imposed.(2) These conditions were respected in 

the 8 subsequent charters and by 1791 the 3 main units of land in the 

Queen street garden area were in the hands of several different 

owners (refer fig. 111). 

The earliest attempt to form a communal garden for the benefit 

of surrounding inhabitants came in 1R09 when several proprietors in 

lleriot Row approached the Heriot Trust to see if they would be prepared 

to sell the western section of ground attached to the central area. This 

land had been sold in 1786 but was repurchased by the Trust in 1804 to 

facilitate the continuation of Frederick Street. Since then it had been 

abandoned and its wilderness appearance was something of an eyesore. 

But although the land wasoffered to the residents at the same price 
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paid by the Trust, they were unable to raise the required amount 

(Section 3.4). 

It was in fact part of the eastern portion which was first laid 

out as a common pleasure ground. The riext section will tell in detail 

how this was achieved but suffice to say here that by 1812 the owners 

of the 2 largest areas no longer having any desire to retain a private 

garden space offered to sell it on this basis and by 1814 the purchase 

was complete. In order to do this however, a large sum of money had 

to be raised and the method adopted was to make out a number of shares 

which could either be bought outright or else subject to an annual 
1 

payment: 3` Anyone couA buy a share and thus it came about that the 

new proprietors of the gardens were not limited to those overlooking 

the space as had been the case in the earlier New Town gardens, and 

the majority of the later ones but were drawn from a wider area. 

Once acquired the 2 private gardens were joined together and 

named - "The Queen Street Gardens" but the ensuing years were to 

reveal several unforeseen complications in connection with the share 

holding system and the levying of the annual assessment for the upkeep 

of the gardens. Lack of firm legal sanctions proved a handicap, and 

looking to the experience of the Princes Street proprietors the 

Management Committee on the advice of their Clerk resolved to obtain a 

private Act of Parliament whereby the administration of the garden 

could be placed on a more secure footing: as many people were anxious 

that the remaining areas of open space along Queen Street should be 

similarly set up as pleasure gardens, powers to do this were sought 

under the same Act. 

1822 Act of Parliament 

On the 15th May 1822 an Act of Parliament was passed "... for 

regulating, maintaining, and improving the Premises in the City of 

Edinburgh, termed Queen Street Gardens, and for effecting certain other 

improvements in the vicinity thereof and connected therewith "(4) 

(for further details see Section 3.3). The Act - partly modelled on 

the 1816 one under which the West Princes Street Gardens had been set 
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up, contained several similar clauses but was also more detailed in 

scope: it provided a common framework whereby the individual private 

gardens along Queen Street could be acquired and united into common 

pleasure grounds for the benefit and use of surrounding residents. 

How was this achieved? The Act carefully specified the means by 

which the Gardens were to be set up and managed, stating as a first 

requirement that all the proprietors of the existing Queen Street 

Gardens together with proprietors of houses along Queen Street (from 

Hanover Street to 63 Queen Street), and Heriot Row were to meet(5) and 

elect 24 General Commissioners. 
(6) 

Once appointed the General Commissioners' main duty was to divide 

the grounds "... into such number of districts as they shall see 

expedient" and to appoint "... from their own number certain persons 

to act as Commissioners within each district ". It was with these 

district Commissioners that the real onus for forming and managing the 

gardens rested. The Act gave them power to purchase the ground 

(although no transaction could be concluded without the approval of 

the proprietors at a district meeting), to levy special assessments(7) 

in order to do this, and to borrow money if necessary. Ail matters 

relating to the upkeep and running costs of the gardens became their 

responsibility - aided by the help of a Clerk or Cashier. Should 

legal action ever be resorted to (especially in cases of heavy arrears 

in payment of assessments) the District Commissioners (or their Clerks) 

were given rights to sue or be sued. 

Provision was however, made in the Act for the proprietors them- 

selves to have some opportunity to voice their opinions and wishes, 

and their consent had to be gained on such matters as the renting out 

of keys to non proprietors, and the framing of rules and regulations. 

A general meeting of all proprietors in the district could be called 

at any time by the District Commissioners (except between 15th July 

to 15th November), or by requisition of 7 proprietors provided they 

stated the reason for calling a meeting:(8) no business could be con- 

ducted unless at least 7 ,.proprietors (or their proxies) were in 

attendance. In addition, the Act specified that an annual meeting of 
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all proprietors was to he held on the third Monday in May, mainly 

for the purpose of electing new General Commissioners, 8 of whom were 

to go out of office "by rotation". This in theory provided a useful 

opportunity for the different districts to formally meet together but 

its potential has rarely been realised. The various titles to the 

land making up the new pleasure gardens were to be vested in the General 

Commissioners as trustees, and were to remain "... the Common property 

of the proprietors of the district ... or their successors unless 

four -fifths of the proprietors in number and value shall otherwise 

determine ". 

One section of the Act dealt specifically with the shareholding 

system adopted by the already existing pleasure garden and particu- 

larly to the method of transfer about which some doubts had been 

raised. Shareholding was to continue but the clerk was required to keep 

a transfer book listing the names of all the holders and a set 

procedure followed whenever shares changed hands. A share was deemed 

to be heritable property, and proprietors of annual shares were bound 

to pay £3 a year exclusive of the annual assessment: if this was 

unpaid for 3 successive years it could be declared forfeited and held by 

the Commissioners until resold. 

The first meeting of all the proprietors took place on 18th June 1822 

when the 24 elected General Commissioners were also appointed as 

District Commissioners - a practice which has continued ever since. 

Three districts were formed : - the Queen Street Gardens became the 

eastern district; the houses in the first division of Heriot Row 

and Queen Street between Hanover and Frederick Street became the 

central district; and the houses in the second division of Heriot Row, 

and Queen Street between Frederick Street and No. 64 Queen Street 

became the western district. Hence the Queen Street gardens as we 

know them today - east, central and west came into being: each linked 

by the common terms of the Act yet each separately run by their own 

District Commissioners. Initially there was some discussion on the 

possibility of connecting all. 3 gardens by underground tunnel thereby 

allowing proprietors free access to the neighbouring pleasure grounds 

but the idea did not receive widespread support and was gradually 

shelved.(9) 
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3.3 THE EAST QUEEN STREET GARDENS 

"In the summer we played in the Queen Street Gardens, to us an 
immense country where the shrubberies of rhododendrons had the 
half fearful charm of unexplored forests, and the lawns seemed 
endless stretches of grass and daisies ". (1) Elizabeth Sillar, 
c 1870s. 

The history of the Queen Street Gardens begins with the eastern 

section, the largest of the 3, consisting of just under 7 acres (2.8 ha). 

In the eighteenth century this ground formed -part of the farmlands 

leased by the Heriot Trust to the Anderson fariily - farmers at 

Broughton. Between 1769 and 1786 however, a portion was sold off as 

3 separate private gardens (fig. 111), the first, as already described 

to Robert Ord, Lori Chief Baron of the Court of Exchequer from 1755 

until his death in 1778.(2) 

Ord's important position was reflected in the substantial and 

elegant house he had built in Queen Street (No. 8) to a design by 

Robert Adam. Mere he lived "magnificently" and according to Boswell, 

the Chief Baron's "... own ample fortune with the addition of his 

salary, enabled him to be splendidly hospitable ".(3) He moreover 

a ?seen interest in gardening and horticulture, and during his former 

residence at Dean House had been amongst the first, if not the very 

first individual to successfully cultivate a pineapple in Scotland.() 

Such interests were unlikely to be satisfied by the small overshadowed 

garden area allocated to his new house, and well before it was com- 

pleted Ord had started negotiations for a much larger piece of land 

immediately opposite. Initially he procured a sub tack from the 

farmer Henry Anderson for about 2s acres (1 ha) of ground, and shortly 

afterwards applied to the Heriot Trust as feu superiors to feu this 

same area of land "... for the purposes of a garden "5) His request 

proved successful and the Trust agreed to sell the land for £121 

together with an annual feu (ground rent) equivalent to the selling 

price of 2 firlots of wheat and 7 bolls of barley "according to the 

highest fiars of Midlothian °t.(6) The conditions laid down in this 

first feu charter, made out in June 1769 have already been referred to 

in Section 3.1 and 3.2. 
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Ordts large Queen Street garden was used both for the cultivation 

of fruit andvegetables(7) and as a pleasant, ornamental space to be 

enjoyed by family and friends. Boswell, for example, in his diary 

entry for Sunday, 21 July 1782 mentions that his wife - a lady of 

delicate health -had taken an evening walk there.(8) The garden was 

regarded as a valuable extension to the house, and made even more 

convenient and accessible by the construction of an underground tunnel 

beneath Queen Street from the basement of No 8, right into the garden 

itself. A unique feature, which still survives, although now blocked 

from the garden end. On Ordts death in 1778 the house and garden 

came into the possession of his son John, a barrister and former Mz' 

for Midhurst, Hastings and Wendover successively (between 1774 -1790). 

But by 1786 the family had moved from Queen Street to George Street,(9) 

and the house and garden sold(10)(fig. 11Ra). The latter was bought 

by ex Lord Provost David Steuart (refer Section 3.1) who already 

possessed the adjacent 21 acres (1 ha) of private garden ground to the 

east (fig. 111) which he had acquired from the Heriot Trust in 1791.(11) 

He was therefore the second person to obtain a feu for land in the 

Queen Street garden area. 

By now Steuart possessed some 5 acres (2.0 ha) or so of garden 

ground and his house at No. 5 Queen Street(12) practically overlooked 

the centre of them. Two or three years later however, Steuart left 

Queen Street(13) and in 1793 he sold Ordts former garden to a close 

neighbour - Major Roger Aytoun of 9 Queen Street, while retaining the 

eastmost plot. Aytoun "... a man of remarkable stature, being 

upwards of sit feet four inches in height "(14) (1.92m) remained in 

possession of the land until he died in 1808 whereupon it massed 

into the hands of the Gunynghame family who had moved from George Square 

to Ordts old house at 8 Queen Street, Sir William Cunynghame had at 

one time been Mn for Linlithgowshire and had held several responsible 

positions in public service but he was now approaching retirement and 

phe land was bought in his wife +s name.(15) Nevertheless he appears 

to have had ambitious ideas for improving the garden for early in 1810 

an advertisement was placed in the Edinburgh Advertiser inviting 

plans and estimates for a range of hot houses to be built on the north 

side opposite Abercromby Place (fig. 118d). 
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HOUSE IN IIEEN's STREET. 
TO BI SOLD, 

And entered to as (oon is a port-haler Ih,11 incl"n,e. 

vf-HAT l.rgc Ind commodious HOUSE sod OFFICEi, 
1 },ich belonged to the late Lord Chief Baron Ord, 

;sigh the GsrJen in frunr. opon the north fide of abe 

put, coofiflingof 11 acres of ground. 
Apply,ta Jebn Wauchope,. write: to the fiver. 

a. Edinburgh Advertiser 15 November 1785 

. PUBLIC O ALDEN.- 
FrNLAYSON takes this oppti+*tinity to, 

A. ticairt the Public, That his CARDES,Eaf.£rid o 

Q1i:dN's STREET. is now open for .jhe teceptión 

dies and Geutlrnses ig eat FRUITS thrnugit the. REASON ; 

they wiA find there to 'oe atunog% the bc& the ëongtty can; 
produce; -the Garden is Laid out i:sd fittedup Tor the above 

renie. is the modern rafle. By particular dt<re, there 
will be MUSIC e rery W dueld:4 evening, il the wealh:r is 
dry, if otherwi(e the ni lot fullowin4- rTo.btfin at.fcvcn; 
and torchiire till:nine c cinek.. Adtuitmn e oit tiaja renitt, 
1 +-the ïvft of .,the week gratis. ; ' - 

i;(,3. Families ferved with Fruits and Vegetables from the 

Garden; 'or Gar$ren Stuffs from bis Stall, Green - market; uy- - 

ontFo mad te dunablctertns.' 

c. Edinburgh- ETeaing Courant 7 July 1799k - - 

FORCING HOUSES FOR FRUfr. 
1:i'I'LD, plans ami Estimates fur a Ringe : 

HOUSES, to br erected alouë 
the North fide of the Garden, opposite Abercrom- 

.bic Place. 
For further particolara, apply to SFr 'William 

Augu,rus Cunynghame, $art. U, Queen Street. 
.nth Jcnuary. Low. 

d. Edinburgh Advertiser 30 January 1810 

.DVERTI.SER, , 1Ka. 
A CAPITAL INHABITED HOUSE IN THE 

CRESCENT, oe A13ERCRO,N1I3Y PLACE, 
TO BE -SOLI), 

'THAT HOUSE, No. tes, being the Eastmost 
built, and which will form the centre of tbe 

East Crescent. Ir extends $a fret in front, wens 
hail: and finished by the proprietor in a most tub.; 
sruntial and eles,unt manner ; Fas a large area of 
back -ground, with coach -bonze and four -stalled 
stable, and the l'eu -tluty is only !1. ris. ttal. 

The house con lists of three rooms un the tilulnz, 
and three on the drawing-runes floors. 'Tite din - 
lag -room is 35 by 18, the first drawingruum !0 
by tu, and the second ed by tri. On the bed -ruons 
floor Mete are four excellent rooms; and in the at -. 
tic storey, which k covered with a lea,! plat.rornt, 
there are four. additional bed- rooms. The princi- 
pal flour can be tltrtrvn open into a suite of rooms 
for company. The kitchen fluor, and the one un- 
der it u: laid out in a most convenient. and com- 
pitta manner for a large fancily; having'lauudry, 
wilt -!nose, & every accommodation for servants, 
with water- pipet, closets, centrage, pump. well, 
Etc. The licitation is one of the pieaaantest ln E- 
dinburgh, having Queens :street and the interven- 
ing gardens in front, over which there is a scrvi- 

'tude against building, & the windows to, the north 
possess u most commanding view of the Forth, Jt 
atljaceitt country; andthe situation will be hlghfy 
improved by the making of a projected road through 
the gardens, and of the easy communication (runs 
the eastward by the new post road tu be opened 
from luck's 1..d,;0 to the Head of Leith Walk. 

The premises have beenJrahabite% for near two 
years, are vrry warm and comfortable, and free 

,Irons smoke. ' 
l'or part.ctalars apply at the brase, which will 

the sltrwu every dray. from. IP.. to 3 o'clock, or to 
Mr. Trotter, upholsterer, Prince's Street.. 
e Edinburgh Advertiser 19 January 1810 

FLOUSE in QUEEN STREET, No, t¢i 13 which is generally allowed,tr, be the molt ele snt; 
hell finiltted, the warmcli, :sad molt comfortable boute an E- 
dinburgh -in the Sunk Story are all manner of domeflic of- 
fices--On the Parlour floor, large dining -rnom, breakfaf. 
room, lady, waiting -room. lobbies, a ihut -in hail, and ;Marge 
liuzaglu Clove, which diffufes heat through the whole paf. 
rages and fpaciuus lair -cafe. On the une -pair -of -flair you 
find two irise and two %all drawing -rooms ;-two pfete, of 
this apartment are fitted up in a mode of decoration s.gy.tl- 
erJ in róí, country, and ,- xcee,6.l in noue ; the fuperb doors and 
!butters are ppannelled with plate glati, and the lyles enrich- 
ed with gilding of ruions ihati s in a Gmple and clerical 
tale. The whole fuite of rooms on this Floor when laid tu- 
gcOcr, is capable of receiving, a company of three hundred 
petiole, and when fully lighted up, lias a moil beautiful and 
brilliant died. The fécond floor cootaittslix bed- chanabets. 
every one of them thoroughly finifhed by painting and well - 
dam en papers, &c. Within the roof are four large and two 
(mall rooms. Behind is a pretty little garden ; and com- 
municating with it are two labks, two coach- houfes, indu. 
frd yard with a pomp -well, &c. &e. 

Such partes of the furniture as are fuited to the various 
motus, may be had at appraifement ; Mr Lamb, uphollerer, 
will give_ an order for viewing. -Any perfon intending to 
purshafc may treat with the proprietor. 
b. Edinburgh Evening Courant 25 Au-'i1 1793 J 

SCOTS AND NE WC AST LE COAL. 

THE Proprietors of the Queen Street COAL- 
YARD beg leave to announce to tbgqir numerous 

1:ckrids and the' Vutnté, Mete determination t'á ¡apply ..b_ 
city of Edinburzh with the best COA1.,at the lrswrst prices, 
viz. SCOTS COAL at 1St. per ton, of which, as they deal 
only in one kind, std that acknowledged the best in Scot- 
land, their customers may depend on an uniformly superior 
supply, in point of quality. NEWCASTLE COAL, _is. 
per tun. 

ï'o prevent fraud, the coal will be delivered by :heir awn 
carts, and the public are particularly requcst.d tá cfl for 
the portable weights, which are to be had at the Pollee 
Officer; without any ezpence, to remove every suspicion of 
want of weight. 

Orders received at the coal -yard, north side of Queen 
Strret. 

N. B. -Coal !mist on delivery. 
f. Ëdinburgh EveningCourant 28 .cember 1812 

IGJ11E 118 a - f : 

Early advertisements relating to the East queen Street gardens 
a. The sale of Ear= Ord's house and garden 

None of the splendour of Ords House is indicated in this brief 
advertisement but it would at least have matched - if not surpassed 
that of a neighbour NTo14 (Fig. 118b) 

b. Cne of-the-Substantial a and elegant Queen Street houses 
c. Steuart's former garden open to the public for the sale of fruit 

and musical entertainment 
d. Sir William Cunynghame's advert for a range of hot houses in his 

adjoining garden to the west 
e. Sale of house in Abercromby Place with reference to garden ground 

in front and the proposed road through them 
Queen Street garden - Coal yard f. 
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Several years earlier David Steuart also had spent a consider- 

able sum in having his first private garden area at the eastern end 

enclosed and laid out, for in a letter written to the !riot Trust in 

1799 he mentions having spent about i',500 on these items. 
(1E) 

Ainsite's 

plan of 1104 (fig. 119a) certain'y shows Steuart's garden to be rather 

more imaginatively designed than the other 1 with what looks to be a 

serpentine shaped pool overlooked by a summerhouse or conservatory. 

erhaps partly for sentimental reasons Steuart he'd on te this portion 

of garden ground after removing from )ueen Street but more likely he 

woui I have considered it a prudent measure in view of his 13 acres 

(5.2 ha) or so of land to the north which he still hoped to develop. 

Meanwhi'e his garden was rented to a rather enterprising nurseryman . 

A Finlayson by nano who during the summer months opened it "... for 

the reception of Ladies and Gentlemen to eat fruits through the 

season": an especial attraction being the provision of ensica 

entertainment, on a Uednesday evening from 7-9 p.m. or the following 

night should the weather prove inclement (fig. 11/c). By this time 

the garden was obviously well established and productive of a generous 

supply both of soft fruits and vegetables, besides being an attractive 

place to visit: a foretaste indeed of the pleasure grounds to be. 

Finlayson continued with the lease until January 1100 when it was 

taken over for a short period by another gardener called John Richmond, 
(17) 

who had other nursery property down Leith 7alk. 

The third stripef private garden at the western end was only about 

one-third the size of the other 2 gardens. It had been bought in 
(11) 

1796 by Adam Rolland of Cask (1734-1119) a distinguished advocate, 

batchelor, and close friend of Henry Mackenzie. Lockhart once met 

him at Mackenzie's house: he was then a very old man but made a 

lasting impression on the much younger visitor who observed later that 

he had ".,. never seen a finer specimen both in appearance and manner 

of the true gentleman of the last age"(19) ; Rolland lived practically 

opposite his garden at 15 Queen Street, and it remained in his possession, 

and subsequently his trustees until acquired for communal pleasure 

garden purposes under the 1822 Act of T'Ar:liement. 
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Imminent 2raahatt_stlttemoxsts! formAjleasureJarden at the 
Eastern end of Queen Street 

By the end of the eighteenth century all 3 gardens were well 

established and the layout of each was similar (refer fi. 119a) 

cons .sting of a pathway around the outer edges and the inner areas 

grassed and tree planted t various garden beildingshad been added along 

the northern side, and astone wall, divided one garden from another. 

Changes were however, imminent. The dawn of a new century coincided 

with certain events which were to have important repercussions on the 

future of these 3 private gardens - leading ultimately to the formation 

of the first pleasure ground in Queen Street. 

'at were these changes, and what prompted them? For this we 

have to return to the owner of the most easterly section of garden - 

David Steuart, the gentleman who had played an active although un- 

successful part in trying to promote the development of the second New 

Town. Steuart, it will be remembered began to experience severe 

financial difficultes in his business enterprises, and as part of an 

attempt to stave off disaster he seriously considered eellingeff his 

Queen Street garden as building land, hopeful that Iforl. ''l.ace might he 

extended farther westwards. His proposals were however, firmly 

rejected by the Heriot Trust, 
(20) 

and bankruptcy became unavoidable. 

During the first E months of 1800 Steuart's sequestered estate, 

including his Queen Street garden, and the 13 acres (5.2 ha) or so of 

land further northward were repeatedly advertised fcr sale (fig. 115b & c). 

It was not until 2 years later that the ground was purchased and 

then by such a curious collection of individuals that one wonders if 

Steuart's own friends er business colleagues did not finally step in 

to help. 
(21) Some manoeuvering seems to have been afoot for after a 

3 year interval the land was sold again this time to 2 of the 

trustees for Steuart's creditors - Maxwell Gordon WS ( -10) and 

John Morison 'el (1769-1137), in conjunction with 3 builders - namely 

George Winton (the mason responsible for building the wall round 

Charlotte Square gardens), James Nisbet, and Thomas Morrison. 
(22) 
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The new owners bought the land primarily for its development potential 

and Steuart's former private garden in Queen Street which made un part 

of the larger feu was only of more marginal interest: at the same 

tine what became of this space could have important repercussions on 

the successful feuing or othercrtse of the ground further northwards 

so its longer term future coell not be ignored. 

There were however, some uncertainties attached to the garden 

areal in 1105 tentative elans had been discussed to for a roadway 

through iteuart's garden connecting Queen Street with Abercromby 'lace. 

Although no written agreement vas drawn up there was an "unlerstanding" 

between the Heriot Trust, the City, and the new owners of Steuart's 

feu that if need be garden ground would be re inquishe4 for this 

purpose and the costs shared equally between all 3 narties. 
(23) 

The 

idea Lingered until 1312 (fig. 1141e) when it was finally abandoned as 

being of unlikely benefit. 
(24) 

rior to this decision a small portion 

of Steuart's garden along the eastern side was so 4 off in 1107 in 

5 different lots.to the proprietors of houses on the 'et side of 

Duke Street who wanted to imerove the shaee and size of their back 

gardens: a move which may well have been instigated by John Morison WS, 

part owner of Steuart's garden and himself living at 7 Duke Street. 
(25) 

White the future of the garden remained undecided it continued to be 

rented out and at some stage a ,ortion seems to have been sub leased 

as a coat yari. 
(26) 

An advertisement in the Courant durine December 1112 

(fig. ii3f) indicates that the Queen Street coat depot was by then a 

well established part of the scene and strategically placed for serv4ne 

an exanding market. A dismal encroachment for those living in close 

proximity but fears of other undesirable develoements no doubt helped to 

promote a series of events which resulted within the space of a year or 

so in the format:an of the 2 largest sections of nrivate gardens 

(Ord's and Steuart's old feus) into one communal nleesure ground. 

The first si4T,n3 that such important moves were afoot are to be 
(27) 

found in a circular dated 25 June 1112, ' addressed to all the pro- 

prietors in Abercromby Tlace and the east end of Queen Street and 
t2) 

signed by f 1111am Ounynghame, Roger Aytoun, and John Morison- 
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(fig. 120a): a similar but abbreviated notice appeared in the press 

2 days later (fig. 120b). According to the circular the central 

portion of garden had recently been sold in order to facilitate the 

completion of roadway in Abercromby mace :(29) as this mainly con- 

cerned the owners of David Steuart's feu they not surprisingly were 

amongst the purchasers which also included Roger Aytoun WS and 

Sir William Cunynghame - whose wife had formerly held the land. Some 

previous understanding has obviously been reached by the new joint 

owners that here was a splendid opportunity to promote the creation 

of a communal pleasure ground - capable of being extended to include 

the neighbouring garden (David Steuart's old feu) if desired, and on 

this basis it was offered for sale to the surrounding residents. 

Presumably the Cunynghame family had no further wish for a private garden 

space but were wanting to safeguard their interests until the land's 

future was safely assured. This was also a critical time for the owners 

of David Steuart's feu who were building in Abercromby Place from 

1310 onwards: the successful feuing of their land must have depended to 

some extent on assurances that steps were being taken to have the open 

space in front formed into communal a notion 

greater conviction when it could be pointed out that one of their 

number - John Morison (whose name appeared in the circular) was soon 

to become one of the new proprietors in the crescent.(30) Already 

in residence was Roger Aytoun WS the third name appended to the form who 

carried on "a steady going business" at Frederick Street: later he 

was to become a "blazing Radical °',(31) but for the meantime he seems 

to have channeled some of his energies into supporting this venture - 

taking on the initial responsibility for administrating the subscription 

papers. 

Although pressure was brought to bear by the imposition of a 

14 day deadline, and the rather ambiguous but somewhat ominous state- 

ment that if the offer was not taken up then the owners would be free 

to dispose of the land "... as we see most for our own advantage ", it 

proved hopelessly unrealistic. To find such a substantial sum so 

quickly (3,000 guineas for Lady Cunynghame's land and £2,100 for 

Steuart's old feu, making a total of 0,250) particularly when several 
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-ioiices about proposal to îoß a commercial pleasure garden Queen Street East 
a. Circular to proprietors 25 June 1812 (Queen Street central records) 
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building plots along Abercromby Place were still vacant was just not 

possible. The idea however, of a share holding system as a means of 

raising the necessary cash did persist and became the basis of all 

future negotiations for the land. 

Plans to complete the roadway in Abercromby Place met with 

greater success: in January 1813 we learn that Messrs Winton Morison 

and Co (owners of Steuart's feu) had submitted designs to the Town 

Council. These were considered by Thomas Bonnar, Superintendent of Works, 

who commented favourably upon them reporting that: - 

"the parapet and rail proposed leaving the gardens to view 
will be a very handsome and proper manner of completing the 
street and so far an advantage to the city's property adjoining ... 

that it would be desirable to allow Messrs Winton, Morison and 
Co. to complete the design over the city's ground and also a 
moderate sum towards completing the work say £50 which together 
with the value of the difference of the ground given into the 
garden will be equal to about :00 sterling ". (32) 

The Council agreed to Bonoees recommendations.(33) 

It was not long however, before fresh attempts were made to sell 

the 2 gardens for pleasure grounds, only this time greater efforts were 

made to make the purchase terms easier.(34) In March 1813, John Morison 

took the initiative on behalf of the other garden owners and made 

contact with a Mr William Bell W3 of 9 Queen Street offering the 

gardens for 0,250; one half to be paid as an annual feu duty(35) 

(ground rent) and the rest in 2 equal instalments at , .Thitsuntide and 

Martinmas 1813. Immediate entry was guaranteed apart from the east 

garden where the tenant claimed right of possession until the end of 

1815.(36) William Bell (1783- 1849), who was later appointed first 

Clerk to both the east and west Queen Street gardens(37) had emerged as 

one of the leaders in the previous attempt to raise money and 

from this time on he became wholly committed to seeing the project 

successfully concluded. His first move was to inform other proprietors 

in the neighbourhood of the offer (by means of a circular), and shortly 

afterwards a local action committee was formed.(38) The appeal for 

subscribers was no longer limited to those in Abercromby Place, and the 

eastern end of Queen Street but was more widely based including any 
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proprietors living in the locality: a choice was offered of making a 

lump sum payment for the purchase of 1 or more shares, or else 

contracting to buy an annual share for a much smaller amount but 

carrying the obligation to pay an additional sum yearly (this was 

intended to cover the cost of the ground rent). 

Approaches were also made to the Town Council as owners of some 

of the unfeued stances at the south eastern end of Abercromby °lace: 

first by a petition presented in April 1P13, followed 2 months later 

by a letter from William Bell on behalf of the Committee.(39) Both 

communications told of the opportunity to buy the land and the desire 

of neighbouring residents to purchase it "... for the purpose of it 

being held a joint property and laid out in pleasure grounds, in 

order to prevent any use being made of them that might be disagree- 

able to the neighbourhood and offensive to the town in general; and 

also with the view not only of benefiting their own properties but of 

securing a very great increase of beauty to that part of the city of 

Edinburgh ". And as "... a great public benefit must unquestionably 

result ", the Council was asked to contribute by making a subscription 

for each of their unfeued stances. The matter was remitted to a sub 

committee consisting of Baillies Robert Johnstone and Alexander Henderson - 

who after conferring with the garden committee made a positive 

recommendation in their report to the Council that the feuars aims to 

improve their surroundings should be encouraged "... as a measure 

intimately connected with the beauty and elegance and respectability 

of the city ". It was a happy omen that Alexander Henderson should be 

involved in such a venture for as a well respected Edinburgh nurseryman 

with a keen interest in environmental matters he was a sympathetic 

ally and had fulfilled a similar liaison role with the Charlotte Square 

proprietors (Section 2.3). As a result the Council were persuaded to 

take 2 annual shares for each of their unfeued stances(40) (10 altogether). 

By the end of September 1813, 102 lump sum subscriptions had been 

promised together with 16 annual shares, but this was still not enough. 

With greater patience, the owners of the gardens extended the deadline 

until 15th January 1814. Further publicity was launched in December, 

and another circular distributed (fig. 121a) in which the urgency of 
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PROPOSAJI 

AdtlrcascI to the p; ç,rnteyons of the Houses in the neighbourhood of the two Gardens situated 

between Queen Street and Abcr,crmuby Place, consisting of about live acres, fur the purpose of 

purchasing them r t tw loin' 1 roperty oC such Persons as shall subscribe to the scheme ; and 

for laying them out in l'lcasureGrounds fur the :lccutmnodation of rite Subscribers ruin their 

families. 

As opportunity Laving offered for purchasing these Gardens for the above desirable object on 

rea.mcble terms, it i- proposed dim the Sums requisite for the purchase, and for the other inunc- 

diatc nur a.e, of the scheme, should be raised by 'subscriptions, either for Shares of L.30 each, in 

,,, n munvy, or of Annual Payments of L.2 each, and an additional L.2 at the end of every. 

:wetccr, Years. [;pan ibis, data it is expected that less than 200 Shares (at least 100 of which 

being in present money, the remainder in Annual Payments), ynrcnts), miry be sufficient. 

.t regular and binding obligation, with' the cuuli ;lines nod detail of the scheine, to be drown up 

by .a Cmmmittec, to be 'gamed by the Subscribers at a General Meeting, to be held for that pur- 

i,rmu,will be afters'srds tendered for the signatures of the Subscribers, in case there shall appear a 

smherent concurrence to the measure. But, fur ascertaining this essential part, in the meantime, 

chi. paper is circulated, in order that Gentlemen may put down their names for such number of 
Shares, either in present money, or annual payments, as they shall choose. But declaring that, if 

fund sufficient for the purchase of the Gardens shall not be raised, tie Subscribers to titis paper 

9rall n t be bound to pay the Sums subscribed for by them; it being understood that after 175 Shares 

hare bean subscribed, a General Meeting of the Subscribers shall be called, to appoint a Committee 

to treat' with the' Proprietors of the Gardens, and to give such other instructions relative to the bu- 

siness, as shall be agreed to. 

Gardens North of Queen Street. 

lx April 1813 proposals were published and circulated frir raising Subscriptions to purchase 

these GARDENS for PLEASURE GROUNDS. 
The price at which tie Proprietors agreed to sell to the Public was L. 5250. 

Which sum it was proposed to raise by Subscriptions of L.30, for each share, in money, or L. 2, 
ill yearly payments. 

previous to the 30th September many Subscriptions were procured, but not enough to accent- 
lido the purchase, whon, at a Meeting of the Subscribers of that date, it was proposed to raise the 
bscripuon for each share to L.4.0, and the Annual Payment to L. 2, 13s. 4d. 
About 110 shares have been Subscribed for, which, at the increased rate of L. 40, would 

produce - - - - - - - - - L.44.00 
Leaving a deficiency to be provided for of about - - - - 850 
In this situation the Subscribers feel themselves called upon again to appeal to the public. The 

transaction must be closed with the Proprietors on or before the 15th of January 1814. If the 
Gardens arc not then purchased fur pleasure -grounds, the Proprietors have received offers for dif- 
ferent lets of them, wliici ethey soen, determined to accept of; and in that event titis fine opening 
will he lost to the Public, who are certainly interested in getting it converted into pleasure- grounds, 
as well as the proprietors of the adjoining houses. ; 

For the purposes of Public Walks, no much wanted in Edinburgh, and for safety and ammnement 
of Children, such a space is nowhere else to be found. 

Subscriptions, either in one sum, or in annual payments, will continue to be received by William 
Dell, W. S. Queen Street, till the 4tí1 of January next. 

Dcceu ;ber 1813. 

LIST of Subscribers to the Proposal for Purchasing the Gardens in Queen Street, dy Srtbscriplions 
fur Shares oofL.30, orfor Annual Pay utts of L.2 each, and a dttplicalion each 1911. year. 

1 Jena Hunter, 
t1511ixm Boll, 
John \t'anchope, 
Alexander Anderson, 

1 Jones tier, 
Richard Ilolchkis, 
James Farquhar Gordon, 
W. A. Cunl n -Lam, 
Jahn Connell, 

1n L H. Ferrier, 
Roger Aytoa, 
Winton s Morison, 
Winton is Morison, 
Winton te Morison, 
\Vinton is Morison, 
Jams Gibson, 
Jolt Forman, 

15 .lofts Urns, 
Jahn Watson, 
trdlnn, Nerves 
Clcules Hay, 
Mrs ItGngur, 

"a Mrs Marisan, 
H. Ileoercin', 
Georg, \ Viton, 
J. M'Farqulor, 

Annual Suns Sub. 
Share.. Paymnas. scribed 

5 L.150 
5 150 
5 150 
4 120 
5 90 
2 60 
3 90 
7 210 

90 
1 30 
3 90 
4 too 
4 
4 aso 
3 JO 

30 
30 

1 30 
sn 

1 30 
30 

i 30 
30 

i 
30 
30 

Claud Russell, . 
25 Lady A. Clavering, 

Join, Campbell, 
Colonel Ferguson, 
James AIuucrcitl; . 
Robert Morison, - 

40 J. Menton, - 
Mrs Riddell, 
James Janie - 
A. (.:U111 111.11', - 
G. S. Monteath, - 

35 James Hamilton, - 
Joseph Bell, 
S1rs Beveridge, - 
Walter Dickson, . 
James Mackay, 

40 Ludy Anne Stewart, 
Charles Ross, - 
John Nandcrston, 
W. Trotter, - 
James Nairne, 

45 C. H. Robison, 
Robert Hill, 
George Bell, 
Robert Bell, 

Annual Sant Sub. 
Shares. Payments. scriber, 

1 - 30 
1 1 

1 30 
- 1 SO 

1 1 

2 2 
1 30 
1 30 
1 1 

1 30 
3 90 
2 CO 
I 30 
1 30 
1 

1 aó 
- 1 1 

3 3 

. 1 30 
1 so 

s0 
s 3 60 
1 

1 
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Kota. -'I1m Tono of Edinburgh have agreed to take 'Ven Shores. 11w'Slnrn have aubsegneulty been raised to 

LiO, or 1.:, 53s. 4d. annually, and a duplication each 19th year; and to this Ilse above Subscribers generally Lava 
agreed. 

a. Circular dated December 1813 (.teen Street central records) 

" T°TICE IS :HEREBY GIVEN,i That it 
'l is intended, in the ensiling session of Parliament, 

to apply for Icave to bring in a B1I.L to enable the Pro - 
prictors of certain Premises in the City of Edinburgh, 
called QUEEN STREET GARDENS, ti convene and 
hold Meetings, and-to frame Rules and Regulations, for 
the better management of and to levy _ sessmcnts for 
maintaining and improving the said premises, and for re- 
gulatiug; the-transfer of abares therein; and to enable the 
said Proprietors to acquire and add to the said premises 
the Ground betwixt the same and the street leading from 
Hanover Street to Dundas,Strcet, and to assess themselves 
for payment of the price H'ereo'f, and for improving' and 
maintaining the same And, farther, to enable the Pro- 

.pintoes of ltousms.in Queen Street and i eriot flue., con- 
jointly or severally, to acquire all or arty part of the 
Gmuitd lying to the westward of and bounded by said 
tool leading from Hanover Strut to Dundas Street, and 
-by Queen Street, Hcriot Row, the Lane leading from 
'Queen Street to Seoekbridge, and the Ground belonging 
to the Earl of Moray, and to maintain and imtsms' ehe 
name, and to impose and levy assessments upon the said 
Proprietors of houses in the said streets, and others in- 
terested, for carrying the purports al'ureseil into effect ; all 
which premises are situated in the parishes of St Andrew's 
and St George's, in the extended royalty of the city of FIGURE Edinburgh, and in the parish of St Cuthlierf e, etias Various 
Weçtkirkt, and county of Edinburgh. 

i'[UUZE IN ABER. .R.9adt3Y 
1'o be Soin or LEr, 

THAT Centre HOUSE, No. 21. coniiatinn 
of four atones, having a front of 50 feet. On the 

street floor there to a dining-room and parlour to the 
Cram ; bed -room, butler's pantry, and water -closet IA. 
hind. On the floor above, a drawing -room, 24 feet by 
is, bed room, and dressing rasons to the front; with a hedriont, and many other conveniences,' behind. On first [lour tinder the street, a kitchen,' bouse-keeper's 
room, large nursery or noise, wit h a back ràorn, having 
a separate entry from Nelson Street ; and, nii the under - 
mnet fist, which is perfectly.dry, there is a laundry, 

. fitted up with boiler, water- plpe_c, and washing-tubs, a 
hot anti cold bath, and two" large roo ans for serrants, 
with cellars, &c and Ici the front area extensive cellar- 
agehrlow the pavement. - 

There are few house. atilt! descript ion in Edinburgh, 
having an many goad monts on a flint, and so uluch 
accommodation for i servants hcluw. Tlic situation is 
both centriez[ and be utifui, the proprietor having a 

'common right of property in the gardens in frunt, ex- 
tending to about five acres, which are immediately to 
be leid out into pleasure ground. 

I 'ro be seen front 12 to three every day; and particu- 
lars to be had at the house: 

b. EEC 19 March 1811; 

,AIIEfCROMßl PLACE, 
rriWO HOUSES are intended to be }juilt by 

contract in that elegant and centtical situation, 
the many and peculiar advanrageq,of which render It an 
iobject of attention to any family desirous of a hapd- 
hipme TOWN ItES}D£NCl:. One of the Houses 
kill be adapted to the lecoramodtstan of a enteet 
türall family. . r 

s N. 13. --The large Garden in front being purchased 
for pleasure ground, will reader the situation equal, U 
not superior, to any in Edinburgh. 

Particulars to be learned of Mr Morison, aïchitr ct- 
NORTH CasTteSr7ttcr,N.,.3M, 

c. EEC 13 Jane 1814 

TO BE'SOI.l) BY.1'RIVATE BARGAIN, 
111.1AT HOUSE in WEST HEItIOT 

ß01V, being the caatmnat of the three centre 

houses, ptcnertly poa0eaaetl by the right honourable the 

Lord Justice Clerk the house, which is large and com- 

modious, and potomed of every requisite for the accom- 

modation of a family, Consists oY the kitchen flat and an 

under one, containing a good laundry, Ienter, and eel"- 

laro, and of three fiats above the street, besides the attic 

storey. The drawing -room flat is laid out in three rooms, 

supply 
communicating 

water from the town's reservoir, 
thcpr emus 

cona within themselves an abtmdant spring of excel- 

lent water, which is conveyed throughout the house by 

means of a forcers pump, and from which the stable and 

coach -h'o'se ate also supplied - 
'Theollices consist of a coach -house, servants' room, 

'and 
whole is in gootl 

with 
repair, and tl e annddal 

'tabling 
ofeu-duty is only 

d8; 17s. 101 
A Share in the new Gardens, in front of Abercromby 

Place, will he conveyed with the house 

Entry at Whitsunday next. 
Fer farther particulars apply tn.Mr Nerves, ill Queen 

(Street, or Mr Trotter, Prince's Street. 

d. EEC 26 :larch 1818 

TO BE S(FLlh _ :_I. 
Within the Royal F-xebangw If Co.ebonse, upon ihr th 19 

day.of April; nt three. o clock eftcrrolll; 1Y notpr-vir4.- 
unely disposed of by.piirnu bargain, - :t 

1:ia"E1E GItOU:I) oh t_he\''st 5 - i F1,1)RIt STItE1 :T,1rurdedon it aorta b i 

the 'Ableof IA Frnrquharsan'shouse,.on wair bytltit;l 
lad surrounding the Ism *e garden. ol -ent1í11 by t1id;Y 
piece of round Le ongieg to tlip b. i,,t .,1 a:, T :1nlild at;y 
and on the eut by Elder Street. .,c grounitcusssisla'de.' 
about' lid feet mil-ant, ot, and ' ,item[ price 'ill be ";Slay' 
shillings per fool iu ti tint,. np'd 1, Ss. ytir at[ntim, pngA 
able to the City of l'yrffa!-g 1, as 311pí :rí,t,I. . 

2. The SGPE !Witt IT of 1... l)i iu thè parish bC L 

Auchtcrarder, Slid cour.' of Prrti', amounting tu 
ls.2t1. divi iutal £it Ì, 155.0- L"1UIt, iss.- l}'l, il>.... 
11. zud.3'llN) . ttoether with frudutts to th'c extent $F.. 

E 1t, i.ts. Ad. 2 -:ids; some of the r..tries not taxed, limait 
price 

:i. AsilAi 'Ein the QUEI.NST;IEETC.'013G\S 
Upset price l'30. r ' 

The title- dcca13 are in the bands oft, n ArchibAla 
Campbell, writer to the signet, who will ;intern as t5; 
any farther particulars 

e. EEC 13 April 1620 

121 a - f : 

notices relating to the formation of the East 

Plotice attached tö- church doors and Session House 1821,1822 Queen Street gardens 
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the appeal was given greater exphasis for "... If the gardens are not 

then purchased for pleasure grounds, the proprietors have received 

offers for different lots of them which they seem determined to accept 

of; and in that event this fine opportunity will be lost to the public, 

who are certainly interested in getting it converted into pleasure 

grounds, as well as the proprietors of the adjoining houses ". Such 

a benefit could not be lightly cast aside as the circular was at pains 

to stress: "... for the purpose of public walks so much wanted in 

Edinburgh, and for the safety and amusement of children, such a space 

is nowhere else to be found °'(41) Princes Street gardens were as yet 

unformed (and in any case not so conveniently sited for residents in 

the second New Town): Queen Street - although once a popular 

boulevard(42) had lost some of its rural charm since the new wave of 

building activity further northwards, and with many families moving 

into Abercromby Place and Heriot Row, and nearby streets the advantages 

of possessing a large communal pleasure garden within close proximity 

was obvious. 

This approach proved successful and early in 1814 about two -thirds 

of the ground making up the eastern district of the QueeenStreet 

gardens was purchased by William Bell "... on behalf of a number of 

individuals ". In all, 140 shares were purchased - 92 as lump sum 

payments of £40 each, and 48 as annual shares at £3 each, with a 

further yearly payment of £3. This number has remained constant 

throughout the subsequent history of the garden. Many of the share- 

holders - just over one quarter in fact, bought more than 1 share, and 

the former proprietors of the land themselves purchased one -fifth 

of the number - a sure indication of their goodwill and keenness to 

promote the setting up of a communal garden. Subsequent advertise- 

ments for houses and building plots in Abercromby Place and Heriot Row, 

and other property having a share in the garden were quick to exploit 

this newest acquisition and to add it to their list of most desirable 

features (fig. 121, b, c and d). 

The Gardens from 1814 until the assin;, of the 1822 Act of Parliament: 
their desi n and the various roblems of administration 

Although the first garden minute book has disappeared the Clerk 
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to the gardens still has in his possession miscellaneous papers which 

tells us something about the early days of the newly formed "Queen 

Street Gardens" and the problems that were encountered. To start with 

a large labouring force was employed to lay out the gardens and 

Kirlcwood's plan of 1817 (fig. 119b) clearly shows the .design adopted: 

a simple plan of pathways radiating from a central point in a star -like 

pattern and connected at the edges by a serpentine walk which looped 

around the outer edges. Many new trees were added and the area in 

between sown v.iql grass. 

The man responsible for the design was very probably John Ray 

(1751- 1136), "seedsman ", "surveyor ", "landscape gardener ", "garden 

architect ", "ground planner ", and "hot house builder "(43) Ris name 

was to the forefront at this time having been awarded the contract 

for the design and laying out of the George Square pleasure gardens on 

the south sides 
(44) 

the fact that in 1823 he was consulted over plans 

to incorporate Mr Rolland's small garden with the rest of the East Queen 

Street gardens provides reasonable foundation that he had been in- 

volved at an earlier stage. May - "... an excellent horticulturist 

and a good man "(45) was a competent and skilful designer - much in 

demand, who had prepared plans ... "for the best neu gardens which 

have late "y been formed in the neighbourhood of Edinburgh" _. including 

7reeton Hall, Calder House, Dalmeny 'ark, the experimental garden for 

the Caledonian horticultural Society at Inverleith,(46) as well as 

the George Square gardens just referred to. 

Newly panted and attractively laid out the maintenance of the 

garden posed few problems although a major item of expense arose in 

1116 when an iron railing was erected along the Queen Street side in 

place of "the old dead wall ". A full -time gardener was employed who 

lived within the grounds in a house close to the north east boundary 

of Ord's old feu (fig. 119b). Almost from the very start however, 

difficulties were experienced in the administration of the gardens - 

due almost entirely to the idiosyncracies associated with the share- 

holding system. Rules and Regulations had been drawn up shortly after 

the purchase of the ground and adopted at a general meeting of 

proprietors held in June 1814(47) but these proved inadequate. An 
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attempt to achieve a more formalised and binding set of management 

conditions was worked out in 1416 by means of a deed for disposing the 

garden ground to a group of Trustees, and approved of at a general 

meeting held in July of that year.(4¢) 

The deed made over the ground to the Trustees "... as one whole 

and individed property and pleasure ground for the accommodation of 

the proprietors thereof - a common property unless four- fifths of 

the said Proprietors in number and value shall otherwise determine ". 

Various rules relating to the shareholding system were stated in 

the disposition for since 1814 many shares had changed hands (on 

death, removal from the district and so forth), and the procedure 

for their sale or transfer remained somewhat ambiguous. The number 

of shares was to be kept at 140, one for each proprietor and their 

family, and deemed heritable property. In future when shares were 

sold (fig. 121e) the details had to be entered into a transfer book, 

and the form signed by the seller concluded the transaction. 

Surplus shares could be "let out" at not less than £3 per annum 

(the annual assessment remaining the responsibility of the 

holder). Arrears extending over 3 successive years could lead to 

forfeiture of an annual share - which the Management Committee were 

then entitled to sell. Other matters in the disposition specified 

the duties of the Clerk - his role generally defined as being 

... to undertake and perform the whole duties of a factor upon an 

heritable estate(49) and how meetings were to be convened.(50) 

Several of the detailed clauses in the disposition later became 

incorporated into the 13?2 Act of "arliament. 

Even this array of regulations did not provide a totally 

satisfactory solution and 4 years later t:villiam Bell the Clerk, 

noted with an air of frustration that: "... many difficulties have 

already occurred and more may be expected to arise in the management 

of this concern from the peculiar manner in which the rights and 

powers of the proprietors have been constituted ".(51) His paper 

listed 3 main issues which had persistently caused problems: first, 

in relation to general meetings of proprietors - these had proved 
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difficult to convene, and it was not clear the extent to which and 

upon what points majorities could bind the minority and absentees; 

second, the considerable difficulty and doubt over the transfer of 

shares (the procedure laid down was infrequently acted upon); and 

finally, the almost impossible situation pertaining to the recovery of 

arrears. On this last matter, if 'egal steps were taken to recover 

money only the Trustees could appear as defenders, while legal action 

of a more general nature required all the proprietors to be summoned. 

Such a cumbersome method had effectively debarred any recourse to the 

law with the result that debts had steadily accumulated. In the 

Clerk's opinion "... These various evils can be remedied only by the 

intervention of the authority of Parliament ", the West Princes Street 

Gardens being upheld as a successful precedent, and a copy of the 

1816 Act under which these gardens had been established was annexed to 

the Memorandum. Bell's proposals were considered by the Management 

Committee and at various meetings of proprietors but action was delayed 

until the following year when at a general meeting held in February 1821 

a special Committee was elected to investigate the possibilities for 

obtaining an Act of 7arliament.(52) Later in the same month the 

Committee reported on their deliberations(S3) to another general 

meeting - having come out firmly in favour of Bell's proposition. 

Immediately afterwards the Committee, with the help of their Clerk 

set about drafting a Bill which not only made provision for regulating 

the management of the East Queen Street Gardens but also gave powers 

to the proprietors of houses and premises in Queen Street and Heriot 

Row "... to acquire, enclose, layout, and embellish the remainder of 

the ground between the two streets". A number of the Queen Street 

garden shareholders lived in Heriot Row and over the years several 

unsuccessful attempts had been made to acquire some of the derelict 

land opposite their houses for conversion into pleasure gardens (see 

Section 3.4). Foremost amongst the active campaigners were John Cay, 

advocate (11 Heriot Row) and Donald Horne WS (17 Heriot Row): both 

were members of the Queen Street garden sub Committee, and very sensibly 

grasped this opportunity for extending the scope of the Bill - a move 

which met with widespread approval.(54) 
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No major obstacles were encountered, and in September 1821 

handbills were fixed to the various church doors within the parish, and 

at the Court of Session giving notice of the proposed Act which was 

Passed a few months later on 15th May 1R22, and remains effective to 

this day. Three major pleasure gardens were produced as a result: the 

East (Amen Street gardens (although already three - quarters formed), 

the Central, and West Queen Street gardens. An outline of the Act's 

major clauses has been given in Section 3.2: suffice it to say here 

that they were largely based on the former regulations of the eastern 

gardens but making good the various pitfalls previously experienced: 

hence, for example, the change of rules concerning the convening of a 

general meeting of proprietors and the numbers required to be 'resent 

before resolutions could be passed, the powers conceded to District 

Commissioners or their Clerks when taking legal action, and the detailed 

clause relating to the transfer of shares - placing the procedure on a 

similar footing as a formal conveyance. 

The completion of the East ch.+een Street s~,arlens 

Adam Rolland, long time owner of the smaller strip of private 

garden (fig. 119a) died in 1819 and the proprietors agreed to purchase 

his portion of land in order to make the whole of the a astern section 

into one unified common pleasure garden. Negotiations with Rol.land's 

trustees began towards the end of 1821 but were not concluded until after 

the Act of 'arl.iament was obtained. The cost (ú1045) was raised by the 

levy of a special assessment of 0 per share for 4 successive years,(55) 

the initial sum being borrowed from the banking firm of Messrs Ramsay, 

Bomar and Co (and finally paid off in 1831). 

Once acquired the stone wall between the 2 gardens was removed(56) 

and the District Commissioners 
(57) 

' - "proceeded in the first instance 

with the aid of Mr Hay, planner, and latterly with that of James Skene Esq 

of Rubisaw, to incorporate the property so purchased with the garden ":(58) 

by the spring of 1823 the work was nearing completion. John May was 

paid £3.70 for his plan - and his involvement at this stage strongly 

suggests as previously mentioned, that he was responsible for the 
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initial design of the gardens when first laid out in 1P14. Skene's 

contribution on the other hand was rewarded with the gift of a free key 

to the gardens "... for the use of himself and his family during their 

residence in Edinburgh." Mis design abilities and excellent good taste 

were already yielding worthwhile results ln the recently formed West 

7rinces Street Gardens (5ection 2.6) and it. was no ioubt a matter of 

some prestige to aso have his name associated with the East Neen 
3treet Gardens. out £250 was spent on enclosing and laying out 

Mr Rolland's old garden 
(59) 

- labourers wages, and the replacement of 

the former high wall on the north side with a low parapet and railing 

accounted for the largest part: but the ratter improvement allowed 

"... the whole ground" to be "... laid open to view from Abercromby 

1lace". 
(60) 

New pathways were made to link with existing ones and the 

ground in between grassed and tree planted. To mask the rather rough 

stone wall along the west boundary a thick belt of shrubs was added: 

later in 182P a more elegant cope and rail was erected. (61) (fig. 122). 

Lhds since i22: changes made to the original design, and 
other Improvements and additions 

No further major improvement work was carried out for several years- 

until. the 1860s: by then, the garden had reached maturity and many of 

the trees dating back from the time when the ground was tended as 

private gardens were well past their prime. In between these years 

however, a number of alterations had been made to the footpaths which 

little by little changed their form. Few clues to these changes are to 

be found in the minute books but most likely they are linked with the 

creation of a large central shrub and flower bed sometime in the 1140s. 
(62) 

Al; the walks were repaired and regravelled in 1S29, 
(63) 

and again 

10 years later(64) - and modifications to the eathways were probably made 

on both occasions. Certainly a comparison of Knox's plan of 1P24 

(fig. 11)d), with Johnstone's plan of 1P51 (fig. 119e) shows the extent 

to which the rather simple star 2attern of walks had become reelacel by 

a looser collection of interconnecting paths with a consequent loss of a 

central focus. Such gradual changes were probably inevitable and were 

at least more compatible with the demand for larger areas of recreational 

space when tennis play reached its peak towards the end of the century, 
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TO THE PROPRIETORS OF QUEEN 
STREET GARDENS, 

videlicet, 

THE GARDENS LYING BETWIXT QUEEN 
STREET AND AIlEBCRO31BY PLA -Ol, 

I)ENO.11NA'1'EDTilt: EASTERN I)ISTR{L"f 

"TO TILE COM311SS1ONERS OF TILE 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF QUEEN STREET ' 

GARDENS. ' 

, 
'a F.DuuBt:aon, 9thJan. 1028:: . 

"GEI:TLEasEN, ' 
i 'E will thank you to till i GENEItAI.`, 

11EE1'ING of the PROI'RIETOltà of 
QUI 'N STREET GARDENS, EASTERN DIS- 

TRUGT, for the purpose of RE- CONSIDERING, 
and finally deciding upon the expediency of taking 
dawn the Wall on the real Side of these Gardens. " Our reseons fur tusking this request arc, because 
we had not nn opportunity of expressing our opinion at 
the meeting hrltl on the _^ -d ult. Because we consider 
the numbers who stteodrd that meeting as too limited 
to express, satixf.ctorily, the general sense of the pro- 
',Muffs, inure especially as the state of the votes shows 
hew equally the opinions of those present were divided. 
And because we consider the resolution of the meeting 
as too important to be finally decided by the casting 
Vote of the Chairman. 

' " We hare the honour to be, 
GENTLEMEN, 

Your most obed. hum. eery. 
(Signed) . W. TROTTER 

JAMES 31ONCRIEFF 
' GII,BT. L. FINLAY 

- O JOHN WAUCHOPE 
Arain.t removing the will:. 

JOHN BONAR 
t;EO. HOGARTH 
JOHN BROWN -' 
GEO. ROBERTSON 
PA T. 1sORTII WICK. 
THOMAS (:WART ' 
J. (J. IIOPKIRK 
ALEX n. l'E.RSON 
THOR. H. MILLER 
ANDn. J1KEAN 
JOHN THATCHER 
J. S. MORE 
AI.EXn. ROBERTSON; for 

Mrs D. Robertson's Trustees - 

DAVID HAY 
A. GILLES1'IE, M.D. 
J. A. ROBERTSON. " - ' - 

In consequence of due notice not having bees given 
for the Last General fleeting, held on Friday the 22d . 

day of December last, and of the foregoing Requisitton, 
the Proprieto -s of Quern Street Gardens, videlicet, 
the Gardena lying betwixt Queen Street and Aber - 
aomby Place, denominated the Eastern District, are 
hereby requtred to Meet in the Garden llouac; on 
Monday tue 29t1í day ul' January current, at 2 o'clock, 
P.M. 

o WILLIAM BELL, Clerk. 
' Edinburgh, 10, Queen Street, 

13th January, 1027. 

There arc 124 proprietors, of whom only 34 Marc 
their vote at the last meeting, and of These 17 voted on 
each side. 

MIZE 122 : 

Notice regarding the west wall, Queen Street East 
(Scotsman 17 January 1827) 

) 

REGULATIONS 
To be Observed by fie PROPRIETORS of Queen Street Gardens. 

I. 'tiARC* May be let on lease for a period nut less; than une year, and at a rant not 
lea' dam L. t, the lessee paying the annual assessment for the repairs, &c. of the Gar- 
den., and agreeing to conform to the other Regulations, and entering the lease in the 
transfer-book. The term of entry must be at Whitsunday in every case. 

. I1. Each Proprietor, or his Tenant, shall have access to the Gardens at all times of 
. the day-, until one hour after sunset when the Gardens shall be shut up by the Gardener. 

III. Each Proprietor shall be furnished with two Keys, having his name engraved 
upon then. Tenants of shares shall also be furnished with two Keys. 

IV. In case of a Key being lost, application for another (if required) must be made , : 
to the Cashier. Those procured in any other way will be considered as forgeries. The 
price of Keys is 3s. each. 

V. Private Doors, which now communicate with these Gardens, may continue to 
used by the Proprietors, upon condition of a Lock, which can be made fast by tha4G'aí- 
tletter will, his Master -Key, being put upon each door. r 

V1. No Person shall lend or transfer his Keys to Non -Subscribers upon/any account, 
nor shall any one be entitled to lend them even to a Subscriber, though he himself shall . 

be out of the Town.. , 

VII. Access to.tlte Gardens shall not be given to the inmate'.. j s ti y hotel or other:.' 
lodging- house, or to the members of any club, upon or in respect ut any share belong -',.. 
ing to Mc hotel or lodging -house- keeper, club- master, or any other person, or to the 
proprietors ofany house occupied in such way. 

1'111'. No Servant shall on any account be allowed to enter the Gardens, except Fe- 
male Servants having the charge of, and bringing with them children of persons entitled: 
to access to the Gardens. . 

IX. Proprietors, and Members of their families, may occasionally introduce, but only 
when along with themselves, Non -Subscribers into the Gardens. - 

X. Soya shall not be permitted to introduce into the Gardens any of their Comps. 
nions who are not Sons of Proprietors. ' 

I. No person shall cut,'pull, or injure any of the trees, shrubs, or flowers in the 
Gardens. All children shall carefully keep upon the gravel walks and grass. No clothes 
shall be permitted to be washed or dried, -no carpets beaten ; -nor shall any games, such 
as slinging or throwing stones, or any hard substance, cricket, golf; foot -ball, bows and 
arrows, and the like, be allowed. No person shall bring in clogs. Birds' nests not to be 
rubbed. 

XII. The Commissioners bave power to impose Fines, not exceeding L:1, for the 
infringement of any of the Regulations. These fines shall be recovered by the Gar- 
dener, anti applied either towards the expence of the management, or be given to the 
Gardener, as the Commissioners shall appoint ; and the Commissioners shall further - 
be entitled to insist for payment of damages, for repairing the injury done to the Gar- 
den.. 

XIII. The heads of families shall be responsible for offences committed by their 
children or servants, and shall be bound to make good all damages done by them, and 

. pay oil Fines imposed'on them ; and in the event of any children being convicted of a 
second offence, it shall be in the power of the Commissioners to exclude them from the . . 

llanlen fur a given time. 

XIV. All Persons labouring under, or lately recovered from, infectious diseases, shall 
m be excluded from the Gardens until the risk of infection shall be certified by a medical- 

gentlemen to have ceased. The attention of parents is particularly requested to this 
rule, which will be strictly enforced by the Gardener. . 

Resides observing and assisting in enforcing the foregoing Regulations, heads of fa- 
milies are requested to attend to the absolute necessity of abstaining themselves at all 
times from pulling or cutting a single flower or shrub, as the practice would immediate. 
ly become general, and destroy every regulation for the management of the place. The 

. , younger members of families will take notice, that confidential Serjeants of l'olice have 
been furnished with keys to the Gardens, who are entrusted with carrying all the Regu 
lations into effect. The heads of each family must consider the family key to the Gar- 
dens as under their own charge, and must not allow it to go out of their keeping in any 
.way flat may admit of a breach of any of the Regulations. Particular care ought also 
to be tAken to prevent keys from being lost, and thus passing into the hands of persons 
not entitled to access to the Gardens. 

By order of the Commissioners, , 

WILLIAM BELL, Clerk.' 

10, Qoxxa STaZZT, EntNsu ore, 

..:; ' . 24M July 1827.' 

FIGURE 123 : 

Cony of Rgttlations dated 1827 (Queen Street central records) 
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Aware of the overgrown state of the garden - which had never 

benefited from any systematic plan of upkeep, the District Commissioners 

in 1859 sought the advice of James McNab, Curator of Edinburgh Botanic 

Garden. His detailed report covered both planting and other aspects 

which he considered would improve. the garden's appearance.(65) t2cA?ab's 

belief that "... a well balanced landscape p;.cture" was best achieved 

by "... broad spaces of well kept grass, with fine shaped trees standing 

upon it"(66) - providing both attractive vistas from within and from 

outside the garden was reflected in his criticism. To restore the 

gardens to a less c :uttered state McNab recommended the careful removal 

of several trees, particularly the coarse poplar - originally planted 

for quick effect, besides many elms, thorns, and other trees in the 

central area. The elms and plane trees around the outer edges were 

also noted as requiring attention, being in danger of becoming a 

mass of confusion" destroying both themselves and the evergreen 

and deciduous shrubs beneath. These trees had been planted in 1837 

at the suggestion of Dr Graham, r'rofessor of Botany.(67) Two shrub 

beds, one in the centre and another in the south west corner were 

considered better reduced in size: McNab recommending that only the 

best shrubs be kept and the rest of the ground turfed over. Flower 

plots 'ilewise were not to be encouraged: their short seasonal display 

of dahlias and other annua's provided too brief a moment of glory 

compared to the many months when the borders remained dark, dank and 

empty. 

More generally, McNab put forward proposals to improve both the 

north and south sides of the garden. The approach from Abercromby !'lace 

was neither attractive nor convenient for the garden being considerably 

lower than street level was reached by a steep flight of steps. In 

place of these McNab suggested the formation of a limited terrace at 

3 or more intervals, close to the level of the outside footpath: eathways 

could then be made to wind gently down the banks - which were to be 

grass sown and planted with irregular clumps of shrubs. The gardener's 

house - now in a deteriorating condition and described by McNab as 

... an eyesore and very inconveniently situated" was recommended for 
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demolition, the site used as the central point on which to build one 

of the projecting terraces.(6S) Rather similar ideas were suggested 

for the south side - which McNab considered would be enhanced by the 

creation of a continuous terrace, allowing a broad gravel walk on the 

upper part alongside Queen Street with the bank gradually tatting out 

into the lower part of the garden. Such plans were feasible at a time 

when continuous building work in the New Town required the removal of 

tons of surplus rubble and earth which builders were only too pleased 

to dump close by. 

The Commissioners decided to concentrate initially on the removal 

of trees - particularly the poplars and thorns, together with the old 

decaying shrubs. Between 1859 and 1850(69) several trees were cut 

down and further thinning and pruning took place in the Autumn of 1R66 

all under McNab's supervision. Some replanting was carried out, and 

former shrub plots grass seeded. Well pleased with the results of 

this work McNab was asked to draw up a further report on the garden :(7n) 

this second one which was submitted to the Commissioners in March 1157 

commented favourably on the improvements achieved but not surprisingly 

repeated the earlier recommendations which remained to be acted upon. 

McNab's more radical proposals might once more have been shelved 

had not a number of other substantial improvements been necessary at 

about this same time. The gardener's house was soon to become vacant 

and because of its p or state was considered unl.ettable;`71) its 

appearance still :-resented "... a most unsightly aspect" and uselessly 

occupied "... a considerable space of valuable ground in the choicest 

situation ;" the cope and rail along Queen Street and Abercromby 'Il.ace 

had become dilapidated and the railing "... so corroded and broken 

that the garden is insufficiently fenced, and exposed to depredators 

and intruders "; the lower levels of ground were in need of better 

drainage, and a new tool house was required.(72) To cope with this 

substantial programme of work a separate improvement Committee was 

appointed(73) and their first move was to investigate the possibility 

of acquiring free supplies of soil for making the terraces suggested 

by McNab. 
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It was in connection with this that the architect, Robert Matheson 

(1808 -1877) was approached: he lived at 25 Abercromby ?lace, directly 

overlooking the gardens but was not at this stage a shareholder. 

Employed as surveyor to Her Majesty's Board of Works his design work 

covered a variety of projects ranging from the new T'ost Office in 

Waterloo ''lace (1861) and the one at Leith (1875), to the `'alm louse 

at the Botanic Garden (1858 - which brought him into close contact with 

James McNab), and the attractive rustic gothic lodge houses in Holyrood 

Park: his name is also linked briefly with the Charlotte Square 

gardens (Section 2.3), and with Wester Coates - where as the owner of 

a small portion of land he was responsible for the layout and develop- 

ment of Grosvenor Crescent, with its central oval shape pleasure 

Almost immediately Matheson became involved with the 

East Queen Street gardens and "... most handsomely placed his valuable 

services"(75) at the disposal of the Committee thereby providing the 

necessary direction and professional expertise to ensure suceess. His 

commitment was further guaranteed when on becoming a shareholder he was 

promptly elected a District Commissioner in place of the retiring 

member Dr Lyon '-'layfair (Professor of Chemistry at the University) in 

186ß(7h) and then made Convener of the Improvement Committee. 

By the end of 1867 several plans had been prepared and estimates 

received for new railings on the north and south sides, the removal of 

the gardener's house (the old materials to be re -used for a new tool 

house), and an offer by a builder to dump earth and rubble in the garden 

without charge for the construction of the terraces.(77) The Committee 

were now thinking in terms of a continuous terrace along the Abercromby 

'lace side and had consulted McNab and Matheson for their opinion: both 

had given general approval although McNab emphasised that to be effective 

it would have to be of generous proportions - at least 16' (4.88m) 

broad at the top and made to shape gently into the garden. Such a 

terrace would mean the loss of several fine trees (mainly elm and lime), 

and a large number of large evergreen shrubs "... many of them exceedingly 

beautiful" composed mostly of yew and holly. It was also likely to 

take about 2 years to complete and McNab expressed his inability to 

become much involved due to his other commitments :(78) he was at this 

time exceedingly busy with the construction of a Rock Garden - his last 

major contribution to the Botanic Garden.(79) 

Nothing could be achieved however, without the necessary money, an3 
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funds to hand amounted. to £400. This was a healthy reserve but 

insufficient to finance an ambitious programme of improvements which 

Matheson had estimated would cost between 000 - £1,000. Certain 

modifications such as the omission of the north and south terraces 

might reduce the sum to 6,600 but this was still more than the money 

available. An appeal for voluntary subscriptions was therefore launched 

accompanied by a detailed statement to all the shareholders telling of 

the various plans under consideration and their likely costs. It 

met with only moderate success: one fifth of the subscription papers 

were returned blank and although just under £200 was promised by the 

rest -the greater part of the money was conditional on all the improve- 

ments being carried out: only £6? was in fact freely given.(81) 

In view of the response the Committee decided to concentrate 

resources on repairs to the parapet and provision of new railings on 

the north and south sides, the removal of the gardener's house (and 

nearby summer house), and the construction of a new tool shed :(82) an 

estimate by Thomas Tait, Smith and ironmonger for £550 to carry out the 
(n3) 

whole of this work was consequently accepted. Matheson however 

remained confident that with careful budgeting funds would still allow 

a terrace to be formed along the flueen Street side, particularly as 

free earth and rubble was still available and could be conveniently 

deposited while sections of the railings were being removed. The rest 

of the Committee were finally persuaded and the construction of the 

terrace went ahead with the rest of the improvements and under the 

direct supervision of Matheson.(84) 

Work commenced during the summer months of 1868 and continued until 

the Spring of the following year.(85) Temporary fencing was put up 

while repairs were being made to the coping and before the new railing 

was erected :(86) once the gardener's house was demolished the site was 

mounded and formed into a new approach with an entrance provided almost 

opposite to Nelson Street (figs. 119f and 124 a and b). Extra 

labourers were employed to construct the Queen Street terrace: the 

passageway leading from Baron Ord's old house into the garden might 

well have become permanently sealed off by this operation but instead 
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erovision was made to extend the tunnel by building a double arch unier 

the mound and using the space so created as a tool shed. 
(87) 

Matheson's 
(P8) young assistant at the Board of Uorks Hippolyto Blanc (144-1917) - 

erepared a plan of the garden showing all the alterations made and 
CP9) this was presented to the Committee in October 1P60. - Blanc became 

further involved with the gardens several years later when he was asked 

to advise on the drainage of some of the steep walks. 
( 

By 1S69 funds were practically exhausted but much had been achieved 

and the aardent aenearance considerably enhanced. To'rards the end of 

that year McNab was consulted once more but for the last time: 
00 

on this occasion he suggested the removal of more trees and the planting 

of new ones, while further areas were earmarked to be grass sown. le 

also drew attention to the need for a shelter, and recommended the 

Tormation of a sloping bank at the north east corner in place of the 

steep flight of stens. The latter was not carried out but a shelter 

tith verandah was built in 1S71 at the north western edge of the 

earden and nrovided space for tools and croquet equinment. 
(92) 

A 

further extensive programme of tree and shrub thinning took place in 

lq17, and the years immediately following on the advice of Mr Mackenzie 

of l4ethven and Son, the nursery firm. 
(93) 

Re narticularly singled out 

the thorn and laburnum trees for remove as well as many of the lime 

which were in a "backgoing condition": in their place he suggested the 

planting of ecotch elm, sycamore, oriental nlane and ',bite birch. Since 

then there is no record of any outside advice having been taken about 

the gardens until the early 1950s and 19hms 
(94) 

when staff from the 

Royal Botanic Carden, and the City ',larks department were consulted. 

By then the garden was slowly recovering from the neglect of the war 

years when it had not only become open to the public but also provided 

accommodation for air raid shelters, vegetable plots (at the eastern end) 

and an army ammunition store. 
(95) 

(fig, 125b), advice from both sources 

recommended the removal of many of the older trees and the planting 

of new ones. At the present time there are about 171 metre trees in 

the gardens consisting mainly of sycamore, elm, ash, lime, hawthorn, 

birch, holly, beech, yew, horse chestnut, white beam, and some ornamental 

trees, shrubs and hedges (see figs. 124 and 125 for general views of 

the garden). 
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a. Top terrace walk formed in 18Go's 
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FIGURE 125 a - d 
General views of the East queen Street gardens - south side 
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d. Temple of Pluto - the gas pressure reducint 
station constructed in the garden 1984 

(Scottish Gas) 



when information on the East Queen Street gardens was collated 

by the researcher in the 1970s no major change or addition to the gardens 

was found to have taken place since the extensive improvement plan 

of the 1860s. To have suggested then that an extravanganza in the 

form of a Temple of Pluto would appear at some future date would not 

only have sounded improbable but totally absurd. Yet in 1984 such a 

whimsical folly has emerged at the south west corner of the gardens - 

and cleverly conceals a gas governor station which the Gas Board found 

necessary to install in order to regulate the pressure of Town Gas 

within the city centre. Initially the gardens had been threatened with 

a structure 1P... resembling a half buried lock -up garage "(96) and it is 

greatly to the credit both of the Cockburn Association who convince] 

the officials of the importance of producing a building complementary to 

its Georgian surroundings and the Gas Board who responded so imaginatively 

that such an ingenious and attractive solution was found (fig. 125d). 

Management and Upkeep 

The 1822 Act of Parliament allowed 12 General Commissioners to 

be appointed for the Eastern gardens, out of which the District Com- 

missioners directly responsible for managing the gardens were to be 

chosen. In practice, no distinction has been made between the two and 

the running of the gardens has tended to devolve on those commissioners 

(usually between 5 and 6) with the time and interest to become involved. 

This has proved reasonably satisfactory and many commissioners have con- 

tributed many years of dedicated service(97) (sometimes between 20 to 

30 years). Alexander Douglas WS, the longstanding and active Clerk 

of the West Princes Street gardens (Section 2.6) was one of the first 

commissioners. The first lady to be elected was a Miss Ritson in 1937(98) 

and since then women have continued to be represented on the Committee. 

Meetings are usually held about once or twice a year (these used to take 

place in the garden house - until demolished in 186ß) when the usual . 

business covers such matters as fixing the annual assessment, revisions 

to the rules and regulations, and any specie' work required in the 

gardens. 
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A paid Clerk 2s responsible for the day to day administration of 

the garden - a substantial part of which concerns the collection of 

assessments, making arrangements for the transfer of shares, and other 

financial issues. There have only been ß different Clerks since the 

gardens were formed in 1814 - the first 3 - William Bell (1114 -1143), 

John Rutherford, senior (l843 -1165) and John Rutherford junior (1165- 

1913) established an impressive and unmatched record of 1n0 years service 

between them. In general, the majority of shareholders have shown but 

slight interest in management matters, and although annual meetings were 

held in the early days to report on progress, by 1835 the numbers 

attending had dwindled so considerably that they were abandoned. 
(99) 

No further meeting of shareholders appears to have been organised for 

over 100 years until 1949(100) but by 1955 the minute books refer once 

more to poor attendances and again they were discontinued.(101) 

Like most of the other New Town gardens the East Queen Street ones 

enjoyed the benefit of a full -time gardener for the greater part of its 

history, with additional labouring help as and when necessary. Hours 

of work were long - commencing at 6.30 a.m. from March until October 

when the gates were opened (6 a.m. for the rest of the year) until they 

were locked at night time "... at a reasonable hour after sunset" - 

due warning being given by the ringing of a bell. To be so completely 

tied was maybe less of a hardship during the period when the gardener 

resided on the premises, but no less was demanded of him once he had 

removed some distance away. His services too were bought comparatively 

cheaply: wages remained steady throughout the last century so that 

while the first gardener earned about £40 a year his counterpart in 

1900 was receiving only a little more at £60 a year. Although a lot 

was expected and not all the gardeners were satisfactory, the minute 

books nevertheless reveal a good and caring relationship between the two 

sides. Roderick Robertson, for example, the gardener from 1147 to 1R6n, 

Kew trained and apprenticed at Scone palace, was burdened with a 

"numerous family" and financial debts: on one occasion the Commissioners 

advanced him a sum of money which they later discharged in place of his 

annual Christmas bonus. At another time, having heard that he had 

surrendered an insurance policy on his own and his wife's life, revived 
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it and paid in addition the following year's premium.(102) A fortunate 

move as Robertson died 2 years later. 

Following the death of another gardener in 1881, the Commissioners 

decided by way of a trial to have the gardens maintained on a contract 

basis - an arrangement being made with the nursery firm of 

Messrs Dicksons, Waterloo Place for a 2 p (10'3) 
The experiment r year eriod. 

proved only partly successful mostly because it failed to provide "... 

the constant supervision necessary to maintain order in the gardens "(104) 

and consequently the contract was not renewed but another fuiltime 

gardener employed instead. In recent years the contract system has 

once more been reverted to for cost reasons and of necessity standards 

of care have had to be compromised. 

Financial Matters: the shareholding system and other issues 

Most of the private amenity gardens have experienced administrative 

problems of one kind or another during their lifetime but none have 

had to cope with the complicated and cumbersome shareholding system 

peculiar to the East Queen Street gardens. It will be remembered that 

originally 2 forms of shares were introduced: 92 "money shares" costing 

£40 each (to cover the capital sum required to purchase the ground) and 

48 "annual shares" costing C3 each with an additional annual burden of 

£3 (to meet the annual ground rent of 0144) making 140 shares altogether.(105) 

From an early period however, the £3 annual payments proved 

difficult to collect particularly in cases where the owners had left the 

area or died. In the early days too, the owners of several "money 

shares" also had the irksome task of arranging the transfer of surplus 

shares either by selling them outright, or by renting them on a yearly 

basis. While the 1122 Act of Parliament placed the gardens on a sounder 

legal footing, matters still remained far from straightforward - and the 

holding of an annual share remained an unattractive proposition - 

particularly as other people wishing to make use of the gardens could . 

do so by renting a key from the Commissioners at a lesser cost. 

As a result two things tended to happen: in the first place a 

number of annual shares were forfeited when left unpaid for 3 years or 
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more and when this occurred the Commissioners found they were only able 

to resell them as ordinary shares disburdened of the £,3 annual payment. 

There was no fixed resale price: some were sold for £10, others for 

much less. Secondly, several of the holders of annual shares (and in 

many instances these were the trustees of deceased shareholders) 

applied to the Commissioners for redemption of the annual due, and 

this was agreed to on payment of a lump sum - usually £75. The first 

annual share so redeemed was in 1824: by 1365 only 20 out of the original 

4? annual shares remained; by the beginning of the present century only 

4 annual shares were left, and the last to be bought out was in 1954. 

Money from the redemption and resale of shares was treated for a long 

time as simple revenue but by 1810(106) the Commissioners decided that 

it should be applied to the extinction of the ground rent - payment of 

which had in itself caused some problems in the past.(107) Consequently 

one of the ground rents (belonging to the trustees of Maxwell Cordon WS) 

was bought in 1880 for £648(103) and a further one purchased in 1918 

at a cost of 275.(109) The last 3 ground rents have all been 

redeemed in recent years under the 1974 Feudal and Conveyancing (Scotland) 

Act, as well as the feu duty payable to the Heriot Trust. 

The redistribution of surplus shares has also continued to be 

cumbersome to operate. For a long time shareholders or their heritors 

were obliged to make their own arrangements - but the market was limited for 

very often casual users preferred the more straightforward system of 

renting a key annually from the Commissioners - and thereby contributing 

a useful source of extra income.(110) Eventually the Commissioners 

agreed in 1867 to suspend all yearly leases in a bid to encourage 

people to buy up the surplus shares, and to take over the responsibility 

for letting them out.(111) Since then there have been further periods 

when spare shares have tended to accumulate: in 1939 for example, 2n 

shareholders were wanting to dispose of their shares, and to try and 

promote sales a notice was placed in the ScotsmanÇ112) again, in 1953 the 

Clerk had a list of 26 proprietors wishing to sell shares, with 13 others 

in his hands - mostly belonging to people who had left the district 

or who had died.(113) More happily, at the present time all the 140 shares 

are taken up, and anyone else wishing to use the garden can rent a 

key on an annual basis. The majority of shareholders (two -thirds) live 
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in Abercromby Place, Nelson Street, Dublin Street and Dundas Street, 

and the rest are drawn from 21 other streets in the New Town. What- 

ever the disadvantages of the shareholding system, the eastern gardens 

have in fact catered for a more widely dispersed group of New Town 

residents and allowed the rights to the garden to be mostly retained 

in the hands of private households and families.(114) 

Most of the garden's income has been derived from the annual 

assessments levied on all the shareholders, supplemented by smaller 

and irregular sums from key rents, the redemption and resale of shares, 

the sale of fruit (the apple and pear crop of 1823 raised nearly 

£19) 
(115) 

and grass cuttings (useful as cattle feed in the city byres). 

The Act of Parliament specified that the cost of purchasing the gardens 

and the expense of enclosing, levelling and laying out should be met by 

an annual payment not exceeding £2 for each share but that the costs for 

further upkeep should be assessed by the District Commissioners "... in 

the same way and by the same proportion ". For many years this was 

interpreted as a £2 upper limit which could not be exceeded. By 1861 

this limit had been reached, and rather astonishingly was maintained for 

the next 60 years. During this period the garden's finances became 

at times very precarious indeed, and any extraordinary items of expendi- 

ture required money to be raised by voluntary subscriptions.(116) 

By 1921 however, the £2 assessment was proving wholly inadequate. 

Expenditure exceeded income, and costs were rising sharply due to increases 

in the gardeners wages and in the feu duty. To overcome these problems 

shareholders were asked to contribute a further £1 annually on a 

voluntary basis(117) and this system continued for several more years. 

During the second world war and immediately following the garden's 

finances had once more reached a parlous state. Many shares were up 

for sale, and by 1948 there was a deficit of over £200. To remedy a 

desperate situation it was generally agreed to exceed the supposed E2 

limit (although never clearly established - and certainly the two other 

Queen Street gardens never laboured under such a belief) and the assess- 

ment was raised to £3.75 with the proviso that it should not exceed £5.(118) 
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Seventeen years on and the new upper limit was once more found inadequate - 

particularly to meet such pressing and major items of expenditure as 

the repainting of the railings. A general meeting of proprietors held 

in 164(119) agreed to raise the limit, and subsequent years have 

seen a gradual increase with the assessment now standing at g26 per 

annum. But after years of financial struggle the gardenb fortunes seem 

better assured now than at any other time for with the recent addition 

of the gas governor - the Temple of Pluto - has come payment of a 

substantial ground rent by the Gas oard:(120) an unforeseen bonus 

which other gardens might well become envious of. 

Rules and Regulations, Uses and Abuses 

An early set of rules is !florin in fig. 123 and comparison with later 

ones shows remarkably few changes - and those mostly relating to the 

control of dogs and more vigorous forms of ball play. Football was 

totally banned until 1955,(121) and then permitted on condition that 

boots were not worn nor a full- sized football used: now both dogs and 

football are tolerated "... subject to the discretion of the Commissioners". 

While the rules governing the individual New Tour: gardens have all been 

similar, the Queen Street East ones differ in two respects: first, 

in the special references to their unique shareholding system, and 

second, in the provisions required to regulate private access to the 

gardens by residents in Duke Street whose gardens abut onto the 

grounds. As mentioned earlier the first Duke Street proprietors negotiated 

for a small portion of the eastmost garden in 1807, when still in 

private ownership in order to improve and extend their backland area, and 

with no thought that the land beyond might one day become a communal 

pleasure garden. When this came about in 1814 a boundary wall was 

built at mutual expense between the Duke Street properties and the 

garden, with openings left in the wall for direct access. The rules 

relating to this private access have never altered: it is allowed 

subject to the "pleasure of the Commissioners" provided the proprietors 

are also shareholders and have suitable locks on their doors.(l 
?_ ?_) 

It was as a recreational space - for walking in, for children's 

play and as a feature to enhance the neighbourhood that the garden was 
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first created, and still continues to have meaning. For young children 

in particular the garden has provided a secure yet stimulating environ- 

ment, of sufficient size and variations of level, with large trees and 

shrubs to allow wide space for all kinds of relaxed and imaginative 

play - probably to a greater extent than many other New Town gardens. This 

is revealed in such youthful reminiscences as those by the Reverend 

William Robertson DD (1847 -1936) - son of one of the gardeners already 

referred to: his notes provide a lively and colourful account of 

children's play which is sad'.y absent from the more formal issues 

found recorded in garden minute books. In an article published in 

the Scotsman(123) during the 1930s he wrote as follows:- 

"To the youngsters of the district the gardens were a real joy: 
nowhere had people to obey the usual notice "?'lease keep off the 
grass". Near what may be termed the St. David Street gate they 
indulged in handball; cricket was forbidden except between 6 and 

a.m. when no young children were about. Near the chief walk 
grew a hawthorn as well as an elm, the root of each marking a 

small heap of forfeits when the youngsters indulged in the game 
named "French and English ". The broad avenue serving as "no 
mans land ", the game consisted in raiding the territory of the 
enemy and carrying off spoil without being caught ". 

Trees, whatever the rules, were climbed and the Reverend Robertson 

described how "... on the branches of a much loved hawthorn the boys 

made dwellings after the manner of certain heroes ", while a "... venerable 

elm with wide stretching arms ", standing close to the western railings 

was climbed by others in order to catch sight of the soldiers from the 

Castle marching towards the Firth of Forth en route to the Crimea. A 

similar sense of freedom, adventure and delight has been equally wel` 

captured by Elizabeth Silar in her recol'ections of Edinburgh in the 

1870s: her family lived in York Place and she and her brother spent 

many hap y hours playing in the Eastern gardens.(124) 

More organised forms of sport brought families and friends together 

during the last century: croquet was popular during the 1860s but 

later surpassed by tennis - first introduced in 1879 and remaining a 

well enjoyed summer activity up until the Second World War. There were 

4 courts altogether - 2 in the upper east plot, one in the lower east 

Lot, and a fourth in the lowest west plot, but according to a memorial 
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presented to the Commissioners in 1 83 (requesting the removal of 

some newly planted trees which were interfering with play) the space 

available was barely sufficient to meet demand.(125) In 1913 the south 

east u; per plot was properly levelled to make a full sized court at the 

cost of £27.(126) 

The East Queen Street gardens were also once the scene of a colour- 

ful if not stirring ceremony presided over by Sir Walter Scott, in full 

Highland attire. Scott had given the official welcome to King George IV 

when he landed at Leith on 15th August 1822 to begin his long awaited 

visit to Edinburgh. Early the next morning (at 6 a.m.) Sir Walter 

"... arrayed in the Garb of old Gaul" (which he had of the Campbell 

tartan in memory of one of his great grandmothers) was attending a 

muster of these gallant Celts in the Queen Street Gardens, where he had 

the honour of presenting them with a set of colours, and delivered a 

suitable exhortation, crowned with their rapturous applause. "(127) 

The Celtic Society "... a flourishing and respectable institution "(128) 

took part in the various processions connected with the King's visit, 

and no doubt the occasion in the gardens was witnessed by many spectators 

in spite of the earliness of the hour. At other times the gardens 

have been used by outside groups - for guide meetings, urivate schools 

and playgroups, for the training of signallers attached to the Edinburgh 

so al Garrison Artillary(129) y (190rß 1910), and during the Second World 

War a battalion of Home Guards held weekly practises in the gardens.(130) 

Few instances of wanton damage are recorded in the Minute books. 

Occasionally "undesirable mischief" by boys "... having right of access, 

and still more by others having no such rights introduced by them" caused 

concern and this led on one occasion in 1828 to an offender being 

expelled for one month and the assistance of "Captain Brown late of the 

olive" being called upon.(131) seasonable protection was afforded 

by having a resident gardener but the incidence of vandalism or misuse 

does not appear to have changed significantly over the years. At times, 

when overnight damage was discovered the Police were usually informed: 

they were in fact given a set of keys and asked to patrol the grounds 

occas onally. 
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The tossing of litter from the street has been a constant nuisance 

over the years: as far back as 1,31 for example, the same Professor 

-i3lans nade a request that one of the gardener's children be sent round 

every rorning "... to ici up the rubbish thrown over such as pieces of 

ta-er, stones, tin canisters etc". 
(i34) 

lThen part of Queen Street 

alongside the gardens 'ras used as a bus stance during the 195ns, the bus 

company concerned contributed £2 per week towards the cost of clearing 

the extra litter from the gardens: 
(135) 

considerable quantities of 

wind blown eaner still collect, tceether with bottles and canisters 

tossed over by thoughtless nassers by. A far worse act of vanealtsm 

hewever, which fortunately came to naught due to instant and averwhelnine 

oeeosition was a proposal made in 1970 to build a laree un'erground car 

sark beneath the Queee Street gardens 
(136) 

(the East Prinees street 

gardens had been similarly threatened in the 1050s - see Section 2.5). 

Initially the idea had been enthusiastically promoted by a member of the 

Town Council, 
(137) 

and further developed by a member of the ---,labile.: - one 

Mr George Cunningham who considered the "lifting" of the gardens to a 

level with Queen Street a "simple engineering feat". 
(131) 

On this 

environmental issue suneort for the Queen Street gardens as "irreelacable" 

and "sacrosanct" s laces was united 
(i3) 

- for as one corres :onctent in 

the Scotsman eointed out "... only when outrageous suggestions are 
(140) 

submitted do Edinburgh citizens react in a 
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Dogs rather than mischievous boys seem to have given rise to more 

complaints, particuarly after the erection of new railings in 186() 

which allowed sufficient space for strays to squeeze through. Cats - 

rather as in the West Princes Street gardens were also something of a 

menace in the early days and came up for discussion at one of the 
ee genera: meetings of eroprietors held in 1See, (132) On this occasion 

the worthy James "i'illans (1779-1S64), 7rofessor of Tlumanity, and staunch 

eramoter of educational reform 
(133) 

uho lived at 22 Abercromby rlace 

made the suggestion that the gardener be "... furnished with a terrier 

or two in order to exclude cats, or that cats should be killed by some 

other method". The matter was remitted to the Commissioners, who were 

asked to consider any other means by which birds nests might be protected. 

positive manner". 



3.4 THE CENTRAL QUEEN STREET GARDENS 

"Wood's Farm, whose cattle pond now ornaments Queen Street Gardens 
was then in its pure integrity as a Scotch farm steading and the 
fine spring well which bubbled forth close to the court is now 
hid in a cellar in Heriot Row. I well recollect the venerable 
figure of the old farmer, father to Dr. Alex Wood of celebrated 
memory, stepping about his fields and chiding us boys in our 
amusement of navigating his pond on an old door, of which ship- 
wreck was the invariable result accompanied with a ducking in the 
pond. Escaping from one of these disasters with my companions 
General Ainslie and his brother, we had repaired to the shelter of 
a saw pit to scrub off the mud from our clothes, and have a 

'reaping match among the logs of wood where I had the misfortune to 
break my arm." James Skene (1) 

Skene's boyhood adventures on Farmer Wood's ponl took place 

sometime after 17P3 when as an R year old he came with his widowed 

mother, and family to live in Edinburgh: while trespassing on the 

farmer's land anddelighting in muddy play Skene could not have guessed 

that one day, nearly 40 years later he would be asked. to design the 

pleasure gardens along this stretch of Queen Street. In 176° the ground 

within this central area, extending to some 7 acres (2.R ha) or so had 

been leased to the Town Council(2) probably to allow space for masons 

and carpenters to lay their material on - rather as happened in the 

centre of Drummond Place and East T'rinces Street. Skene's description of 

the saw pits would certainly seem to bear this out. In 17,15 however, 

the Town Council relinquished their interest in the ground when the 

lease (sub tack) was taken over by Sir James Hunter Blair, John 3rough, 

and Adam Rolland :(3) a few months later in 17ß6 the George Heriot Trust 

as feu sueriors granted. charters to these individuals restricting the 

use of the land for garden or park purposes(') (refer Section 3.2). 

Rolland's portion eventually went to make up the western side of the 

pueen Street East gardens, while 3rough's and Blair's share - some 

4.25 acres (1.7 ha) together formed the Central Queen Street gardens(5) 

(refer fig. 111). 

Queen Street at this time was progressing steadily westwards and 

attracting new residents: the Hunter. Blair family for instance, were 

still living in George Street when they acquired the lease to the garden 
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a. Blairauhar, Ayrshire 1755: Sir James with his wife and children 

(portrait by David Allan from Scottish painters at home and abroad 

David and Francina Irwin) 

b. Sir James Hunter Blair (lays Portraits) 

FIGtRE 126 a & b : 

Sir James Hunter Blair and family 

1'O BE SOLE) - - 
Sy Aucrtott, on Wednesday the 6th April 1814, at 

two o'clock afternoon, within the Royal Exchange 
Coffeehouse, if not previously disposed of by private 
bargain; 

THAT FIELD, bounded by QUEEN 
STREET arr the south, and H RIOT ROW 

on the north, lying between Hanover Street and Frede- 
rick Street. 

The Field consists of two acres, one tood, and thirtr 
falls; and from its very centrical situation. is applicable 
to a great variety of useful prrporev. Being out of 
lease at \Vbitsuoday, possession may be had at that 
tents. 

For farther pnrticulsrs apply to roba Bell, W. S. 
sz Herwt Row. 

FIGURE 127 : 

Notice of the sale of Blairs uncultivated garden plot - 

Queen Street central ga d xi . 

(Edinburgh Evening0ourant 17 March 1814) 
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ground. Sir James (1747 -1797) was then at the peak of his career, 

having succeeded David Steuart as Lord provost in 1744 (fig. 126 a and b) 

(whereupon he resigned his seat in 'parliament having first been 

elected in 1781, and re- elected in 17`?4): he was also joint head of 

one of the most important private banking firms in Scotl.and.(6) In 

spite of his short life his achievements were outstanding. Not only 

successful in business and public life (while Lord Provost he promoted 

several important projects including the rebuilding of the University, 

and the construction of the South Bridge)(7) he also carried out 

extensive agricultural improvements to his wife's family estate at 

Dunseey in Wigtownshire,(8) and practically rebuilt the town of Port 

Patrick.() But for his premature death this zest for improvement would 

surely have been applied to his newly acquired garden plot in Queen 

Street. 

. The bereaved family moved to Queen Street first to 

No, 7, a house situated towards the eastern end and a little distant 

from the garden, later to No. 10, and finally in 1796 to 
5rowwd 

No. 34 (1 ̀(1 ) practically opposite the garden, TìeLremained unLvtloned apart 
1 

from being enclosed by a stone wall. This was subsequently damaged on 

the north and eastern sides when the road along Heriot Row and the 

extension of Hanover Street were constructed.(11) In 1804 the Hunter - 

Blair family left Queen Street: Sir John the eldest son who inherited 

the title to the garden ground had previously bought the mansion house 

together with 14 acres of land (5.6 ha) at rowderhall, and lived there 

from 1795 until his early death in 18O0. Mis successor was a younger 

brother, Sir David Hunter -Blair of Brownshill, who with his partner 

John Bruce held the appointment of printer and stationer to George IV, 

their offices being in Blair Street. 

Chile of no direct use to himself Sir David nevertheless retained 

possession of his garden in Queen Street and leased it out for a number 

of years. In 1814 he tried to sell it. Nothing had been done to 

cultivate the land and it was advertised simply as a field which: 

"from its very centrical situation is applicable for a great variety of. 45ef%,1 

purposes (fig. 127). The ground was not sold but re -let and used 
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(probably as before) as a clothes washing and drying area, rather as 

the south side of the East Princes Street gardens had been bedecked 

with stretches of washing lines and posts, and laid out washing in the 

early years of the nineteenth century (see fig. 69c with fig. 1.2.9i). 

The dejected and scruffy appearance of Blair's field at this eeriod left 

a lasting impression on the young, Elizabeth Grant who with her family 

(the Grants of Rothien rchas) had moved to their temporary new residence 

at 4 Heriot Row in 1ßl4: in her book written some years later she 

described the house as "warm and cheerful ", the general situation as 

pleasant, but the outlook alas, was most disagreeable for ... 

"There were no prettily laid out :ardens then between Heriot Row 
and Queen Street, only a long strip of unsightly grass, a green, 
fenced by an untidy wall and abandoned to the use of the washer- 
women. It was an ugly prospect, and we were daily ,ndulged with 
it, the cleanliness of the inhabitants being so excessive that, 
except on Sundays and "Saturdays at e'en ", squares of bleaching 
linens and lines of drying (ditto) were ever before our eyes ". (12) 

This unattractive view was shared be everyone living in the eastern 

section of Heriot Row but because of the steep fall of land from south 

to north they were more exposed to it than the neighbouring proprietors 

in Queen :street. All the parapdee alia associated with washing - 

posts, lines and water pumps can be seen in Kirkwood's plan and 

elevation of g19 (fig. 128d) together with the outline of Wood's farm 

pond. It is not too difficult to imagine the irritation if not embarrass- 

ment that proprietors must have felt when surveying the scene from their 

windows - particularly as the main public rooms eere a' 1. to the front. 

Whoever he:d the tenancy was however, acting within his rights and 

presumably made a small income by hiring out the space to washerwomen. 

Matters did not improve with time. In 1,20 Sir ?)avid Hunter- Blair 

finally succeeded in selling his land for the considerable sum of 

k1,450, the purchaser being a Mr James Webster, builder and late 

"plasterer in Edinburgh ". (13) Webster might we.i' have been the former 

tenant, and he certainly seems to have had an interest in the adjoining 

area for 2 years earlier he had approached the Heriot Trust with an 

offer to rent the waste ground next to 31air's field for 5 guineas a 

y(1tb) ear. No record of an Edinburgh address can be traced for Webster 

and the indications are that he bought the land more as a speculative 
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measure rather than for any personal use: indeed, very shortly after- 

wards he subleased the land to Robert Winter, flesher (butcher) who 

had premises close by at 11 Jamaica Street. With a rent of £100 a 

year Webster was receiving a good rate of return on the money invested. 

Although the same feuing conditions continued to aeply, the aereement 

drawn up stated in addition that the new tenant "... shall not plough 

or die upon the turf but shall keep the same in good order and 

condition during the currency of the lease ... and likewise keep 

the posts at present placed in said ground for the purrose of drying 

clothes and the fences and gates ... in perfect good order and. condition" 
(15) 

Reference to the clothes drying posts rather suggests Webster's res- 

ponsibility for their provision and his approbation for such a usage. 

Certainly the practice of clothes drying continued but 7interfs main 

use of the ground was for keeping livestock. In addition to a piggery, 

a cow byre was erected, and a small house built for himself. 
(16) 

Surrounding proprietors must have viewed these developments with 

increasing dismay and concern. Here was an important and large area 

of open space intended as a garden but being completely misused: 

and even more so causing offence not only because of its untidy 

appearance but also from the smell of pigs, and the traffic of animals 

and washerwomen to and from the ground. Were however, the proprietors 

so affected taking any action at all? The small portion of land 

next to Blair fs field provides the first real clue, and reveals that 

the earliest attempts to form commur al pleasure gardens along Queen 

itreet were in fact take_ by residents living in the central 2art and 

from a fairly early date. 

It will be remembered that this other strip was purchased by 

John Brough, a builder 
(17) 

from the Heriot Trust in 17g2. Brough 

took a number of feus in the New Town, including ones in 'rinces Street, 

Ceorge Street, Rose and Thistle Street, and Queen Street, and he 

erobably acquired the Queen etreet plot as a convenient storage and 

ereparation space for his materials. 
(1S) 

His business did not however 

prosper, and by 178S he was bankrupt. 'art of his sequestered estate, 

was advertised for sale in October of that year including his ground in 

Queen Street at an ueset price of f,40 (fig. 12)); it was subsequently 
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sold in 2 portions, one to Alexander Sheriff, a wine merchant in Leith, 

and the other to Alexander ?Wight WS, who lived at 23 South Hanover. Street. 

The latter may well have intended forming a private garden not far 

distant from his house, but the ground continued to be left uncilltivated 

(refer Ainslie's ?lean 1504 fig. 128a), and in 1803 Sheriff's portion on 

the west side was readvertised for sale. This fact comes to light in 

the Heriot Trust minute books, for the Trust were apparently interested 

to purchase the ground "... if it could be obtained at a reasonab'e 

price" in order to make the continuation of Frederick Street (the 

stretch between Queen Street and Heriot Row) "... of a proper breadth ".(19) 

Negotiations were successfully concluded and the Trust bought the land 

for 0200, subsequently adding the other portion which Alexander Wight 

agreed to sell to them for £150. 
(20) 

Thus after an interval of if; years 

the Trust in 1504 once more took possession of part of the Queen Street 

central garden area - but solely for road widening purposes: the ground 

itself remained neglected and overgrown (fig. 128b). 

By 1809 most of the eastern section of Heriot Row was complete, 

and the new residents roused by the unattractive waste land in front 

of their houses decided to take action. In the summer of that year 

they approached the Heriot Trust with the proposition to form a pleasure 

garden provided the Trust was willing to feu the ground to them.(21) 

The request was sympathetically received and in January 1810 the Committee 

to which the matter had been remitted recommended that a feu should be 

granted for this purpose - on ayment of 027, together with a yearly 

feu duty. It was also required that the feuars would erect and 

maintain ... "a sufficient retaining and parapet wall on the west side 

for the security of the road and safety of the public ".(22) Subsequently 

a draft charter was drawn up in favour of "... John Ferrier í.1S(23) 

and others ", but the move proved premature. Those interested in the 

venture were unable to raise sufficient money: not everyone it appeared 

shared the same enthusiasm for acquiring a small wilderness area when 

the future of the much larger adjoining space was so uncertain. 

Pleasure gardens were still something of a novelty and unknown quantity - 

only 2 such existed in the New Town - St. Andrew Square and Charlotte 

Square - the latter only having been recently completed after years of 
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struggle and delay. First attempts to set up the West Princes Street 

gardens a little later on met with similar setbacks. 

Further moves to form a leasure garden in the central area 

Disappointed at their lack of success the matter was allowed to 

drift, and not until 3 years later was a fresh attempt made to secure 

the land. In 1813, two approaches were made to the Heriot Trust, the 

first by James Horne WS, a resident in Heriot Row offering to lease 

... the ground lying waste in front of East Heriot Row" for 10 years 

"... at a reasonable rate ";24) and the second by John Mowbray WS 

(in succession to Ferrier now removed to 12 York Place) on behalf of 

the other proprietors. Mowbray's letter, fully recorded in the Trust's 

minutes conveys the feuars' anxiety to acquire the land but on more 

manageable terms. The letter, dated 2nd December 1813 ran as follows : - 

"Sir, In these times I found it impossible to get all the parties 
concerned in the western area, between Queen Street and Heriot 
Row, to agree to advance their proportion of the sum necessary 
for the purchase of that area, from the Governors of Heriots 
Hospital and for enclosing it, but I have little doubt that they 
will at once agree to pay their proportion of the yearly feu duty, 

supposing the price converted into an annual payment. 

Instead therefore of paying the principal, sum of £427.18.2d. and 
4 Bolls, 3 firlots and 3 pecks of Barley mentioned in the draft of 
the Charter by the Governors in favour of Messrs Ferrier and 
others, if the Governors chuse to accept of a yearly feu duty of 
£25 and the fiars price of 4 Bolls, 3 firlots and 3 pecks of 

barley, I have little doubt, that the transaction will be immediately 
closed. 

I think it right to add that besides this yearly feu duty, which 

altogether, will not amount to less than £35 for a piece of ground 
which cannot be built upon, it will cost the parties concerned 

about £2,000 to make a proper enclosing wall and railing and 
retaining wall on the west side of the area which it is at present 

incumbent on the Hospital to make, and this beside all the expense 

of levelling and ornamenting this piece of ground which forms, on 

one side of the main entry to all the ground belonging to the 

hospital, which is as yet to be feued. Under all these circumstances 

I trust that the Governors of the hospital will be decidedly of 

opinion that it is very much in their interest that the area in 

question should be under the charge of the proprietors of Heriot 

Row and Queen Street ". (25) 
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A further request was made that the draft charter be also modified to 

allow a small gardener's house to be built. Although under the circum- 

stances the feuars plea was reasonable the Governors took no action 

deciding perhaps that it was not in their interests to start tampering 

with what was to them a perfectly adequate and straightforward charter. 

By now more ambitious and pressing plans were afoot to the east 

for the formation of a considerably larger area of pleasure earden 

between Queen Street and Abercromby Place (Section3.3). The substantial 

sum of money necessary for this project (well over £5,000) required a 

major fund raising campaign, involving several of those living in 

Heriot Row. All attention became focussed to this end so that support 

for the earlier, more modest central project came virtually to a stand - 

stil'. The efforts of the East Heriot Row feuars must have appeared 

singularly luckless they could not have foreseen however, that the 

formation of the East Queen Street gardens was in its turn to provide 

the key for the setting up of the other two pleasure gardens along 

Queen Street. 

Not until the spring of 1819 - 5 years later did matters spring 

back to life prompted on this occasion by the Heriot Trust having 

received 3 applications to feu their strip of land. {26} Two were 

from builders - Robert Watson of Dublin Street,(27) and James Webster 

(formerly described as a plasterer) and the same individual who had 

offered to rent the ground one year before and who was now owner of 

Blair's fied to the east. The third was from Mr Cuningham WS (fig 133), 

a newcomer to Heriot Row whose house at No. 14 overlooked the space. 

Spurred by the news of the other 2 contenders, and anxious to forestall 

any other undesirable developments he did all in his newer from this 

time onwards to promote the formation of the central pleasure gardens. 

Charles Cuningham (1775- 1356) although by nature e'... very indifferent 

about business "(28) was comfortably well off: his family connections 

had secured for him the post of City Clerk in 1307 (along with John Durdas, 

who in turn was succeeded in 1816 by Cuningham's son -in -law, Carlyle Bell), 

and also much of his firms business. 
(29) 

He was not a forceful 

personality but rather a "... very good natured, kindly man ", gentle, 

scholarly, and conscientious. 
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The 3 applications were considered and may be to ensure total 

fairness the Trust decided to put the land up for sale by public 

auction.(30) (fig. 130). It was however, subsequently cancelled as 

in the meantime both Mr Cuningham and Mr Watson submitted firm offers 

for the land. But the Governors still deferred coming to any immediate 

decision and instead asked their Superintendent of Works, Thomas Bonnar 

to design a gardener's house "suited to the ground".(31) Maybe this 

step was thought a necessary safeguard should either party have wanted 

to take advantage of the original feuing conditions which allowed 

provision for such a buildCng.(32) Bonner's plan and elevation 

(fig. 131), dated 6th August 1819 shows an attractive single storey 

dwelling in the classical style, rather similar to the one later built 

by the Trust in the London Road gardens. 

More weeks slipped by but finally "... after deliberating at 

considerable lengths on the subject" the Governors agreed, in February 

1820, to accept Cuningham's offer - which was to feu the ground on the 

same terms as those drawn up in the 1810 draft charter (in favour of 

John Ferrier WS and others). Ouningham's offer had been stated in a 

letter to the Trust, dated 18th July 1819(33) which from its wording 

shows that while the initiative rested with him he was clearly acting 

in the interests of the other feuars:- "... some measures have been 

taken towards acquiring the ground belonging to Sir David Hunter -Blair 

but it is quite obvious that no general plan fvr improving this ground 

can be accomplished unless the feuars have the command of the area 

belonging to the Hospital also ". Had Cuningham known then that Blair's 

field, far from being secured by the feuars (and presumably inability 

to raise money sufficiently quickly had proved again the stumbling 

block) was instead to be bought by one of the contenders for his own 

land (who certainly had no interest in decorative garden space) he 

might well have shied from his commitment. 

Fortunately perhaps, he did not know: the transaction went 

ahead and within 2 weeks of acquiring the land Cuningham had had 

printed a circular which was distributed to all the proprietors of 

East Heriot Row, and Queen Street (between Hanover and Frederick Street). 
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To be SOL.D by public roup, within the house of Patriot:- 

Heron vintner, Cowgate, Edinburgh; on Wedncfday the 
19th November next, at fix o'clock in the evening, . 

r Tl-LE Following HERITABLE SUBJECTS, being part I of the fequc(lrated eftate of Jaw( Baoucse, 141101. 
liver and Builder in Edinburgh. 

SOUTH BRIDGE STREET. 
A Large WAREROOM, 28 feet by '26 feet or thereby, 

entering from Bridge Street, a few (lcps down, with a laite 
Room off it, having two fire -places, and fo could be. termed 
into two apartments.-There are feveral good cloCets ind 
cellars belonging to the premif .c. 

A DWELLING -HOUSE, having an entry both freers 
Bridge Street and Niddry Street. confining of a kitclten and 
fore room, thirteen Iicps down from Niddry- Street. -Three 
apartments fcven fleps up from Paid flrcct, betides a large 
dark Room, 30 feet by 22, with a large vault, 22 feet by 19, 
and a cellar 28 feet ny 14. 

This houCe would anfwcr very well for a (hop and tavern. ' 

A fore aid a back SHOP, with a fire -place in each, ei- 
teeing from Niddry Street, with a cellar. 

Another fore and back SHOP, with a fire -place in caei, 
alfo et :tried from t:iid flrcet, with a cellar. 

A Small HOUSE, entering from ..Niddry Street, confin- 
ing, of three apartments, with fire places In two cf them, 
and a cellar prcfertly po(fefrid by Mrs Fergie. 

Another Small HOUSE., confining of two apartments, 
with fire places in each, and a cellar prefcntiy poniard by, 

i\1'Donald. . 

REGISTER STREET. 
A Large ROOM in Regiflcr Street,' firn door up (lairs, 

30 feet by 22 or t!erehy,.posie(Ièd by the faid John Brough, 
with the Writing -tront off' the fame. -Upfct price tool. 

Another WAREROOM in laid (treet, ferond door up 
flails, pcfently. potlelfcd by Mr. Naifmith painter. -Rent 
IflL 185.-Up(et price Isol. 

A Large ROOM in (hid Circe[, prefently did 25 an Egif- 
copal Chapel, 42 feet long, and to the extent of 26 feet -of 
the length, 31 fret broad, and for the tcftduc of the length, 
i6 feet broad within walls, with the fmall Room of the 

'fame, about 9 feet fquare.-Rent 55 --Upf t price 2001. 
N.13. The purchatbr'of this Chapel will not enter to tike 

rents until Martinmas I79S. . 

.GROUND IN M?UBEN STREET 
A Large AREA, lying cm the north fide of Queen Street, 

'confining of about an acre of ground, bounded by the feu 'of 
the late Sir James Hunter Blair on the call, and the new. 
Arta in the line of Frederick Street on the we .- Upfet' 
price 401. ' 

C2,)RGE ' TR) ET. . 

An AREA, lying on the pith fide of, and facing George 
Street, confining of 6,1 feet is front, immediately to d.e -.. 
well of the feu of Mr. James I'.iII mafon. 

For pa ;ticuLtrs, application may be made to .1 !:sander 
Pitcairn, merchant la F.dinhorgh, pr James Jollic, writcr'to 
the fiignet, trulleca on the eflate. 

A N D, 
On Tucfday t?c Irtlt November next,' there will be fold 

by public roup, the Whole Si OCK of GOODS, without 
!ref eve, bewnging to the fah' Jnhn Brongh, confining of a 
!great vaiiety ct' Upholficry and Cabinet articles 

They will be cxp,fed in lots on very modere.[e'terms. 
The place of line, and other particulars, will be afterwards 

advcrtifed, 

GROUND 1N FRONT OF HE RIOT RO \V TO 
RE FEULE. 

There will be Esrosto to public coup, within the Royal 
Exchange Correehouse. Edinburgh. upon Wcdnestfay 
the 14th clay of July I8l9. at two o'clock afternoon, if not previously dished of by private bargain, 
ALI.and whole that PIECE nlGROUND, 

extending, conform to plan and measurement, to 
3 riodo, 31 fills, und 2 ells, belonging tu George Heriot's 
Hospital, between Queen Street and Heriot Row. imme- 
diately to the east of the road between Frederick street 
and Howe Street, for the pur¡unie of a Park or Gorden 
only, under the restriction and servitude cuutaind in an 
original charter thereof. in favour of John Itroul;h, Wright 
in Edinburgh, dated I7th April 17:41. 

The articles and conditions of rmó, plum, and measure- 
ment of the ground, will be seen in the hands of :nasals. 
Itlacltstchie and Murray, W.S. 1. Rank Street, Edin- 
burgh 

EtoxnUuval, .lune 30. Iß19. 

FIGURE, 130 : 

John Brough's former garden ground advertised for sale 
by the Heriot Trust (EEC 1 July 1819) 

FIGURE 129 : 

John Brough's Queen Street land advertised for sale 
(Edinburgh Advertiser 28 October 1788 
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FIGURE 131 : 

Thomas Bonnar's plan for.a gardener's house, dated 6 August1819. 

and considered for John Brough's former garden ground (MRS) 



This circular, (fig. 132 a and b) written in almost apologetic terms 

explained, as he had done so earlier to the geriot Trust his motives 

for acquiring the land: "..c to forward any general plan for improving 

the whole ground between Theriot Row and Queen Street which the rro- 

orietors interested may teem it advisable to carry forward ",(34) and 

offering to make over the ground to the feuars at any time during the 

following 12 months on payment of his expenses. Failing this the space 

would be enclosed and turned to "some beneficial purpose on my own 

account ". Cuningham's appeal was unsuccessful - a fact he must have 

sensed ear`.y on for within a few months he was having a wall built 

around his groun3:(35) this of course he was required to do in terms 

of the agreement with the Trust but was also essential to prevent a 

popular shortcut which had become established across the ground (fig. 121d). 

By now many proprietors must have despaired at the several lost 

opportunities for forming a communal pleasure garden between Fast ?4eriot 

Row and the centre of Queen Street, even fearing that such an eel might 

never be realised: and while there were good prospects of Cuningham's 

plot of land being improved, this was certainly not the case for 

Btair's field with its blossoming nopulation of cows, pigs, byres and 

shacks. On the other hand events had proved that the only real hope 

for the future rested with some form of legal sanction which would give 

powers for the ground to be taken over and maintained as a communal 

garden at the expense of all the residents overlooking it. 

The opportunity for such a move came almost fortuitously as a result 

of the intractable administrative and financial difficulties experienced 

since 1114 by the now well established Queen Street gardens between 

.bercromby Place and Queen Street. Details of these difficulties have 

been well documented elsewhere (Section 3.2 and 3): suffice it to say 

that their Clerk and Management Committee agreed that the only possible 

remedy was to obtain a private Act of 7arliament, similar to the one 

governing the West 'rinces Street gardens whereby a proper legal frame- 

work could be established. Many of the Queen .Street garden shareholders 

carne from Harlot now and other parts of Queen street, and under their 
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CIRCULAR to the PoopatLTORs Of EAST HEatOT Row, and of QUEEN STIFFS, 

between HANOVER STREET and FIEDERICT STREET. 

14, Heno! Row, Edinburgh, 
29th February 1820. 

.I TAKE the liberty of inclosing Copyof an Art of the 

Governon of George Heriot'' Hospital, dated the 18th instant, accepting of an offer 

made to them by me on the 8th day of July 1819, for a Feu of the vacant Area lying 

to the west of that belonging to Sir Davin IIDNTEn BLAIR, between Heriot Row and 

Queen Street. From the terms of my letter making this offer, you will observe that I 

acted under no authority from the other feuars, and consequently have no right to ask 

them to relieve me of the bargain. My view, however, in engaging in this matter 

Irving to forward any general plan for improving the whole ground between Heriot 

Itou and Queen Street, which the proprietors interested may deem it advisable to 

carry forward, I shall hold myself bound, at any time between and Martinmas next, to 

make over to them this piece of ground, on my advances being replaced. 

It is impossible in the mean time to make any use of the area, without incur- 

ring the expense of inclosures, which might not suit a general plan; but if no general 

plan of improvement is matured between and Martinmas next, I shall then consider 

myself at liberty to turn it to some beneficial purpose on my own account. 

I am, 

a. 

Le_ 

Your most obedient humble Servant, 

FIGURE 133 
Portrait of Charles Cunningham, City Clerk (Crombies, Modern Athenians) 

ACT of the GOVERNORS of GEORGE HERIOT a HOSPITAL, accepting of 
Mr. CHARLES CUNINOHAM's Offer for Piece of Ground in Front of 

Heriot Row. 

. Serial's Hospital, the eighteenth day of February, 
eighteen hundred and twenty. 

`oaten day read Report, by the ordinary Committee, of the following tenor:- 
" Treasurers Office, IVA July 1819.-The Committee having taken under. their 
" consideration the Reports of former Committees relative to the disposal of the piece 

" of Ground between Queen Street and Heriot Row, immediately to the east of the 

" road between Frederick Street and Howe Street ; and also, letter from Mr. 

" CHARLES Coxtxcttsu, W. S. of the 8th, and letter from Mr. ROBERT WATSON, 

" Builder, of the 12th days of July current, making offer by private bargain ; and 

" having also considered the restriction and servitude contained in the Charter 

" granted by the Governors to Joule Ba000u, in 1786, of said ground, -the Com- 

a mittee, after deliberating at considerable length on the subject, agreed to report 

" the offers to the Governors fur their consideration; and, in the mean time, directed 

" the clerk to send notice to the Exchange Coffee-house, that the sale was not to 

" proc Yd on Wednesday next, as advertised." 

Which Report, and offers therein referred to, having been considered by the 

Governors, and after deliberating at considerable length on the subject, they agreed 

to accept of the offer made by Mr. Cnutconsu, which is addressed to the Clerk, and 

of the following tenort -" Edinburgh, 8th July 1819. DEAR Sta, -As one of the 

" feuars of the Hospital in Heriot Row, I formerly took the liberty of addressing a 

" letter to you, relative to the area between East IIerlot Row and Queen Street, 

" which, I see, is now advertised for sale on the 14th, unless previously disposed of 

" by private bargain. Since the date of my Lout letter, some measures have been 

" taken towards acquiring the ground belonging to Sir Dario HaNTEn BLAIR; but 
" it is quite obvious that no general plan of improving this ground can be acmom- 

" plished, unless the feuars have the command of the area belonging to the Hospital 

" also. Under this impression, and that the Governors would prefer the forwarding 

" of such a plan to disposing of the area otherwise, I hereby make offer to take the 

same on the terms on which the Governors agreed, by their act of council, 25th 

" January 1810, to dispose of it to the feuars, namely, to pay of purchase -money 

" £427 : 18 : 2, and of annual feu -duty, 4 bolls, 3 firlots, and 3 pecks barley, ac- 

" cording to tho highest Sara of Mid -Lothian; and doubling the same at the entry 

" of heirs and singular successors; the price to be payable and the feu -duty to corn- 

" menee at Martinmas next I understand the restrictions are to be the same as 

u those contained its the charter granted to Baonua in 1786, and that the purchaser 

" is to relieve the Governors of every obligation incumbent on them as to inclosing 

a and maintaining the inclosures of said arca. I am, be. 
(Signed) " C. CUNFNGHAM." 

Extracted on titis and the four preceding pages, from the records of George 

Hertot's Hospital, by 
(Signed) JOHN M'RITCHIE, Clerk. 

b. 

FIGURE 132 a & b : 

Circular written by Charles Cunningham to surrounding proprietors 
1820 (EFL) 
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representation the proposal was further extended to include provision 

for forming pleasure gardens along the rest of Queen Street in place of 

the several fragmented strips of space all privately owned. The Committee 

formed to draft a suitable bill, consisted amongst others of 2 residents 

in East Heriot Row - John Cay (1790 -1865) advocate, and Donald Horne WS 

(1787 -1870) both of whom subsequently played an active role in the running 

of the Central gardens after they were set up under the 1822 Act of 

^arliam.ent. 

Irogress following the passing of the 1822 Act of Parliament 

After years of abortive effort the creation of the central pleasure 

gardens once the Act was passed must have seemed both sudden and swift. 

Towards the end of June 1 827(36) the 3 districts (east, central and west) 

making up the whole of the Queen Street garden area were established, with 

the central or middle district composed of houses in East Heriot Row 

and those in Queen Street between Hanover and Frederick Street.(37) 

The 6 new district Commissioners became the first Management 

Committees apart from one they were all legal gentlemen, and 2 were 
(38) 

already familiar names - Charles Cuningham and James Cay. Cay was 

appointed convener and his close association with the gardens continued 

up until 1846 when he left the area: his major contribution was 

acknowledged by the presentation on departure of an honorary free key 

to the grounds.(33) Donald Horne WS (17 Heriot Row) became the first 

Clerk and cashier - and generously provided his services without charge 

during the 14 years in the post. 

The task immediately facing the Commissioners was the purchase of 

the 2 portions of land making up the central area. No difficulties 

were encountered over the western strip, which Cuningham offered to sell 

for £736, a price which covered his purchase cost in 1820, the expense 

of enclosure, together with interest up to February 1822..(40) James Webster, 

the owner of Blair's old field to the east proved less tractable and 

practically the whole of July was spent negotiating with him and his 

agents «(41) Although Webster had paid £1,450 for the land 2 years 

before he now considered it worth as much as 0,000, and was therefore 
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very disdainful of the offer made by the Commissioners for £1,750. 

A shrewd opportunist, out for what he could get, and prepared to fight 

for it - the Commissioners reacted by putting on an equally hard front, 

and even threatened legal action if their offer was declined on grounds 

that the land was being misused in terms of the feu charter. 

Webster reduced the price to £2,500, then to £2,100, and after 

further bargaining he finally agreed to accept £2,000. He was not 

entirely satisfied with this, as his agent made clear in a letter to 

the Commissioners "... He thinks it very hard that so wealthy a body 

as your constituents, and to whom £100 can be of little consequence 

should after he had reduced his demands seek still further to reduce 

them to £2,000,.42) Nevertheless, Webster's profit was still sub- 

stantial and he had little to gain by prevaricating. The deal concluded, 

Mr Horne the Clerk was asked to order the removal of the piggery, and 

to come to some arrangement with Webster's tenant "... to prevent any 

clothes from being hung up during his Majesty's visit to this city ".(43) 

July 1822 was a busy month in other ways - the last before the 

summer recess when most of the Committee would have foresaken Edinburgh 

for their country retreats. Effective protest was mobilised against 

the appearance of a Hackney coach stand in East Heriot ow, 
(44) 

contact 

was made with the western district Commissioners to discuss what method 

of assessment should be adopted(45) (the police rating list was sub- 

sequently chosen as providing the simplest and fairest basis - later 

replaced by the City's rating list),(46) and preliminary steps were taken 

to obtain plans for laying out and enclosing the grounds.(47) Eagle 

and Henderson, the well established Edinburgh nursery and seed firm 

were asked to "... furnish a plan and estimate of the manner in which the 

grounds should be levelled and embellished; keeping in view that at some 

future period it may, if practicable be resolved on to communicate the 

whole gardens by tunnels under the streets leading from Hanover and 

Frederick Streets ": while Thomas Brown, the City Superintendent of 

Works was requested to supply designs and cost details for a surrounding 

wall and railing "... in a style the same or similar to Drummond Place "(48) 

In the middle of the month a general meeting of all the proprietors was 

organised mainly to seek their approval on the various transactions 
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49) 
relating to the purchase of the ground. Although well advertised(50) 

it was but eoorly attente.', - p people being present - a foretaste of 

the level of support to be generally expected. 

It was not until nearly the end of November before all the 

Commissioners met together again, and the detailed arrangements for 

forming the ground into pleasure gardens resumed in earnest.(51) ,, 

then an agreement had been reached with Robert Winter whereby his tenancy 

of Blair's field was allowed to continue until the following May (1123) 

provided full access was granted for the eurpose of enclosing, levelling 

and trenching the ground. Nis half yearly rent was accordingly reduced 

from £50 to £30. Winter was also given permission to dry clothes 

e'... on such ;art of the whole grounds (including the field purchasel 

from Mr C!uningham) as may not be cut up in carrying on the improvements ": 

he was however, forbidden to let cows or other animals roar. loose. 

Thomas Brown's estimate was also now to hand and put at around £000 

(£650 for enclosing the Neriot Row and Queen street sides, and :,250 

for the other 2 sides): a sum which must have worried the Commissioners 

a little for they decided to concentrate initially on the Queen Street 

and T!eriot Row sides, and for 3 of their members - Messrs Gordon, Cay 

and Currie "... to examine different enclosures of that kind about town 

and reeort back ". 

Little else could be accomplished until the ground was properly 

secured by enclosure, a point stressed by Alexander T Ienlerson, the 

Manager of the nursery firm approached when he told the Commissioners 

that it would be "... premature or even impossible to give such a plan" 

before this was achieved. Henderson, of course may have been ?laying 

for time, as he was extremely busy at this stage completing the contract 

for the laying out of the West ' rinces Street gardens (Section 2.h). 

Undeterred however, the Commissioners enthusiasm remained undaunted, and 

the garden minutes go on to record that - 

"being aware of the good taste of Mr Skene of Rubislaw in such 

matters, and of the great benefit derived by the Commissioners 

of the ^ rinces street grounds, and of the Eastern ?)ístrct of 

these gardens from Mr Skene's directions, they are extremely 

desirous of availing themselves of his superior judgement, and 

therefore resolve before going on with this part of the work to 

consult him thereon ". 
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3efore concluding their November meeting the Commissioners - 

"having observed that the evergreen shrubs, and trees are removing 
from Lord Moray's ground in consequence of the building going on 
there" 

asked their Clerk to apply to Lord Moray's "... man of business" for 

.ermission to remove some of them for transplanting into the central 

garden: and if the request was granted to employ "... some skilful 

eerson" capable of carrying out the necessary ereparations. 

One month later. the Commissioners met again to examine the various 

estimates received for enclosing the ground r'... according to the 

amended snecificattons and plan made un by Mr 3rown " 
{52) 

Eight had 

been submitted and the one by Mr Walter Stewart Dinn, builder was 

selected as being the least costly (amounting to E517 for a parapet and 

rail along the Queen Street and geriot Row sides). As rart of the 

contract he was required to carry out the work under the supervision of 

Thomas Brown, and to complete it by the end of March 1823 unless the 

winter proved inclement, in which case he was allowed an extra 3 weeks 

grace. 'erhaps it was due to the rush to finish the work on time, that 

one of the masons - a James Ding met with a "distressing accident" when 

one of the railing curb stones fell on him: the Commissioners however, 

felt sufficiently responsible to oren a subscription on his behalf to 

provide some money meantime for the support of his wife and children.(53) 

)e signs for laying out the gardens 

Information regarding a suitable design for the garden loes not 

resurface in the minutes until early in January 1123 when at a meeting 

attended by 4 of the Commissioners it is reported that "... 1r ?ilson's 

,plan of the grounds was submittel ... and he explained to the ^owmissioners 

his ideas thereon ".(54) His design met with their approval and he was 

asked to "... superintend the execution and to suggest such alterations 

as may from time to time occur ". Discussion also took place as to 

whether or not to retain Farmer Wood's cattle pond but "... as its 

being preserved or not will make no material alteration" a decision was 

suspended pending investigation by the Clerk of whether a piped water 

supply could be laid. Confidence in Mr ' ilson's plans aepeared to be 

such that the Commissioners were prepared to implement them immediately: 
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at the same meeting they not only agreed to appoint Mr Richard Walker, 

gardener, as superintendent of the operations (at 2 guineas a week) 

with permission to buy plants "... where they can be got cheapest and 

most suitable", but also entered into a contract with George Rofs 

"... for culling and carrying away the bank opposite to lleriot Row". 

who however, was Mr 'filson? Although his name occurs several 

more times in the minete hook there is nothing to identify him until 

the appearance of a draft report, dated 7° Xeril 1112 erenared for 

-resentation to a general meeting of proorletors. 
(55) 

This progress 

re)ort - also in the nature of a morale booster (costs were rapidly 

escalating, and the pronrietors were won to be toll of their financial 
commitment) pointed to a iromising future but one promoted by much 

careful thought and soundly based on expert advice hence "... we 

obtained several plans for laying out the grounds, and before adopting 

any one of them, we had recourse to the professional skill, and admitted 

taste of Mr Andrew Wilson, landscape eainter. The elan for the railing 

was not fixed on until, after the most mature deliberations, and after 

much pains had been bestooed in examining the different works of a 

similar description in and around Edinburgh". Hopefully the proprietors 

were reassured and imeressed with such letail but more eertinently for 

us they uncover one of the most interesting and important findings in 

the history of the New Town gardens. 

Andrew Wilson (1780-1P4P):. designer of the Central Qlusmarmtsardens - 

and subsequently the West Queen Street gardens 

Andrew Wilson "... one of the most eminent landscape winters of 

the Scottish school" 
(56) 

whose name "... holds first place in the annals 

of Scottish art as a promoter of its progress and as an artist of high 

power"(57) was born in Edinburgh of an old Scottish family but one of 

depleted fortunes.(51) artistic talent showed itself from an early 

age and for a time he studied under Alexander Nasmyth, the eminent and 

influential portrait and landscape Pang under his guidance Wilson 

would have absorbed something of his master's admiration for the work 

of Claude Lorraine and of the eighteenth century English idiom of 

landscape improvement inspired by it. He soon went on to broaden his 

education and at 17 left Edinburgh for London to attend the Royal Academy 
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school - becoming friendly with another rueii - Turner. Two years 

later (c 1939) he made an entererîsing journey to Italy (by sea to 

Leghorn) and spent some time in Rome and Naples sketching and studying 

the work of the great Italian masters: his knowledge of the 'atter 

being considerably increased by his friendship with the artist James Irving 

and his companion the wealthy collector of works of art - Mr Champernoun. 

Absent for nearly 3 years he returned to London in 1RÓ3 and showed 

several of his Italian paintings at the Royal ,academy exhibition. Soon 

after he went back to Italy to seek out and purchase old masters on 

behalf of several wealthy clients (works of art could be purchased 

relatively cheat-'y at this time due to the unsettled state of Europe 

during the Napoleonic wars - but equally travel was difficult and 

hazardous). Wilson was arrested by the French at Turin, sent to 

Verdun as a prisoner -of -war, male his escape, and after further adventures 

reached Genoa where he settled under the protection of the American 

Consul. After a stay of nearly 2 years he had collected together over 

50 pictures (including ones by Rubens, Titian, Claude Lorraine, 

Michael Angelo, and "ousin) - some of which are now in the National 

Gallery of 3cotland:(60) all this in addition to Fainting and exhibiting 

his own works. 

+iilson returned to London in 1106 and spent the next 2 years 

painting - mostly in watercolours. Then in 1808 he was appointed teacher 

of drawing at Sandhurst Military College(61) and married in the same 

year Rachel Kerr 11... an amiable lady of great personal attraction ", 

a union which ultimately produced 4 sans and 3 daughters. (` 
_) 

Making a 

living as a young landscape painter had not been easy so this appoint- 

ment "... although not calculated to enrich him" at least afforded some 

financial security to support what was to be a pleasant period of his 

life: his genial society was apparently much sought after by his country- 

men in College and by Scottish cadets. Meanwhile he continued to 

exhibit his works at the Royal Academy exhibitions' as well as 

renewing contacts with his native city. In 1813 for example, a private 

exhibition of his drawings was heti in Edinburgh, and 2 views of Tivoli 

and Rome were later engraved and sold to the public.(64) 

Maybe Wilson was already entertaining ideas of returning to 



Edinburgh, and certainly a suitable and tempting opportunity arose in 

1"17 when the post. of Master of the Trustees Academy fell vacant on 

the death of John Graham. Established in 1760 by the Board of Trustees 

in Scotland under the leadership of Lord Karnes 
(65) 

the Academy provided 

instruction for pupils who followed or intended to follow a trade: as 

such it was one of the very first industrial design schools in Britain, 

and a forerunner of the nineteenth century schools of design which later 

developed into today's Art schools and colleges. Nine artists offered 

themselves as candidates including Wilson, his former teacher - 

Alexander Naysmith(66) and another landscape painter - `'atrick Gibson.(67) 

Andrew Wilson proved the successful applicant and in 1818 at the age of 

38 he secured a position of prestige and one wholly congenial to his 

abilities (fig. 134). Kind, sociable and intelligent, with considerable 

gifts as a painter, Wilson did much to encourage and inspire his pupils 

several of whom went on to become well esthlished and famous artists - 

such as Robert Scott Lauder, William Simpson, 'falter Geikle, and 

David Octavious Hill. One year later he was also appointed Manager 

of the newly founded Institution for the Encouragement of Fine Arts in 

Scotland (modelled on the British Institution in London) for the annual 

exhibition of pictures of old masters and subsequently those of living 

artists.(69) During a particularly f'ourishing and lively period in 

Scottish art, Wilson was one of the central figures, and "... On all 

subjects connected with the collections of works of art and the pro- 

motion of taste, Mr Wilson was consulted and he formel a circle of 

friends including the noblest and most eminent men in Scotland. 

During this portion of his active and useful career he exhibited annually 

in Edinburgh, his admirable pictures finding a ready sale ".(70) 

(figs. 135 and fig. 65). Wilson was also one of the 7 artists se'ected 

by George IV to contribute to a small private exhibition held in 

Holyrood House during the Royal visit in August 1822.(71" 

But how did Andrew Wilson become involved with the Central Queen 

street gardens? His skill as a landscape painter, very much in the 

picturesque manner and his important position in Edinburgh's artistic 

circle would have singled him out as a possible choice, and by nature 

he was at once helpful and approachable. More likely however, he was 
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TI -I1. COMMflSS1O`ERS and TRUS- 
TEES for MANUFACTURES, &c. in SCOT- LAND, hereby give notice to Students of the Fine Arts, and to those young men engaged in such \lartufactnre- 

and Hoare -works as require to be figured or ornament- 
ed, that they have appointed Mr ANDREW WILSON, 
professor of printing, to be the master and conductor of 
their Drawing Academy, in the room of the late Mr Graham : That it will he opened on Monday the `2.d 
instant, at Six o'clock afternoon ; and that those desirous 
of being continued or admitted as students, must lodge at 
this office written applications, stating their ages, profes- 
sions, and parentage, with[ certificates of character from 
their masters, or gender ten who know them ; and the 
masters must at the same time oblige themselves to allow 
their apprentices to attend recoddrl?, four tines a week, 
from six to eight in the creaixç, for two years, in case of their being admitted. 

To prevent unnecessary trouble, it is particularly to be observed, that no young men are eligible, who merely 
study drawing ma polite acannplishm ®t. , 

Titatl7iF.9' OFFICE. 
Edinburgh[ 4th Feb. 1tiIg, 

FIGURE 131+ t 
Newspaper advertisement about the appointment of Andrew Wilson 
as Master of the Trustees Academy (EEC 5 February 1818) 

No 2 ?. -l.A, u6cAre (Andrew IN ilion.) This artist unites in all 
his works a rich and brilliant style of colouring, an admirable man- 
ner of representing light. and much elegance of composition. His 
figures, though not highly finished, are well drawn, and inh-oduced 
with such skill as uniformly to bestow additional value on the scene, 
and also to increase the richness of the general eflect. 11.1r Wilson 
has had great opportunities of improvement by tr.ivelting, and he 
certainly has not thrown them away. He is distinguished, however, 
more for delicacy than strength of feeling -- hurmony rhan form- 
beauty than picturesqueness. Yet there is something picturesque- 
something simply romantic -in the associations which his composi- 
uons are calculated to awaken ; auch a fine moral keeping is discover- 
ed, or rather felt, in all his pictures. The largest of them is an Ita- 
lian sea port (a delightful production. except as to the great extent of 
continuous and unbroken blue sky) and there are several smaller 
subjects, of a pastoral character. They are all works of n very pleas. 
tog as well as considerable interest .-But from the press ut 
other matters of a more temporary interest, we must defer our farther 
remarks till another week. 

FIGURE 135 : 

A review of Andrew Wilson's paintings at the 3rd annual exhibition of the Institution 
for the encouragement of the Fine Arta in Scotland : held in Mr. Bruce's gallery, 
Waterloo Place, and the first to include works by living artists : other exhibitors 
included Alexander and Patrick Nasmyth, P. Gibson, John Wilson, David Wilkie, Raeburn 
and many others (Scotsman 24 Naròh 1821) 

Nars of Mr Asnazw \Vtrsote. -This gentle- 
man died here a few days ago. Mr Wilson's is a 
uama well known to those conversant with art. No 
mean proficient himself as a landscape painter, be 
was for many years master of the Trustees' Aca- 
demy in Edinburgh ; and many an artist now enjoy- 
ing celebrity in Scotland is indebted to Mr Wilson 
for bis induction into the elementary knowledge of 
his profession. Having filled the mastership for 
many years, ho retired to the Continent, where he 
passed mora than twenty years of the latter part of 
his life-chiefly at Genoa. The readers of the late 
Allan Cunningham's "Life of Wilkie," will recol- 
lect the correspondence between the latter and Sir 
Robert Peel relativo to certain portraits by Vandyke, 

of which Sir David negotiated the purchase from Mr 
Wilson on behalf of the Baronet. Many of these let- 
ters are characteristic of all the parties. To Mr Wil- 
son's long residencie abroad, and intimate acquaintance 
at once with Italian collections, and with the circum- 
stances and necessities of their owners, we are in- 
debted for the enrichment of many British[ collec- 
tions besides Sir Hobert Peel's. Ihr \\'ilson filled at 
one time-many years ago-the office of Professor of 
Drawing at the Military Collage at Sandhurst. 

FIGURE 136 : 

Notice of Andrew Wilson's death (EEC 9 December 1848) 
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directly recommended to the Commissioners by James Skene who as we 

are told in the minutes was to have been consulted about the design of 

the garden. Skene at this time was due to set off for France: he was 

in any case a busy man, active in many societies and already closely 

committed to the West erinces Street gardens (Section 2.6). Both 

Skene and Wilson knew each other ;cell. They shared much in common, 

being of a similar age, artistic, well travelled and good company. 

Their paths frequently crossed: while -Nilson for instance was Manager 

of the Institution for the promotion of Fine :arts, Skene was its 

Secretary and business and other matters must have brought them 

regularly. 
(72) 

If Skene was unable to take on the task, for whatever 

reason, Wilson would have come immediately to mind as an excellent 

alternative. 

elthou ;h `:Ti lson was a erol i£ic artist, most of his naintings were 

of Ita' ian scenes and examples of his Scottish works are now very 

scarce (refer fig. 65); it is a harpy chance therefore that the Central 

and West Queen Street gardens survive (with only minor chances to their 

format) as a living testimony to one .,hose reeetation was largely based 

on nicturesq.te landscapes and ellaudian effects and who made a significant 

contribution to the develonment of Scottish Art. He did not share the 

e easure ho-lever, of seeing his vision grow to maturity for in 112.6 

he departed with his family to take uppermanent residence in Italy :(73) 

by the time he made a return visit over. 21 years later his health was 

in decline, and he was probably too feeble to even enjoy a walk round 

the gardens he had helped create: AndrewWiäson died in Edinburgh on 

27th November 114ß, his body being accompanied to the grave by members 

of the Royal Scottish Academy. 
(74) 

(fig. 136). 

Andrew Wilson's Flan for the Central Garden and the formation of the 
Barden 

Unlike the East Queen Street gardens, the designer of the Central 

gardens inherited no established planting or semblance of a garden at 

all The area "+ acres (i.`I ha) consisted of coarse grass, a steep bank 

on. the Queen Street side, and a muddy pond; on the other hand the land 

was closer to ground level and without the awkaar1 steep fall which 
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characterised the eastern garlen before its later imerovenent. None of 

Wilson's sketches have survived, and the first availab'e layout is one 

shown in z:nox's r'lan of 1n24 (fig. 1 ?1e). This elan is similar to 

subsequent ones (fie. 128f) but reveals one basic differences the design 

in the earlier mar has a central oath curving to accommodate the pond 

(as it is today) but the pond itself is not indicated - rresumably 

because neither Wilson nor the Commissioners had at that time taken a 

decision to level.op it. Otherwise, the on'y other difference from 

the garden as it was built was the omission of an oval shaped walk just 

south of the pond probably due to the steep change in level. Was this 

in fact the design which Wilson submitted to the Commissioners at their 

1123 January meeting, or was it rather one of the "several :clans" 

mentioned in the April report to the proprietors as having been studied 

by the Committee? Common sense would suggest that this was Andrew Wilson'd 

sketch design as the Conßuissioners would have been unlikely to ==ass 

over any other plan to a mar publisher when one by their chosen designer 

was to hand. 

While Wilson's layout and i 'eas received general approval, the 

minute books also indicate that they were regarded by the Commissioners 

as being reasonab'y flexible and capable of modification - and dependent 

to some extent as to ehether or not the pond was retained as a feature. 

Once Wilson became more familiar with the ground (and we know he made 

frequent visits to it with the C l.erk) (75) he became more firmly convinced 

as to the merits of keeping the pond: and indeed it today helps to 

compose the central main vistas to east and west in a distinctly 

Claudian manner (fig. 137c). Hence in spite of the rather discouraging 

letter from the Water Company stating that H... the sunpiy from public 

pipes of eater to the.-on' cannot be relied upon ", the Commissioners 

"... being satisfied after consulting with Mr Wilson that it is an 

object of the first importance towards the embellishment of the grounds 

that there should be a pond ", decided to see instead "... if sufficient 

command of water can be obtained by boring ".(76) The circular footpath 

as first shown was therefore abandoned in favour of the pond which became 

the central focus and "... finished according to Mr 'Wilson's design."(77) 

It was formed into a more subtle oval shape. (fig. 137 b and c), and a 
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small. rocky island included to increase the sense of apparent extent. 

The central area of garden was kept as an open grassed space with 

main sections of lawn crossed by gravelled walks: a series of other 

footpaths were made to curve around the outer edges with an upper and 

lower terrace walk along the Queen :street side. Most of the tree and 

shrub planting was concentrated around the boundaries to provide shelter 

and privacy, with a few specimen trees within the middle and a number 

of shrub beds in between the outer walks. Trees were mainly deciduous 

hardwoods including sycamore, elm, ash, lime, beech, Spanish horse 

chestnut, oak, whitebeam and birch, with also some hawthorn, holly, yew 

and rhododendron. The several weering ash and elm trees were a later 

ad lition. 

Andrew Ililson remained closely i.nvelved during the whole period 

of construction - which took well over a year although the bulk of work 

was completed by the summer of 1823. Ills dvice was rearli ly sought and 

acted upon: hence the Commissioners iccided to extend the railings 

along the east and west sides following Wilson's opinion that: "... 

the operations carrying on would be incomplete unless the whole were 

(7R) enclosed ". The ond was kept and improved, and towards the end when 

the Commissioners began considering the need for a tool house, "'lson 

::ras once more consulted and his recommendations as to its nosit.i.on and 

a pearance accented without query: "... it should be erecte :i in the 

centre of the eastern ban' , showing a front to the west as laid down 

on Mr Wilson's sketch and sunk in the bank as far as :^oss3ble"'.(79) 

This toolhouse (fig. 13Pa) dating from 1f.24 was built by the same mason 

responsible for the ratlines and is unique among the 44 or se gardens of 

the Georgian New Town. It is a good deal more than just a tool house( 4) 

serving also as a ortico for any tunnel connection to the ^ast Queen 

, treet gardens should this proposal ever become a reality (see Section 3.3). 

It takes the form of a small for:i.c oavil'on and completes the composition 

of what is in effect a miniature C' audian landscame with tree framed 

sward and water; and although much of the broad effect has since been 

trivialised by crude additions particularly to the planting of the island 

and a fence.! off sand it, it remains a charming fragment of idealised 

composition in the Claauiian manner. 
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Wilson, a sensitive and skilful artist must have derived considerable 

satisfaction in what âr him was as far as we know a new venture of 

creating a garden. This was reward enough and as the Commissioners 

acknowledged "... in undertaking it Mr Wilson had not pecuniary recom- 

pense in view ": at the same time they were fully appreciative of 

",.. his great trouble and unremitting attention" and when all the work 

was nearly finished the Committee met and agreed to present him with a 

key to the garden "... for his own use" (Wilson in fact lived quite 

close by at 35 Howe Street) together with a gift of 25 guineas. 

Thomas Brown who had designed and supervised the erection of the railings 

received 7 guineas. 

The formation of the garden progressed smoothly. Although 

Robert Winter, the tenant had been allowed to remain on the ground and 

in possession of the house and byre until May 1'123 his presence 'n 

the end proved something of a nuisance and he was asked to leave by 

the end of February.(gi) By this stage the railings on the north and 

south sides were well advanced, the bank of earth and rubble along the 

Heriot Row side had been removed, and estimates for extending the 

railings along the other 2 ends, and for draining the land had been 

obtained. Next followed a hectic period when in addition to the work 

force employed by the builder, a large number of other labourers were 

taken on under the superintendence of Richard Walker, the head gardener. 

All the remains of Winter's small holding must have been cleared at this 

time, and the ground shaped and formed ready for the gravel walks, and 

grassing, and to allow at least some of the tree and shrub planting to 

be carried out before Spring. Mr finn, the mason, was instructed to 

erect "... in or near the present situation" 2 pump wells "... of an 

elegant pattern and with movable handles ";(82) whi.'e early in April 

Walker was told to visit Sand's nursery at Kirkcaldy "... and if 

suitable plants there at moderate prices to buy or order in addition to 

those obtained from Mr Ballantyne at Dalkeith ". He was however warned 

not to take plants "... of such an oversize as may endanger their 

thriving ", and he was also given the rather curious and misinformed 

advice to avoid "... the resinous tribe, as they never thrive in a 

smokey atmosphere ":83) Wilson and the Commissioners must have exercised 
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a degree of guidance and control on the nature and position of the 

planting, but Walker too it seems was left a certain freedom of judge- 

ment. Alexander Henderson, the nurseryman, generous by nature, and maybe 

also with an eye to future business,(84) gifted 300 weeping birch 

plants, and Mrs Graham, wife of the Professor of Botany sent a present of 

6 weeping willow plants.(85) 

Soon however, the Commissioners began to press the superintendent 

for swifter progress, and to voice dissatisfaction with the quality of 

the hired help. Walker was told to dismiss "... some of the worst 

workmen and to reduce the number to about 24 good hands" it being rue- 

fully noted that "... some have been employed quite untrustworthy of 

the wages stated for them and that the men have not been so industrious 

as the liberal wages allowed should have induced them to be ".(86) By 

early August most of the work was completed, and Walker and his men 

were discharged: the task of looking after the garden was thereafter 

entrusted to Henry Bell who was paid 15 shillings (75p) a week, with 

occasional assistance as and when required.(87) During the first 

3 months of 1824 the garden walks were finished (the Trinity gravel 

pits supplying the gravel), the pond reshaped, cleaned, with large 

gravel laid on the bottom and some ornamental fish added, and -glans for 

the tool house settled upon.(88) With the garden now virtually in 

order, the Commissioners decided to open the grounds to other nearby 

residents on payment of 3 guineas annually for a key. 

The garden since 1823 

Remarkably few changes have been made to the Central Queen Street 

gardens since they were designed by Andrew Wilson. At no period has any 

major improvement or reconstruction work been carried out: during the 

Second World War the railings along the Heriot Row side were removed 

and the garden used to accommodate a static water tank (fig. 18a) and 

2 Home Guard ammunition huts, and this was the greatest disruption ever 

faced by the gardens. Throughout these war years a gardener continued 

to be employed, and this must have aided their restoration in 1947 - 

when new wrought iron railings were also erected on the north side.(119) 
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Unlike most other New Town gardens particular care seems to have 

been taken in the early years with the planting, and in 1829 only some 

5 to 6 years after the gardens were first stocked do we read in the 

minute books that thinning, pruning and transplanting of trees had 

already taken place under the supervision of William McNab, and new 

items including 20 handsome beech plants, 20 white and red arbutus, and 

14 sweet bays added.(94) William McNab (1784 -1848) who as principal 

gardener and curator of the Edinburgh Botanic Garden had successfully 

supervised and carried out their removal from Leith Waik to Inverleith 

in 1122 would have proferred useful and sound advice: curiously enough 

his better known son James who was asked for similar help many years 

later (in 1875) received something of a snub; the Commissioners response 

to his report was that "... they were in the main condemnatory of any 

action being taken ".(91) This particular report is not included in 

the minutes but James McNab's recommendations were usually held in high 

esteem and it seems odd that he was dismissed in such a rerem »tory 

manner. The garden however, was fortunate in having some well qualified 

people amongst its Commissioners: Dr Robert Graham (1786 -1145) "... a 

respectable botanist and a good teacher "(92) who held the prestigeous 

east of Professor of Medicine and Botany at the University, as well as 

Keeper of the Royal Botanic Garden (from 1124- 1845) successfully 

persuaded his own and his fellow Commissioners of the 2 other queen Street 

gardens to plant a row of elm and lime trees around the periphery of 

the gardens: this was in 1837 and its adoption allowed a degree of 

uniformity and improved appearance of all 3 gardens.(93) James Jardine 

(1776 -1858) civil engineer, who lived at 12 Queen Street was another 

!.useful member: he became a Commissioner in 1831 and all matters to do 

with the maintenance of footpaths, upkeep of the railings, and so on 

were usually referred to him: his engineering skills were however, 

put to better use in the Moray Bank gardens where he acted as consultant 

and designer of the retaining piers, arches and parapets constructed 

there between 1838 -1839 after trouble with land slippage had occurred. 
räß) 

The planning of floral displays was not overlooked and in 1829 

the gardener was instructed to: "... prepare suitable beds of mignionette, 

and to provide annuals, and a moderate collection of spring flowers but 
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a. View towards centre of East Heriot Row, Close to entrance 
on north side (Tom Watson) 

. View from Queen Street side with central pond (Tom Watson 

c. View from north side across to pond 

FIGURE 137a -c : 294 General views of the Queen Street central gardens 



not to overload the border with them ".(95) Dahlias are mentioned 

frequently in the accounts, but details of other plants and seeds obtained 

from nurseries are rarely given. Certainly in the past quite a lot of 

time and money has been spent on herbaceous effect, and the cultivation 

of more tender plants was aided by the acquisition of a hot bed in 

1842.(96) 

Unfortunately the good beginning referred to earlier was not 

maintained and during the late 1830s and 1840s the garden became 

ngec -hd Part of the trouble was blamed on the gardener tikin.g 
. 

on Defer outside work which was not strictly permitted in his 

contract. The fall in standards -possibly encouraged other misuse for 

there was an outbreak of vandalism which was severe enough to prompt a 

specially printed notice to be sent to all proprietors. The circular 

(dated 1st May 1847) told of serious damage done to property in the 

garden "... by several young gentlemen who had access to it, by firing 

pistols at the doors of the summer house, breaking the glass in the hot 

bed frames, injuring the seats and railings, and destroying plants, some 

of them rare and of slow growth. Stones have been thrown, and several 

hurts received by persons in the garden and passengers in the adjoining 

streets; the remonstrances of the gardener have been met with rudeness 

and incivility, and generally the conduct of many of the boys is unruly 

and riotous ".(97) It had also become common practice for the boys to 

gain access by climbing over the railings which "... being dangerous to 

the boys and injurious to the rails, the Commissioners are determined 

to put a stop to ". The police were asked to keep a stricter watch, and 

in 1848, the short intermediate ballusters were removed and replaced by 

full height ones as a preventative measure.(98) 

The gardens condition continued to deteriorate, and after increasing 

complaints from proprietors the gardener was dismissed towards the end 

of 1848. When the nursery firm - James Dickson and Son were consulted 

they gave their opinion that "... it will require a great deal of extra 

labour the first year to bring it into a proper state of keeping" 

particularly the trees "... which appear to require a great deal of 

attention ".. Somewhat misguidedly, but true to their trade, they drew 
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attention to certain plants which would "... much ornament the place and 

make it like the other gardens" recommending the addition of 500 dwarf 

roses of various kinds, 50 standard roses, 100 dahlias, and a collection 

of "... showêy herbaceous plants such as hollyhocks, Sweet Williams, 

p hlox's , verbinas , calceolareus , wallflowers etc ".(99) For the following 

5 years James Dickson and Son took charge of the garden whereupon it 

was kept in better order and considerably restocked with shrubs and 

plants. Once their contract expired however, the decision was made to 

adopt the former mode of management "... by a gardener, the exclusive 

servant of the proprietors ".(100) This method has operated ever since. 

The ensuing years have passed uneventfully by (apart from the 

upheavals during the last war), the minute books mostly recording successive 

efforts to thin and prune trees and shrubs, and the removal of dead and 

decayed ones: advice being sought from the City Superintendent of Parks 

(A. A. Macleod in 181 and 1882, and Mr Jeffreys in 1185). Further 

extensive tree pruning (and some replanting) was carried out in 1930 

by Mr Imrie, forrester - particularly of the limes and elms, and again 

shortly after the war, but no major programme of removal and renewal 

was embarked upon until 1966 -67. At the present time much replanting - 

especial'y of shrubs, ground cover, and spring bulbs is being carried 

out together with new trees to maintain an adequate balance of age 

with special regard to the boundary canopy.(101) 

The pond remains a distinctive and attractive feature but has 

caused a few minor problems over the years. One of the unforeseen con- 

sequences of acquiring some ducks in the 1870s(102) as additional 

ornament was to encourage the increase of weeds and dirt in the water. 

Cleaning and draining the pond must have been one of the gardener's 

least liked tasks and he was ,- :robably thankful when they were dispensed 

with in 1883.(108) In 1895 the curbstones around the edge were repaired 

at the footpath relaid by the Granolithic paving Company:(104) more 

recently, the floor of the pond and its surrounds have been concreted 

making it easier to maintain but less attractive visually.(105) (For 

general views of the garden refer figs. 137 and 138). 
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a. Wilson's tool house designed as small Doric pavilion (Tom Watson) 

b, View across from the south side showing bed with 
box hedging (Tom Watson) 

Hft Y 

c. View from centre of south side (Tom Watson 

FIGURE 138 a - c : 

Further views of the gardens, Queen Street central 
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Financial and Manas eurent matters and uses trade of the garden 

When first formed in the early 1820s the majority of property 

overlooking the gardens consisted of single family houses: under the 

1822 Act of Parliament 53 separate residences were assessed for the making 

and upkeep of the garden. This number has gradually increased due to 

the conversion of several whole houses in East Heriot Row into flatted 

accommodation. East Heriot Row remains mostly residential but practically 

all the property along the central part of Queen Street is now used as 

office space: the Post Office and the Regional Assessor's Officer own 

between them 9 of the former houses and consequently carry a major burden 

of the assessment, 

Although the central garden has fewer proprietors compered to its 

neighbours, money matters do not seem to have posed any particular 

problems. Occasional arrears in assessments have mostly arisen due to 

absentee owners, and in one year, 1177, funds were sufficiently prosperous 

for the assessment to be temniarily suspended. Assessments for many years 

now have been based on the city's rating lists and fixed at so much in 

the pound.(1 
06) 

Extraordinary items of expense (as occurred in 1848 

when new bars were added to the railings, and again in 1948 on the 

erection of new railings along Heriot Row) are met by levying a special 

assessment. 

It cost about £6,000 to form the central gardens: half of this sum 

was spent on acquiring the land, the cope and railing cost over £1,000, 

and the rest went on forming the interior (1A7) In 1823 the Commissioners 

drew up a 9 year assessment (based on the 1822 Act which allowed a 

101 assessment for acquiring the ground, and 2' for enclosing and laying 

out) to meet these costs: 11 proprietors agreed to pay the sum outright 

(being given the benefit of a small discount) but the rest contributed 

annually. The Commissioners had expected to clear off all the out- 

standing debts well within this period, but by 1129 a little over £2,000 

was still due on the gardens. To raise funds to meet these debts the 

Commissioners decided to borrow money from a Banking Company but when 

they discovered that the Bank of Scotland required them to take on 

;ersonal liability they abandoned the idea.(108) Instead a loan of 
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,Eloln was negotiated with a private individual - a 'r Johnstone of 

Kirkcaldy and the money so obtained was used 

the land. 
(109) 

Later in 1133 the Royal Tank 

of C1,601 which .a.lowed the Commissioners to 

to pay off Webster for 

of 3cotland granted a loan 

reimburse Dr Johnstone 
(110) 

but the debts were not finally cleared until 1139. 

The central gardens share the same management framework as the 

2 other Queen Street gardens - responsibility for the administration of 

the grounds being undertaken by the 6 Commissioners and their appointed 

Clerk who meet together at least once a year. Annual general meetings 

of the proprietors used to be held in the Waterloo Hotel, Waterloo 'lace, 

and then in Cays rooms (later Dowells) in leorge Street but were 

usually poorly attended and were gradual 'y allowed to lapse unless 

called for any specific reasons Outsiders have always been ailowed 

the use of the garden on payment of an annual subscription and numbers 

have increased steadily over the years: there are now about 60 yearly 

'ey holders - drawn mostly from nearby families with young children or 

else dog owners. 

Early regulations (fig. 131) followed a similar format to those 

adopted by other New Town gardens, but as the garden was smaller than 

its neighbours more care had to be exercised over the control of 

children. Hence the gardener had the right to limit games to certain 

areas he thought suitable, and children were generally encouraged to ... 

"Carefully keep upon the gravel walks and grass" (rather as in the case 

of the West winces Street gardens): sentiments rather touch-.ngly 

transposed to verse by Robert Louis Stevenson (1851-1094) who as an 

only son beleaguered with ill health s ene some of his boyhood leisure 

hours in the Central garden 

"the gardener does not love to talk 

He makes me keep the gravel walk 
And when he puts his tools away 
He locks the door and takes the key" 

The secret world of Wilson's tool shed must have aroused curious 

speculation to an imaginative child with time to spare. So too, the 
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REGULATIONS 
TO ,l elaalYEn lY 

THE PROPRIETORS OF THE CENTRE DISTRICT 
OF 

QurriY=#rrrt (r7zVrrt¢. 

1, PROPRIETORS of Houses in East Heriot Row, and the division of Queen Street opposite, or of 
Houses In the adjoining cross streets, having windows In those former streets -persons to whom 
Keys have been let by the Commissioners, and their respective families, -are the only persons who 

are entitled to have admission to these Gardens. Keys have already been furnished to them ; but in 

rase of one or two additional Keys being required, or in case of a Key being lost, application must 
bemade to the Cashier. Those procured in any other way will be considered as forgeries. The 
Price of additional Keys Is 5e. each. 

Il. All Keys shall have the number of the house' to which they belong stamped upon them, and 

Me whole Keys belonging to any Proprietor may be given by him to the Tenant of his house in tbd 
District ; but the Proprietor is not to reserve one Key, and give his Tenant another. The Gardener 
le instructed to require production of the Keys by persons in the Garden, which mast be complied 
with, as the only means of excluding intruders. 

IiI. Access shall be given to the Gardens at all times of the day, until one hour after sunset, when 
lbs Gardens shall be shut up by the Gardener. 

IV. No Proprietor shall lend or transfer his Keys to Non -Proprietors upon any account, excepting . 

to blu Tenant, as above mentioned. 

V. The Proprietor or Tenant of any bouse occupied as an Hotel, Club -room, or Lodging -house, 
hell not be entitled to confer the privilege of using the Gardena on the Lodgers in such bouse, or 
Members of such club. The privilege of the Gardens does not extend to Cierks or Apprentices, 
ulna they be Members of the Families of Proprietors or Lessees of Keys. 

VI. Female Servants, having the charge of Children of persons entitled to access shall be admitted . 

lathe Gardens, but no other Servante. . 

VII. Proprietors or Tenants entitled to access to the Gardens, and Members of their Families, 
may introduce Non -Proprietors into the Gardens, but only when along with themselves. 

Viii. Boys shall not be permitted to introduce into the Gardens any of their companions who are 
not Sons of those entitled to access. 

IX. No person shall cut, pull, climb upon, or otherwise injure any of the trees, shrubs, or flowers 
Ietbe Gardens. All children shall carefully keep upon the gravel walks and grass. No clothes shall 
lepermitted to be washed or dried, -no carpets beaten ;-nor shall any games, such as slinging or 
throwing stones or any hard substance, golf, bows and arrows, and the like, be allowed. Games 
alerery description must be confined to such part of the Garden as may from time to time be pointed 
°Shy the Gardner. No person shall bring in dogs. Bird's nests not to be robbed. No fireworks, 
ediecharging of guns, cannons, &c. allowed. 

X. The Commissioners resolve to impose Fines, not exceeding £1, for the infringement of any of 
be Regulations. These Fines shall be recovered by the Gardener, and-applied towards the expense 
of the management; and the Commissioners will further insist for payment of damages, for repairing 
lie injury done to the Gardens. 

XI, The Heads of Families shall be responsible for offences committed by their Children or Ser- 
'ente, and shall be bound to make good all damages done by them, and pay all Fines imposed on 
Ibem; and in the event of any Children being convicted of a second offence, it shall be in the power r 

tl the Commissioners to exclude them from the Gardens for a'given time. 

XiI. All persons labouring under, or lately recovered from, infectious diseases, shall be excluded 
Item the Gardens until the risk of infection shall be certified by a medical gentleman to have ceased. 
Tile attention of Parents is particularly requested to this rule, which will be strictly enforced by the 
Dledeser. 

see Heads of Families will see the propriety of observing, and assisting in enforcing the foregoing 
Regulations, and abstaining, at all times, from pulling or cutting a single flower or shrub, as the 
pteclice would immediately become general, and destroy every regulation for the management of the 
Ham The younger members of families will take notice, that, in case the Regulations are diere- 
lirded, confidential Serjeants of Police have been furnished with Keys to the Gardens, who will be 
entrusted with carrying them into effect. The Heads of each Family must consider the Family Key to 
IheGardens as under their own charge, and must not allow it to go out of their keeping in any way 
Ihelmay admit of a breach of any of the Regulations. Particular care ought also to be taken to pre - 
hat Keys from being lost, and thus passing into the hands of persons not entitled to access to the 
(lardens. _ 

By order of the Commissioners,' 
Edinburgh, lilt August 1833., 

a, 

D. HORNE, Ckrk. 

FIGURE 139 a & b : 

a. Regulations of the central Queen Street gardens 1833 
b. Notice relating to outbreak of cholera (EEC 9 December 1848): 

Rule 12 which was a standard item in all the new town garden 
regulations was an important consideration in the days of 
epidemics and contagious illnesses - unchecked by antibiotics 

30o 

THE CIIOLEKA. -The returns again exhibit a de- 
crease in the number of cases, but the diminution is not 
yet so decided as to justify tho expectation of an im= 
mediate mitigation and speedy disappearance of the 
epidemic. The new cases in Edinburgh on Satur- 
day amounted to six, and the deaths to five ; and 
yesterday there were four new cases, and six deaths; 
leaviu_ 144 casos, mo,t of which are treated iu the 
hospital io Surge.es'Square. to the parish of Dud- 
clingstone there was ono fatal case on Thursday, and 
no reports have been received of the recent occur- 
rence of cases in any other district of the county, 
in Glasgow there were two new cases on Friday, 
and two deaths; and on Saturday other two new 
cases were reported. There have beau five fatal 
cases of cholera at Kelso, and eleven cases at Cold- 
stream ; and in various other places throughout the 
country the epidemic lias been prevalent. 

ICELSO. -\Va regret to stale that there have been 
four cases of cholera since Wednesday last, two of 
which proved fatal, and two remain under treatment. 
Since the commencement of the disease in this town, 
there have been, deaths, 7; recoveries, 2; under 
treatment, 2 ; number of cases alece commencement, 
II. -He /se _hill. 

,IauaURGir. -Small pox is still ravin! its this 
plane, sod with increased virulence and fatal results. 
It is now nearly a year since it first made its appear- 

ance amidst our population, and, notwithstanding 
that lapso of time, is increasing instead of abating, 
attacking indiscriminately old, young, and middle 
aged, vaccinated or unvaccinated. 
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rond with its island - a rich source for thoughts and fancies. Who 

can say what subconscious memories of childhood were stirred years 

later when Louis on holiday in Braemar casually started to sketch out 

and colour a map of a mysterious island - the genesis of Treasure 

Island - that highly successful adventure story written in the first 

instance to amuse his step son.r112) The Itevenson family had moved 

to 17 Heriot Row in 1857 (when Louis was 7 years old): his father a 

respected and deeply religious civil engineer (he worked as engineer 

to the Board of Northern Lighthouses) became a garden commissioner in 

1860 and remained one for the following 22 years. As a son of a 

Commissioner Robert Louis Stevenson would have been under extra pressure 

to be of good behaviour when afoot in the gardens. 

But while the gardener was the main line of defence in exerting 

control, the Commissioners certainly did not want this to be done harshly 

or intolerantly. It was made a condition when they entered into a 

contract with a nursery firm in 1848 for the upkeep of the gardens 

that the same person should be responsible throughout and carefully 

chosen so as to be "... of such disposition as to insure kindness to 

the children ".(113) Rules now are more relaxed, and children and dogs 

are free to use the gardens without restrictions provided no damage 

occurs. A wired off enclosure with a sandpit is provided for children 

of toddler age, and the steep south bank provides older children with 

a popular toboggan run - rather to the hazard of the spring bulbs. 

Upkeep and uses piade oLt.l2Litalenn. 

Apart from the 6 years between 184" -1854 when the garden was 

maintained by a nursery firm at all other times it has been in the care 

of a single gardener. Some have given long years of devoted service 

the most outstanding exam :4e being James Watt - employed from 1883 

until his death in 118 and previously in charge of the Waverley Market 

roof garden. 

Sports and games of a more organised kind were introduced rather 
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later than in the other. 2 Queen Street gardens partly due to the 

reluctance of one of the Commissioners, Alexander Stevenson WS, of 

9 Heriot Row. He was closely involved with the running of the gardens 

during the middle years of the last century and for 27 years ,jealously 

guarded the gardens from any unworthy intrusions. When a petition was 

presented in 1863 by 15 of the proprietors requesting permission to 

play croquet he strongly opposed the idea fearing "... that it would 

destroy the garden and would make it impossible to prevent the playing 

of other games ".(11) Pressure was such that croquet was allowed on a 

trial basis for one year - but the minutes do not record whether this 

experiment was successful or not. Some attempts seem to have been 

made at using the pond for winter skating: in 1889 the Clerk refers to 

the possibility of leading the runnel which went into the pond away 

into the sluice which drained out of it in order to secure "... better 

and stronger ice for this purpose ".(115) Little is heard about tennis 

play in the gardens: no reference is made to this activity until 1918 

and there appears to have been just one court probably sited to the west 

of the pond.(116) 
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3.5 THE WEST QUEEN STREET GARDENS 

"After drawing a sketch from our window i went this morning to 
Nasmyth's to ask his opinion of it. He said it was very well 
done and advised me to try and finish it on canvas ". 

Journal of Jessy Allan 1102 (1) 

¶hen young Jessy Allan (1776 -1136) sat sketching the view from 

her father's house at number 29 Queen Street she would have seen 

immediately before her the rough and treeless space of what was later 

to become the central ue+en Street gardens and a nearly completed row of 

houses beyond - "... just under Lady Blair's field so that our situation 

is still very open for a town ".(2) The predominant feature of the 

outlook was still essentially one of fields and farmlands. Although 

the western half of lleriot Row was advertised for feuing one year later 

it too was kept at armslength from the now well established residents 

in Queen Street - separated by the strip of land which eventually 

became the highly attractive ',jest Queen Street gardens. To the left 

of the window Jessy would have caught sight of this open space part 

of which had been owned a few years earlier by the Allan household as 

a private garden and may even have been the scene of much happy clay 

by Jessy, her 3 sisters and brother. 

(3) 

The Allan family had moved from 20 George Street to Çueen Street 

sometime during the late 1710x.(4) Robert Allan (1745 -1818) the father 

was a well known public figure being a banker and proprietor of the 

Caledonian Mercury ;(5) for a time he also served on the Town Council 

and was an active member of the Chamber of Commerce.`6) Prompted no 

doubt by the needs of his young and large family Allan had approached 

the George lieriot Trust at the end of 1719 "craving a feu of 11/2 or 

2 acres (0.6 ha or 0.1 ha) of ground for a garden to the west adjoining 

Frederick Street "(7) (ie the closest portion still available for 

feuing to his own dwelling - a little further eastwards). This formed 

art of the remaining stretch of open space immediately to the north of 

Queen street which the Trust as feu superiors had committed themselves 

to keeping for garden or park purposes - and free from building development 
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(refer Section 3.1 and fig. 111). Shortly afterwards two other 

similar applications were made to the Heriot Trust for garden ground 

within this section of open space: one by the Honourable Alexander 

Gordon of Rockville (1739- 1792), a senator of the College of Justice 

and noted for his tali, handsome appearance,(8) (fig 140a) and the 

other by Robert Brown WS of Kirklands (1758- 1812). Lord Rockville 

wished for 2 acres (0.8 ha) or so "nearly opposite" the fine house he 

was having built at 64 Queen Street (refer fig. 140b for details of 

his former residence), while Brown requested "a small piece" (about 

half an acre (0.2 ha)) also opposite his house. ( ) 

These various requests were duly considered by the Trust's main 

committee who after visiting the ground and studying the measured 

drawing produced several years earlier by John Laurie, Land surveyor;10) 

presented a detailed report to the Governors in April 1790.(f1) Their 

recommendations were fully accepted and it was agreed that a feu of 

1 acre (0.4 ha) west of Frederick Street should be granted to 

Robert Allan for £32 together with an annual feu of 6 bolls "good 

and sufficient barley ", an adjoining half acre (0.2 ha) to Robert Brown 

for £18, and a feu of 2 acres (0.8 ha)''of the grounds eastwards of the 

old road leading to Stockbridge" to Lord Rockville for £72 plus an 

annual feu of 12 bolls of barley.(12) Each was to be bound by the 

same conditions upheld in all the feus already made out for land between 

Queen Street, Heriot Row and Abercromby ,:'lace and as first laid down 

in Robert Ord's charter of 1769 (Section 3.2): namely, the ground 

was only to be used for purposes of a park or garden with no dwelling - 

house allowed apart from a gardener's house, hot houses, "proper offices 

for one dwelling" or "such other buildings as may be necessary for the 

garden or park ". In addition, Thomas Wood who had worked for many 

years as tenant farmer for much of the land to the north of Queen Street 

and whose farmhouse stood within Lord Rockville's new feu was allowed 

possession of his dwelling for the rest of his life. 

About one acre (0.4 ha) of ground to the east of Lord Rockville's 

feu still remained to be feued and by June 1790(13) the Heriot Trust 

had received 3 applications - from Alexander Wallace, banker 
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'217. ..' 

a. Portrait of Hon Alex Gordon of Rockville, 
owner of a plot of garden ground on 

the west side (Kay's Portraits) 

'AN ACRE OF GROUND-LYING NORTH OF 
QUEEN': STREET-TO BE FEUED.- 

'Thar is to be Fgtrzo by publie coup. within the Exchange 
C,Afee- baufe,- Edinburgh, oo Wednesday the _d 3x1 of 
March next, betwixt hours of 6 end y nitanooe, in 
one or two lots, . - - - - - 

A N ACRE .f GROUND', os thereb7 ly'ntrbetrsizt the 
.Et. fen granted tu the Hon. Lord Rockville, and tete feu 
granted to Mr. Robert Brecon. writer to the signer, and tub- 
jed to the Arne rtftritticns with Lofe fens, as expre?ïed iA 
the Hurles of roup. - 

The articles of roup to he Cecil in the hands of Air. Hugh 
árchan, Clerk of Heriot's Hcfpital, C'aatubcsas's Ogee, 
Tuck's Clofc. Not to be repeated. 

C. Edinburgh Advertiser, 25th February 1791.. the 
remaining one acre (O.Ilha) plot advertised for 
sale and bought by David Steuart 

HOUSE: AND GARDEN IN QUEEN STRFF'T. 
To be SOLD. and entered to at Whitfnnday firn, 

THAT LARGE HOUSE In (alEEN STREltT, which 
I. belonged to the tute Lord Rockville, confining of din-. 

Ins -rem, t wu drawtrig- rooms, breakfaning-room, Itudy, &c. 
with complete accotntnuxlatiun fur fervaots, and all other con. 
veniencies requifire for s large family, together with coach- 
hinge and a Rabic for lls honks. 

The hoot is finifhed In the very bet manner. great atten- 
tlnn having been paid both to the elegance and futliciency of 
the work; and if purchafen Incline, they may be accommo- 
dated with the furniture of the drawing -room, dining -room. 
and b;ft bed -room, which is made to anfwor the finithing of 
the heufe. 

The Caardcn, which confab of two acres, and contain. a 
large hot- boute, will either be fold with the boule or leparate- 
ly, us purchafers tinny incline. 

Apply to William Anderf sn, W. S. who has powers tmme- 
diateiy to conclude bargain. -_ 

Rockville's Queen Street house and garden 
advertised for sale(Edinburgh Advertiser 15 May 1795) 

HOUSE to THC CASTLE -HILL. 'To be Sold lay public voluntary roup, within the Old Ex- change Coffee- houle, Edinbnrgh, upon 'l'uefduy the 13th January init. betwixt the hours of it and (even afternoon, '^HAT Large and Commodious HOUSE pretently poi - 1 fcóed 6y. Lord Rockville, c.anfitting of diningroom, .drawing -room, Rudy or library -room, with five bed -chambers, hou;i;keeper's room, butler's room, fcrvant's hall, Laundry and a large kitchen, with a water pipe in it, wine and hoer ,cellar, the former fitted up with catacombs, a large and fmal- 1er,garret, and a good lodging room for fervants ht the garret ftorev. The houk is fttbftantially built, and has mans con - .xeniencies for a family. 
if the purchafer wither to have a liable for three horfes, .he may be accommodated by ailignatiun to a leafe of !itch, quite ad acent to tine houfe. 
The prerniiCç may be lean every \Pednefday and Saturday between the /soars of Ca and : afternoon, and the purcha- jer'sentry may be at Whitiunday next. 
The articles of fait, and progrcii of writs, arc in the hands of Mr. Stuart Moodie, writer to the lignet, who will }ifo inform as to other particulars- 

. 

b. Rockville's previous residence in Castle Hill 
(Edinburgh Advertiser 7 January 1791) 

e. Sir James Grant of Grant with his Regiment, 

the Strathspey or Grant Fencibles : 

new owner of Rockville's house and garden (Kay) 

FIGURE 140 a - e: 
Various items relating to the early days of the West Queen Street gardens 
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(29 North Frederick Street), Alexander Young W3 (48 Queen street) and 

Doctor ;Seas (not traced). Perhaps to ensure absolute fairness and maybe 

to capitalise fully on the land that was left the Trust decided to sell 

it by public auction (fig. 140c). On 2nd March 1791 within the 

Cxchange Coffee house the ground gas sold to the highest bidder for 

5.72 - double the upset and costing as much as Lord Rockville's land 

at twice the s:ze.(14) Understandably perhaps the 3 residents who had 

earlier shown an interest did not compete at this price and the 

successful purchaser proved to be none other than the extLord Provost 

David Steuart, merchant and banker. As we already know (Section 3.1 

and 3.3) he also possessed 2 large gardens at the east end of Queen Street 

(where his house was situated) resides a further 13 acres (5.2 ha) or 

so to the north of these gardens. /is interest in this additional 

piece of land must have stemmed from his general involvement in land 

speculation which appears to have occupied his attention so much during 

this period - for he clearly had no real need for a third garden so 

listant from his other two. Cm the other hand he may have become 

involved as a result of his friendship and close business connections 

with Robert Allan - owner of the neighbouring strip of land: both men 

had recently set up in partnership as private bankers 
(15) 

and maybe y up 1 ' y 

he entertained ideas of one day moving nearer to the Allan household. 

Once the di? vision of land within the western section had been 

settled feu charters were drawn up: all were dated 17th April 1791 
(16) 

and were made out to David Steuart, Robert Allan, and Alexander Cordon - 

Lord Rockville (fig. 111). Allan's portion was increased to include 

the half acre (0.2 ha) first allocated to Robert drown W3 but no longer 

required by him due to his removal to North Hanover Streets as a result 

this was the only charter to allow provision of ''proper offices" for 

2 gardener's lt, +ellinghouses.(17) These were the last feus to be granted 

for the open space along Queen Street and preceded by several months 

the first tentative plans for developing the land further northwards - 

the second New Town (Section 3.1). 

More than 30 years elapsed before the ground now designated as 

three private gardens and amounting overall to some 5- , acres (2.3 ha) 
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were rejoined together and made into the West Queen Street pleasure 

gardens. that briefly became of these separate plots during the 

intervening period - were they for example transformed into attractive 

gardens similar to those established earlier at the east end of 

Queen Street, or did they remain like those in the central area, 

uncultivated and neglected? To start with minor setbacks were 

experienced but on the whole relatively few changes of ownership took 

place and more important these were kept in the hands of nearby 

residents: the result was that the gardens were moetly well cared for 

and never came under the same threat of undesirable or uncongenial use 

as occurred in some of the other areas of open space alone Queen Street. 

Few improvements however, were made to the 3 gardens during the first 

5 years of their existence for within this period a complete change in 

ownership did take place. In less than a year David Steuart sold his 

central portion to Alexander Young ;ïS(18) (1759-1842) who had been 

one of the earlier contenders for it and whose house was situated 

almost opposite. Farmer ':good had previously grazed his cattle and 

horses on the land which also contained a stable or byre and pump 

tell:(19) most likely it was the roughest and most difficult part to 

cultivate and perhaps for this reason it continued to remain as a field 

for pasture. Young did not in fact hold on to it for very long for 

in 1796 he bought Robert Allan's adjoining strip to the east which was 

slightly larger and better positioned. Whether Allan had carried out 

many improvements to hie garden is not known but he may have done little 

apart from enclosing the land with a stone wall: the fact that he 

parted with it while continuing to live in Queen Street suggests that 

the novelty and responsibility of owning a garden had gradually become 

ess attractive. Young on the other hand showed greater commitment 

and during his long period of ownership (26 years altogether) he 

established a neat, attractive and productive blot - the layout of 

which is first shown in Ainslie's plan of 1804 (fig. 141a), and in 

greater detail in Kirkwood's plan and ale.vation of 181: (fig. 141e). 

It consisted of an outer border planted with trees and shrubs, a 

looping pathway, and a large inner portion crossed from north to south 

by two paths; this area was divided into miscellaneous borders for 
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vegetable, fruit and flower growing. The north western corner was 

reserved for clothes drying and within this corner stood a small gardener's 

house and hot house. 

Soon after purchasing the eastmost garden Young sold his central 

portion(20) to "the good Sir James" - Sir James Grant (1738 -1811) who 

had recently moved from his town house at the foot of the Canongate(21) 

to Lord Rockville's former residence at 64 Queen Street. He had bought 

the house together with Rockville's 2 acre (0.8 ha) garden opposite in 

1795 and from this time onwards the two adjoining gardens remained under 

the one ownership. Lord Rockville had in fact barely sampled the 

pleasures of his fine and spacious new house when he died unexpectedly 

in 1791 from a fever consequent to an accidental fall.(22) His widow 

remained in possession of the house until it was put up for sale 4 years 

later (fig. 140d) and under the circumstances it would seem unlikely 

that the Rockville's instigated many changes or improvements to their 

Queen Street Garden. Little is said in the advertisement about the 

garden apart from mentioning its size and that it contained "a large 

hot house" but lack of any reference to Thomas Wood and his farmhouse 

must indicate that the elderly tenant farmer had by then removed himself 

to other quarters. It is possible that the hot house had been built 

on the foundation of the farmer's old house. 

Sir James Grant (fig. 140e) the new proprietor owned extensive 

estates in Morayshire (which he represented in Parliament for many 

years), and while an energetic promoter of agricultural improvements he 

was at the same time equally concerned to safeguard the well being of 

his tenants - hence the affectionate title by which he became known. 

Such indeed was his patriotism and wholehearted support from his tenants 

that on the declaration of war with France in 1793 he was amongst the 

first (if not the very first) to assemble a regiment of Fencibles drawn 

almost entirely of men from his own estates.(23) His loyalty and 

service was recognised in the official appointments which followed - 

Lord Lieutenant of Moray in 1794, and the General Cashier of Excise 

for Scot'and in 1795. All these commitments must have left him with 

only limited time to enjoy or make use of his Edinburgh town house and 
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garden.(24) Nevertheless, Sir James seems to have applied the same 

energy and organising skill to his garden ground as to his other estate 

improvements - as indeed, he had a keen interest both in landscaping 

and gardening.(25) 

True the central plot remained a rough field( ?6) but together with 

the western portion it was now enclosed along the Queen Street side 

with a new cope stone and elegant iron railing: this replaced a 

somewhat cruder and higher stone wall - similar to the one erected 

along the southern boundary and which was said to have "... long dis- 

figured" (27) 
The new railing (refer fi ured the western half of lleriot Rote. 

Kirkwood's flan, fig. 141e) quickly became regarded as one of the 

desirable local amenities. When for example, one of the houses opposite 

at No. 50 Queen Street was put up for sale in 1800 the notice drew 

particular attention to this feature "... The advantages these premises 

enjoy from the situation are too well known and too much prized to 

require any aid from an advertisement; but it may be just mentioned 

in general, that the street at this place is finished off to the north 

with a handsome iron rail which is not only a great ornament but 
preserves the full view even to the parlour windows ".(28) 

As no detailed plan exists prior to the early years of the 

nineteenth century showing the layout of the land immediately surrounding 

Thomas ;food's farmhouse it is difficult to say to what extent the well 

ordered western garden (fig 141a) was due to the farmer's oon labours 

on whether it had been made afresh by Sir James Orant. Very probably 

it was a mixture of both although the southern half with the tree 

planted bank along Queen Street, and the footpaths leading to and 

parallel with it were more likely to have been formed by Grant. The 

rectangular shaped hothouse which occupied a central position towards 

the northern end became a focal point of the garden and remained so 

until demolished in 1825 following the acquisition of the land for 

pleasure garden purposes. Tucked away in the north west corner was 

a gardener's house, with a kitchen cum vegetable plot adjoining: the 

rest of the garden seems to have been kept mainly in grass and trees - 

including an orchard on the eastern side.(29) Several rows of apple 
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trees were later incorporated into the new pleasure grounds and 

continued to provide crops of fruit for many years until old age 

forced their removal in the 1850s.(30) 

Neither Young's garden on the east nor Sir James Grant's one on 

the west experienced any significant changes in layout over the 

ensuing years and they remained well tended and cu'.tivated. There was 

just one occasion for alarm in 1803 when West Heriot Raw was advertised 

for feuing: both Alexander Young and Sir James Grant - but particu arly 

the former, feared that access to their gardens on the northern side 

would become blocked off once the extended roadway was made level 

with East Heriot low. Young in fact believed he had a right of 

servitude over this road. :'reliminary discussion with the Heriot Trust 

did nothing to allay Young's fears and on the day appointed for the 

sale of the building plots both men entered a formal protest. A$ a 

result the auction was hurriedly postponed and the matter taken to 

Court. The outcome was in favour of the Trust although they were 

made liable to pay compensation for any damage caused to either 

garden.(31) Two years after this incident Sir James Grant retired to 

his family house, Castle Grant at Speyside where he died in 1811 after 

a long period of ill health. In 1805 his son approached the Heriot 

Trust with an offer to sell his father's house and land in Queen Street 

for 8,000, or separately - £5,000 for the house and £3,000 for the 

garden and park (ie the central field). The offer was declined.(32) 

Before Sir Jame's death however, the house together with the 2 acres 

(0.8 ha) of ground were sold in 1810 to Francis Charteris (1772 -1853), 

3th Earl. of .Jemyss. A few years earlier he had moved from the old town 

to a sizeable house and park at West Lauriston,(33) but was probably 

attracted to Queen Street as a more convenient and central base for 

his town activities. A wealthy man of refined tastes(34) (he also 

owned 2 very attractive country estates - Amisfieid House outside 

Haddington, and Gosforth House close to Longniddry), he too like his 

predecessor lavished care on his Queen Street garden, although as before 

the central portion was left as a rough field. 
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?rom arivate e ïcsts to )ublic ,;leasur e ear:ïenss - 1122 onwards 

Had the other areas of open space further eastwards not experienced 

rather more mixed and uncertain fortunes the private gardens to the 

:rest would in all likelihood have continued as :individual well tended 

lots for a very long time. The movement to form communal eleasure 

gardens along Queen Street has already been described (sections 3.1 

and 3.2). Suffice it to say hare that the first stirrings began 

within the central portion as early as 1£309, but that it was the in- 

creasing administrative difficulties encountered by the " Queen 3treet 

Gardens " the pleasure grounds already established at the eastern 

end in 1314 which generated the necessary drive to promote the private 

Act of'arliament under which the 3 _Queen Street gardens were finally 

set tip. The act was passed in May 1322 and provided a legal framework 

under which the various private gardens could be purchased, and then 

made and managed as communal pleasure grounds for the benefit of the 

surrounding residents. Although little of the impetus had been provided 

by those living at the western end of Queen Street and Ileriot Row they 

at least supported. the idea, and it was one of their residents - the 

Right Honourable James Wedderburn, Solicitor General for Scotland who 

principally helped put the Act toether.(35) 

Full details of the Act are given in Section 3.2 and need not be 

repeated heret in brief however, the newly created "Western District" 

or division of Queen Street (the other two being the centre or eastern 

districts) included the whole of West lariat Row and the section of 

Queen 3treet from the corner of Frederick Street up to and including 

64 Queen Streets the land in between becoming known as the ,lest Queen 

Street Gar..lens. All owners of property whose windows fronted or opened 

onto these two streets (even if their main door was elsewhere)(36) were 

deemed to be ; roprietors of the garden ground and therefore l =:.able to 

pay assessments towards the making and keeping of them. A little later 

on, in 1327 the Act was extended to include Wemyss ?lace, then under 

construction so unlike the two other districts the western one had the 

advantage of increasing its number of proprietors and therefore its 

financial resources. 
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The first meeting of the 6 district Commissioners elected under 

the Act (ie the first management committee) took place towards the end 

of June 1522.(37) Most of the Commissioners were from the legal pro- 

fession and included : - Solicitor General Wedderburn, 31 Heriot Row 

(he died a few months later and was replaced by Andrew Murray, advocate 

who had previously served on the ;Jest Princes Street garden committee), 

Sir Robert Dundas of Beechwood (1761 -1335), 30 Heriot Row (one of the 

principal Clerks of the Court of Session and a keen raember of the 

Committee: his last attendance was at a meeting just three days before 

his death), William Inglis WS, 49 Queen Street (from 1796 he acted as 

deputy Secretary to the Prince of tales in Scotland), Alexander Irving 

of Newton, 27 Heriot Row ( -1332) advocate and promoted to the Bench 

in 1826 taking his seat as Lord Newton, Lieutenant General I3artin I-Lunter, 

54 Queen Street, and James Scott, accountant, 50 Queen Street - who 

was appointed convener. The illustrious William Bell WS, long established 

Clerk to the eastern gardens and prime initiator of the 1822 Act was 

elected at this meeting as Clerk and Cashier - a fortuitous choice as 

his local knowledge and previous experience were an undoubted advantage 

to the newly formed Committee. A5 far back as December 1821 for 

example, Bell had had contact with one of the private garden owners - 

Mr Young to find out his reaction towards proposals for forming 

communal gardens along Queen Street and the sort of price he would 

expect for his garden. 

Negotiations for acquiring the western gardens consequently began 

with Young who had already stated his willingness to co- operate and 

had put the price of his 1J acre plot (0.6 ha) at 0,000. Young was 

now turned 63 and seems to have been finding his garden too large for 

he mentions in a letter to William Bell that should his offer be 

rejected "... it is my purpose to carry into effect a plan of my own 

during the ensuing spring by curtailing the size of my garden ".(38) 

By the end of June 1322 and just prior to the summer recess, the 

Committee had received a formal offer from Young to sell his land for 

the sum already named, entry to be granted "at the ensuing term of 

Martinmas ", while "reserving the crop in the garden and the young 

nursery to be removed in the spring's. Thirty one years before Robert 

Allan, the original proprietor had bought the same land_ for a mere £54 
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but since then of course much had been spent on improving it and the 

value of ground greatly increased with the extension of the New Town. 

Nevertheless Young's asking price was considered "much too high" and 

instead the Clerk suggested that £2,300 was a more realistic sum 

(being based on the rate paid for Mr Rolland's smaller garden at the 

east end of Queen Street(39) When negotiations were resumed again 

after the summer break Young remained adament in his demands: finally 

after all the details had been presented to a general meeting of 

proprietors (held on 2nd December 1822 at the Waterloo Hotel) Mr Bell 

was authorised "... in order to prevent any further dispute ... to pay 

the price of £3,000 for Mr Young's garden ".(40) The offer was made 

the next day and accepted shortly afterwards.(41) 

Similar attempts to purchase the adjoining park and garden belonging 

to Lord Wemyss proved unsuccessful at this stage. To ask his Lordship 

not only to relinquish his fine garden but for a sum somewhat below 

its market value(42) was deemed a delicate matter: appropriately 

enough Bell's first offer to his agent in May 1823 was couched in 

highly diplomatic terms and laid emphasis on the worthiness of the cause : - 

"Holding however that the elegant embellishment of Lord Wemyss' 
garden may save expense in the adoption of our general plan we 
shall take the liberty of offering for it a sum of £4,000, and for 
the park which is little more than an acre on which no improve- 
ment has taken place the sum of £1,000. We do so both on account 
of the importance of this great object to the unrivalled elegance 
that this general plan will produce if carried fully into effect 
and that we are particularly called upon to follow this mode in 

treating with Lord Wemyss who we are convinced will only dispose 
of this property from a desire to adorn the city not from the amount 
of any price whatever, but still in suggesting so great a sacrifice 
to family comfort, we are bound to offer the highest sum that 
our Trust will allow". 

In contrast, the reply to this rather verbose entreaty was curt and to 

the point: Mr Bell was informed through the agents that Lord Wemyss was 

... not inclined to part with his garden or field opposite to Queen 

Street ".(43) 

The matter was not pursued further at this point and instead the 

Commissioners concentrated their energy on raising the money for 
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Mr Young's garden, on having this part enclosed by a cope stone and 

railing (in place of the old high stone walls) and laying it out as a 

communal pleasure garden. During the first 6 months of 1823 many 

meetings were held and important decisions made although much time and 

unnecessary effort was saved by the experience and knowledge already 

gained by the central district: slightly ahead with the formation of 

their own pleasure garden they freely exchanged information and advice 

with the western district Commissioners. Such in fact was the speed 

of operations that by the,end of the year all the necessary work was 

completed and a gardener engaged full time to take charge of the ground. 

The enclosure of Mr Young's garden 

While at the beginning of March 1823 Mr Young was still. busy 

removing his nursery plants, the season being "so far backward "(44) 

the Commissioners had already acquired from the central district full 

details of their garden railing - the specification for which had been 

drawn up by Thomas Brown, Superintendent of Works for the city. They 

decided to adopt the same design and were hoeful as a result that costs 

might work out rather less than the Central garden particularly as 

building material from the old walls was to hand, and of some second 

hand value.(45) It came as rather a surprise therefore when Mr Dinn, 

the Contractor put in a higher estimate (£1. 8s. 9d. per yard) as 

compared to the Central district's (£1. 5s. 6d. per yar d).(46) Mr Dinn 

was consequently abandoned and estimates sought instead from other firms 

who had tendered for the Central gardens, as well as from Mr Henry, 

builder, Mr Forrest Smith, and Mr Hector, Royal Circus. Altogether 

7 estimates were obtained for enclosing the Queen Street and Heriot Row 

sides which ranged in price from £217 to 394. 

The lowest had been submitted by a Mr Ralph Buchan, and the 

Clerk was asked to "enquire into his character" and if satisfactory to 

accept his offer and for "the operations to be begun instantly and 

completed with the least possible delay ".(47) Details of the work 

were contained in a formal contract drawn up on 27 March 1823 in which 

it was specified that the existing walls were to be lowered to the level 

of the street and a crib stone placed 11" or 12" (27.5 cm or 30.0 cm) on 
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the side above the level of the footpath: the ground was to be enclosed 

with a neat cast iron railing 5' (1.59m) high with 3 gates 
(48) 

the 

railings and gates to be:- "... of the same dimensions, pattern, 

quality and workmanship as those in front of Hillside Crescent and the 

only difference is that the ballusters instead of being plain shall be 

fluted on the front ... and only have one wrought iron collar plate at 

the to "(49) p (fig. 144). Everything had to be completed within 3 months 

and the railing painted with "... three coats of oil or lead paint, green 

in colour ".(30) Buchan went ahead as planned and for the most part the 

work progressed uneventfully. Some adjustment had to be made to the 

north wall along Heriot Row which required straightening and a reduction 

in the angle of slope from the eastern corner to the centres Thomas Brawn's 

-0 p1 n o 11 was on- Gya,^ S °u5` _ 
_ _ and he went 

on to supervise the removal of 11 feet (46 cm) of walling and its 

rebuilding "in a proper line ".(51) 

As the new railing steadily advanced around the north and south sides 

the oddity of the high stone wall along the eastern side became more pro- 

nounced and in May 1823 the Commissioners decided to continue the railing 

round this portion at an additional cost of £150.(52) By the end of the 

year everything had been completed apart from "some small details "(53) 

and a few weeks later following a favourable report from Mr Brown, the 

Contractor was paid his dues - £391 a sum which included a small amount 

for extras.(54) 

The laying out of Mr Young's garden 

While arrangements for the new railings were underway the Commission- 

ers began to consider plans for laying out Mr Young's garden. Early in 

March 1823 they visited the ground and although still occupied with 

Mr Young's nursery plants (then in the course of removal) it was decided 

that as a first and important improvement an embankment should be formed 

and carried round on the east and northern sides as high as the level of 

the street "... and it is understood that earth and rubbish can at present 

be had from the Royal Circus for nothing no delay sLnuld take place in 

arranging for Mr Young as to breaking open the wall for this purpose ".(55) 

This was an early example where the wastes and trash from one part of the 

developing New Town was put to convenient and good use and many an orna- 

mental bump or mound in certain pleasure gardens owes its existence to 

such a source.(56) In addition the Clerk was asked to be on the look out 

... for a proper person to act as gardener and who must be well qualified 
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to attend to and give his assistance in making the necessary alterations 

and improvements. 

Once more the experience of the neighbouring pleasure garden proved 

helpful for 7 days later another meeting took place in the garden this 

time with Richard Walker the contractor for the central district also 

present. His competence and ability to handle severa fairly large 

jobs together(57) must have impressed the Commissioners for without 

further ado it was arranged that he should "undertake the superintendence 

of the operations in this district, of employing labourers, and removing 

the good soil along the north side and part of the east and receiving 

in earth to complete the bank along these two sides and replacing the good 

soil again. "(58) Walker's wage at 1 guinea a week was half that received 

from the central district but presumably had been calculated according 

to the size of the job. It was no use however, organising the manual 

side of the garden's formation without possessing an overall design to 

work to; consequently while arrangements were made for employing the 

contractor the Clerk was directed "... to request Mr Wilson to furnish 

them with a plan for laying out the grounds calculated so as to admit 

of its extension in the event of the ground to the westward being 

acquired, and to request him at the same time to give them a slight sketch 

of such a bridge as might suffice for enabling the two districts to 

communicate underneath the street ".(59) 

Mr Wilson, as we now know was Andrew Wilson, the talented landscape 

painter and popular manager of the Trustees Academy: his "professional 

skill and good taste" were beginning to transform the Central Queen 

Street gardens from a derelict wasteland into a carefu`.ly composed design 

which in years to come would embody the Claudian style landscape he so 

much admired and loved (refer Section 3.4 for further details on 

Andrew Wilson). What was Wilson's contribution to the western gardens? 

By the time he was consulted Mr Young's garden was already in a state of 

upheaval with the banks being formed along the north and east sides, and 

rubbish from the surrounding walls about to be dumped inside ready for 

making the walks.(60) Some useful mature trees still stood along the 

boundaries but the interior was by now badly trampled and needing to be 

re -made. Wilson's challenge therefore was not only to design a new 

garden complete in itself but one also capable of later extension - a 

rather more difficult exercise than that presented by the Central gardens. 
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Undeterred however, Wilson swiftly became involved and within 

2 weeks of being approached he had visited the ground and produced a 

plan. On 22 March 1823 he was invited to attend a meeting of the 

Commissioners where his design was examined and fully discussed. 

Overall response was favourable: the minutes record that the meeting:- 

"a, proved generally of it, with these exceptions. That the principal 

walks shall be 10' (3m) broad, that the walks in the south east corner 

shaLl be done away, and the space planted up, and the south west walk 

also planted up ". With the year now well underway, and spring imminent 

there was no time for dallying and the Commissioners in a confident 

and buoyant mood agreed at the same meeting to:- "Direct Walker 

under Mr Wilson's superintendence to plant all the banks, as soon as 

possible, with such forest trees and shrubs especially evergreens as 

are most suitable to the situation, and to execute with the utmost 

dispatch such portions of the walks, and alterations of the surface 

as must be done before the trees are planted, and to plant trees and 

shrubs throughout the grounds under Mr Wilson's directions ". 

Apart from the details just described, the garden minutes say 

little else about Andrew Wilson's plan for the garden even although 

he must have prepared a number of sketches and drawings illustrating 

his ideas. Nothing however, not even the plan he presented to the 

Commissioners has been retained amongst the garden* books or papers. 

It is a matter of luck therefore that his design has been preserved 

by other means for it was incorporated into a map of Edinburgh 

published in 1324 (fig. 141d). This is the only map showing the 

layout of the new pleasure gardens before they were extended in 1825 

to cover the whole of the open space along the western end of Queen 

Street. We can see from the map that in essence Wilson's plan looks 

a little reminiscent of Young's former garden with thick tree and 

shrub planting along the boundaries and an inner footpath around the 

whole. The central and largest portion was however completely altered 

becoming a mounded grassed area intersected with walks (capable of 

extension westwards) and with clumps of trees or shrubs planted at 

intervals. Both the two short stretches of footpaths which the 

Commissioners wished "done away" with can be made out: it. also appears 
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from Knox's map that all the walks in Wilson's plan were of an equal. 

size (6' or R' (2.44m or 1.33m) was the width most commanL), used) and, 

maybe for this reason the Committee decided there was a need to ,rovide 

more contrast between the main footpaths and the smaller connecting 

ones. 

April and May 1823 saw much activity in the garden with both 

MU Buchan's workforce busy with the walls and railings and Mr `talker's 

squad of labourers forming and planting the interior: and all under 

the watchful eye of Andrew Wilson. No major decision affecting the 

garden's layout seems to have been made without Wilson's opinion 

being sought. Thus when there was some debate as to the choice of 

position for the 2 main gates on the north and south sides the 

Commissioners agreed that they should be placed in the centre of the 

rail "... or as nearly so as Mr Wilson shall find to be conformable to 

his plans and to the general plans for the garden ".(61) By the end of 

May a start had been made on the construction of the pathways and a 

quantity of local gravel ordered from Henry's pit at Bellevue.(62) 

Before the Commissioners retired for the summer Walker was seen on the 

ground and "... urged the necessity of dispatch in finishing the work 

and of seeing that the men are attentive in their work ".(63) .ready 

progress seems to have been maintained free of any major setback or 

delay: towards the end of September the garden was sufficiently 

advanced for the Commissioners to have bought such equipment as garden 

seats, a roller for the walks, and rope for securing the trees. The 

workforce too must have been paid off about then for a document of 

accounts shows that by the same month £372 had been spent on labouring, 

wages, together with payments for earth, gravel, turf, trees, plants 

and manure: the wages taking up just under two- thirds of the total 

sum. 

Walker aware of leaner times ahead once the two contracts for the 

Queen Street gardens were completed took the initiative of writing to 

the Commissioners with the request that he be considered for appointment 

as Superintendent of the new gardens. It was not of course expressed 

quite so bluntly - his manner of approach was more subtle and carefully 
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avoided stating directly the rather sensitive matter as to the actual 

sum of money he would expect to be paid - "... After finishing the 

western district of the Queen Street gardens I would esteem it a 

particular favour should the proprietors be pleased to entrust re with 

the keeping of it in good order. As to the yearly allowance of 

keeping the same I refer to the proprietors what they may deem adequate 

for the purpose ".(65) 

His letter was favourably considered, and when the Commissioners 

conferred again after the summer break they decided that: "... if 

the advantage of Walker's superintendence can be combined with the benefit 

of an operative person being constantly engaged this would be the 

best plan ". A Joint scheme with the Central district was thought a 

possibility but an enquiry the Clerk discovered that the neighbouring 

garden had already made their own lans. The matter was subsequently 

left until all the new railings were in daces two days before Christmas 

1123 the Clerk reported to a commissioner's meeting that an arrangement 

had been made with Richard Walker giving him "... the entire charge of 

keeping the gardens in most proper perfect order" at x,35 per annum. ".(66) 

For this sum Walker had to supply "... a decent steady civil person as 

gardener" en constant attendance and performing "all the duties of a 

garden keeper ". This was to include locking the gates at night, 

opening them in the mornings, attending as far as possible "... to 

see that no strangers intrude into the gardens" and preventing damage 

being done "... to the plants or otherwise ". His margin of profit 

from this must have been slight although modestly augmented by his right 

to use the appointed gardener "occasionally" for work in the back 

greens of houses in the district. The system probably only worked at 

all because of a wider family involvement. Richard Walker put his 

brother Archibald in charge of the gardens - a post he held until his 

death in 1134 when he was succeeded by another brother James.(67) 

Apart from noting the appointment of the gardener, the last minute 

of 1823 indicates that plans for opening the garden to the proprietors 

were well advanced. Keys were ready for distribution and by the 

following meeting held ear?.y in the New Year a proof copy of the rules 
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and regulations was available for checking.(6F) Although the minute 

book does not record exactly when the pleasure garden was officially 

available for use one would jute that at least by February 1824 

proprietors had access. Certainly by mid April it was being frequented 

by children and causing headaches for the gardener who was attempting 

to stop all running on the grass and walks "till these acquire 

firmness "(67) 

After a demanding first year (when 1 management meetings were 

held) the Commissioners now entered a less hectic period during 1824 

when the number of meetings dwindled to 6. Various payments for 

completed work had to be sanctioned - one of the last being to 

Andrew Wilson who was personally approached by Mr Bell, the Clerk and 

requested to put in his account "for Laying out the ground ". It 

was a request that seems to have caused Wilson a little embarrassment 

for as he explained in his reply: ".. he wished rather to be considered 

as wishing to foreward so laudable a public improvement than as making 

professional charge. That unasked he would not have rendered an 

account, and now would wish it to stand on this footing. That as he had 

acted on the same principal with the centre district and had accepted 

25 guineas from them, and as the ground was about one half the size 

the sum should probably be fixed at the corresponding about of £12. 12s. "(70) 

Apart from such matters little other activity is recorded in the 

minutes for 1524. Steps however, were taken to overcome "the nuisance 

at the south west corner" which if true to other so called "nuisance *" 

must refer to an unofficial urinals in order to remove "... this great 

cause of complaint ", the pillar between the east and west park together 

with 2v 2" (76 cm) of dividing wall was removed and replaced by a 

railing.(71) This incident could only have acted as a further reminder 

that the greater part of open space along the western end of been Street 

was still outwith the control of the Commissioners, and towards the end 

of the year a second attempt was : Cade to acquire the land from the 

Earl of Wemyss. At a November meeting of the Commissioners it was 

agreed that the Clerk shodd approach Wemyss' agent to see if he would 

be willing to sell.(72) On this occasion response was favourable but 
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at the same time the Commissioners learnt that his Lordship had 

already received "... two several liberal offers for the purchase of 

his whole property in Queen Street", although he also made known that 

he wished "to give the Commissioners first chance of securing the 

garden and park for the publicp'Ç73) Fearing therefore "that the property 

will be disposed of to others if it is not secured for the publica 

the Commissioners romptly decided to make an offer of £6,080 e'... the 

same rate paid for Mr Young's garden ", and over £1,000 more than their 

previous bid.(74) 

The purchase of Lord Wemyss's ground and the extension of the 
arden westwards 

Early in 1825 the Commissioners heard from Lord Wemyss's agent 

that their offer was acceptable but on condition that if at any time 

the ground ceased to be occupied as public gardens his Lordship 

should have the right of repurchase and at the same price. The 

Commissioners were not altogether happy about this as they felt that 

once money had been spent on improvements the land should be independ- 

ently revalued.(75) Lord Wemyss however, was not willing to make 

allowances for any changes made as he argued that:- "The turning of the 

small pasture field into pleasure garden will no doubt cost some 

expense but in the very improbable event of the clause offreemption 

coming into operation ... it will cost Lord Wemyss and his successors 

a great deal more to convert his garden into a private and productive 

one than every expense now to be conveyed on the small field ".(76) 

As it was not worth jeopardising negotiations by taking issue over 

this basically trivial matter the Commissioners decided to accept the 

terms without further ado. 

No such transaction could be completed without the prior approval 

of all the proprietors and during the second week in February 1825 a 

general meeting was held at Oman's Hotel (Waterloo Hotel) in Waterloo 

`?lace. The amount of money required was substantial (Mr Young's 

garden together with Wemyss's land brought the total to over £9,000 

making it the most expensive of the New Town gardens) but as some 
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reassurance the proprietors were told that the ground was at least 

"... favourably situated and will cost comparatively little in laying 

it out ... and the value of the materials on the property much more 

considerable than those of Nr Young's ".(77) In addition the Earl of 

Wemyss had agreed for his house to be included within the Act of 

'arliament and the Commissioners hopefully "entertained expectations" 

that his example would be followed by other proprietors in adjoining 

streets. They were also informed that a strip of land on the west 

side of the garden "if thought advisable" would be used for widening 

the roadway (Wemyss Place) between Queen Street and Heriot Row. These 

various proposals were approved by the proprietors who authorised the 

additional land to be purchased. 

With the West Queen .street pleasure garden now trebled in size 

what steps were taken to unify the two newly acquired parts into 

one larger garden of over 5 acres (2.0 ha)? Not surprising.y subsequent 

minutes show a greater preoccupation with financial matters than with 

the physical changes made to the garden itself and details about the 

latter tend to be sparse. Enough however, can be surmised to form a 

reasonable picture of what was achieved. 

One of the first acts was to obtain an estimate from Mr Buchan 

for the construction of a cope stone and railing along the rest of Queen 

Street and Heriot Row. His quotation came to £700(78) - a higher rate 

than previously but more preparatory work may of course have been 

necessary. In any case it was not a sum the Commissioners quibbled 

over and at the beginning of April 1825 a contract with Buchan was 

formally agreed.(79) It was time now to clear the ground of its various 

old materials "... stones, iron and other items ". These were of 

sufficient quantity to justify a public sale - which was well advertised 

beforehand by hand bills and successfully raised £200 for garden funds.(80) 

Included in the auction were the former handsome iron railings erected 

by Sir James Grant at the end of the eithteenth century, stones from the 

high wall along Heriot Row, and material from the large hot house on 

the north side of the garden close to the centre built .during Lord Rockville', 
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occupancy. The western boundary wall remained at this stage (no firm 

decision had been reached on the road widening proposals), together 

with the gardener's house in the north west corner which provided 

aecormnodation for Walker and his family. 

.after all the rubbish and surplus materials had been sold and 

removed, and with the work on the railing making steady progress the 

Commissioners next considered what arrangements to adopt for having 

the ground laid out and united with the existing one When 

Andrew Wilson had been approached 2 years before with a request to 

design the first section of pleasure garden he had been es;pec .ally 

asked to make his plans capable of extension westwards: this he most 

certainy did but as there was no immediate prospect of the land 

being acquired a detailed layout for the western side was not produced. 

dil.son however, must have formed some preliminary ideas and because of 

his earlier involvement he was obviously in the best position to 

complete the design for the enlarged garden. It therefore comes as a 

surprise to find the following note recorded in the garden minutes for 

July 1825:- 

"Resolve to employ a person to superintend the operations and 
having considered Mr Neill's letter, approve of is Liven and direct 
the Secretary to see him and learn what are his terms, and if he 
has been in the habit of making out plans to desire him to 
furnish one". (81) 

Mr Neill is without question Patrice Neill the skiU ed amateur horti- 

culturist whose knowledge of plants and gardening was widely known: 

he became involved at a little later date with the formation of the 

east Princes Street gardens and Regent gardens. His advice as to a 

competent gardener had undoubtedly been sought and the man recommended. 

lived like himself on the north side of Edinburgh.(82) 

Why the former, and apparently satisfactory arrangement of 

employing Richard walker as Superintendent under the guidance of 

Andrew Wilson was not repeated remains to some extent a matter of 

conjecture: change of circumstance trou d provide the most valid 
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explanation - Walker for instance, may simply have moved away from 

Edinburgh, or even have died. We do know that in the case of 

Andrew Wilson 1825 was a critical year in which important decisions 

were taken as to his own and families future and that these could well 

have made him reluctant to take on fresh commitments. His wife had 

inherited considerable wealth on the death of her eldest brother - 

one of the judges of the Supreme Court in Calcutta and their newly 

found financial independence immediately opened up prospects of removing 

permanently to Italy - a country much loved by Wilson..kíithin months 

of his brother -in -law's death he had in fact resigned from his post as 

Manager of the Trustees Academy and sometime in 1826 the family left 

Edinburgh for Rome. 

The rest of the minutes for 1825 remain oddly silent on the subject 

of the garden's formation: one might too readily conclude that little 

was achieved apart from the completion of the railings but a set of 

figures compiled at a later date by Patrick Brodie, accountant, shows 

this to be quite erroneous.(83) These accounts show that in the year 

1825 (up until September) payments for "levelling, enclosing and 

laying out" amounted to £1,268. If we deduct the 000 cost for 

Buchan's railings this leaves a sizable 0568 - presumably the amount 

spent on employing labourers, an overseer, and on the necessary items 

for making a garden such as earth, gravel, turf, trees, plants and so 

on. Further large sums were spent the following year (0364) and even 

the year after (0189). So a lot of activity certainly took place even 

if for the most part it went unrecorded. The garden as such is not 

referred to again until. March 1826:(94) early in that month the 

Commissioners met together and according to the minute: "... approve 

of proceedings in laying out the ground ". Once more details are 

frustratingly absent quite unlike the rest of the meeting where for 

example, the discussion relative to arrangements for renting out keys 

to the garden are fully describe,i.(85) This at least, if nothing eise 

does confirm that the garden was nearing comp etion and ready for 

public use. 

It is not until the end of i"26 that more light is shed on what 
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"=proceedings" were actually adopted and the important fact conveyed 

that Andrew Wilson despite his involvement with other pressing matters 

did take on the responsibility for the design of the extended garden. 

At a meeting held on Boxing Day the Commissioners amongst other ,natters 

considered "Mr Wilson's charge" and authorised the cashier "... to 

settle the amount claimed by Mr Wilson for behoof of his brother 

Mr A. Wilson ".(96) Payment however, seems to have been delayed for in 

Brodie's financial report already referred to there is lasted against 

September 1833 - "Account to Mr Wilson for making a plan of the garden 

and superintending the laying out - £31. 10s. (ie 30 guineas). While 

details are therefore sparse we do have this very clear proof that 

Wilson was the designer of the whole of the West Queen Street gardens. 

Maybe the late appearance of his name was due to his initial reluctance 

to take on the task because of his imminent departure from Edinburgh 

(the Commissioners also may have hesitated to approach him due to this 

very reason) but when attempts to find a satisfactory alternative 

failed (i.e. Richard Niven) Andrew Wilson was persuaded to complete 

his earlier work. Not everything was finished before he left: the 

same December minutes note that the central bank next to Queen Street 

had still to be laid in grass and the walks to be gravelled while 

instructions were issued to the gardener for the - t'... large trees to 

be up`ifted and planted where the Convener and cashier direct 
".(87) 

What was Wilson's design for the rest of the garden? As before 

no personal record has survived but the plan can once more be readily 

seen in the various maps of Edinburgh made out from this time onwards 

(fig. 141. e, f and g) and comparison between the different maps reveals 

how extraordinary little the original layout has changed over the 

years. Unlike the Central gardens where Wilson adapted the old 

farm cattle pond to become a distinctive feature of the new design 

the ground at the western end lacked any such special characteristic. 

It did however, possess a variety of mature trees and was the most level 

of all the pleasure ground along Queen Street. Andrew Wilson in a 

simple but extremely subtle manner exploited these assets and created 

one of the most successful and delightfully laid out gardens in the 
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a. Prom western end with attractive cast iron seat 

central grassed area 

FIGURE 142 a - c : 

General views of the West Queen Street gardens 
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New Town. The greater part of Wemyss's former garden and field were 

formed into two large oval shaped areas of lawn which cleverly linked 

with the grassed area and walks previously designed by Wilson for the 

first section of pleasure garden at the eastern end. From the western 

side the central lawn looks to be continuous but by sudden dips 

contrives a number of cross paths which from a distance are not seen 

but leave a sward vista undisturbed (figs 142a and c). A continuous 

terrace walk was formed along the Queen Street side at the base of the 

bank (fig. 142b) across which several short connecting footpaths sloped 

down from the street. At this stage there was no access from Wemyss Place, 

the whole of this end still being enclosed by a 10' (3m) high stone 

wall. 

The garden fol lowin; Andrew Wilson's inyo lyenent s the addit ion of 
the ,pro; rietors in `demyss "lace under the 1322 ;pct of ''arliament, 
and later advice from James McNab 

Wilson's skilful design has experienced few changes (cf for example 

fig 141 f and g) and combined with subsequent careful and sensitive 

management has produced a green arcadian retreat in the best classical 

manner (figs. 142 and 143). Its special attractiveness was noticed 

from an early date: thus a newspaper article written in 1858 on the 

subject of "Trees for towns" criticises the dearth of fine trees and 

planting in Edinburgh's open spaces and cites the West Queen Street 

gardens as the only example "... of a really artistic and scientific 

treatment of trees, shrubs, and turf; a most encouraging one however, 

even in its present immature state ".( $) Nearly 10 years later in 

similar vein the Western gardens were once more singled out as being 

one of the most pleasing in the New Town laid out as they were "... in 

park like style" and combining more successfully than most "... a 

certain feeling of interior privacy with fine peeps of grassy slopes 

from outside the railings ".(89) 

The pleasure gardens were not in fact fully completed until the 

early years of the 1830s when the very high wall along the western 

boundary was removed together with the gardener's house in the northern 

corner,00) and a new wall with railings to match the existing ones was 
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erected a little to the east of the former boundary line. A small 

strip of garden was incorporated into rlemyss 'lace to allow the roadway 

to be widened. 

These changes formed part of an agreement entered into with David 

3cott W3 (1791 -1839) owner of the angle of land between Albyn 'lace 

and Wemyss Place which he had bought from Lord Alva in 1818. Almost 

immediately after purchasing the ground Scott had commissioned plans 

for its development and there exists in Register Louse an unsigned 

drawing showing a 3 storey terrace row- of houses occupying the west 

end of Queen Street.(91) These proposals preceded the much more 

ambitious Moray scheme adjacent to it but were nevertheless viewed 

with larch displeasure by many of the Queen Street residents living at 

this end of the street and accustomed to open views from their windows. 

Attempts to prevent the lands development however, failed 
(92) 

and 

building work slowly commenced from 1821 onwards. A few years later 

however, when the first Commissioners of the western gardens were 

facing enormous outlays for the purchase and construction of the 

pleasure gardens what had previously been considered a threat f... to 

the beauty and uniformity of the New Town "(93) was now seen as a 

potential financial asset. 

In 1825 James Gillespie Graham architect for the Earl of Moray's 

development, and Mt Scott were both contacted by the Commissioners to 

see on what terms they might be willing to allow the 1822 Queen Street 

Garden Act to be extended to their property. Of the two approaches 

the one with 3cott proved fruitful and 2 years later a settlement was 

drawn up between Scott and the Commissioners whereby the ground on 

the west side of Wemyss ?lace was included within the Act. It was 

agreed that once all the houses had been completed and entered into 

the `)lice rental lists they were liable for garden assessments including 

also a contribution towards the cost of purchase and laying them out. 

The new proprietors therefore gained full rights to the gardens and as 

part of the transaction a narrow strip of garden ground at the western 

end was made over to David Scott in order to allow Wemyss Place to be 
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widened. 
(94) 

It was therefore a settlement of advantage to both sides. 

As Scott was already involved with builders and contractors he agreed 

to take responsibility for carrying out the necessary alterations to 

the gardens although the actual cost of the new wall and railing were 

to be met by the Commissioners. The old wall and gardener's house seem 

to have been pulled down sometime in 182) for the minutes record in 

April of that year an offer by Mr Scott of 00 for the materials, (95) 

and one assumes that the realigned wall and railings (which provided 

two gateways into the garden) followed soon afterwards. Little however, 

is made of these events apart from. various speculations as to the 

probable costs to the Commissioners. They were kept in suspense for 

quite a long time as Scott's account was not submitted until the end 

of 1835; 
(96) 

his bill for £501 was considered "too much" by Mr Alison 

the builder whose opinion had been sought by the Commissioners. 
(97) 

Some tactful bargaining must have subsequently taken place for the sum 
(98'1 

when settled in 1337 came to considerably less - 

During the following years the gardens gradually reached maturity 

and by the 1850s much of the "new" planting dating back to the 1820s, 

as well as that of an earlier period were in need of attention. The 

Commissioners wisely sought the advice of James McNab 
(:);) 

who after 

visiting the grounds submitted a report to them in January 1855. 
(100) 

Typical of all MeNab's reports it was full of sound and sensible 

suggestions which readily won the Commissioners approval and resulted 

in the first major programme of improvement work since the gardens 

were formed. His stern warnings towards the end of the report as to 

the irretrievable damage caused by haphazard and incautious pruning 

were opportune and he rightly drew attention to the point he never 

ceased to stress thats- "In the management of Town gardens .. their 

beauty does not depend upon the number of trees so much as upon a fine 

outline of foliage". Consequently "In the pruning and thinning of such 

gardens everything should be freely sacrificed for those trees selected 

for permanent effect". -Me recommended the removal of most of the 

poplars throughout the centre of the gardens (originally planted as 

'nurse' trees for quick effect), together with the rows of old apple 
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trees at the western end (a residue from Farmer Wood's time) as well 

as the intermediate trees along the south boundary. Extensive thinning 

and pruning were required of the trees on the south sloping bank, and 

the elms along the eastern boundary which were beginning to overhang 

the rail - `within the reach of idle boys". McNab also drew attention 

to the large number of deciduous shrubs in the garden which he considered 

provided little winter decoration and were better replaced by such 

evergreens as hollies, aucubas, 'ortugal laurels and box. 

The Commissioners gave McNab a free hand to carry out his 

recommendations stipulating only that not more than £10 was to be 

expended and that the central willow trees be al '.owed to remain. (101) 

All this meant a lot of extra work for the gardener and as a reward he 

was allowed the money from the sale of all the cut wood - a sum of 

1 10s. ßg1.50 .(102) { ) By the end of March 1856 the task was complete. 

Usually McNab 's good works in setting gardens to rights after years of 

uncurbed growth were greeted with cries of protest: surrounding 

residents disliking the sudden bare appearance. But in this instance 

no such outbursts are recorded. The Commissioners seem to have 

exercised firm control and certainly must have been pleased with the 

results for 2 years later McNab was again asked to inspect the ground 

and to put forward further recommendations for improvements. It is in 

fact interesting to note that although McNab became involved in so many 

of the New Town gardens between the 1350s and 1870s he developed the 

closest and most regular contact with the West Queen Street gardens. 

'Nis professional skill and expertise must have been greatly respected: 

over a 20 year period he made out no less than 5 detailed reports on 

the garden(103) besides being consulted informally on other occasions.(104) 

The suggestions he made were usually heeded and put cruidkly into 

effect and the garden still exhibits the benefit of this long continuous 

,period of thoughtful and planned care. 

McNab's second, and following reports continued the improvement 

work initiated in 1356, and resulted in the removal of further decayed 

or misshaped trees, cutting down those which obstructed views into the 
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garden from the houses along Heriot Raw, and thinning and pruning 

others particularly the trees around the boundaries. Apart from trees, 

McNabes other main concern was to rid the garden of many of its ailing 

and ineffectual shrub plots. He very much disliked areas of black 

earth which only served to supeort a few sickly specimens of slight 

ornamental worth, and many of these beds - mostly along the Heriot Row 

side and the western end were sraased over. Thus the bddeind harmonious 

effect of trees and grass which is one of the distinctive features of 

the West Queen Street gardens owes much to NcNab, as well as the 

foresight of the Commissioners of that time who had sufficient imagina- 

tion and confidence to support their consultant's ideas. Most of the 

changes made were in fact straightforward although MeNabes suggestions 

regarding the north east end (close to the entrance gate) required more 

basic work. His resort of 1872 recommended the removal of shrubs along 

the wall allowing extra soil to be deposited up to the level of the 

bottom of the cope stones: the new mound to be grass sown with the 

addition of a few ornamental plants where thought necessary. This 

project was delayed until the Spring of 1875 
(105) 

and not completed 

until the following year when the small grass embankment up to the 

railings was extended as far as the central gate in Heriot Raw. Once 

more improvements were made possible by the availabillity of large 

quantities of soil at favourable rates: a short distance westwards 

the remaining portion of the Walker estate at Drumsheugh was under 

development and 175 cartloads of soil dug from the foundations of 

Drumsheugh gardens were readily absorbed into the ,.Jest Queen Street 

grounds. 
(106) 

The garden in more recent times 

By the end of the 1870s the West Queen Street gardens were in 

good condition and apart from routine maintenance probably required little 

basic remedial work done to them for several years. Unfortunately 

the minute book covering the next period from between 1880-1927 is 

Lost so we do not know for example, to what extent the garden was 

adapted for tennis pay which was such a popular activity during this 

particular time. It would be surprising however to learn of any real 
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upheavals or traumas occurring during these late Victorian years to 

match those recounted in the next series of minutes when they resume 

in 1927. At the start the story is one of continuing upkeep to the 

garden, with details of a fairly extensive tree pruning and removal 

programme carried out in 1931 under the guidance of Mr W. S. Imrie, 

a forester.(107) Nine lime trees were removed from the western end of 

Queen Street to relieve congestion, with 5 further trees in other 

parts of the garden (listed as 1 lime, 1 sycamore, 1 hawthorn, 

1 laburnum and 1 pyrus). All the trees along the boundaries were 

pruned, together with those in the central areas. When the Commissioners 

met, it was usually to discuss such niceties as the merits of 

providing bird boxes, the replanting of the central rhododendron bed, 

the re- employment of a ranger during the summer months, whether to 

accept a bird bath as a memorial to one of the proprietors, and so 

on.(108) 

Soon, all this was to abruptly change as the country became caught 

up in the Second World War; from then onwards the Commissioners' concern 

was almost wholly focussed on securing the survival of the garden in 

the face of unfamiliar pressures and usage - which included the accommo- 

dation of army and civilian shelters, army training, and other military 

based activities. Recruits of the 1st and 2nd line Lothian Border 

Armoured Car Company (stationed at Wemyss Place) were the first to be 

allowed to drill in the gardens during the summer months of 1939 

between the hours of 7.30 p.m. -9.30 p.m.: numbers were limited to 

60 men, no wheeled vehicles were allowed, and the Commanding Officer 

was asked not to use the ground when it was wet.(109) The tread of 

heavy feet did however, cause considerably less damage than an over- 

reaction to an air raid warning in September 1939 which prompted the 

troops to rush into the gardens and to hastily dig trenches "for their 

own protection ".(110) Refilling the hurriedly constructed trenches 

proved a much slower and tedious an undertaking, and required a lot 

of tenacious pressure by the Clerk and Commissioners before the work was 

carried out over 6 months later.(111) The result was far from satis- 

factory due to insufficient top soil having been added; slowly parts 

of the western lawn began to sink. Further attempts to even out the 
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humps and hollows were however reluctantly abandoned as futile until 

the war ended.(112) Instead the Commissioners were granted £100 

compensation(113) and the ground was not re- levelled until 1951.(114) 

Although the 2 other Queen Street gardens were both affected by 

the war(115) neither had to accommodate quite such extensive use from 

the drilling and exercising of military and associated personnel as 

the Western garden, largely because so many of the army detachments 

were stationed at this end of the New Town. Thus in January 1941 

the Commissioners granted permission for the Women's Auxiliary Air 

Force to drill in the gardens(116) (limited to 20 per session); in 

March 1941 the garden was requisitioned for use by local batallions 

of Home Guard for bayonet practice,(117) in 1943 girls of the AT3 

detachment division in Wemyss Place were allowed to play basketball 

(provided the pitch was regularly changed), and in addition football 

wad also allowed by the Anti Aircraft defence group.(118) During 

the summer of 1944 and 1945 the 1st City of Edinburgh Batallion Army 

Cadet Corp were using the garden for training purposes.(119) 

In addition to these various activities the garden also provided 

space for 3 air raid shelters: one for the Royal Engineers (stationed 

at 52 Queen Street) and placed next to the Central shrubbery, and 2 

for the Merchant Company for use of the girls and staff attending 

Mary Erskine school then situated at the bottom end of Queen Street(120) 

(fig, 18a). Two ammunition stores were also erected alongside 

Wemyss ^1ace.(121) Exercising effective control over the garden became 

much less easy from September 1942 when the railings along most of 

Wemyas :,'lace and the entire length of West Heriot Row were removed for 

war purposes.(122) At first the freedom of the garden proved an 

attractive novelty to the youthful but rather more scruffy fraternity 

living in nearby Jamaica Street (since demolished as sub- standard 

housing). Some initial damage was caused to trees and shrubs(123) 

but this does not seem to have persisted. The police were asked to 

keep a special eye on the garden but they were in a difficult position 

of not really knowing who had rights of access and who had not. A 

better solution was the one initiated by the East Queen Street gardens 

who too were experiencing a similar problem. They decided to employ 
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a ranger to patrol the grounds during the summer evenings and for 

the whole day at weekends - an arangement which the western Commissioners 

decided to take advantage of in exchange for sharing costs.(124) This 

approach worked reasonably well and continued until the railings were 

replaced in 1948. In many ways the gardens were particularly fortunate 

in having a full -time gardener during the whole of the war years and 

although supplementary help was almost impossible to obtain at least 

a degree of regular care prevented the rapid deterioration which 

would otherwise have occurred. Nevertheless it must have been a 

frustrating period both for the gardener and proprietors whose use of 

the ground was so curtailed(125). 

As life gradually returned to normal after the war so too did 

work begin on the garden's restoration. The various shelters were 

removed in 1946,(126) and in 1948 after many discussions and various 

setbacks new cast iron railings were erected along Wemyss Place and 

Heriot Row at a cost of £708:(127) to raise the necessary money a 

special 6% assessment was levied on all the proprietors. From then 

on more solid progress was possible and the following years saw a 

certain amount of tree and shrub renewal, pruning work, improvements 

to the drainage on the eastern side of the garden,(128) levelling of 

the lawn on which trenches had been dug, repairs to the seats and the 

purchase of new ones, repainting the boundary walls, and the repainting 

of the railings.(i29) Some of the large old trees were pruned by the 

city Parks Department in 1964.(130) During the whole of this period 

from 1942 until 1965 the garden benefited from having the same 

gardener - a Mr Dickson(131) whose skill and devotion aided its 

successful restoration. 

At the present time a fairly long term programme is underway for 

the gradual removal of some of the older trees and shrubs and the 

replanting of new ones - to match the existing character and balance 

of the garden.(132) In recent years some of the pathways have been 

asphalted including the terrace walk along the Queen Street side: 

(fig. 142b) the days of the well kept gravel walks are sadly numbered. 
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Financial Matters 

Eight pleasure gardens in Edinburgh were purchased wholly or 

partly by the surrounding proprietors, and of these the West Queen 

Street gardens proved far and away the most exensive.(133) 

Mr Young's garden and the Earl of Wemyss's land together cost the 

proprietors 1E9,080 - over 0,000 more than the price paid for the 

East Queen Street gardens - although the latter were considerably 

larger. It made the Central gardens at 0,736 seem an absolute 

bargain. Even the much later gardens fronting Eton Terrace and 

Bel.grave Crescent, both of greater size and acquired in the 1870s 

were bought for very much 1ess.(134) True the Western Commissioners 

inherited ground which had for the most part been well tended and 

lovingly cared for and maybe for this reason neither of the private 

owners were prepared to make any financial concessions, however worthy 

the cause: perhaps too, they felt their continuing obligation for the 

land's upkeep in terms of the annual assessment was contribution 

enough. Faced with the initial high cost of the ground, as well as 

the substantial outlay for enclosing and laying out the new pleasure 

garden it is not surprising that the early minutes show a particular 

concern with money matters: a keenness for economy combined with a 

sharp check on those feuars falling into arrears with their payments 

were indeed the hallmarks of the early years. 

It was as well that the purchase of the land and its formation 

into pleasure garden was spread over a 2 year period as it allowed the 

Commissioners more time to become organised, and not to become 

completely overwhelmed at the outset by the tnermous financial burdens 

they eventually became committed to. Indeed, it soon became clear 

that substantial sums of money were not to be immediately forthcoming 

from the proprietors themselves. After Mr Young's ground had been 

purchased, just less than one quarter of the feuars agreed to pay the 

necessary assessment outright (at a reduced rate of 00) while the 

rest (many of whom did not even bother to reply to the circular sent 

out by the Commissioners) opted to pay annually over a 10 year period.(135) 
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Unlike the Commissioners of the Central Queen Street gardens who 

baulked at the idea of becoming personally responsible for a bank 

loan, the Western counterparts had less choice and to meet their 

pressing monetary problems they applied in March 1823 to the Bank of 

Scotland for credit up to £2,100.(136) This transaction was smoothly 

and speedily effected by Sir Robert Dundas one of the Commissioners 

and member of the Bank's Governing Board. 

The money so raised quickly disappeared. One year later the 

minutes show that the cost of converting Mtr Young's eastern portion 

into a communal pleasure garden had amounted to £793: the largest 

portion of which had been spent on new railings (£391), followed by 

payments to Richard Walker the contractor and his team of labourers 

(£'237); the remainder went on buying earth, gravel, turf, manure, 

trees and plants (ú134) and on administrative matters (£29).(137) 

Even greater expenditure was soon, however, to be embarked upon: at 

the end of 1824 the Commissioners reopened negotiations with 

Lord Wemyss's agent for the purchase of his ground in order to complete 

the western garden. Certain circumstances had by then moved in favour 

of the Commissioners and the almost certain prospect of the 1822 Act 

of Parliament being extended to include the new property being built 

along Wemyss Place encouraged them to increase their previous offer from 

x:5,000 to £6,080 - thus securing the ground. 

Once more the bulk of money was raised by an additionaj loan from 

the Bank of Scotland this time for a sum of £6,000.(138) But 

acquisition of Wemyss's land simply heralded a whole array of sub- 

stantial expenses which were impossible to avoid. The railing and cope 

stone around Mr Young's former garden required considerable extension, 

the rough central field needed total improvement, while the western end 

had to be adapted and integrated with the new design. From various 

figures quoted in the minutes it would seem that about £3,184 was spent 

on this second stage of which £1,128 went on new walls and railings, 

and the rest on levelling, laying out, planting, garden equipment and 

so on.(139) This gave a total outlay on the Western gardens (including 

their purchase price) of approximately £12,250.(140) double that of 
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the Central gardens and considerably more than the eastern ones.(141) 

No wonder that the minutes of a meeting held just after Christmas 1825 

record a little desperately "... needing money badly "(142) and the 

consequent decision by the Commissioners to start levying assessments 

for the garden's upkeep. Up until then payments by the proprietors 

had only been for the cost of the land and its formation into pleasure 

gardens, although Mr Young's portion had been fully in use for 12 months. 

Also to help increase income a positive policy was adopted towards 

the use of the gardens by non -proprietors. Shortly after all the garden 

had been completed, the Comrnnissioners ordered 60 new keys to be 

made, all stamped with the letter 'II' to signify 'renters'. To advertise 

this prospective amenity notices were posted ,at several of the garden's 

entrances addressed to "... The inhabitants of streets adjoining the 

west garden in Queen Street ", and informing them that "... a few keys 

may be had by application to Mr W. Bell, 10 Queen Street, conferring 

the benefit of the western district of the Queen Street gardens ". The 

charge for this privilege was to be 4 guineas a year.(143) 

Despite careful economy, and the additional income derived, from 

key renters(144) together with (from. 1337 onwards) the extra assess- 

ments from the proprietors in Wemyss .lace, the debt on the garden 

remained substantial and raany must have wondered what hope there was 

of ever paying it off. The eastern gardens had become fully solvent 

by 1831, and the central gardens in 1839, and the better fortunes of 

the two neighbouring gardens must have aroused anxity amongst several 

of the western district proprietors. Indeed, in May 183<3 the minutes 

report a statement by one of the Commissioners - a Or Caaigie that - 

"... there was at present a feeling amongst proprietors and Commissioners 

that every exertion should be used to reduce the amount of debt ".(145) 

To this end the Commissioners had been offered the gratuitous 

services of Mr Thomas Gray Scott WS (1311. 1856) son of one of the 

Commissioners to act as Clerk and cashier.(146) His offer was accepted 

"solely with the view to saving expense" and while William Bell was 

accorded a vote of thanks the cursory manner in which he was dispatched 
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(after being a loyal and diligent Clerk since June 1822) mast have 

seemed hurtful and offensive. Up until this time Bell apparently had 

never bothered to claim the full range of fees due to him, but the 

action of the Commissioners sparked of such a degree of bitterness 

that new bills were submitted. The rights and wrongs of what payments 

he was entitled to dragged on until 1841 when the natter was finally 

settled by arbitration.(147) In view of the hard feeling caused and 

the extra money spent in legal skirmishes one wonders if the °Cormaissioners 

had acted wisely or really effected much of an economy by changing 

their Clerk, On a happier note however, the Scott family went on to 

give nearly 100 years service as Clerks to the 'Commissioners: 

Thomas ,Scott was succeeded by his brother Archibald, a solicitor who 

in turn was succeeded by his son Andrew Thomas Steele Scott U3 

(1351- 1931); he was appointed to the post in 1887 and only resigned 

from it shortly before his death.(148) 

The size of the debt continued to worry the Commissioners, and in 

1142 they decided to appoint an accountant - :'atrick Brodie to make a 

detailed examination of the garden's financial state and to report 

how many more years it would take (at the same rate of assessment) 

?.,afore the debt was clears- i.(149) Ms report (a most detailed 
compendium of expenditure and income since the garden's formàti.Dn) 

was not without encouragement insofar as it showed that the assessments 

had already paid off the price of the gardens, "... but considerable 

debt still existed for levelling and laying out the gardens 
"(150) 

A further 13 years were to elapse before the sum owing to the Bank of 

Scotland was finally cleared; on 23rd February 1855 the formal discharge 

was registered,(151) an event which mist have produced considerable 

relief and satisfaction. It was a day which none of the original 

Commissioners lived to see. 

Since then the garden's finances have remained relatively stable 

with usually a small surplus to hand. Once funds started to 

accumulate the rate of the annual assessment was reduced for a number 

of years. From 1867 assessments have been based on ratable value(152) 
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at the present time - 3% - a figure which varies according to the 

level of expenditure. The number of premises due for assessment has 

more than doubled since the gardens were first formed due mainly to 

the subdivision of proerty along both Heriot Row and Queen Street. 

Heriot Row remains mostly residential but Queen Street has very 

gradually been taken over largely for office and commercial use, and 

because they are more highly rated so too is their contribution. 

Some argue that this is unfair in view of the limited use such 

premises make of the garden: but they enjoy an unrivalled position and 

perhaps compensate a little for their part in despoiling the New Town 

of its residential character. For a number of years now it has been 

the practice to set aside a sum of money annually to help meet the 

periodic cost of repainting the railings - which in financial terms 

has grown to be a substantial undertaking. 

Management of the gardens 

The gardens continue to be run under the same administrative 

framework as established by the 1822 Act of ?arliament. For the most 

part the 6 district Commissioners and their Clerk take responsibility 

for the management of the garden meeting together at least once a 

year, and sometimes more frequently depending on what matters require 

attention. This part of the New Town has always been popular with 

the legal profession whose chambers and homes very often occupied the 

same premises: not surprisingly the majority of district Commissioners 

have tended to be men connected with the law and have includes some 

very eminent names.(153) Whatever might be the demands of an 

exacting and busy professional life the general pattern has been (as 

for many other New Town gardens) for long years of dedicated service 

often only broken by death or removal from the area. When this occurs 

new Commissioners are recruited by personal recommendation from other 

Commissioners which ensures minimal upheaval and the choice of 

individuals likely to be interested and concerned with the gardens.(154) 

It is by nature a some;hat oligarchical structure but one that 
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seems to have worked exceedingly well over the years providing 

stability and continuity.(155) The general body of feuars are by no 

means excluded from being involved should they so wish: their views 

and suggestions can be represented at the annual meeting of proprietors 

held in February each year, and should a matter of urgent concern 

arise then a special meeting can be called at any time either on the 

initiative of the Commissioners or by a requisition signed by at 

least 7 of the proprietors. Their interests are therefore well safe- 

guarded. special meetings have not occurred often. In recent years 

two have been called in response to changes in rules allowing dogs 

into the garden;(156) in 1948 a general meeting was arranged to gain 

approval for the cost of re- erecting sections of railing removed during 

the war years;(157) and nearer to the present - in 1972 a meeting was 

held to inform proprietors about a proposed tree felling and replanting 

prograwane. 
(158) 

This last mentioned occasion had worthwhile 

results for the proprietors suggested that the work should be carefully 

phased and that a professional landscape designer should be called in 

to advise. Consequently, David Skinner, landscape architect was 

appointed to draw up the necessary plans - the first stage of which was 

completed in 1974: this is to be a long term project and will gradually 

lead to the removal of much of the old tree and shrub planting. 

The Gardeners 

The Commissioners have always preferred to employ their own 

gardener and even today (although arranged by contract with the 

nursery firm of Dabble & Co.) a man is kept in the grounds on a full - 

time basis. Not surprisingly the western gardens achieve a higher 

standard of upkeep than the 2 other Queen. Street gardens and certainly 

better than most other New Town gardens. For the first 14 years of 

the garden's life its care remained in the hands of the Walker family. 

After Richard Walker had completed the contract for laying out the 

first section of garden his brother Archibald took charge in 1824 

and continued until 1834 with occasional labouring help at busy times 

of the year. To start with he lived in a small house in the north 

west corner which was demolished in 1829 to allow TJemyss Place to be 
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.eidened. He then moved to rented accommodation for which the 

Commissioners gave an annual allowance of 24. 50.(159) His services 

had been secured for 232 a year - rising to nearly 242 in 1326 - 

when the area of garden increased significantly with the addition of 

Lord ': enryss es land. (16D) Rarely do we gather any hint of the poverty 

and breadline existence which many of these low paid gardeners must 

have experienced but when Archibald Walker died in December 1834 

a note in the garden minutes records that "... he left a young family 

mainly destitute ".(1+51) 

Stirred by the poignancy of the case - occurring as it did so 

close to the season of goodwill the Commissioners favourably considered 

the application made by another brother James - "a gardener at 

Brunstain" who was willing "to engage and dispense with ail assistance 

except that of the (deceased's) son, and also to take some charge 

of the deceased's family ". This son "... a lad of fourteen" had for 

some time been helping his father in the garden and the Commissioners 

agreed that he should be allowed to continue at the same rate as that 

paid for labourers - ie 30p a week. In }larch 1335 James Walker was 

formally appointed to the post at .40 per annum with an 28 allowance 

for a house "in the immediate neighbourhood of the garden ". His 

responsibilities were clearly documented in the agreement he had to 

sign which not only demanded his total commitment to the garden's 

upkeep but aleo the qualities of a skilled diplomat: 

"I shall cut the grass from ) to 10 times a year and shall always 

have it as it ought to be in well kept lawn and shrubbery ground, 

and pull the fruit before it is ripe. I shall keep the gardens 

in the best style and shall attend to the rules of the gardens 

as these have been in use to be observed, and in particular as 

to the time of opening and shutting the gardens, and shall 

always be there myself. I shall give my whole and undivided time 

to the gardens and shall not engage myself in any other occupation 

whatever. I am to be allowed the assistance of a labourer for 

about 4 months in the year whose wages the Commissioners are to 

pay. I shall be constant y civil and attentive to all persons 

entitled to access to the gardens, and at the same time firm in 

repressing any breach of the rules." (162) 

The walker family seemed prone to misfortune. Three years later 

the minutes record that James [talker:- "... since his accident "(163) 
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Hillside Crescent garden railing by 

W.R. Playfair 1822 : ones to a similar 

design were adopted for the West Queen 

Street gardens (Playfair colle ction EUL 
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cis Proprietor has been furnished with one Key gratis, and in case nf one ¿r two addi- 
- cyan a. K v helm, lost, application must be.made to The 

rocurett. in an .n er way iv, considerett-alarreeiess--.-Tha-riee-4- 
dditione41£eys 3s. *each: ' ' : . . , . . 
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n.: All Keys shill have the number of the house to which they belong stamped upo. n them; 
1Ceja.belonging to any Proprietor may be given by him to the Tenant of his 

DisGtricte;nebute ituheet protpdrietutorrisuineot troud- rueesteirsuueuofnteheK ye,veanfdrugueiveerehiususTieunathnet 
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Gardens must be mpliredi cweith, aslironlpy means of excluding-intruders.p . 

ACC'esi-:Shiii be:given to the Gardens at all times of the day, until one hour after sun- 
t, 

- - 

when the Gardens shall be shut up by the Gardener. 
. . 

IV. No Prepnettir shall lend or transfer his Keys to Non-Proprietors Upon' any account, 
cepting;tohis Tenant, as above mentioned. 

. . . 

:The Proprietor or Tenant of any house occupied as au Hotel, blub-room, or I.otiging- 
'.1atinshall not be entitled to confer the privilege of using the Gardens on the ledgers in such 
',.gotuie, or members of such club. . 

Female Servants having the charge of children of persons entitled to access shall be 
:adinitted to the Gardens, but no other Servants. ' 

- - 
Proprietors or Tenants entitled to access to the Gardens, and Members of their Fa. 

niIiee may introduce Non-Proprietors into the Gardens, but only when along with them- 

ii VIM Boys shall not be permitted to introduce into the Gardens any oi their Companions. 
, 

"Ai-who are not Sons of those entitled to access. 

t:-5.4. IN6 person shall cut, pull. or climb upon, or otherwise injure any of the Trees, Shrubs, 
;....i,..eii-F1Cwit's in the Gardens. All children shall carefully keep upon the Gravel Walks and 
1-...!Grass; No..clothesshall he permitted to be washed or dried,-no Carpets beaten ;-nor shall 

' 

Games, such as Slinging or throwing Stones, or any bard substance, Cricket, Golf, Football, 
..'ftBowii and Arrows, and the like be allowed. No person shall bring in Dogs nor smoke in 

f.1...tithe Gardens. Birds' Nests not to be robbed. No tire works, nor discharging of guns, canons, 
allowed. All persons going into and leaving the Gardens shall shut the gates. 

X.' The Cotnmissioners resolve to impose Fines, not exceeding .£1,4reAhe infringement of 
any Of the Regulations. These Fines shall be recovered by the Gardener, and applied towards 
the expense of the management ; itud the Commissioners will further insist for payment of 

7.77 damages for repairing the injury done to the Gardens. 

Xi: The Heads of Families shall be responsible for Olfences committed by their Children 
or Servants, and shall be bound to make good all damages done by them, and pay all Fines 
imposed on thent ; and its the event of any children being convicted of a second olfence, it 
shall be in the power of the Commissioners to exclude them from the Gardens for a given time. 

XII. All persons labouring under, or lately recovered from, infectious diseases, shall be ex- 
uded from the Gardens until the risk of infection shall be certified by a medical gentleman 

11.,..lahlattention of.parents is particularly requested to this rule, which will be 
rictly enforced by the Gardener.- . . 

Head of Families will see the propriety of observing and assisting in enforcing the foregoing 
1 gulations, and abstait l i ll g, at all times; from pulling or cutting a single Rower or shrub, as 
itio practice would immediately become general, end destroy every regulation for the manage- 
ineitt, of the place.- The younger members of families trill take notice, that, in case the Regu- 
lations are disregarded, confidential Serjeauts Of Police have been furnished with Keys to tits 

ardens, Ivito will be entrusted with carrying them into effect. '1'lle beads of each family must 

consider the family Key to the Gardens as under their own charge; and must not allow it to 

go out of their keeping in any way that may admit of a breach of any of the Regulations. 
lar carelnight also to be taken to prevent Keys from being lost, and thus passing into 

hands of personilnitintitled to access to the Gardens. 

By order of the Commissioners, 
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West Queen Street garden's regulations 
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had provided indifferent service and unable to carry out active 

gardening work himself had sent other men to tend the garden. Such 

fitful care soon let to deterioration and the Commissioners decided 

they had little option but "to part with Walker at Martinmas" when 

his contract was due to expire.(164) At his request the gardener left 

with a lump sum payment of "five pounds in full of wages" his only 

capital in a new venture to earn a living by selling fruit and 
(165) vegetables; and this is the last we hear of the beleagured Walkers. 

Faced with a sadly neglected garden requiring urgent and con- 

siderable care the Commissioners decided the backlog of work would 

be better tackled by a nursery firm.(166) Two were approached - 

eeter Lawsons, 3 Hunter Square (later, and for a long number of 

years at George IV Bridge), and Thomas Leghorn (who at this time was 

renting ground in the East Princes 3treet gardens). Neither firm 

were very impressed with what they saw and when estimates were 

submitted both referred to the extensive labour that would be needed 

"for several weeks to hae and clear the grounds and walks and also 

to cut the grass, and prune off the dead wood from the trees".(167) 

Gleghorn's estimate being slightly cheaper was accepted, and after 

putting the garden to order they continued to look after it during the 

following year. i`'3) At the end of this experimental period the 

Commissioners came to the conclusion that - "the gardens are better 

off with a gardener "(16)) and after advertising the post, and 

receiving a number of applications, one George Dickson "residing at 

Hillhousefield" was appointed to be in sole charge. It was an 

arrangement which proved of far better value: not only Aid the 

Commissioners gain the advantage of once more having someone full -time 

in the garden for less cost than the nursery contract, but out of the 

£60 annual payment - Dickson was expected to provide his ow, tools, 

to meet the cost of any additional labouring help, besides providing 

annual flowers for bedding display.(170) At this time of considerable 

rural and urban unemployment Dickson probably counted himself lucky to 

have a secure job: he must certainly have been satisfied with his lot 

for he went on to give 40 years continuous service which only ended 

when he finally succumbed to old age in 1878. Over that long period 

his wage never altered, and his successor Thomas Todd - a gardener 
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from the Botanic Garden (recommended by James MaNab) started at 

the same rate.(171) 

The Commissioners continued to employ their awn gardener up until 

the Second World War but labour shortages made this increasingly 

difficult, and in 1942 the upkeep was once more placed in the hands 

of a nursery firm.(172) This method has continued, and from 1966 

onwards the contract has been with Dobbie & Co. who supply a man on 

a fu' 1 -time basis.(173) 

Rules and Re ulations uses made of the 22r2e22 and other 
miscellaneous items 

The first set of rules were drawn up in January 1524 and 

reprinted in 1139 (see fig. 144); in content they were practically 

identical to the slightly earlier ones adopted by the Central gardens 

and were probably based on them. Fdrther comment is not necessary 

apart from noting that the cause banning dogs caused the most 

discord. Ill, nourished stray dogs gained easy access through the 

railings until intermediate ballusters were added in 1879: but 

the denial of proprietors dogs was a different story. Over the years 

various compromises were tried which for the most part allowed dogs 

limited access at certain times of the day and with reduced use during 

the summer months. Such restrictions, which were not only cumbersome 

but difficult to enforce have long since been abandoned and pro - 

prietors with dogs are now free to exercise their pets in the grounds 

provided "proper control" is exerted. 

Such a genteel pastime as croquet was accepted as an agreeable 

garden activity, but the Commissioners showed far less enthusiasm for 

the notion of inviting a military band to perform - fearful that gate- 

crashers might damage the grounds and even cause embarrassment by their 

rowdy and uncouth behaviour. Thus, in 1829 the request of 

Mrs Sandford (a proprietor living in Heriot Row) for the admission of 

the Band of Lancers was refused for the second time due to the 

Commissioners being informed ".. that broils and misunderstandings 

occurred in other districts where this practice was followed ".(174) 
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Undeterred, Mrs Sandford and her several supporters submitted another 

request one month later and couched in the most diplomatic terms 

possible:- 

"The Lieutenant of the 12th Royal Lancers having politely 
offered his band to play occasionally in the Western division 
of the Queen 3treet and leriot aow gardens between the hours 
of 3 and 5 o'clock, and having at the same time expressed his 
willingness to send dismounted troopers to guard the gates and 
railings, ie the undersigned, request the Coiwnissioners to take 
these circumstances into consideration, and allow a trial to be 
made, which need not be repeated if any injury is done to the garden 
or anything unpleasant occurs. 

We beg leave to observe that the hours proposed are not liable 
to the same objections, as in the evenings. That no expense 
will attend the measure, neither the band nor soldiers being 
allowed to accept of remuneration, and that the portion of the 
inhabitants who wish to enjoy this amusement may very fairly 
request that their representation should be attended to, and a 
trial made in what in every other metropolis is considered not 
only unobjectionable, but eagerly sought for and solicited as 
a favour from the officer commanding." (175) 

With most of the objections met, the Commissioners cautiously 

agreed "... to allow a trial to be made for a short period": this 

after all was a festive year celebratine the coronation of the young 

Queen which had taken place just six weeks before on 20th June. 

People were in the mood for musical relaxation and gaiety. The 

experiment presumably proved successful as the minutes record no 

disasterous consequences. No further reference tc bands occurs until 

186P when, on the suggestion of Professor Maclagan (one of the 

Commissioners) the band of the Queen's Edinburgh Rifle Volunteer 

Brigade were invited to play in the gardens during the autumn 

evenings. 
(176) 

On this occasion all passed off smoothly and as a 

mark of appreciation several proprietors joined together to raise 

a subscription. So successful was the entertainment in fact that the 

band was asked back the following year. 

7isely the Commissioners have always resisted the several 

temptations to encumber the garden with assorted artifacts althcughsuggestions 

have never been lacking. In 1825 for instance, 'erofessor John Leslie 

(1766-1832) the talented srofessor of Mathematics at Edinburgh 
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University, whose appointment several years before had caused a 

furious uproar wrote to the Commissioners recommending the purchase 

of a telescope.(177) Two ears later another y proposal was put 

forward for the erection of a jet d'eau in the grounds(178) 

perhaps by the same individual who had earlier suggested (in a letter 

to an Edinburgh newspaper) the addition of fountains or jets d'eaux 

in the West rinces Street and Queen Street gardens to enhance 

their appearance. 
(179) 

Closer to the present time, and just prior 

to the Second World War an application was made to site a memorial bird 

bath in the garden:(1 O) thankfully all these ideas have been tact- 

fully but firmly rejected. 

Gifts of plants and trees on the other hand have always proved 

acceptable and have been made from time to time - mostly by the 

Commissioners themselves, but also occasionally from proprietors. 

The earliest recorded instance of such a donation was in 1838 when 

Miss Cockburn: "... lately presented a handsome collection of flowers 

to the garden ";(181) the minute went on to note that the lady "... 

was in delicate heath and will soon request permission to take her 

chair into the garden as before". This most likely was the invalid 

daughter of Henry Cockburn who along with two or three other disabled 

ladies were allowed to bring their "light carriages" or wheel chairs 

into the grounds.(182) 

Few incidents of wanton mischief or damage are found recorded in 

the minutes - the presence of a full -time gardener has acted as a 

useful deterrent. Occasionally the gardeners wrath was sufficiently 

roused for him to make complaints to the Commissioners - but mostly 

in the early, more vulnerable years. Thus in 1831 children were 

cited as causing injury to plants by their over exuberant play;(183) 

in 136 some trouble was experienced by "lads" breaking the tops of 

rai ings and throwing stones into the grounds;(184) and in 1839 in 

cheerful defiance of the rules a number of boys became enthusiastic 

cricketers ".., destroying everything in the neighbourhood of the 

place where they play ".(185 
) 

The worst offenders on this occasion 

were not so much the proprietors sons but their friends, whom the 
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gardener found "... very unruly and mischievous, running through the 

borders and the like", and almost beyond control. But for the most 

part the gardens have well accommodated the many generations of 

children (fig. 143e) who have played in them and whose enjoyment has 

far exceeded the smal amount of injury caused by the occasional uild 

excesses. 
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3.6 D WNMOND PLACE GARDENS 

No part of the home scenery of Edinburgh was more beautiful than 
Bellevue, the villa of General Scott. It seemed to consist of nearly 
all the land between York `Place and Canonmills - a space now wholly.., 
covered by streets and houses. The mansion house stood near the 
eastern side of the central enclosure of what is now Drummond Place; 
and a luxurious house it was. The whole place waved with wood, 
and was diversified by undulations of surface, and adorned by 
seats and bowers and summer houses". (1) Henry Cockburn, 1802. 

Curiously enough George Drummond, Edinburgh's most outstanding 

Lord Provost and progenerator of the first New Town had(even if 

circumstantialiy)almost as ii portanteconnection with the second 

New Town as with the first. Drummond Place was so called not merely to 

honour a great Edinburgh citizen but also to mark his close associations 

with the area, for the estate of Bellevue so vividly described by 

Cockburn had before General Scott's time been owned by him. Had not 

the ground of Bellevue been acquired at a later date by the Town Council 

the second New Town as we know it today, would in all likelihood have 

been to an inferior design, certainly more limited in extent, and less 

well related to the first New Town. And there would have been no 

Drummond Place. 

It is unlikely however, that Drummond ever contemplated that the 

land occupied by his house and grounds would one day be swallowed up 

as part of the expanding New Town; but he would most probably have 

reacted, 
, with enthusiasm and delight that his vision for Edinburgh could 

have proved so overtly successful. He would certainly have approved of 

the handsome town square and adjacent streets which replaced his rural 

retreat although may be saddened that the attractive wooded landscape 

he had helped create was so completely destroyed as a result. The former 

Lord Provost had called his house Drummond Lodge: it stood close to the 

centre of the later pleasure gardens approached by an avenue to the east 

along the line of the present London Street beyond which was the north 

road to Canonmills (now Broughton Street). A little to the south east 

was the old village of Broughton. Drummond and his third wife 

Elizabeth Green (a quakeress and lady of considerable wealth)(2) had 

bought the house and some 13 acres (5.2 ha) of land in 1757. Previously 
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it had been owned by a Mr John Davidson, described in the Feu Charter 

as a 'merchant in Rotterdam ",(3) and he might well have built the house 

situated as it caas within reasonable proximity of the port of Leith and 

Edinburgh. Before him the Cumming family had owned the land: they were 

fleshers or butchers by trade and would certainly have used the fields 

as pasturage for their animals. Drummond Lodge was one of several 

"qua rant little mansions " (4) scattered about this neighbourhood and seems 

to have resembled Heriots Hill house in appearance - being in the main 

a square 2 storey building with garrets and a single storey wing on each 

side with cellars below (fig. 146b):5) It was a comfortable residence 

of relatively modest size, well set up with an array of outbuildings 

(stables, coach house, laundry house and so on) and by the time of 

Drummonds death in 1766 extending to over 30 acres (12 ha) of "well laid 

out" enclosures and pl.anti.ng.(6) Some of the land owned by the farmer 

Henry Anderson had been added over time. 

After Drummond's death the house and grounds were rented out for a 

few years (fig. 146a), the ownership having passed to his second eldest 

surviving son Dr Archibald Drummond, resident in Bristol.(7) But in 

1774 the property was sold to Major General John Scott of Bal;comie in 

Fife,(8) - an immensely rich man whose wealth seems to have been 

largely derived from his skill and success at gamb'.ing.(9) Drummond's 

old house was too small and insignificant for such a colourful character 

of unlimited means, so that it was demolished and replaced by a larger 

and grander square shaped mansion, 2 storeys high, designed and built 

by James Brown architect of George Square 
(10) 

(Scott had previously 

lived there before moving to St Andrew Square(11)), and named Bellevue 

(fig. 146c). One popular story holds that Bellevue was in fact built at 

the expense of Sir Laurence Dundas to redeem a gambling debt for £30,000 

which he had staked on his own magnificent house at the centre of the east 

side of St Andrews Square.(12) 

Whatever the romance attached to the building of Bellevue it marked 

the near and of Scott's gambling career for he died in December 1775 

shortly before the house was completed.(13) He left a widow and 3 small 
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daughters(14) aged 3 years and under and in 1779 the title to the 

property was registered in the name of the eldest - Henrietta.(15) 

Bellevue continued as the Edinburgh residence of the Scott family 

(there was also a house in Piccadilly, London and the family seat at 

Balcomie) for the next 20 years or so. In 1795, Henrietta then a young 

lady of 22 and "... the greatest heiress in the country, her fortune 

being reckoned upwards of £600,000 "(16) married the Marquis of Tichfield, 

eldest son of the Duke of Portland.(17) Lucy the second daughter, also 

possessing a substantial fortune was married in the same year to 

Francis, 10th Earl of Moray (he was responsible for develo;;ing the 

Moray estate at the western end of the New Town), and 5 years later 

Joan, the youngest married George Canning the distinguished statesman 

in Pitt's ministry. Mrs Scott did not live to see the marriage of her 

youngest daughter for she died at Bellevue on 23 August 1797(18) 

after which the house was rented to John, Duke of Argyll who previously 

had apartments at Holyrood Palace. 
(19) 

With no further use for Bellevue House it was put up for sale in 

1799 (figs. 146 d and e). Unlike the previous advertisement 30 years 

before this one placed greater emphasis on the attractive situation 

and surroundings of the house and its several external features rather 

than on the building itself (although far more impressive than Drummond 

Lodge had ever been) except to note that "... it is finished in the 

most complete manner ". It is clear from the description that consider- 

able money and labour had been spent on the ground since George Drummond's 

time as well as many additions including a gardener's house, further 

coach houses, poultry house, ice house, hot houses, and green houses. 

Immediately surrounding the house was a well kept shrubbery and pleasure 

garden with an orchard nearby beyond which were further fields "ornamented 

with thriving plantations ". The advertisement had been designed to 

catch the eye of someone rich requiring a large and sumptuous family 

residence: its potential for building development was ignored - a 

slightly curious omission(20) considering that tentative plans for the 

area immediately adjoining the Bellevue estate to the west owned by 

David Steuart, former Lord Provost, and the George Heriot Trust had been 

under discussion since 1792. 
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1Z UA1ti10ND LODGE,whh the of- 
fices, gardens, and inclofures, is to 

be fct for -one or more years, as may be 
agreed upon. The entry to the gardens 
;and inclolures to take place from the term 

-.of Candlemas, and to the houfc and offices 
from the term of Whitfunday 1769. The 
houfc offices and gardens will be ref by 
themfelves, if a tenant does not chufe to' 
.havcthe grounds. 

The center houfc confiés of a parlour 

diaiñg .room, drawing room; -and five 

handfome bed- rooms, bcfides elofets, gar. 
Cu and other conveniences ; In the weft 
king there is a very elegant room 35 feet 
in length, 20 feet in breadth, and 16 feet 

in hcighth, and a neat library- or nudy ; 

underneath thefe arc exceeding good ocl- 

ars, neatly fitted up. In the can wing 
here is a good kitchen, and accomodation 
forfcrvants. The offices confin of a faun. 

dry, wafh houfe, coal-honk, fiables, coach 

houfc, &e. The inclofures which arc well 
laid out exceed thirty acres, including 

planting." 

Robert Gullcn, gardincr at, the lodge, 
will "hey; the policy,' and for further par -. 
titulars, apply to Archibald Hope, fecre- 
kery to the Royal Rank of Scotland. 

r, - 

Ic t 7 - - 4,27 -;-, --- v 
. yet 

-:= 

b- Heriot Hill house - similar in appearance to 

Drummond Lodge (Grant, Old and New Fdinburgh) 

a. Ex Provost Drummond's residence advertised 

for letting (Edinburgh Advertiser 17 January 1769) 

;;,.-...,,^.. _,?3-r. j,.. : .zrse-- 
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- 

' F. I. L F. i I7./! / Ì...../,./...//.'. 
Bellevue House, 1796: erected oñ the grounds of 
Drummond Lodge by Major General John Scott (H Scott) 

GUBB146 a - e : 

e house and grounds of Bellevue 
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CAPITAL VILLA. 
AND CROUI4Et NEAR LDIN}WRCIi. 

Tu Ire Soin, and entered to at \l'hit(unday neat, 
rrilE HOUSE of 13EI.LEVUE, with the 

_I_ Grounds, Garden, Coachkoufes, Stables, Poultry Houfcti 
Cardenu'a Houírti S!trub cry, Pleafurç Grounds,'whoure, and 
whole appartenances belonging ,hocco, allas prc(ently pofeCcd, 
by the Duke of Argyle. - 

The houfc ,s hnithrd in the molt comrletr mannrr; and the 
fouation is remarkably plca(ant, poQel:ng the beauty of the 
country. and an the convenience of a town-' resience, bong 
within a fete minutes .Valk of the New Town of Eeinhurh.- 
T1e houle commands a dell.grrstful profptcl of the Frith of Forth 
and country adjacent. The Lothoutcs, greco -houfc, and garden, 
arc well hocked with fruit -trees and (hrubs of tt+e belt find.,_ 
The gto:n:d: arc divided insu (Hall fields, arc well.incb(cd, and 
ornamented with thriving planterions -In short. the whole ppre - 
nüfes arc tinithed and Utted up in a ltylc that is Wdotn to be fern 
in this country. 

Tickets for viewing the hours, &c. can only be delivered to 
those who intend to porchafe the eremites, by apnlyiug at the of- 
fice of Janes ks atksr, W. The houfc wolf be (hewn by the 
bookkeeper at Bellevue_ and the gardens and grounds b1 TI,w 
I134.1 i- iender(on gardener. 

And any per(on ,...rho may incline to purebsfe the pretnifes may 
appty to Mr Wafer. 

d. Bellevue House and grounds up for sale 
(EEC 17 August 1799) 

GARDEN, At7T- I-1-ÓOg -E, &c. N[Ati I DIÑAUftGII. 
To be LiT, and cnterrd to immediately or at Martinmas next, 

THAI' CAPITA'. GARDEN and HOT- 
HOUSE at BELLEYUE, near the Ncw Town of J- dIn- 

ilurgh, and enntalninit near three:scree of excellent ground, which 
Ft completely Inclnfrei by a vrry high wall, and well flocked with 
fruit tree3 In goad bearine. There is alto a high cfpalicr rail 
which runs round the bortlerx, and Is furnlfherl with good bear. ill trey ; likcwife a lark Pinery of two dlvlfions; two large 
Peach ~inures, end a pit in each for forcing roles, &a with vine' 
upon the Croat; alfti a large Hnt- hopfe, with urns; all of which' 
ttrc well Rocked with proper fruit, and excellent plants, In Cue - 
eclftnn; likewife a neat Green- houle, with a good colledíon of 
'plants, particularly Come beautiful Grange Trcea and there is 
alfu a colleetton of Hut -hed Francs and Chiffes. The garden Is 
*c 1Tueplicd with water, and as It 1s pike contiguous to the 
Nov Down of F.dinhurgh, it has always the advantage ors ready 
market. It Is at prdent fully cropped 'far-the winter, and the 
tenant may have the crop at a re +fonahle valuation. 

The whole will be let for one or Innrc yrers ; and ppecrruns in- 
clining to take the fame May lodge propufals with Mr Francis 
Brodie. at MA Walker's, W. S. George Street. 

A further advertisement for Bellevue House and garden 
(EEC 9 September 1799) 



Steuart's several attempts to promote a common plan for the 

extension of the New Town north of Queen Street over his land and that 

owned by the Trust has already been described in detail (Section 3.1) 

but it is important to remember here that almost at the same time as the 

property of Bellevue was advertised for sale Steuart himself was heading 

for bankruptcy and just over 4 months later in January 1800 his awn 

adjacent 13 acres (5.2 ha) was also up for sale (fig. 115 b and c) and 

his involvement with land speculation at an end. Neither Bellevue 

nor Stuart's property found immediate purchasers - probably because 

the future held too many uncertainties. There were after all prestigeous 

parts of the New Town where feuing was practically at a standstill, as 

in Charlotte Square. The insecurities arising from the French wars 

including the scarcity of money limited the number of individuals 

pre;.,ared to take the risks of large scale land speculation. 

Faced with these circumstances and no doubt fearful of the dangers 

of piecemeal development should the various areas be sold and further 

subdivided, the Town Council acted with inspired boldness and foresight: 

they entered into negotiations with James Walker WS, the Marquis of 

' ?ichfield's agent for the sale of Bellevue to purchase the property 

"for behoof of the city of Edinburgh".(21) The magistrates had wisely 

seen the importance of having a stake in the land which one day would 

accommodate the main extension to the original New Town thereby exerting 

a controlling influence over its future development. That they took 

this opportunity at a timed' great social unrest when they were grappling 

with the problems caused by an acute food shortage in the city(22) 

makes their action seem even more courageous and inspired. 

The Town Council minutes of 30th April 1800 record in full the terms 

on which "... the whole property of Bellevue ... including the marshy 

piece of ground between the south wall of Bellevue and AlbanyTtow " were 

to he offered to the City of Edinburgh. All the furniture in the mansion 

house was to form part of the sale - apart from the movable mirrors, the 

pianoforte, the paintings and prints on the first floor, the wine in the 

cellar, and "... any furniture Lady Tichfield wishes to keep but not to 
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exceed 100 guineas in value "; ail the many offices attached to the house 

were also included, as well as - "the vines, pines, hot house and green 

house plants and shrubs, melon frames" and so on. The asking price 

for all this was a yearly feu of 1.10.50 with the Town Council being 

given the oeLion to purchase the whole in 1807 for 1, 000. (23) These 

conditions were "unanimously" agreed to by the Town Council and without 

further ado the Bellevue estate passed into the hands of the City. 

subsequent events have already been ful'.y described in section 3.1 

and it is necessary here only to dwell on those details important to 

the development of Drummond place. We know that almost immediately 

after acquiring Bellevue the Town Council began making preparations for 

having the land surveyed, and cleared of its trees; by the end of 

October 1800 a public competition had been announced with prize money 

amounting to 150 guineas for a plan or design 'r... for laying out in 

streets, squares etc and for buildings, the grounds of Bellevue belonging 

to the City of Edinburgh" including also the adjoining land to the 

west belonging to David Steuart and Heriots HospitaL (fig. 115d). 

The advertisement emphasised that the mansion house of Bellevue was to 

remain and to be made "part of the plans ": a substantial part of the 

purchase trice was after all tied up in the house which was by no means 

old, exceedingly well fitted up, and large enough to be adapted for 

several uses. 

Making the house form an attractive and natural feature of the 

design rather than seeming an intrusive oddity was therefore something 

to test the ski'l of the would -be competitor, and there is no doubt 

that the decision to preserve the mansion house did have an important 

influence on the way plans developed. The chance survival of the notes 

submitted by one of the prize winners - John Baine to accompany his 

entry illustrates this point and allows some useful insights.(24 His 

careful reflections on this matter were as follows : - 

"It appeared to me after considering with all due attention the 
situation and nature of the house of Bellevue that whatever 

arrangement of street& should be adopted, this splendid house should 
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not be placed in an obscure corner, otherwise it would lose 
all its value; and much better taken down at once, than crowd 
other buildings into its neighbourhood at too near a distance. 
As the house fronts four ways and is of very considerable magnitude 
it ought not to be placed at the head of a street. ... It therefore 
became necessary to think of placing it in an Enclosure of some 
kind". 

Bainerejected the idea of a circus or square favouring instead an 

octagon ("a figure new to this country ") because he considered it 

better suited to the slope of the ground and more convenient for building 

(avoiding awkward shaped rooms); in support of his octagon he quoted 

three successful examples known to him - the Place Vendome in Paris, 

Fredericks `'lace in Copenhagen, and one in the new town of Berlin on 

the south west side of the River Spree. To avoid "... the dry unpleasant 

language of geometry" Baine had written on his plan "with a black lead 

pencil so they can be rubbed out " names to all the streets, and the 

one chosen for the octagon "to consecrate a part of what was once his" 

was Drummond Place. The principal or middle street was to run in an 

east to west direction through Drummond Place with a contrasting opening 

at the western end in the form of an ampitheatre: Baine further suggested 

that if Bellevue were to be bought by the Board of Customs (a proposal 

which must have been under discussion and commonly known about) its 

appearance in the overall layout would be enhanced by adding a colonade 

to the front with a coat of arms on a pediment above the main doorway. 

Baine's solution of placing the mansion house within "an enclosure 

of some kind" and using it as the main axis of the plan balanced with 

an opening at the western end was one which probably many of the com- 

petitors decided to adopt: certainly the 3 other prize winners - 

Robert Morison, James Elliot and "v7illiam 3ibbald all came up with similar 

solutions. The composite plan drawn up later by these three "containing 

the best of each" has Bellevue house at the middle of an oval shaped 

enclosure with a circus at the western end (fig. 116). Details were to 

change but this basic structure continued as the core for the various 

modifications and improvements which followed - first at the hand of 

Major Stratton, then by Robert Reid under the watchful eye of 

AM= Sibbald, the Town's Superintendent of Works (Section 3.1). 
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As far as Drummond ''lace was concerned however, it ended up neither 

square, round, oval or octagonal but instead a combination of a square 

with an oval or crescent shaped eastern end. It was in fact a little 

reminiscent of :3ibbaidts much earlier plan of 1793 for David Steuart, 

(fig. 113) but this one was better adapted to accommodate Bellevue 

mansion. The house with an acre of surrounding garden occupied the 

eastern portion of the centra l. space, the rest - about two- thirds of the 

total area later became the private pleasure gardens for use of the 

surrounding proprietors. 

Robert Reid's ground plan was approved by the Town Council on 

30th December 1801,(25) and on the following day by the George Heriot 
(26) Trust apart from the north east corner (Bellevue Crescent) which 

was left over for further consideration. This matter must have been 

speedily resolved for towards the end of January 1802 the Town Council 

had already begun advertising the sale of the lands of Bellevue beginning 

with the south west portion (fig. 147a). But whether the notice first 

appearing in the Edinburgh newspapers lacked sufficient emphasis or 

descriptive appeal it certainly failed to arouse much interest and the 

city Chamberlain had to report to the Council that none of the stances 

had been sold at the auction held on lath February 1102. More 

encouragingly however, some plots were sold shortly afterwards both to 

private individuals and to building fire - these being in the western 

portion of Abercromby :'lace, Duke :Street, and the north east corner of 

Dublin Street.( 27) 

Perhaps because initial response had been so dilatory the Town 

Council on the second occasion chose to combine with the George Heriot 

Trust in advertising "... several lots of building ground being part 

of the lands of Bellevue and of those lying to the north of queen Street" 

in a bid to promote greater interest (fig. 147b). To what extent this 

next sale - held on 10 March 1802 proved more successful is not known 

but it was immediately followed by another consisting of "... the 

materials of the stables, poultry court, porters lodge, the gate way 

of iron with a considerable quantity of iron chain ". Bereft of all the 
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appendages of its former glory (nothing was saved but a few plants which 

Dr Rutherford, .:'rofessor of Botany managed to salvage for the Botanic 

Garden, then in Leith Walk(28)) the mansion house of Bellevue must 

now have ooked very stark and strangely isolated. 

Arrangements for its. future use had not however been neglected: 

during the same busy period when the Town Council began selling building 

stances as well as finalising the joint contract between the parties 

involved in the coumLon ground plan, they also started negotiations with 

the Commissioners of the Board of Customs offering Bellevue house to 

them "on reasonable terms ".(29) The move they pointed out would bring 

the Board of Customs into closer proximity both with Leith, and the 

Excise office in 3t Andrew Squares(30) being a detached property there 

was also less risk from fire. At this time the Board occupied some - 

what unprepossessing offices at the rear of the Exchange building so 

that the offer was not without attraction. Nevertheless there was 

some doubt as to whether the mansion would be large enough and in order 

to effect the sale the Town Council undertook to build an additional 

storey as well as carrying out various other improvements and alterations 

including the erection of a parapet wall and railing around the 

exterior (fig. 148). In return, the Commissioners agreed to pay the 

Town Council £8,000 once the work was completed and ready for occupation. 

Discussions nugst also have taken place as to the longer term relation - 

ship between the new Custom house and the rest of the central area 

destined for pleasure gardens for the 1802 Minute of Sale granted a 

right or servitude to the Commissioners and their employees "... to 

walk in the remainder of the plot of ground or area to be enclosed of 

Drummond Placetp'(31) access to the garden was to be gained through 

P4... a door of communication along the western boundary ".(32) 

Without further loss of time James Thin, mason was engaged to 

carry out the improvements and the Town Council Minutes of August 1803 

record payments to him of £845 "for work done at the new Custom house ";(33) 

in 1805 a further sum of £300 was paid to James Paterson, Edinburgh 

foundry for the surrounding iron railings and gates.(34) Although the 
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Council Chamber. Edinbureht Jan. 13.1Sb>_ 
BUILDING GROUND NEW EXTENDED 

ROYALTY. 
By Authority of the Loma PLovosr. MAOISTS A TLS, 

and Cou tacit of the Ciry of -Edinburgh. there' wilt 
bt et pored to Public R oup, within the High I u fticiary 
Court Room, on Wednefdaytße totb day of February 
at one o'clock. 

mf-iAT PLOT of GROUND, bun the 
-South -Welt PartoFiht Lancts of BELLVUE, in 

fucé number of Feet as purcha afe fhalhndme. 
The. plan and articles of roue. to be feen in the City 

Chamberlain's Office. 

a. EEC 25 January 1802 

FIGURE 147 a & b : 

The lands of Bellevue advertised for sale 

ET AurHottrri OP Tot LORD PROVOST, MAGISTRATES, AND 
COUNCIL of EDINBURGH, 

AND THE 
GOVERNORS or GEO. HERIOTs HOSPITAL. 
There will beex ofed to SALE by public tau .on Wed - 

nefda7 the toth curt. within the Council Chamber, at 
one o cock afternoon, 

C Everal LOTSof BUILDING GROUND, 
beusç part of the Lands of BELLEVUE.. and of 

thole Lands lying to the North of Queen Street, lat./on-s- 
ing to Heriot's Hofpital 

Tite Materials of the Stables. Poultry Court, Porter's 
Lodge, the Gateway of Iron, with a c,,nfidenlle quart. 
tity of Iron Chain, will be erpofed to fate immediately 
after the roup. 

For particulars apply to the City Chamberlain, and 
James Jackfon. Efg.'l'rafurer to Hcriot s Hofpital. 

b. EEC 4 March 1802 

FIGURE 148 : 

custom house House) with additional storey and 
enclosed garden c1820 (J & H.S. Storer, Views of Edinburgh and its vicinity) 

- 

_- 

°+1 eci- - 

FIGURE 149 : 

Custom house 1829 with the houses in Drummond Place completed: 
the surrounding shrubbery is well established (Shepherd) 
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mansion was ready for occupation by the summer of 1804 the Board of 

Customs did not become fully established there until one year later 

in 1805. Long before any houses appeared in Drummond ?lace therefore, 

the route to it became well trolden for those whose business took them 

to and from the Custom House, and in the intervening years the area 

35) around the mansion became "...tastefully laid out in walks and shrubberies"( 

- a small oasis in the midst of builders mess and unformed streets (figs. 148 

and 14)). 

Subsequent attempts to feu out parts of Drummond 'etace were not 

however immediately successful. in 1810, for example, the west side as 

well as part of Nelson Street and Duncan Street (later renamed 

Dundonaid Street) had been offered for sale by public roue along with 

ground in Great King Street, Cumberland Street and Northumberland Street: 

nearly all the plots were purchased apart from those in Drummond Place 

which as a completely new venture was perhaps regarded as a less 

attractive proposition. 
(36) 

To help promote feuing in Drummond ?lace 

ehi e making use of the abundant supply of cheap labour then available 

the Town Council decided to set about improving and levelling the ground: 

in 1817 the quarry situated in the south west corner in the vicinity of 

Nelson Street was filled in, 
(37) 

and between October 1819 and January 

1820, C272 was paid out by the city Chamberlain for "... poor labourers 
) 

employed at levelling Bellevue ground',(38 . Unemployment was widespread 

at this time and such projects - others included the construction of 

eathways on Calton Hill and along the front of Salisbury Crags, sloping 

the banks of the North Loch (Section 2.6), and levelling Brtntsfield Links 

helped (if but slightly) to alleviate some of the consequent distress 

and hardship. 
(39) 

The expenditure proved worthwhile and no further 

difficulty was experienced in selling off building plots in Drummond lace - 

mostly from 1817 onwards when the majority of feus in Great King Street 

had been sold. Several builders took up blocks of stances, for instance 

William Henry, Thomas II'ringle and Thomas Caldwell all purchased frontages 

on the south side; Charles Alison, John Neill and William Tal Lace & on 

on the north and eastern ends; and Charles 7Jatson on the western side. 
(40) 

All were rewired in terms of their respective feu charters to conform to 

the design and elevations made out by Thomas Bonner - who had succeeded 
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a. West side with view down Great King Street (note church at 

far end on site of Royal. Circus ) (EMC Archival drawings) 

b. West side with close-up view down Great King Street 
(EDC Archival drawings) 
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c. Elevations of south and north side, Drummond Place 

(EDC Archival drawings) 

FIGURE 150 a - c : 

Sketch plans and drawings of Drummond Place by Robert Reid 1804 
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William Sibbald as Superintendent of Works in 1809. His design with 

certain modifications were based upon earlier ones drawn up by 

Robert Reid.(41) (fig. 150 a, and c). Building proceeded rapidly 

and by 1 823 Drummond Place was completed and largely occupied. To the 

early residents it must have been something of a relief to see the 

central open space finally cleared of the wood and saw pits and other 

paraphernalia which had been allowed to collect there during building 

operations.(42) 

The formation of the gardens 

Although several years had elapsed since the Town Council had had 

direct experience of feuing property surrounding a Common open space 

intended for pleasure ground, it still suns a little odd that they did 

not adopt the same procedures relating to it as they had done in the 

case of St Andrew Square and Charlotte Square. But they did not, and 

;probably for no other reason than that the matter was overlooked. Thus 

none of the feu charters made out for houses within the Place made 

reference to the garden area except for one late one granted in 1821 

for a corner stance on the north west side. This stance first been 

sold in 1318 but after twice changing hands it was acquired by 

James Craig WS; on it he had built a main door house for himself 

(entered from Drummond :'lace); above were 3 self -contained flats with 

2 further adjoining flats on the Great King Street side - all of which 

had access from that street. 

In terms of Greig`s feu charter the whole of this corner stance 

was given the right "... in common with the several fevars around 

Drummond : ?lace to the area of the square ::ithin the lines of the street - 

ways thereoff" which was to become "a Common property for the accommoda- 

tion, pleasure and health" of the surrounding feuars. The conditions 

then listed repeated almost word for word those used in the St Andrew 

and Charlotte Square Charters, ie - that the proprietors 

"shall be obliged to pay a proportional part of the expenses of 

levelling and erecting a parapet wall and iron railing around said 

area ... that the space shall he used for the pleasure and health of 
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the feuars and their families and in no ways to be converted 
into a common thoroughfare or used to any other purpose whatever, 
and that the said space with the parapet wall, railings, entries, 
banks, gravel walks and grass grounds shall be preserved and kept 
in order at the common and rateable expense of the whole feuars 
on all sides thereof, and their heirs and successors in all time 
coming ... shall be bound and obliged to pay annually or oftener 
as may be required a proportion of the expense which a majority 
of feuars with the consent of a committee of the Town Council may 
find necessary for the purpose." (43). 

Maybe Greig as an astute legal gentleman insisted that these special 

provisions relating to the central space should be clearly speit out 

in his charter but this seems unlikely; much more plausible is the 

notion that here was a belated attempt to rectify a glaring and some- 

what embarrassing omission. The Council certainly had no desire to 

be burdened with responsibility for the upkeep of such a space but 

they were now placed in a somewhat ambiguous position - a point the 

feuars were quick to exploit in their later negotiations with them. 

Anxious no doubt to get the matter resolved quickly the Town Counci'.. 

initiated action by taking the first major step towards the formation of 

the gardens: in March 1822 the Superintendent of Works, Thomas Brown 

drew up designs and specifications for a wall and railing to surround 

the central area, and by the end of the month various estimates for the 

work had been received - the lowest being one submitted by Thomas Poniin 

for £540.(44) At a Council meeting held on 17th April 1122 the cost of 

"... enclosing the area in a very handsome stile by a cast iron railing" 

was fully discussed and the decision reached that £270 should be offered 

to the Drummond Place feuars "on condition of them enclosing the same 

and receiving and maintaining it as a common property "; if the offer 

was refused the Council would "proceed to do the work in as economical a 

manner as possible ".(45) 

The readiness with which the Drummond feuars conferred to consider 

the Town Council's proposals suggests that they already had had contact 

with the City about the garden area, and most likely at the instigation 

of one of the proprietors - a Mr William Dallas WS (1759 -1852) of 

7 Drummond Place. He became Convener of the Drummond Place feuars 
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and spokesman for the group, and shortly afterwards was elected Chair- 

man of the newly formed garden management committee. Little is known 

about him apart from the fact that he was the fourth son of William Dallas 

Wright in Edinburgh,(46) and that for a time he energetically pursued 

the cause of the Drummond Place gardens and helped formulate the 

detailed garden feu charter which later followed. 

A meeting attended by 17 feuars took place on 20 April - just 

3 days after the Council had Miele known their resolution. The minutes 

of this meeting (fully recorded in the Town Council minutes(47)) show 

the delicate balance of interests at stake between the two sides. Dallas 

explained to the feuars the offer which had been made with the telling 

comment that "... there could be no doubt that if an arrangement is not 

made with the Town Council that the area may be enclosed by them at a 

much smaller exense than the estimate, and of course it would be done 

in such a way, as would not improve the appearance of Drummond Place ". 

The cost of forming the garden did not however, end with its enclosure: 

Dallas had made enquiries to see what extra would be needed to level and 

plant the ground, and to make the necessary gravel walks and found 

that "... the additional sum required could not be estimated at less 

than £260" making a total outlay of around 000. The special feuing 

conditions relating to the north west corner of Drummond Place seem 

to have been interpreted by William Dallas as committing the Town 

Council on behalf of the other feuars for the layout and upkeep of 

the garden. He put it to the meeting that as the feuars were intending 

to relieve the good Town" of considerable expense not only in the 

near future but also in the long term their offer should more appropri- 

ately be based on half the estimated outlay, ie in the region of £400. 

This proposal was supported by the feuars who appointed Dallas together 

with David Munro Binning, Advocate (24 Drummond Place) to confer with 

the Town Council. AS a result the Magistrates and Council agreed to 

increase their contribution to 000 but "... without admitting that 

they were in any way liable for laying out and planting the area of 

Drummond Place" and on the understanding that no further claims were 

to be made. 
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Negotiations did not however end here and from the end of April 

until the beginning of June 1822 - a period of 6 weeks much activity 

took place amidst minor crises and setbacks. The delay was obviously 

frustrating to the proprietors but at least it had the benefit of 

helping them to clarify their goals. During this time the feuars 

were told quite clearly that the Council was not prepared to reconsider 

their revised offer: if it was unacceptable the Council would simply 

proceed, as they had stated at the beginning "... to enclose the area 

at the most moderate expense". $) Once more the threat of an inferior 

railing produced a fast reaction: another meeting of feuars was 

hurriedly called and on 20th may 1822 with 15 proprietors present they 

voted to accept the Town Council's offer of 0300 and "to relieve them 

of the expense of inclosing said area, laying out the same and keeping 

it in order in all time coming, the Magistrates and Council making 

over the property of said area to such of the proprietors as shall 

agree to pay their proportion of the expense of inclosing, laying out 

and keeping the same in order ... ". In the event of the feuars 

conditions not being agreed to the meeting resolved to withhold payment 

of their feu duties until central area properly A 

Committee of 7 proprietors were appointed to confer with the Town 

Council.(49) 

The feuars attempts to exert pressure on the Town Council completely 

misfired however, for the Magistrates refused to negotiate further until 

the feu duties were paid. It was a miscalculation which required to be 

swiftly rectified as none of the pro, rietors least of all William Dallas 

wanted matters to be brought to a standstill - their intent all along 

had been to promote action not to delay it. For the third time there - 

fore the f euars of Drummond Place were summoned together and at a 

meeting held on 1 June 1822 the resolution relating to the retention of 

feu duties was immediately withdrawn.(50) With this contentious issue 

out of the way the rest of the meeting was usefully spent reconsidering 

the best way of setting up the garden area. That a lot of hard thinking 

was achieved is indicated by the clarity of instructions issued to the 

new Committee of 3 (William Dallas, David Munro Binning and John Greig) 

appointed to resume negotiations with the Town Council. In the event of 
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"an arrangement" being successfully made with the Magistrates the 

Drummond place Committee were to ask the Council:- 

"... to grant a charter vesting the property of the central area 
in the proprietors of the dwelling houses having main door entry 
from Drummond `place and in the proprietors of the floor immediately 
above said main door where the tenement is divided into flats, 
provided that such proprietors shall within the space of one month 
from the date of the adjustment with the Town Council, signify 
their desire to become proprietors of said area ". 

Those not indicating a wish to become proprietors would therefore be 

excluded from the central area; likewise those houses occupied as 

lodging houses, hotels, and "all other houses of similar description, 

and shops" as long as they were occupied as such. The cost of enclosing 

and laying out the grounds, its annual upkeep, and the maintenance of 

the causeway around Drummond 'lace "... shall be paid by the proprietors 

in proportion to the feet in front of their respective house and that 

the corner houses entering from Drummond dace and the flat above are 

to pay in proportion to two -thirds only of the feet in front of the 

tenement ". Nothing was to interfere with the rights and obligations 

of the proprietors in the north west corner of Drummond -lace to the 

central area as already laid down in their individual feu charters. 

Three days later on 4th June 1822 a Committee of Magistrates and 

Drummond ; }lace feuars met together once more. By now both sides were 

more than anxious to have matters settled and to co- operate fully 

together. The Town Council were after all soon to become immersed 

with the welter of arrangements preparatory to King George TV's visit 

to Edinburgh in August - an event of enormous excitement and consequence, 

and no doubt one which equally made the New Town residents even more 

concerned to effect improvements to their surroundings. The Town 

Council's former proposal to advance £300 and to grant a feu right to 

the central area (following the terms outlined by the proprietors) 

was now formally accepted in return for which the feuars agreed to 

resume total responsibility for the central space and cease any further 

claims. These transactions received approval at a full Town Council 

meeting held the very next day. 
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Drummond lace Garden - Feu Charter 

Drummond iLace 
is the first instance of a pleasure garden being 

set up under a special charter granted by the superior (in this case 

the Town Council) to the surrounding feuars. A similar procedure was 

adopted a little later on in the case of Regent gardens (the Calton 

Hill pleasure grounds), and again in the 1870s when extra land was 

acquired to extend the Dean and Belgrave Crescent gardens but in none 

of these other examples was the land freely made over. 

By the time the Drummond Place charter had been drawn up and 

officially re istered(51) the g garden itself had been enclosed and 

laid out. The delay was understandable for before anything could be 

settled the Committee had to establish which of the eligible feuars 

wished to be included within the terms of the charter. There were 

however, not so many proprietors to approach as nowadays for out of the 

42 dwellinghouses or tenements only 8 had been built with fiats above. 

Three feuars (10, 36 and 42 Drummond :lace) declined to become parties 

to the charter and their property was (and still is) excluded from the 

rights and privileges of the garden area.(52) All those agreeing are 

found listed in the charter: several builder's names are amongst those 

included for at least one quarter of the property still remained in 

their hands. Any improvement to the central area was likely to encourage 

sales, consequently 2 of their number attended the various meetings of 

feuars and lent consistent support to forwarding the garden's construction. 

Otherwise the list closely reflects the social structure which ultimately 

became established in the square - the largest proportion of new 

residents being attached to the legal profession or else having private 

means, with a sprinkling of other professional groups such as doctors 

and accountants, as we'_ l as one or two merchants, military gentlemen 

and widows. The right to the garden (and the consequent obligations 

for its upkeep) was therefore vested in the proprietors so named in 

the charter and to their houses; in addition the previous servitude or 

right to the garden granted in 1802 to the Commissionaires of Customs 

as owners of Bellevue Douse was reaffirmed. This provision must have 

been included at the instigation of the Town Council but the rest of 

the charter seems to have been wholly the work of the 3 legal gentlemen - 
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Dallas, Greig and Munro Binning appointed by the feuars to conclude 

matters with the Magistrates. 

These 3 had taken their brief seriously and the detailed and well 

considered list of conditions and regulations making up the rest of the 

charter indicates the time and careful thought expended on it. Every 

possible contingency or so it appears was provided for and as a result 

no other pleasure garden in the New Town was so well protected or set 

up as the one at Drummond 'lace. Some of the consequences of in- 

adequate legal sanctions had after all been well demonstrated by the 

then recent exerience of the East Queen Street gardens close by 

(Section 3.3): the private Act of Parliament which had been promoted 

to overcome their problems as well as to create further gardens 

along the rest of Queen Street had just been passed in May 1822 and in 

itself must have formed a useful guide and check list for those 

concerned with the setting up of Drummond Place gardens. 

Briefly, the regulations covered 3 main items: who had rights 

to the garden (particularly in cases where the property was rented or 

used for non- family purposes); their general administration; and 

financial matters. Under the first, all dwellings used as hotels, 

lodging houses, shops, or similar were to be excluded (although the 

proprietor retained the right to the garden as well as the responsibility 

for paying a share of its upkeep): on the other hand "boarding 

schoo?s for young ladies" received special dispensation and were not 

to be denied the opeortunity for genteel, healthy exercise in the 

gardens.(53) In cases where property was let to rïvate families they 

too were allowed the use of the central area provided the proprietor 

agreed to forego his right. Strict control over keys was to be maintained 

by issuing on?.y one key to each householder which was stamped with the 

appropriate house number. 

As to administration - all the proprietors were required to meet 

together at 2 p.ma on the 3rd Monday after the date of the charter in 

the Waterloo Hotel to elect a Management Committee and appoint a 
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Secretary. 
(54) 

The Committee was to consist of 5 members (with 3 a 

quorum) one of whom was required to retire annually. New Committee 

members were to be elected at the annual general meeting of proprietors 

fixed for the last Monday in May when the accounts were also to be 

eresented and a new assessment agreed to. Other meetings could be held 

at any time provided a written request was made by at least 3 pro- 

erietors: at such meetings any 7 present constituted a quorum and any 

resolution passed by the majority (proxy votes were allowed) then 

became binding on the rest of the feuars. Changes to any of the 

regulations contained within the charter could be made at any seecial 

meeting called together for that purpose and provided that at least 

two-thirds of proprietors were in agreement (again, proxy votes were 

allowed). 

71th reference to the third item - financial matters, the charter 

stated that the annual assessment levied on each proprietor was to be 

based on the extent of his frontage, with the corner blocks (including 

the main door and flat above) paying a three-fifth part. Drummond Place 

seems to have been the first garden in ildinburgh to use this method of 

assessment although 3t Andrews 3quare and Rutland Square gardens 

adopted it in the 1130s as well as one or two of the later Victorian 

gardens. Any dispute as to the proportion payable was carefully 

avoided by a detailed table being included in the feu charter showing 

the exact measurements of all the property concerned. 2xtra income 

caLCd be raised by renting out keys to non-proprietors but only if 

sanctioned at a meeting called specifically for that purpose and with the 

assent of two-thirds of the proprietors. 

During the long period of the garden's existence (now well past 

its 150th anniversary) only 2 changes have been made to the regulations; 

and these within relatively recent times. In 1949 in the face of some 

opposition 
(56) 

the required majority of proprietors voted in favour of 

fixing the annual assessment on a flat rate basis for all proprietors 

and this has become the established method. Three years later the 

eroprietors voted to change the date of the annual general meeting from 

May to March and to readjust the financial year accordingly. 
(57) 
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Design and La out of the Drummond lace Gardens 

The same care which went into handling the details of the feu 

charter as well as the earlier meetings called between the proprietors 

and the Town. Council and meticuously recorded in the various minutes 

already quoted would have been continued in a set of garden management 

minutes once work commenced on the central. area. It is frustrating 

therefore, that the next critical and interesting stage in the garden's 

history should be a virtual blank due to the disappearance of the first 

minute book from the Drummond :. lace records: these in fact start with 

the second book covering a period from 1856(5 ) to 1936 and although 

containing a certain amount of useful material do not unfortunately 

provide answers to such questions as:- who was responsible for the 

design of the garden; the costs of setting it up, what problems or 

difficulties if any were encountered? and so on. Other sources of 

information do however, provide certain clues and allow, even if only 

in a limited way some insight into the garden's subsequent development. 

Almost iTmie diately after the last meeting held between the 

Committee of feuars and a Committee of the Town Council early in 

June 1.822 (at which all the main issues relating to the central area 

were satisfactorily resolved) work on enclosing the garden .,round 

commenced. The contract was awarded to Thomas _'atop, 5 London Street, 

the same builder who had earlier submitted the lowest tender (:.540) 

for a surrounding wall and cast iron railing to a specification. by 

Thomas Brown the City's Superintendent of Works. (5 ") Good progress 

was made. By the beginning of September the job was nearing completion 

and the `lawn Council had made over the promised contribution of 1300 

to Mr Dallas, Chairman of the feuars.00) It should be noted that by 

this stage the outline of the garden had been modified from that shown 

in the feuing plan - where the west and east ends had been designed as 

matching shaped crescents (refer figs. 151 a and b); instead the 

Committee chose to straighten the western end in line with the cross 

street and to gently round the two corners (fig. 151d), This slightly 

increased the size of the inner area but was probably adopted to 

harmonize better with the boundary rail dividing the garden from the 
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custom house. The tas!,: of levelling and laying out the ground followed 

quicleje by the time the feu ebarter was signed in April 1823 the 

Leasure garden "with the walks, shrubbery, we.1 
(61) 

and smal house 
for holding tooth" was complete. Indeed, the first set of regulations 

are dated March 123 which suggeste that the work had been carried out 
over the preceding winter months. 

The chosen design (fig. 1511) eas not dissimi'ar to the one 

adopted in the George Square gardens on the south side of Edinburgh 

which had been ia:id out in 1314 by John Hay landscape gardener and 

!-,lanner - a welt established nurseryman and garden practitioner. Hay 

might easily have been consulted by the Drummond Place Committee for 

in the early part of 1823 he had had contact with the Commissioners of 

the Queen Street East gardens on the best way of uniting Mr Rolland's 

old garden with the rest of the pleasure grounds (Section 3.3); and 

rofessional ex-ertise had a habit of being exchange:: from garden to 

garden. In form the layout consisted of an outer border thickly planted 

with shrubs an,' trees (providing privacy an shelter rrom the road) 

alongside which ran a continuous gravel footpath; gateways were erovided 

at the centre of each side (including one at the eastern en: to anow 

entry from the Custom nouee), and from each of these a slight .y curved 

footpath crossed a grassel inner area to linl% with a central oval 

shaped walk ornamented with 6 shrub beds. The treatment of this middle 

area was not quite so subtle or successful as in George 3quare.Here 

the choice of weeping elm at the heart surrounded by a circle of shrub 

lasting helped to create a 'lore myeterious yet sh-on,2 focus 

to the garden. It rather suggests that while John Hay may have eroffered 

general advice the actual work and detailing was the restonsibility of 

a competent but less skilled gardening contractor. e'leat evidence 

exists does In fact suerort this view. The minutes of the Queen Street 

West gardens record 
(62) 

that a certain Robert Walker was emi)loyed to 

look after the Drummond Place gardens; ',Talker as we know (section 3.4 

and 5) had taken charge of laying out the central Queen Street gardens 

as well as the .7estern ones. It would seem that in a similar fashion he 

had contracted for the making of the Drummond gardens and had sub- 

sequently been retained to continue with their maintenance. 
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th the garden newly formed the Coaaittee were naturally 

concerned to protect the young and immature 'lanting an4 to see "that 

the objects for which the great expense has been incurred" were properly 

respected. A List of regulations was consequently irawn ue and 

eirc'lated to all the proprietors in Narch 1823: although several of 

the items have a faeiliar ring one can detect in these rules a greater 

emphasis on good behaviour and manners (fig. 152). Those tempted to 

such anti sotial acts as garden striping - by the insidious but mostly 

innocently practise l habit of "just taking a small cutting" were thus 

warned in no uncertain terms of e'... the absolute necessity of 

abstaining theeselves" from such misdeeds. Nor was the gardener to 

be implicated either - he too was "... strict4 prohibited from 

complying with all such requests". standards were indeed placed 

high: "It is expected" stated the note in italicised writin at the 

bottom of the sheet "that every person on going into the garden witl 

clean their shoes on the scrapers at the doors". No other garden 

Committee either before or since issued such strict commands to its 

garden users. To meticuousTy clean ones feet on entering the garden 

must have been the very model of good propriety and conduett 

Having set the garden up, the Committee's energy or more correctly 

that of their Chairman, Uilliam Dallas, continued undiminished - for 

tewards the end of 1824 we find him writing long letters both to the 

Town Council 
(63) 

and to the George Herlot Trust 
(64) 

on the subject of 

the possible purchase (with view to demolition) of the former mansion 

of Bellevue - the Custom House. Aeparently a rumour was prevalent 

that if S5,000 could be raised "... the Lords of the Treasury would 

accept of it and erect a new building in Leith". What had not so long 

before been described as an "elegant mansion" was now disparagingly 

referred to as "a very great deformity to one of the finest streets 

in the City" and "... unquestionably therefore it is desirable that if 

possible it should be removed". Ilk Dallas hoped that the Tonle Council 

would be sympathetic towards this proposal and help bring influence 

to bear on the parliamentary Commissioners then visiting Edinburgh. 

More pertinent however, was the question of financial support and 

not surprisingly: "... It occurs to SOmC of the Gentlemen in this 
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neighbourhood, that the Town Council with their usual liberality will 

give some aid, and that surely the Governors of Heriots Hospital who 

have such an extensive property in that neighbourhood will readily 

contribute to so very material an improvement ". In the event the 

Town Council offered to subscribe a modest 100 guineas and the Heriot 

Trust, £300;(65) although it had been calculated that about £2,000 could 

be raised by the sale of the building materials this still left a very 

substantial sum to be met by the residents themselves. Such support 

was not forthcoming and the plan was subsequently abandoned. The Custom 

House remained standing fur a further 20 years and provided if nothing 

else a degree of shelter and protection to the still young and immature 

garden. In 1823 the Board of Excise and Customs were amalgamated and 

the office of Excise moved to Bellevue House in 1825 following the sale 

of their former premises in St. Andrew Square. from 1841 the house 

became the property of the Commissioners of Excise, and known as the 

Excise Office.(66) 

The Enlaruement of Drummond Place Gardens 

Although the Princes Street proprietors put up a tremendous fight 

to stop the extension of the railway through their pleasure gardens 

and eventually had to concede defeat, in the case of Drummond Place 

the proposal to build a railway line beneath Bel evue House at the 

eastern end was greeted with more cautious approval: hidden from sight 

no problems could be encountered visually and the likelihood of 

irreparable damage to the foundations of the old mansion would provide 

good justification for its removal and a consequent opportunity to 

extend the area of garden. In a series of moves shortly to be described 

the Town Council, in contrast to their previous rather indifferent 

attitude towards the future of Bellevue House, took full initiative 

and the successful outcome was largely due to their involvement and 

skilful negotiations. This positive approach owed much to the then 

Lord Provost - Ad am Black (1784 -1874) who held office between 1843 and 

1948 (fig. 153 a and b). An extremely able and energetic man, he founded 

the successful publishing firm of. A & C Black, was an ardent ;?hig and 

reformer, and in his 70th year elected N for the 'Jity. More important 

in this context however, was the fact that he was a Drummond Place 
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EXCERPT from Minute of the COS[NIITEE á PSOpatE2oas of DsvxxetFa Pants 6aaat14, 

3let March 1823. 

There Wes read to the Meeting certain Regulations which are proposed to be observed by the 

Proprietors of the Garden, The meeting approve thereof, and appoint the same to be printed, 

and a copy to be given to each Proprietor ; and they request that these Regulations may be 

strictly complied with. 

REGULATIONS. 

' In order that the objects for which the great expence has been incurred, in laying out thi4 

tarden, may be secured, the following Regulations shall be observed:- 

1st, Each proprietor or his tenant shall have access to the Garden at all times ; unless where 

the house is Yet as a hotel or lodging house, such hotel,or lodging house, and all other houses of 
a similar description, and `shops, being expressly excluded from access to said Garden, so long as 

they are possessed as such. Board sehoolrforyocng ladies are not -considered as-- lodging 
housgs1And- are.not -excluded. 

.2d, Each proprietor shall be furnished with a key, having Drummond Place, and the number 
Of his house, engraved upon it. 

3d, No person shall lend or transfer his key upon any account ; and when the house is let to a 

tenant, the proprietor or the tenant may have access to the Garden, but the proprietor and tenant 
shall not both have access thereto. 

4th, No proprietor shall be entitled to transfer his key upon 'any account, nor lend it though 
he and his family are out of town. 

5th, No servant shall upon any account be allowed to enter the Garden, except female servants 
having the charge of, and bringing with them the children of persons entitled to have access to 
the Garden, or children residing in the families of such persons.o 1 -' 

6th, Proprietors or members of their families may,occasionally introduce into the.,Garden, but Adam Black 1848 (Crombie,Modern Athenian 

only alongst with themselves, persons who are not proprietors. 

7th, Boys shall not be permitted to introduce into the Garden any of their companions who 
are not sons of proprietors. 

8th, No person shall cut or injure any of the trees, shrubs, or flowers in the Garden; and all 
children shall carefully keep upon the gravel walks and grass. No clothes shall be permitted 
to be washed or dried. No carpets beaten. Nor shall any games be allowed, such as cricket, 
golf; foot ball, bows and arrows, and the like. No persons shall bring in dogs. Birds nests not 
to be robbed, or birds in any other way disturbed or annoyed: 

9th, The Committee of Management shall have power to impose fines, not exceeding ten shil- 
lings, for the infringement of any of the Regulations, which shall be recovered by the Gardener; 
and paid over to the Treasurer, to be applied either towards the expence of the management, or 
otherwise, as the Committee shall appoint. And the Committee shall further be entitled to in. 
list for payment of damages for repairing injuries done to the Garden. 

10th, The heads of families shall be responsible for offences committed by their children or 
servants, and shall be bound to make good all damages done by them, and pay all fines imposed 
on them ; and in the event of any children being convicted of a second offence, it shall be in the 
power of the Committee to exclude them from the Garden for a given time. 

11th, All persons labouring under, or lately recovered from infectious diseases, shall be ex- 
cluded from the Garden until the risk of the infection shall have ceased. The attention of 
parents is particularly requested to this rule, which, it is evident, must be strictly enforced. . 

Besides observing and assisting in en£oveing the foregoing Regulations, heads of families are re- 
quested to attend to the absolute necessity of abstaining themselves at all times from cutting a 
single flower or shrub, or even asking the Gardener to do so, as the practice would immediately 
become general, and would counteract all the pains and expence which have been bestowed upon 
the Garden, and would destroy' every regulation for the ornament end management of it Thu 
Gardener is strictly prohibited from complying with all such requests ; and he is entrusted with 
the carrying of all these Regulations into effect. The heads of each family must consider the 
key to the Garden as under their own charge, and must not allow it to go out of their keeping in 
any way that may admit of a breach of any of these Regulations. It is requested of all the par- 
ties connected with this Garden, if they shall at any time witness any breach of these Regulations, 
that they will give immediate notice thereof to the Gardener. 

It is expecttçl that evert/ person, 075 going into the Garden, will clean their shoes 
on the scrapers at the doors. 

FIGURE 152 : 

Drummond Place garden regulations 1823 
( Belgrave Crescent garden papers) 

NEW TOWN, Drummond Place 
Over £24,000 

Well- maintained top -floor Flat now requiring complete 
modernisation. Attractive outlook, great potential. Hall, 
Ilvingroom, 2 double bedrooms, boxroom, kitchenette, bathroom. 
Access to private gardens available. Zone parking. 

FIGURE 154 : 

The gardens still retain their amenity value 
(Scotsman 24 September 1984) 
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Memorial to Black in the East Princes 

Street gardens erected in 1877 

(Iain Gow) 

FIGURE 153 a & b : 

Adam Black, Lord Provost 



proprietor (from 1` 44 until his death 30 years later he owned 

Number 38)e7) the active -Dart he played along with other residents 

41... in procuring the removal of the Excise Office which stool within 

the gardens of abat square and so effecting angreat improvement in the 

amenity of the ne3 ehbourhool" was remembered at a distance of a 

great many years in the long and detailed obituary appearing in the 

Scotsman 2 days after his death. (63 ) 

But what of this railway line which was ultimately to bring about 

beneficial changes to Drummond 
"' lace gardens and to increase their 

size by nearly one third to 2.70 acres (1 ha). The Edinburgh, Leith 

and Newhaven Railway am: any (the last local railway company in the 

Oity) was set up in 1835 to build a line from Edinburgh to Trinity 

Pier, with a branch to Leith. (69) One year later the necessary Act of 

Parliament was secures for the ventures at that time the estimated 

cost of the scheme was rut at e100,000 and a most optimistic return of 

157 proehesied, Later, it was found that the cost had been seriously 

underestim. *ed and the project languished until 1839 when the control of 

the Company was taken over by narties interestediin Trinity Pier. 

Thereupon a new pct was obtained to build a line in that direction 

somewhat to the west of the route originally authorised. 

The first section of the railway between Canonrnilis Station 

(later known as Scotland Street) and Trinity, a distance of slightly 

more than ."0;, mites (2.4. tern) was opened in 1342. afterwards the 

Edinburgh, Leith and Newhaven decided to extend its line from Trinity 

to Cranton. The necessary powers were obtained in 1844 when the rail- 

way changed its name to Edinburgh, Leith and Cranton: this section of 

line was fully in use by February 1345, and in May of the same year the 

1. mile (2.4 lea) branch to Leith from Warriston junction was completed. 

The final section of the Edinburgh, Leith and Cranton railway was 

opened on 17th May 1847 and linked the temporary terminal at Scotland 

Street to Canal Street Station (now absorbed within waverley Station). 

Although only half a mile (.31 lem) long this part was constructed 

in a turne' on a gradient of 1 in 27 rising towards the city and 
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passing beneath Scotland Street, Drummond Place, Duke Street, 

St Andrew Square and Princes Street: the Scotsman described it as 

"... the most arduous feature hitherto connected with any Scottish 

railway or other public undertaking ".(70) As the locomotives of that 

period were quite incapable of hauling trains up so steep an incline 

they had to be drawn up by cable rope operated by a stationary engine.(71) 

The Scotland Street tunnel as it became known enjoyed but a relatively 

short life: the system upon which it depended proved too cumbersome 

and in 1868 the tunnel was closed when the North British opened a new 

and easier route from Abbeyhill to Leith and Granton. Since then the 

tunnel has been put to occasional use for wagon storage, mushroom 

growing (halted by the uncontrollable spread of a parasitic fungus) and 

as air raid shelter accommodation for railway staff during the Second 

World War. 

The history of the Scotland Street tunnel has now passed into 

obscurity and the tria'.s, negotiations and organisation required to 

launch such a project and to harness the vast army of labour necessary 

to excavate and build the tunnel - all but forgotten. A record of 

the transactions relating to Drummond Place have survived however in 

the Town Council minutes and provides us with a useful account of the 

several moves involved before the old Custom House was finally pulled 

down and the vacated land added to the pleasure gardens. Briefly, the 

events were as follows. Towards the end of June 1844 the Railway 

Company put in an offer to purchase "... the building and premises 

belonging to the Crown in Drummond Place - the Exeise office" for the 

sum of 0,000.(72) This immediately prompted the Town Council to put 

in a rival bid for the same amount with the request that they should 

be given first consideration - as indeed happened. In a time of great 

financial stringency when the City was desperately trying to regain 

control after years of accumulating debt(73) their eagerness to take 

on such a commitment (which years ago they had been more than happy to 

relinquish) might appear a little odd. The reason however, was 

honourable if not laudable and explained by the Lord Provost - Adam Black 

in the letter of acceptance "... we purchase the property for the purpose 
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of preventing nuisance or the disfigurement of that part of the City ": 

hence it was requested that "... the Lords of the Treasury and the 

Commissioners of Excise will convey to the Town Council the powers 

vested in them by the Railway Acts for the protection of the property 

insofar as they can do so ". This assurance was given and in February 

1845 the contract of sale between the Commissioners of Excise and the 

Town Council was signed.(74) 

Soon afterwards the agents of the Edinburgh, Leith and Granton 

Railway Company entered into detailed negotiations with the Town 

Council over their proposal to build a tunnel beneath the Excise Office 

as part of the new railway link between Scotland Street and Canal Street. 

By May 1845 the Treasurers Committee (in whose hands the matter had 

been placed) concluded that the usual practise of paying way -leave 

together with an additional sum for any damage caused was inappropriate 

in view of the likely fall in value of the property. Instead the 

Committee decided to offer the rai way company the opportunity to buy 

the house and land for £5,000 it being conditional that the ground 

surrounding the former Excise Office was to be kept in shrubbery 

"in all time coming ", no extension or additional buildings were to be 

allowed, and right of access to the Drummond Place gardens was to be 

limited only to private families living in the mansion.(75) 

Nothing more is heard about these proposals and it is not until 

several months later in November 1845(76) that the subject of the 

Excise Office resurfaces in the Town Council Minutes. On this occasion 

a minute of a meeting held 3 days earlier "... relative to the removal of 

Bellevue House" was reported in full: present at the meeting convened 

in the City Chambers were Adam Black, Lord Provost, the city Treasurer, 

Mr Alexander Douglas WS Clerk on behalf of the Committee of the city 

creditors, Mr E. Sandford, Chairman and on behalf of the Edinburgh, 

Leith and Granton Railway Company, and Mr John Stodart representing 

the Drummond Place proprietors. Sympathetic support for anything 

connected with the improvement of Drummond Place was well to the fore 

at this gathering: Adam Black's commitment has already been noted 
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and it was usefully complimented by another fellow resident - 

Alexander Douglas. Douglas held several public appointments but more 

pertinently he was closely involved with the West Princes Street 

gardens (Section 2.6) being their long serving Clerk and therefore 

well versed in amenity issues. 

The tenor of this latest meeting indicated that it was the 

culmination of a longer period of deliberation and discussion during 

which time several Drummond Place proprietors had made known their 

interest and concern in any negotiations which might lead to the 

removal of the mansion house and the consequent extension of their 

pleasure garden: a notion not without attraction for the Railway Com- 

pany who cou`d not have wished to be burdened with a large old building 

for which they had no use. Thus "... having deliberately considered 

the expediency of taking down Bellevue House and that the area should 

never again be built upon but thrown into pleasure ground in all time 

coming" the assembled group concentrated on framing a number of resolu- 

tions with this in mind. These were as follows:- that "Bellevue House 

shall be forthwith removed" and the materials to become the property of 

the railway company; the Railway Company to be granted the right to 

carry a tunnel through the present site of Bellevue House; that the 

area of land be given to the Drummond Place proprietors to form part 

of their pleasure garden on condition that it should never be built 

on.(77) The Railway Company were to be responsible for levelling the 

cleared area and for putting it "... into a condition to be taken 

into the pleasure ground ". In order to meet the purchase price it 

was agreed that the Railway Company should pay 0,200, the Drummond Place 

proprietors £1,200, with the Town Council making a not ungenerous 

contribution of £600.(78) 

These terms were accepted by all 3 parties and just over one month 

later the formal proceedings relating to the sale of Bellevue House and 

groundtook place. On 22 December 1845(74) the former Excise Office 

and ground were auctioned in 2 lots: the first being the house was 

bought by Alexander Robertson of Eldin on behalf of the Edinburgh, 
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Leith and Granton Railway Company for the upset price of 0,200, 

and the second being the solum and attached ground - purchased by 

Alexander Douglas and John 3todart on behalf of certain proprietors in 

Drummond Mace at the price upset of E1 200.(80) p price , By the middle of 

February 1846 the money from both the Railway Company and the Drummond 

Place proprietors had been paid,(81) and in March a second feu charter 

for this additional area of garden ground was made out in favour of 

all the proprietors who had subscribed towards the purchase (82) price. 

Five householders chose not to contribute(83) (house numbers 10. 13, 

21, 27 and 42) - which included 2 out of the 3 (Nos. 10 and 42) who 

had not been party to the first garden charter of 1822. This means 

that 6 houses in Drummond :lace (by the terns of the 2 feu charters) 

have rights to only part of the central garden area: an anomaly which 

.subsequently has been ignored. Only the 3 houses omitted from the 

first garden charter remain without rights or obligations although one 

of these (No. 36) could in fact claim a partial right under the later 

charter.(84) 

Some time during the early part of April 1846 Bellevue house, the once 

elegant mansion of General Scott and local landmark disappeared under 

the hands of the demolishers. By the end of the month the Scotsman 

newspaper noted that work was by then underway on the section of tunnel 

u... on the site of the late Custom House" by which time a complete 

junction had been formed between "shaft number 3 at the top of Dublin 

Street and shaft number 4 lower down, the tunnel being finished 

betwixt these two points.11(86) Very likely the masonry from the old 

house was reused in the fine stonework at the Scotland Street entrance; 

Captain Coddrington, Inspector of railways who examined the tunnel prior 

to its opening expressed great satisfaction at "the substantial nature 

and elegance of the masonry "($6) The Railway Company had been allowed 

6 months from the 2nd January 1846 to level and put the ground in good 

order before handing it over - so that by June the extra area of 

garden finally came into possession of the Drummond Place proprietors. 

The aiti ddonal area of Gardent Layout and Design 

We know from the description in Storers "Views of Edinburgh" that 
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the ground surrounding the Custom House had been attractively kept in 

grass and shrubbery so that once the Railway Company had levelled and 

made good the site occupied by the mansion the task of uniting the 

new area of garden with the old would have been reasonably straight- 

forward. The shrubbery and tree planting had been concentrated around 

the perimeter and was therefore useful to retain for screen and shelter 

purposes. One slight change seems to have been made at the crescent 

shaped end where the small indentations on the north and south sides 

were removed and roundel off (fig. 151e). 

To a large extent the design of the new area was determined by 

the layout of the existing garden - just as this in its turn had been 

influenced by the presence of the Custom House. Thus the outer foot- 

path was simply extended right round the garden and a new entry formed 

at the centre of the eastern aide: the pathway which had followed the 

former eastern boundary now became a link between the north and south 

sides. The addition of new ground did however, throw a little out of 

balance what had previously been its central focus - the shrubbery 

and trees with surrounding oval walk and access paths to each of the 

gates (refer fig. 151d); the planting in this area was by now well 

established,(87) and there would have been an understandable reluctance 

to tamper with it. Consequently it was left unaltered and by way of 

corensation a second but more minor feature was created at the eastern 

end. This consisted of a rhododendron plot enclosed by a railing and 

circular path which on the east and west sides continued in a straight 

line to join with the other walks in the garden (fig. 151e). As 

experience later proved the garden became in fact over-supplied with 

pathways and these tended to divide the ground up into too many small 

compartments. 

The Gardens since 1846 

The next 30 years passed uneventfully and during this time the 

garden was well cared for by a most competent gardener - Thomas Finlay: 

he had been "highly recommended" to the post in 1856 by James McNab, 

Curator of the Botanic Gardens and went on to give 23 years conscientious 
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a. East end from London Street 

c. Grassed area with outer footpath, western end 
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service.(88) Apart from this one instance McNab does not appear to 

have been involved with the Drummond Place gardens which makes it one 

of the few major New Town gardens not to have benefited from his 

advice. After Finlay's departure in 1879 the garden seems to have 

declihe.cl particularly during the late 1880s and 1890s when the gardener 

in charge - William Orr by name -failed to maintain his predecessor's 

high standards: he had in fact succeeded his brother John, a former 

gardener in the `' rinces Street gardens but his personal problems proved 

too great and in 1895 he was dismissed on account of his "intemperate 

habits, persistant inattentions and idleness ".(8') His term of 

employment had in fact corresponded with a busy period when tennis play 

replaced croquet as the most popular pastime - continuing as such 

until the late 1 2ós.(90) The gardener's lack of attention seems to 

have been matched by general apathy amongst the proprietors: the 

minute book records that for several suceessive years the annual 

general meeting had to be abandoned either because only 1 or 2 residents 

attended or as on a number of occasions none at all. 

The appointment in 1896 of William Wilson an "active and capable" 

young gardener at "one pound a week" halted further deterioration, and 

more importantly helped stimulate a fresh interest in the garden. 

Wilson devoted the rest of his working life to its care and is still 

remembered by some of the older residents as "Gaddy " - the man under 

whose kindly but watchful eye generations of children had played. 

By the end of the nineteenth century many of the trees and shrubs 

had reached maturity and were requiring attention. Some new tree 

panting was carried out in 1897 to coincide with Queen Victoria's 

diamond jubilee,(91) and the following year a privet hedge was planted 

alongside the railings at the western end - partly to increase shelter 

but also to prevent paper being blown into the gardens.'92) A year 

later many of the old and "unsightly" hawthorn trees were removed around 

the perimeter and some new shrub planting carried out in their place.(93) 

As the trees became taller and the shrubs older and more spindly 

the garden suffered increasingly from the draughts and through winds 
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Further views of Drummond Place gardens 
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which cut across most noticeably in an east to west direction (if 

nothing else the Custom House had provided a good buffer while it 

stood). During the early years of the twentieth century the Committee 

were much occupied with this problem and took professional advice on 

how to achieve better shelter in the garden particularly within the 

"central" roundel. First to be consulted (in 1901) was Mr MacKenzie - 

attached to the seed and nursery firm of Thomas Methven and 3ons.(94) 

His suggestions were essentially practical and not without merit: he 

recommended the removal of 11 or 12 trees around the central shrubbery 

be t which were interfering with the healthy, vigorous growth of the 

shrubs, and increasing the width of the beds at the east and west ends. 

The beds were to be replanted with strong wind resisting shrubs both 

evergreen and deciduous. He also recommended the removal of the tool 

shed and yard, and the resurfacing of the central area with ash or 

gravel on which seats and rustic tables could be arranged.(95) Eighty 

years on the clutter of sheds, yard and crude palisading continue to 

blemish what was originally designed as a wholly ornamental space - 

the unrestrained growth of a shelter or summer house added at a later 

date for the benefit of the proprietors. MacKenzie's advice however, 

was ignored. The Committee baulked at the idea of spending £60 on 

reconstructing the roundel and had equal misgivings at the prospect of 

removing so many trees. 

With little respite from the chilling east winds the Committee 

sought further advice and in 1912 they approached Mr McHattie, head 

gardener to the Town Council.(96) He suggested as a means of providing 

improved protection within the roundel changes to the shrub beds on 

the east and west sides by remaking them into crescent shaped mounds 

planted with evergxeens.(47) McHattie's advice proved acceptable 

and during the following winter months the new raised beds were formed. 

In January 1913 an extra 12 loads of soil was ordered "with a view to 

extending the mounds" as the Committee felt that what they saw was 

"hardly large enough ".(98) The work was undertaken by the 0sbourne 

Nursery in Corstorphine Road who had submitted the keenest estimate 

at £45: 
(9 9) 

they appear to have been a thriving nursery firm who were 

also res;:onsible for many years for the upkeep of 2 pleasure gardens at 
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the west end of 

To complete the 

placed in front 

into a shelter, 

the New Town - Douglas Crescent and Magdala Crescent.(100) 

central area two additional seats were purchased and 

of the newly created mounds, the tool shed was converted 

and fresh gravel was laid down. 

Later in the same year attention was focussed on the rest of the 

garden: several old trees were removed and 12 new ones planted in 

their place: the circular rhododendron plot at the eastern end was 

thinned and replanted and the now somewhat dilapidated railing around 

it removed.(101) While the garden benefited from this period of 

improvement and increased care the attempts to reduce the draughts and 

cross winds were not entirely successful and subsequent minutes refer 

to this continuing problem.(102) Over the years the 2 raised crescent 

shaped beds have gradually shrunk to insignificance and in place of 

a thick barrier of shrub planting the plots have taken on the 

character of an herbaceous border - stocked with a variety of small 

shrubs, rose trees, and decorative plants and providing little in the 

way of protective shelter. Something of the original boldness of this 

area has in consequence been lost. 

No other substantial changes have been made to the gardens until 

recent years when an active committee (one of whose members was a 

landscape designer) drew up revised plans more appropriate to present 

day needs, while taking into consideration the alterations already 

made following the Second World War.(103) During the war years the 

western end of the garden had accommodated a static water tank (fig. 18), 

and the railings - apart from those at the tank end had all been 

removed. Afterwards, when the garden was reinstated, the western side 

was levelled and grassed over and the central footpath never reformed. 

The large area of grass thus made available proved popular for young 

children's play and in 1961 the Committee with the assent of the 

proprietors decided to extend this principte to the rest of the garden. 

As a result all the remaining footpaths save for the outer one were 

obliterated, and the rhododendron plot at the centre of the eastern end 

removed and a new bed formed on the north east side close to the foot - 

path.(104) (fig. 151g). This simpler yet attractive combination of 
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continuous grass and trees provides a feeling of greater spaciousness, 

allows for easier maintenance and helps disguise the unevenness of the 

ground at the eastern end caused by subsidence - the result of the 

tunnel beneath.(145) With improvements to the interior complete the 

Committee next turned their attention to having the wire mesh fencing 

(a temporary expedient after the last war) replaced by a more perma- 

nent and attractive iron railing. This move gained the support of the 

proprietors and in 1965 a new railing - designed by one of the 

residents(106) was erected at a cost of x1,800.(107) 

Today the garden contains over 80 trees and has some of the finest 

Ash trees in Edinburgh - these being particularly suited to the garden - 

preferring alkaline soils and allowing plenty of light through their 

canopies. Small numbers of beech, sycamore, gean, elm and other 

species make up the balance of the tree population. A number of these 

however, are now passed their maturity and the garden Committee has 

wisely committed itself to a longer term replacement programme together 

with other planting improvements under the guidance of a landscape 

consultant.(108) (For general views of the garden refer figs. 155, 

156 and 157). 

Management, Use of Gardens and other matters 

Only in fairly recent years have the proprietors in Druiufiond Place 

taken a more direct interest in the running of their garden, and for 

most of its life the management side has been left entirely to a few 

dedicated residents serving on the Committee - often for long numbers 

of years. The poor attendance at AGM's (held on many occasions in the 

nineteenth century at Dowell and Lyons, 18 Qeorge Street) has already 

been referred to so it is encouraging to find that these are now 

better supported.(109) Oxvmmond Place has always been a popular place 

to live and has more successfully retained its residential character 

than certain other areas in the New Town.(110) Some of its distinguished 

residents have in fact served on the Management Committee - for example, 

John t4enry Lorimer R.S.A., artist and portrait painter(111) and 

brother of Sir Robert Lorimer, Architect, and Colonel F. M. Bailey who 
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'pas responsible for introducing the blue poppy from Tibet which now 

bears his name.(112) 

Few problems have ever been encountered in the running of the 

gardens and if on occasion the Couafdttee has been criticised for its 

somewhat oligarchical behaviour this at least has provided a catalyst 

for greater involvement by the rest of the proprietors. Neither has 

the garden faced any major financial problems although differences 

over financial matters have occasionall. arisen.(113) occasionally One matter to 

arouse occasional conflict has concerned the admission of outsiders 

on payment of an annual due. The feu charter made allowances for this 

provided two -thirds of the proprietors were in agreement: in practice 

it has been left mostly to the discretion of the Committee after 

receiving general approval at an AGM. The granting of admission 

"to any respectable applicants (114) y re proved a useful source of income 

and a minute of 1868 noted that "... since 1857 the assessment on 

proprietors has been reduced by nearly one -third in consequence chiefly 

due of the revenue derived from the admission of non proprietors ".(115) 

But because the garden has tended to be well used by its own pro- 

prietors (and the number of households has increased over the years) 

not all have been equally welcoming about letting others in (particu- 

larly as many of the key renters tended to he dog owners). In consequence 

no consistent policy has ever been adopted and at different times 

outsiders have been banned altogether, allowed in without limit, or 

else restricted to a certain number.(116) 

Drummond ?'lace is the only garden for which we have information 

from the residents themse'ves. In a study based on the provision and 

design of shared local open space in housing, carried out by the 

Architecture 2esearch Unit, Edinburgh University in 1971 -72(117) 

Drummond ''lace was selected as one of the early examples of such 

space. The results based on a 50% random sample of all the dwe língs 

showed that satisfaction with the garden ran very high indeed and that 

its particular advantages were seen as providing an attractive open 

outlook and as a safe place for young children's play. Drummond Place 

at this date was occupied mostly by smaller households (3 or less in 

the family) and drawn from the older age groups (only 28% of the 
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households interviewed had one or more person aged under 16 in the 

family - a situation in complete contrast to former days). 

Recollections of the gardens alive with youngsters still lingers 

in the minds of some of the older inhabitants. Grace Milne Rae for 

example, daughter of the Reverend Milne Rae whose family moved to 

Drummond Place in 1892 described to the writer how she remembered 

looking across to the gardens and seeing "young ladiest° playing 

tennis there.(118) So popular waa the game that an extra court was 

marked out, and finally a third one. Children and babies were taken 

into the gardens by their nannies (although few wore uniform) and 

this reflects one of the greatest changes to have taken place for 

mothers (except maybe at weekends) rarely accompanied their children. 

The Raes were friendly with the Henderson and White families who lived 

close by and while the Henderson children perhaps felt some obliga- 

tion to keep within the bounds of law (their father was appointed 

Secretary to the garden Committee in 1909)(119 ) the Whites were 

obviously under no such restraints. Their exuberant and dare devil 

behaviour still remains vivid in the mind of this old lady who recounted 

how on one occasion one of the White boys was caught at the top of a 

tree singing:- "Drunk, drunk, drunk, I'm as drunk as a lord" and on 

another how Freda White (later authoress of several travel books) in 

retaliation to being forbidden to climb trees organised a revolt 

amongst her girl friends - all of whom climbed up trees in protest. 

The gardeners patience must have been sorely tried. 
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3.7 RQYAL CIRCUS GARDENS 

"...Ann our nurse had led us by way of Queen Street gardens and 
Heriot Row down to the, to us unknown regions of Royal Circus. 
It was May and in the Circus gardens, facing the crescent of tall 
grey houses, the trees were fresh with the green of spring, `ilacs 
scented the air, and laburnums gleamed ". Eleanor Sillar, c 1878. (1) 

To Eleanor Sillar reminiscing about her Edinburgh school days in 

the late 18708 the image of Royal Circus whi heershe was led to 

Madame Kunz's school 
(2) 

centred almost wholly on the gardens: recalled 

vividly to mind by the texture, colour and scent of mid spring days. 

A warm and inviting scene to a small girl in contrast to the more 

austere "tall grey houses" beyond. Her reactions are interesting 

because they draw attention, even if unwittingly to the importance of 

the gardens in this particular development. 

When Royal Circus was under construction in 1821 some highly 

critical comments appeared in the Scotsman (fig. 160) focussed largely 

on the apparent inadequacy of the layout to compensate for the marked 

changes of level within the site. Hence in the writer's estimation 

the north side was "... 30 ouch sunk and disjoined" from the southern 

section as to give it a "... distorted and disagreeable appearance to 

the general surface of the ground" becoming consequently }s... a most 

glaring defect ". Most people today would be puzzled by such a reaction 

and would find it hard to credit Royal Circus with the reputation of 

being "... a monstrous deformity "; indeed it is now spoken of in terms 

of some awe as "Edinburgh New Town's most elegant crescent (fig. 164) ... 

"this superb Craigleith stone development" exhibiting "very fine and 

slain detailing 
"(3) 

- an early example in fact of the skill and 

sensitivity of the designer - Henry Playfair. 

The identity of the architect was plainly unknown to the Scotsman 

critic otherwise his remarks might have been less disparaging. 

elayfair's reputation following his success at winning first prize in 

the competition for the completion of Robert Adam's university 

building (1816), together with his highly acclaimed and "splendid 

plans "(4) for the layout of a new town between Edinburgh and Leith (1819) 
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was gaining strength, and he was already regarded as a talented, 

extremely hardworking and dedicated young man. However, the writer 

was not simpy venting idle spleen: he was judging Royal Circus at 

its barest and the "defects" in their most accentuated form. He was 

without the advantage of seeing the Circus set against a mass to tall 

trees and foliage both of the central gardens and to those on the 

east and west sides. The gardens have proved a successful means of 

Basking the steep downward slope of the ground besides providing a 

degree of unity between the north and south sides which would otherwise 

have been absent. In contrast, the earlier circus at :bath on which the 

idea for lloyal Circus was probably based was designed with a hard paved 

interior.(5) 

Uhatever the inspiration behind Royal Circus it is clear that 

the adoption of this form of layout owed much to ex Lord Provost 

David 3teuart - that energetic and cultured citizen whose influence and 

involvement with the development of the second New Town has already 

been described in some detail (Section 3.1). It was on his initiative 

that the idea for including a circus at the middle of George Street 

was revived in 1781(' (Craig it will be remembered had also tried to 

promote this modification in 1774 (refer figs. 30 and 31) ). Apart 

from being fashionable and ornamental. Steuart reasoned that such a 

central position would prove to be au extremely attractive feuing 

proposition particularly for those still in search of prestigeous 

sites for public buildings (fig. 158b). But although the proposal made 

some headway (a public meeting was called,(7) the Town Council agreed 

to advertise for suitable plans with a reward of 5 guineas for the 

best, (8) and a map was produced b Y Ainslie- incorporating the "intended 

circus" (fig. 158a) the impetus seems to have dwindled and come to 

naught.() The notion of a circus was not entirely dead however, and 

reappeared 10 years later when draft pans were drawn u: by William 3ibbald 

on behalf of iteuart for the ieve opment of Edinburgh's second New Town 

on land to the north of Queen Street a eortion of which was owned by 

him. A$ discussed earlier this plan (refer fig. 113) contained two 

distinctive features - a large square at the eastern end, and a circus 

at the western end M the latter practically identical to the one shown 
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FIGURE 158 a & b : 

Earlier proposals for a circus in the new town 
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a. Ainslie's plan 01781 showing a circus at the centre 

of George Street (from Simpson, Edinburgh displayed) 

C I R C U S ¡f. 
IN THE PLAN OF BUILDINGS 1['iTFIIN THF. i(/ ROYALTY OF EDINBURGH. 
PROPOSALS were this day made by the Lord Provo(t to a General Meeting of the Fetters for making a Variation in the Plan of idle uu logs wtthin'she Extended Royalty of this City, which would nut only be ornamental, but a great inducement to the Public to creel Build- ings there. His L.ordfhip's propofition was, That a CIRCUS (null be introduced in the Plan in Gcorge- Street, in that part of it where it is'interfeeled from north to fouth by Frederick -Street, being the centeo -- _Eoint between the two ((pares in which arty future public buildings that might be ercced within the Extended Royalty would probably be fitu- ated. 
The feuers who were prefent at this meeting UnanimotAy approved of the propofed variation ; but In order that this me:tfure may be noti- fied-to all others eoncerned, and that, if they foe caufc for it, they may timeoufly lodge their objecfions to it with tire, the meeting authorife me to publifl this their refolution in all the Edinburgh news -papers, and in the London Gazette ; and adjourned the further conftdrration of the martér till their General Meeting, to he held here on Saturday the 16th of June next, at Prince's Street Coffee- boufe, at one o'clock afternoon : -Of which all concerned arc hereby regnefled to rak mire. 

Edinburg/I,,b. t9, 178 t. T. .. t. D L -USON. 

b. Notice of intended circus at centre of George Street 
(EEC 11,18 & 25 April 1781) 

ncr' 
- . 

PLANS FOR THE CIRCUS, Sc. 

(Front a Currespowdnrt.) 
7nour last we noticed the celerity with which nrchirect.irnl works 

are undertaken and executed in this city ; and in particular the rapi. 
dity with which the very expensive buildings in the Royal Circus 
have In eo proceeded in. Rut while the spirit and enterprise.of the 
individual builders have been so conspicuous in the erection of such 
substantial, elegant, and apparently well -arranged houses internally, 
it is to be deplored that the original proprietors of the ground. and 
those charged with the general arrangement of the plan, should not 
have been better qualified to direct such an operation. The ditfe- 
Fence of level in the.scvenl pans of the Circus, by which the Mirth 
side is so much stink and disjoined from the south portion of ir. and 
the distorted and disagreeable appearance thereby given to the .ene 
ral surface of the ground, is a most glaring defect 

We are led to join in the opinion so generally capressed on this 
point, nrid to remark on it from lately heaving seen a lithographic 
sketch of the Circus. which clearly points out how easily the eefects 
might have been avoided ; and while the beauty of the place was 
consulted, how greatly both the Value of the houses composing it and 
the surrounding property would have been enhanced, by the superio- 
rity of access 

O - 

The evil has gone ton far. and is evidently, now unalterable ; but 
although the errors and defects are so conspicuous, and the remedy 
impracticable. yet it is atilt possible to make that which is lid still 
viorse; and we cannot but suggest to the individual builders and 
proprietors to weigh well the proposal now made toihem, for plae- 
tng n church on n level platform, at it were. at the vest end of 
the Circus. Such an embankment and erection. if carried into ex- 
ecution ar proposed, it is evident. as matters now stand. must tend 
still further to distort in appearance. and destroy aft canner -lion be- 
tween the parts of the Circus, and .till have the 'erect of sinking ap- 
Isarently the north side still further from the surface. level. 

It appears to its that the only mode in which the place can now be 
1 i.hed, instead of emb.tnktng up to betel the bottom of India 
tìttset for the sire of a church, is to continue the slope of that street 
tilt it joins the Stockbridge road, and thus at least show same kind of 
connection between the two wings of the Drees. We do not mean 
to say that finisfiung h in this way will remove ur even betterthe pre. 
sent monstrous deforirsity of the plate, but only throw it oast fir the 
'consideration of the proprietors. who are materially interested in the 
question. Whether by raisin an embankment and terming by that 392 means a high level platform' it Che site of a church at the west end 
of the Circus. would not cr atlyi increase the getxrrl deformity, and 
thereby tend to deteriorate the adjoining property still further. 

ADVERTISER, 1819. 
BUILDING AREAS TO BE FEt7ED. To be FEVen by public roup, within the Council Chamber of the etty of Edinburgh, upon the llkit day et January II:SO, at otte o'clock afternoon, r NUN i N bellowing AREAS, in the Extended 
Royalty ache City nr 1 :1)IN BUM t.H, !whinging tittle IMet :mtrsnf G(:.rite llrtint's hospital, Irnntinf- the Streets idler- nwuti,,isci , and ',hunted between Howe Street and Stnckhridt;y, via. 

I.-The Whole All1:AS fronting the ('ircus, at the West end of GREAT KING STREET, consisting of upwards of 11.419 feet. 
I1. -The Corner STANCES at the M'est end of GREAT KING STREET. 
III. -The AREAS fronting ST. VINCENT'S STREET. 
IV. -The AREAS West of the Circus, at the bot- tom of INl)lA STREET, excepting the Area marked out for a public building. 
V. -About 2111) Feet on each side of INDIA STREET. 
These grounds were comprehended and delineated upon the general ground plan fur buildings north of Queen Street, but an improvement has been made upon part of the grounds now to be feued. 
The ground plan, as now improved, and elevations 

for the buildings fronting tie Cirota, will be seen at the 
Office nt Mr. J)r:xtwt.r, Treasurer to fleriot's Dos - pital, lliln's Square; and the articles and conditions of 
coup will be seen in the hands ut' ME ItIncnrreitte, 
No. 4, Bank Street ; and for farther information, in- 
tending offerers may either apply to Mr. Dertuotat or 
111r. :l face twilit:. tir- T :tonna BONN.vt, the 
IIo- pital's Superintendant, will point out the stances to 
be feued. 

Edinbureh.8th Dee. 1919. 

FIGURE 159 : 

Advertisement for the fe'sing of land in Royal Circus: 
note reference to site for a public building (a church) 
and to the imporved plan 

FIGURE 160 : 

Newspaper comment about the building of Royal Circus 
(Scotsman 10 November 1821) 



on Ainslie's map for George Street, being divided into 4 segments by 

cross roads. At the centre of the circus an ornamental basin or pool 

of water is shown - an idea favoured by Sibbald and one he considered 

possible, a little later for Charlotte Square (Section 2.3). 

Steuart's and Sibbald's plan was as we know superseded by others - 

as a result of the Town Councils involvement following their purchase 

of the lands of Bellevue: in all the subsequent changes however - 

right through to the final modifications made out in 1902 by the 

architect Robert Reid the idea of a circus for the western end remained 

intact - although moved further over to the north west. By then, the 

4 segments had also been replaced by 2 continuous semi circular crescents 

with straight ends to the north and south, and having an enlarged entry 

on the east and west sides: the latter space being reserved for a 

church, and with an enclosed circular area (but no longer identified as 

a basin) in the middle. (fig. 117) 

This 1802 layout, now more commonly referred to as "Reid and 

Sibbald's plan's became the blue print for the second New Town, and all 

3 parties concerned - the George Heriot Trust (feu superiors of the 

greater part - including the Circus), the Town Council, and the owners 

of David Steuart's former feu bound themselves by contract to keep to 

it unless specific and official approval was sought for any later 

deviation found necessary. The area destined for a circus was the last 

major part to be put up for feuing: it was also the only section to 

experience quite substantial a.terations to the ground plan including 

the arrangement of the central ornamental space. 'Aat were these changes, 

and why did they occur? If we look carefully at the 1802 design it 

becomes apparent that the road system between the western end and 

surrounding areas, particularly Stockbridge had by no means been satis- 

factorily resolved. India Street appears destined to be continued as 

the main thoroughfare northwards with access to the circus being limited 

to 2 narrow streets positioned on either side of the proposed church. 

Seemingly aware that some modifications would at some time be necessary 

the Heriot Trust had at a later stage acquired a further area of land to 

the west of the circus in the direction of Stockbridge known as 

"Spring Gardens". (10) 
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Nothing was lone however, until the beginning of 1P19 when the Trust 

began to seriously consider the expediency of feuing the whole of the 

circus area: approaches having already been made by certain builders 

eager for other prestigeous sites now that Great King Street, and 

Drummond lace were nearing completion. (11 Thomas Bonner, the Trust's 

Superintendent of ':'orks was consequently asked to draw uç a supplementary 

plan showing hoer the property of Spring Gardens might link with the 

1402 layout: towards the end of January 1819 the revised ground plan was 

submitted to the Middle District Road Trustees "... for liberty to 

alter the present Line of road from Howe Street to Stockbridge to suit 

these ground plans ". :?hat still remained of the old road to Stockbridge 

from the south side (including the cluster of adjoining cottages and 

farm house) can be clearly seen in Kirkwood's plan and elevation of 

1819 - cutting almost diagonally across the intended circus. It was an 

old and established route which the designers of the various ground 

plans had chosen to ignore (fig. 162h). 

''hen the Road. Trustees met in March 1819 to consider these revised 

plans their reaction - recorded in a terse set of minutes forwarded 

to the leriat Trust was highly critical.(12) The proposed new line of 

road was described as "very objectionable" due to the number of awkward 

turns and because of the narrowness of the streets to the north: the 

junction of Howe Street and entry to the circus on the east side was 

also considered clumsy with a steep fall to the north, "... as woul_..l not 

only appear extremely unhandsome but would even be dangerous to the 

traveller". The Heriot Trust were asked to revise their p' ans and in 

particular to see if the road entering the circus could be aligned - 

"... more to the south by turning off nearly immediately to the north of 

the buildings already erected in Howe Street, from where the line of the 

road would naturally continue round the south side of the circus until it 

reaches the north west corner where turning to the west it would pursue 

a straight line to Stockbridge ...11. Their recommendations followed in 

fact a very similar route to the existing road already referred to. 

without this setback Royal Circus would in a'l likelihood have proceeded 
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on the basis of the 1P02 grouted plan and with the overall res -onsibi lity 

for the building design work in the hands of Thomas LLonnar or his 

successor Thomas Brown - rather as happened in the case of the lleriot 

Trust's smaller developments, for example AthoilCrescent and Bellevue Place. 

They chose instead to seek additional professional help, and the small 

Committee set ue to deliberate further was given power. - "... to take 

the opinion of Tyr "layfair or any other architect of eminence ".(13) In 

such a matter as reassessing the road system William Playfair was an 

obvious first choice: he was at this time and had been for the previous 

12 months engaged in the detailed planning of a "third" New Town to the 
north of Calton Hi]1. Much of this land, belonged to the Heriot Trust 

and their representatives on the joint Committee 
l,14) 

for feuing the land 

would already have been familiar with "'layfair's thoroughness of approach 

and design ability. One of the first tasks in fact that layfair had 

been concerned with in the Calton Hill development was to give advice 

on the most appropriate level to adopt for the new London Road: so there 

was no doubt of his competence to handle such technical. 
details.(15) 

During the following weeks P- ayfair produced at least 2 possible 

sketch rians for a revised layout of the circus (figs. 161a and b) each 

of which attempted to resolve the best route for a road through it while 

taking into account the still current proposal to build a church at the 

western end. Both factors strongly influenced the way the plans were 

gradually modified in particular the change from a straight to an 

oblique angled end to each side of the 2 crescents, and the division of 

the central open space into 2 crescent shaped gardens separated by a 

gently curving road through the middle. The main portico of the church 

had originally been intended to face the circus thus providing a focal 

point along the east to west axis of the second New Town. Playfair toyed 

with the idea of moving the church slightly westwards to allow it to 

also become an imposing feature at the head of India street. Both sketch 

glans left small areas of residual open space, particularly at the 

eastern end of the circus which are shown as the site for some sculptured 

monìnnent or obelisk in ling with the main opening to the church. 

These draft plans must have formed the basis of informal discussion 
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18 January 1820 showing 2 large open spaces on the 
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FIGURE 161 a - c : 

Various plans by William Playfair for a revised layout 
of Royal Circus 
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between Mayfair and the appointed sub Committee, and by the end of 

July 1819 after other revisions had been made a sketch "9.. showing how 

that part of the plan could be executed without interfering with the 

present road" was ?resented to a full meeting of governors.(16) They in 

turn directed that the plan be submitted to. the Lord President of the 

Court of Session and the Lord Chief Baron of the Exchequer - who were 

both required to authorise any changes to the 1802 layout.(17) This 

r,rocedure took time but by the end of the year the sub Committee's 

Chairman was able to report that the proposed alterations had received 

official approval. Without further delay the governors "... authorised 

that part of the ground ... to be feued out agreeably to said alteration ... 

and appoint Mr "Mayfair architect, to make a clean copy ... and directed 

him also to make out levels and elevations for the Buildings situated 

to the different streets and circus ... "(15) It was also recommended 

that Mr 'Mayfair's advice should be sought ".. , as to the propriety of 

erecting a bridge across the Turnpike road" - presumably to allow easier 

and safer pedestrian access over what was to become a fairly busy traffic 

route.(19) 

iayfair worked rapidly on his assignment, and on the last day of 

the year notices appeared in the Edinburgh newspapers announcing the 

imminent sale of building land in the circus area (by public roup in the 

Council Chambers on 18th January 1820) together with reference to the 

"improved flan "(20) (fig. 159). Compared to ;'iayfair's earlier draft 

proposals the plan finally adopted (fig. 151c) varied little as far as the 

circus itself was concerned but the idea of making the church into a 

more imposing feature was not developed further. Instead a more limited 

portion of land was left vacant between the bayed openings to the 

crescents matched by a similar void space at the eastern end (a larger 

scale ground plan by 7layfair, identical to the feuing plan does however, 

show these two areas as green enclosed s>aces),,(21) The feuing plan 

itself gave no indication what these spaces were destined for and this 

element of ambiguity while understandable at the time eras to prove 

something of a handicap in the long term. It had no immediate effect 

however, on the successful feuing of the ground: when the circular 

part of the circus was publicly auctioned in the middle of January 1320 
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all the lots were bought by various builders(22) w,ho on average paid a 

higher price for ground on the north side.(23) The Heriot Trust must have 

felt pleased with these results particularly as "... several other 

offers for parts of the ground not feued at the roue" were made at the 

same time. 

The setting up of the Central garden area 

One of the conditions of sale (later repeated in the different feu 

charters)(24) stipulated that owners of areas "... upon the circular 

part of the plan" were "... bound to enclose the areas in the circus with 

parapet and retaining walls and iron railings in a suitable and handsome 

manner according to drawings and directions to be given and furnished 

for executing the same by Mr Playfair whom failing him by any other 

person to be named by the said hospital: and the said proprietors shall 

have the exclusive privilege of using the same as ornamenta- pleasure 

grounds ". The cost of upkeep being made the responsibility of these same 

proprietors. 

Compared to the conditions under which other contemporary pleasure 

gardens were established (eg Drummond Place, the Central and West Queen 

Street gardens) these were the shortest, surpassing even those governing 

St Andrew Square and Charlotte Square gardens (already noted for their 

brevity). The Heriot Trust had never before been directly involved in 

promoting a communal pleasure garden, and provided that certain standards 

were met their main concern seems to have been centred on transferring 

unequivocally all responsibility onto the proprietors, shoulders. As the 

2 crescents only contained some 26 whole houses the Trust probably 

rightly assumed that detailed matters of administration could best be left 

to evolve on a more informal basis. Fortunately ho ever, the uniform 

creation and develoment of the 2 main central gardens (each consisting 

of just under one acre (0.4 ha)) was guaranteed by making them over as 

one common area for the equal use of all the householders whose windows 

faced directly on to them. Only since the reconstruction of the gardens 

after the Second World War have the two sides separated and now function 

quite independently of each other. 
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Most of the houses in Royal Circus became occupied between 1821 

and 1823 the new development proving a popular place in which to live - 

attracting several legal gentlemen as well as those from other peofessional 

backgrounds and one or two of the aristocracy. What makes Royal Circus 

a little unusual however, is the fact that the central garden area 

appears to have been laid out well before all the building work was 

completed: it is shown thus in all the various maps and plans of 

Edinburgh from 1821 onwards, and therefore precedes the central and 

western gardens in Queen Street and also those in Drummond 

What then is known about the making of these gardens? Unfortunately 

not a great deal. As with many of the smaller pleasure gardens little 

survives in the way of formal records and the only minute book to be 

traced - and that very incomplete - is one dating from 1893.(25) From 

such fragments of information that do exist it would seem that much 

of the initiative for setting up the gardens came from one of the first 

residents - Alexander Wood of Woodcote (17gs -1864) an Advocate who had 

moved from Charlotte Square to 1 Royal Circus: for several years he 

served as sheriff of Kirkcudbright, becoming Dean of the Faculty in 

1841, and raised to the title of Lord Wood one year later,(26) Besides 

being first Convener or Chairman of the Central garden area it was on 

his initiative that an approach was made to the George Heriot Trust with 

a request "... to enclose the ground in front of the bayed openings at 

the east and west entrances into Royal Circus agreeably to a plan 

pro uced ".(27) More will be said about this shortly, but Wood's letter 

to the Trust (dated 26 December 1821) indicates that the central garden 

area had by this time been completed. 

The 2 centrai spaces were designed in a similar and complimentary 

manner; each had an outer belt of tree and shrub planting with a continu- 

ous gravel path running alongside, while the rest was grass sown and 

planted with various specimen trees. Access to the gardens was by a 

gated opening at the centre of each crescent (fig. 162c). It was a 

simple and straightforward layout in keeping with the fairly limited space 

available and broadly on the lines suggested in Playfair's ground plan. 

The work involved was easily within the competence of a good nurseryman 
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cum gardener, and most likely was carried out by Richard Walker who a 

little later successfully contracted for the making of the Central and 

West Queen Street gardens (Section 3.4 and 5). We certainly know that 

he was responsible for the upkeep of the gardens for in 1823 when 

soliciting the Management Committee of the West Queen Street gardens 

for their maintenance he quoted as referees - Alexander Wood, Circus, and 

William Dallas, Drummond Place "... as I have charge of these places 
"(28) 

The planting seems to have established itself reasonably quickly - as 

can be seen from Lizar's engraving of 1825 (fig. 163), and also Shepherd's 

drawing (c. 1829) - the latter showing a thriving garden area with the 

poplar trees already attaining a substantial height (fig. 165) 

The Central Gardens since Formation 

Little is known about the subsequent history of the Royal Circus 

gardens until the 1860s when James McNab, Curator of the Royal Botanic 

gardens in Edinburgh wrote a number of articles on "The town trees of 

Edinburgh" including one (the 12th in the series - published in March 1868) 

about these particular gardens.(29) Prior to this however, the first 

large scale ordinance survey sheets of 1853 showed that by the middle 

of the last century the 2 portions of garden had become more ornate in 

style; a further curved footpath had been added across both centres whicla 

gently looped around a new shrub bed. Each garden had also acquired a 

tool shed - discreetly hidden amongst the shrubbery at the western 

end (fig. 162g). 

McNab's article provides a useful commentary on the state of the 

gardens as they approached maturity. True to form his criticism while 

tactfully phrased was not lacking bite and indeed his opening remarks 

were designed to rouse an apparently lethargic Management Committee 

back into action:- 

"At the present time when so much is being done for the embellishment 
and general improvement of the town squares and gardens of Edinburgh, 

it is surprising to see that this taste for improving has not yet 
been taken up by the proprietors of Royal Circus grounds ... the 

thinning of trees, as well as the general improvement of the surface 
of the ground in the two chief garden sections is much required. 

Both compartments contain many fine trees, but rather crowded 

together, and it is a pity to see that nothing is being done to 

relieve them." 
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Most of the original planting it seems had been allowed to grow un- 

checked (a common failing amongst the New Town gardens) with the result 

that several trees had become misshapen, too dense in growth, or else 

were interfering with the successful establishment of better shaped and 

more attractive specimens. 

As a remedy McNab recommended the removal of several trees (including 

all the poplars apart from the Lombardy's) together with the "judicious 

pruning" of what remained. In his view not only would such action 

improve the appearance of the gardens but also bestow benefits of a 

more sanitary nature for:- "the houses would also be rendered decidedly 

more healthy than they can possibly be with such a mass of close vegetative 

matter in the vicinity, particularly during the autumnal months ". Other 

more radical changes were also put forward - these included : - the 

reduction of the surrounding walls on the north and south sides to 

allow a better view into the gardens, increasing the width of borders 

alongside the central roadway to allow additional space for planting 

white and scarlet hybrid rhododendrons, and the re- making of the outer 

footpath in a more serpentine form and at a greater distance from the 

wal._ and railing. These latter suggestions were never acted upon and 

one surmises that the Management Committee were prompted to do little 

more than carry out basic tree pruning and some removal work. It is 

perhaps not without significance that the last known meeting of the pro- 

prietors was held in 1868 - the year of McNab's report and thereafter 

lapsed until 1893 when a new Committee was formed.(301 

The general tone of desultory care which McNab's article conveys seems 

to have continued unaltered for many more years: the one surviving minute 

book dating from 1893 -1947 certainly confirms the casual and fitful way 

in which the gardens were run for much of their existence - with many 

gaps in the records - one extending to 12 years, another to 17 years when 

no formal meetings of proprietors or Management Committee were held at 

all. This of course, was not an uncommon pattern with the smaller New 

Town pleasure gardens whose struggle for existence has in consequence 

been all that more precarious. 
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The minute book itself resumes after an interval of 25 years when 

on 27th November 1893, eleven proprietors in the Circus attended a 

general meeting to discuss the future of the gardens. This somewhat 

novel experience had been prompted by the imminent retirai of Mr John Young W.3 

(1836 -1897) who, we learn had for "... upwards of 23 years" held the role 

of Clerk and now due to ill health wanted to be relieved of further 

responsibility. Although Mr Young wished for no reimbursement, the 

meeting learnt that he had in fact paid over the entire period "... the 

whole wages of the gardener employed in the upkeep of the gardens" and 

was now "... out of pocket to the extent of upwards of £400 ":31) 

Presumably he had chosen to do this rather than have the trouble of con- 

tinually collecting small sums of money from all the proprietors, and 

maybe too, as a batchelor money was of a less pressing concern. 

Mr Young's resignation, coupled with the fact "that the gardens were 

not at present being properly kept up" and were indeed suffering damage 

caused by over -vigorous games played by older boys roused those attending 

to form an Improvement Committee. Action was not long delayed. The 

gardener was given notice, and estimates obtained for putting the gardens 

further Committee and pro- 

prietors took place and at the second one held in March 1894 approval 

wars given to an estimate of submitted by a Mr A Swanson (Ironmonger 

and Smith, 9 North West Circus ?lace) for the repair of railings and 

seats in both gardens: and one by Mr W. Whitlaw of £47 for work on the 

garden itself. This tatter figure included £20 for the removal of 

certain trees and the puuning of other trees and shrubs, and the remainder 

on improvements to the pathways (trimming to 6' (1.83m) in width, clearing 

of weeds and other matter, and relaying with red ash) and continuing the 

area of turf up to the rai'ings.(33) To cover these and other recent 

expenses the meeting also agreed that all the proprietors apart from the 

former Clerk should be assessed at the rate of 0.50. By the end of 

May 1894 the necessary work had been satisfactorily completed and 

Mr Whitlaw appointed "to keep the gardens in order for a year" at the cost 

of £18 "payable quarterly ".(34) 

Once these various tasks had been accomplished the Committee(35) held 

together for just one more year before reverting as formerly to the 
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"interim Clerk" to shoulder unaided the responsibilities for the 

management and financial upkeep of the gardens. George McIntosh :3SC 

of the firm Waddell, McIntosh and Peddia was appointed to this role in 

1894 and his commitment eventually surpassed his predecessors by several 

years and only ended with his death in 1;23. During his long reign as 

Clerk only one meeting of the Committee is recorded as having taken 

place,(36) and for the greater wart of the time the assessment remained 

unchanged at 1 guinea per annum. His death, however, did precipitate 

another meeting of proprietors called by Sheriff Crole(37) the sole 

surviving member of the Committee set up in 194. The gardens had by 

then accumulated debts of over C44 due to a 5 year lapse in the levying 

of assessments - a matter which a newly constituted Committee quickly put 

to rights. From this time onwards meetings of Committee and proprietors 

became more regular with a consequent increase in the level of interest 

shown in the gardens. From the 1920s onwards much of the property had 

been subdivided thereby adding to the number of householders with a 

right to the gardens: as a general principle it was decided early on 

that each new proprietor irrespective of the size of their accommodation 

should pay the some flat rate towards the ground's upkeep. During the 

19 1Os and 1930s the gardens were maintained under contract with the 

Lyndoch glace nurseries who carried out substantial tree pruning work in 

1936 (the first in years) as well as planting new shrubs:38) Little by 

little the gardens were put into better order and more attention given 

to such long neglected matters as the repair of seats, ani the repainting 

of the railings. 

The sent in management between the North and South sides 

Rather frustratingly the improvements achieved by a better and more 

regular standard of care were to be shortlived. With the advent of the 

Second World tsar all the railings surrounding the gardens were removed 

and extensive damage caused to the southern section with the construction 

of 2 air raid shelters as well as a static water tank.(39) Virtually 

deprived of the use of their immediate garden area several proprietors 

livine on the south side declined payment of their annual dues. Never 

before had the unity of the 2 gardens been questioned but this change in 

circumstance and fortune which had placed one half to be at such a dis- 

advantage rompted the matter to be raised. At a meeting of proprietors 
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in Royal Circus, held in Juy 1942 (and attended by only a handful of 

residents and their Clerk) the proposal that in future - "... the gardens 

should be divided, namely that the proprietors on the north side of the 

circus should be responsible for the upkeep of the northern portion, and 

the south side the southern portion" was fully discussed.(40) No 

objections were recorded, and there is no indication of any other debate 

having taken place. According to one longstanding resident the split 

was accomplished "quite smoothly and without difficulty" each side simply 

deciding "to go their own way ". 

In the case of the north garden the task of making good the years 

of war time neglect was relatively straightforward, and considerably 

helped by the energetic commitment of one of the residents, Colonel Charles 

Usher (1392 -1981)(41) - "... in clearing up the ground, and cutting the 

grass and generally making the ;lace look tidy ". A wire mesh fence was 

added to the top of the cope stone but in 1975 with the help of a sub - 

stantial grant from the New Town Conservation Committee together with 

money raised by the proprietors themselves it was replaced by a new iron 

railing based on the original design (fig. 164). 

At the present time there are approximately 30 mature trees in the 

garden consisting mainly of elm, ash, lime, whitebeam, sycamore, hawthorn, 

holly and horse chestnut, with shrub planting around the outer boundary, 

and a fairly large shrub bed at the centre (fig. 166a). Some new trees 

have been planted in recent years particularly on the eastern side. The 

general standard of care appears adequate although the footpaths are in 

need of better maíntenance.(42) Greater thought is required to improve 

the western corner which houses a somewhat sordid looking tool shed, and 

rubbish heap - both all too visible from the outside and detracting 

from the appearance (for general views of Royal Circus gardens refer 

fig. 166a -d). 

The south garden emerged from the war years in a more dejected state, 

and took longer to put back into order. In 1950 the ground was bull - 

dosed and levelled covering all traces of the former air raid shelters, 

and water tank apart from the residue of glass and stones which hampered 

to some extent the successful grass seeding of the central area: the 
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central. footpath and shrub bed which had been formed sometime towards 

the middle of the last century was also obliterated(43) (fig. 162;) 

although the outer walk survived. As yet the tree planting in the south 

garden closely matches its northern half - containing a similar number 

and range of nature trees. Pruning however, has been less sympathetically 

carried out - particularly the limes on the south side; and the addition 

of several conifers at both ends (so woefully out of character) highlights 

one of the unforeseen consequences and dangers of dual management.(44) 

For most of their life the Central Royal. Circus gardens have been 

treated as one unified area, and it would be a great pity if this was 

lost by each side pursuing a planting policy out of harmony with the 

other. Sadly too, the southern garden has not yet managed to raise 

enough money to replace its railings, and although the substitute wire 

and mesh fencing is adequate it contrasts unfavourably with the simple 

but handsome railing of the garden opposite (fig. 166b). 

Royal Circles -East and West garden areas 

Playfair as we know worked on several vari nts for the Circus and 

from the surviving plans it would apear that the suitable treatment 

of the surplus space at the east and west ends did cause a degree of 

uncertainty, with the matter not having been fully resolved by the time 

the feuing plan was produced (refer fig. 161a, b and c). A sufficient 

area was however retained for a church at the western end (an idea it 

will be remembered first introduced in the 1802 revised layout for the 

second New Town 
(45) 

(fig. 162e) although Playfair had also shown in one 

of his draft proposals the possibility of simply enclosing both s ;..aces 

for garden purposes. 

While Royal. Circus was under construction the notion of providing a 

church at the western end remained under lively debate: the Scotsman 

article referred to earlier (fig. 160) voiced strong opposition to such 

a plan, stating in no uncertain terms that it was still feasible 

rr... to make that which is had still worse" and requesting the builders 

and proprietors "... to weigh well the proposal now made to them, for 

placing a church on a level platform as it were, at the west end of the 

Circus ". In the writer's opinion the layout had already failed miserably 

to accommodate itself adequately to the pronounced changes of level 
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dislike to erect a church in a situation where comparatively speaking 

it would be much out of view" (i.e. at the bottom of St Vincent's Street), 

but "... after making every exertion however, he had found it impossibi.e 

to induce the proprietors of the circus to give up the stance looking 

eastwards to Great King Street the only other situation in the neighbour- 

hood at all fitting for the purpose." Trotter finally gave his whole - 

hearted support to the St. Vincent Street site rather than see it 

jeopardised by some Council members who wished to modify the plans in 

order to save money. (4 ") 

For some reason those taking on the responsibility for making the 

east and west gardens in the circus made no attempt to set them up on 

any kind of legal basis: had the Heriot Trust been pressed they very 

likely would have agreed to grant a feu charter (as had already happened 

with the Central garden space) making them over to those named proprietors 

who had contributed towards the costs of enclosing and levelling the 

_and, and willing to pay for its perpetual upkeep. Maybe Alexander ,00d 

considered the areas in question too small to merit such a formal 

approach (the best garden is .60 of an acre (.24 ha), and the Last 

garden half an acre (.25 ha) and not worth the extra trouble when the 

costs of upkeep were likely to be minimal. 

whatever the explanation this total dependence on the voluntary 

goodwill and involvement of those living in the vicinity to contribute 

towards maintenance costs has caused recurrent problems and crises. 

Their survival has in fact rested solely on the availability of just a 

handful of proprietors prepared to give generously of their own time and 

energy towards the garden's management and care. Naturally such a 

commitment cannot be guaranteed to continue indefinitely and on several 

occasions where voids have occurred both gardens have come perilously 

close to total neglect and even abandonment. 

Uf the two however, the West garden (slightly larger and rather 

more private) has been rather more successful in sustaining interest 

and better order. Thus when James :icNab was reporting on the condition 

of the Royal Circus gardens in 1868 the nest Division was the only section 
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raised for its standard of care, much having apparently been done 

"... both for its present and ultimate improvement".(49) Only the 

Lombardy :opiars were singled out as requiring attention - being 

regarded as "... rather unsuited for such a windy spot". AIL the poplars 

have long since disappeared, and of the 20 to 25 mature trees in the 

garden most consist of lime, ash, elm, sorbus and sycamore - concentrated 

around the perimeter. Other changes have occurred over the years.- the 

extent of footpaths has been considerably reduced and is now limited to 

one running from easkto west across the centre (fig. 161i). 

The fortunes of the east gardens - situated at the busier end of the 

circus have in comparison been far more chequered. Care had obviously 

been taken in the original design to help increase the degree of 

privacy and shelter from within by foreing embankments around the 4 sides 

which were then tree and shrub planted: the central area was leveiled 

and grass sown. hether Alexander Wood continued his interest in this 

area of garden once it became established is not known: he died in 

1864 and certainly by the time of McNab's article 4 years later it had 

degenerated into "... a very neglected condition". There was little 

in fact about the garden that was right:- "The grass is as much as 6 or 

g inches (15 or 20 cms) above the low parapet wail. The trees now 

growing on it are in a miserab e state, and not above three or four of 

them capable of improvement and fit to be retained." 

On this occasion McNab's criticism went unheeded - directed as it 

was to a management structure which no longer functioned. The East 

garden drifted on in this unsatisfactory manner until 1883 when the 

George Heriot Trust decided in the face of what appeared to them complete 

indifference on the pert of the surrounding proprietors to let the garden 

out to a Mr Crighton for £1 a year "... he keeping the ground in order 

and maintaining the railings".(59) No other details of this arrangement 

are mentioned in the Heriot Trust minutes but it emerges 1 year later 

that the garden was simply being used as a convenient play area for the 

boys attending Circus T'lace school - directly opposite. 
(51) 

Such an 

apparent "abuse" was sufficient to provoke strong local protest which 
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culminated with certain proprietors in Circus Place approaching the Trust 

with the request that they "... be allowed to take the management of the 

ground in front of their feus and use it as a pleasure ground. "(52) Their 

petition was granted but only on the condition that the garden was kept 

in good and sufficient order ".(53) 

Within 16 years however, the cast Circus 'lace garden had once more 

deteriorated to such an extent as to prompt a further crisis: on this 

occasion the Town Council brought pressure tc bear by exerting their 

rights under Section 140 of the Municipal and notice Act 1379 which 

amongst other matters required owners of public spaces and squares held 

in common to keep them in good condition. Failure to do so, once an 

order had been served could result first in a fine, followed by the 

Council taking over the management and custody of the space "for the 

public benefit and advantage".(54) 

The Trust no doubt thankful at the prospect of being rid of this 

long -standing and troublesome matter decided in fact to lease the 

pleasure garden to the town for a 20 year period and at a nominal rent 

of one shilling (5p) per annum. (55) Such a plan however, provoked 

great consternation amongst the local residents and prompted them once 

more to rally together. In December 1900 a deputation consisting of 

rofessor Sir henry Littlejohn, Gerald Crole, Advocate (both members of 

the Central garden Committee) and William Smith WS "... on behalf of the 

feuars of Royal Circus and Circus Place" attended a s_ecial meeting at 

the Trust's offices (the Convener of the Town Council's narks Department 

a so being present) where they made clearly known the willingness of 

the feuars "... to arrange for the proper upkeep of the gardens. "(56) 

This resuted in the first rather more formalised arrangement to be made 

with the 4leriot Trust: Professor Sir Henry Littlejohn and Mr Crole 

were appointed as Trustees to act on behalf of the other feuars taking 

on a 10 year lease to the ground and being made personally responsible 

for seeing that the garden was looked after "... to the satisfaction of 

the Governors and the public authorities ".(57` Thereafter, the garden 

was put into better order and a fairly considerable amount of new planting 

carried out.(J',) 
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Since then leases have been renewed for various periods of between 

5 to 15 years, with the overall charge placed in the hands of 2 to 3 

trustees appointed by those having an interest in the garden. Most 

of the garden subscribers are drawn from South East and North East 

Circus ',lace, and the lower end of Howe street, Great King Street and 

St. Vincent :Street. Even so, its existence as a private pleasure ground 

remains as precarious now as in the past, and within recent years there 

have been at least 2 further occasions when the garden has come close 

to being handed over to the local. authority.(53) Over the last decade 

the responsibility for the garden's management and upkeep has rested almost 

wholly with the one nominated trustee - John Dewar, photographer and a 

resident of North East Circus Place. During this period the garden has 

greatly benefited from a carefully considered programme of pruning, some 

tree removal work, and new tree and hedge planting. (fig. 166d) There 

are some 2D or so mature trees in the garden consisting mainly of elm, 

hawthorn, sycamore, holly, and ash, enclosed by a plain iron railing 

set on a cope stone. One of the constant problems faced by this garden 

is the amount of street blown or deposited litter particularly now 

that much of the protective wire netting placed at the bottom of the 

railing has had to be removed because of its dilapidated state. 
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3.1 BELLEVUE CRESCENT GARDENS 

In none of the proposals for the laying out of the north east 

corner of the second New Town had space been allocated for the creation 

of any kind of adjoining pleasure garden or ornamental space. The land 

on which Bellevue Crescent was built had formed part of the ground 

attached to Bellevue House (refer Section 3.1) and after the Town Council 

had acquired it in 1100 they continued to let the parks for pasturage 

together with a profitable sandpit in the neighbourhood of the crescent.(1) 

r.eliminary ideas for the development of this part had tended to favour 

an oblique inc of buildings following the angle of the old road to 

Canonmills. ;:11en Robert Reid was commissioned in 1802 to revise and 

improve on the earlier draft plans for the second New Town (section 3.1) 

he put forward two possible solutions for this corner, and the one 

selected by the Town Council (because they felt it was a better 

feuing proposition) consisted of a continuous crescent lying almost 

adjacent to the line of the ol,i road (2) (fig. 167a) the land beyond to 

the east was outwith the feuing boundary and owned by the George tieriot 

Trust who for a long number of years rented it out as nursery ground. 

Shortly before relinquishing his past as City Superintendent of 

';o rks Thomas Bonnar drew up designs for the front elevations of the 

crescent (he was also responsible for another crescent - _Atho ll Crescent 

at the west end of Edinburgh built between 1 ?23 -1P2.5 (fig. 4)) and in 

July 1818 the first building stances were put up for sale.(3) 3y 1S23 

the southern half was completed an occupied but by then it had been 

decided to carry out a minor modification to the feuing plan which 

nevertheless was to have fairly important consequences for the develop- 

ment of the adjacent open spaces. In September 1822 the Town Council 

decided to build a new church at the centre of Bellevue Crescent in 

preference to two other possible sites at the eastern on of the New 

Town - London Street and Albany Street. Unlike the Royal Circus 

feuars when faced with a similar proposition (Section 3.7) the 

Bellevue Crescent proprietors raised no objections and in fact welcomed 

the idea as a means of promoting their own plans for the improvement and 

enhancement of the Crescent. Maybe also, the feuars fe t encouraged by 
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the example of their nearby neighbours in Drummond Place who in 1822 had 

successfully negotiated a feu charter with the Town Council for the 

setting up of a communal aleasure garden within the central area; 

_:,erhaps too, they realised that the addition of a church would attract 

many outsiders to the crescent and therefore it was important to make 

the surrounding ap,roachs as attractive as possible. Certainly their 

early ideas were both imaginative and ambitious. At a meeting with the 

Town Council held in November 1E122.when the proprietors present reaffirmed 

their approval for the new church they took the opportunity of putting 

forward two suggestions: first - "that the ground marked as stable 

ground in the general feuing, plan should be converted into pleasure ground 

on such terms as might be afterwards arranged ", and second that an 

enclosure should be formed in front of the Crescent "as might be con - 

sidered suitable ".(5) The Town Council showed interest in these pians 

and "declared their readiness to co- operate with the feuars ". 

Attempts, however, to form the rear as a pleasure garden (at 

around 1.5 acres (. 1 ha) it was the largest backland space in the New 

Town) proved abortive. With only 11 dwellings completed in the crescent 

(and no immediate prospect of the northern half being built) there were 

just not enough residents available to promote such a considerable under- 

taking: in addition the consent of all the surrounding proprietors 

whose property adjoined the space (for example, Scotland 3treet, the 

north east wing of Drummond lace, London 3treet, Mansfield "lace and 

Cornwallis ='lace) would have been required. A daunting task indeed. 

'lowever, the very fact that it was raised as a serious roposa'. does 

seem to have curtailed the development of the land as originally 

Intended "... for stables, coach houses and washing houses "(6) (refer 

fig. 167a). Only one plot was ever feued for this purpose (fig. 167d)* 

demand for stabling accommodation may in any case have been on the wane, 

but al. too likely residents were deterred from applying simply because 

of the uncertainty of how the land was to be developed and the Town 

Council's apparent willingness to keep options open almost indefinitely.(I) 

Instead therefore of an attractive urban oasis of shrubberies, trees, 

sward and pathways it gradually became a neglected wilderness apart 

from one or two small areas used as drying greens. Once the church was 
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completed the narrow carriageway from Scotland Street (the only 

access point originally allowed for vehicles) was extended through to 

the Crescent, dividing the ground into 2 portions and making any uniform 

development even less Likely (fig. 1671). The ground is still owned by 

the City, awl for many years part of the southern section has been leased 

to Drummond Tennis Club, a private club well used by local residents. 

(refer figs. 167f and fig. 168b). Cars unfortunately have been allowed 

to penetrate into this half: a rough pathway running alongside the back 

walls of the Crescent provides access to harlstandings and garages in 

certain private gardens, to the stable block now used as garage accommo- 

dation and to a concrete courtyard with 3 lock-ups t eked away in the 

south-west corner (fig. 168 a). In 1928 an area of ground in the 

northern half was first leased for allotments and the 6 well cultivated 

plots continue much in demand and rarely change hands. (9) (figs. 16Sc and d). 

Although the tennis club and allotments have occupied the greater part 

of the site for many years the land's future still remains unresolved 

and insecure. .'ressure from local residents culminating in the appoint- 

ment of a planning consultant - Jr F. R. Stevenson in 1)73(1°) to make 

suggestions for the improvement of the backland area did at Least impress 

on the Town Council the need to restrict further infiltration by cars. 

Response to the consultant's plans indicated that most of the surrounding 

proprietors were in favour of keeping the status quo but with the areas 

of wasteland - "... landscaped to an agreed standard not as a formal 

garden but rather as a small area of pleasant parkiand suitable for 

walking and recreation and preserving the semi rural aspect" - and 

maintained by the local authority. A fragment only of the pleasure 

garden first envisaged by the original Bellevue Crescent proprietors 

'Jut similarly blighted by lack of available funds. 

The North and South ?Leasure Gardens fronting Bellevue Crescent 

The foundation stone of St Mary's Church at the centre of the 

Creecent was laid on 15th August 1823 (a date carefully chosen to 

coincide with the ist anniversary of George IVs visit to Ldinburgh) by 

the Lord ;:Tovost William Arbuthnot amidst suitable ceremony and pious 

An event which did not wholly convince one of the reporters speeches. 
(11) 
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FIGURE 167 a - f : 

Various plans of Bellevue Crescent gardens 
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present who a few days later took the opportunity in the Scotsman to 

criticise the proposed building as "... a decent, orderly, old fashioned, 

poor sort of indifferent thing ". He lamented that no architect of 

eminence had been employed although fairly confident that both 

William T:layfair and the late Archibald Elliot had submitted proposals.(12) 

For whatever reason (but most likely to save expense) the city 

preferred to let their own Superintendent of Works - Thomas Brown act as 

architect: he was a competent but not outstanding designer who already 

had one church to his credit.(13) His work had brought him into contact 

on several occasions with various New Town gardens - for example, he 

was consulted about the design of the railings for the Central Queen 

Street gardens, and for those around Drummond lace. Brown was responsible 

for drawing up a revised plan of Bellevue Crescent sometime in 022 to 

include the addition of 2 oval shaped gardens grassed and tree planted 

in front of each half and with the church frontage left o; en. Knox's 

1824 plan of Edinburgh (fig. 167c) first shows these two garden areas - 

which at .30 of an acre (.12 ha) each are amongst the sma ?'est of the 

New Town pâedsure gardens. 

Although Brown's ideas seem to have been perfectly acceptable both 

to the Town Council, and the proprietors alike, no garden area could be 

formed in front of the crescent until the old roadway to Canonmilis 

was realigned (refer fig. 1675). This caused a delay of many years for 

the impetus to make the necessary changes did not gather force until the 

George Heriot Trust began to take positive steps to feu out the ground 

opposite the Crescent in what was to become Bellevue Terrace and 

Bellevue ''lace. Thus, after an interval of nearly 20 years the notion 

of forming pleasure gardens in front of Bellevue Crescent suddenly 

sprang back to life. 

In March 1841 a meeting was held to discuss improvements to the 

section of roadway between the Crescent and Mansfield "lace attended by 

the various interested parties: these included - members of the Town 

Council, the George Heriot Trust, the Middle District and Cranaond Road 

Trustees, and 4 praprietors.(14) Thomas Brown now a,proachine his final 
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years as City Superintendent of Works was once again involved for 

together with a Mr Blackwood (overseer to the Road trustees) he had 

been responsible for working out the detailed proposals. Their plan 

(approved %by those present) required the old road to be moved further 

eastwards thereby allowing space in front of the crescent for a pleasure 

garden. The area gained, however, was at the expense of the Heriot Trust 

who were required to relinquish a slice of their ground opposite then 

let to the nursery firm of Eagle and Henderson. As some compensation 

therefore it was made a condition that not only should the proprietors 

in Bellevue Crescent "... enclose with a proper parapet wall and iron 

railing and lay out in shrubbery the area shown in the plan opposite to 

the southern division of the crescent" but that access to this ground 

should be granted "... to the feuars of Heriots Hospital on the opposite 

side of the road ... on the same terms with the feuars of Bellevue 

Crescent ".(15) It was also mutually agreed that the enclosing and 

planting would be carried out "simultaneously" with the other improve- 

ments and to the satisfaction of "Messrs Brown, Blackwood and Mr Black 

the Superintendent of Heriots Hospital ". 

Alterations to the roadway proceeded almost immediately but it 

soon became apparent that the Bellevue Crescent proprietors were 

experiencing difficulties in carrying out their part of the bargain: 

the cost of making the garden began to escalate far beyond what they had 

budgeted for. Appeals to the George Heriot Trust for extra time and 

with the invitation to contribute financially met with a cool response. 

The Trust sharply reminded the proprietors of their obligations and 

disclaimed any liability to support them.(16) Several months went by 

and gradually work on the garden ceased altogether as the money ran out. 

Eventually towards the end of October 1842 the proprietors in a fairly 

desperate and frustrated mood appealed to the City for help "... praying 

that the Council in respect of St. Mary's Church would contribute 

liberally towards the improvement ".(17) They explained in their 

petition that each resident had already subscribed £25 but even so the 

enclosure was still "... not two thirds completed ", and there were 

accumulated debts amounting to just over £32. Fortunately for the 

feuars the Town Council after some initial reluctance agreed to pay £125 
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towards the completion of the work - the church being held to occupy 

the equivalent of 5 house spaces. 

This extra money was wholly spent on finishing the parapet wall and 

railing: the interior continued to remain derelict for more than a 

year - until March 1844 when some of the proprietors gathered sufficient 

courage to risk a fresh approach to the Heriot Trust for financial 

assistance. On this occasion their request was treated more sympathetic- 

ally: the Trust agreed that as the improvements had cost more than 

anticipated and as "... the completion of the work will be to the 

advantage of the hospital feuars" they should make a contribution of 

£40. No further demands however, would be tolerated and the garden 

was to be "fully and properly completed ".(18) For such a relatively 

tiny space it had indeed proved a costly and protracted exercise with 

the total expenditure approaching £1 -s0. 

In the absence of any garden minute books not a great deal more 

is known about the subsequent history of the garden. Being small, 

and dependent on only a limited number of proprietors (none of whom 

were under any legal obligation to pay for its upkeep) it probably 

survived on a fairly ad hoc basis relying on the spasmodic services of 

a jobbing gardener: a pattern certainly common to other similarly 

sized pleasure gardens in Edinburgh. We do know however, from a 

description of the garden written by James McNab in 1865(19) that the 

layout and planting of the ground was carried out under the direction of 

William Crawfurd Esq of Cartsburn, a proprietor 6n the Crescent and 

actively involved in promoting the garden's formation from the very 

beginning. He was a keen member of the Royal Caledonian Horticultural 

Society(20) and would have been known to McNab who was then curator of 

their experimental garden at Inverleith. The choice of planting was in 

McNab's opinion a little unusual insofar as no free growing nurse trees 

were used, and the ones that were - limited to 2 varieties - elms along 

the east side, and a row of limes round the west side, together with a 

few evergreen shrubs introduced into the borders. It had apparently 

been Mr Crawford's intention "... to attend carefully to the pruning and 

thinning" but while he continued to take a personal interest in the garden 
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up until his death it afterwards fell into a neglected state. In the 

absence of any regular maintenance programme the trees became overgrown 

and overcrowded. By the middle of the 1860s trees and shrubs had become 

so dense as to obscure views into the garden from all but the upper 

windows, and branches overhanging the street were becoming a nuisance 

and hazard besides "... being liable to be broken down by idle youths ". 

The lawn too had suffered as a result - the grass having grown coarse 

and in many places bare, and the trees planted in the centre "dwarf 

stinted ". 

Remedial action was without doubt urgently requï..red but HcNab's 

advice was probably just a little too drastic and radical to be con - 

templated by the small number of proprietors interested in the garden. 

He recommended, for example, the removal of every alternate lime tree, 

two- thirds of the elms and the pruning of the remainder: further tree 

thinnings to be carried out at 5 or 6 year intervals "... so that the 

intended permanent ones will stand about 40' apart (12.20m) ". In 

addition, he suggested planting 2 or 3 good elm or lime trees within the 

grassed interior in place of the stunted ones besides extending the grass 

up to the railings and creating two or more rounded grass belts to break 

the monotony of the dead level centre, McNab's criticism promoted some 

tree thinning and pruning but on a mach more moderate scale. 

During the Second World War the railings were removed and the garden 

used for civil defence purposes 
(21) 

It was restored by the Bellevue 

Crescent feuars in the late 1940s when a post and wire fence was erected 

inside the original cope stone, and a privet hedge added around the 

edges (fig. 167f). Not long afterwards the proprietors approached the 

Town Council to see if they would be willing to tae it over as a public 

ornamental space: responsibility for its continued maintenance shared 

amongst so few residents none of whom were under any legal obligation 

to contribute financially had become increasingly burdonsome and 

unworkable. The suggestion was not lacking, practical sense, as the 

City had for a long number of years been responsible for the upkeep of 

the northern section (see details below). However, the offer was 

rejected and the garden left to struggle on for several more years until 

the Corporation finally agreed to take it over in March 1965.(22) No 
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major changes have been made to the garden since, and it is now a well 

kept, attractive space with the original lime and elm trees still in 

good shape (fig. 169a, b and c). 

Bellevue Crescent - North Garden 

Bellevue Crescent remained half finished for a very long time and 

it was not until the early 1880s that the ground on the north side was 

advertised for sale. Once begun however, building proceeded rapidly 

and within 2 to 3 years the second stage was completed. It will be 

remembered that Thomas Brown's revised plan of 1822 had shown two 

nearly oval shaped gardens fronting each half - an arrangement chosen 

to allow an open view of the church. 

Recollections of the protracted attempts by the first proprietors 

to raise money for the formation of the southern portion of garden may 

well have influenced the Town Council to take the initiative on this 

second occasion: no doubt too they were anxious to avoid any issue which 

might hamper the successful feuing of the land already delayed by many 

years. the circumstances it was probably simpler quicker to 

assume full responsibility rather than leave it in the hands of others.(33) 

Hence in May 1883 the Council gave approval to a report submitted by the 

Public parks Committee recommending the making of a garden in front of 

the north wing of Bellevue Crescent ;(24) by then estimates had already 

been obtained for enclosing the ground with parapet wall and iron 

railing (Peter Sinclair, builder was appointed to do the stone work for 

£259, and Wilson and Dunnet the iron work for £85). The layout of the 

new garden was made to compliment the earlier ones lime and elm trees 

were placed along the perimeters, the central area grass sown with 3 or 

4 specimen trees added, and a gravel footpath formed along the outer 

edge. 

From 1883 onwards the garden has been under the care of the public 

parks department.(25) Some improvement work is recorded as having taken 

place in 1896 following referral to the Parks Committee - "to consider and 

report on the necessity of putting Bellevue Gardens in a more attractive 

condition ".(26) What this consisted of is not known but the head gardener 
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was authorised to carry out the suggestions made by him at a cost of 

£5. Nothing more is heard about the garden until many years later 

when in the 1950s steps were taken to restore it after the war. A post 

and wire mesh fence (similar to the one used in the southern half) 

but without any privet hedging was erected so that today the garden 

compared to its neighbour is more bare an.1 open in appearance (fig. 169d): 

money too was spent on reconditioning the interior.(27) 
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A:L ̂ E DIX 

I INTRODUCTION TO THE EDINBURGH NEW TOWN PLEASURE GARDENS 

1. London: Steen Eider Rasmussen, Jonathan Cape, London 1937, 
p166. 

2. Georgian Gardens,David C. Stuart, Robert Hales, London, 1979, 
p.175. 

3. George Heriot, jeweller and goldsmith was appointed banker and 
jeweller to James VI in 1601, and on his death in 1624 Heriot 
bequeathed his considerable wealth to the Civic Authorities and 
Clergy of Edinburgh for the building and maintenance of a 
hospital 10... for the education, nursing, and upbringing of youth, 
being poor orphans and fatherless children of decayed burgesses 
and freemen of the said burgh, destitute and left without means ". 
During the 50 years or so after setting up the Trust the governors 
were not only occupied with the building of the school (finally 
opened in 1659) but also investing surplus money in the large 
scale purchase of land in and near Edinburgh including various 
pro;.erties in the Barony of Broughton and its immediate neighbour- 
hood (the site of much of the New Town). In 1636 the Trust 
acquired the whole superiorities and remaining lands in the 
Barony in a transaction between King Charles I and the Earl of 
Roxburgh in which the former's debts to the Trust ( Heriot had 
supplied the King with £8,300 of jewels on the occasion of the 
Royal visit to Spain in 1623) and to the Earl of Roxburgh 
(previous owner of the Barony who had sold it to the King but 
had never been paid) were finally settled (for details see: 
History of the Barony of Broughton, John Mackay, Edinburgh, 
John Menzie & Co., 1869, p.49). The land purchased by the Trust 
was for its agricultural worth and the high increase in its value 
as it was later developed for building would not have been 
foreseen by the first governors. 

4. Autobiography of Mrs Fletcher, Edminston & Douglas, Edinburgh, 
3rd Edition, 1876, p.85. 

5. The revised and finally ap roved design of July 1767 (now on 
display in the Huntley House Museum) shows the 2 squares each 
with an obelisk in the centre together with 2 statues facing 
along the axis of the central principal street (the western 
square is shown however, wrongly set and reads from south to 

north). Later engraved plans of January 1768 show just one 
equestrian statue placed in the centre of each of the squares. 

6. The Town, and new proprietors along Queen Street, Heriot Row and 
Abercromby Place were in the first place given a servitude or 
right over the ground in front of their houses by a clause in the 
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feu charters limiting the use of the land for garden or park 
purposes (full details - see Section 3). A similar servitude 
was granted to the Dean feuars in the case of the land between 
Eton Terrace and the Water of Leith (excluding a portion at the 
western end intended fora rowofhouses- Cambridge Terrace, which 
in fact was never built) restricting its use "for occupation as 
pasture, nursery, garden or pleasure ground ": Royal Terrace 
feuars also had a servitude in their favour for the land in 
front of their property (which eventually became the Royal Terrace/ 
London Road gardens). This was a sim,le and useful device for 
providing a degree of protection for areas of ground when such 
practicalities as to how it was to be run, by whom and for whom 
had still to be determined. 

7. Edinburgh Municipal and police A.çt 1879: 42 and 43 Viet c 132 

8. Because the Heriot Trust continued to retain ownership of the 
London Road Gardens information relating to its subsequent 
history is well documented in the Heriot Trust minutes. Among 
the most important minutes on which this information is based 
are the following:- GHT Minutes, 26 Dec. 1823, v 23; 27 Nov. 1826, 
v 24, 31 Oct. 1834, vol 26; 15 March 1838, v 28; 29 Oct. 1840, 
vol. 29; 2 July 1841, v 30, 3 Oct. 1867, v 41; 21 Aug. 1871, v 42: 
the Cottage was completed in 1837; and the lease for the garden 
entered into with the Town Council in 1893. In his design for 
the garden Playfair took account of "...The footpath requested 
by the ex King of France" which was marked off and "... an 
estimate procured for its execution including 2 gates at the 
Extremities" (W. H. ilayfair's letter book 1830 -1833. Report to 
the Calton Rill Committee: 27 January 1831; E UL Manuscripts). 
The King referred to was Charles X who returned to stay at 
Holyrood Palace after his abduction in 1830: here he was safe 
from arrest - being pursued for money by the sup, liers of his 
armies and in danger of imprisonment. Maybe he regarded the 
London Road gardens with their locked gates as another safe 
retreat - but he would not have enjoyed them for long as he left 
the Palace in 1832. 

9. See: Specification to lay.oat the grounds in front of Hope Crescent 
submitted by Charles McCaul to James Hope, 31 Moray Place: Hope 
papers RH, GD 253 D & J. H. Cam:.bell WS, box 68. 

10. Our Town Trees, Hope and Bellevue Crescent Gardens, James McNab, 
Scottish Farmer, 13 September, 1865. 

11. Town Council Minute, Minute 4 December, 1888. 

12. Geore Heriot Trust Minute, 13 July 1825, vol. 24; Kincaid Mackenzie, 
Treasurer of the George Heriot Trust from 1822 until 1830 

successfully persuaded Sir Patrick Walker, and a Mrs Carnegie 

(owner of adjacent land) to join together with the Tryst in 

commissioning "... Mr James Gillespie, architect, to prepare a 
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plan for fe.uing out the ground at Coates". Apart from the 
Moray development, Gillespie Graham hadfineeh earlier been involved 
in plans for this area - having drawn up designs for Alva Street 
and Stafford Street for James Erskine in 1809 - see Edinburgh 
Evening Courant, 3 August 1809. His fee for the Coates project 
was substantial - exceeding 300 guineas and considerably more 
than the Trust had paid William ?layfair for his Calton Hill plan. 
It was not finally paid until January 1839 (see George Heriot 
Trust minutes 16 October 1837, vol 28; 19 February 1838, vol. 28; 
and 9 January 1839 vol. 23). 

13. The Early Horticulturists, Ronald Webber, DavidkCharles, 1968, 
g.27. 

14. The landscape arden in Scotland 1735-1135 A. A. Tait, Edinburgh 
University .'ress, 1980, p. 9 -10. 

15. This survived from 1758 for 30 years or so as Edinburgh's 
"wretched imitation" of Vauxhall. It did however, enjoy a brief 
moment of fame as the scene of James Tytler's colourful but 
highly unsuccessful attempt to launchflight by hot air balloon in 
1784 - see Balloon Tytler, Sir James Ferguson, Faber & Faber, 
1)72, pps. 63 -64. The garden is also rather disparagingly referred 
to in "Letters from Edinburgh 1774 -1775", Edward Topham,reprinted 
by James Thin, 1971, pp.134 -135. 

16. The gardens of New Town, David C Stuart, The Cockburn Association 
Newsletter No.3, October 1972. 

17. James Nasmyth, Engineer; an autobiography edited by Samuel Smiles, 
London, John Murray, 1883, ;..90: included also amongst the 
boyish delights of this particular day was the firing of gunpowder, 
and the throwing of squibs and crackers "from morning till night ". 

18. Much of Wilson's plan for the centre and West Queen Street 
gardens has survived, but Skene's design for the West Princes Street 
gardens has largely been superseded by very indifferent municipal 
improvements. 

19. For one of the best accounts of the Picturesque movement see: 
The Picturesq e: Studies in a point of view; Christopher Hussey, 
G. '. Putnam's Sons, London and New. York, 1927: the names 
associated with the movement tended to be men of literature and 
poets, for example, Addison, pope, Shenstone and Uvelale Price. 

20. In comparison only one London Square is known to have been designed 
by a landscape artist - Edward's Square, Kensington by Niglio 
in 1819 - now a forgotten name but described by Loudon as an 
"eminent" painter who adopted a naturalistic style of layout: 
see Encyçloaaedia of Gardening, J. C. Loudon, London, Longman, 
Hurst, Rees, Orme, Brown and Green, 2n1 edition 1824 p.1030. 
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21. Scottish 'Painters at home and abroad, 1700 -1900, David & 
Franc otse Irwin, Faber & Faber, London 1975, p.13R. 

22. James Nasmyth, Engineer, op. cit, p.44: James Nasmyth gives 
an interesting account of his father's many abilities which 
ranged from portrait and landscape painting to garden design, 
urban planning, architecture and mechanics. According to his 
son, Nasmyth was fascinated with the developing New Town and 
often while walking round the town would form ideas for improve- 
ments to building and roadways which he often passed on to 
builders and other concerned. 

23. Dr. Graham was also involved at this time with the Queen Street 
Central gardens for which he was elected a commissioner. 

24. Regent, Royal and Carlton Terrace gardens, Minute book 1825 -1841 
Minute, 5 November 1830 "... The meeting recommended to the Com- 
mittee that in executing and carrying out the plan into execution 
they should take the advantage of the advice of Dr. Graham and 
Mr Patrick Neil who had already very kindly given and still 
offered to give their assistance and directed the Prese.s of 
Committee to communicate to these gent emen the thanks of the 

meeting for their services." Minute book in possession of the 
Clerk to the gardens. 

25. Edinburgh, George Scott Moncrieff, London, Ratsford Ltd., 1947, 
p.89. 

Georgian Edinburgh, Ian G. Lindsay, Oliver & Boyd, Edinburgh, 1948, 

tß.51. 

At the time Regent gardens were being laid out Paxton was a young 
man of 27, and mostly preoccupied with his landscaping and 

greenhouse construction projects at Chatsworth, Derbyshire. His 

Horticultural Register of 1831 did however carry a design "... 
for forming subscription gardens in the vicinity of large 

commercial towns" (vol. 1, p.58) - the germ of ''axton's tzical 
park suburb layout. This was for an area of 12h acreOinided 

d ht 
into 50 gardens of 4 acreYéac for fruit and vegetables, with a 
common botanic or flower garden for a further 4 acresVn èhe 
centre available to all subscribers: this is the closest connection 

found between Paxton and Regent gardens - a park of similar size 

private y maintained but developed in fact completely differently. 

The Regent garden minute books make no mention of :Paxton's name 

at any stage nor has any record been discovered of Paxton being 
involved with any projects in Edinburgh: he was however commissioned 

to draw up ;Mans for a number of Scottish parks such as Kelvingrove 

Park, Glasgow (1852), Queens Park, Glasgow (1857), Baxter "ark, 

Dundee (1E59), Dunfermline Public ?'ark (1964) - see: The works of 

'air Josegh Paxton, G. G . Chadwick, Architecture Press, London, 

1961. 
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26. For example, Ed inburgh, an architectural Guide, Edinburgh 
Architectural Association, 1969 (revised edition), note 95. It 
has been omitted however in the new version of Edinburgh, a n 
Illustrated Architectural guide, 19172. 

27. This garden was established in 1835 on a 10 acre plot (4.0 ha) 
adjoining the south side of the Botanic garden to which it was 
later joined in 1867. 

2". 1illiam Robinson (1n3-1035): he revolutionised British gardening 
by his advocacy of natural informal design and planting; he 
founded the weekly newspaper The Garden in 1871 (to which 
McNab contributed) and is probably best remembered for his 
masterpiece: The English Flower Garden, published in 1883. 

29. These articles provide a valuable and comprehensive record of the 
state of the various gardens during the middle years of the 19th 
century: details of their publication (all appeared in the 
Scottish Farmer - later to become The Farmer) are as follows: - 

Queen Street Gardens, 31 May 1865; East Princes Street gardens 
28 June 1865; 3t Andrew Square gardens 12 July, 1865; Royal and 
Regent Terrace gardens 16 August 1865; -Ca field Square gardens 
30 August 1865; Rope and Bellevue Crescent gardens, September 
1965; Moray Place gardens, 21 August 1867; (the Farmer); 
Royal Circus gardens, 26 March 1868 (the Farmer), McNab also 
included in the same series : - the Meadows, 14 June 1865; Calton 

Hill, 2 August 1865, and Queens Park, 3 January 1866. 

30. TheScotsman, 16 September 1865: this was a long article supporting 

McNab's views for the general improvements of the gardens. 

31. Our Town Trees: the Queen Street gardens, the Scottish Farmer, 

31 May, 1865. 

32. During the several horticultural expeditions made by McNab to 

other parts of the country while superintendent of the 
Horticulturalts Society garden at Inverleith he nearly always 

tried to visit Loudon while in London, often spending an afternoon 

or morning with him: information from: the various touring 

diaries kept by McNab, manuscript book, Edinburgh Botanic garden 

library. 

33. A little surprisingly maybe Smith's name does not occur directly 

in connection with any of the New Town gardens and the record of 

his actual design work is slim indeed (see The landscape garden 

in Scotland, A. A. Tait, op. cit., 2.258); he is now best 

remembered as author of Parks and Measure grounds, published in 

London 1852 by Reeve & Co - which included one section on street 

gardens. About these "city paradises" Smith is generally 

enthusiastic but at the same time he decried their inferiority of 

design, their too frequent ugly appearance when viewed from the 

street, and the "great barbarities" perpetrated on the shrubs 

and trees by "worthy" but ignorant management committees "with a 
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jobbing gardener as their executive" see pps.l66 -169. His 
comments were perhaps more directed to the London squareswhere 
he was then living. 

34. Resort to the right Honourable the Lord Provost Ma- istrates and 
Council of the City of Edinburgh, the Governors of Heriots 
Hospital, etc., etc., on a plan for laying out the New Town 
between Edinburgh and Leith. :Submitted to them on 12 April, 1819 
by W. H. Playfair, architect, printed by Alex Smellie, Edinburgh, 
1819 (Copy EPL). 

35. Report to the right Honourable the Lord. ?rovos.t, Magistrates and 
Council of the City of Edinburgh, and the Governors of George 
Heriots Hospital etc., on the plans for laying out the grounds 
for buildings between Edinburgh and Leith, William Stark, 
June 1814, printed by Alex 3melTie (pamphlet 32 EUL). 

36. It is possible to gain quite an accurate impression about the 
different entries as the competitors' written description of their 
plans together with the detailed reports submitted by the 
assessors have been preserved in Register House, see - 

R:i, GD113 (Zones of Stow) v.322: Entry of Plans for the new 
buildings in the order they were received by Macritchie and 
Little 1812 being, descriptions by the designers of their_olans in 
Calton Hill and Leith Walk area of Edinburgh, with comments on the 
scZjemes by Robert Reid, John Baxter, William B urn James Gillespie 
and John Patterson, 1813. 

37. He had previously lived in Claremont Crescent, and as far as it 

is possible to tell from the street directories moved to 
Buckingham Terrace sometime in 1866 or 1867. 

38. At this stage the land was rented from the owner Colonel Learmonth 
who for a time seriously considered building a row of houses 
"Cambridge Terrace" on the more level ground at the western end. 
Ultimately the whole area was bought by the Dean feuars in 1876 

and the western side joined to the existing garden becoming known 

thereafter as the Dean Gardens. 

39. All the following architects were thus involved : - Robert Brown 

(Coates Crescent - part of the lands of Easter Coates for the 

Walker family; and Hope Crescent (now Hopetoun Crescent) off 

Leith Walk - part of a development for the Hopes); Thomas Bonar 

(Atholl Crescent for the George Heriot Trust); James Milne 

(St. Bernards Crescent, and Dean Bank for the Raeburn family); 

James Gillespie Graham (Moray Place, Ainslie Place, and Moray Bank 

gardens for the Earl of Moray); Archibald Elliot and John Tait 

(Rutland Square - Learmonth family), and John Chesser (the lands of 

Wester Coates for the Heriot Trust, including Magdala Crescent, 

Eglinton /Glencairn Crescent and Douglas Crescent; also 

Belgrave Crescent, Buckingham Terrace, Clarendon Crescent and 

Eton Terrace for Colonel Learmonth). 
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40. Usually built beteeen 4-6v/deep of linch walls and concrete floors 
and with a ca,acity of up to 250,000 gallons. They were left 
fiLled for the duration of the war as an emergency supply for 
fire fghting purposes. As well as tanks in St. Andrew Square, 
Charlotte Square, Queen Street central and Drummond 'lace gardens, 
there was also a tank in the Meadows and George Square gardens: 
information from Mr M. 3hilland, Lothian Regiona_ Counci íater 
Supply Services, 

41. Literary Journal II No. 12 (31 Dec.1803): also included as an 
appendix in an article on - John Claudius Loudon, The plane 
truth; Lawrence Pricker, Furor Hortensis, Elysium Press, Edinburgh 
1974, pps. 76-81. FrickEr's article usefully exposes the enormous 
discrepancy between Loudon's text, and the text as remembered by 
his widow and quoted in a biographical note on her late husband. 
Thus arose the erroneous belief perpetrated by successive authors 
that Loudon favoured the replacement of grimy soot-aiden evergreen 
trees and shrubs in London squares with those of a deciduous 
variety - particularly planes, sycamores and flowering almonds - 

sentiments never expressed at any stage by Lou don himself- at 
least not in anything he wrote. 

42. Other advice on layout and planting of eublic squares was also 
given by Loudon in subsequent writings for example, his Hints on 
the Formation of Gardens and rieasure Jrcunds (1813) contained a 
design for a square - a similar one to which was also it:eluded 

in his popular Encyclopaedia of Gardening, first published in 1822. 
In the latter he usefully summarises the main aims to be taken 
into account when laying out a square as follows:- 1. Sufficient 
open space both of lawn and walk so as the parents looking out from 
the windows of the houses which surround the square, may not 
long at a time lose _ight of their children. 2. An open walk 
exposed to the sun for winter and spring: 3. A walk shaded by 
trees but airy for summer. 4. Resting places and a centrical 
covered Seat and retreat which being nearly equidistant from 
every point may be readily gained in case of a sudden shower. 

43. Our Town trees: Hoee and Bellevue Crescent, James McNab, op. cit: 
the new Botanic garden was opened in May 1824 having taken 2 years 
to remove the stock from the Leith .7,alk garden. 

44. The Scotsman, February 3, 1827 

45. e know for certain that Milne was working as Raeburnvs architect 
from the early 1820's onwards (see RHP 812, Feuing plan of 

Athole Street, India Place, part of the property of Henry Raeburn Esq 
of St. Bernards, signed James Milne 1822) and it would seem likely 

that he acted as consultant before hand. Indeed the scale and 
character of the first stage of the St. Bernard development 

(Ann Street, Dean Terrace) has much in common with two contem- 
porary schemes close by - Saxe Coburg rlace, and Lyndoch Place, 

both designed by Milne. 
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46. Two elms which stood on the roadway at the east end of the 
crescent were retained, also a group of trees around the entrance 
to Leslie Mace. No property owner eas a.L lov ed "to cut la.are or 
injure any of the trees on the grounds even those standing in 
the carriageways unless with consent of nine tenths of the whole 
proprietors". Articles and Conditions of feu of ît. Bernards 
Crescent, Crescent ?lace, Charlotte Street, Dean Terrace and the 
unfeued lot in Ann Street being part of the lands of St. Bernards 
be' ongin to Henry leaeburn ens g. , copy EPI.,. 

47. Edinburgh Evenirzÿ? News, 17 January 1280. 

4 These trees are referred to in the feu charters of the houses 
in the crescent - see Charte ary vol. 1, 1803- 1c320, ealker Trustees. 

49. ::rinces itreet Minute book 2, Minute 10 April, 1821, see Sec.2.6 fn5. 

50. Drutusheus h garden minute book I, 1378-1974, Minute 10 March 1s5ó 
since then many thousands more crocus's have been plante I - in 

136e, 1371 and 1374; Minute books in hands of garden secretary. 

51. In certain instances where the long term management of the land 
was uncertain a servitude was granted to the feuars overlooking 
the open space granting that the ground should not be built upon 
but be used for such pur;,oses as a private garden, pleasure ground, 
nursery ground or pasturage - see also footnote 6. 

52. 2 e =gent eo °al Calton Terrace Gardens <dinbur h order Confirma- 
tion Acts 1'370, Chapter ii; the sum of £20 can be exceeded provided 
three -quarters of the proprietors are in agreement. 

53. It had originally been intendei that under the 1372 Articles of 

Roup all the Heriot Trust feuars living in Eglinton /Glencairn 
Crescent, Magdala ''lace, and Douglas Crescent were to have an 
equal. right to the land fronting Douglas Crescent and stretching 
down to the Water of Leith; the decision to fix an upper limit on 

the 2 assessments may well have been taken by the Heriot Trust to 

reassure the feuars that the costs of upkeep would never become 
too burdensome. As it happened only the proprietors in 

Douglas Crescent took on the responsibility for making and 

upkeeping the area of land in front of their houses. 

54. The raising and collecting of money has always been one of the 
important functions of management committees, and assessments 

have been based on a variety of methods including the rateable 

value of the property (in succession to the police rating lists), 

on the measured width of a house's frontage (the foot frontage 
principle), and as a standard flat rate for all the property 

irrespective of size or position. 

55. Eton Terrace /Dean Garden Minute book I, Minutes of 11 May 1578; 

14 February 11473; 28 February 1850; 28 February 1381, and 

28 February 1824. Minute books in hands of garden secretary. 
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56. áhire Album 41, Old Garden Tools, Kay Sanecki, Jhire publications 
Ltd, 1979, p 41. 

57. West Princes :Street, Minute book 7, Minute 3 April, 1861. 

58. Bel grave Crescent Minute book, Minute 12 March, 1880: the horse 
was hired from a Mr James Stewart, coach hirer for £9, per eenea. 

59. Regent jar.en Minute book 3, Minute 30 January, 1302, and 
30 January 1908: the second minute recorded that although the 
horse drawn mower had been used to some extent it had not proved 
wholly successful and was in fact being sold. 

60. Saxe Coburg 'lace Minute book, 1863- ; Minute 25 March 1927; 
garden secretary. 

61. Rutland Square Minute book (1875 -1923) : Minute 15 March, 1878: a 
separate tennis club committee was farmed - responsible for 
drawing up rules and looking after the grassed area. Minute books 
held by Clerk to the gardens. 

62. Histories of the Edinbur h Lawn Tennis Clubs, compiled by 
G. Ti. P. Alexander for R. W. Forsyth Ltd, 1933; the oldest 
tennis club listed in this book is the Inverleith Tennis Club, 
formed in 1880: the various clubs attached to the pleasure 
gardens were not inc uded in the description. 

63. The bands mostly came from regiments stationed at the Castle, but 
also on a few occasions from Piershill 3arracks. 

64. West ;:'rinses Street Gardens, Minute book 6, September, 1853, 
letter from Lt. Col. Trevor. 

65. Charlotte Sauare garden, Minute book 1927 -1945; Minute 29 April, 
1927; book in possession of Clerk to committee. 

a6. The last serious attempt to bring the private pleasure gardens 
under the control of the city was in 1974 just prior to the 
reorganisation of local government; in :September of that year 
the Lord -- erovost's Committee agreed to examine the possibilities 
of acquiring the 3 Queen Street gardens, St. Andrew Square and 
Charlotte Square. This aroused a certain amount of publicity 
and real concern that a local authority whose funds for maintaining 
existing public open spaces was already stretched to its limits 

could hardly cope with additional responsibilities: see 
Evening News, 18 September, 1974 "City may take over private 
gardens "; Evening News, 9 October, 1974: "Gardens there is a demand" 
and The Scotsman, 8 July, 1975 "SdeQe outside the railin s" , 

article by Nicolas Wapshott. Public versus private gardens also 
received widespread debate just after the Second World War - 

see fig. 15. 
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2. THE PLEASURE GARDENS OF THE FIRST NEW TOWN 

2,1 INTRODUCTION TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE FIRST NEW TOWN AND TO 
ITS OPEN SPACES 

1. In 1621 for example, an Act was passed prohibiting the use of 
thatched roofs, and in 1677 wooden houses were condemned; in 
1698 it was forbidden to build houses more than 5 storeys above 
street level: see An Edinburgh Alphiabet, J. F. Birrell, 
James Thin, The Mercat Press, Edinburgh 1980, p.80. 

2. For instance, Milne's Square designed by Robert Mylne, master 
mason to the Crown and built between 1684 and 16 °8; Milne's 
Court in the Lawnmarket constructed sometime between 1690 and 
1700; the 8 storied Jame's Court erected in the 1720s, Argyle 
Square completed about 1742, and Brown and Adam Square built in 
the 1750s. 

3. OEC vol. XXIII, Lord Karnes and the North Bridge, Thomas McCrae 
p.147. 

4. John Erskine, 11th Earl of Mar (1675- 1732): patron of James Gibb 
architect, and himself an architect of considerable sophistica- 
tion and stature. A useful account of his life and work appears 
in Dictionar. of British Architect. 1600 -1840; Howard Colvin, 
John Murray, London, 1978, pps. 295 -297. 

5. Details of the Earl of Mar's paper are quoted in 011 Statistical 
Account, vol. viii, 1793, pps. 647 -648; the date of the paper has 
been quoted in some sources as 1726. 

6. He also proposed another bridge on the South side. 

7. More or less the site of George Street: the "lang gait" or 
Long dykes was a picturesque walk for the burgesses and their 
families; it was also the established route taken by the carts 
of the Canons when transporting their farm crops. It wound from 
Holyrood along the north back Canongate, Low Calton, Leith Street, 
St James Square, Rose Street and crossed the west end of Princes 
Street at Kirkbrachead. 

P. A comment wade by Drummond in a conversation with Thomas Sommerville, 
probably in 1763, and quoted in Old Statistical Account, 

vol. XVIII, p.547. 

9. A useful account of the life and achievements of George Drummond 
is given in an article: "George Drummond: An eighteenth century 

Lord Provost, by William Baird, OEC v10, p.1 -54. 

10. The pamphlet was entitled: "nraposals for carrying on certain 

public works in the City of Edinburgh ". Gilbert Elliot was a 

Lord of Justiciary, a statesman, philosopher and poet. The 

following quotations are taken from the pamphlet as reproduced in 

the Scots Magazine, August 1752. 
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11. the centre of Edinburgh was indeed in a ruinous state at this 
time: the plans had partly been prompted by an accident one 
year before when the side wall of a 6 storey building suddenly 
collapsed killing one person. As a result of this catastrophe 
a general survey of all the old houses had been carried out and 
those considered dangerous pulled down. 

12. They saw the projected New Town as a threat to it3eif and 
feared the loss of distinguished and noble families away from 
its community. 

13. It is perhaps significant that the earlier 1753 Act of Parliament 
which was obtained to facilitate the purchase at an agreed 
valuation of the ground and houses necessary for building the 
Exchange, and also for widening and enlarging the streets of 
the city "and certain avenues leading thereto" made no mention 
of the proposed extension of the Royalty. 

14. dee letter from tiilliam tlylne to his brother Robert, and referred 
to in : e building of th Th e North Bridge, Edinburgh 1763 -1775. 
E. C. Ruddock, The Newcomen society Transactions, Vol. 47, 
1974 -76, footnote 12. 

15. The Town Council's Account book for 1763 makes mention of payment 
of work done by Mylne from 1761 -3 on the following matters: - 
the lamps, City Chambers; Flesh mercat; mending a dyke at 
Kirkbraehead; Tripe mercat; Physic garden drain; Coalfold at 
Cowgate port; and work at the Pier of Leith. 

16. Henry Home, Lord Kames (1695- 1782), sometimes spelt Kaimes or 
Kaims. He was according to Grant (Old and New HdinburJgh, vi, 
p.171) rather eceentric but distinguished for his literary 
abilities, his metaphysical subtlety, and wonderful powers of 
conversation. He gave helpful advice to the young James Boswell 
(see Boswells, London Journal, 1762 -3) and did much to improve 
his wife's estate at Blair Drummond, Stirling (referred to by 
J. C. Loudon in his Encyclopaedia of gardening). His involve- 
ment with the north bridge project has been described in an 
article:- Lord Keines, and the North Bridge, Thomas NcCrae 
CEC v13 p,147 -154. Karnes was also asked to advise on the 
New Town competition - see Bridge Committee Minute 2nd July 1766. 
rPgr FN la) 

17. TOM 9 March, 1763. 

18. Information from: George Drummond: an eighteenth century 
Lord 'rovost,op. cit. p. 49. 

19. One of the Minute books of this Committee has survived and is 
available in the City Archives; its full title is as follows: - 
"Se'derunt book of the Committee appointed by the Town Council 

for forewarding the scheme of communication with the fields of 

the north of the cit b a lori d!e over the north Loch, 
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7 November 1764 -31 Januar 1770. It provides a fascinating and 
unique record of the preliminary stages in the formation of the 
New Town. For brevity's sake the minutes where referred to will 
be described as "The Bridge Committee ". 

20. TCM 7 November 1764, Mylne's name was put forward by one of the 
baillies. The plan referred to may well have been the one made 
out by Mylne in 1759 at the request of George Drummond and was 
possibly the one referred to in the newspaper announcement of 
1763 and printed for consultation -- the drawing for which was 
executed by James Craig. 

21. Bridge Committee Minutes ' October 1766: the Rev. Dr. Webster 
(1707 -1784) Minister of the Tolbooth Church was a colourful 
character with an enormous capacity for work and vine. He is 
best remembered now for conducting what was practically the 
first census in Scotland in 1755 - see, One man and his census, 
Sheila Mackay, Scotsman Colour Supplement, 4 April 1981. 

22. Edinburgh Evening Courant, 23rd February 1765: announcement of 
the winner and invitation to architects and others to submit 
tenders for building the bridge according to Henderson's or 
william Mylne's plan. 

23. David Henderson ( -1787) a mason from Sauchie, who established 
himself in Edinburgh: regarded as a good and competent architect 
he seems to have handled a wide variety of work including the 
design and building of bridges, drains and houses. 

24. The others included Earl Finlater, George Fraser,(deputy auditor 
of Excise) Sir Algxander Dick, '?restonfield,Btir John Forest 

( 
one 

of the tru;iteesfelAZi of Parliament). John Adams was invited to 

judge but seems to have been absent from the various meetings. 

25. Clerk expressed great disappointment at the low artistic standard 
of all the entries: nore having adopted the Roman or Greek 
acquaduct style favoured by him and which he tried his best to 

get implemented - see Bridge Committee Minutes 6 March 1765; 
18 March 1765; 20 March 1765; 2 Apri 1765; 10 April 1765; 
21 May 1765; 26 April 1765; 27 April 1765 and 6 May 1765. 

26. The caning of the bridge was consequently delayed until 1772. 
A useful and detailed account of the history and building o Fis 
given in Youngson's book, The making of classical Edinburgh, 
pps. 59 -64; and also in The Building of the North Bridge, 
E. C. Ruddock, op. cit. 

27. See TCM 17 January 1766. 

28. Act. George III, an 7.0 27: the bill to extend the Royalty was 
passed on 16 April 1767 and received Royal assent on 20 May 1767. 
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29. Other areas acquired were as follows:- Allan's parks (site 
of Charlotte Square) 1758; Halkerstons Croft (north part of north 
bridge and ground on the west) 1758; Henderson's feu (iiultraes 
Hill) 1763; Buchan's feu fMultrees Hill) 1769. Later in 1785 
an agreement was made with Lord Alva to purchase 11 acres 
(4.4 ha) at the west end of George Street, You Street and 
(u.een Street to allow the City to complete Craig; plan of the 
New 'Town. The former owner Lori liar j ar ; had been one of the 
burgesses to oppose the extended Royalty Bill: see The New Town 
of Edinburgh: the extension of the Royalty. R. C. Hears and 
John Russell, OEC v23, 140. 

30. A charter making over the land to the Town Council was drawn up in 
October 1766: see TCM 6 October 1766, v82. 

31. TCM, 29 January 1766, and the Brid-e Committee minutes 9 April, 1766; 
the plans were to include : - "... marking out streets of a 
proper breadth, and by lanes, and the best situation for a 
reservoir, and any other public buildings which may be thought 
necessary ". 

32. Bridge Committee Minutes, 26 august 1766. 

33. The Competition for the chsign of the second New Town (in 1300) 
allowed 2 months for submission, with 100 guinea first prize, 
and 50 guinea second prize; for laying out the lands to the 
north of Calton Hill (in 1812), 6 months was allocated for entry, 
and prizes of 300, and 100 guineas offered. 

34. Edinburgh Advertiser, 13 May 1766. 

35. Bridge Committee Minutes, 21 May 1766; there was also one late 
entry. 

36. Bridge Corr lttee Minutes, 26 August 1766. 

37. Sir James Clerk, and Lord Karnes were also invited to give 
advice, but were not available to do so; see Bridge Committee 
Minute, 2 July, 1766. 

38. He had taken over his father's well -established and prosperous 
Edinburgh architectural practice on his death in 1748, and had 
been at an early stage involved with the city's improvements: 
he prepared, with his brother Robert the designs for the new 
Exchange building although the work was undertaken by others. 
:1'though less talented than his younger brother his sound business 
sense coupled with his design experience would have made him a 
competent judge. 

39. His father, William Craig was a merchant, and his mother, a 

sister of a minor but reasonably successful poet - 
James Thompson - a relationship of which Craig was extremely 
proud (although he probably never met his Uncle as he died when 
Craig was only 4). 
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40. In the hands of George Fraser, 3eputy auditor of Excise: 
see Edinburgh Advertiser, 2 July, 1763 (and other local ne:s- 
papers) . 

41. Scots Magazine, July 1763, v25. 

42. Tha "well digested plan" referred to in the TOM, 7 November, 1764. 
Mylne as a potential candidate for the bridge contract would 
uederstandably have preferred to remain fairly anonymous at 
this stage: Craig on the other hand as an ambitious 1P year old 
would have welcomed any opportunity to publicise his name. 

43. '?here Craig acquired this skill is not known: Red;ravees 
statement (Dictionary of Artists 1574) that he was a pupil of 
Sir Robert Taylor is thought now to be incorrect (see Biographical 
Dictionary of ;'architects, 1600- 1340: Roward Colvin, op. cit.) 
The Town Council Accounts for 1763 show no direct payments to 
Craig for work done. Two accounts which might have included the 
bridge plans were settled in that year one to John Scott, land 
surveyor (26 June 1763), and another to Robert Robinson, 
architect (20 December 1763). Craig may have gained surveying 
and technical experience under the guidance of one or other of 
these men: or even maybe under William Mylne. 

44. _Dictionary of National Biography, notes on James Craig by 
Lionel Oust, Smith, alder & Co, London 1887, p.442. 

4.5. During 1766 and 1767 for example, the 2 key years when designs 
for the New Town were being finalised, the only reference to 
appear in the Edinburgh Evenirei Courant was on 4 July 1767 when 
it was noted that "... The magistrates and Council of Edinburgh 
have now ordered the ground on the north side of the city 
belonging to the good town, to be staked out in lot for building, 
which wilt be done with all expedition; and 14 days hence they 
will be ready to treat with those who incline to take feus of the 
same ground ". 

46. Bridge Committee, Minute 22 October 1766: reference is made to 
the plan of the New Town which Mr William Mylne is making out with 
the request that it should be ready for the next meeting. Mylne 
remained on the Bridge Committee until October 1768. 

47. TOM, ? October 1766; the additional members included John Adam, 
architect, Commissioner George Clerk, and the Rev. Alexander 
Webster (see footnote 21). 

48. Bridge Committee, Minute 29 October, 1766. 

49. 3rídge Committee, Minute 10 December 1766. 

50. Transactions of the Architectural Institute of Scotland, 
Session 1`"50 -51, No. VIII, RIAS Library. 
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51. This drawing described by teilson (of which no trace has been 
found) could well have been the other of the "two plans in 
different views" presented by Craig to the .December meeting. 
The fact that the central square is labelled "grand square" 
would also help confirm that this was one of Craig's earlier 
draft proposals: in his 'new' plan of July 1767 the squares on 
the east and west ends are given the same title. 

52. TCM, 24 June 1767, v83, p.79; the sub Committee consisted of 
the Lord `'rovost, Magistrates, old provost Stuart, and the 
Convener (William Mylne ?). 

53. TCM, 29 July 1767, v83, >.119 -123; another Act relating to 
building in the New Town was passed early in 1768; as building 
gradually got underway further regulations were passed in 1731, 
1732 and 1735 in an attempt to maintain some overall control and 
standards of the many different builders involved. The details 
of these can be found in The makin of Classical edinbur h, 
A. J. Youngson, op. cit. pps. .0.82. 

54. Including presumably Mylne's "rectified plan" although his 
name is no longer separately mentioned in this connection. 

55. The plan is signed by Gilbert Laurie, Lord Provost and bearing 
the .late of the Council meeting - 29 July 1767. 

56. John Adam's skill as a professional architect, combined with 
Karnes' and Clerk's lone- standing commitment to the development 
of the New Town must have helped contribute to a better conceived 
layout than the one first submitted by Craig, 

57. No reference has been found in the Town Council Minutes nor the 
minutes of the Bridge Committee to Craig having been commissioned 
to produce these plans: neither do the city's accounts show any 
payments having been made to Craig for this work. 

53. Craig must have been reasonably confident that his improvement 
might eventually be adopted (or did he feel it to be a truer 
representation of his original submission) for he chose to have 
it featured in his portrait by David Allan painted at about the 
same time (fig. 26). The idea of having a circus was not without 
its supporters and resurfaced as a serious proposal under the 

7rovostship of David Steuart in 1710. 

59. Indeed the Magistrates appear to have been undecided about 
whether or not to build on the south side of the North Loch: 
the only protectioneoffered to the new feuars along Princes Street 

was the proviso that while "... it is not intended at present to 

feu out the ground betwixt the south street and the north loch, 

the feuars upon that street should have an obligation in their 

favour that if houses were afterwards built they should not be 

nearer to their houses than 96' (29m) ": TCM 29 July, 1767, 

v83. 
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60. Craig's subsequent career did not fulfil his early promise 
and although his successful association with the design of 
the New Town yielded a wide variety of commissions both from 
the Town Council, the George Herict Trust, and from private 
individuals and other organisations only a fraction of the 
projects he was involved with were ever completed. thy he 
failed to capitalise on his many opportunities is not clear 
but seems to have been due in some measure to defects in his own 
character; he died in middle age, his last years clouded by 
increasing unemployment and consequent financial difficulties. 
A detailed list of Craig's work is given in Colvin's, 
Biographical Dictionary of British Architects 1600 -1340L op. 
cit., p.23 8. During the present study some additional projects 
by Craig were discovered as follows : - lan for a Lazurette, 
Inchoim Island, 1770, archival drawing collect, Edinburgh 
District Council; A plan for Leith Walk c1773, GHT archives; 
Feuing plan and e'=.evation for an area of land belonging to 

Merchant Co, north of Brown Jquare, EEC, 25 June 1774; and A 
new designed square, the property of Robert Hoe (east of 
atrick square, Newington) 1788, #SHY 11128. 
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2.2 ST ANDREW SQUARE GARDENS 

1. Mrs Sillar writing about her childhood spent in Edinburgh 
during the 1870s- 1880s: see Edinburgh Child: some memories of 
90years, Elleanor Sillar, Oliver and Boyd, Edinburgh and London, 
1961, p.3. 

2. And outwith its boundary: George :_square was built from 1766 
onwards and designed by James Brown, architect: Brown had 
bought the land which had formerly been part of the policies of 
Ross house - a mansion close to where the McEwan Hall now stands. 
It was named after his brother. 

3. Extracts from an Edinbur -h Journal 1323 -1833, part 1, Book of 
the Old Edinburgh Club (GEC), `Jol.29, T & A Constable, 
Edinburgh 1956, entry for 12 October 1825; similarly, an 
advertisement appeared in the Scotsman in 1824 advertising 
Number 1 St. Andrew Square for sale and conversion "into 
elegant shops" remarking that "... this is now acknowledged to 
be the best situation in town for first rate shops ". See: 

The Scotsman, 7 February, 1824. 

4. St. Andrew Square feu charter, Chartulary vol.1, City Archives. 

5. Some of the later New Town gardens have in comparison run into 
various problems on account of Clauses in their Charters being 
too detailed and limiting in scope. 

6. TCM 5 April 1769, v.85; the following information is based on 
this minute. 

7. They would not in any case be out of pocket for the purchasers 
of subsequent feus were made responsible for paying a share of 
the money advanced by the Council. 

8. The length of railing required had been measured at 12410 (379m) 

(2401 (73m) on each "great side ", and 701 8" (22m) on each 

corner). 

). TOM, 21 April 1773, v90. 

10. TCM, 22 November 1775, v90. 

11. See Edinburgh Advertiser, 13 January 1769, advertisement for 
sale of Drummond Lodge - "Robert Cullen gardener at the lodge 

will show the policy ". 

12. TOM, 1 September 1773, v)0. 

13. Boswell: Laird of Auchineck 1778 -1782, edited Joseph Reed and 
Frederick ':'ottle, McGraw Hill, 1977, p.472, diary entry for 

19 August 1782: Boswell was a frequent visitor to the square 

and also became friendly with Sir Lawrence Dundas and his wife. 
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14. Sir James Colquhoun of Luss, 2nd Bart., Sheriff Depute of 
Dunbartonshire, died 1805. 

15. TCM, 7 December 1791, v119; the Council nominated the Youngest 
Baillie, the Dean of Guild, the Dean Convener as a Committee, 
with any 2 a quorum. 

16. The fund in fact had originated amongst naval officers as 
Melville for a short time held the post of First Lord of the 
Admiralty - and during his term of office had rendered consider- 
able services to the navy. 

17. TCM, 17 January, 1321, v181; see also The Melville Monument. 
W. Forbes Gray, 'DEC, March 1927, vol.15, lips. 207 -213 for a 
detailed account of the history of the Monument. Two other 
sites were also considered - namely the north east shoulder of 
Calton Mill, and Coates Crescent (presumably at the centre of 
the Crescent garden). air Patrick -.Talker went on to claim 
£10,000 damages for breach of agreement but finally settled 
for £158: the Committee however, had to pay out an additional 
£250 in legal expenses - the beginning of many financial problems 
which beset the erection of the monument. 

1g. Stevenson made no charge for his advice; he suggested extending 
and strengthening the foundation, and recommended the use of 
stones large enough to fill up the entire thickness of the walls 
instead of rubble as proposed by Burn. 

19. For example, one of his exhibitions in 1832 consisted of 30 
groups of statuary under the patronage of the Royal Association 
of Contributors to the National Monument. 

20. This and the following quotation and information is taken from 
an account in the Scotsman, 4 August 1827. 

21. Not everyone was impressed however: Henry Cockburn, for example 
made the comment on seeing the column after the scaffolding had 
been removed (in time for George IV visit in August 1822) that 
while the site was good, and the design "not very bad ", it 

nerertheless lacked a "very correct grace in the proportion" which 
a plain column required. Another writer a little later 
criticised the monument as "... towering over the tops of the 
houses like the chimney of a gas works, and out of all proportion 
whatever with the surrounding objects": see Some letters of 
Lord Cockburn, edited H. A. Cockburn, Edinburgh, Grant & Murray, 
1932_ p. 105; and Edinburgh and its society in 1835, 
Sebaldus Naseweis, William Blackwood & Son, Edinburgh 1838, 
p.10..2. 

22. Scotsman, 28 February 1827. Report on Town Council proceedings 
in which the Council agreed to subscribe 50 guineas towards 
finishing the monument. 
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23. Renortomrtitti 
proprietors 21 March 1833, printed copy, Edinburgh University 
Library. 

24. No mention is made in the report of any professional advice 
being sought so presumably the changes made were carried into 
effect by a nursery contractor acting on instructions from the 
Committee. 

25. leyriiraZ'hronicle, 20 eepteviber 1834; paragraph by "our awn 
correspondent", and quoted in Edinburgh: The Story of a City, 
E. F. Catford, Hutchinson, London 1)75 p. 13. Earl Grey, 
recently retired from Parliament had been honoured by Edinburgh 
with the Freedom of the City which he received on 18 September 1334; 
he had been largely responsible for the successful passage 
through 'arliament of the Reform Act (1P32), and the Burgh 
Reform Act (1833). The local newspaper gave a more enthusiastic 
account of the charity promenade - the last of the season 
"... but by far the most splendid for beauty and fashion that 
ever took place in Edinburgh". Nearly 2,000 people attended, 
and 90 guineas raised: EEC, 20 Cetomber 1034. 

26. where the property was in multi-ownership, the overall amount 
was apportioned equally amongst the different proprietors. 

27 See: Reeort of the Committee of St Andrew Scuare nro,rietors, 
appointed at the Annual Meetingt February 4 1351 to consider 
the propriety of m&;1n2 a chance in the central area of the square", 
copy E7L. The following information is taken from this report. 

2S. The convenor - Robert Chambers (1S02-1871) was not however, a 

St. Andrew Square proprietor (he lived in Donne Terrace) but 
was probably chosen because of his known interest in the city's 
history. He first made his name as author of "Traditions of 
Edinburgh" and was a prolific writer as well as being partner 
with his brother William in a highly successful printing and 
publishing business. Lord Provost Johnstone - one of the 

active Committee members would have known Chambers wen, as he 
too was in the printing and eablishing trade - and most likely 
through this contact Chambers became involved. 

29. Most of Edinburgh's best known architects replied including 

7. H. Playfair, David land, David cousin, 'Patrick Wilson, 
T. H. Bell, T. Hamilton, David Bryce, John Dick Peddle, and 

Thomas Brown. Among the artists were:- George Harvey, Ceivin 
John Ballantyne, Arthur eerigal, William Smellier Watson, 
Charles Lees, Mr Stewart, Mr Johnston, Kenneth Macleay, 

Alexander Christie, John Brown, and D. Hay. 

30. Mr John Henderson, Architect, and Peter Ramsay, Manager of 
Edinburgh branch of the estern Bank of Scotland, St ens Square 
both supported the retention of the garden. 
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31. Those specifically named were as follows: Place Vendome, 
Paris; Place Royale, Brussels; Piazza del Populo, Piazze Navona, 
Piazze Vecchia; and Piazza di san Marco. 

32. The Town Council do not appear to have voiced any objections on 
this score: however, the Lord Provost at this time was 
W. Johnstonefpf W & A. K. Johnstone, geogra;: -hers, engravers, and 
printers, St. Andrew Square) and also active on the garden 
Management Committee. 

33. Scotsman, 31 May 1851. Proposed A'teration of St. Andrew Square, 

34. Scotsman, 21 May 1851, Horticultural Show and Promenade. 

35. Quoted in a pamphlet: Improvement of St. Andrew Square, 
27 November 1865, copy: Clerk to Management Committee, and 
McNab manuscript file. 

36. i)ur Town Trees St Andrew S are Gardens, Scottish Farmer 
12 July 1865, James McNab fig. 37). 

37. Edinburgh Police Act, 11 and 12, Viet. Cap 113, Sect. 270. 

38. This, and the following information is taken from a small minute 
book entitled "Improvement of St Andrew Square", in possession of 
the Clerk to the Management Committee. 

39. John Dick Peddie started as a pupil of David Rhind thereafter 
going into partnership with Charles Kinnear. The partnership 
was very successful and responsible for many public buildings 
including the Caledonian Station, Edinburgh; Cockburn Street 
improvements; the magnificent Telling room, Royal Bank of 
Scotland, St. Andrew Square; Aberdeen's municipal buildings and 
several churches and country houses. Very likely he had been 
involved in the 1851 proposals. 

40. No doubt helped by one of the active proprietors - Sir William 
Johnstone who had long associations with the Town Council; also, 
up until the end of the 1860s 2 members of the Town Council 

always attended the annual meeting of proprietors - a custom 
which seems to have arisen from the fixing of the annual assess- 
ment; it was laid down in the feu charter that this should be 

agreed upon by "a majority of the feuars with the consent of a 
Committee of the Town Counci ". 

41. An account of the meeting was given in the Scotsman, 27 March 1866. 

John Dundas (1803 -1873) was the 5th son of James Dundas W3. 

42. The Edinburgh and Leith post office directory 1865/66 indicates 
how few private citizens still lived in the Square: only 7 names 

are found listed without added qualifications (ie being used 

solely for residential purposes). 
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43. Scotsman, 18 March 1866, letter written by J. Dick Teddie. 

44. Scotsman, 1 July 1867, Our Town Trees. 

45. TOM }17 September, 1918, 8 October, 1918. 

46. Valentines post card "Calton Hill and the east end from the 
air ", Register House GD 1/533 No. 251. 

47. 1CMM, 3 March 1890; the statue was by John Steell and had been 
presented to the City in 1184: it Was eventually removed (to 
the City Chambers) in 1917 to make way for the Gladstone 
memorial - which itself was recited for road safety reasons in 
1955 and now forms the centre piece of Coates Crescent gardens. 

48. TOM, 20 February 1969: the following quotations are taken from 
this minute which is a report of an earlier meeting of the Lord 
Provost's Comittee held on 5 February 1969. 

49. Refer Section 1, footnote 66. 
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2.3 CHARLOTTE SQUARE GARDENS 

1. Memoirs of a Highland lady: the autobiography of Elizabeth Grant 
of Rothiemurchus afterwards Mrs Smith of Baltiboys 1797 -1830; 
London, John Murray, 1911 p.316. The time referred to was the 
year 1817. 

2. From 1792 up until 1820; almost one third of the square was 
finished by 1808, but the majority were completed from 1811 
onwards. 

3. One or two changes had taken place at an early date for example 
Oman's Hotel had taken over No. 4 and 6 on the north side in the 
1820s, and in the 1850s No.33 was occupied by the Young Ladies 
Institution. 

4. At No. 7: the basement, ground floor and first floor are 
furnished in the character of a'typical'Georgian town house; 
No. 5 Charlotte Square is the headquarters of the Scottish 
National Trust; and the Scottish Arts Council have their offices 
at No. 19. 

5. Some delicate negotiations were however, required with the 
adjoining owner - the Earl of Moray re boundaries and servitudes 
relating to the north west corner of Charlotte Square: had 
these not been successfully concluded a major change to Craig's 
p an may have proved unavoidable and the Lord Provost did suggest 
at one point that if the necessary ground was not available then 

a circus or crescent might have to be built instead. TCM 

8 October 1788; 28 March 1792; for greater details see also: 
The Making of Classical Edinburgh, op. cit., pps. 92 -93. 

6. TCM, 9 September 1795, vol.124. 

7. The first Superintendent of Works appointed full time to the 

George Heriot Trust was John Paterson in 1809: before then the 

Treasurer took responsibility for general oversight calling in 

the aid of practical men as required. 

8. Sibbald was probably responsible for the design and building of 

several houses in the New Town. A little confusing however, is 

the fact that another William Sibbald lived in Edinburgh at the 

same time also practising as an architect and builder. This other 

Sibbald died in 1823 and was in partnership with James Smith and 

Robert Wight, both described as architects and builders, the firm 

being known as " Sibbald, Smith & Co builders ". A number of 

houses in Charlotte Square were built by this firm. It is not 

known whether the 2 Sibbalds were related although it is very 

likely they were father and son - the younger one usually des- 

cribing himself as "junior architect" in legal documents. 

Certainly their paths crossed on many occasions as Sibbald 

"senior" was responsible for "overseeing" the buildings being 

erected by Sibbald "junior" and in 1808 both submitted a joint 

report to the Town Council on what to do with the garden contents 

of Bellevue House (see TCM, 6 April 1808). 
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9. EEC, 8 April 1809. 

10. TCM, 24 February 1796 v.125. 

11. TCM, 19 July 1797: this minute gives details of the various 
meetings held earlier with the feuars and is the basis of the 
following information in this section. 

12. Contract between the City of Edinburgh and the Herifors of 
Charlotte Square and Thomas Chalmers /George Minton; Edinburgh 
District Council Archives. 

13. The cost of the railings appears to have increased, as the final 
settlement was for £549, see TCM 20 June 1798, v.128. 

14. Leave to do this had already been granted to feuars of houses on 
the north side. 

15. TCM, 10 August 1803, vol. 138. 

16. Old and New Edinburgh, Grant, vol.2, p.124. Dirom was author 
of "A Narrative of the campaign in India" which terminated the 
war with Tippo Sultan in 1792." According to the army lists of 
1804 Dirom was 2nd Lt. Colonel of the 44th (East Essex) Regiment 
of foot; he is still Lt. Colonel of the 44th regiment in 1809 but 
with the army rank of full colonel. In the list of 1812 he 
remains Lt. Colonel of the 44th, but with the army rank of 
Major General as from October 1809, and by 1815 had left the 
44th. This doub e rank was apparently not uncommon and indicates 
that Dirom had an appointment away from his Regiment (Information 
supplied by the Scottish United Services Museum, Edinburgh). 

17. The history of the Squares of London; topographical and historical, 
E. Beresford Chancellor, London, Kegan Paul, Trench, Triber and 
Co. Ltd., 1907, p.103 and 383. 

18. TCM, 21 March 1804, v.139. 

19. And again from 1808 -1809. 

20. Under these Acts ail men aged between 19 -50 years had to be 
registered and so many were "called up " by ballot: substitutes 
could however, be paid to take their place. They received a 
basic training lasting between 3 to 4 months a year after which 
they returned to their ordinary jobs. While Militia units were 
on garrison duty they became de facto regular troops for the 
period concerned, and subject to Military Law (Information 
supplied by the Keeper, Scottish United Services Museum, 
Edinburgh Castle). 

21, This, and the following information is recorded in the TCM, 
6 January 1808, v. 150. 
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27.. Calculated on the basis of the £21 specified in the later feu 
charters although this varied slightly according to the width 
of the frontages. 

23. Town Council Accounts 1800 -1809, city arch ives. 

24. Dickson & Co. for example had premises in Waterloo Place; Eagle 
& Henderson, and James Alexander in Leith Walk; and John Hay, 
landscape planner and nurseryman had offices in Catherine Street - 

opposite Greenside Place. William Sibbald lived in Catherine 
Street. 

25. Report of the Charlotte Square ,ardens, James McNab, 
10 January 1874: Charlotte Square Minute book 2, 1869 -1894, 

RH GD 282 /box326 /1.McNab gave details of the planting in the 
outer border, which over 60 years pater were described as con- 
taining "many useless trees ". 

26. The pathway on the west side had a downward curve, and on the 
east side an upward curve: many maps however show the curves 
of the pathways reversed - due to an error in the engraving. 

27. The second minute book of the Charlotte Square gardens refers 
to an earlier book dating from 1807; unfortunately no trace of 
this has been found. 

28. TCM, 22 January 1817, vol. 173. 

29. Cockburn moved to 14 Charlotte Square in 1813, and retained his 
house there until 1848. 

30. The Scotsman, i July 1867, Our town trees. 

31. The Scotsman, 1 September 1824: advertisement inviting people 
to contract for the erection of the statue which was to be 

"... of bronze, upon a pedestal of granite at the east gate of 

the enclosed ground of Charlotte Square ". This statue was 

finally placed in 1835 outside the Royal Bank of Scotland - 

formerly Dundas's mansion house in St. Andrews Square. 

32. The Melville monument, W. Forbes Gray, Book of the Old Edinburgh 
Club vol.15, March 1927; the idea of a column was later abandoned 

in favour of a statue of Pitt placed in George Street. 

33. Much of the material relating to the 'Prince Albert Memorial has 

been taken from the Buccleuch Papers in Register House, see 

RHGD224 666/3. 

34. Walker lived at 26 Moray Place, and was also the "indefatigable" 

Secretary of the Board of Supervision for the Relief of the Poor 

in Scotland. Cockburn once described him as "... honest, poor and 

a gentleman" - see Some letters of Lord Cockburn, op. cit., 

letter to Thomas Cleghorn /852. 
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35. Aberdeenshire and Glasgow decided to have their own memorial 
and therefore did not contribute. 

36. Catalogue of designs for the Scottish National Memorial to his 
Royal Highness, the Prince Consort, December 1864, EPL 

37. For example, the summit of Castle Rock, the top of Arthurs Seat, 
the summits of Craiglockhart and Corstorphine Hill, Buccleuch 
papers Minute of the Central Committee 11 July 1864 RHGD 224 666/3. 

38. John Steell (1804 -1891) was the son of a well known wood carver 
who moved from Aberdeen to Edinburgh in 1805. Steell who spent 
several years studying in Rome became one of Scotland's most 
outstanding and successful sculptors - designing almost one - 
quarter of the statues in Edinburgh. One of his earliest works 
was the group 'Alexander and Bucephalus (now outside the City 
Chambers). After completing the colossal statue of Victoria 
(above the entrance to the Royal Scottish Academy he was 
appointed Queen's sculptor for Scotland - a position which 
must have placed him at great advantage over the other competitors. 
His Prince Consort statue is thought by may to be his greatest 
work but he is possibly better remembered for his Wellington in 
front of Register House, and the seated figure of Scott, in the 

Scott Memorial a Long Princes Street. 

39. Excerpt of Minute of Meetin of Executive Committee, 2 July, 1870, 
Buccleuch papers, op. cit. 

40. Charlotte S uare Minute book 1869 -18)4; Minute 30 June 1871, WRH 

41. Robert Matheson (1808 -1877) architect to Her Majesty's Board of 
Works: his name also occurs in connection with the Queen Street 
East gardens and also Grosvenor Crescent - as owner and developer 
of the site. 

42. Two residents had initially objected to the original proposal 
to form a public right of way across the middle of the garden 
from east to west; this idea was dropped in favour of limited 

access by a single gate in the centre of the east side: the 

gate being kept looked at night time. 

43. Duke of Buccleuch _papers: Minute of Executive Committee 

12 July 1871 op. cit. The final decision pleased Steell who 

had always made known his preference for Charlotte Square. 

44. David Bryce (1803 -1876); he had one of the largest and most 

successful practices in Victorian Britain; in Scotland he was 

involved with over 100 country houses, and in Edinburgh is best 

known for Fettes ColUege, the Royal Infirmary, and the Bank of 

Scotland on the Mound (adding to the earlier building by Reid 

and Crichton). Bryce had in fact entered for the memorial 

competition: his submission had incorporated a peel tower or 

keep within the Castle precincts inside of which there was to have 
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been a fine vaulted chamber having at its centre a statue of 
the Prince Consort; see - Silences that' Speak; William Pitcairn 
Anderson, Alexander Bruton, Edinburgh 1931 p. 635. 

45. Report by Mr James McNab as to Charlotte Square gardens: 
10 January 1874; op. cit. McNab also had ideas (maybe influenced 
by Dick Peddie) of placing statues "on uniform height of 
pedestal" at each of the 4 corners: his suggestions were for - 

Dean Ramsay in the south west corner, Chalmers statue - north 
west corner, Livingstone - south east corner and Dr Simpson in 
the north east corner, see the Scotsman, 27 April, 1874, letter 
signed by McNab. 

46. None of the proprietors seem to have raised any complaints about 
this. 

47. More leaves from the Journal of a life in the Hi:hlands: 
Queen Victoria's notebook: Messrs Smith, Elder & Co., 1884. 
After the ceremony the Queen returned to Holyrood House where 
she knighted Mr Steell, and also Professor Cakeley who had 
been responsible for all the musical arrangements. 

48. TCM, 5 September 1876, v.317. 

49. TCM, 20 August 1878, v.322. 

50. This and the following information is taken from the 2 Charlotte 
Square garden minute books dating from 1869 -1894; and 1895 -1926. 

51. Under the emergency powers conferred upon the Secretary of State 
for Scotland by the Defence (General) íR ations 1939. 

52. The dilapidated state of the garden prompted one Edinburgh 
citizen to versify his lament as follows : - 

"But nude the foot of war has crushed 
Green spears and petals gay 

And where once beauty quietly shone 
There's ugliness today" 

Edinburgh :Evening News, 28 February 1945 
Signed F03. 

53. This and the following information is taken fromuiscellaneous 
papers in the possession of the Clerk to the Management Committee. 

54. Particularly in an east to west direction from George Street to 

the former St. George's Church. 

55. Best remembered now as architect of Reid Memorial Church, Blackford 

Road, 1933. 

56. These were 9" (21.5 ems) dee; with small fountains at the 

memorial end intended to reduce shortcutting between the pathways. 
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57. Six gateways were made to allow for the diagonal footpaths if 
and when they were ever made. These same railings still enclose 
the garden and are plainly designed with a regular square bar 
set into a double horizontal bar at the head. The gates them- 
selves were more ornamental with an acanthus leaf motif. Railings 
to the same design were also erected around St. Andrew Square 
and Rutland .square gardens. 

58. No financial problems seem to have been experienced in the 
upkeep of the garden: claiming assessments from business firms 
appears easier than it sometimes is from individuals. The garden 
has never been in debt and whenever extra funds have been needed 
they have been raised without difficulty. 

59. Edinburgh and Leith Junction Railway Bila was intended to set 
up a Company of the same name with powers to construct railways 
connecting portions of the North British and the Caledonian 
Railway Companies undertakings in Edinburgh and Leith, and 
other works in Midlothian, and for other purposes. 

160. See, Charlotte S are arden Minute book 1869 -1894; minutes 
between 1. December 13 0 - 13 March 1891 when 16 separate 
meetings about this issue are recorded. A copy of the 
Charlotte Square proprietors petition against the Bill is also 
contained in the minute book. 

61. Charlotte 3t uare : arden minute book 1869 -1894 Minutes 
27 April 1 -3. May 1911. The proportions of the statue were 
thought unsuited aesthetically to the Square and garden, and a 
likely traffic hazard if placed in the roadway. 

62. Charlotte Square ress t tte ment, 24 June 1960, issued by 
David Birrell WS, Clerk to the proprietors: miscellaneous papers 
in possession of the Clerk. The proprietors sought the advice of 
Mr. F. R. Stevenson, architect and planning consultant - who 
supported the proprietors in their view that the work should be 
abandoned. Unfortunately as it was classified under 'roadway 
improvement' no planning permission was necessary. 

63. This gave powers under the Town Planning, (Scotland) Act, 1925. 

64. Since then the Act has been superseded by others, for example, 
The Building :reservation Order, No.1, 1951, issued by the 
Secretary of State under powers contained in Section 27 of the 

Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1947: the provisions 
however, remain largely the same. 

65. Charlotte 3 are : arden minute book 1869- 1894; o . cit. Minute 
4 February 1835. 

66. Dr Elsie Inglis. Lady Dances Balfour, Hodder and 3t;oughton, 
p.31, ND. 
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67. Charlotte Square garden minute book 1869 -1894, op. cit., 

Minute 11 February 1890. . 

68. Charlotte S are arden minute book 1895 -1926, op. cit., 
Minute 1 July 1 it t e Commissionaire was given a free key 
to the garden and allowed a yearly gratuity of £2 - a practice 
which continued up until the Second World War. 

69. Charlotte Square Minute book 1869 -1894, op. cit., Minute of 
agreement between James Mylne WS Clerk to the Proprietors of 
houses in Charlotte Square, Edinburgh, and John Fraser, presently 
residing at 16 Breadalbane Terrace, Dairy Road, Edinburgh, 1875. 

His wages were put at £55 a year. At the present time the 

garden is looked after by 2 or 3 retired raen who work on a 
casual basis: the grass is cut by an outside contractor. 
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2.4 GENERAL INTRODUCTION TO THE PRINCES STREET GARDENS 

1. The gardens of the castle; C. A. Malcolm, OEC vol. XIV, 1925, 
pps. 101 -120. 

2. In 1562 for example, the Town Council ruled that all persons of 
"loose life" should be ducked in a certain part of the loch, and 
between 1589 -1670 many witches were ducked in the loch before 
being burned on Castle Hill, see Castle and Town, D. Robertson and 
M. Wood, Oliver and Boyd, 1928 p. 10 and 14. 

3. Traditionsof Edinburgh,Robert Chambers, W & R Chambers, London 
and Edinburgh 1869 (new edition), p. 29. 

4. Later corrupted to Barefoots Parks; Robert He :burn of Bearford 
the previous owner had been in frequent disputes with the town. 
A detailed account of this and the acquisition of the land is 
given in "Barefoots Parks ", William Cowan, OEC, vol. XIII pps. 79 -91. 

5. Memorials of his time, Henry Cockburn, Mercat press edition, 
Edinburgh 1971, p. 371. 

6. TCM, 24 April 1706, vol. 38. 

7. TCM, 11 January 1720, vol. 48. 

8. See the Appendix: The Condition of the dwellings of the operative 
classes in Edinburgh by Alexander Wood; this formed part of a 
report on: "The Condition of the poorer classes of Edinbur h, 
and of their dwellings, neighbourhoods and families ", Edinburgh, 
Edmonston & Douglas 1868. The College of Physicians had been 
consulted by the Town Council following the latter's fears of 
the plague visiting Edinburgh. 

9. An Act for enlarging the term granted by an Act made in the 3rd 
year of his Majesty's reign (for continuing the duty of 2 pennies 
Scots upon every pint of ale and beer sold in the City of 
Edinburgh) for the purposes therein mentioned and for discontinuing 
the payment of the petty port customs there) and for making the 
said Act more effectual: passed on 9 October 1722 and printed 
in 1723. 

10. John Home had originally bought land on the north side of 
Princes Street at the east end: the land in question on the 
south side had first been offered by the Town Council to Graham, 
a plumber, in exchange for his ground on Multrees Hill - the 
site intended for Register House. Graham and later his heirs 
declined this area of land, but finally after lengthy negotiations 
Home in 1768, and as a favour, offered to give over to Graham's 
heirs his land on the north side for the land they had declined 
on the south side: See: - The buildings at the East end of Princes 
Street and the corner of the North Bridge, William Cowan, OEC. 
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vol. 1, p.140 -145; see also:- Missive letter John Home to 
Lords Alemour and Elliock, March 18th, 1774. EPL 

11. Next to the bridge St. Ann Street was built consisting of 
5 storey tenements which dipped steeply into the valley until 

joining Canal Street. This street was demolished in 1817 as 
part of the Edinburgh Improvement Act, 1816. 

12. A sub Committee of the Town Council did recommend at this time 
that no more land on the south side to the west of the feus 
already granted should be made out until "... the quarries are 
filled up, that the Town and their feuars may have a proper 
place to dispose of the earth which they may be obliged to dig" 
TCM, 8 August 1770, vol. 87. 

13. Alexander 'light, Solicitor General to the Prince of Wales, Vice 
President of the Society of Antiquaries, and Director of the 
Music Society lived on the south side of St. Andrews Square and 
was particularly fond of the view of St. Gile's steeple from his 
back windows; in order to keep the view he bought the vacant 
ground in Princes Street immediately behind, and placed a 

restriction on the height of any building to be erected there. 
This restriction was finally rescinded in a Court of Session 
Action in 1937: see - Princes Street Edinburgh, Life association 
of Scotland, op. cit., p.28. 

14. Quoted in Youngsonn9 The making of Classical Edinburgh, op. cit., 
p.86 which provides a useful background to this episode. 

15. Full details of this are given in The buildings at the East end 
of Princes Street, William Cowan, OEC, Vol.1 pps. 145 -149. 

16. Published on 19 March, 1776. 

17. The buildings on Home's feu remained almost unaltered until they 
were demolished in 1896. 

18. See TCM, 16 August 1780, vol. 99, pps. 172 -184 for details of 

the decree arbitral. 

19. To be settled and directed by the Lord President of the Court of 
Session, and the Lord Chief Baron of the Court of Exchequer when 

the occasion arose; John Stodart (thenLord Provost) was named 
as the overseer for the other improvement work to be carried out. 

20. George Boyd, a clothier in Gosfords Close is said to have made 

the first steps across the marshy valley which others then 
added to: for a long time it was named "Geordie Boyd's Brig ". 

21. According to Creech about 1800 cartloads of earth, stones etc 

were deposited daily, see Letters to Sir John Sinclair; 
William Creech, first published 1793. 
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22. That is, that any houses built were not to be less than 961 
(29m) from those on the north side, or extend more than 1601 
(49m) in depth to the south; the land beyond this point was 
however, to be reserved for pleasure garden purposes. 
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2.5 EAST PRINCES STREET GARDENS 

1. TCM, 16 August 1780, v99; Memorial subscribed by Alexander Wight Esq., 
Advocate for himself and in name of other feuars of Extended 
Royalty,)dated 28 June, 1780. 

2. Edinburgh Weekly Magazine, 28 March 1776. 

3. Some drainage work had been carried out as early as 1763 
prior to the building of the North Bridge. 

4. TCM, 16 August 1780, v.99, car. cit. 

3. Jamieson was one of the most important of the New Town builders: 
he was employed in the building of Register House, Sir Lawrence 
Dundas's house in S,t, Andrews Square, and other New Town houses. 
He was a member of the Town Council, and in 1779 he was granted 
permission to quarry some ground on the south side of Princes 
Street east of the Mound (of which he was a feuar) on condition 
the land afterwards was reinstated, see TOM 8 December 1779, 
vol. 98. 

6. The feuars pointed out the damage caused by those renting the 
land for cattle grazing of "gorging up" the water in winter to make 
it overflow the ground; consequently it became perpetually wet 
and swampy. 

7. The Dean of Guild Grieve was to put this proposal to the Town 
Council; he himself was a Princes Street proprietor with a house 
at the corner of Hanover Street. 

8. EEC, 12 May 1781. 

9. TCM, 29 August 1781, V101: the proprietors volunteered to pay 
?Tr" the cost of the additional gate which the Town Council 
agreed to on condition it could be freely used by everyone and 
the proprietors accepted responsibility for its upkeep. 

10. Sees Diary of George Sandy: Apprentice W5 1788; Edited and rr.rwr.r.r.r..rrrr rrr r .w i r r rrr..nr.w 
introduced by C. A. Malcolm, Edinburgh, T & A Constable Ltd., 
1943, pps. 29, 36 and 40. 

11. At one period the ideas for a simple, ornamental sheet of water 

had grown to a more ambitious notion of a North Loch Canal forming 
part of an inland waterway connecting with Glasgow to the 
west, and with Leith (via an immense harbour at Greenside) to 

the east. By such means the New .Town was to be converted to a 
sea port: designs were urawn up by experienced engineers, a 

plan published, and Canal Street named in anticipation of the 
great canal envisaged by the City. Reference to this project is 
made in - Old and New Edinburgh, Grant, vo1.2, p.99. No 
exact dates are given but ideas for a functional canal seem to 
have been widely discussed in the 1760s and 1770s. In 1764, 
for example Robert Meir "a merchant" brought out a pamphlet 
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entitled- "The Edinbur gh paradise regained or the City set at 
liberty to propagate and improve her trade and commerce" (copy 
in EUL) which suggested a broad freshwater canal between 
Edinburgh and Leith. 

12. Scotsman, 16 February 1822, article entitled, "New attempt to 
build in front of Princes Street ". William Burn was appointed 
architect for the yeomanry stable. 

13. The east side of the Earthen Mound (area unspecified) had in 
fact been advertised forsale by the Town Council in 1823 along 
with other building stances in Fettes Row, Royal Crescent, 
Duncan Street, Scotland Street, east end of London Street and 
Bellevue Crescent see - Edinburgh Evening Advertiser, 24 June 1823. 

14. TOM, 17 August 1825, vol.193; details of "the purpose" are not 
given in the minutes m the business of the day being more 
concerned to recoup some of the money spent by levying a 
charge of 1 penny per cart "for every person depositing earth or 
rubbish in that situation "; this was later reduced to penny 
per cart - TCM, 26 August 1825, v.193. 

15. Ideas for this had first been put forward in 1823 and during 
the intervening years several different plans had been drawn up 
including ones by Robert Reid, Robert Gourley (an interested 
amateur - responsible for many original but rather wild ideas 
for the improvement of Edinburgh), Thomas Leslie, Thomas Hamilton 
and Robert Stevenson, engineer (grandfather of Robert Louis 
Stevenson). Thomas Hamilton and William Burn were finally 
appointed to draw u ¡. plans. For a detailed account of these 
improvements see:- George IV Bridge and the western approach, 
David Robertson, OEC, Vol.18, 1932, pps. 79 -99; also The making 
of classical Edinburgh, Youngson, op. cit., pps. 166 -181. 

16. Opposition to the Bill was led by William Drysdale, WS. 

17. Scotsman, 4 February 1826. 

18. The 14 names were as follows:- Robert Dundas, Lord Chief Baron 
of the Court of Exchequer; H Home Drummond of Blair Drummond, 
Sir William Forbes (banker), Henry Cockburn, advocate, Sir John 
Connell, Judge of the Court of Admiralty, Sir Henry Jardine, 
Kings Remembrancer in the Exchequer, James Skene of Rubislaw, 
Thomas Allan, banker, John Cay, Advocate, A. Alison, Advocate, 

John Russell WS, John Kinnear, banker and Alexander Douglas WS. 

The names underlined were members of the West Princes Street 

gardens Management Committee. 

19. Reported in the Scotsman, 8 February 1826; and also in the 

Edinburgh Advertiser, 7 February, 1826. 

20. The Lord Provost at this time was William Trotter, head of the 
firm of cabinet makers and upholsterers who had their premises on 

the south side of Princes Street close to the North Bridge; his 

father, the previous feuar of the land together with John Home, 

coachmaker, centred in the earlier controversy re building on the 

south side of Princes Street (see Section 2.4). 

21. TOM, 1 March, 1826, vol. 196. 

22. TCM, 28 June, 1826, vol. 197. 
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23. Playfair's best known Edinburgh buildings include - the Royal 
Scottish Academy, the National Gallery, Surgeons Hall, New 
College, the new observatory, Calton Hill, St. Stephens Church 
and Donaldson's Hospital. He also was responsible for the 
design and additions to several country houses. All his 
architectural drawings were offered by his trustees to Edinburgh 
University in 1858. 

24. Most of his books were on the subject of architecture but there 
were also a number of influential publications on the principi 
of landscaping, for example, Uvedale Price's "Essays on the 
Picturesque (1821 edition), Richard Payne Knight's "Inquiry into 
the rinciples of taste (1808), Alison's, "Essays on the nature 
and principle of taste (1811), and the Reverend William Gilpin's, 
Acturesque tour, of the lakes of Cumberland and Westmorland 
(2 vols. 1786). For more practical gardening books Playfair 
seems to have relied upon - Whately's "Observations on modern 
gardening" (1793 edition), Papworth's "Hints on ornamental 
gardening" (1823), and ,:erhaps, the most useful of ail, 
J. C. Loudon's "Encyclopaedia of Gardening" (1826). A copy of 
the catalogue is in the NLS: Catalogue of the valuable library of 
the late W. H. Playfair Esq. to be sold by auction by Mr T. Nisbet 
in his great room, 11 Hanover Street, Friday and Saturday, 
27th and 28th November, 1857. 

25. TOM, 5 July 1826, v.197; also reported in the Edinburgh Advertiser, 
30 June, 1826. 

26. This step may have been taken on the suggestion of Alexander 
Henderson, former Lord Provost and still an active member of the 
Town Council: as head of one of the largest nursery fires in 
Edinburgh he had worked as contractor for the West Princes Street 
gardens and would certainly have been aware of the leading land- 
scape designers of the day. there is also a chance that Gilpin 
may have been appointed on the recommendation of Andrew Wilson, 
landscape painter and Master of the Trustees Academy in Edinburgh. 
Wilson in earlier life had taught drawing at Sandhurst Military 
Academy - as Gilpin had also done although no records exist to 
show whether their appointments overlapped. Wilson designed the 
Central and Western sections of the Queen Street Gardens (refer 

Section 3) before he took up permanent residence in Italy in 

1826. His advice may well have been sought re the eastern 
portion of the North Loch, and Gilpin's name put forward. 

27. He illustrated the first of his Uncle's celebrated Tours in Search 
of Picturesque Beauty - on the Wye. 

28. Information on William Sawrey Gilpin was provided by Mavis Batey, 

Garden History Society; see also Dictionary of National Biography 
vo_. VII, 1908, edited by Leslie Stephen and Sidney Lee, Smith, 

Elder and Co. 

29. Scotsman, 8 November 1826. 
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30. Practical. hints for 1andscac gardening, J. S. Gilpin, quoted by 
him in the preface, 1832. 

31. Scotsman, 8 November, 1826. 

32. Scotsman, 17 November, 1827. 

33. `I CM, 4 October. 126, v.198. 

34. Scotsman, 3 November, 1826« 

35. He advised on landscape improvements for Crum Castle, Enniskillen 
Castle and Castle Blayney. 

36. Scotsman, t? November 1126,q). cit. 

37. Act of 7th and 3th ear of K ne Geoyee IV Ca-f 76, "An Act for 
carrying into effect certain im, :rovements within the City of 
Edinburgh, and adjacent to the same ". The Act provided for the 
opening of a communication from the west end of the Lawumarket 
to the west by a road along the south bank of the Castlehill, 
and a bridge over the road at the back of the Castle (Johnstone 
Terrace and King's bridge); a road from the Lawnmarket opposite 
Bank Street to the south via a bridge over the Cowgate (George IV 
bridge); for levelling, widening and improving the Earthen Mound 
and Bank .Street; for improving access from the west to the 
Crassnarket (lung Stables .Road), and from the east end of the 
Graasmar1et by opening a road to the Lawn market (Victoria Street); 
for lowering, levelling, paving and improving the Laurtraarket and 
certain parts of the High Street, and for widening Castlehill 
by removing certain houses and buildings on the north side: 
12 Commissioners were appointed to carry out the Acts 3 of 
these being members of the Town Council and their numbers were 
equally divided into sub committees. The important plans and 
Works Committee consisted of 33 members and included amongst 
others - Henry Cockburn, James Skene of Rubislaw and James Gibson 
Craig WS. 

38. Plans for the i rovement of 2dinbur .h No. 1. Robert Gourley, 
Edinburgh, printed by W. Burness, 1829. Gourley devoted mooch 
time to devising a whole range of "improvements" for the central 
area of Edinburgh, and bombarded the Town Council as ;ell as 
other bodies with plans and reports of his various schemes. His 

ideas were well meant, but mostly impractical, and he was regarded 
as ao methigg of an eccentric. Many of his plans still survive in 

the archival drawing collection , Edinburgh District Council. Some 
of the competitors in the Calton Hill competition of 1813 had 
similar proposals for a gymnasia - based on the notion that every 
good and completed classical city modelled on ancient precept 
needed its stadium, amphitheatre and gymnasium. 

39. TCM, 4 April, 1327, v.201. 
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40. TCM, 3 June, 1829, v.205. 

41. TCt, 19 August, 1829, v.205. 

42. TCM, 24 June 1829, v.205. 

43. TCM, 2 September 1829, v.206: the whole of the report is quoted 
in full. 

44. Nei 1. l's written works inclu _le :? ; - "Tour through Orkney and 
Shetland" published in 1806; a translation with notes on Dubuissons, 

"An account of the Basalts of Saxony" 1914; an 
article on ''Gardening" - in Encyclopaedia, 7th edition - subse- 
quently published under the title of: "The flower, fruit and 
kitchen garden "; and: ''An account of a tour through the Nether- 
lands and the North of France ", published in 1823, which reported 
on a horticultural tour undertaken in 1817 on behalf of the 
Caledonian Horticultural Society and accompanied by James Meticonald 
(gardener, Dalkeith dark) and John Hay (garden designer and 
plants:nan). During his lifetime 3 plants were named after him - 

Erica Neilli, Neiltia `I'hyrsiflora and Atsteineria heillif, and 
Edinburgh University awarded him an honorary degree of Doctor of 
Law. 

45. Memorials of his time, Henry Cockburn, Mercat ,ress edition, 
1971, e.215. 

46. Encyclopaedia of Gardening, J. C. Loudon, 2nd edition inn, 
London, Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, Brown and Green, p.115. 

47. Neill was also a founder member of the Edinburgh Zoological 
gardens, founded in 1840 and situated in Broughton 'lark (opposite 
Claremont Crescent). 

4. The business was inherited from his father Adam Neill, and 
continued in existence until the 1971s where they occupied 
extensive premises in Newington; during the last century many 
horticultural, botanical and scientific papers were printed by the 
firm as well as nursery catalogues. The father had also been 
responsible for buying "several ruinous houses and others 

thereon in Cannomnills" in 1796 from Alexander Sprott, tanner see 
Register cif 3asines 2.0301, December 11, 1816. 

f-Fi. TON, 2 September 1n29, op. ci t. 

50. The report and plans appear to have been submitted to the 

Commissioners of the "fans and works Committee set up under the 
1127 Improvement Act: see, Report to the Commissioners for the 
Citi Improvements, Edinburgh 1130, EUL pamphlet 81; and TCM 
16 December 1829, v.2.06. 

51. This sounds the sort of advice that James McNab might also have 
given: as Neill and McNab had close contact with each other 
is likely that they could have discussed the matter together. 
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52. TOM, 13 April_ 1831, v.20?: this was carried out on the suggestion 
of Mt Solicitor General Cockburn in the hope that ... "These 
precautions ... may tend permanently to prevent the occurrence of 
nuisance at this place which was dreaded." A more elaborate, but 
at least underground "public necessary" now occupies a site nearby. 

53. TCM, 21 October 1829, vol. 206; TCM, 13 April 1831, v.209. 

54. See for example, Thomas Brown's letter book, EDC archives. 
Letters of 30 July 1129, 7 September 1829 and 31 December 1829. 

55. TCM, 16 December, 1129, v.206; at this stage the Chairmanship of 
the Committee had temporarily been taken over by Dr William Wood. 

56. Their right to a portion of the North Loch had been acquired in 

1800 when the land was bought in connection with the building of 
the new bank: it amounted to just over 1 acre (0.4 ha). 

57. TCM, 16 December, 1129,.v.206:. this gives a full account of all 
the transactions with the Bank of 3cotlenl. 

58. TCM, 13 April 1831, v.209. 

59. Crom.bies Modern Athenians, 1837-1847, reprinted 1881, Edinburgh, 
Adam and Charles Black, p.31: Neill was not consulted about the 
West Princes Street gardens until 1831 when he was. asked to give 
some minor planting advice. 

60. TOM, 15 December 1830, v.208. 

61. TOM, 2 March 1831, v.20?; Neill's request for a quantity of bag 
lime agreed to. 

62. 'aid to Thomas Scott, a farmer at Lauriston for 1200 bay laurels 
and 100 bellies. There had been other incidental expenses: for 

example, Eagle and Henderson were paid x:14 for shovels and grass 
seed between March and November 1830, TCM 20 July 1831 v.210. 

63. 13 June 1831, v.210. 

64. TOM, 11 March, 1832, v.211. 

65. TOil, 7 March 1832, v.211. 

6 . The matter was referred to a sub Committee of the Town Council who 

pointed out that under the terms of the 1827 Improvement Act the 

space must be kept as an ornamental area. Consent for this use 

had been refused by the Directors of the Bank of Scotland (part 

owners of the south bank) and many others had made known their 

opposition: instead it was suggested that the Old ehysic garden 

might be of use as a bleaching green, see TCM, 4 April 1832, v.211. 

67. The North Briton newspaper, 3 May 1832, the games were to 

include cricket, quoits, bowls, archery, the rifle, football, 

leaping, foot races and wrestling. 
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68. The Bank of Scotland had given their approval for the land to 
be let "for nursery or pleasure ground" purposes and were 
wiling to extend the lease for their portion of land on the 
south slope for another 13 years provided they had a share of 
the rent acquired from the ne tenant, TCM 25 April 1832, v.211. 

69. TOM, 30 May 1832, v.212. 

70. The . cotsman, 30 May, 1832; also reported, but not in such 
detail in Edinburgh "yening C ourant, 31 May, 1832. A similar 
strategy of combining a private nursery with pleasure gardens 
was adopted a few years later by the Heriot Trust for the Royal 
Terrace /London :Road gardens but did not prove very successful. 

71. When the new buildings started to appear a number of Princes Street 
proprietors protested but they were given firm assurances by the 
Town Council as to the temporary nature of them: see TCM 
31 Juy, 1338, v.227; 21 August 1838, v.2.27; 11 September 1838, 
v.227; 25 September, 1838, v.223; 27 November, 183:3, v.228. 

72. TCM, 21 August 1838, v.227. 

73. TOM, 10 August, 1141, v.235. 

.74. TOM, 6 April 1841, v.234. 

75. TCMs, 10 July 1843, v. ?_3), 2,3 August, 1843, v.239; 11 June, 1844, 
v.242, 8 April 1845, v.243. The Council usually agreed that 
there was cause for complaint but simply passed the matter onto 
the tenant - Eagle and Henderson. 

76. A case might well have been male that any extension through the 
eastern section of the North Loch contravened the clause in the 
1327 Improvement Act which specified that the space was to be 
kept as ornamental garden ground free of all building excepting 
a theatre or playhouse. 

77. Act of ''arliament land 8 Victor.a, Cap 5r "An Act to authorise 
an extension of the Edinburgh and Glasgow railway and to amend and 
enlarge the provision of the Act relating to such railway, 
4 July 1.44. 

78. Section 11 of the above Act: or failing Plaayfair "such other 
competent party as should be appointed. by the Sheriff of Edinburgh ". 

79. TOM, 6 May 1845, v.243: particularly on the east and north sides 
of the garden. Application was made to the Sheriff for an interim 
interdict to prevent further encroachments. 

80. TONY, 24 August 1847, ,.248. 

81. It had originally been destined for the West Princes .itreet 

gardens,. but then refused on grounds that no buildings were 
allowed under the 1816 Act of :arliament. 
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82. A fund- raisin, Committee had been set up shortly after 3ectt's 
death. One of the most active members, until he went to live 
abroad in 1840 was James 3kene of Rubislaw, (see West Princes 
Street gardens 2.6) a close friend of Scotts: Sir Thomas Dick 
Lauder was Chairman of the Committee. A public competition for the 
design of a memorial was held in 1836 although previous to this 
several clans had been made out by various artists and architects; 
54 designs were received which included 22 Gothic structures 
(highly favoured because of Scott's predilection for Gothic 
architecture), 11 statues, 14 Greecian temples and 5 pillar 
monuments, 1 obelisk, and 1 fountain. Three prizes were awarded 
to - Mr Rickman; Charles Fowler, !architect, together with 
R. W. Siever, Sculptor ptor London; and John Moroo (per name of 
George Kemp): all 3 had designed Gothic crosses. The Committee 
was not completely satisfied with the results and decided to 
obtain fresh plans from other artists not competing. Kemp, 
however, went on to improve his design and this leas finally 
accepted: see The second re ort of sub Committee for erecting á 
monument to air Walter Scott, Edinburgh, Neill 8: Co., 1835. 

83. Architectural °rospect 192: quoted in: Edinbur h an illustra- 
ted architectural :wide: Charles McKean, RIAS publication 1:82, 
p.47. 

84. Quoted in a letter from Flayfair to Rutherford, 20 February 1343, 
Nl.S 9704, Manuscript department. 'Mayfair was likely to be a 
little critical since he had not only advised on the laying out 
of the eastern section but had also been one of the individuals 
to submit designs before the holding of the competition: his 

200' (61m) high Egyptian obelisk of Craieleith stone was selected, 
along with a Gothic structure by Rickman as being the most 
suitable. 

85. TOM, 22 April 1845, v.243. 

86. Eat Princes _StrsQt gárdens, James McNab, Scottish Farmer, 
28 June, 1865. 

37. TCM, 13 March 1849, v.151; Draft agreement discussed and 

approved. The Bank of Scotland gave their assent and agreed to 

continue leasing their portion of land on the south bank; they 

also agreed to the Town Council admitting the public to the 

grounds ('under proper regulation ". The Town Council must have 
decided that it was preferable to take over the whole responsibility 
for reforming the gardens rather than let the Railway Company 

daily there any longer: in any case alayfair, who was supervising 

the enclosing and embanking of the railway in the West Srinces 

Street Gardens was at this time continuously ill, and probably 

reuctant to take on more work. 

88. tie was involved with both the Donaldson's hospital and National 

Gallery projects. 

89. Cousin was consultant architect to the Free Church of Scotland, 

and worked on a number of ecc_esiastical buildings such as 

St. Catherine's Convent, Lauriston gardens; St. George's, 

Deanhaueh Street, and the reconstruction of Greyfriars Church, 

His public buildings included amongst others - 4 corn exchanges - 

at Edinburgh (now demolished), Dalkeith, Kelso and Melrose; the 

abattoir at Fountainbridge, Edinburgh; Reid School of Music, 
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Edinburgh. University; the Ueriot Watt College, Chamber 3treet, 
Edinburgh, and the Herbarium for the Royal Caledonian 3ociety 
in their experimental garden at Inverleith (now part of the 
Botanic garden). 

90. TCM, 12 June 1549, v.252; Cousin's report is included in full 
in these minutes, and the following information is taken from 
them. 

91. The euilder, November 30, 1155, vol.8, p.565. 

92. The subsequent fortunes of this other project are not known but 
statues to Robert Bruce and William Wallace were erected in 1929 
at the gateway of Edinburgh Castle to mark the 6th centenary 
of Bruce's Charter to Edinburgh: see Edinburgh Alphabet, 
J. F. 3irrell, op. cit., p.44. 

93. The Builder, 11 August 1849, vol. 7. 

94. TOM, 17 Juy 1849, v.2520 

95. TON, 9 October, 1849, v.252. 

96. TOM, 30 October 1849, v.252; David Lind was responsible for the 
terrace wall and stairs; he had been the buiAing contractor 
for the Scott Monument, as well as the Assembly Hall (Tolbooth 
Church - Castiehill); John Alexander was given the contract for 
the parapet, and George Knight for the iron works. 

97. TOM, 11 3eptember 1549, v.252. 

98, TOM, 19 March 1550, v.253: his first task was in firming and 
dressing the embankment on either side of the railway. 

99. TOM, 23 October 1849, v.252; Mr Langdon was charged a rent of 
flO per month. 

100. TOM, 2 April 1550, v.253 and 14 May 1550 v.284; progress reports 

by David Cousin. 

101. TOM, 30 July 1850, v.254; William Doweiie was responsible for 
making the paths. 

102. TON, 14 May 1850, v.254. 

103. TOM, 22 October 1850 v.254; Cousin obtained several lists of 

plants and prices from nurseries which he assed over to Thomson. 

104. TOM, 18 June 1851. v.254, 

105. TOM, 12 August 1851, v.256. 
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106. TCM, 9 September 1851, v.256: the first set of rules were as 
follows:- 1. The gates will be opened during the summer at 
6 o'clock am, and during winter at sunrise. They will close at 
sunset. 2. No children will be admitted except under the care 
of a grown up person who shall be responsible for their conduct; 
3. No intoxicated or disorderly person will be admitted. No 
smoking allowed, No dogs admitted. 4. No person carrying 
burdens or packages of any kind will be admitted. 5. Persons 
detected pulling flowers or injuring shrubs, trees or buildings 
will be committed to the custody of the police. Persons carrying 
flowers will not be admitted. 6. Visitors are requested to 
keep to the walks and to protect the grounds. The Eno smoking" 
rule dies not appear to have been taken too seriously although 
it continued in force until the 1870s - see TCM, 8 July 1861, 
v.282; letter of complaints from John Hope, WS referring to the 
prevalence of tobacco smoking in the gardens. 

107. TCM, 3 September, 1861, v.283: 6;2,000 of the compensation 
money had been lent to the Cornmarket account, and the rest 
(:2,4(0) spent on City bonds together with a sum placed in the 
bank. The expense of laying out the grounds had been met by the 
sale of the bonds with the addition of the bank money, 

103. TCM, 21 October 1151, v.256: plan made out by David Cousin. 

109. 
TCM, 

6 July 1852, v.258; 400 tallies were bought at a cost of 
£10. 

110. TCM, 13 July, 1854, v.264. 

111. TCM, 13 March, 1855, v.265. 

112. TCM, 2 June, 1857, v.271. 

113. The Scottish Farmer: East Princes Street eardens, James McNab 
2" June 1865; McNab very much regretted that some of the original 
elms planted in Neill's time had not been retained. 

114. Some practical1221: George 8rucc; The Cockburn :Association 1975 
p.35; the proposals were withdrawn on 16 December, 1955. 
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2.6 WEST PRINCES STREET GARDENS 

1. Extracts from the diary of the Reverend David Aitken DD 
1864- 1875; by R. G. Heddie, CEC, v.33, part 2, 1971, entry 
for 10 May, 1868. 

2. Just over 32 acres (12.8 ha). 

3. Memorials of his time, Henry Cockburn, op. cit., p.371. 

4. The Counsel consulted were David Monypenny (afterwards 
Lord Pitmilly), Mr Cathcart (Lord A-loway), and Mr Ferguson. 

5. A very detailed account of the proprietors case for keeping the 
North Loch free of buildings is given in the first Garden Minute 
book of the winces Street roprietors 1816 -1819 pps.51 -80; 
held along with the other 8 Minute books in t e City Archives, 
Edinburgh District Council, and referred to in these notes by 
their respective number. 

6. TCMs, 3 August 1813; and 11 August 1813, v.164: the lease was 
to be for the whole of the Town's property between Princes Street 
and the Castle extending from the earthen mound to Lothian Road. 
In 1814 Thomas Bonnar, Superintendent of Works submitted a 
report to the Town Council on the draining of the North Loch but 
this was held over until the feuars intentions became known - 

see TOM, 6 July 1814, v.166. 

7. The nearest episcopal church at this time was St. George's in 
York Place, built in 1794 and at the eastern end of the New 
Town. The new chapel, later named St John's Episcopal Church 
was erected in 1817; William Burn, architect was responsible for 
its design. 

8. Minute book I, Minute 27 January 1816. 

9. Minute book I, 2 February, 1816. 

10. Act of Parliament, 56th George III c41. "An act to enable the 
Lord Provost, Magistrates and Council of the City of Edinburgh 
to carry into effect certain purposes in regard to the erection of 
a chapel, at the West end of Princes Street and for effecting 
certain improvements in the neighbourhood thereof, and in other 
parts of the Extended Royalty of the said city." 1816, published 
by Spottiswoode and Robertson. The cost of obtaining the Act was 
equally divided between the Town Council, the Princes Street 
proprietors - west of the Mound, and the proprietors of the 
other area scheduled for improvement - St Anne Street. 

11. Building on the mound itself was not prohibited - plans then 
being afoot to build shops there. William Sibbald had early on 
produced a design for the Mound showing a row of buildings on 
either side with a church as a central focal point (Edinburgh 
District Council, Archival drawing Collection YDA 1961. 1, 
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signed but not dated, and incorrectly catalogued as 1815 - 

Sibbald died 1809). More detailed plans for a carriageway and 
shopping arcade were drawn up several years later by Archibald Elliot 
and Thomas Brown (EDC Archival drawing collection YDA 1961.2, 
1820) but were abandoned to make way for the Royal Institution 
building at the foot of the Mound (1822). The 1816 Act of 
Parliament gave reasonable protection to the West Princes Street 
proprietors as it was stipulated that any proposals for the 
Mound had to be shown to a general meeting of proprietors, and if 
not acceptable to be then submitted to the Lord President of the 
Court of Session, the Lord Justice Clerk, the Lord Chief Baron 
of the Exchequer and the Lord Chief Commissioner of the Jury 
Court. 

12. The assessment for the parapet and railing was not to exceed 
10% of the rents of the premises in any one year, and any other 
assessments not to exceed this sum either. 

13. Advertised in the Edinburgh Evening Courant, and the Edinburgh 
Correspondent to take place at 12 noon on Monday, 24 June 1816 in 
the City Chambers. Minute Book 1, 10 June, 1816. 

14. Jardine became King's Remembrancer in 1820, and was knighted by 
George IV in 1825. According to Kay he was "... most conspicuous 
as a public spirited citizen" and was an active member of many 
learned societies and charitable projects. Parental influence 
seem to have left their mark: his mother was a daughter of 
Lord Provost Drummond, and his father, the Rev. John Jardine a 
prominent and influential minister - see Kays Portraits, vol. 2, 

p.327. 

15. He was the son of Dr. Douglas a leading practitioner in Kelso. 
For many years he was a Commissioner of Police, a Director of 
the Water Company, and Trustee (afterwards Clerk) for the City 
creditors, and Fiscal of the WS Society: see Silences that 

Speak: William Pitcairn Anderson, Alexander Brxiton, Edinburgh 
1931, p.457 and Modern Athenians 1837 -1847, Crombie, op. cit., 

p. 31. 

16. This and the following information is taken from various Committee 
meetings held between 3 July 1816 - 25 May 1818 and recorded in 
Minute book 1. 

17. These were as follows : - 

a. The centre ground stretching from the Mound westwards to 
the Chapel was held in lease under an Act of Council from 
the City of Edinburgh for 99 years from Martinmas 1816 at 

50 per annum. The Council reserved the right to throw over 
more earth on the west side of the Mound to bring it to a 

proper slope and width. 

b. The 2 fields lying between Ramsay Lodge and the North Loch 
were granted on 2 leases from General Ramsay, 1 for 96 years 
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from Martinmas 1819 at a rent of £2.50 per annum and the 
other for 3 nineteen year periods from Candlemas 1822 at 
£17 per annum. 

c. The Castle banks including the north, south and west banks 
were held under a contract from the Board of Ordnance, 
dated 8 December 1818, "until the same banks and ground 
be required for public service" at a rent of £32 p.a; the 
Governor and officers to be given free right of access to 
the grounds and walks. 

d. Some of the glebe land of St. Cuthbert's Church was held 
in feu (up until 1831 part was used as a bleaching green 
by the proprietors). A portion of this land was purchased 
in 1831 for £400. 

e. A right to part of the western slope of the earthen mound 
was acquired in 1822 and 1823 when an agreement was entered 
into between the trustees of the former owner of the land - 

Mr Tod, the proprietors, and the Town Council. 

18. Crichton's heirs were paid 10 guineas for his plan and specifica- 
tion. Minute book 1, 13 January, 1818. 

19. Crichton was also responsible for the design of a number of 
country houses, and in 1315 was nominated one of the prize 
winners in the competition for laying out the streets to the 
north of Calton Hill. The bank building was later extensively 
altered by David Bryce between 1865 -70. 

20. This and the following information is taken from: Report of 
the Committee of the General Meetin_ of ro.rietors of 
Princes Street West of the Mound, Minute book 1, 6 July, 1818. 

21. The advertisement was placed in the Edinhurgh Courant, once a 

week for 4 weeks, see Minute book 1, 25 May 1818. 

22. £2,000 was borrowed from Sir William Forbes and Co. - a 

banking firm which helped finance a number of New Town. projects; 
Minute book 2, 20 November 1819; see also note 6; Section 3.4 

23. Very little is known about the career of Richard Stephens bnt 
he seems to have worked as an engineer cum land surveyor and 
planner. He is recorded as having worked on several Scottish 

estates including Balnoon (Balnanoon) Angus (1812); Kimmerghame, 

Berwickshire (1821), and Lees, Berwickshire (1816); see The 

Landscape garden in Scotland, 1735 -1835, A.A. Tait, op. cit., 

p.258. 

24. Minute Book I, 31 March 1819; Minute book 2; 20 May 1819. 

25. Minute book 2, 9 July 1819; Ormiston put in the lowest estimate 

and was also strongly recommended by William Burn, architect. 
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26. Minute book 2, 19 February 1820. 

27. Minute book 2, 26 April 1820. The Royal Institution at the foot 
of the Mound, and facing onto Hanover Street was completed 
to a design by Playfair in 1826 but later enlarged by him in 
1833 -6. It provided accommodation for the Royal Society, the 
Institution of Fine Arts, the Society of Antiquaries and the 
Board of Trustees. 

28. Minute book 2, 8 June 1720; the following people attended :_ 
the Lord Provost, Bailiie Manners, the 2 City Clerks, 3 agents 
of Mr Tod's heirs (Mr Tod had originally owned one of the tan 
pits which was situated on the south shore of the North Loch), 
3 members of the ?rincess Street garden Committee and their 
Clerk, Playfair, James Skene (curator of the museums 
both of the Royal Society, and the Society of Antiquaries both 
of which were to be accommodated in the new building), and 
Mr Stephen. 

29. In order to do this it was necessary to obtain access to a 
field between Ramsay Lodge and the North Lochs the Clerk 
immediately began negotiations with the agents of General Ramsay, 
owner of the land, and a lease was granted in 1822. A further 
payment was made to Stephen of £25 for "a plan" and his 
work on suervising the work on the drains - Minute book 2, 

18 January, 1921. 

30. Minute book 2, 17 June, 1820. 

31. Minute book 2, 19 January, 1821; Skene was elected in place of 
Andrew Murray - who had moved from Princes Street. 

32. The information on James Skene has been obtained from the follow- 
ing sources:- Dictionary of National Biography, edited by 

Sidney Lee, Vo I.. 52, London, Smith, Elder and Co., p.333; 
Skene's drawings of Old Edinburgh, Robert Butchart, GEC, 
Vol.25, pps. 128 -139; Memorials of the family of Skene, The 

new Spalding Club, edited by William Forbes Skene, Aberdeen 1887 
pps.139 -145; Reminiscences of Scott, by James Skene, INS, MS 

965; Memories of Sir Walter Scott, James Skene, London, John Murray, 
1909, together with miscellaneous notes on Skene lent by 

Mrs Meta Viles. 

33. -teekieana, unpublished manuscript, descriptive notes by James Skene 

on the North Loch, Edinburgh Room, EFL, 1836. 

34. Remarks on the Well House Tower, James Skene, Antiquarian 

Society Transactions, v.2., Edinburgh, 1818; very litte was 
found apart from some old coins. 

35. Scott's journals and familiar otters, i, 44, letter to 

Lady ïialkeith, 1806. 
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36. Many more of Skene's drawings and water colour paintings still 
exist particularly of studies carried out during visits abroad. 
The National Gallery of Scotland have 2 large folios of pen 
and water colour drawings made during a tour of France 
1820 -1821, and others, of Germany and France. Two exhibitions 
of his work have been held in recent years; "Views of Greece 
by James Skene; an exhibition arranged by the Anglo Hellenic 
League to mark its jubilee 1913 -1963, RWS Galleries, 
26 Conduit Street, London 1963, and The Art Council of Great 
Britain Scottish Committee; A selection of water colours and 
drawings by the Artist, Traveller, and Scholar James Skene 
1775 -1864; catalogue by The Stanley Press, Edinburgh 1964. The 
Arts Council Gallery, November 1964. 

37. Quoted by Sir David Brewster, Lord Provost and Principal of 
Edinburgh University in an obituary on Skene. 

38. In 1838 he left Edinburgh for Greece due to the indifferent 
health of some members of his family and stayed there for 
6 years. On his return in 1844 he settled first at Leamington, 
and then at Frewin Hall, Oxford. He had 7 children, with many 
descendants, and many of his drawings and diaries nest still be 
in the hands of family members. 

39. TCM, 28 June 1820, v.181. 

40. Minute book 2, 19 January 1821. Report to the general meeting 
of proprietors. 

41. Minute book 2, 10 July 1820. 

42. Minute book 2, 20 July 1820; 21 July 1820; Henderson's estimate 
for forming the top terrace came to x£200. 

43. The Scotsman, 30 September 18201 many years later when pressure 
was mounting to have the West Princes Street gardens freely 
open to the public, the campaign was well supported by all the 
Edinburgh newspapers. 

44. Minute book 2, 19 March 1823: this minute provides useful 
information on the work carried out by Henderson. Some extra 
planting was donated to the garden a little later - namely trees 
and shrubs from Lord Moray's estate at Drumsheugh, and young 
oaks and horse chestnuts from Mr Erskine of Mar: see Minute 
book 2, 16 December 1822. 

45. The Scotsman, 7 February, 1327, obituary on Henderson. 

46. Edinburgh Advertiser, 9 February 1827, Report of an address by 

Lord Provost Trotter on his predecessor. After Henderson had 

retired from office, he became master of the Merchant Company. 

He was a man of considerable business capacity and largely 
responsible for the formation of the National Bank of Scotland, 

of which he was first President, and of the Scottish Union 
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Insurance Company. His popularity is indicated by his funeral, 
which although a private family affair consisted of 33 mourning 
coaches, with shops closed in the High Street, North Bridge and 
Regent Bridge, and the streets filled with numerous spectators 
watching the entourage make its way to the New Calton Burial 
ground see Edinburgh Advertiser, 13 February, 1827. 

47. Minute book 2, 19 January 1821, quoted in a report by the 
Committee to the general meeting of proprietors. 

48. Minute book 2, 13 February 1821; and the Tack between the 
proprietors and Alexander Henderson (after the minute of 
13 July 1821). In February 1824 Henderson wrote a letter to 
James Skene informing him of his intention to plant 30 or 40 
ornamental trees in the garden and requesting names of any 
particular varieties desired, and their positions - although 
preference was stated for the margins - Minute book 3, 
24 February, 1824. 

49. The rent from the nursery provided a useful contribution 
towards the proprietors own outlay for leasing the various 
parts of the ground. For most of the time the nursery and 
p l easure garden appear to have co- existed reasonably weii 
together although there were some initiai teething problems. 
Henderson complained for example, of boys entering his grounds 
at night time and causing damage to the young saplings 
(Minute book 3, 18 July, 1825), and also people hel =ping them - 
selves to strawberries and rose buds (Minute book 3, 5 July, 1826). 
Access for carts and pedestrians was also difficult until an 
entry was made at the corner of .Princes Street and the Mound, 
Minute book 3} 26 September 1826 and 29 September, 1826. 

50. Minute book 2, 19 March 1P.23; see also minutes30 April 1323; 

2 May 1823; Minute book 3, 17 May 1823; 18 July 1825; 
24 December 

51. Minute book 3, 13 November 11326, and 23 November 1826; Gibson 
Craig WS was appointed as assessor, and he consulted with a 
I: Willet, factor on the Barnton estate. To rectify the 
records a note was added to the previous minute of 19 March 1823 
(which had queried Menderson's account) mentioning that their 

observations had been based on misleading information, and that 

the Committee regretted that any misunderstandings should have 

arisen. 

52. Minute book 2, 19 March 1821. 

53. Minute book 2, 9 April 1821. 

54. Robert Brown (1802-1860) was responsible for the design of a 

number of country houses, and various projects within Edinburgh: 

these included - the layout and elevations for the Melville Street, 

Coates Crescent area at the West end for the Walker family 

(designed in 1814); and a portion of land adjoining Leith Walk, 

including the unfinished Hope Crescent, owned by the Hopes, who 
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also possessed land in Newington which Brown became involved 
with. Queens Mall (formerly Newington and St. Leonard's Church) 
was designed by him, and he was asked by James Hope to make 
sug estion3 for the improvement of the Moray ?lace gardens in 
1832. 

55. Minute book 2, 9 April 1821. 

56. Minute book 2, 10 April 1821; 6 July 1821; 13 July 1821. 

57. The bleaching green formed part of the Glebe land belonging to 
St. Cuthbert's Church and leased to the proprietors until 1831 
when it was taken over by the Kirk Session as an extension to 
the burial ground. Access was by a separate pathway from 
Princes Street and proprietors paid an extra sum for a key to 
the gate. 

58. Minute book 2, 13 July 1821; 26 January 1822; 3 October 1822; 
4 October 1822; 16 December 1822; Minute book 3, 
24 March 1824e the gardener's house was demolished in 1885 
as -'.t was said by then to be "insanitary". It was replaced 
by a new lodge designed by Mr Moreham, city architect. 

59. Minute book 2, 17 November 1821; see also Minute book 2, 
19 March 1823 which tells of the failure of much of Hend.erson's 
planting. 

60. Minute book 2, 23 May 1822; September 1822: the agreement was 
for 3 periods of 19 years at 812 for the first 9 years, and 
£17 per annum thereafter, the ground to be used only as garden, 
nursery or pleasure ground. 

61. Minute book 3, 24 January 1825: let to Principal Baird, tenant 
of Ramsay Garden at £24 per annum "for sheep and lambs only". 

62. Minute book 3, 11 February 1829: the Clerk wrote a letter to 
Thomas Hamilton, Architect for the Johnstone Terrace improvement 
project requesting the use of the stones. 

63. Minute book 3., 16 June 1829. 

64. Minute book 3, 12 February 1830. 

65. Minute book 4, 14 February 1831. 

66. Reekieana, James 3kene, op. cit. 

67. Reminiscences of Scott, James Skene, 2íLá MS 965. 

68. Sir Walter Scott's Journal, January 1126, quoted in Grant, 

Old and New Edinburgh, vol.2, p.98. In 1827 Scott, at the 

request of the Committee was presented with a free key to the 

garden - a privilege appreciated by the author "... as my health 
requires exercise which Z can take ouch more easily and agreeably 

in these beautiful walks than along the public street: 

Minute book 3, 21 May 1827« 
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69. Minute book 4 1 Ju=.y 1830, 

70. Minute book 3, 10 January 1828. 

71. The loss of the bleaching green was sorely felt and many 
proprietors saut in the request for alternative space. `ienderson's 
nursery however, occupied the only other possible area but the 
Committee rejected any such suggestions as they considered that 
"... the constant passage of servants with baskets of clothe 
along the fiatks would be a most intolerable nuisance" Minute 
book 4, 21 February, 1132. 

72. Thera had been songe earlier fears in 1122 when plans were 
subrtritted ;to larliament for feuing the Glebe '.ands belonging to 
St. Cuthbert's (they also included ground on both sides of 
Lothian Road) that buildings might one day be erected on the 
land within the 2rinces Street Gar lens. The proprietors had 
opposed the Bill, but unsuccessfully. Before it could be 
passed, however, the consent of the Crottin as patron of the 
parish had to be obtained, an.l on this account a remit :Tas 
made to the Barons of the Exchequer ( -which included Baron Clerk 
'zattray an active member of the garden committee) and they 
reported that no buildings should be allowed so near to the 
Castle. The Duke of Wellington intervened (as Master of 
Ordnance) and the Bill was substantially altered prohibiting the 
erection of any buildings on any part of the Glebe within the 
boundaries of the garden. The part eurchased by the proprietors 
in 1831 extended from the churchyard wall as far as the 
bowling green. See: The princes Street Troprietors; 
David Robertson, Oliver and oy1, 1 35, d zs« 1 -1E. 

73. Minute book 5, 18 March, 1140. 

74. Minute book 5, 25 March 1840; atei the accounts for 1840/41; 
David Cousin was paid 2 guineas for his plan but no details are 
given. 

75. :'rigor to the move he had gone to live in Moray -lace. 

76. 1Ii.nute book 5, 25 March 1840; 23 August 1841. 

77. Minute book 5, Circular: To the Jrorietors and Tenants in 

Princes Street, west of the mound. Edinburgh and Glasgow 
Railway Company, signed John Learmonth, Chairman, 11 October 1836. 

78. Minute book 5; ïrince.; Street Gardens, letter - James Skene, Esq., 

to John Learmonth Esq., Moray Place, 22 October, 1836. 

79e Minute book 5: Case for the proprietors of Princes Street, 

west of Hanover Street, Edinburgh, relative to the Bill brought 

into Parliament for a Railroad between the Cities of Edinburgh 

and Glasgow, insofar as it is proposed to carry the same through 

the Gardens and Pleasure Ground, formed between Princes Street 

and the Castle of Edinburgh. 
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80. Richardson was a close friend of Henry Cockburn. He wentto 
London in 1806 and became head of an eminent firm of parliamentary 
solicitors: Richardson, Loch and MacLaurin. 

81. Minute book 5, 5 March 1844; letter from the Clerk Alexander Douglas 
to John Richardson. 

82. Minute book 6: 16 November 1846, letter from Mr Douglas, Clerk, 
to William Playfair. 

83. Minute book 5; 30 September, 1344 letter from Playfair to 
Mr Douglas, Clerk. 

84. Minute book 5; 4 November, 1844. 

85. Minute book 6; Accounts for 1845/6. 

86. Minute book 6; letter to clayfair from th lerk; these wooden 
bridges gradually fell into disrepair, and the west one was the 
first to be replaced by an iron bridge in 1873 - Minute book 8L 
October 1873. 

87. Minute book 6; 21 February 1846: the list was made out with 
the help of various nursery catalogues in possession, 
and stock to the value of £170 was ordered from Messrs Dickson 
and Sons, Messrs Dickson and Co., Peter Lawson and Son and 
Mr Cunningham. Details of what the planting consisted of was not 
given. 

88. Minute book 6, 1 March 1847. 

89. Minute book 6: 15 May 1848: Alexander Brown was employed at 
i guinea a week plus the rent free gardener's house: he did 
not live for much longer and in October 1851 his son John Brown 
was appointed in his place. Minute book 6, 24 October 1851. 

90. Minute book 6; Accounts 1347 -1848. 

91. Minute book 6; Report b the Committee to the AGM, held on 
11 September 1851. 

92. Minute book 6: Report by Alexander Douglas to the General Meeting 
1 August 1849; Minute book 6: Report by Committee to the 

proprietors, 11 Se tember 1851: some of the surplus money was 
used on a new tool and seed house, on the construction of a 
retaining wall to the walks on the Castle banks, and a wire 
fence enclosing the Castle bank. 

93. Minute book 7; 13 May 1856: presumably the bowling green had 
ceased to be in any great demand but no other references to it 
have been found in the minutes. 

94. Minute book 7; 22 August,1855; Report by James McNab dated 

22 August 1855 and 21 September 1855. 
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95. Article found in McNab's manuscript file. edinburgh Botanic 
garden library (details of paper not traced). A full account 
of the Town Council os proceedings relating to this matter, 
including Dr Sibbald's comment that cutting the trees down 
was a 0 "... piece of perfect vandalism" was reported in The 
Courant, 6 September, 1855 and the Scotsman, 5 September 11155. 

96. Minute book S, Report by James icNab dated 24 January, 1368. 

97. Smaller ornamental gifts had been made at other times. 
Henry Raeburn, the portrait painter for example then living 
at 3t. Bernards House, Stockbridge, donated some ancient stones 
from a curious tower built by waiter Ross, Wit the previous 
owner - a distinguished wit and abtiquarian. The tower was 
demolished during the construction of Ann Street: see Minute 
book 2, 17 November 1821. In 1822 an ancient :tunic monument 
owned by the Royal Society of Antiquaries was acquired by 
Skene for the garden and with difficulty (being fully 2 tons 
in weight) was transported to the Castle basi=s. Two large vases 
and pedestals were given by George Makay of Grangemont in 1851 

and :-laced on the central_ walk, 

98. Unveiled in 1865: building costs were paid for by Lord Murray, 
a descendant of Ramsay. 

99. Minute book 26 'March 1866; 19 April 1869; 21 April 1169. 

100. Scotsman, 30 May 1866. 

101. The eainti.ng was first exhibited in 1866 under the title: "A 

suggestion for the Improvement of Edinburgh" and thereafter in 
1867, 1869, 1870 and 1110. In 1967 it was joined by a 

comiianion .iece of East rinces Street; see The Royal Scottish 

Academy 1826 - 1916. D. McKay & Frank Render, Glasgow, 
James Hachiehose & Sons, 1917. 

102. Minute book 6; 5 November 1853. 

103. Kinnear was a former pupil of David Bryce and was a member of 

the Garden Committee from 1861 until 1376. 

104. Minute book 3; 3 June, 1868: 2 dozen garden seats to a design 

by Mr Kinnear were ordered from a firm in Glasgow: Minute 

book 1, 24 November, 1869: the Railway Company submitted pl:.ans 

and sketches for substituting the central bridge with an iron 

one w lit Kinnear made suggestions for some slight alterations. 

The bandstand which is referred to later in the text was not 

built until 1990. 

105. Minute book 5; 22 October 1836 letter from 

op. cit., Minute book 3, 10 December, 1875, 

E8 -9,000 was referred to in a report by the 

general meeting of proprietors. Altogether 

from the bank. 
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106. Minute boos. 5; Accounts 1844/5: the show keyholders drawn 
from the following addresses:- York Place, Hill Street, 
George Street, Charlotte `Street, Melville Street, Hill Square, 
Stafford Street, Queen Street, Atholl Crescent, 3handai_ck 'dace, 
i)undas Street, Northumberland Street, Rutland Square, North 
Charlotte Street, South Charlotte Street, Dublin Street, 
Hanover Street and Ramsay Gardens. 

107. Minute book 6; 5 November 1853. 

108. Minute book 3; 16 March 1829; If the proprietor had transferred 
the right to the tenant this was acceptable but only after 
special application had been made to the Management Committee. 

109. r'. iinbur,h Advertiser, 24 March. 14,7.6: the band of the 17th Foot 
seems to have been much in demand and during the very cold 
January of that same year their musical performances at the 
edge of Ouddingston Loch, and at Lochend added to the enjoyment 
of the large skating parties gathered there. See: Edinburgh 
Advertiser, 17 March 1826. 

110. Mrs : torey's Early Reminiscences, Glas-iaw, James Maclehose 3c 

Sons, 1911, p.122. 

111. Minute book 6; 14 June 1453. 

112. Minute book 6, 7 3epteruber 1153. 

113. On Saturdays the staff left early. 

114. Edinburgh Evening. Courant, 10 May 1875; See also EEC 11 May 1875, 
13 May 1875, and 9 June 1575. 

115. EEC, 9 June i'75. 

115. Memoirs of James Beeg DD, vol. 2, Thomas Smith, Edinburgh. 

James Gemmel'. 188 ': See in particular Chapter 31, pps. 128 -143. 

His biographer records "... more than once when we happened to 
cross the Mound together, he informed me that it was to him 
that the people of Edinburgh were indebted for free access to 

the last ''rinces Street gardens, one of the finest parks in the 
country. Subsequently he took as deep an interest in the 

opening of the West gardens, and although I do not think that 

he took so prominent a part in the tatter movement as in the 

former yet as the latter was simply the rolling on of the ball 
which he had set in motion in the former, it was with pride quite 
justifiable that he used to say, tvTwas I that did itt' (pps. 131 -132) 

See also the Scotsman, 1 October 1883 for a very detailed and 
long obituary. 

117. A letter to the Lori rrovost on the best ways of s.oiline the 
Slack, 1849. beauty of iinburgh, Lord Cockburn, A & C 
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113. Ha to pro iota ani preserve the true beaut of Edinbor h: 
being a few hints to the lion. Lord Cockburn on his late 
Letter to the Lord ?ravost, James Begg DD, Johnstone & Hunter, 
Edinburgh 1849. Similar o inions were expressed in another 
publication by Be g - 'aueer_isr and the Moor Lay's, or our 
sincin po pul.ation ant increasi.n rublic burdens nracticai 
considered; published by Johnstone & linnter in 1949; the 
appendix provides a detailed comment on all the main areas of 
public ground in the city. 

119. Minute book 6; 16 December 1151. 

120. Minute book 6; 15 December 1952; 21 December 1853; Minute book 7, 
7 November 1954, 26 December, 1155. 

121. Minute book 6; 20 October 1152; 29 October 1152. 

122. Minute book 6, 8 July 1/53; 20 July 1154; 7 August 1254. 

123. Minute book 7, 7 November 1154; 27 March 1855; the Counsel 
consulted were John Inglis, afterwards Lord 'resident of the 
Court, and Mr Graham Bell, advocate. 

124. TON, .5" 3epternber 1154, v. 263; this contains a useful printed 
report on the various steps taken by the Town Council with 
comments on the response by the Garden Committee and proprietors. 

125. TCM, 29 November 1864, v.281; TOM 22 May 1366, v.293. 

126. Scotsman, 14 March 1874, Building notes - the feuing of the 
Dean Estate. 

12.7. Scotsman, 9, April 1174, letter by "a promoter "; Scotsman, 
20 April 1974, "The proposed north west park for Edinburgh ", 
and Scotsman, 21 A ri i 1974: proposed west end park, letter by 
Mitchell and Baxter agents for the promoters. 'reposais to 

form a west end park had in fact been .mooted several years 

ear_ier. Bartholomew's map of 1867 for example, clearly marks 
an area of ground owned by the George Harlot Trust to the north 
of Grosvenor Crescent as the site of a west end park. The 
Scotsman article of 14 March 1574 refers to an earlier attempt 

to acquire Learmonthts land in order to extend the pt.hlic park 
at Stockbridge: this park had been established sometime during 

the late 1850s as a recreational and public drying green seace 
serving the populous district of Stockbridge and situated betwc.en 

Dean ?ark Street and Comely Bank Street. It was put to many 
different uses - for cricket, drilling of volunteers, c othes 

drying, general recreation and grazing and remained an open 

space until the 1880s when replaced by the acquisition e 

Inverleith "ark (in 18n9). 

128. Scotsman, 17 December 1110. 
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129. The Edinburgh Courant 18 December 1880, which contained a 
long obituary on Smith. His many appointments had included - 

Justice of the Peace, Deputy Lieutenant of the City, Brigadier 
General of the Royal Archers, Church Elder, leading member of 
the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland, Manager 
of the Royal Infirmary, Treasurer of the Royal Society, 
committee member of the Association for the promotion of Fine Art 
in Scotland and Founder member of the Cockburn Association. 

130. Bank Garden: Lord Moray Minute book "No. 2 ", 1837 -1845: Smiths 
name occurs constantly in the minutes with some of the meetings 
held in his house. 

131. Dean Garden Minute book: 1867 -1909: Smith was an active Committee 
member until his death and frequently took the chair at meetings. 

132. The Edinburgh Courant, 23 April, 1875. 

133. The Edinburgh Courant, 16 June, 1875; a very long and full account 
of this meeting is given in the Courant; with a much briefer 
mention in the Scotsman of the same date. The Requisition to 
the Town Council to call a meeting of citizens which states the 
various reasons for setting up the association is contained in 
Vo. 1, Cockburn Association Reports, 1875 -1894. 

134. The other suggestions included: the formation of a suitable 
public park to the north and south of Queensferry Road - belonging 
chiefly to Trinity Hospital (a further variation on the west 
end park theme), the provision of a suitable band of music for 
the city to perform regularly in the various suitable localities; 
assisting the public authorities in the improvement of the 
Meadows; Improvement of the walks in the immediate neighbourhood 
of Edinburgh; and the preservation and planting of ornamental trees 
in and around the city: vol. 1, Cockburn Association Reports, 
1875 -18)4. 

135. Quoted by Lord Moncrie£f at the inaugural meeting of the Cockburn 
Association. 

136. Falshaw had been engaged in railway construction work both in 
England and Scotland: when he joined the Town Council in 1861 his 
engineering experience proved invaluable when such matters as 
street improvements, water supply and sanitation were under 
discussion. He was also involved in the movement for providing 
better standards of housing for the working classes - see 
obituary in Glasgow Herald, 15 June 1889; Scotsman, 15 June 1889. 

137. Belsrave Crescent Garden Minute book 1 1877 -1949: from 1877 - 

when the records start, Sir James Falshaw frequently acted as 
Chairman at the Management Committee meetings. 

138. The life of Sir James Falshaw bart., by his nephew, George Andrew 
Robson, Caradon rkess, Chiswick, 1905. p.204. 
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139. The Princes Street Proprietors, David Robertson, op. cit., 
pps. 57 -61. 

140. Agreement between the Lord 'rovost, Magistrates and Council, the 
City Road Trust, and the Proprietors of West Princes Street Gardens 
26 April, 1876; Minute book 9. The main conditions of the 
Agreement were as follows:- that the money in compensation for 
the transfer of rights in the garden was to be used by the 
Corporation when fulfilling their obligations under the agreement 
and the Bill before Parliament; that part of the south side of 
Princes Street should be widened by at least 10 feet (8.5m) by 
taking a portion of ground from the garden (this would require 
the removal of the existing cope and rail and it was specified 
that the new railing had to be "equally handsome with, and 
similar in character to that in George Square" - (designed by 
J. Dick reddie); a new footpath was to be made alongside the 
railing on the garden side, and the rest of the gardens preserved 
and used solely as ornamental pleasure grounds for public recreation; 
that the existing pavement between Hanover Street and South 
Charlotte Street should be entirely taken up and relaid 
uniformly with the best Caithness stone, and should be widened 
by 41 (1.22m); that the north tramlines should be lifted and 
relaid on the south of the existing lines; that the cab stances 
should be removed from Princes Street and additional lamps 

provided; that the gardens be open on Sundays at the same time 
as other days; that the building restrictions should be continued; 
and that the proprietors should grant the necessary deeds to the 
Corporation. 

141. 39 and 40 Victoria, The Edinburgh Improvement Acts 1876, 
ch. cxxx "An Act for acquisition by the Lord Provost, Magistrates 
and Council of the City of Edinburgh of the West Princes Street 
Gardens there, for the purpose of the same being laid open to 
the public; and for the acquisition of lands at Inverleith for 
the formation of an Arboretum and Public Park and Pleasure 
Ground: and for ether purposes, 13 July 1876. 

142. Deed of Acce »tance, Conveyance and Renunciation, by the Committee 

appointed under the Edinburgh Improvement Act, 1876. Minute 
book 9. 

143. Minute book 9, 13 January 1879. 

144. Report by Council - Cockburn Association, 4th Annual Meeting 

1378 -79, p.3. 

145. TCM, 5 March 1879; the work was undertaken by Mr William Kay. 

146. TCM, 21 August 1877, v.319; the cost of the greenhouses came to 

just over £1,500; TCM, 26 April 1904. 

147. £100,000 had been donated to the city in 1396 by Mr Andrew Usher 

for a new hall - since when controversy had raged as to where 

it should be built. Various possibilities were considered 
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including the West ' rinces Street Gardens, Atholl Crescent, and 
the north west corner of the Meadows. A collection of photo 
montages showing the proposed Usher Hall sited in the Princes 
`Street gardens are to be found in Edinburgh Public Library - 

Ell, 'YDA 1956. 

14:1. TCM, 18 December 1877, v.320; the legacy was for £1,500. In 1879 
Mr Macleod, Head of the Parks Department was grantedppermission 
to visit Blackpool and Brighton in order to inspect rock gardens 
and report back (TCM, 29 July 1879). The possibility of erecting 
a winter garden was still being considered as late as 1891 
(TCM, 17 February 1891). 

149. Fourteenth Report by the Councils Cockburn Association, 1888 -89, 
p.7. 

150. When the garden accounts were finally cosed there remained a 
substantial credit balance of £592: most of this was spent on 
the bandstand but £83 was also donated to the Royal Infirmary: 
Minute book 9, 10 December 1878; 24 February 1880. 

151. In 1872 the 93 Sutherland Highlanders had offered to pay for the 
costs of erecting a bandstand - consisting of a light ornamental 
cast iron dome over a stone platform. The Committee on the 
advice of Mr Kinnear agreed to contribute £50 in order to secure 
a bandstand "... of more ornamental and massive design ". 
Minute book 8, 1 April 1872; 18 June 1872. 

152. Gifted by Mr William Ross and designed by E. J. Macrae, City 
Architect. In 1933 a Consolidating Act was passed which allowed 
the Corporation to put up such bandstands and shelters "... as 

would be in keeping with the dignity of the garden ". Peddie and 
Kinnear's cast iron structure was removed to the Meadows. 

153. First installed in 1902 as a floral tribute to Edward VIIIby an 

enthusiastic parks Superintendent, 'Mr John Machattie, and 
Mr J. Ritchie, are Edinburgh Clockmaker. It apparently takes 

3 gardeners a total of 6 weeks putting in about 35,000 plants: 

Evening News 13 May 1983. One of the hazards of increased public 

use is the colossal amount of litter deposited in the gardens: 

on a fine summers day - according to the newspaper article just 

quoted, as much as 3 tons of beer cans, bottles, milk cartons 

and food wrappings can accumulate although most of it is 

"... dutifully placed in hundreds of wire baskets peppered around" 

but still posing a "major problem" for the much reduced gardening 

staff. 

154. The statues and memorials not so far mentioned are as follows:- 

Sir James Young Simpson: medical pioneer of the uses of chloro- 

form, sculpted by William Brodie, built by public subscription 

and unveiled in 1875. 
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Freestone statue of a woman and 2 children: sculpted by 
William Brodie 1862. Believed to have been first sited in 
the garden of the architect Sir James Gowans at Rockville, 
Merchiston, Edinburgh, and donated in 1891 by a 
Mr John Harrison who bought Gowain's house. It is thought 
to represent the Genius of architecture crowning the theory 
and practice of the art, or rather more mundanely as repre- 
sentative of Motherhood. 

The Royal Scots Greys Memorial: equestrian bronze statue on 
Pardovian stone n inth, sculpted by Birnie Rhind, built by 
public subscription and unveiled in 1906. 

Thomas Guthrie: philanthropist and social reformer best known 
for his involvementw'ik non sectarian schools for poor 
children; pedestrian white freestone statue on granite 
plinth, sculpted by F. W. Pomeroy; unveiled 1910 and gifted 
by! family. 

The Scottish American War Memorial: bronze seated kilted figure 
on low stone plinth with long bronze bas relief on retaining 
wall behind. Sculpted by R. Tait Mackenzie (and cast in 

Brooklyn, U.S.A.); unveiled 1927. 

Royal Scots memorial: semi circular monument of Doddington 
freestone and bronze. Designed by Sir Frank Mears with 
C. Pilkington Jackson in charge of sculpture. Funded by 

Campbell Smith bequest, unveiled 1952. 

Information from: Princes Street Gardens: Historical Guide; 

Janet Brunton, Hanover Copying Office, Edinburgh 1981, cps. 10 -12. 
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SECTION 3 THE PLEASURE GARDENS OF THE SECOND NEW TOWN 

3.1 The development of the second New Town and its open spaces. 

1. The_ Strangers guide to Edinburh, 6th edition, John Muir, 
Bank Close, Edinburgh 1817, p.47. 

2. The 34 acres (13.6 ha) sold by the Trust to the Town Council in 
1766 had been part of the same Barony: for further details see 
Section 1, note 3. 

3. Feu charter granted to Robert Ord, Lord Chief Baron, 5 June 1769, 
Chartulary 3, p. 259, GHT archives. 

4. The 12 acre (4.8 ha) estate of Meldrumsheugh had had several 
owners before coming into the possession of Francis 9th Earl 
of Moray in 1782: it was later developed by his eldest son, 
Francis, 10th Earl of Moray from 1822 onwards. See Lands and 
houses of Drumsheugh, John Clerk Wilson, OEC vol. xxv. 

5. Sometimes spelt as Stewart. 

6. Quoted from: A series of ori_inal .ortraits and caricature 
etchings with biographical sketches and illustrative anecdotes, 
James Kay, vol.1, Adam and Charles Black 1877, Edinburgh p.42. 

7. Allan and Steuart were both involved in trading in a wide 
range of primary products including tea. Their corn connections 
brought them into close relations with the leading distillers 
of eastern Scotland. The scale on which they granted credits and 
discounted bills lead them into banking; the firm ceased about 
1810: see, Scottish Banking, A History 1695 -1973, S. G. Checkland, 
Collins, Glasgow and London, 1975, p.164. Allan and Steuart both 
served on the Town Council_ as merchant Councillors. At the start 
of his career Steuart was apprenticed to the banking firm of 
Messrs John Coutts and Co; he was admitted a Burgess and Guild 
brother on 15 January 1777: see Roll of Edinburgh Burgesses 
1460 -1700, Boog Watson. 

8. Information from: The Lord Provosts of Edinburgh 1296 -1932, 
T & A. Constable, University Press, Edinburgh 1932, p.80. 

Steuart was also the moving spirit behind the formation of the 
Edinburgh Chamber of Commerce in 1785, as well as first treasurer 
of the Highland Society. 

9. First shown listed in Queen Street: Williamsons Street directo 
1780 -81. The house had been built for a former Lord Provost - 

Dalrymple and was advertised for sale (by Steuart ?) in 1791: 
Edinburgh Advertiser, 8 November 1791. 

10. GHT Minutes, 8 October 1781, vol.12 p.156; Chartulary 4, p.208. 
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11. At a stated rate of 3 shillings sterling per foot in front for 
each house so erected; GHT Minute, 18 May 1785, vol.12, p.363. 
This minute also gives some useful details about the previous 
tenancy of the land. Steuart was required to pay an annual feu 
duty equivalent to 7 bolls of barley per acre. It was also made 
a condition that any building to be erected had to line up with 
any the Trust might also have built, and not be closer than 25' 
(7.6m). A feu charter in favour of David Steuart was made out 
in October 1785; Heriot Trust Archives, Chartulary 5, 

17 October 1785, p.91; GHT Minutes, 17 October 1785, vol. 13, p.29. 

12. GHT Minute, 4 August 1785, vol.13, p.9. 

13. See also Section 3.4; Steuart seems to have had a house built 
next door to Allan's, at No.28 Queen Street but there is no 
record in the street directories of him having lived there. 

14. GHT Minutes, 24 January 1791, vol.14, pps. 33 -93. 

15. GHT Minutes, 18 April 1791, vol.14, p.107. 

16. GHT Minutes, 13 December, 1732, vol.14, p,196. 

17. GHT Minutes, 4 June 1792, vol.14, ;,,.175. 

18. This dual appointment system continued for several years up until 
1819 and demonstrates the close ties between the Trust and the 
City. Gradually the work load of both increased to such an 
extent that the posts had to be separately filled. No major 
conflicts seem to have arisen due to this situation, and indeed 
the smooth development of both the first and second New Town 
was probably aided by it. 

19. GHT Minutes, 13 December 1792, vol.14, p.196: the minute reports 

that on the basis of the sketch "... upwards of 115,000 sterling 

would be expected if the land was feued out for building purposes." 

20. GHT Minute;, g October 1792, vol.14, p.187 -189. 

21. GHT Minutes, 23 July 1793, vol.14, pps.228 -230. 

22. Youngson in his book: The making of Classical. Edinburgh, 

p.206 states that the earliest plan is one of 1796 but in fact this 

was a later copy. 

23. Presumably Steuart paid Sibbald a fee for the work involved; 

they would of course have been reasonably well known to each 

other as 'Steuart's involvement with the Town Council particularly 

during the period when he was Lord Provost would have brought 

them into regular contact. sibbald was an apt choice as the 

Harlot Trust were likely to be more receptive to a plan produced 

by their own Superintendent of "corks. 
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24. Three -quarters of the square were contained within Steuart's 
feu - hence the earlier reference in the Heriot Trust minutes 
that the Central area should be treated as caasean property. 

25. GHT Minute, 22 August 1796, vol.15, kp.94. 

26. He was a descendant of Johnston of Wariston. Apart frani being 
a tenant of the Heriot Trust's ground at Broughton, he also 
had lands at Resta rig, Stockbridge and Bearford 'arks. His 
farmhouse stood near the centre of the West Queen Street gardens 
and his duck pond at the middle of the central Queen Street 
gardens. His eldest son, Alexander Wood, the celebrated Edinburgh 
surgeon expressed no interest in continuing with the tenancy. 

27. GHT Minutes, 10 December 1798, vol.15., p.161. 

28. GHT Minutes, 25 Febeuary 1799, vol.15., pps.184 -185: in his 
letter Steuart drew attention to the fact that the servitude 
had already been departed from in the joint plan by the street 
and buildings which were shown to extend over the north east 
tip of his ear.len. 

29. EEC, 6 January 1100 and 10 February 1800. 

307. A smal l anrl.e of garden on the north eastern boundary was 
however, to be included as part of the other area of land up 
for sale. 

31. He had a nursery down Leith Walk, and a shop near the foot of 
the `Nest Bow. 

32. After first being put up for sale the land was readvertised at 
least 10 times between February and June 1800 in the Edinburgh 
newspapers. 

33. TCM, 30 April 1800, vol.133. The Bellevue property was at this 

time owned by the Marquis of Tichfield; within the grounds of 

the house there was a porter's lodge, gardener's house, hot 
houses, greenhouses, ice house and rabbit house. The furniture 

of the mansion (excluding the mirrors on the doors in the large 

livingroam, the pianoforte, all the paintings and prints, and 
the wine in the cellar) were included in the selling price of 
621,000. The house had been advertised in the Edinburgh Evening 
Courant on 17 August 1799. For further details refer Section 3.6. 

34. The pasturage of the Parks of Bellevue was et by Public :sup to 

George Willoughby, Fiesher, for one year at £142 - TCM, 

19 November 1800, v.134; the sale of the timber was also done by 

auction TCM, 3 December 1100, v.134; likewise the plants and 

vines (M) 28 January 1801, vol.134). Some of the plants were 
donated to the Botanic Garden at the request of Dr. Rutherford, 

Professor of Botany (TCM, 4 February 1801, v.134). 
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35. Memorials of his time, Henry Cockburn, Merest Press edition 
op. cit., pps.171 -173. 

36. TOM, 22 October 1800, vol.134, pps.90 -91. 

37. Sederunt baux, Bridges C ittee, 26 August 1766: the box and 
medal were together valued at 25 guineas. 

38. Most likely because the information in the Town Council Minutes 
is rather ambiguously indexed under "lands to the north ". 

39. TO;, 11 February 1801, vol. 135. 

40. See: Biographical Dictionary of British Architects, Howard Colvin, 
op. cit., p.287. 

41. New sicture of Edinburgh, Edinburg., printed by 'dillies Whyte 
Co., ND, pps.159 -160. Raine is similarly referred to as one 

of the architects Scotland could boast of in Alexander Campbell's 
Journey from Edinbur,h throu=h -arts of North Britain, 1802, 
p. 278. 

42. Edinburgh School of Design, John Mason, 1C, vol.27, 1949, 
p.70 an 75. Baine's name seems to have been spelt either with 
or without an 'e r at the end. 

43. There were 7 applicants for the post left vacant by Alexander 
Runciman's death, and the engraver David Allan was selected for it. 

44. Edinburgh Advertiser, 28 October 1788. 

'p5. See: Biographical Dictionary of British Architects, Howard Colvin, 
M -r 

op. cit., p.557. 

46. Listed in the 1806 street directory as Robert Morison, architect, 
28 North Castle Street; he most likely came to Edinburgh some 
time before this date as an R. Morison, drawing master, head of 
Niddry Street, is to be found in the street directory of 1799: 
in 1796 he appears to have been one of the 9 candidates for the 
Mastership of the School of Design following David Allen's death. 

47. Numbers 24 -30 Howe Street have been definitely ascribed to him. 

48. Unclassified drawing, Edinburgh District Council, archival 
drawing collection. The "Senior" after William Sibbald's 
name removes any doubt as to which Sibbald might have entered for 
the competition (refer Section 2.3 note 3). 

49. An ex dorato memoir to aceam-an - the )' an ero'osed for the 
Buildings intended to be raised on the Grounds of Bellevue belonging 
to the City of Edinburgh; and of these to the west belonging to 

Heriots Hospital and to David Steuart esq. Jelin Raine, EUL 

Manuscript Room, Laing collection, Div II, No.415. 
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50. Baine instead relegated the "common people" to the wynds and 
closes of the old town - which could hardly claim to provide the 
necessary conditions upheld by him for good living! 

51. GHT Minutes, 1 June 1801, vo'_..16, pps. 

52. TCM, 16 December 1801, vol.136. 

53. The Royal Engineers provided some of the best trained surveyors 
in the 18th and 19th centuries: officers were allowed to take 
on outside commissions and were often involved in such tasks 
as the laying out of roads and streets: they were particularly 
in demand when the railway era began. Information from 
Mr Thorburn, National Services Museum. 

5!.. The same age as James Craig when he was awarded the premium for 
the layout of the first New Town. 

55. In ií03 Reid was appointed by the Trustees of :_'ublic Buildings 
to design the new law courts in Parliament Square and this 
marked the start of his life as a public architect. From 
1807 -1810 he carried out alterations on the old parliament 
buildings besides ST. Giles, both on the interior and exterior. 
On the strength of his work on the new law court he obtained a 
warrant in 1308 authorising him to assume the title of King's 
Architect and Surveyor in Scotland: this was purely an honorary 
title with no emoluments to the holder. Two years later he 
produced plans and elevations to complete the University (not 
carried out) and also new designs for St. George's Church in 
Charlotte Square. Both these had originally been designed by 
Robert Adam, and later Reid was to work on the completion of 
another Adam building - Register House in 1822. In 1324 Reid 
succeeded James Brodie as Master of Works and Architect to the 
King of Scotland at E200 _er annum, and in this capacity became 
involved in the design of St; Andrew's University, Perth prison, 
and the Customs House in Leith. In 1827 Reid Persuaded the 

Government to set up a Scottish office of works with himself as 
head (being paid E500 per annum with offices in Parliament Square). 
This position was finally abolished in 1839 when Reid was 
66 years old. Some of his earlier work has been criticised as 
being rather heavy and dull. He was commissioned by the Heriot 
Trust and the Town Council to pre; are elevations of houses in 

Heriot Row and Drummond Place. Information from: Biographical 
Dictionary of British Architects, Howard Colvin, op. cit., 

pps. 674 -676. 

56. Edinbur h Street directory, 1797 -1798. 

57. Once described by Henry Cockburn as a "prominent deformity "; 

it was extensively altered and added to in 1870 by David Bryce, 

architect. 
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58 TCM, 30 December 1301, vol.136: GUT Minutes, 31 December 1301, 
vol.16, p.61. The north east part would have included the 
Bellevue Crescent area - for further details see Section 3.8. 

59. An Act of .arliament for the extension of the Royalty northward 
beyond the first New Town to include the area within the new 
ground olan was not however obtained until 1309, when the town 
obtained absolute rights to the lands of Bellevue: see - 
An Act for extendingheoLthinburh1 (and 
other matters includin- the Craining of the Meadows, two new 
churches etc), George III, 28 April 180e, cap 1. 

60. Refer: Memorials of his time, Henry Cockburn, ot. cit., p.217. 

61. David Jteuart had drawn attention to this as far back as 1797. 
In 1804 the interim owners of Steuart's feu - Kerr, 
and John ':itcairn wrote to the Heriot Trust objecting to the 
crescent on grounds that "it will be most detrimental to our 
interests": they expressed willingness to sell some of their 
garden in order to allow the street to be continued in a straight 
line, an seemed unaware of any servitude existing on the lands 
GUT Minute, 27 February 1304, vol.16., pps.248-249. 

62. His account submitted to the Heriot Trust amounted to a105 

(C1T Minutes, 23 January 1804, vol.16, p.239): he would also 

have received payments from the Town Council and David Steuart's 
trustees. 

63. These were: Rev. John Kemp, Minister in Edinburgh, William Xer, 
Secretary to the General. post Offiee, John :itcairne, Merchant, 
and James Richardson younger, of itfour. 

64. TC11, 31 March 1802, v.136, pes.373-74: the Council authorised 

the Treasurer to sign on behalf of the City. Full details of 

the contract are not given in the minutes and no separate 
document has been found. A signed ground plan by Robert Reid was 
discovered in the Edinburgh District Council archival drawing 

collection on which is written: "Edinburgh, 23 March 1802. 

This is the plan referred to in the contract entered into between 

the City of Edinburgh, the Governors of George Heriots Hospital, 

and David Steuart for building on the grounds belonging to them". 

(fig. 117). 

65. Changes could be made provided they were an "improvement" and 

received the consent of the Lord President of the Court of Session, 

the Lord Chief Baron of the Court of Exchequer, and the Lord 

Advocate for Scotland. The Heriot Trust took advantage of this 

to make alterations to the Royal Circus employing William Playfair 

to make out revised plans (Section 3.7). 

66. The land had been offered to the Town Council for £8,000 but was 

declined. See: TCM, 12 December 1004, vol./41. 
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67. TCM, 12 February 1806, v.145, pps.222 -5. Both the 1802 and 
1806 contracts apear to have been wholly concerned with the 
ground plan: detailed control of the building side was maintained 
by the various requirements listed in the articles of roup 
(and usually repeated in the feu charters) common to all the 

parties involved. 
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3.2 THE QUEEN STREET GARDENS; GENERAL INTRODUCTION INCLUDING 
DETAILS OF THE 1822 ACT OF ::ARLIAMENT 

1. Report on the 1ayth out of a New Town ìetween Ldinburgh and 
LettL . il. layfair, 181).q_. cit. 

2. Any such building as not to be higher than 20 feet (6.1(m) 
from the ground to the ridge of the roof, nor to rise higher 
than 5 feet (1.52m) above the level of Queen Street; it was also 
stieulated that the wall enclosine the ground on the south was 
not to be more than 6 feet (1.83m) above Queen Street. 

3. This was a fairly common method used in a number of fund raising 
projects including for examele, the setting up of the Gas 
Company, the Assembly Rooms, the Waterloo Bridge and Regent 
road devetoement, and so on. 

4. 1822 Act of arliament, III George IV, Cap.28, local personal. 

5. Schedued for the third Monday after the passing of the Act at 
1 p.m. in the Waterloo Hotel, or other "lawful" day. 

6. Half of that number were to be drawn from the Queen Street 
gardens, 6 from owners of houses in Heriot .ow and_Queen treet 
(between Hanover and Frederick Street), and ( from proprietors of 

houses west of Frejerick Street. ?roprietors of houses in 
Queen Street and ieriot Raw were so defined if any of their 
windows fronted or opens onto the street even if their main door 
or entrance was elsewhere. 

7. For the Queen Street Gardens this was to be an annual payment of 

E2 per share: in the case of the other districts the amount 
was to be based on the rentals of the property itself, or accord- 
ing to the width of the frontages: such an assessment was not 
to exceed 10 annually of the police rental of the dwelling for 

the purchase of the ground, or 2 annually on such rentals for 
purposes of enclosing,levelling and laying out. 

8. Such meetings had to be advertised in at east 3 Edinburgh 

newspapers 10 days prior to beine heiee 

9. The idea was first raised at the annual meeting of all garden 

;roprietora in 1823 (Gueen Street Garden Minute book, 

am2.J1I'r22EisIieEE2Z2:LIZ2, Minute 1) May 1823), but the 

General commissioners+ report 2 years later was not over 

enthusiastic: no reply had been received from the Central 

district; the eastern district considered it "... not expedient 

at present"; and the western Aistrict thought the idea premature 

as their garden was still unfinished although they favoured the 

notion of a tunnel or archway, and also felt "... that this great 

object should not be lost sieht of" (-ueen Street arden Minute book 

of General Commissioners r,22-1)17, Minute 16 May 825, Queen 

awa..T::ast;mzrrsz- 1823 the General Commissioners 

of all 3 gardens decided to consult Mt. Brown, City Surveyor on 
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the feasibility and cost of forming underground tunnels 
(Minute book of General Commissioners, Minute 9 May 1828) 
but there is no record of what transpired. Presumably the cost 
was too great for when the matter was next raised in the 1830s 
no reference is male to tunnels but access instead by co:anon 
keys - a method not favoured by the General Commissioners. The 
last reference to the possibility of extending access was in 
1855 (ste: Queen icreet Gardens, Minute book of General 
proprietors 1822- 192.0, Minutes: 21 May 1832, 20 May 1333; 
19 May 1834; 21 May 1955). 
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3.3 THE EAST QUEEN STREET GARDENS 

1. Edinburgh's Childs some memories of 90 years, Eleanor Sillar, 
op. cit., p.2. 

2. Robert Ord was the son of John Ord, Solicitor, and under Sheriff 
of Newcastle from 1685 -1703. He inherited Hunstanworth and 
was NP for Morpeth from 1741 -1755, when he was appointed 
Lord Chief Baron, sees Burke +s Landed Gentry, 1856, p.1390. 

3. Boswell's life of Johnson, edited G. Birbeck Hill, vol.15, 
OUP 1850, p.28. Ord regularly entertained a wide circle of 
friends including Henry MacKenzie (1745- 1831), author of 
"The man of feeling" who had first started to practise law at 
Ords Court. He and David Hume, the philosopher and historian 
frequently met there to play whist and piquet. Ord's daughters 
were considered particularly musical and accomplished: the a Best, 
Elizabeth married the famous Scottish judge Lord Braxfield. 
fee: Anecdotes and Egotism:, Henry MacKenzie, edited by 
Harold Thompson, OUP, London 1927, p.170. 

4. Referred to by Thomas Sommerville in his diary: My life and times 
1741 -1814, exceppts of which are to be found in: Diaries of 
Eminent Scotsmen Scottish Diaries and Memoirs 1746 -1843, 
edited J. G. Fy e, Eneas MacKay, Stirling, 1 42, p.227. Pine- 
apples and other exotic f xuit could only be successfully grown 
with the aid of hot houses, and according to another source - 

Alexander Carlyle, Baron Ord at Dean, and Baron Stuart Moncrieffe 
were the first to have such facilities in Scotland - which 
apparently were not in "great numbers" until 1780: See 

Anecdotes and, Characters of the Times, Alexander Carlyle, ed. 

J. Kinsley, OUP 1973, p.255. 

5. GHT Minutes, 10 April 1769, vol.10, p.55; the 2i acres (1 ha) 

did not however lie "... in a proer manner fronting the area 
where the house was to be built but off at the east side 
thereof ", so that it became necessary to exchange part of it for 

ground on the west which the Town Council had a right to: TCM, 

26 April 1769, vol.85. 

6. The annual feu duty on all the subsequent private garden areas 

along Queen Street was similarly based on a grain feu: this 

method of calculation continued until 1924 when it was converted 
into a money stipend under the Conveyancing (Scotland) Act of 

the same year. 

7. For the first few years after the garden had been acquired as a 

communal pleasure ground apples and pears from it were sold off 

annually. Although by today's standards Ord possessed a large 

garden, he later applied to the Heriot Trust for the lease of 

additional land - 20 acres (8 ha) of the northmost part of 

Thomas Wood's farm adjoining Stockbridge Mill land - but for 

what purpose is not known: GUT Minutes, 28 January 1771, vol.10. 
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8. Boswell, Laird of Auchinleck 1778 -1782, ed. J. W. Reed and 
F. A. Pottle, 1963. McGraw Hill, London, p.462. 

9. Williamsons Street directory 1786- 1788. 

10. The house and garden were advertised for sale together in the 
Edinburgh Advertiser (15 November 1785) but were in the end 
sold separately. 

11 GHT Minutes, 8 October 1781, vol.12, p.156; Chartulary 4, p.208. 

12. This house had been built by former Lord provost Dalrymple and 
was advertised for sale in the Edinburgh Advertiser on 
8 November 1781: Steuart may have rented it while awaiting the 
completion of a house he was having built at 28 Queen Street, 
(refer Section 3.5). 

13. From 1738 onwards Steuart's Queen Street address is no longer 
listed in .iilliamsons Street directory. 

14. Kays portraits, op. cit., vol.1, p.236. Major Aytoun of 
Inchdarnie in Fife became one of the Lieutenant Colonels of the 
Royal Edinburgh volunteers - formed in 174 to help defend the 
country against possible French invasion. Numbers 9 and 
10 Queen Street were demolished in 1844 to make way for the 
present hall of the Royal College of Physicians designed by 
Thomas Hamilton, 

15. Information from: British f amilx_Antiquity: illustrative of 
the origins and progress of the Rank, Honours and Personal merit 
of the nobility in the United Kingdom, vol.8, William Mayfair, 
London, published by Thomas Renolds & Harvey Grace 1811. 
Sir William was twice married and died in 1828: the name is 

also found spelt Cunningham. 

16. GHT Minute, 25 February 1799, vol.15 op. cit. 

17. See his advertisements in the Edinburgh Evening Courant, 

6 January 1800; 10 February 1800; 8 May 1800. 

18. GWF Chartularr_5, p.143, Charter dated 17 _April 1786. 

19. "eters letters to his Kinsfolk, John Gibson Lockhart, ed. 

William Ruddock, Scottish Academic Press, 1977, p.26. 

Sir Walter Scott's Character Paul Pleydell in Guy Mannering was 

partly based "In the external circumstances but not in frolic 

of fancy" on Adam Rolland (see Scots Journal, 19 June 1830); 

he was also the subject of a vivid and amusing character sketch 
by Henry Cockburn. Rolland's portrait was painted by Sir Henry 

Raeburn. 

20. GUT Minutes, 25 February 1799, vol.15, pps. 184 -1?5 on. cit. 
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21. GHT disposition, 13 March and 1 April 1802: the names of all 
the new owners are listed in TCM, 31 March 1802, vol.136, 
p.373 -4 and were as follows : - Rev. Dr John Kemp, Minister in 
Edinburgh, William Kerr, Secretary to the General Post Office, 
John 7itcairne, Merchant and James Richardson younger of Iitfour. 

22. George Winton (1759 -1822) is described as 'architect' on a 
large monument in St. Cuthbert's Churchyard: his partner, 
Thomas Morrison (1761 -181)) also interred in the same churchyard 
simply has "builder" after his name. Both men were successful 
masons and master builders and responsible for building houses 
in Albany Street, Abercromby lace, )ublin Street, and 
Northumberland Street (SRO, Edinburgh sasines). Morrison 
bequeathed his money for the foundation of a school for young 
people which was finally built at Grief in 1860 and known as 
Morrisons Academy Boys School (see Morrison's Academy prospectus). 
James Nisbet was an Edinburgh plasterer who is occasionally 
referred to as an architect (Biographical dictionary of British 
Architects, H. Colvin, op. cit., p.5'5 and 907). Morrison is 
also found spelt as Morison. 

23. GHT Minute, 3 June 1805, vol.17, p.116. 

24. GHT Minute, 28 February 1812, vol.19, : ;.214 -7; TOM, 11 March 1812 
vol.160, p.181 -182. Reference to this roadway has also been 
found mentioned in an advertisement for a house for sale in 
Abercromby lace in 1810 = see Edinburgh tidvërtiser, 
19 January 1810 (fig. 118e). 

25. Contract between the Governors of the George Heriot Trust, and 
George Winton and others, Aeril 1807; part of David Steuart's 
feu disponed in 5 lots to Robert Hill WS and others, proprietors 
of houses on the west side of Duke Street. (GHT Archives): 
thus one of the last stretches of Gabrirel's Road the ancient way 
from Silvermills to the old town was finally obliterated. Many 
years later one of these newly extended gardens became built on 
(York buildings, Queen Street) although this was contrary to 
the original servitude placed on the land. 

26. Mention of part of the garden as a coal yard is given in:- 
Memorial for the Commissioners of the Eastern district of the 
Queen Street hardens, East Queen Street Gardens, Minute book 2, 
10 February 1853. 

27. Discovered amongst the records of the Queen Street Central 
gardens. 

28. On behalf of himself and other owners of David Steuart's feu. 

29. This involved the smoothing off of the northern boundary of the 
2 gardens into a gentle curve and providing a continuous cope 
and rail. 
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30. The Street directory shows him to be in residence at 
29 Abercromby Place from 1819 onwards. 

31. To such an extent that : - "... he could satisfy his craving 
for reform with scarcely any scheme that fell short of 
revolution" see Modern Athenians 1837 -1847, Crombie, 1R92 
edition, op. cit., p.70. Aytoun had moved from 37 Queen Street 
to 21 Abercromby Place. 

32. TCM 20 January 1813, vo1.162. The ground "given into the 
garden" must have been the north eastern angle which formed 
part of the Duke Street - south side of Abercromby ''lace 
development. 

33. The sum of money seems to have been later increased to £160. 
See TCM 16 June 1P13, v.163: letter from John. Morison WS dated 
13 June 1813 accepting £160 plus the angle of the city's ground 
to be taken into the garden once the enclosure of the ground is 
completed. 

34. This and the following information is taken from the various 
subscription papers in possession of the Clerk: Queen Street 
East garden records. 

35. At 7N per cent. 

36. The rent paid by the tenant was £72 per annum. 

37. William Bell was the third son of Benjamin Bell of Thinthill, 

the noted Edinburgh surgeon. He ran a busy legal practice and 
was ae pointed Crown Agent between 1840 and 1841: see The 
History of the Society of :Pr±ters to his a est is Si net, op. 
cit., p.76, 

38. The Committee consisted of:- William Bell WS, Richard Hotchkis, WS, 
18 Duke Street, James Gordon, Advocate, 13 Heriot Row, 
James Jollie WS, Clerk to the Merchant Company, 26 Abercromby `'lace, 
Alexander Anderson and James lier. 

39. TCM, 11 Auguat 1813, vol. 164. This and the following informa- 
tion is taken from these minutes. 

40. Payment to start as soon as the land was feued, and on condition 
that the Town Council would have the right to transfer one or 
both shares to any other of their property feued or still 
remaining to be feued, 

41. A copy of this circular, dated December 1813 was found amongst 
the papers belonging to the Queen Street Central garden records, 
and held by the Clerk. 

42. Sir John Carr, an English traveller who visited Edinburgh in 

1809, remarked about Queen Street that "... It is truly 

delightful to join the evening promenade in this street when 
the sun is shedding his last light upon this exquisite prospect, 
and also shining upon a number of well dressed and beautiful 
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females, who add not a little to the witchery of the whole ". 
He viewed the new extensions with some dismay. Quoted in 
Edinbur h The Star of a Cit E. F. Catford, Hutchinson, 
London 1 7 , p. 44. 

43. As described in the various Edinburgh and Leith Street directories 
of this period. Ray started his life as a seedsman, and became 
a burgess of the City of Edinburgh in 1107. Ne had premises in 
Bank Street off the Mound, but later moved to Catherine Street 
(part of Leith walk) - a popular area for nursery firms. He 
was an active member of the Caledonian horticultural Society, and 
a friend of Dr. Patrick Neill. In 1817 he accompanied Neill 
and James McDonald, gardener to the Duke of Buccleuch on a 
horticultural tour through part of Belgium, Holland and North 
France which had been financed by the Society on the suggestion 
of Sir John Sinclair. 

44'. Minute Book 1, George Square Gardens (now in possession of 
Edinburgh University). These gardens were formed between 1814 
and 1 815 and Hay was paid 1E150 in fees. He was well placed to 
provide close supervision for in 1812 he had moved from 
Bank Street to 35 Nicholson Square - just opposite to the 
riding school. 

45. Encyclopaedia of Gardening, J. C. Loudon, 2nd edition 1824, 

0'). cit., p.105. 

46. The Edinburgh Observer or Town and Country magazine, October 11, 

ids PP3Q._...r. it 
......_...... 

47. An account of the early history of the gardens in relation to 
administrative matters is to be found outlined in the following 
document : - "Memorial for 7illiam Bell WS on behalf of the Eastern 
district of Queen treet Gardens cans Ashburton 
pare condescendence 1833" in connection with Lady Ashburton's 
10 years arrears of her share; Queen Street East, Miscellaneous 
documents. 

48. The Trust deed was not formally granted for several years - 

not until 14 August 1820, and 12 July 1821: and recorded in 

the books of Council and Session, 11 August 1821. The trustees 
for the proprietors were as follows:- Sir John Connell, Judge 
of the Nigh Court of Admiralty, John Wauchope WS, Richard 

Hutchkis WS, Roger Aytoun WS, John Campbell Quartus WS and 
William Bell WS. 

49. Re was to receive his instructions from the Committee appointed 

at a general meeting of proprietors: his main responsibilities 
were the levÿirg of the annual payments due by subscribers, 
together with the sum necessary to cover the costs of running the 

garden - including ground rent, feu duty, gardener's wage, 

workmen, tradesmen, and so on. 
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50. One week's notice by advertisement in one of the Edinburgh 
newsrapers, either on the initiative of the Committee or by 
requisition signed by 7 proprietors: all meetings to be held on 
a Monday at 2 pm in the garden house, and the annual general 
meeting on the third Monday in May at 2 pm: resolutions of 
meetings to be decided by the majority of proprietors present. 

51. Memorandum b William Bell, 1 March 1820, entitled: 
"Proposition respecting Queen Street gardens ". raper in 
possession of the Clerk to the Queen Street East gardens. This 
and the following information is taken from this memorandum. 

52. Information from: Memorial for iJ l.tam Beil Ti on behalf of 
the Eastern district of Queen Street eardens in cause 
Lady Ashburton, op. cit. 

53. The Committee had looked in detail at the method of transferring 
shares and had discovered that the only other comparab e 

establishment in Edinburgh with a similar system was the Theatre - 

the shares of which were transferred by disposition and seisin: 
in this case the cost of the deeds was very great and the 
Committee decided it was not feasible to adopt this method for 
the gardens. 

5... It helped in any case to spread the cost of obtaining the Act: 
financial outgoing for which amounted to p300. Half was met 
by the Queen Street east gardens, and the rest equally divided 
between the Queen Street Central and Western garden. Help 
with drafting the Bill was also given by John Nauchope, and 
the Solicitor General Wedderburn - one of the first Commissioners 
of the Queen Street West gardens, although he died later in 
1822. 

55. Proprietors were also given the option of making a lump sum 
payment of £7.50 per share. Sederunt book of General Meetings 
of the proprietors (1822-1336), Minute 9 July 1822. 

56. The materials of the o'd wall were sold off by auction, one 
lot being purchased by Messrs Traquhair. and Dobson, builders 
for £13, and the other by John Alison, builder for £11.75: 

Sederunt Book of General Meetin ?s of Queen Street Gardens or 

the Eastern District (1P 2-1C 6 accounts, 1 March 182 . 

571. The new name given to members of the management committee following 

the 1822 Act of Parliament. 

58. Sederunt book of General Meetings of Queen Street Gardens or 

The Eastern District (1822_1 736) Minute, 19 May 1823. 

59. Sederunt book of General Meetings of. Queen Street Gardens or 

The Eastern District (182 -18 ) Minute, 19 May 182 Account 

for 12 March 1823, and 12 March 1824: labourers wages amounted 
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to about £130. °Tork on the wall and railing cost £80 - 

Mr Henry builder, being responsible for the wall and coping, and 
Mr Forest, blacksmith for the railings. 

60. EEC, 11 November 1822. 

61. Sederunt book of General meetings of Queen Street Gardens or 
the Eastern District (1822 -1836) Minute 18 May, 182). 

62. The Sederunt books however, contain feu/references to flowers 
in the garden: the only varieties named are dahlias (1845), 
pansies (1847) and wallflowers (1870 -71). 

63. Sederunt Book of General Meetincrs of Queen Street Gardens or the 
Eastern District 1822 -1836) Minute 18 May 1829. The walks were 
reported as being in a very bad state although action had also 
been prompted by fear that the only gravel pit in the neighbour- 
hood was soon to close. 

64. Sederunt book of General Meetings of Queen Street hardens or the 
Eastern District (1837 -1890): Accounts 1839 -1840: this Sederunt 
Book comprises of a series of accounts, and lists of proprietors, 
with no records of any of the meetings held. 

65. Sederunt Book of the District Commissioners, Queen Street East, 
(1357 -1893): Report on the Abercromby 71ace Gardens, by 
James McNab, i June 1859. 

66. Our town trees: The Queen Street gardens: The Scottish Farmer, 
31 May 1365, James McNab. 

67. Graham had suggested that all 3 Queen Street gardens should 
pant a row of matching trees, and at the same distance on 
each side of the cross streets, and along Queen Street and 
Heriot Row - either of limes or elms. This was agreed to by 
the Commissioners of all 3 gardens with the proviso that the 
trees should not be placed closer to the railings than 101 (3m): 
see gueen Street gardens - Minute book of the General Commissioners 

(1822 -1917), Minute 27 February 1837; Queen Street East - Clerk's 
records. 

69. And a new house built on the south side, or else the gardener 
being allowed a wage increase to cover the cost of renting a 
house elsewhere. Only 2 other pleasure gardens had gardeners 
houses within the grounds: the ?Test Princes Street gardens, 
and the Royal Terrace /London Road gardens. 

69. edertmr.haok of District Commissioners, Queen Street East 

01857 -1893) Minutes 26 July 1859; 2 April 1860: McNab advised 
on the replanting but no details are given In the minutes. 

70. Report on East Queen :Street Gardens, James McNab, 21 March 1867; 
Sederunt Book of District Commissioners Queen Street East 
18 7-18')3,. 
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71. Although considerable improvements had been made to it in 1160 
under the supervision of Charles McGibbon, architect, see - 

Sederunt Book of District Commissioners Queen Street East 
(1857 -1893 Minutes: 18 October 186+ and 1 April 1861. 

72. This and the previous information was taken from: Statement 
on behalf of the Commissioners of East Queen Street Garden to the 
proprietors and ethers interested, 73 January 1.68. Miscellaneous 
-gaper in the Clerks records. 

73. Sederunt Book of 0istrict Commissioners Queen Street East 
(1857- 1893). Minute 8 July 1167. 

74. SRO, RMP 1391: layout for Wester Coates (Grosvenor Crescent 
and Street, Riccarton Ttace, and lifton Terrace). Information 
on Robert Matheson was obtained from: National Monuments 
Record of Scotland (MRS). 

75. Statement on behalf of the Commissioners n3 January 1168, op. cit. 

71.3. Soderu Book of District Commissioners, Queen Street East 
18 7- 1ße3 Minute 1 April 8. 

77. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners Cueen Street East 
(1$57- 1 "`93) Minute 11 December 1867. 

78. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners Queen Street East 
18 7 -1193) Minute i December 867. Report submitted bz 

M.cMab to the Improvement Crs aittoe, date3 11 December 1867. 

79. The opportunity for this had arisen on the amalgamation of the 
former Experimental garden held by the Caledonian Horticultural 
Society with the Botanic garden. MoNab used a lot of the 
old building material from the high wall which separated the 
two for the creation of his highly unusual if not rather 

extraordinary rock garden which was completed between 1870 -1871; 
and bearing little resemblance to the present day one: see 

The Royal Botanic Carden Edinbur -h 1670 -1970, Harold Fletcher 

& William Brown, Edlnbuurgh, HM300 1970 pps. 159 -163, and 

pi ate 8. McNab:s somewhat negative response to the idea of a 
continuous terrace along the Abercromby Place side seems to have 
led to its abandonmment. 

10. Statement on behalf of the Commissioners of East Oueen Street 
Gardens to the ~ro:rietors anis others intereste ,c 

23 January 1868, op. cit. 

81. Sederunt boot. of District Commissioners Queen Street East 
( 8 Minute 15 June 1 o68. 

82. Bederunt Book of District Commissioners Queen Street East 

185 -1893) Minute 30 June 1868. 
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83. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners, Queen Street East 
(1857 -1893) Minute 9 July 1868. 

84. The money spent on forming the terrace was in fact surprisingly 
little: about E30 was spent on labouring help - some of which 
was deployed in other parts of the garden - Sederunt Book of 
District Commissioners Queen Street East (1857 -1893) Minute 
26 February 186%. 

95. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners, Queen Street East 
(1657-1893) Minutes 13 August 1368; 12 October 1368 and 

16 February 1869. 

86. The bars of the new railings were placed 5 inches (12.5cms) 

apart - of sufficient width to allow stray dogs to squeeze 
through, and this proved particularly troublesome especially 
on the Abercromby :'lace side. To overcome this problem wire 

mesh was eventually added (Sederunt Book of District Commissioners, 
(1357 -1393), minute 24 March 1874) but later intermediate rails 
were added (Sederunt Book of District Commissioners 1857 -1893), 

Minute 6 April 1887. In 1942 the railings along most of Queen 

Street were removed for war purposes, but a new one of plain 
design was erected in 1948 by special licence after it had been 

shown that the gardens were being abused, and that a number 
of police convictions had talen place (Sederunt Book Eastern 

District Commissioners (1894- 1970), Minute 17 November 1947). 

Mr Reid, blacksmith, Buccleuch Place carried out the work and 
the cost was met by a special_ subscription. 

87. Later found impractical because of dampness: its attraction for 

children as a hideout, and consequent fire hazard has required 

the entrance to be firmly boarded up. 

88. He later lived and ran his architects practise at 25 Putlanl Square: 

Blanc appears to have been a versatile architect, responsible 

for various churches eg St. Cuthberts (1894), Christ Church 

Episcopal, Morningside (1875); restoration work - Edinburgh 

Castle, great hall (1888) and Argyll. Tower (1887), and other 

general commissions. 

89. No trace of this plan has been found but it is referred to in: 

Sederunt Book of District Commissioners Queen Street East 

(1857- 1893), Minute 12 October 1868. 

90. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners Queen Street East 

(1857- 1893); Minute 3 April 1878. Improvements to the drainage 

of the lower part of the garden was left until 1877; by this time 

the existing drains were old and broken, and unable to cope with 

an unprecedented wet summer. New tile drains were laid, and the 

Council constructed a new connecting drain across Abercromby place. 

The steep east and central walks were provided with clay channels 

(see Minutes: r Marcy 1877; 28 March 1877; 10 November 1077; 

14 November 1877; 9 January 1878; 28 March 1878; 3 Aril 1178, 

2 April 1879. 
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91. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners Queen Street East 
(1857- )3 ; Siu.TS.te 2- November 1g69. 

92. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners Queen Street East 
(1857- 1893); Minute 8 April 1872: 24 March 1874: 4 croquet 
boxes were provided with locks and keys which were rented out 
for a small fee each season 

3. Sederunt Book of District Commission s rues n Street East 
(1057 ;V93); Ninute 30 December ç, '`ew art ' Alexander Píacttenza e 
Sederunt Book rastern District Commissioners (1894 -1970). 
Minutes: 7 April 1952; 20 March 1953; 1£i March 1954; 
27 May 1954; 22 December 1966; 20 April 1967. 

95. Sederunt Book Eastern District Commissioners (1894-197n), 
Minute 4. April 1;äA6: this Large, rather ugly nissen hut was 
bought from the 'lar Department in 194r for C.5 for use as a 
garden hut and store: it stands in a prominent position on 
what was once a ternis court on the south side of the garden. 
McNab no doubt would have described it as "a great deformity". 

96. The Cockburn Association (The Edinburgh Civic Trust) _._......-.... 
Newsletter 27 April 1984, r.11. 

97. Provision was made in the 1822 Act for 4 new Commissioners to 

be elected each year - allowing the opportunity for "new blood" 
to be added from time to time, but elections have rarely been 
contested and usually term-served Commissioners willing to stand 
for a further period have simply been reinstated. 

nr4 Sederunt Boo'., Eastern District Commissioners 1'94- 1970), 
Minute 5 May 1911. 

9. l3ederunt boot, of General Meetings of Oueen Street Gardens or 
rn District (1P22 -1P 6); Minute 18 May 1835; on 

3 shareholders attended this last meeting. 
the 'caste 

100. Sederunt Book Eastern District Commissioners (1894 -1970), 

Minute 8 December 19 ., 

y 

1(11. Sederunt Boot;, Eastern District Commissioners (1494- 1970), 
Minute 13 Ar ril 5: A number of issues ha: arisen in the 
early 1950s on which it was felt that shareholders should be 

consulted. These included the removal of several old trees, a 

proposal by the Town Council to build a publia lavatory on a 

piece of ground within the garden adjoining York buildings 

(abandoned) and the provision of a sand pit. tan Mcllarg, now 
Professor of Landscape at 7ennsylvania University and active 
campaigner on matters concerning environmental. pollution 

7artici ated in some of these general meetings: Minute 

6 May 1952. 
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102. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners Queen Street East 
(185 7_ 1 93) s Minutes 3 April 1857; 17 April 1858. 

103. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners een Street East 
1857 -1893 ; Minute 25 November 1881; Dickson were engaged at 

£100 for the first year and £80 for subsequent years. For 
this Sum they undertook to lock and unlock the gates morning 
and evening, to keep a man in attendance from R April until. 

8 October, for a man to attend in the evenings "when necessary ", 
and the keeping of the ground "in first class order ". The firm 
was allowed to dispose of the grass cuttings (the first lawn 
mower was not bought until 1886), and the use of the garden's 
equipment including roller, barrows, ladder and snow plough. 

104. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners Queen Street East 
(1857 -1893); Minute 1 November 1883. 

105. To help with the purchase of the land the sellers had proposed 
that half the total sum of 05,250 be paid outright, and the 
remainder as a perpetual ground rent - at 7 % %. More than half 
the sum required was raised, and the ground rent therefore 
based on a lesser amount ie £1,920. The ground rents were 
originally made up as follows:- 028.80 payable to Sir William 
Cunninghame; £14.40 to Roger Aytoun WS; £16.80 to John Morison WS; 
£16.80 to John Morison as Trustee disponee of Maxwell Gordon WS; 
£33.60 to George Winton, builder; £16.80 to George Winton, 
Robert Wright, builder, John Baxter, glazier, and John Young WS 
as Trustee for James Nisbet, plaisterer; and £16.80 to Thomas 
Morison, builder. 

106. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners Queen Street East 
(1857- 1893); Minute 14 October 1880. 

107. For some reason the payment of ground rent to Nisbet's trustees 
lapsed for several years, and in 1855 an account book records 
that money owing to the trustees amounted (together with 
interest) to £584. This was met by levying a special assessment 
of 50p on all the shareholders, and the debt was finally cleared 
in 1880; Sederunt Book of General Meetings of Queen Street 
gardens, or the East District (1837 -1880); Accounts 1855 -1856. 

108. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners Queen Street East 

(1857- 1893); Minutes 14 October 1880, and 2 November 1880. This 

partite cul r ground rent had first been held by Sir William 
Cunyingham but had subsequently been sold. 

109. This had been advertised for sale at Dowels: Sederunt Book, 
Eastern District Commissioners (1894- 1970); Minute April 1918. 

110. Amounting to about £60 in the 1860s. 

111. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners Queen Street East 

(1857- 1893); Minute 29 March 1867. 
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112, Sederunt Book of Eastern District Commissioners 
Minute 8 June, 1939. 

113. Sederunt Book of Eastern District Commissioners 
Minute 30 March 1953. 

(1894- 1970), 

(1894- 1970), 

114. Information from the Clerk: only 2 offices in Queen Street 
contribute, and together hold 5 shares. 

115. Sederunt Book, General Meetint of General Meetings of Queen Street 
gardens or the Eastern District (1822 -1836); Accounts, 
2 March 1823. 

116. Part of the ambitious programme of improvement work during the 
late 1860s was funded in this way; also the cost of adding 
intermediate railings in 1875 -1876 to prevent dogs gaining 
access. The new railing erected along Queen Street in 1947 was 
financed in a similar manner. 

117. Sederunt Book of Eastern District Commissioners (1894- 1970); 
Minute 4 April 1921; this system seems to have been acceptable 
to the shareholders for there are no records of anyone having 
refused payment. 

118. Sederunt Book of Eastern District Commissioners (1894- 1970); 
Minute 31 October 1947: it was resolved at this meeting to 
call a general meeting of shareholders to tell them of the financial 
situation and to propose an increase in the assessment to a sum 
not exceeding £5. No separate record exists of the general 
meeting itself. 

119. Sederunt Book of Eastern District Commissioners (1894 -1970); 
Minute 31 March 1964. 

120. At present fixed at £2,000 r-er annum, subject to yearly review. 

121. Sederunt Book of Eastern District Commissioners (1894- 1970); 
Minute 13 April, 1955. 

122. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners Queen Street East 

(1857 -1893): Report by Committee appointed by the Commissioners 

of Eastern District of Queen Street gardens to consider the right 

of parties with reference to the use of doors leading into the 

ardens from the Duke Street back greens and the regulations to 

be made in reference thereto, 1867. This provides a useful 

history of the Duke Street rear garden access and also incidental 

details relating to the sale of the land, previous proprietors, 

and early rules and regulations. 

123. Childhood Memories: Reverend William Robertson DD, Scotsman, 

5 April 1939. 

124. Refer footnote 1. 
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125. Sedaunt Book of District Commissioners Queen Street East 
(1857 -1893), Minute, 20 December 1883: 33 shareholders signed 
the petition. 

126. Sederunt Book of Eastern District Commissioners (1894- 1970), 
Minute 31 March 1913. 

127. Life of Scott: James Lockhart, 1842 edition, op. cit., p.482. 

128. Edinburgh Advertiser, 13 August 1822. 

129. Sederunt Book of Eastern District Commissioners (1894 -1970); 
Minute 2 April 1906; the Artillary were allowed access on 
Tuesday and Friday evenings from 13 March until 15 May from 
7.30 -9.30 p.m. 

130. Sederunt Book of Eastern District Commissioners íi894- 1970); 
Minute, October 1941: the 11th City of Edinburgh Home Guard 
Batallion were allowed to train from 10 -1 p.m. Sundays, 
with occasional night practice. Any trench digging was forbidden. 

131. Sederunt Book of General Meetings 
the Eastern District (1822 -1836), 

132. Sederunt Book of General Meetings 

of een Street :,ardens or 

Minute 19 May 1828. 

of een Street ardens or 
the Eastern District (1822 -1836 Minute 1 8 May 1829. 

133. Pillans was Professor at Edinburgh University for 43 years: he 
was one of the first men to advocate Government inspection of 
schools, and promoted humane views on school discipline. While 

Rector of the High School he abolished corporal punishment in 

his own class: see Story of the University of Edin)urgh, 
Vol.2, Sir Alexander Grant, London, Longmans, Green and Co., 
1884, p.321. 

134. Sederunt Book of General Meetings of Queen Street gardens or 

the Eastern District (1822- 1836), Minute 16 May 1831. 

135. Sederunt Book of Eastern District Commissioners (1894 -1970), 

Minute 8 December, 1955. 

136. Edinburgh Evening News, 19 February 1971, "nark Plan dropped ". 

Councillor Hugh Macpherson who instigated the idea in Council, 

did not pursue his motion after an overwhelming vote in his own 

progressive group against the plan. Labour members of the 

Highways and Road Safety Committee had also vigorously opposed 

it. 

137. Edinburgh Evening News, 5 March 1971 article by James Gray 

entitled "We must give them a chance to park cars ": 

Hugh Macpherson's proposals to provide underground car parking 

beneath the Queen Street gardens is discussed in some detail. 

138. Scotsman, 14 May 1970, letter by George Cunningham. 
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139. See various letters in the Scotsman on the subject viz. - 

18 May 1970; 19 May 1970; 22 May 1970; 26 May 1970; 3 March 1971, 
and 6 March 1971. 

140. Scotsman 26 May, 1970, letter by Graham Hadley. 
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3.4 TmE CENTRAL QUEEN STREET GARDENS 

1. Reekkeana, James Skene of Rubislaw; typescript of manuscript, 
EPL, 1836, p.10. 

2. The Heriot Trust, feu superiors had tacked the land to 
Rachel Anderson, wife of Robert Robertson, a farmer at Broughton. 
The couple had entered into a joint sub tack with the Town 
Council on payment by the latter of £264 for a period of 
36 years; the farmer also insisted that as part of the bargain 
his wife should be given a gown, and consequently the City 
Chamberlain was authorised to pay a sum "... not exceeding 
7 guineas" for this purpose (TCM, 26 April 1769, and 7 May 1769, 
vo.85 -.'s. 85 and 97). It would appear that the Town Council 
via Dr. Webster, a member of the Bridge and Improvement Committee 
had made the first approach to the farmer for use of his land. 

3. GHT Minutes, 17 April 1786, vol.13, p.36. 

4. GHT Chartulary 5; Rollandes charter dated 11 April 1786; and 
Broughes and Blaires charter, 17 April 1786. 

5. 'art of the 7 acres (2.8 ha) sub tacked by the Town Council 
also formed part of the eastern end of the West Queen Street 
gardens, which Robert Allan, banker purchased from the Heriot 
Trust in 1791. 

6 Forbes, Bunter and Co; Sir James hunter Blair and Sir William 
Forbes were both apprenticed to the banking firm of John Coutts 
and Co., founded in the 1730s. They became close friends, 
and on the death of John Coutts the principal partner in 1763 
the two men were admitted to a share of the business: Sir James 
was then only 22 years old. A few years later they became 
partners and the name changed in 1773 to Sir William Forbes, 
J. Hunter and Co. After Sir .lames, death the business continued 
as Sir William Forbes and Co. until being taken over by the 
Union Bank in the late 1830s. The firm financed many New Town 
projects, including a loan which helped to set up the ?Fest 
Princes Street gardens. Sir William Forbes had a similarly 
vigorous but longer life, and was closely involved with much 
philanthropic work: he took an active part in the campaign 
to keep the East Princes Street gardens as open space. See: 

Coutts and Co. Bankers, Ralph Richardson, London, Elliot Stock, 
1900, pps.106 -1 7; an Kaes, portraits and caricatures, op. cit., 

vol.', p.62. 

7. The foundation stone of which was laid on 1 August 1785. 
Blair Street and Hunter Square both off the South Bridge were 

named after him. 

8. His wife was the eldest daughter of John Blair of Dunskey: 

she succeeded to the estate in 1777 after the death of her 

several brothers. At this point, Sir James, who was born the 

second son of Mr John Hunter, a merchant in Ayr, assumed the 

name of Blair. 
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9. The harbour was repaired and greatly improved: Port Patrick, 
212 miles (34.6km) from the Irish coast was then the chief port 
in Scotland for the Irish. However, because of the prevalence 
of fierce westerly winds at certain times of the year, the coast 
of ':'ort Patrick was too exposed for a regular ferry service: the 
harbour improvements eventually fell to ruin and Stranraer took 
over in importance. 

10. Williamson's Street directories, 1788 -1804. 

11. The roads were built between 1803 and 1805: many years later 
John Bell WS on behalf of Sir David Hunter Blair wrote to the 
George Heriot Trust pointing out that although earlier complaints 
had been made the Trust had done nothing to repair the damaged 
walls; GHT Minutes 24 "Februaryi817, vol.21, pps. 100 -101. 

12. Memoirs of a H bland Lad: Elizabeth Grant, op. cit., p.284: 
the "long strip of unsightly grass" probably refers to the 
adjoining feu - a completely neglected wasteland at this time. 

13. Disposition Sir David Hunter Blair in favour. of James Webster, 
1 June 1820, Clerk's papers, Queen Street Central gardens. 
The Hunter Blair family had originally paid the Heriot Trust 

£147 for the land - TCM, 21 June 1786, vol.108. 

14. GHT Minutes, 9 February 1818, vol.21, pps.223 -4; he also made 
a further offer in 1819: GHT Minutes 15 April 1819, vol.22, 
p.32 -33. 

15. Tack between James Webster and Robert Winter 1821: Clerk's 

papers Queen Street Central gardens. Winter took possession of 
the land from 19 December 1820. 

16. Minute Book of District Commissioners Central District 

(1822 -1879); Minute 30 July, 1822. 

17. He also carried on an upholstery and cabinet making business, 
(refer: The making of Classical Edinburgh, Youngson, op. cit., 

p.101), but he is simply described as an 'architect' in his 

obituary notice - see EEC, 5 January 1809. 

18. Brough's office was at 4 St. Andrews Street, while he lived at 

St Anne's Street - a 5 storey tenement parallel to the North 

Bridge: it was unlikely therefore that he ever intended to use 

the land as a private garden space. 

19. GMT Minutes, 22 February 1803, vol.16, p.175. 

20. GHT Minutes: 27 February 1804, vol.16., p.263, and 16 April 1804, 

p.268. 

21. GHT Minutes; 3 July 1809, vol.18, pps. 210 -211. 

22. GHT Minutes; 25 January 1810, vol. 18, pps. 317 -321. Perh ;,s the 

Trust could be accused of driving rather a hard bargain as they 
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had bought the land for considerably less: its price however, 
was carefully calculated on the basis of the cost of purchase 
in 1804, together with the interest and feu duty up to 1810: 
the annual feu was to be based on the old grain feu - equivalent 
to the selling price of 4 bolls, 3 firlots and 3 pecks of 
barley. 

23. Jahn Ferrier WS (1771 -1852) was obviously acting as spokesman 
for the group and was living at this time at 15 East Heriot Row. 
His wife, Margaret Wilson was the sister of rofessor John Wilson, 
the famous Christopher North of Blackwoods magazine: his 
unmarried sister Susan Ferrier was authoress of 3 popular 
satiricalnovels - Marriage (1813), The Inheritance (1824) 
and Destiny (1830). 

24. GHT Minutes, 7 June 1813, vol.19, pps. 411 -412. 

25. GHT Minutes, 3 December 1813, vol.20, ups. 91 -94. 

26 GHT Minutes, 15 April 1819, vol.22, pps. 30 -32. 

27. Watson stated in his application to the Trust that he wished 
to feu the waste ground "for the purpose of a garden" with the 
right to build a gardener's house: for this he offered to nay 
000 (GHT Minute 6 April 1819, vol.22, p.27). He was at this 
time busy building houses in Drummond Place, and had been 
granted permission in March 1819 along with other builders, to 

store materials on the open space at the centre (TCM, March 1819, 
vol.178). 

28. Reminiscences of a Town Clerk, John Laurie, edited by W. Forbes Gray, 

í93C, vol.14, 1925, p.153. 

29. Cunningham and Bell. 

30. GHT Minutes, 19 April 1819, vol.22, p.40. 

31. GHT Minutes, 27 July 1819, vol.22, pps. 67 -68. 

32. John Mowbray on behalf of the Heriot Row feuars had raised this 
possibility in 1813, and also the builder Robert Watson in his 
application. 

33. GHT Minute, 18 February 1820, vol.22, pps.153 -156. 

34. Circular to the proprietors of East Heriot Row and of Queen Street, 
between Hanover Street and Frederick Street, 29 February 1820, 

signed Charles Cuningham, Edinburgh Room, EFL. 

35. GHT Minutes, 5 June 1820, vol.22, pps. 226 -227; request by 

Cuningham that the Governors should see to having the street 
leading from Howe Street to Frederick Street made up and formed, 
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and that ".., this may be done now at a very trifling expense 
as earth sufficient for the purpose will be got from the 
foundations of the retaining welt 

36. Minute Book of District Commissioners Central District (1112-1179) 
Minute t June 1822. 

37. Corner property in Frederick Street, Hanover Street, and Howe 
Street with windows eirectly facing onto the garden area were 
also included. 

38. The other Commissioners included: James Gordon, Advocate, 
13 Heriot Row, John Borthwick Advocate, 16 Queen Street; 
William Innes 113, 13 Queen Street; and Thomas Corrie, 33 Queen Street. 

39. Minute book of District Commissioners Central District 
112 -1879 Minute 2 April. 18 A. Cay hel the appointment of 

Sheriff of Linlithgow from 1122-1165. 

40. 

41. 

Minute Book of District Commissioners Central. District 
112 -1879); Minute 21 June, 122 . 

Minute Book of District Commissioners Central District 
(1822-1179); Minutes, 3 July 1822; 4 July 1122; 5 July 1822; 
8 July 1822; 9 July 1822; 10 July 1822. 

42. Minute Book of District Commissioners, Central District 
(1122-1179); Minute 30 July 1322; the final settlement for 
eebster's ground is mentioned in: Minute 3 October 112, 'hen a 
further 6,43 was demanded by him for the expenses incurred - 

to which the Commissioners reluctantly agreed to pay. 

43. 

44. 

45. 

46. 

Minute Book of District Commissioners, Centra] District 
(1822-1379); George IV visited Edinburgh in August 1822. 

Minute Book of District Commissioners, 

(1322-1879); Minute -3 July mil. 

Minute Book of District Commissioners, 

(1812-107-0; M1nute 10 July 1122, 

Central District 

Central District 

The police at this time were responsible for many of the duties 
such as watching, lighting, and cleansing, later taken over by 

the local authority: they therefore had their own rating list 

in order to raise sufficient money to cover the cost of these 
services. 

47. Minute Book of District Commissioners, Central District (1822- 

1879); Minute 30 July 1822. 

48. Acquired by the surrounding feuars as a pleasure garden (apart 
from the eastern end - still occupied by Bellevue Mansion) in 

June 11122; the parapet and iron railing had been erected shortly 
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before and designed by Thomas +3ro °m (refer Section 3.6). 
Brown worked for the city from 1119 -147; up until 1825 he 
also practised privately as an architect and surveyor. 

49. Minute book of ?District Commissioners Central. District 
1 ï,7 ,; Minute 10 3u s.y 

50. A notice of the meeting had been inserted in the Edinburgh 
Evening Courant, the Caledonian Mercury, the Edinburgh Advertiser, 
and a printed notice left at every house. 

51. Minute: Book of District Commissioners Central District 
1822..117 ; Minute 2 

information is taken fr 

52. Minute ,look of District 
(1^22-1`171,; Minute 3 

November 1322: this, and the foi..owing 
am this minute. 

Commissioners, 
December 13 2. 

53. Minute Book of District Commissioners 
(1322,.1379 Minute 2 A"ri.l 173. 

54. Minute Book of District Commissioners, 
(1ï_117)); Minvte 11 .Tanuary 123. 

Central. Distract 

Central District 

Central. District 

55. Minute Book of District Commissioners Central District 
(1122- 1379); Minute of 28 April 1123: which contains a draft 
printed copy of the Report to the 7 ro r tetors; of the same 
date, which was approved at the meeting. 

56. A bio raehical Dictionar of Eminent Scotsmen; originally editéd 
by Robert C ambers: new eal ion by Rev. Thomas Thomson, vol.3, 
London, Blackie and Son, 1.570, p.536-5371 this provides the 
most detailed, useful and accurate account of Wilson's life so 
far found. The following quotations used are from this source. 
An abbreviated version was written by J. L. Caw for the 
Dictiona of National Bio. raph , vol.21, edited Leslie Stephen 
anc Sidney Lee, 1 -09, ppa. 77 -7,1; this mistakenly refers to his 
mother as Elizabeth Shields, instead of his grandmother. 

57. The Art Journal, vol. 3, published by Ceorga. Virtue, London, 
1151 p.85: Obituara_ r Wilson AR3A: this biographical sketch 
"e.... by one oho knew him intimately" also provides useful detail, 
and likely to be the most accurate as it was written a year or 
so after his death: it gives us a clearer picture as to 

Wilson's own personality. 

51. White described as a very old Scottish family it apparently 
originated from Cumberland - 'i lson''s grandmother was descended 
from an old Jacobite family - the Shields of Inveresk; his 
father practised as a house painter (at the head of Middry's 
Street) but was not ° "a fortunate practitioner of this humble 
branch of artT4 being without training and educated for another 
position. 
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59. Two based on Tivoli, one of the Valle "ieto, and one "An 
Italian View ": see The Royat Academy Exhibitions 1769-1904, 
Algernon Graves, Vol.8, 1906, London, Henry Graves & Co. Ltd., 
and George Bell and Sons. 

60. A list of accounts kept by Andrew Wilson between September 
1803 -1805 are preserved in the NLS (Manuscript 3836): the lists 
give the date of purchase, a brief account of the painting 
either by subject matter or artist, and the price paid. 

61. The nephew of Rev. William Gilpin (popularist of the 
"icturesclue), water colour eainter an] later landscape gardener, 
who for a short period became involved with the East Princes 
Street gardens (Section 2:5) held a similar past at Sandhurst 
at about the same time: no records remain to verify actual 
dates of appointments. 

62. His eldest son, Charles Heath Wilson (110?-1882) received some 
prominence as an architect, painter, and landscape gardener. 
He became head of the Glasgow School of Design but later, like 
his father took up permanent residence in Italy. 

63. Paintings of his were displayed in 1111, 1512 and 1813 consisting 
of a mixture of English and Italian landscapes, with one 
Scottish subject "... Entrance to Craigmillar Castle ", see The 
Royal .Academy Exhibitions 17fí9 -1804, op. cit. 

64. EEC, 1 January 1814; priced at 2 guineas a pair "... early 
imcressions may be had at Nr Wilson's, 12 Broughton Street, 
for one month from this date ". 

65. Lord Karnes was also cll osely involved with the early stages in 

the development of Edinburgh New Town (Section 2.1). The Board 

of Trustees for improving Fisheries and Manufactures was set 
up after the Treaty of Union with England in 1707 with the aim of 
fostering and encouraging the 2 industries so named "or such 
other manufacturers and improvements in Scotland as may conduce 
to the general good of the United Kingdom." 

66. Naysmith had also tried for the east in 1796 on the death of 

0avdrl Allan. 

67. The other a plicants were:- William Allan, John Watson, James Howe, 

Donald McLeod (all from Edinburgh), Alexander Carse (then in 

England) and Robert Munro (from Montrose). See: The Edinburgth 

School of Design, John Mason, CEC Vol.27, 1949. Edinburgh 
T. & A. Constable, pps. 67- 96 

69. James Caw, the art historian, for some unknown reason took a 

somewhat jaundiced view of Wi i son, and when writing about him 

(refer Scottish painting past and -resent 1620 -1908, Edinburgh 

T. C. and E. C. Jack 1908 remarked that "... as a teacher he 

had no very marked success" - an opinion confirmed by no other 
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critic. Caw s unfavourable verdict was aC so reflected in his 
comments about Wilson's work - that his Scottish scenery were 
n... wanting in virility and artificial in effect ". Wilson in 
fact painted few Scottish pictures and most are early works in 
the etehteenth century idealised classical style. 

69. The Institution had 24 Directors, headed by the Duke of Argyll. 
It consisted chiefly of gentlemen, who on payment of c5n became 
shareholders or fife members. The first exhibition was held 
in York place in 11819. lrofesai.onal artists were excluded as 
voting members and could not be represented on the committee: 
this dead to the eventual break away of the artists who formed 
themselves Into the Scottish Academy of Painting, Sculpture 
and Architecture in 1126. Annual exhibitions continued un until 
1129, and from 1926 onwards were held in the new Royal Institu- 
tion building at the foot of the Mound. 

70. The Art Journal, 11351, op. cit. 

71. The King it appeared wished to "judge the state of Art in this 
country". Three other noted landscape painters took nart:- 
the Rev. John Thomson of Duddinston, H. Williams ( "Grecian" 
tiiliams) and Alexander Nasmyth; other contributors included 
Henry Raeburn, Andrew e :ides and George '' aason. Wilson in fact 
helped to mount the exhibition (see, letter dated 11 August 1P22 
feonWilliam Adam, Lord chief commissioner to James Skene; and 
undated letter from Andrew Wilson to Skene: 3kene of ¶ubi.slaw 
MSS, micro film copy, SRO). 

72. Another matter brought the 2 men closely together at this 
period: namely the prosposal to provide a building at the foot 
of the Mound capable of accommodating the Trustees Academy, 
the Royal Society, the Institution of Fine Arts, and the Society 
of Antiquarians, all of which were in need of larger and more 
permanent accommodation. Either Wilson, or Sieene, or both were 
key figures in each of the bodies mentioned: Wilson ir particular 
was dissatisfied with the Trustees Academy's craped apace - at 

the toe of a tenement in Picardy Place which in a.ilition suffered 
from the penetration of smoke and dust from a bakers shop and 
tavern beneath (the premises ha:l been purchased in 11n3 - see: 

The Edinburgh School of Design, John Mason, op. cit., e.11). 

"reliminary plans for a joint building (which became known as 

the Royal Institution and later the Royal. Scottish Academy) ha :i 

been drawn up in 1320 by Ii l.' iam O layf air and revised 2 years 
later. Wilson, with the help of Thomas Hamilton, Architect, 

also appears to have drawn up some alternative ,tans rather to 

the annoyance of Playfair (see: -l. M. Playfair; letter book, 

Vol.4 1130-1P33, letter dated 20 January 1 131 to the Lord Provost, 
EUL Manuscript Room). In 1122 the Board of Trustees agreed to 

fund most of the cost of the building which was also to prov de 

office accommodation for themselves. T?ilson dii not stay long 

enough to enjoy the new and spacious surroundings as he resigned 
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from the Mastership just before the rooms were completed in 
March 1826. After 'Bison had gone to live in Ita'y permanently 
he remained in contact with Skene, and when 2 of his son* - 

Charles and John visited Edinburgh both received hospitality 
from the Skene household. Wilson in his letters however, appears 
conscious of his humbler status, always addressing Skene as 
"Dear Sir ", and ending with "Your very obedient Servant" ( Skene 
of nubislaw manuscripts, micro film copies, SRC). 

73. This was made possible by the death of his wife's brother - one 
of the judges of the Supreme Court in Calcutta who left a 

large fortune to them. In Italy the family lived at different 
times in Rome, Florence and Genoa, and he remained an active 
painter both in oils and water colours. During his first years 
abroad he continued to send paintings for exhibition in Edinburgh, 
and also to purchase and give advice on works of Art to various 
collectors in this country (including Sir Robert ?eel, the 
Earl of ?embroke, the Earl of Hopetoun, Sir Joseph Hawley, 
Sir John Sebright, Sir Archibald Campbell and others). He also 
advised and bought paintings for the Royal Institution - laying 
the foundations of what was to become the National Gallery of 
Scotland. His successor at the Trustees Academy was TFilliam Allan, 
the historical painter. 

74. The Royal Scottish Academy had earlier arranged to hold a dinner 
in his honour but Wilson had to decline the invitation because 
of ill health. 

75. Minute Book of District Commissioners, 
Minute, 7 March 1823. 

Central District (1322 -1879) 

76. Minute Book of District Commissioners, Central. District (1822 -1"79) 
Minute 2 April 1823: the pond would originally have been 
supplied from a natural spring: as its catchment from the higher 
land in the Queen .Street and George Street area became built over 
it would have become less and less reliable, hence the need, as 

today for its level to be maintained from a piped main. 

77. Minute Book of District Comm 
Minute, 30 March 1.424. 

78. Minute B 

issioners, Central District (1822 -1879) 

Book of District Commissioners Central District (1822- 1"79) 
Minute, 7 March 1823. 

79. Minute Book of District Commissioners Central District (1822 -1879) 

Minute, 30 March 1824; and the following information. 

80. Its use (largely due to problems of dampness) has long since been 
superceded by an ugly but functional army nissen hut inherited 
from the Second World War. The stonework of the original tool 

house is showing progressive signs of decay and urgently requires 

attention. 
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Pl. Minute book of District Commissioners Central District (1822- 1179) 
Minute, 20 February 1123. 

82. Minute hook of District Commissioners, Central District (1122 -1'79) 
Minute 7 March 1123 from which the preceding information is 

also taken. One eump well (no longer in use) still stands close 
to the eastern entrance on the iteriot Row side. 

83. Minute book of District Commissioners Central District (1 322 -1171) 
Minute 2 April. 1823. Later accounts show that nearly 9.36 was 
spent on plants from. Sand's nursery at Kirkcaldy, ana. £15 from 
the Dalkeith nursery. 

14. In fact well justified: between the years 1823 -1121 the 
Commissioners bought goods to the value of M1?9 from Eagle and 
}Tenderson's nursery. 

15. Minute book of District Commis 
Minute, 17 May 1823. 

criers, Central District (1122-1879) 

96. Minute book of District Commissioners 
8 shillings (40p) a week had been paid 
labourers. 

Minute book of Distr'_ct Commissioners 
Minute 21 July I823; á December 1ß23. 

Minute book of District Commissioners 

Central District (1122- 1179) 
to the most experienced 

Central District (1 122 -1879) 

Minute 3 March 1824. 
Cer.tra.t. District (1'22-1179) 

The restoration work was carried out by the nursery firm of 
Messrs Young and Thomson at the cost of 5417: the railings were 
erected by Thomas Bogie and gons: a special assessment of 
1 shilling (5p) in the pound upon the rental was levied to cover 
the cost of 061: see Minute book of District Commissioners, 
Centrai District (1110-1)53), Minutes 26 November. 1147 and 

7 December 1948. 

10. Minute book of District Commissioners Central District (1 322- 1179) 

Minute, 23 - ebruary 1129. 

91. Minute book of District Commissioners Central District (1x22 -P79) 
Minute 17 February, 1175. 

92. Memorials of his time, Henry Cockburn, op. cit., p.411. 

93. Minute book of District Commissioners Central District (1822 -1879) 

Minute March 1837. 

)4. Moray Bank Minute book, F'No. 2T° : Minute 24 July 1838; Moray 

feuars, Clerks records: see also drawing by James Jardine, signed 

and dated 28 June 1833, entitled 'Design of mers, rches, 

.°arts etc etc proposed to be erected on the westward of Moray Place 

and of Ains lie Place: RIli' 6793 1. 
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95. Minute Book of District Commissioners, Central District (1922 -1879) 
Minute, 23 February 1129. 

96. Minute Book of District Commissioners, Central District (1922 -1979) 
Accounts 31 March 1942. 

97. Minute Book of District Commissioners Central District (1922- 1979) 
Circular dated 1 May 1147. 

98. Minute Book of District Commissioners, Central. District (1122- 1979) 
Minute 26 April 1946: changes to the railin ̂s had first been 
considered in that year, and agreed to at a general meeting when 
James Jardine had presented a specification and estimate for an 
additional full length rail. A contract, dated 10 May 1348 was 
entered into with William Syme, Ironmonger, to carry out the 
work for £150, anl to the satisfaction of James Smith, architect. 
Portions of this railing can still be seen along Queen Street, 
and the west and east sides. 

Minute Book of District 
letter from Dickson and 
5 August 1848. 

100. Minute Book of District 
Minute 7 November 1354. 

Commissio ners 
Sons, 

Commissioners 

32. South 

Central District (1922 -1879) 
Hanover Street, dated 

Central District (1922 -1879) 

101. This programme of work is being carried out in consultation with 
Dr. John Byrom, Landscape advisor. 

102. Minute book of District Commissioners Central District (1822 -1879) 
Accounts from 1877 -1979: Carmichael for 2 ducks - 6 shillings 
(30p). Food for poultry first mentioned in the accounts for 
1873. 

103. Minute book of District Commissioners Central District (1980 -1953) 
Accounts 1982 -1893: 2 Ducks sold for 6 shillings (30o). 

104. Minute book of District Commissioners Central District (1 °90 -1953) 

Minute 16 November 1895: the cost of the work came to :22. 

105. Minute book of District Commissioners, Central District (1980-1953) 
Minute 27 November 1933; the cost of this was paid for by 2 of 

the Commissioners - Lord Sands and Alexander Maitland. 

106. At present 4p in the Hound on the Rateable value. 

107. Minute book of District Commissioners Central District (182.2 -1979) 
commencement to 31 January 1829: 

the cost of levelling and laying out the grounds - including plants 

and seeds was put at £1,033: Eagle and Henderson were paid £89 for 
sunOying plants and seeds, and Dickson and Co. £49. 

View of exn ens e rrar dens 
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103. Minute Book of the District Commissioners, Centra' District 
717177777). . Minute 2.3 February 1329: also letter to Bank 
of Scotland dated 24 February 1 "21 and 26 February 1 °21. 

109. Minute Book of the District Commissioners Central District 
(1322- 1879). Minute March 13 . Dr. Johnstone was pa 
4% interest. 

A- 

110. Minute Book of the District Cotu.issionews, Central District 
(1822-1870. Minute 10 June 12'33. 

111. A Child's garden of verses Robert Louis Stevenson, first 
published 1 ?"5. The poem is entitled ''The Gardener" an is 

not based specifically on the Central Queen Street gardens 
although the first verse - the one quoted could well be. 

112. See article: Under a -aide and starry sky, Daily Telegranh 
colour supplement No.51), November 3, 1)74; and based on 
extracts from Robert Louis Stevenson, James °'oie- ltenessy, 
Jonathan Cape 1)74. 

113. Minute Book of the District Commissioners, Central District 
72 -1 "7: . Fetter from Dickson and Sons, lated 12 August 1g48. 

114. Minute 3ook of the District Commissioners Central `district 
(122- 1079). Minute 15 June, 1P63. 

115. Minute Book of the District Commissioners 
(1$80- 1353). Minute 17 November 1548, which includes a report 
given by the Clerk to the Commissioners. 

"entra] District 

116. Minute Book of the District Commissioners, Central District 
(18P0-153); Minute 3 May 1)18; application by Mr Simpson, 

18 tleriot Row, for leave to bring in some overseas soldiers 
occasionally to play tennis and clock golf. 
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3.5 THE WEST QUEEN STREET GARDENS 

1. Extracts from the journal of Jassy Allan wife of John Harden, 
1801 -1811. OEC XXX 1959, entry for 27 July 1802. 
Alexander Nasmyth the landscape painter lived not far away in 
York Place. 

2. op. cit., entry for 27 July 1803. 

3. Edinburgh Evening C ourant, 27 July 18ná. 

4. The street directories are not very helpful at pinpointing the 
dates as the father's business address is mostly the one given. 
The family appear to have lived at 17 St. Andrews Square during 
the early years of the 1780s. 

5. The Caledonian Mercury was published between the years 1736 -116. 

6. He was elected junior deputy Chairman in 1791. His friend 
David Steuart was one of the founder members of this society. 

7. GHT Minutes 19 April 1790 vol.14, pps.16 -19. 

8. Alexander Rockville, affectionately nicknamed "Lang Sandy 
Gordon" was the third son of William, second Earl of Aberdeen. 
He was admitted an advocate in 1759, and became Sheriff Depute 
of Kirkcudbright in 1764. Twenty years later he was raised to 
the Bench under the title of Lord Rockville - named from an 
estate he had bought in the County of Haddington. For a long 

time he lived in the close called Castle Hill, later renamed 
Rockville's Close. He was a member of the Crochallen Fencibles 
(instituted in 1778 when bands of citizens came to be formed as 
fencible men or volunteers against dangers of invasion during 
the American war. He was married to Anne, Countess of Dumfries 

and Stair. See Ely, vol.1, p.72. 

9. GHT Minute, 1 March 1790, vol.14, p.6. 

10. GHT Minute, 4 August 1785, vol.13, p.9. 

11. GHT Minute, 19 April 1790, vol.14, pps.16 -19; the following 

information is taken from this minute. 

12. Not long after being granted this area of garden in Queen Street, 

Rockville put in a further request to the Heriot Trust for a 

lease of 24 acres (9.6 ha) of ground "of the lands of Broughton" 
in the event of the tenant's - Thomas Woods death; or failing 

that just one of the fields (11 acres 4.4 ha). GHT Minutes, 

12 September 1791, v.14, p.131. Maybe this was to provide 

pasturage for his several horses or maybe he was acting true to 

Lockhart's observation that - "If was looked upon as quite 

inconsistent with the proper character of an Advocate, to say 

nothing of a Judge, to want some piece of land, the superintendence 
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and the cultivation of which might afford an agreeable no less 
than profitable relaxation from the foils of the profession" 
(quoted -in Memoir and Correspondence of Susan Ferrier 1782 -1854, 
edited John Doyle, London, John Murray, 1898, p.17). 
Alternatively Rockville may of course simply have wished to 
ensure an open aspect from his house in common with several 
other residents along Queen Street. 

13. GHT Minutes, 7 June 1790, v.14, p.48. 

14. GHT Minute, 18 April 1791, v.14, p.113. After the sale the 
land was accurately measured and found to be just over one 
acre (0.4 ha): the purchase money was consequently adjusted 
and fixed at E74; the annual feu amounted to 6 bolls, 3 pecks 
of barley. 

15. Allan & Stewart & Co. Founded in the late 1780s combining 
Allan's banking experience (his firm of Robert Allan & Son was 
founded in 1776) with Steuarts merchant background. Contrary 
to general private banking practice they were involved in 
trading in a wide range of primary products including tea. 
They were brought into close contact with the leading distillers 
of eastern Scotland through their corn connections and the scale 
on which they granted credits and discounted bills led them 
into banking. The joint Company of Allan & Stewart disappeared 
in 1810 and Robert Allan and Son failed in 1834. See Scottish 
banking: A history 1695 -1973, S. G. Checkland, Collins, Glasgow 
and London 1975, p.165. 

16. GMT Chartulary 5, p.360, 365, 369. 

17. The purchase price was consequently increased to include the 
extra land and cost Mr Allan £54. 

18. Alexander Young of Harburn was the only son of the Rev. William 
Young, Minister of Hutton - See: The History of the Society of 
Writers to the Signet, op. cit. 

19. See the remarks quoted by James Skene at the head of the Section 
on the Central Queen Street gardens (3.4); the stable, byre and 
pump well were referred to in the conveyance of the land by 
Sir R. Dundas and Mr Murray in favour of the General Commissioners, 
and quoted in the Sederunt Book of the District Commissioners of 
the Western District 182'2- 1837): Minute 21 December 1835; 
this and other sederunt books are in possession of the Clerk 

to the Queen Street gardens. 

20. GHT Chartulary 5, ".360; Feu disposition dated 28 April 1796. 

21. Afterwards rented to Professor Steuart and then put up for sale 
in 1797: it must have been relet as it was once more advertised 

for sale or letting in 1799 (Edinburgh Evening Courant 21 September, 

1799). 

22. There appear to be two rather different versions of the accident: 

according to Kay, Lord Rockville slipt and fell outside his own 
door in St. Andrews Square and broke his leg (Nay, A Series 
of portraits and caricature etchings, op. cit., p.72); Grant 

on the other hand states that he fell and broke his arm when 
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walking down the High Street one winter's day: on being 
conveyed back to Queen Street the Chairman also slipped 
causing the sedan to overturn and causing further injury to the 
arm (Grant, Old, and New Edinburgh, v.2., p.194). 

23. Another corps known as the 97th or Strathspey Regiment was 
raised almost immediately afterwards for more extended service, 
and consisting of 1800 men. Grant was appointed Colonel of 
both regiments (see ay, vol. 1., p.277, op. cit.). 

24. He still however, became involved with Edinburgh life, becoming 
one of the founder members of the Highland Society of Edinburgh 
(instituted in 1784), and an active Vice President 
(David Steuart, ex Lord ^rovost was likewise a founder member 
and its first treasurer). Grant no doubt also kept in contact 
with Edinburgh's social life through his brother -in -law 
Henry MacKenzie (the man of feeling) who a little later moved 
close by to No.6 Heriot Row. 

25. Grant engaged Robert Robinson, the architect and landscape 
designer from England to lay out his grounds at Castle Grant 
in Morayshire in 1764; see The landscape garden in Scotland 
1735 -1135, op. cit., p7a.75 -76. 

26. This probably provided useful pasturage and fodder for the 
household's horses: the 1795 advertisement for the sale of 
64 Queen Street refers for example, to stabling accommodation 
for 6 horses together with a coach house. 

27. Grant, Old and New Edinburgh, vol.2, p.194, op. cit., the wall was 
removed in the 1120s after the land was acquired as a communal 
garden. 

28. Edinburgh Evening Courant, 21 November 1100. 

29. The fruit trees may well have been planted by farmer Wood. 

30. Sederunt Book of the District Commissioners, Western District 
(1838- 1879). Minute 24 January 1856: report by James McNab 
recommending the removal of the several rows of apple trees. 

31. GHT Minutes, 22 February 1803, v.16, p.170 -173; 18 April 1803, 

p.189; no compensation was in fact ever claimed which must 
indicate that little or no damage occurred. Mr Young, however, 
seems to have regarded his right to claim as an open issue for 
when he was negotiating the sale of his land to the Queen Street 
Commissioners in 1822 he placed a value on it of around £1,000 
and assigned the right to the Commissioners (Sederunt Book of 
District Commissioners, Western District (1822-1837), Minute 
16 November, 1822). They in turn continued to state this right 
in their official dealings with the Heriot Trust, but eventually 
in 1834 it was abandoned ( Sederunt Book of District Commissioners 
y3estern District 51822- 1 °37), Minute 18 December-1114. 
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32. GHT Minutes, 23 August 1805, vol.17, p.125. 

33. OEC Vol. XVIII. Notes on the lands of High Riggs, Drumdryan 
and Tollcross, John Smith, p.163. Lauriston House and grounds 
was later acquired by the Faculty of Advocates as Trustees of 
George Chalmers, plumber in Edinburgh who had died in 1836 
leaving the greater part of his fortune for the erection of 
a hospital. Once bought Chalmers Street was formed, the ground 
laid out for feuing and 2 acres (0.8 ha) reserved for the 
hospital. 

34. For example, he was President of the Society of Arts for 
Scotland - see Edinburgh Almanack, 1826. 

35. Sederunt Book of the District Commissioners Western District 
(1122- 1837), Minute, 21 December 1835: this fact is referred 
to in these Minutes but without any detail. 

36. For example, 60, 62 and 65 Castle Street, and 64 and 66 Frederick 
Street. 

37. Sederunt Book. of the District Commissioners, Western District 
(1822 -1837), Minute 24 June, 1822. 

38. Sederunt Book of the District Commissioners Western District 
(1822-1837), Minute 1 July 1822 from which this and the following 
information is taken. 

39. Sederunt Book of the District Commissioners, Western District 
(1822- 18:37), Minute 1 July 1822 and 16 November 1822: one idea 
to reduce the initial cost was to offer Mr Young an annual ground 
rent of £150, but he was advised by his solicitors that this 
was "... an impractical measure ". 

40. Sederunt Book of the District Commissioners, Western District 
(1822- 1837), Minute 2 December 1822. 

41. Sederunt Book of the District Commissioners, Western District 
(1822- 1837), Minute 10 December 1822. 

42. Mr Bell had first calculated the probable value of the ground 
at £5,345 (Sederunt Book of the District Commissioners, Western 
District (1822- 1837); Minute 2 May 1823). The £5,000 offered 
was less than the rate paid for Mr Young's garden: Mr Bell 
reasoned however, that this was justified by the fact that 
Mr Young had assigned the claim of damages to the Commissioners 
from encroachments in Heriot Row against the George Heriot Trust 
and estimated as worth £1,000; the claim however turned out 
to be unsupportable and proved valueless. 

43. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners, Western District 

(1822- 1837), Minute, 17 May 1823. 
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44. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners, Western District 
(1822 -1837), Minute 3 March, 1923 

45. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners, Western District 
(1122- 1837), Minute 23 February, 1823. 

46. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners, Western District 
(1922- 1837), Minute 3 March 1823. 

47. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners Western District 
1822 -1837), Minute 22 March 1823. 

48. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners, Western District 
(1822 -37), Minute 29 May 1123: one along the Queen Street side, 
2 in Heriot Row - one of these being a double one: this 
latter was later dispensed with in favour of an extra gate at 
the western end of the Queen Street side. 

49. To a design by William Playfair. A fragment of these railings 
still exists at the west end of Hillside Crescent gardens; the 
same design was adopted for the west side of the Queen Street 
East gardens and the Central gardens. The original railings can 
still be seen on the north and west sides but the rest were 
removed during the second world war. In 1879 the low upright 
was replaced by a continuous baLluster up to the underside of 
the octagonal panel to prevent stray dogs from gaining access. 
This work was supervised by a member of the Committee, John Lessels, 
Architect, see Sederunt Book of the District Commissioners 
Western District 1838- 1879); Minutes: 5 March 1879 and 
25 March, 1879. 

50. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners, Western District 

(1822- 1837): Minute 27 March 1823. 

51. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners Western District 

(1822 -1837); Minutes: 5 April 1823, 7 May 1823. 

52. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners Western District 
(1 922- 1837); Minutes; 15 May 1823; 24 May 1823; 29 May 1123; 
the work was carried out by the same contractor, Mr Buchan. 

53. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners, Western District 
(1822 -1837): Minute 23 December 1823. 

54. Sederunt Book of District Connaissioners, Western District 
(1122- 1837): Minute 15 April 1124. 

55. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners, Western District 

1822 -1137 : Minute 3 March 1423: the following information 

is taken from this minute. 

56. The mound itself which came to divide the East Princes Street 

gardens and the western ones was formed in such a way. Also, 

the embankment formed along the East Queen Street gardens in 

the late 1860s was possible because of free earth and rubble 

from other parts of the New Town. 
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57. Sederunt Book of District Commissionerst Western District 
11622-1137 Minute 10 September 1823: we learn from this 
minute that Walker also had charge of the Royal Circus gardens 
(north and south sides) as well as the Drummond 'lace gardens. 

58. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners Western District 
(1622-1837); Minute 10 March 1623. 

59 Sederunt Book of District Co issioners, Western District 
(1122-18'37); Minute 23 April 1123. 

60. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners Western District 
(1822-1137); Minute 22 March 1123; this and the following 
information is taken from this minute. 

61. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners 
122-1837 Minute 25 Ar,r71, 1623. 

62. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners 
(1822-18 7 Minute s, May 18 

63. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners 
1822-1837 Minute June, 1823. 

Western District 

Western District 

Western District 

64. Based on a report by Patrick Brodie, accountant in 1.43 and 
lodged in the Sederunt Book of District Commissioners Western 
District (1138-187) - . e detai.e accounts by Wiltiam Bell, 
the Clerk haveret survived, but it was due to some disarray 
in them that Brodie was later consulted to go through them 
with the primary aim of establishing when the gardens would 
become solvent. 

65. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners Western District 
(1822-1837): Minute 10 September 1823. The letter is dated 
19 July and at the end Walker names 2 referees: Alexander Wood, 

Advocate, I Royal Circus and William Dallas 73, Drummond Place - 

Walker having charge of both these gardens. 

66. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners Western District 
(18. 1837): Minute 23 December 1823. 

67. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners 
(1822-1637): Minutes 1 December 1834 and 7 March IP 5. 

Western District 

68. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners Western District 
(1822- 137 Minute 16 January 11.4. 

69. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners 
(1122-1837); Minute 15 ril 1824. 

70. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners 
11 1.37 Minute I: November 8 4. 
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71. 

72. 

73 

74. 

75. 

76. 

77. 

3ederunt nook 
1822-1837 

1clerunt Book 
1122-1837 

Sederunt Book 
1822-1837, 

Sederunt Book 

of District Commissioners 7e. tern District 
Minute /14 

of District Commissioners Western District 
Minute 19 November 1124, 

of Distrir.t Commissieners Western D 
Minute 11 February 18 

strict 

of District Commissione rs Western District 
(1122-1837); Minute 15 December 1824. 

Sederunt Book of District Commissioners Western District 
1 2-1837); Minute 2 January 1825, 

3ederunt Book of District Commissionergj Western District 
(1822-1837); Minute 25 January 1825. 

Sederunt Book of District CommissionersWestern District 
(112 -1137); Minute 1 February 1825iWia-gives Gans of 
the draft report to be presented to the proprietors at the 
general meeting. 

78. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners4 Western District 
(1822-1837); Minute 19 February 1825. 

79, Sederunt Book of District Commissioners Western District 

71707.7377-Minutes 23 February 18 5 and. 1 April 1325. 

80. 3ederunt Book of District Canmissioners Western District 
inriTWIFf= April 12 5. 

11, Sederunt Book of District Commissioners Western District 

Minute 9 July 1125. (1822-1327); 

82. rAinburr, Street Directory 1825: Richard Niven, gardener, 

Allan i 7d, Ferry Road, North Leith. 

83. 

84. 

n5. 

Refer footnote 64. 

Sederunt Book of District Commissioners Western District 

(1822-1837); Minute 6 March 1326. 

'Sixty new keys were ordered: the cost of renting a key was 

put at 4 guineas, the letter R to be stamped on them, and to 

he made available on application to the Clerk. 

86. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners Western District 

rTrl-rtr;,WTIM?2-Tote,.61FTecember in 

87. These were probably existing trees from other parts of the 

garden. 
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88. Trees for towns, 24 November 185?: source of article not traced 
1but =1717e7ded in Jame McNab's miscellaneous cuttings file; 
Edinburgh Ileyal Botani arden library: we can assume from 
this that McNabb was the author. 

89. Our town gardens and trees, Scotaman 1 July 17f1, op. cit. 

10. After its demolition the gardener moved to rented accommodation 
paid for by the Dommissioners. 

91. Rr24, dated Inn. this plan was not carried out: instead it 
would seam that David Scott liaised with the Earl of Moray and 
agreed to James Gillespie Graham drawing up a common ground plan 
to include his angle of ground. 

92. The Earl of TSemyss, James Rope and ?rancis Milker led the 
opposition and after placing an advertisement in the newspapers 
arranged a joint meeting with the Lord Provost and magistrates 
in August 1818. Although hopeful that a right of servitude 
in their favour existed over the land this turned out not to 
be the case, and mhUe some of the Queen street eroprietors 
expressed willingness to raise money as comensation to 
Mr Scott should he agree to abandon development, this too came 
to nothing, see TCM 5 August 1118 vol.176, 31 January 1121, 
vo1.111, and 25 April 1821, v./12. 

93. TCM 5 August 1118, op. cit. 

94. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners Western District 
1121-1137). Note of settlement -ated O July 1_27 - later 

followed by a Bond of Servitude dated and signed 27 January 1129 
(Register of Sasines, 1225 book of new particulars). All the 
property in Wemyss Place was included in the attlement apart 
from the first flat in the corner tenement belonging to a 
Mr Fraser WS who had bought it from Mr Scott before nenotiations 

had been completed. Also included in the attlement were No i 

and 2 Darnaway Street, and No. 1 Albyn lace. It was several 

years before 'Temyss 7'lace was finished and assessments on the 
property were not levied until about 1837. 

95. 

71122-1837); Minute 17 April 1832. 

96. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners Western District 

(1822-1137 Minute 21 December 1135. 

Sederunt Book of District Commissioners Western District 

97. ..;ederunt Book of District Co , issioners Western Dis 

(1812.4137): . inute 18 January 1836. 
riet 

9$. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners Western District 

(1122-1137); !*port by 7'atrie Brodie 1143; note of payment 

recorded 12 Seetember 1137. 
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9. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners, Western District 
(1838- 1879); Minute 24 December, 1855. 

100. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners, Western District 
(1838 -1879); Minute 24 December 1855. McNab's report is dated 
24 January 1855. 

101. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners 
(183P- 1179); Minute 18 February 156 . 

Western District 

102. Sederunt Book of District: Commissioners, 
(i83e- 1 "79); Minute 31 March 1856. 

Western District 

103. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners, Western District 
(1838- 1879); the dates of McNab os reports are as follows: 
January 1356; November 1853; August 1861; January 1366 and 
February 1872: copies of all these reports apart from the 
1166 one are contained within the above Sederunt Book. 

104. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners, Western District 
(1839 -1879); 24 July 1878: McNab for example, was consulted 
over the appointment of a new gardener. 

105. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners. Western District 
(1831 -1/79); Minute 20 December 1175. 

106. ;Sederunt Book of District Commissioners Western District 
(1&1R- 1879); Minute 19 December 1876. 

107. Sederunt Book of the District Commissioners Western District 

(1927- 1971); Minutes 26 January 1931 and 12 October 1931. 

108. Sederunt Book of the District Commissioners, Western District 
(1927 -171); Minutes: 23 January 1933, 22 October 1934; 

21 January 1935; 26 October 1935; the bird bath was rejected 
on grounds of insufficient space. 

109. :Sederunt Book of the District Commissioners, Western District 

(1927- 1971); Minute 16 May 1939. 

110. Sederunt Book of the District Commissioners Western District 

(1927- 1971); Minute 4 October 1939. 

111. Sederunt Book of the District Commissioners, Western District 
(1927- 1971); Minutes 18 December 1939; 5 February 1940; 
1 April 1940; the job was eventually done by the Royal Engineers 

on behalf of the Scottish command. 

112. Sederunt Book of the District Commissioners Western District 

(1927- 1971); Minute 2.1 March 1941. 

113. Sederunt Book of the District Commissioners, Western District 

(1927- 1971); Minute 6 October 1942. 
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114. Sederunt Book of the District Commissioners, Western District 
(1927 -1971); Minute 29 January 1951. 

115. Particularly the loss of railings and such additions as 
ammunition huts, shelters, and static water tanks. 

116. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners, Western District 
(1927- 1971); Minute 24 January 1941. 

117. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners Western District 
(1927- 1971); Minute 21 March 1941. 

118. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners, Western District 
(1927 -1971); Minute 18 May 1943. 

119. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners, Western District 
(1927- 1971); Minute, 9 October 1944 and 26 March 1945; it 

transpired that permission for these activities had not been 
formally sought from the Commissioners as the battalion who had 
taken over the Territorial Army's former headquarters in 
Wemyss Place assumed they had similar rights as their Pre- 
decessors: their use of the garden prompted some complaints 
from proprietors, but after meeting with the Commissioners the 
Colonel in charge was allowed use of the garden on Wednesday 
and Friday evenings between 7.30 and 1.30 P.m., and on Sunday 
between 2.30 -4.30. 

120. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners, Western District 
(1927- 1971); Minute 1 February 1942; the Merchant Company were 
already keyholders to the gardens but agreed to pay an additional 
£15 towards the cost of upkeep. 

121. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners, Western District 

(1927- 1971); Minute 27 August 1943: the Commissioners had 
suggested that use be made of the garden cellars in Wemyss "lace, 
but they were found to be too damp. 

122. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners, Western District 

(1927- 1971); Minute 6 October 1942: a privet hedge was later 

planted along the Heriot Row side (Minute 1 February 1943). 

123. Sederunt Book of District:Gommissioners, Western District 

(1927- 1971); Minute 1 February 1943. 

124. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners, Western District 

(1927- 1971); Minute 9 October 1944: the ranger was employed 
from June until the end of October. 

125. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners, Hestern District 
(1927 -1971); Minute 18 May 1943; garden assessments continued 
to be levied although key renters had their annual due reduced 
from 0.3 to £2.2. 

126 Sederunt Book of District Commissioners, Western District 

(1927- 1971); Minute 1 Aprii 1946. 

127. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners Western District 

(1927- 1971); Minutes: 14 May 1945; 18 February 1946; 1 April 1946; 

31 January 1947; 23 February 1948; 3 May 1949; 28 June 1948; 
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8 November 1948. The contract for the railings was carried 
out by Alexander and Sons. 

121. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners, Western District 
(1927- 1971); Minute 23 October 1950: the west side was left as 
no drainage duct could be found. 

129. In 1964 and 1971. 

130. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners, Western District 
(1927- 1971); Minute 20 January 1964. 

131. He was supplied under contract from a nursery firm. 

132. Commencing in 1971 and being carefully carried out under the 
guidance of David Skinner, Consultant landscape architect. 

133. The 8 include: the 3 queen Street gardens: the eastern end 
of Drummond Place; Randolph Crescent; the eastern section of 
Douglas Crescent, Eton Terrace (Dean Gardens) and Belgrave 
Crescent gardens. 

134. Eton Terrace cost £2,439; and Belgrave Crescent gardens were 
bought for á'c4,000. 

135. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners, Western District 
(1822- 1837); Minutes 10 December 1122; 26 February 1R23; 
27 March 1123. By the 1822 Act of 'oarliament the Commissioners 
were entitled to levy a 107e assessiment (based on the °olice 
rental) towards the cost of purchasing the land, 2% towards 
the cost of laying out and enclosing; and 2% for annua` upkeep. 

136. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners, Western District 
(1822- 1837); Minute 22 March 1123; 17 May 1123. 

137. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners, Western District 

(1822- 1837); Minute, 15 April 1824. 

138. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners, Western District 

(1822- 1837); Minute 9 July 1825. 

139. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners, Western District 

(1822- 1837); Minute 10 May 1830; in a memorial to the George 

Heriot Trust the cost of enclosing, levelling and laying out the 

whole area of garden was given as £2,756: this did not include 

the £428 paid for the boundary wall and railing erected along 
Wemyss Place in 1837. 

140. In addition interest had to be paid on the Bank loan which was 

charged at 4k'!. 

141. The Central gardens cost £6,000 in total; figures for the East 

Queen Street gardens are incomplete, and there is no information 

on the cost of laying out the first section of garden; the 

total cost of the land together with the formation of the second 

stage amounted to £6,545. 
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142. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners, Western District 
(1822 -1837); Minute 28 December 1825. 

143. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners, Western District 
(1822- 1837); Minute 6 March 1826. 

144. Although not in fact of much significance: the later accounts 
compiled by Patrick Brodie and previously referred to indicate 
that only 3 or 4 non proprietors rented keys at about this time. 

145. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners, Western District 
1838- 1879); Minute 21 May 1838. 

146. His father was Archibald Scott, solicitor at law and Procurator 
Fiscal for Midlothian; who lived at 33 Heriot Row. 

147. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners, Western District 
(1838 -1879); Minutes: 4 June 1838; 11 July 1838; 13 December 1838; 
21 December 1838; 2 May 1839; 21 June 1839; 13 December 1841; 
21 December 1841. 

148. On the death of this last Scott as Clerk, the Commissioners 
expressed "deep regret ", and placed on record how "... his 
firm, his family and himself had given to the Commissioners 
for a long term of years their faithful and efficient service ". 
(Sederunt Book of District Commissioners, Western District 
(1927- 1971). Minute 26 January 1931. 

149. Report by Patrick Brodie, Accountant in Edinburgh, to the 

Commissioners of the Western District of the Queen Street Gardens, 
1843, op. cit. 

150. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners, Western District 
(1838 -1879); Minute 26 December 1843. 

151. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners, Western District 

(1838 -1879); Minute 22 February 1855. 

162. At first based on the Police Rental Lists. 

153. Refer for example, to the first list of elected District Commissioners. 

154. The 6 District Commissioners also function as General Commissioners 

to the Queen Street gardens, a body in whom the title of all 
3 gardens is vested: (refer Section 3.2 for details). 

155. The Commissioners for the Western gardens still remain allorale. 

156. In 1930 the rules were changed to allow dogs under the control 

of their owners into the gardens during August and September 

although the ban on the months of June and July continued. 

Another meeting held 5 years later relaxed the ban a little by 

allowing dogs into the gardens during these 2 months but only 

after 6 p.m. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners, Western 

District (1927- 1971). Minute 19 March 1930, and 24 June 1935. 
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157. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners 
19 7- 1971); Minute 28 June 1948. 

158. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners 

Western District 

Western District 
(1972- ); Minute 11 December 1972. 

159. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners, Western District 
-(1822- 183751-Minute 2 Damer 1 

160. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners 
(1822- 1837); Minute 26 December, 1826. 

Western District 

161. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners Western District 
182 -1837 Minute 8 December 1834, 

162. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners 
(1822- 1837); Minute 17 March 1835. 

Western District 

163. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners 
(1838- 1879); Minuted 11 July 1838 and 31 

164. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners 
(1838- 1879); Minute 6 February 1838. 

165. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners, 

(1838 -18795; Minute 31 October 183T . 

166. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners 

(1838 -1879); Minute 11 July 1838. 

167. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners 

Western District 
October 1838. 

Western District 

Western District 

Western District 

Western District 
1838 -187 ) ; Minute 31 October 838. 

168. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners, Western District 
b838- 1879); Mr Lawson's estimate for putting the garden into 
order was £45 (compared to Cleghorn's of £25), and for its annual 

upkeep £100 (with Cleghorn's quotation being £65); both sums 

also included annual flower seeds, and biennial and perennial 

flower plants for the borders. 

169. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners, Western District 

(1838- 1879); Minute 31 October 1838. 

170. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners, Western District 

(1838- 1879); Minute of Agreement, dated 7 November 1838. 

171. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners. Western District 

(1838- 1879); Minute 24 July 1878. 

172. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners Western District 

1`27 -1.71 ; Minute February 1'42: the contract was with 

Mr Dewar, nurseryman. 
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173. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners 
(1927 -1971); Minute 25 March 1966. 

Western District 

174. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners 
1822- 1837); Minute 3 July 1829. 

Western District 

175. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners, Western District 
(1822 -1837); Minute 10 August 1829; the letter was signed by 
a substantial number of proprietors as follows : - R. Dundas, 
Queen Street; John Stein, Heriot Row; W. Balfour, Heriot Row; 
E. Douglas Sandford, Heriot Row; Misses Stewart, Heriot Row; 

James Melville, Heriot Row; Misses Macqueen, Heriot Row; 
Alex Young, Queen Street; Andrew Clason, Queen Street, 
J. A. Robertson, Queen Street; Misses Houston, Heriot Row; 
Misses Mitchell, Heriot Row; Rob Stodart, Queen Street; 
A. McCheyne, Queen Street; William Bennet, Castle Street and 
Queen Street. 

176. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners Western District 
(1838 -1879); Minute 24 December 1868. 

177. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners Western District 
(1822 -1837); Minute 23 February 1825: Leslie lived in Lord 
Jeffrey's former residence at 62 Queen Street from 1811 onwards. 
He was responsible for inventing the differential thermometer 
in 1800; His election to the Chair in 1805 had been strongly 
objected to by certain members of the Presbytery who felt 
that views expressed by him in a published article on 'Heat' 

invalidated the argument for the existence of God. In the 
year of his death he was created a Knight of the Guelphic 
order; see Edinbur h in the Nineteenth Century, edited 
W. M. Gilbert, J & R Allan, Edinburgh 1901, p.38; and Old and 
New Edinburgh, Grant, op. cit., Vol.2, p.157. 

178. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners gestern District 

(1922- 1837); Minute 19 November 1827. 

179. EEC, 11 August 1825; no name is attached to the letter; it was 

simply initialled "DC ". 

180. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners Western District 

(1927- 1971); Minute 24 October 1935. 

181. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners, Western District 

(1838 -1879); Minute 23 April 1838. 

192. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners, Western District 

(1822 -1837 ); Minutes 23 April 1831 and 19 April 1832: on the 

first occasion a Miss Lyon "lame with rheumatism" was allowed 

access by chair, and later a Mrs Stack was granted permission 

to use a light carriage. 
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183. 3ederunt Book of District Commissioners 7estern District 
(1122 37); Minute 4 July 1831. 

114. Sederunt Book of District Coimni3sioners, Western District 
(17/ 1ß3I ; letter by `i liana Bell, Clerk to A. Murray, 
dated S March 1136. 

135. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners Western District 
1831 -187* ; Minute Ii June " 9. 
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3.6 DRUMMOND PLA:3E GARDENS 

1. Memorials of his time, Henry Cockburn, op. cit., p.171. 

2. She was the widow of a prosperous London merchant. 

3. 21.21151.112=1: Lettice ellne Rae in her booklet "The story 
of Drummond "lace T. & A. Constable 1952, speculates that the 
g1177,3 dated back to the sixteenth century, but a contemporary 
description of the building (when it was advertised fer renting in 
1969) makes this doubtful, 

4. Grant Old and New Edinbureh, v.2, e.191. 

5. Heriot Hill house still stands - now in use as a Cub at the 
bottom end of Rodney Street. For a short period it was the home 
of Sir James Hunter :flair's son - (see Section 3.4). 

6. Edinburgh Advertiser, 17 January 176. .....-----...........-- 

7. ....____ÌeariSederuntolbocoftlorsmittee, Minute 19 February 1767: 
reference to eorrespondence with Dr. A. Drummond of Bristol re 
his late father's feu. The eldest son was called James. 

8# The feu disposition granted by the Heriot Trust to Major 
General John Scott was dated 21 November 1774. 

9. He was apparently one of the most noted gamblers of his time 
both at home and abroad - see Grant, Old and New Edinburgh, 
vol.2, p.19/. Scott first appears in the army lists in 1755 as 
Captain of the 3rd Footguards (the Scots Guards); entry into 
the Footguards was reserved to those of wealth and noble back- 
ground. Duties were not onerous and the individual had plenty 
of free time to pursue his own interests. Scott's gambling 
experience abroad probably took place while the Footguards were 
serving in Flanders during the Seven Years ear; usually however, 
they were based in London. In 1763 Scott was appointed Colonel 
of the 26th Regiment, and Major General in 1770 - both honorary 
appointments and not requiring actual service (information 
from Mr Thorburn, United Services Meseum, Edinburgh Castle. 

10. Referred to in Nay's, Original 'Portraits. VDti p.75. 

11. ttreaeleseeLet=esjEdinhd in 1773-4 General Scott is listed 

as living in George Square; and in St. Andrews Square one year 
later. 

12. The origins of this story have not been traced beyond an 
account given in: Mary Steuart 's; Eomance of Edinburgh Streets, 

first ublished in 1925. Sir Laurence Dundas had been 
Commisary General and contractor to the army from 1741-1759. 
When he died in 17R1 he left an estate of n1ó,00O a year and a 

fortune of S900,000 in personalities and landed property. The 

Scott's and the Dundee's were certainly on friendly terms (see 
Boswell's London Journal 1762-1763, edited Frederick Pottle, 
William Heinemann, 19519 r.75 and 267) but what truth there is in 

this tale is not known. Dundas had certainly started life with 
little, and by skill and hard- Work had amassed has own fortune - 

so one might have expected him not to have acted quite so rashly. 
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13. Mrs Scott is first recorded as living at Bellevue in the 1776 -7 
Street Di.rector1: Major Scott died at his seat in Balcomie, 
Fife. 

14. These daughters were by his second wife - Margaret Dundas, 
daughter of Sir Robert Dundas of Arniston, Lord !'resident of 
the Court of Session. His son who died in infancy was orohabl_y 
by his first wife - Lady Mary Hay, daughter of 15th Earl of 
Errol. 

15. GHT Charulary t , 4, Charter of adjudication in favour of 
Henrietta Scott, 7 June 1779, p.156. 

16. The Edinburgh Advertiser, August 11, 1795. 

17. On marriage he assumed the name of Scott in addition to his 
own of Bentinck; he later became 4th Duke of 'ortland. 

18. Grant, Old and New Edinburgh, v 3., p.124. 

19. See Edinburgh :Street Directory 1796 -97; he continued to rent 
Bellevue House until Whitsunday 1g01 by which time it was owned 
by the Town Council; during his stay there he took rather a fancy 
to the white marble chimney piece in the drawing room which he 
thought would make an attractive addition to his Tapestry room 
at Inverary: his offer to replace it "with a plain handsome 
one together with 0100 "was however declined - see TCM 

10 September lß00, v.133. 

20. When the lands and mansion house of East Coates (nalmerston -'lace 
and surrounding area) - a not dissimilar kind of property was 
advertised for sale in 1785 its feuing potential was certainly 
well emphasised - see Edinburgh Advertiser, 2" June 1785. 

21. At the time negotiations were taking place James Stirling was 

Lord Provost but whether he, or some other member of the Town 
Council were the driving force behind this move is not known. 

3tiriing was chosen Lord Provost on 3 seearate occasions so must 
have proved a popular man well suited to the post. 

22. Due to an abysmal oat harvest both at home and abroad. 

23. The feu was payable twice yearly at Whitsuntide and Martinmas, 

full payment to be commenced at Whitsuntide 1803; the Duke of 

Argyll was allowed possession until the end of his lease, 

although the Town Council agreed to an extension, see TCM, 

10 September 1800 v.133. 

2.4. An exploratory memoir, John Baine, 1801, op. cit. 

25. TCM, Minute 30 December 1ßO1, v.136. 
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26. CRT Minutes; 31 December 1801, v.16. 

27. TCM 3 March 1902, v.136; 3 members of the Town Council bought 
Stances- Deacon Thin, Dean of Guild Hen ders on, and Convenor 
Law; among the builders buying stances were ?Minton and Morison 
who later became part owners of David Steu.zart's feu. 

2R. TCM Minute 4 February 1901, v.134. 

29. TCM Minute 24 March 18í'2, v.136.. 

30. The Excise office had moved to .3i r Laurence nundas's former 
mansion, 36 St Andrew Square in 1794. In 1975 it was soli to 
the Royal. Bank. of Scotland when the Excise office moved to 
Bellevue Rouse following the amalgamation of the two Boards in 
1P23. 

31. In a somewhat similar fashion the Governors and officers at 
Edinburgh Castle were granted free access to the west Princes 
Street gardens as part of the contract whereby the Castle banks 
on the north, south and west sides were rented to the 'rinces 
Street proprietors in 1918 (.section 2.6). 

32. Information obtained from Chartulary 21 Disposition Bellevue 
?louse to Commissioners of Customs dated R October lAnA, *hich 
contains details of the Minute of _Sale 2 October 1902 (no 
longer traceable). The minute also stipulated that no other 
building was to be allowed within the central area of 
Drummond ''Lace. The formal disposition of the house to the 
Board of Customs was not effected until lAOR due to the le'ay 
in obtaining the feuds! right from the Marchioness of Tichfield, 
EDC archives. 

33. TCM, 10 August 1903, v.139. 

34. TCM, 24 July 1805, v.143. 

35. Views of E,.linbur h and _its vicinity) drawn and engraved by 
J& H. 5. Storer, v.2, notes on Bellevue now the. Customhouse. 
A Constable & Co., Edinburgh, 1820. 

36. 'TCM, 6 June 1810, v.156. 

37. TCM, 26 February 1R17, v.173; the quarry seems to have been 
worked during Drummond's ownership of the land - see The story, 

of Drummond Place, or;. cit.< r.9. 

38. TCM Minutes, 13 October 1919, v.179; 27 October 1819, v.179; 

17 November. 1819, v.179; 1 December 1919, v.179; 8 December 1910; 

15 December 1819; 29 December 1819; 5 January 1820; 12 January 1820. 

39. See, Fdínbur in the nineteenth century, edited w. M. Gilbert, 
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op. cit., p.64: The Committee for the relief of workmen out of 
employment had over 1,600 men on their lists. 

40. TCM Minutes, 7 January 1R1P, v.175; 25 February 1111; 
29 December, 1119, v.179. 

41. Edinburgh District Council, Archival drawing collection: 
2 elevations of north and south sides of Drummond Place 
dated 1104, and one of the west side, all by Robert Reid; 
presumably his services were discontinued because of the delay 
in building. 

42. TCM, 31 March 1819, v.171: Mr Watson had applied for permission 
to "lay down building materials on the quadrant of Drummond Place ". 
His request was granted but a'so ectende4 to other builders who 
had taken up feus. Two interlopers - Mr Robert Wright and 
Messrs Jameson & Dodds were however, asked to remove their saw 
pits. 

43. Feu Charter in favour of James Crei, WS, 2S March 1821, 
Chartulary 21, p.134; City archives. 

44. TCM, 27 March 1822, v.184; a little later on the Central 
Queen Street garden committee asked Thomas Broon to sueply them 
with a design and cost details for a surrounding wall and 
railings "... in a style the same or similar to Drummond r'lace" - 

see Minute book of District Co«uissioners Central District 

(18 1879), Minute 10 July 1822. 

45. TCM, 17 April 1122, v.184. 

46. The history of the society of writers to his Majesty's Signet, 
op. cit., p.127. 

47. TCM, 24 April 1122, v.184; those present at the meeting included 
5 1,13's, 3 Advocates, and 3 of the builders (Caldwell, Henry 

and Wallace). 

49. TCM 15 May 1822, v.184. 

49. TCM 29 May 1822 v.184; the Committee included David Munro Binning, 

Advocate, Duncan McFarlane, Advocate, 11 Drummond Place, 
William Douglas WS, 15 Drummond Place, John Dick, Advocate, 
38 Drummond Place, William Dallas WS, Thomas Caldwell, builder 

and William Wallace, builder. 

50. TCM, 5 June 1822, v.184, this and the following material is taken 

from this minute. 

51. Drummond Place feu charter, dated 9 April 1823, and recorded in 

the Register of Sasines on 26 April 1823. 
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52. Subsequent proprietors of these houses could apply to become 
annual key holders. 

53. A school run by a Miss Blackstone, 25 Drummond !'lace made 
frequent use of this privilege during the early years of the 
present century. 

54. The Secretary could also be a member of the Committee, and his 
or her duties included acting as cashier, collecting 
assessments, and arranging the necessary meetings. 

55. If a proprietor failed to pay his assessments within one month 
of the notice being sent out he was liable to pay additional . 
interest: long term debts could lead to prosecution by the 
Secretary if approved by the Committee. 

56. çxtraordinar general meeting of Droarietors, 1 December 1949; 
by this time much of the property had become subdivided into 
flats and under these circumstances the new system seemed a 
simpler and more appropriate one to administer; the opposition 
came mostly from residents of basement flats who felt in their 
case that a reduced rate might have been justified as their view 
of the gardens was so limited (miscellaneous rapers in possession 
of the writer). 

57. Extraordinary general rneAtin26 "fial`57_. 

58. The Clerkship changed hands in that year when a Mr Watson who 
had previously held the post moved fromDrummond 'lace; he was 

succeeded by John 710- en W3 who seems to have started a new 
minute book - maybe because the old one was not handed over or 
even thought redundant. 

59. A section of these railings still exist at the west end of the 
garden and show the popular fleur de lys pattern at the head of 
the ballusters. 

60. TCH, Minute 4 September 1122, v.1R44. 

61. The cast iron puma well can still be seen in the south west 

corner of the garden and still supplies water although now 
supplied with pipe and tap. 

62. Sederunt book of the District Commissioners, Tiestern District 

(1822 -1137), Minute 10 September 1823. 

63. TCM, 8 December. 1824, v.191. 

64. GHT Minutes, 2 November 1824, v.23. 

65. GfTT Minute, 18 July 182e, v.24. 

66. Chartulary 36, Charter of confirmation in favour of 

John ClaytoniFreeling, Secretary of Excise, 31 January 1143, EDC 

archives. 
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67. Previously he had lived at 11 Fettes Row, During the latter 
part of his life he spent the greater :ortion of his time at 
Prior Bank, near Melrose formerly the property of his brother -in- 
law, William Tait, also a publisher. 

68. Scotsman, 26 January, 1874. 

69. The following information is based on material from several 
newspaper articles and in particular : - "A railway fn retrospect ", 
Scotsman, 19 February 1946; The Waverle Sto , Edinburgh 
Evening News, May 13, 1961; Our first Railways, Edinburgh 
Evening News, 11 March 1939; Edinburgh lead in underground 
railway enterprises, Weekly Scotsman 11 December 1937; Scotland 
Street tunnel, weekly Scotsman 21 May 1932; A Railway Retrospect 
from ELNR to LNER, Trinity to Branton, Scotsman, 19 February 1946, 
Evening Dispatch., March 16, 1945. 

70. Scotsman, 19 May 1847. 

71. At Canal Street Station horses were used to pull the trains 
forward the short distance to the tunnel entrance, and from 
there they made their way by their own momentum regulated by 
powerful drags attached to each vehicle. 

72. TCM 25 June 1844, v.242; the Excise office moved in 1145 to 
12 Picardy ?lace. In 1849 Excise, together with Assessed taxes 
and Stamp Offices were amalgamated to become the Inland Revenue 
with offices in Waterloo ?lace. 

73. It had been Adam Black who when city treasurer in the late 
1830s had presented a detailed report on the town's bankrupt 
state and had initiated action to remedy it: the detailed 
arrangements were continued by his successor Duncan McLaren who 
like Black went on to be Lord Provost and also W'. 

74. TCM, 25 Ferbaury 1845, v.243. 

75. TOM, 6 May 1145, v.243 

76. TOM, 18 November 1845, v.243. 

77. This was modified in the 1846 Feu charter to allow provision for 

a tool shed following a request made by John Stodart, member of 
the garden Committee: he had pointed out to the Town Council 
that the existing tool house (in the north east corner) "will 

be in an offensive position after the additional ground is 

included" and would require resiting at the eastern end, TCM 

17 February 1846, v.245. 

7R. Apart from helping to effect improvements to the City the 

Council also stood to gain by the removal of Bellevue House as 
the various public burdens effecting the property would thus 
be terminated. 
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79. TCM, 23 January 1145, v.245. 

80. In addition the proprietors were to pay an annual feu duty of 
1 penny sterling to the town: a requirement long since defunct. 

11. TOM, 17 February 1146, v.245. 

82. Feu Charter in favour of the proprietors of Drummond "1lace, 
17 March 1146, Chartulary 31, City archives: 
must have contributed around £30. 

83. Those proprietors excluded from the second feu charter could, 
however, h allowed access "by resolution of a general meeting 
of proprietors or a majority thereof and upon payment ef a 
suitable tom ositlon towards the expense of keeping the 
grounds". 

each proprietor 

84. Several years later one of the excluded proprietors (house 
No.42) did apply for full rights to the (=ardent the Committee 
decided that a contribution of g15 should be made together with 
the annual assessment but this offer was declined - Drummond 
Place Garden minute book (1856-1136), Minute 6 July 1861. 

85. Scotsman, 25 April 1846. 

86. Scotsman, 19 May 1847 

87. Over the years the original 6 shrub plots became amalgamated 
to form 2 crescent shaped areas on the north and south sides. 

11. Drummond Place garden minute book (1156-1936). Minute 
10 March 1156, Finlay resi_gned in 117 du e to increasing ill 

health. Although employed full-tine in the gardens he was 
al owed in his contract to keep ln order the back greens of the 
proprietors in Drummond Flace and vicinity, provided it did not 
interfere with his garden duties (Minute, 18 March 1856). He 
started work at £40 per annum rising to £52 by the time he 
retired. 

89. Drummond Place Garden minute book (1856-1936), Minute 
7 February 1816. 

90. To begin with 1 court was marked out - and moved at intervals 
to reduce damage to the turf. At its peak however, there seems 

to have been 3 courts in use (information from Miss Grace 
Milne Rae, 23 October 1971). 

91. Drummond Place garden minute book (1156-1)36), Minutes 

15 February 1897; 31 May 1817; the trees included copper 
beeches (one later lied), i English elm and i Lothian Astra. 

92. Drummond Place Garden minute book (1156-1136) Minute 

4 January, 1898. 
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93. Drummond T'?.ace parlen minute hook (1856-1936), Minute 
9 November 1`m. 

94. The Committee had previously bought plants from this firm and 
they had supplied an interim gardener at one time - Minute 
7 February 1396. 

95. Drummond "lace ¡ arien minute book (1856 -1136); report by 
A. Mackenzie 74 March 1'7O1, 

96. Drummond Mace arden minute book (1356- 1936); Minute 2.7 May 1912. 

97. Drummond ;lace ,arden minute book (1356-1936): Report by 
Mk Mcllattii?, dated 13 June 131,._, 

98. Drummond 7 lace c ard.en minute book (1856-1936); Minute 
13 January 1113. 

99. Other estimates obtained had included one from Thomas Methven 
and Sons, 15 ::rinces Street, for 859, and Dickson & Co., 
waterloo Mace for 851 - Minute 29 October 1912. The proprietor 
of the Osbourne Nursery was David King. 

100. Magdala Crescent from 1896- 192.7, and Douglas Crescent from 
1910 -1922; information from the garden minute books of the 
2 gardens. 

101. Druuvxond !'lace carden Minute book (1856- 1136); Minute 
25 June, 1917; advice on tree removal was riven by Methven and 
Son, the nursery firm. 

102. Drummond "lace ' arden minute book (1856 -1'16); See, for 

example, Minute 25 June 1917. 

103. The initial e. an was drawn up by Mrs Morr s and was later 

modified by Frank Clark, the landscape designer who served on 
the Committee. 

104. The work was carried out in 1962 by Mr Collet, nurseryman and 
landscape gardener, 7olton at a cost of 8235. 

115. Druzmnond -,lace garden minute book (1156-1936); minute 
23 October, 1934. 

106. Mr Christopher Fyfe, RIBA. 

107. The money was loaned from a bank and repaid over a 3 year period. 

10e. Dr John Byrom, RIBA, AlLA. 

109. The ACM is notir held in one of the proprietor's houses. 
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110. Changes have nevertheless occurred. Much of the property is now 
subdivided into flatted accommodation: in addition 2 former 
houses are now used as hotels, 4 for University hostel 
accommodation, 2 as nursing homes, and there is also a club. 

111. A member of the Committee from 1909-1910; his architect 
brother made some alterations to his house at No.4 Drummond niece 
which later became the home and studio of another eminent artist - 
Sir uilliam McTagart. 

112. Meconopsia 3aileyii; Colonel Bailey was on the Committee in 
1909. 

113. This occurred most forcibly in 1945 when a change in assessment 
was made from the foot frontage principle to a standard rate 
for everyone: as already oointed out some proprietors felt 
quite strongly that this was unfair to basement dwellers who 
were deprived of a view of the garden. 

114. Drummond"lacearleiE13a61.251:1230, Minute 25 May, 1163. 

115. Drummoni -lace oarden Minute book (1P56-1c16) Minute 4 April., 1168. 

116. Ranging from to 20. 

117. For details of this study see:- Studies of Local open snace in 

British Housing, 3. B. Byrom, thesis submitted for degree of 
rho, University of .I'olinburgh, April 1976. 

11e. Interview held with Miss Grace Milne Rae, 1 71rummond 

28 October 1971. 

119. The Henderson family had long associations with the gardens: 
Mr Kenneth Henderson CA of Dingwell, eden and Henderson who 
was appointed Secretary in 'Tr had spent his childhood at 
25 Drummond Place where his widowed mother had run a success- 
ful girls school (access to the gardens was allowed during the 

girls mid morning break). On his death in 1940 hie; nephew 

Mr Gordon Henderson CA became the garden Secretary. 
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3.7 ROYAL CIRCUS GARDENS 

1. Edinburgh's Child: some memoirs of 90 years, Eleanor Sillar, 
op. cit., p.90; Eleanor (then aged 6 years was describing her 
first day at her new school. 

2. Madame Kun;z's School, Number 19 Royal. Circus was situated on 
the south side of the Crescent. 

3. Walks in Edinburgh New Town; published by Edinburgh New Town 
Conservation Committee. 

4. EEC, 25 December 1819. 

5. Begun in 1754 by John Wood the Elder and completed by his son: 
the ground in this case was more nearly level. The plane 
trees now so much admired, but in declining years rere a later 
addition. For detailed comments on the Circus at Bath see: - 
North Somerset and Bristol, Sir Nickolaus Pevsner, 7enguin 
Books. Buildings of England series. 

6. Steuart was Lord `)rovost from 1780 -1782. 

7. EEC, 11 April 1781; the matter would also have been discussed 
at the general Half Yearly meeting of the Feuars in the 
Extended Royalty held on Saturday 11 June 1711 at the "ri_nces 
Street coffee house when items of "general importance" were 
under consideration. EEC 13 June 1781. 

8. TCM, 2.0 June 1781, v.101: presumably the meeting referred to 
above had given a favourable response to the idea of a circus. 

9. No further reference to a circus has been traced either in 
the Town Council minutes or any of the Edinburgh newspapers. 

10. GHT Minutes, 22 January 1819, v.21: the acquisition of 
Spring Gardens is referred to in these minutes but the actual 
date of purchase is omitted. 

11. GHT Minutes, 8 January 1819, v.21, offer by Robert Watson (one 
of the builders of the north side, Drummond 'lace) to feu the 
whole of the circus for 6 shillings sterling per foot in front. 

12. GHT Minute, 23 March 1119, v.22: Bonnar's revised layout drawing 
has not been traced.. 

13. GHT Minute, 23 March 1819, op. cit. 

14. The joint Committee consisted of representatives of George 
Heriot Trust, Trinity Hospital, and others. 

15. Minute of Committee for feuine Calton Hill grounds; 
13 February 1818; 9 May 1818 - containing a detailed report 
by Playfair on the new London Road. City Archives. 
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16. GHT Minutes, 27 July 1819, v.22. 

17. According to the mutual contract first drawn up in 1802 between 
the George Heriot Trust, the Town Council and the owners of 
David Steuart's former feu: the contract was renewed in 1806 
when Steuart's feu once more changed hands. 

18. GHT Minute, 3 December 1819, v.22. 

19. No further references have been traced to this suggestion so 
it must have been abandoned either on cost grounds or as being 
impractical. 

20. The notice appearing in the. Edinburgh Advertiser of 31 December 1819 
was dated 8 December, and refers to the ground plan and eleva- 
tions being available for perusal: the detailed drawings took 
longer to prepare and were not submitted to the Governors until 
4 days before the sale: GHT Minutes, 14 January 1820, v.22. 

21. Playfair drawing collection, Edinburgh University Library, 
Portfolio 7. 

22. GHT Minute 18 February 1820, v.22: the following builders 
purchased lots : - James Ritchie, Alexander and George Fowlers, 
Jamieson and Dodds, Robert Wight, Peter Dickson; John Inglis; 
Traquar and Dobson; James Ritchie, John Drysdale; George and 
John Forsyth. 

23. Mayfair drawing collection: general feuing plan with names and 
purchasers of lots and the prices paid. On the North side the 
amount ranged from 12/6d (621p) per foot in front to 15/- (75p) 
and on the south side from 12/- (60p) to 13/- (65p). 

24. See for example, Charter in favour of William Jamieson and 
Robert Dodds builders of lots 17 and 18 south side Ro al Circus, 
6 August 1826 George Heriot Trust Chartu ary, vol.15, pps. 32 -20. 

25. Royal Circus Minute book (1893- 1947): now in the possession of 
the Secretary to the garden on the south side. 

26. the Faculty of Advocates in Scotland 1532 -1943: edited Sir Francis 
J Grant, Scottish Record Society, Edinburgh 1944, p.222. The 
Scotsman, 20 July 1864 carried a short obituary of Lord Wood, 

27. GHT Minute, 11 January 1822, v.22. 

28. Sederunt Book of District Commissioners, Western District 
(1822 -1837} Minute 10 September 1823. 

29. The town trees of Edinburgh, No. 12. The Royal Circus Gardens, 

James McNab, The Farmer, March 26, 1868. 

30. This fact is referred to in the first minute (27 November 1893) 
of the second garden minute book of the North and South gardens. 
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31. ßa7. Circus Minute Book (1893- 1947): Minute 27 November 1893: 
the gardener's wages must have been on average about £17 per annum 
and there were 28 proprietors at that time with the legal 
responsibility for the upkeep of the gardens. 

32. Royal Circus Minute Book (1893 -1947): Minute 5 February 1894, 
8 March 1894. 

33. Rather as McNab had suggested in his article on the Royal Circus 
gardens in 1868, op. cit. 

34. yal Circus Minute Book (1893- 1947): Minute 25 May 1895. 

35. Members of this Committee are not listed in the minute book but 
it seems to have consisted of Gerald Croie KC, Sir Henry Littlejohn 
(Edinburgh's first Medical Officer of Health) and Mr McIntosh, 
Clerk. 

36. Royal Circus Minute book (1893 -1947): Minute 13 June 1907 - 

attended by Sir Henry Littlejohn, Gerald Croie KC, and 
Mr McIntosh Clerk: the Committee met on this occasion to discuss 
a letter from a resident enquiring whether young children were 
allowed to play in the gardens. 

37. Royal Circus Minute Book (1893 -1947): Minute 21 February 1924. 

38. yal Circus Minute Book (1893- 1947): Minute 14 May 1936. 

39. This information, and the following quotations are taken from an 
interview with Miss Irvine, 3 Royal Circus, one time Secretary 
of the Management Committee for the southern portion of the 
gardens (12.12.1974). 

40. Royal Circus Minute Book (1893- 1947); Minute 14 July 1942; this is 

the last recorded meeting of all the Royal Circus proprietors. 

41. Colonel Usher was one time director of Physical Education at 
Edinburgh University. 

42. The original footpath around the eastern end has disappeared 
altogether. 

43. In its place a rather insignificant rose plot has been formed. 

44. No other problems due to the change have emerged and interest in 

the gardens by the proprietors is said to have increased in 
recent years. 

45. Providing in similar fashion to St. George's Church in Charlotte 

Square a suitable focal point and termination to the westerly 

vista along Great King Street. 

46. GHT Minute, 11 January 1822, v.22, op. cit. 
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47. ß1TT Minute!, 28 February 1822, v.22. 

48. Estimates for the church had ranged frocs; just under woof) 
to over 824,000; Young and French who bad submitted the lowest 
tender were appointed as building contractors. Edinburgh 
Advertiser,, 26 January 1127. 

49. The town. trees. of Fdinbur rh,, :ío.12, Royal Circus gardens, 
James Motu ;b, op. cit. 

50. Gf T î inu te, 1 June 1143, vo .47 Mr Crichton may have been 
the David Crichton listed in the Edinburgh and Leith directory 
of 1810-81 as residing at 5 North 'lest 'Circus Place. 

51. Th. ?.s private school occupied the premises of 4 North East 
Circus 

52. GaT zlinuteo April 1884, vo1.48; and i May 1114. 

53. CRT Minute, 11 August 1884, vol.48. 

54. c :di.nbur h Munici a and '4l.ice At 147 (42 and 43 Vice c 1:32); 

see also TG// 8 Sept =. er 1 ; 1 October 1900, and 
14 Decembr 19 ̂ O. 

55. RITT Minute, 12 November 1900. 

56. cur rinute, 10 December 1900. 

57. such a leasing system has never operate,i fo- the western section 
of garden although technically the land is still owned by the 
Harlot Trus t . 

5g. Scottish weodlend tuners Association Ltd, :Report on trees in 
North Beat Circus gardens Etinburgh, H, K. Martin, 196: the 
dating of many of the trees in the garden coincide* with this 
time. 

59. Tam 3 March 1927 and 7 April 1917: the proprietors in this 
isstant had allowed the lease to lapses the George Neriot Trust 
agreed to convey the ground to the Corporation as a garden area 
but negotiations were halted when the feuars decided that it 
was in their best interests to try and continue keeping the 
gardens. The next most recent occasion was in 1 ßj63 when the 
Trustees (with the approval of the Ucriet Trust) approached the 
Town Council to see if the parks Department might take over the 
garden under Section 153 of the Corporation Order 1151. By then 
it had been found increasingly difficult "... to carry out the 
upkeep of the garden in view of rising costs and the difficulty 
in collecting subscriptions ". The Trustees wished to uphold 
certain conditions such as the preservation of the railings, 
maintaining a similar balance an3 type of tree planting, and the 
locking of the gate at nir'ht. As the Council. were not rsre area to 
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accept these conditions, the garden proprietors decided to 
"carry on the gardens as at present" - information from 
miscellaneous a ers George Heriot Trust. 
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3.8 BELLEVUE CRESCENT GARDENS 

1. TCM, 13 March 1811, v.158: in this instance for example, the 
lease of Bellevue Parks and sandpit was settled by public auction 
when the highest bid was made by John Kirkham, builder in 
Edinburgh at 026 per annum. 

2. TCM, 30 December 1801, v.136; details of the 2 plans are not 
given but presumably one followed the earlier proposals of an 
oblique line of terrace housing, and the other a crescent. 

3. By public auction on 29 July 1818 together with stances in 
Dublin Street, Dundonald Street, Great King Street, Pitt Street, 
and Fettes Row. In the first newspaper advertisement 
Bellevue Crescent is mistakenly described as Melville Crescent 
(EEC, 9 July 1818) but was corrected by the time of its second 
appearance (EEC, 23 July 1818). 

4. TCM, 11 September 1822, v.185. 

5. TCM, 20 November 1822, v.185. 

6. As listed in the various feu charters granted for Bellevue Crescent. 

7. Thomas Brown, Superintendent of Works when writing to 
Carlyle Bell WS, City Clerk, in 1833 about land still to be feued 
in this area refers to the space behind Bellevue Crescent as 
follows:- f1The only part I have not included is the stable 
ground behind Bellevue Crescent, this the feuars were anxious to 
acquire as pleasure ground. And only the stable has been feued 
and built. This stable or pleasure ground was valued at some 
;150 per annum. Since Bellevue Church was built, however, an 
opening has been made through it to Scotland Street which 
divides it into two and may lessen its value - in the present 
time I would not be disposed to value it above E100 per annum ". 
Thomas Brown's letter book 3, letter dated 12 March 1833, City 
Archives. Even as late as this no real pressure was being 
exerted to have the land developed. 

The club has 2 hard surfaced courts and a wooden pavilion. 
According to the Club's Secretary it was set up before the 
First World War by former pupils of Mary Erskine's school, 
becoming known as Drummond Tennis C ub in the 1930s. The lease 
also includes the right to the rough land behind the courts 
and pavilion but is not used by the Club. Some tree planting has 
recently been carried out in this area. 

The lease for the allotment ground (.33 acre (.24 ha)) is leased 
to one individual who has overall responsibility of keeping the 
fencing and area in good order; he then subleases the plots to 
whoever he chooses. 

10. Plan for Backlands of Bellevue, North East New Town Associations, 
June 1974. 

11. EEC, 18 August 1823. 
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12. Scotsman, 22 August 1123« 

13. The United Presbyterian Chcarct?, Infirmary Street, 1822. 

14, CRT Minutes, 11 March 1841, vol.29; this and the following 
information is taken from this minute. The 4 proprietors 
present at the meeting were - William Crawford, Captain Tait, RN, 
William Mackersy and william Macdonald, 

15. It is doubtful in fact whether many proprietors living opposite 
in Bellevue Terrace or elace ever took advantage of this right 
to use the garden for although just about adequate for small 
children's play and for sitting in they were separated from it 
by a busy main road, added to which the gardens northerly aspect 
made it rather sunless. 

16. GILT Minutes, 2 July 1841, vol.30; 2 September 1841, vol.30. 

17. TCM, 8 November 1842, vol.238. 

18. GMT Minutes, 18 March 1844, ve1.31; 15 April 1844; 13 M1ay 1044. 

19. Cour town trees: `store and Bellevue Crescent Gardena" James McNab. 
The Scottish Farmer, September 13, 1865: the following information 
is based on this artic' e. 

20. He is recorded as being one of the Council members - see New 
Edinburgh Almanac4 1845. 

21. TOM 5 January 1950: this minute refers to such usage without 
giving any details. It may have accommodated storage or de- 
contamination huts, or even air raid shelters .. although none 
are shown on the map (fig.18), but they may have been added at 
a later stage. 

22. îCell 30 March 1965. 

23. Unlike the whole houses making up the first part of Bellevue Crescent, 
the northern wing consisted of flatted accommodation, and there- 

fore the task of co-ordinating a larger number cf proprietors to 

have the garden formed might have proved somewhat formidable. 

24. TGN, 22 May 11883, Iew the Edinburgh District Council, Recreation 

Department. 

25. TCM, 19 November, 1895. 

26. Tait 21 January, 1836. 

27. T M, 5 January 1950; the fencing cost £175, and £60 was spent on 

the interior. 
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APPENDIX 2 

A short outline of the other pleasure gardens within the Edinburgh New Town. 

i.s.cellaneous gardens - contemporary with those of the second New Town 

The Moray Development 

Calton Hill Development 

Later Victorian Developments 

- Coates Crescent 
Atholl Crescent 

- Rutland Square 
- Saxe Coburg Place 
- St Bernards (St Bernards Crescent, 

Dean Bank and Raeburn Gardens) 

- Randolph Crescent 
- Ainslie Place 
- Moray Place 
- Moray Bank 

- London Road/Royal Terrace Gardens 
- Hillside Crescent 
- Regent Gardens 
- Regent Terrace 

- Grosvenor/Landsdowne Crescent 

- Magdala Crescent 
Eglinton/Glencairn Crescent 

- Douglas Crescent 
- Drumsheugh Gardens 

Rothesay Terrace/Rothesay Place 

- Clarendon Terrace 

- Oxford Terrace 

- Eton Terrace/Dean Gardens 

- Belgrave Crescent 
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MISCELLANEOUS GARDENS CONTEMPORARY WITH THOS'ç, OF THE SECOND NEW TOWN 

Coates Crescent Garden (.03 acres, .12ha) 

The first crescent shaped garden to be formed in Edinburgh and 
probably suggested by the curve of the old road to Glasgow along 
whose boundary was a row of elegant elms (some of which were 
carefully preserved in the garden space). William Walker (1778 - 
1816) Attorney in Exchequer and descended from an old Aberdeenshire 
family strong in the Episcopal faith had purchased the manor house 
and lands of East Coates in the 1730s and subsequently added further 
adjoining areas. The Edinburgh Courant advertised the ground for 
development in May 1800 making reference to a plan containing, 
"...Two new streets 80' wide" together with "..the intended 
crescent ". Nothing materialised maybe because of uncertainties over 
the proposed Glasgow to Edinburgh canal (a projected link between 
Kirkbraehead and Leith would have come close to the south -east corner 
of talker's grounds and the Earl of Moray's estate at Drumsheugh) as 
well as the launching of the ambitious second New Town beyond Queen 
Street in 1302. The feuing of Melville Street, Walker Street and 
Coates Crescent was delayed until 1810 when Robert Brown (? - 183t), 
surveyor and architect, drew up a common ground plan. Coates Crescent 
which included 18 spacious family houses was completed by 1323. 

In terms of their feu charters the proprietors in the Crescent 
were granted "...the right of servitude and use of the pleasure 
ground lying betwixt the crescent street. and the high road... with 
the trees growing therein... for the pleasure or other accommodation 
of the several feuers and families but nowise to be converted into a 
common thoroughfare ". It was also specified that the ground "...with 
the parapet walls, railing, entries, gravel walks, trees, grass 
ground shall be made, preserved, and kept in order and repair at the 
common and rateable proportion of the whole feuers ", paying annually 
or oftener as maybe required "a portion of the expense which the 
majority of feuers may find necessary". 

The garden was formed sometime between 1816 -1817 (Fig 7) 

although curiously the land itself belonged to the Heriot Trust. 
Walker had attempted to purchase it in 1807, but it was left to his 

son, Sir Patrick Walker to negotiate matters in 1820: eventually 

after William Playfair had been employed to make an independent 

valuation the Walker family agreed to purchase it for =1,150. A feu 

charter for "..the angle of ground in front of Coates Crescent, now 

enclosed with an iron railing and possessed for several years past by 

the said Sir Patrick Walker and his feuers as foreground to Coates 

Crescent ", was granted in 1823. No management records have survived 

but the garden was probably laid out by a nursery firm following a 

simple design of an outer border of trees and shrubs with pathway, 

and a grassed inner area. 

This century has seen a change from residential use to mostly 

office and business accommodation,: in 1926 a committee of feuers 

unsucessfully approached the Town Council to see if they would be 

willing to take the gardens over for public use. During the last war 

the railings were removed, and air -raid shelters built - a fate 

similarly shared with Atholl Crescent. After the war, both gardens 
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were in poor condition. As they occupied an important position - 

bordering the main western approach into the city, the Town Council 
decided in 1949 to take the initiative and to acquire both Coates and 
Athol]. Crescent gardens as ornamental public spaces. The proprietors 
raised no objections apart from stipulating that the ground be well 
kept as a garden area, and not used as a playground or for building - 
although appropriate statues or monuments were acceptable. Since 
1955 the Gladstone memorial has found a more congenial position at 
the centre of Coates Crescent than its former hazardous site on the 
west side of St. Andrews Square (Fig 40): he can now more peacefully 
contemplate the rose plots and flower beds which like his own arrival 
have altered the gardens appearance (Fig 10a). 

"Main_ sources of information: 

Minutes TC, GHT and Walker Trust Chartularies. 

Atholl Crescent (.05 acres, .20 ha) 

The wedged shaped piece of land on which Atholl Crescent was 
built was owned by the George Heriot Trust: plans for its 

development seem to have been first considered in 1811 but at this 

point no crescent was envisaged. With the erection of Coates 

Crescent opposite the Trust appear to have revised their ideas and 

Thomas Bonnar (? - c1836) their Superintendent of Works went on to 

design a complimentary crescent - but in one continuous curve. A 

drawing of the crescent by Bonner (Fig 4) shows an enclosed pleasure 

garden, planted with trees and shrubs around the edges, and 

featuring at the centre a large basin or fountain. Feuing commenced 

in 1823, and the garden dates from about 1825. 

By the terms of their feu charters (identical almost to the 

ones for Royal Circus drawn up slightly earlier) the proprietors were 

required to enclose the front ground "..with parapet wall and iron 

railing in a suitable and handsome manner according to drawings and 

directions to be given and furnished by Thomas Bonner ", in return for 

which they were to have "...the exclusive privilege of using the same 

as ornamental pleasure ground ". Arrangements for later management 

and upkeep were not mentioned. sonner's jet d'eau never 

materialised, and the garden was laid out in a similar manner to 

Coates Crescent. No garden minute books survive although reference 

is made to them in the Rutland Square minutes of 1838 when a 

connecting passage -way between the Square and the Crescent was 

mutually agreed to. 

After many uneventful years the gardens suddenly hit the 

headlines in 1896 as the site favoured by the Corporation for a new 

hall financed by a gift of £100,000 from Andrew Usher: the north 

west corner of the Meadows and the West Princes Street gardens were 

also considered as possibilities. By 1900 municipal opinion had 

settled for a portion of Atholl Crescent as the best location but 

controversy raged as to whether to include part of the Crescent as 

well as the garden. In 1901 the Council in face of strong 

opposition from the Heriot Trust and the Cockburn Society promoted a. 

parliamentary bill to acquire . Atholl Crescent and the adjoining 
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garden ground. Happily their plans were defeated, and a more 
suitable site for the Usher Hall was found in Lothian Road. 

The subsequent history of the garden followed a similar course 
to Coates Crescent: a gradual dwindling of interest as the 
surrounding property became converted to offices, and a domestic 
science college. During the Second World War the ground was opened 
for air-raid shelters and further deterioration was unavoidable. In 
1949 the garden was made over to the Town Council as a public 
ornamental space, being redesigned by the Parks Department in the 
early 1950s: a large hard paved area (with seating) now forms the 
central core of the garden, flower plots have been added, together 
with the planting of smaller ornamental trees, particularly 
cherries. Little of the original planting remains - just a few elms 
and an elderly poplar (Fig 10b). 

Main sources of information: 

Minutes TC, GUT, Cockburn Association, feu charters. 

Rutland Square (.35 acres, .14 ha) 

Part of the Barony of Coates, known as Kirkbraehead this was a 

small development opposite the west end of Princes Street and 
sandwiched between Erskine Place to the north (completed by 1817) 

and the former Princes Street Caledonian Railway to the south (built 
in the 1860s - the hotel premises of which required the destruction 
of more than half Rutland Street). The site had accommodated the 
residence and pleasure gardens of James Stuart, or Stewart, (? 

1777), of Dunearn, great-grandson of the Earl of Moray, merchant and 
twice Lord Provost, at a time when plans for the first New Town were 
being launched (1764-66; and 1768-70). It was advertised for sale 
after his death, and again following his wife's death, and was then 

described as suitable for buildings "...either in streets, rows, or 

a small square", or for a "large public building" (EEC 3 January 
1314). In 1818 the land passed to James Stuart, WS (1775-1849), 

ardent Whig, and grandson of the original owner: he engaged 

Archibald Elliot, architect (1760-1823) to draw up a layout plan - 

his only known involvement with an urban housing development (his 

brother James had however, been one of the prize-winners for the 

design of the second New Town in 1801 - Section. 3.1). Elliot's 

"elegant design" consisted of a street leading into a small square 

with railed central enclosure: the main access to be via an 

ornamental gateway attended by lodge keepers (EEC 4th February 

1819). The plan was, however, doomed: calamity struck Stuart in 

1822 when he became embroiled in a duel following a violent and 

unjustified political attack by Sir Alexander Boswell (son of James 

Boswell - Dr Johnson's biographer). By freak chance, Boswell was 

killed but Stuart although honourably acquitted of murder by the 

High Court withdrew to France for a time: in 1823 Elliot himself had 

died. 
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It, was not until the 1830s that Rutland Square and Street was 
feued for buildings following its purchase by John Learmonth of Dean 
in 1025. He was a partner in a coach-making business whose premises 
were on the south side of Princes Street - and the last Lord Provost 
of the old Council before the Burgh Reform Act of 1833. He 
commissioned John Tait (c1787 - 1856) architect, who lived nearby in 
Maitland Street, to draw up revised plans - although Elliot's 
initial concept of a street and square were adhered to. tip until 
the early part of this century the square remained mostly 
residential but by the 1920s clubs, offices, and a hotel had made 
their encroachments: much of the property is now subdivided and 
several law firms have accommodation there, as well as the 
headquarters of the Royal Incorporation of Architects in Scotland 
and the Edinburgh Architectural Association. 

The garden is one of the smallest in the New Town - almost 
half the size of Saxe Coburg Place its closest equivalent. Formed in 
the late 1830s it was kept as an ornamental enclosure accessible 
only to the gardener employed by the committee. Rights and 
obligations to the garden had been stated in the feu charters for 
each house in the street and square: the feuers were made 
responsible for enclosing the ground with parapet and iron railing, 
for laying it out in an approved manner as pleasure ground, and for 
its perpetual upkeep: the cost to be based on the extent of the 
individual building plots "per foot in front". In return the feuers 
were given "...the exclusive privilege of using the same as 

ornamental pleasure ground". A simple design was adopted - 

consisting of an outer border of shrubs and trees (elm, plane, 
hawthorn and lime) with a grassed central area: most of its life it 
has been looked after by jobbing gardeners (from 1858-63 John Brown, 

Head Gardener of the West Princes Street gardens was responsible). 
Not until 1872 was a strong but plain iron railing with spiked heads 
erected - replacing a rather flimsier one which had ill survived the 
regular assaults from boys attending school at No.12 who were 
"...constantly standing on and jumping on the rails and damaging the 
grass in the square" (1871). This railing was removed in World War 
II (when six public air-raid shelters were erected in the garden), 

and afterwards one of shorter height similar to those surrounding 

Charlotte and St. Andrews Square gardens was added. 

In 1838 the garden committee on behalf of the proprietors took 

on the rental of an additional area of land in the rear corner of 

the square originally intended for stables and coach-houses (a 

notion wholly objectionable to the residents), and formed it into a 

shrubbery and bleaching green, with a pathway through to Atholl 

Crescent. In 1056 the proprietors bought the land but in 1929 the 

Town Council took possession (on payment of £100 in compensation) in 

order to form a roadway through (of dubious benefit). An experiment 

in 1884 to allow residents access to the garden (on payment of the 

price of a key) proved a disaster: it apparently led to great 

disorder, and damage and gave the square: "...a disreputable 

appearance". With all access once more banned the garden quickly 

recovered, and did not come under threat again until the upsurge of 

lawn tennis in the late 1870s. Then in response to pressure from 

proprietors the management committee permitted tennis and badminton 

play provided the games were regulated by a separate committee who 

undertook to preserve the grassed area and to limit access to 
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subscribing club members. This arrangement continued up until the 
Ist World War. In 1881 the rules were relaxed to allow children 
under seven years of age into the garden but only under strict 
control (an adult had to accompany them, no games were allowed, and 
the central area was reserved for the tennis club). Not until 1899 
was the garden made open to residents or tenants on payment of an 
additional subscription, but no dogs were allowed. The garden today 
remains an attractive space, well looked after, and maintained by the 
surrounding proprietors: two of the original trees survive - an elm 
and plane. 

Main source: of information: 

GHT Chartularies 4, p151 and 19, p106; 

Instrument of Sasine of John Learmonth (lot No.44) 
between him and James Paterson, 1 November 1836, 
recorded Scottish Records Office, 26th may 1837; 

Rutland Square Minute Books 1875 -1922; and 
1926 -41; 

Miscellaneous loose Minutes for 1850e and 1860s: 
in possession of Clerk to the Garden Committee. 

Saxe Coburg Place garden (0.60 acres, .24 ha) 

Saxe Coburg Place (named after Prince Leopold of Saxe Coburg 
who visited Edinburgh in 1819 for the official opening of Regent 
Bridge) was developed on ground which had formerly been part of the 
Stockbridge Mill lands: it had passed from the ownership of the 
Heriot Trust, to various farmers, and eventually to one James Rose, 
Depute Clerk of Session, who lived in almost rural seclusion with his 
family at Dean Bank House (an attractive 13th century dwelling which 
still stands at the north west end of Saxe Coburg Street). Sometime 
before his death in 1323 Rose had initiated plans for a residential 
development on a section of his ground lying between the Water of 
Leith on the west side, and the ancient Gabriele Road on the east. 
His chosen architect was James Milne (? -. 1844 ?), teacher of drawing, 
and author of a book published in 1812 on, "The elements of 
architecture ". Most of Milne's work seems to have been concentrated 
in this part of Edinburgh for he was not only consultant to Sir Henry 
Raeburn and his St Bernards scheme, but was also responsible for St 
Bernards church, as well as Lyndoch Place. 

Milne's layout was for a rectangular shaped square (Fig 8) 
with central enclosed garden, and stable accommodation sited behind 

the western end: the square was approached by one long street - 

Claremont Street (later re -named West Claremont Street). Feuing 
commenced in 1823 but was slow to get underway: early in the 1830s 

the plan was revised to make the western end crescent shaped - 

thereby providing a central roadway connection to a projected long 

terrace lying between what is now Glenogle Road and Inverleith 

Terrace (never realised: the land remained undeveloped until the 
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1860s when taken over by the Edinburgh Co-operative Building Company 
as a model housing scheme for the artisan classes). This end was 
never completed and the eastern portion was eventually sold to the 
Town Council as a site for a public bath (Glenogle baths - built 
1896: refer Fig 1). 

Although one of the smaller of the New Town gardens, Saxe 
Coburg Place gives the impression of greater size and importance by 
being raised 3' (1m) above street level (no doubt the result of soil 
and earth dumped from the foundations of the houses). The right to 
the ground as an ornamental pleasure garden was conferred in the feu 
charters of all the houses in the Place, the proprietors being made 
responsible for its enclosure, layout, and perpetual upkeep. While 
still retaining its residential character much of the property has 
since been subdivided, and in recent years a flat rate system of 
assessment has been adopted. Residents from neighbouring streets are 
allowed access on payment of an annual subscription. The north side 
of Saxe Coburg Place was not completed until the 1850s and the 
forming of the gardens seems to have been delayed until then: 
Johnston's Plan of Edinburgh 1851 shows for example, a bare 
enclosure, but by the time of the first ordinance survey map of 1853 
the ground had been planted with a border of trees (several of the 
original elm, lime, ash and sycamore still survive), an outer 
footpath formed, with a shrub bed at either end, and the remainder 
grassed. Later in 1882 a central shrubbery was added with connecting 
footpath. 

During the early years the garden was run on a fairly ad hoc 
basis - the first drafted regulations of 1859 for instance took four 
years to implement because of a lapse in meetings - these occuring 
as and when circumstance required rather than on any regular basis. 
Upkeep, has mostly been supplied by jobbing gardeners: in 1368 this 
responsibility fell to a Mr Thomson, gardener at Canon Mills bridge, 
who also had charge of the Royal Circus gardens - most likely he 
was also the Peter Thomson, first keeper of the East Princes Street 
gardens. When he resigned two years later he was replaced by Mr 
McCrosbie - the newly appointed head gardener of the Princes Street 
gardens. Their pay was £3.25p per annum. Since 1957 the Edinburgh 
Corporation Parks Department (Edinburgh District Council) has been 
under contract to cut and maintain the grass - a duty they carry out 
while looking after the area of public open space adjoining Glenogle 
Lane. 

But what singles this garden out as being of particular 

interest must surely be the extraordinary number and varieties of 

use to which it has been put during its lifetime, bearing in mind 

its limited size: handball, shuttlecock, bowling, foot racing, 

leaping, football, cricket, shinty, (rounders), pole vaulting, and 

lawn tennis (a court at either end) have all been played with relish 

and enthusiasm, and accepted with much tolerance and goodwill on 

the part of the committee and other residents. Although on 

occasions the more boisterous games were banned (particularly 

football and cricket), strict enforcement was rare. Such intensity 

of use did lead to damage, and when this occured the garden had to 

be closed to allow for re-seeding and recovery. Greater disarray 

was caused during the Second World War when the garden was largely 

broken up to form 12 vegetable plots: these remained under 

cultivation until 1945 after which the garden was restored by Dobbie 
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& Co. the nursery firm. The railings, however, remained intact, and 
have since been repaired. Some new tree and shrub planting has been 
undertaken in recent years, but the proposals by a landscape 
architect (Edward Hilliard) to redesign the garden and allow 
provision for a games lawn, sitting area, and play space gained 
insufficient support to develop further. 

Main sources of information: 

Saxe Coburg Place garden Minute Book 1863 -; held by the 
Secretary to the Garden Management Committee 

St Bernards Development, Stockb.LLIE.e. 

(Dean Terrace, St Bernards Crescent and the Raeburn Gardens) 

Until the early years of the 19th century, Stockbridge - 

situated to the north west of the New Town and beside the Water of 
Leith, was a rural hamlet sustained by its flour mills, tan pits and 
surrounded by farmland. There were two large houses in the 
locality - the oldest, Deanhaugh House set in 2 acres (.8 ha) of 
ground, and St Bernards - surrounded by an extensive garden of 10 

acres (4.0 ha), "..laid out in shrubbery, strawberry banks, kitchen 
garden, and grass grounds including a neat greenhouse, a fine 
mineral well and an elegant summerhouse decorated with paintings, 
prints, busts etc" (EEC, 13th February 1794). Fine orchards were 
situated in the vicinity of Danube Street, the kitchen garden and 
hot houses - close to where St Bernards Crescent now stands, and 
the approach from the Dean Road was along a fine avenue of stately 
elms: along the banks of the Water of Leith stood a handsome row of 
beech trees. 

The name most closely associated with the development of this 
whole area (Deanhaugh and St Bernards) is that of Sir Henry Raeburn 

- a successful portrait painter and son of a Stockbridge yarn 
boiler. After marriage to Ann Edgar - a widow whose previous husband 

John Leslie had bought Deanhaugh House in 1774, he removed there, 

but later the family rented St Bernards House from the widow of 
Walter Ross, WS, a rather eccentric gentleman - well known for his 

wit and humour and love of the fine arts: during his lifetime Ross 

had assiduously collected innumerable ancient carved stones 
(including the derelict old cross from the High Street) which he 

incorporated into his house, garden and summerhouse (known as Ross's 

folly). Cart loads of these stones were later removed to Sir Walter 

Scott's new mansion at Abbotsford (James Skene acting as go-between) 

and some were gifted as ornaments to the West Princes Street 

gardens (Section 2.6). On Mrs Ross's death in 1809, Raeburn 

purchased the property - which as a keen gardener, enthusiastic 

florist, and much given to hospitality must have suited him well. 

It is perhaps a little odd therefore that from about 1811 onwards 
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Raeburn began to consider proposals for the speculative development 
of his land even when allowing for his own amateur propensities for 
architecture and planning. The decision was probably linked with 
the distressing business failure of his one surviving son, Henry, in 
1808 which had also involved Raeburn and other family members: the 
feuing of St Bernards was a means of providing the son with a steady 
income, financial security, and a useful but not over-strenuous 
role in life. 

Feuing began first in Raeburn Place (1813), followed by Dean 
Street (1816) and then Ann Street. The distinctive feature of the 
first ground plan (Fig 7) were the three parallel streets (Ann, 
Charlotte and Elizabeth - the names of Raeburn's first three grand- 
daughters) with terrace housing on either side, each with front and 
rear gardens: no communal open space was included apart from the 
narrow wooded bank along the Water of Leith. James Milne probably 
acted as Raeburn's architect from the beginning (both were members 
of the Society of Arts for Scotland and served on its committee): he 

was certainly involved from the early 1820s and was responsible for 
revising the initial plan. This had received certain criticism in 

the press - particularly by one individual who considered "...the 
formal unbroken row of buildings not altogether suited to the 

situation" and who advised instead that a site so romantic, 
picturesque and well wooded was better adapted to detached villas 
or else ".. a crescent formed of 20 or 30 houses... with a 
shrubbery or an extensive garden in front" (The Edinburgh Observer or 
Town and Country Magazine, September 27th 1817). Such comments 

combined with the respected views of his good friend, the celebrated 

artist, David Wilkie - that the fine avenue of elms should be 

preserved by forming a double-sided crescent - appears to have 

convinced Raeburn that an alteration to the plan was well 

justified. The grand, massive and impressive St Bernards Crescent, 

with central garden and two connecting streets leading into Dean 

Terrace was consequently designed by Milne, and feued from 1824 

onwards (Fig 8) - shortly after Raeburn's death (the south west wing 

was not completed until the 1880o). Subsequent advertisements for 

the sale of property highlighted the special landscape qualities of 

the site, drawing attention to "..the fine old elm and beech trees, 

and young shrubbery interspersed through the grounds" providing ".. 

a novelty and beauty not to be met with elsewhere in this city", and 

for those in the crescent "..the privilege of walking in a beautiful 

shrubbery in front" (The Scotsman, 3rd February, 1827). 

Under Clause 7 of the Articles and Conditions of Feu 

(published in 1824 following the adoption of the new ground plan), 

the feuers rights and responsibilities to two areas of pleasure 

ground were clearly stated. In the first place - all the feuers 

were required to pay 10 guineas towards the cost of building the 

retaining walls, cribstone and iron railing along the south side of 

Dean Terrace: the necessary work to be undertaken by the Raeburn 

family, who also, at their own expense agreed to plant the bank with 

trees and shrubs (this strip also contained the row of beech 

trees). Thereafter, it was to be kept as pleasure ground, the Dean 

Terrace feuers having a common right to the property and responsible 

for its upkeep. In the second instance all the feuers in St 

Bernards Crescent were given "...a common right of property in the 

large elm trees and pleasure ground in front of said crescents", 

each paying a proportion towards the cost of enclosing, laying out, 
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as well as for its perpetual upkeep. It was further specified that 
the railings enclosing both areas were to be of the same pattern as 
those used in West Aeriot Row (refer Fig 144): these still survive 
along Dean Terrace. 

Dean Bank - apposite Dean Terrace 

Although too narrow and steep for laying out into walks or 
terraces the bank has formed an important visual amenity. No 
records exist to show that the land has ever been regularly 
maintained by the Dean Terrace proprietors - the majority today 
being unaware of their rights or responsibilities. It remains a 
thickly wooded bank, containing many elms, and self-sown seedlings - 
a neglected but still attractive strip whose progressive decay will 
eventually force it to the attention of someone. 

St Bernards Crescent Garden (0.5 acres, .20 ha) 

No Minute books survive to tell us of the subsequent history 
of this small garden: already stocked with mature trees probably 
little was done initially apart from enclosing, levelling and grass 
seeding the ground. New tree planting - particularly of ash and elm 
appears to have been carried out in the 1880s when some of the old 
elms were removed, and further trees have been added round the 
borders during the present century - consisting mostly of lime, 
sycamore, and whitebeam. The last of the Raeburn stately elms was 
felled in 1980 having fallen victim to the Dutch Elm disease. In 

the early days several legal and military gentlemen had residences in 
the Crescent (the Raeburn family lived at No.19 - after St Bernards 
House was demolished in 1826) but much of this property has since 
been subdivided. About 60 proprietors now contribute to the upkeep 
of the garden - on a flat rate basis: it is run on informal lines, 
with a small committee who engage a jobbing gardener to cut the grass 

during the summer months. Over the winter the residents watch the 
space themselves - periodically removing litter and wind blown 
paper. During the Second World War the railings were removed, and 
the ground used for public air raid shelters: afterwards chain linked 
fencing was erected but this was replaced in 1968 by a plainly 
designed but durable iron railing - the result of a determined effort 
by one resident who successfully raised the substantial sum required 

by persuading other proprietors to contribute. 

The Raeburn Garden 

Early plans (for example, Kay's map of 1836) showed a 

triangular area of shrubbery at the north western end of Ann Street, 

but this was never made over to the feuers. In 1852 it came into 

the possession of the Caledonian Insurance Company (Raeburn had once 

been one of their directors), but it was never regularly looked 
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after. Gradually over the years some of the Ann Street residents 
began to take care of the ground which contained trees, shrubs, 
bulbs and woodland flowers, in semi-wild surroundings: in 1973 after 
being approached by the Ann Street Society the Insurance Company 
gifted the gardens to them and it has since been further protected 
by a tree preservation order. 

Main sources of information 

St Bernards Articles and Conditions of Feu 1824 (En) 

Feu Charters 

Historical memorials and reminiscences of Stockbridge, 
the Dean, and Water of Leith, Cumberland Hill 1887 
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AWAY DEVELOPMENT: 

Moray Bank, Moray Place, 
Ainslie and Randolph Crescent Gardens 

?art of the lands of Drumsheugh or Meldrumsheugh to the west of 
the first and second New Town. Developed by Francis, 10th Earl of 
Moray (1771-1848) from 1822 onwards to a plan by the architect James 
Gillespie (later Gillespie Graham) (refer Figs 7 & 8). The family 
had previously lived at Drumsheugh House (demolished 1822) and their 
new town house was 28 Moray Place. A strip of ground opposite Douane 
Terrace (originally part of lands of Stockbridge) was bought in 1823 

by the Earl from the deceased estate of R. Raeburn - (father of Henry 
Raeburn, the portrait painter) and added to the Bank garden. All the 

ground was cleared before building commenced (much to the regret of 
Henry Cockburn) apart from the ancient rookery in Randolph Crescent 
and the trees on the steep bank down to the Water of Leith. The 
layout initially contained three pleasure gardens - Moray Place, 
Ainslie Place and the Moray Bank gardens: Randolph Crescent remained 
in the possession of the Moray family who had ideas of building a 
church or chapel in the central space. The 1822 feuing conditions 
only relate therefore to the first three gardens mentioned: these 
briefly were as follows: 

1. The Bank Gardens : all the feuers of whole 

houses had a common right to these grounds on 

payment of a share towards the cost of forming 

the gardens, together with an annual contribution 
towards their upkeep. Owners of property 
abutting the ground were not allowed to erect 
any buildings on it nor to build a boundary wall 

higher than 3 (92cms). In practice those 
houses adjoining the Bank Gardens pay a separate 

assessment (on the basis of rateable value) and 

make the most use of them. 

') 4. .19saAaqAinslie Place Gardens : all the 

feuers of whole houses were obliged to enclose 

the two garden areas with parapet and retaining 

walls and iron railings a suitable and 

handsome manner" according to drawings made out 

by James Gillespie ("...which shall not be more 

expensive than those adopted in Royal Circus"); 

and to form them into shrubberies and walks as 

shown on the ground plan. They were made 

responsible for their perpetual upkeep. 

3. Flats: proprietors of flats were excluded from 

the gardens unless they had permission from the 

Earl "..and his foresaids": the right was then 

only extended if they contributed towards the 

original expense incurred, together with the 

annual due. Flat dwellers are now accepted as 

subscribers but outwith any legal sanctions. 
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Moray Bank Garden (5.2 acres, 2.0 ha) 

Shortly after being formed in 1825 an extensive and serious 
slipping of the bank occured caused by the addition of large 
quantities of earth heaped on the upper reaches to raise up and form 
the gardens; and aided by the slope and substructure of the bank 
(resting on a strata of slatey clay rock or shale). Considerable 
damage was caused, and many of the old trees lost. The banks were 
remodelled at great expense and retaining walls and arches built at 
the top behind Moray and Ainslie Place. A further slippage occured 
in 1837 and the gardens closed for three years while remedial work 
was undertaken by Lord Moray's agents. This involved: further 
remodelling of the bank; restoration of the walks; the removal of 
some of the older trees; and the construction of arches, piers, and 
parapets further westwards from Moray Place, to a design by James 
Jardine, engineer. James McNab advised on tree removal and pruning 
in the 1860s. The layout has changed little since the 1840s and 
consists of a woodland park, traversed from north to south by a 
series of winding footpaths: and containing a mixed species of trees 
- mainly sycamore, elm, ash, lime, birch, beech, hawthorn, and 
holly; together with some ornamental trees, shrubs, and hedges. 

Moray Place Gardens (3.6 acres, 1.44 ha) 

The layout is based on the one shown in Gillespie Graham's 
plan, i.e. a large circular garden, with a broad outer border of 
shrubs and trees, outer footpath, four gated entrances with 
connecting footpaths to a tree and shrub planted central plot, the 
space in between grass planted. In 1832 James Hope, WS, 31 Moray 
Place (son of Dr Hope, Professor of Botany) commissioned Robert 
Brown, architect, to draw up plans to improve the gardens (to 
provide a level and shaded walk, a greater area of level play space, 
extended flower borders, and by adding mounds and shapes for 
evergreens to add to "..the picturesque effect") but the plans came 
to naught. During the 1860s and 1370s James. McNab advised on 
considerable tree and shrub pruning and removal but the feuers 
resisted any widespread changes. At this time work was done to make 
the lawns more level which proved of benefit when tennis was 
introduced in the 1830s. The main varieties of trees consist of 
thorn (including one known as Queen Mary's Thorn), elm, lime, 
sycamore, birch, ash with some ornamental hedges and shrubs. 

Ainslie Place Garden (0.9 acres, .36 ha) 

A small oval shaped garden following the same layout as shown 
on the ground plan, having an outer border of shrubs and trees, an 
encircling footpath, and an east to west footpath linked to a 
central planted area (a north to south footpath was added later). 
The majority of tree3 (about 45 altogether) consist of elm, hawthorn 
and sycamore. In the late 1860s extensive tree thinning and removal 
was undertaken on the recommendation. of James MoNab which aroused 
much hostility, many of the feuers complaining of the bare and 
"desert" like appearance of the gardens. New trees were 
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subsequently added. In the 1970s new drains were laid and the area 
re-grassed. 

Randolph Crescent Garden (0.9 acres, 1.36 ha) 

Said to be on the site of an old plague pit and latterly the 
rookery attached to Drumsheugh Bouse, it remained in the possession 
of the Moray Estate until 1866 when it was purchased by the Randolph 
Crescent feuers as ornamental pleasure ground for f200. A small 
enclosed semi-circular raised garden it is simply laid out and 
contains about 63 trees, mainly of elm, lime, hawthorn, sycamore, 
birch and cherry. The Randolph Crescent feuers are separately 
assessed for its upkeep but the garden's maintenance is included as 

part of the Moray Gardens. In 1958 the Corporation had proposals to 
remove the garden and replace it with a roundabout in order to 
improve local traffic flow but after much local opposition the plans 
were rejected following a public enquiry. 

Main sources of information: 

Articles of Roup, 7th August 1822 

Bank Garden, Lord Moray Minute Book No.2 1837-45 
tt tf " No.3 1845-57 

Front Garden and 
Bank Garden Minute Book 

Minute Book, Lord Moray's feuers 

tT 

If V V 

it If I? 

II V 

No.4 1857-71 

1871-1881 
1881-1892 
1892-1907 
1907-1925 
1944-1953 

Ail Minute Books held by the Clerk to the Garden 

Committee. 
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CALTON HILL DEVELOPMENT: 

London Road/Royal Terrace gardens, 
Hillside Crescent, Regent gardens & Regent Terrace gardens 

Originally part of the ancient Barony of Restalrig this land 
came eventually into the ownership of the Heriot Trust, Trinity 
Hospital, and certain other indlviduals. Proposals to build a new 
town between Edinburgh and Leith stretching from Calton Hill in a 
triangular shape along the eastern side of Leith Walk began to 
mature once access from the south had been opened up by the 
construction of Regent Bridge (completed in 1819). A joint 
committee for feuing the grounds had been formed as early as 1811 
and in response to a widely advertised competition 35 designs were 
submitted by the closing date of January 1813. Several eminent 
architects helped to asses the entries - including Robert Reid, 
William Burn, John Paterson and John Baxter junior: other people of 
"taste" were also consulted - such as Sir John Hay (banker), Baron 
James Clerk, and the wealthy and influential Gilbert Innes of Stow, 
Deputy Governor of the Royal Bank of Scotland. Three plans were 
placed equal first and shared the 300 guinea prize: one by William 
Reid of Glasgow; one by Alexander Nasmyth - the portrait and 
landscape painter: and one by Richard Crichton. James Milne and Mr 
Bell of Edinburgh were awarded the second prize of 100 guineas. 
None of the plans however, were thought good enough for adoption, 
and the printing and circulation of an incomplete report by the 
deceased William Stark (one of the architectural assessors) in 1814 
was to have significant bearing on the land's subsequent 
development. Stark had been not only an outstanding architect but 
one well versed in 18th century picturesque landscape theory, and his 
concern that the site's natural features, contours and existing 
foliage should not be compromised to any artificially regulated plan 
caused him to seriously question the appropriateness of the majority 
of designs submitted. He was particularly concerned that the upper 
reaches of Calton Hill should be reserved as ornamental ground, laid 
out in public walks and shrubbery. His views were to have an 
important effect on his former pupil - William Playfair, who in 1818 
was employed to advise on the levels of a new road (London Road) to 

be built between Leith Walk and Easter Road, and subsequently with 
the layout for the whole area. 

Playfair's two reports of 1819 and plan (Fig 5) convincingly 
re-affirmed Stark's principals of harmonising the new building 
development with the site's natural fine features. In particular 
two main portions of open space were to be created - one along the 
London Road (subsequently evolving into Hillside Crescent, and the 

Royal Terrace gardens), and another, more considerable area, to the 

rear of the long terraces bordering Calton Hill. These latter 
"magnificent gardens" were to act as "..the mainspring by which the 
whole may be set in motion" - a means of encouraging wealthy and 
fashionable families away from the rival charms of Moray and Ainslie 
Place at the western end of the New Town. Playfair's plan, with a 

few minor modifications, was approved and published in December 
1319 when he himself was appointed architect for the project. In 

1820 the first stances were advertised for sale in Royal Terrace, 
followed by ones in Carlton and Regent Terrace: but demand for new 

housing was already on the wane and feuing became slow and 

protracted: several houses in Royal Terrace were not completed until 
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the 1850s and 1860s. Hillside Crescent took even longer: the western 
portion owned by the Allan family was feued in the 1820s but the 
greater part - owned by the George Heriot Trust - not until the 
1880s, 1890s. All this was to have consequences for the way the 
pleasure gardens developed. Most of Playfair's grand plan was never 
realised, but the part that was (all Heriot Trust land apart from 
Allan's small section) constituted the most important ares. 

London Road/Royal Terrace Gardens (10.8 acres, 4.32 ha) 

The Articles of Roup and the individual feu charters for Royal 
Terrace gave a servitude over the ground fronting the terrace and 
extending to the London Road - protecting it from any building 
development: but no rights or obligations were place on the feuers 
for making it into an ornamental pleasure garden. Several quarries 
existed in this area and in 1824 Messrs Henderson and Currer were 
given rights to quarry stone for £180 rental per annum - a useful 
source for all the new construction work then underway in the 
locality. But within two years the new feuers in Royal Terrace were 
lodging complaints with the Heriot Trust on account of the associated 
danger and loss of amenity. With cheap labour to hand the Trust 
decided this was an appropriate time to have the quarries filled in, 
and in 1826 the Committee for the Relief of Distressed Manufacturers 
offered to carry out the work for g100 using "..the earth now lying 
around". Two years later the feuers together with Mr Allan of 

Hillside made further complaints - requesting that the ground be 

properly enclosed and laid out into ornamental gardens as shown on 

the ground plan. The Trust acquiesced and in 1331 the necessary work 

was completed ín consultation with William Playfair: he staked out 

the required walks and made provision for a footpath especially 
requested by the exiled ex-King of France, Charles X, then resident 

in Holyrood Palace. Thereafter the Trust, having paid for the 

greater part of this work (Allan had contributed a third towards 

costs) they resolved to recoup some of the outlay by letting the 

ground for nursery or garden purposes - the tenant to be responsible 

for upkeep, and to have the right to issue keys to anyone in the 

neighbourhood wishing access on payment of a small charge. To make 

it a more attractive proposition the Trust agreed to add a small 

cottage to the western end, and this was built in 1836. 

The first tenant was John Niven (lately gardener at Dunnikeir) 

who took a ten year lease in 1838 at 15 guineas per annum: the Trust 

also erected a greenhouse for his benefit. He proved however, an 

unsatisfactory tenant, neglecting the grounds, allowing his horse to 

be pastured there, failing to lock the gates at night,and allowing 

children to run wild: and was replaced in 1841 by James Turner - the 

former gardener at Hriot's Hospital. To exert firmer control, the 

Trust drew up a list of rules and regulations for the guidance of 

the tenant and keyholders (payment of one guinea per year "..shall 

entitle any respectable family residing in the neighbourhood to use a 

key and the privilege of walking in the grounds"). The tenant on the 

otherhand was sternly warned that no horses, cattle, or sheep or 

other animal were to be brought within the ground "on any pretence". 

Turner's lease continued until 1859 by which time the ground had once 

more slipped back way. Some tree thinning by the Trust had, however, 

been carried out in 1843, and 1852, and later in the 1860s - under 

the advice of James McNab. 
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The next tenant, was George Wood (gardener, Catherine's Lodge, 
Inveresk), who held a lease from 1859-71. In 1859 the Royal Terrace 
proprietors approached the Trust about the possibility of erecting a 
parpet and rail along the Terrace in place of the wooden fencing: 
they agreed to contribute 2500 towards the cost and a new railing, 
designed by John Chesser, Superintendent of Works, was placed there 
in 1860: their petition for a bowling green was however, refused. 
Further signs of deterioration (the tenant was allowing certain 
families in Windsor Street, Leopold Place and Blenheim Place to dry 
and bleach their clothes in one part) caused the Trust to consider 
letting the ground for sheep pasturage: knowledge of this threat 
may hava prompted several of the Royal Terrace feuers to consider 
purchasine the grounds when they were re-advertised for letting in 
1871. The Trust decided against such a proposition and instead re- 
let the grounds to another tenant. 

In 1891 the Town Council (then engaged in forming a public 
footpath along the south side of London Road) requested that a cope 
and iron railing be erected by the Trust along the length of their 
ground, and that consideration be given to the acquisition by the 
town of the Royal Terrace gardens for public use. The Trust agreed 
to carry out the necessary work, and to offer the gardens on a long 
term lease to the city (for 25 years from 1893 at 7,40 per annum). 
Fearing a loss in amenity the Royal Terrace and Carlton Terrace 
feuers also petitioned for a leasel but their anxieties were allayed 
by the protective conditions added to the Town's lease: the whole 
grounds were to be maintained in good condition, to be used solely as 
ornamental pleasure gardens, the lime tree walk along London Road was 
to be preserved (Fig 11b), the gates along. Royal and Carlton Terrace 
were to be restricted to keyholders in the two terraces; a park- 
keeper was to reside in the cottage, and the grounds were to be 
generally run under the same rules as those operating in the East and 
West Princes Street gardens. 

The Town has continued to lease the ground ever since (due for 

renewal in 1988), and in 1955 acquired a small portion at the 
eastern corner for a public convenience. In 1974 a public outcry 
was sparked off by the Parks Department's move to form a small 
private car park - finally over-ruled by the Secretary of State. 
Stripped of the boundary rails during the Second World War - this 

has encouraged the indiscriminate use of the gardens for short- 
cutting and rougher use although the standard of upkeep is probably 
higher than at any other period. The lower lime tree avenue still 

remains an attractive feature, as well as the winding footpaths 
traversing the banks, and the outlines of the old quarries. 

Hillside Crescent Gardens (1.80 acres, .72 ha) 

A crescent shaped garden which never adopted the rather 

formalised layout (with ornamental figures) as envisaged by Playfair 

(Figs 5 & 8). It is now best known for its several handsome horse 

chestnuts, as well as elm and lime trees (Fig 11). Although 

intended as an ornamental pleasure ground for the use of the 

surrounding residents - who were required by the 1821 Articles of 

Roup to enclose it in a "suitable and handsome manner with parapet 

wall and iron railings" these clauses were never written into any of 
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tne individual feu charters. To further complicate matters about 
one-third of the Crescent and garden area was owned by the Allan 
family and the rest by the George Heriot Trust - the latter not 
feuing their portion until the 1330s and 1890s. It was not a 
propitious beginning but with neighbouring open space already being 
improved, and in the hope of stimulating feuing the Trust took the 
initiative in 1836 and engaged first James Crofs followed by Charles 
1cCaul (he contracted for the Hope Crescent gardens) to level the 
ground; Eagle & Henderson the nursery firm, were then employed to 
carry out the planting. For a brief period it was cared for by the 
tenant of the Royal Terrace/London Road gardens opposite but by the 
1860s it had become neglected, overgrown and misused. Some remedial 
work was carried out by the Trust who then considered letting it out 
for sheep grazing. As the century wore on it fell into further 
disarray. Meantime, the Allan Trustees had assigned their rights 
and obligations in the gardens to their feuers, a move which 
prompted the Trust to investigate the possibility of leasing their 
portion to the city. In 1896 the Trust employed Methven and Sons to 
put the gardens into good order, and offered it to the Town Council 
at 10/- (50p) rent a year - on similar terms to the lease held by 
the Council for the Royal Terrace gardens which had been negotiated 
in 1893. This move came to naught: likewise a similar one in 1936. 
Finally as a result of increasing deterioration and complaints by 
the public, and after the feuers had failed to carry out an order to 

put the grounds into good condition they were taken over by the Town 
Council in 1952 as an ornamental pleasure garden for the benefit of 
the city. 

Regent Gardens, (11.70 acres, 4.6 ha) 

Although the only reference made in the Articles of soup and 
feu charters to the space between Royal, Carlton and Regent Terrace, 
and the public walks on Calton Hill related to a servitude whereby 
no building was to be allowed except as shown on the ground plan 
(slightly over one acre (0.4 ha)) had been reserved on the western 
boundary (refer Fig 4) as a site for a public building or church) 
its destiny as "magnificent gardens" had been assured by Playfair's 
design. For many years previously it had been used for cow 
pasturage. Just over one-third the size of West Princes Street it 

became the second largest pleasure garden within the New Town, and 
is now the biggest of all the ones still in private ownership. 

Regent Gardens were formed between 1830 and 1832 after the 

feuers of the three terraces had successfully negotiated a feu 
charter for the land with the Heriot Trust. This was granted in 

1829 after various meetings between the two sides had taken place - 

and rather as in the case of Drummond Place several of the builders 
took an active role in promoting the gardens: one in particular - 

William Henry was an energetic Chairman of the Garden Committee for 

many years. Various conditions were stated in the Charter - the 

ground was restricted for use only as pleasure gardens, no buildings 

were allowed apart from those necessary for a garden, rights of 

access and responsibility for upkeep were vested solely in the owner 

of individual stances who had to abide by the rules and 

regulations drawn up by the majority (meetings of feuers could be 

held anytime provided 10 days notice was allowed, and due 
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advertisement given in any two Edinburgh newspapers). An annual feu 
duty of £93 was payable to the Trust, and the stipulation made that 
the maximum annual assessment for upkeep was not to exceed £10 per 
stance. 

Prior to the gardens being formed the feuers appointed a 
special committee who were authorised to "..make an arrangement with 
any nurseryman for laying out and planting the ground", with the 
further recommendation that they "...should take the advantage of 
the advice of Dr Graham and Mr Patrick Neill who have already very 
kindly given, and still offered to give their assistance". Was 
this in connection with the already planted bank fronting Regent 
Terrace, or with preliminary discussion about the Regent gardens? 
This we do not know, but both men were in a good position to offer 
practical experience and sound knowledge: Dr Robert Graham had 
already master-minded the setting up of two botanic gardens - in 
Glasgow and Edinburgh (shortly after being appointed Regius 
Professor of Botany and Keeper of the Edinburgh Royal Botanic Garden 
in 1820, Graham became involved in the transference of the garden 
from Leith Walk to Inverleith) as well as being a Commissioner of 
the Queen Street central gardens: while Neill had recently worked 
unsparingly to create the East Princes Street gardens. The Garden 
Minutes do go on to state that Neill was responsible for drawing up 
a detailed planting list, that plants were supplied by a local 
nurseryman - Alex Wright, 1 Greenside Place (with nurseries in 
Pilrig Street), and that the work was undertaken by Edwin Neilson, 
the gardener appointed in December 1831 at 10/- (50p) a week, 
together with help from assistants. By May 1832 over M,lO0 had 
been spent on the gardens, with a projected further outlay of £400. 

Few changes have occured to the gardens structure since it was 
first laid out the design consists of an upland lawn planted with 
specimen trees in an early and uncluttered gardenesque style 
strongly reminscent of the late Repton. It has many of the 
attributes of a scaled-down country gentleman's seat, a miniature 
improved park of a kind then much in vogue in the lowlands. The 
lawn is traversed along the contours by a number of footpaths 
leading to a mount footpath at the top of a ha-ha (formed in two 
portions and connected by a rustic bridge erected in 1842). This 
was thrown up with spoil from the basement excavations of the houses 
and to screen a high shone perimeter wall (lined originally with 
horse chestnuts - the lime trees being added later) with the public 
ground of the hill: an idea which may well have been suggested by 

Playfair. Flanking the lawn are hedged walks, with steep wooded 
slopes beyond, so that the building mass is set picturesquely after 
the manner approved by Gilpin with a broad canopy of large trees. 
The main varieties of trees grown are elm, sycamore, lime, horse 

chestnut, and ash. 

Advice on the condition of the trees and planting has been 

sought periodically from nursery firmst staff at the Royal Botanic 

Garden and from landscape consultants. A 15' (4.57m) well was 

formed close to the centre in 1832, and in 1882-83 two tennis courts 

were levelled and marked out at the foot of the slope on the north 

west side. Before then the grass had been cut by scythe but the 

advent of tennis prompted the purchase of a lawn mower. In 1889 a 

brick dust tennis court was made close to the tool house. Summer 

tournaments - both of tennis and putting became a highlight of the 
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summer months during the latter years of the Jest century (Fig 19fl, 
and the early years of the present one. Other entertainments have 
included military bands (from 1838-43) and the celebration of Queen 
Victoria's birthday with a firework display. Fund-raisins garden 
fetes are now held from time to time (Fig 20t b,c, and d), and have 
proved very successful and popular, allowing the general public an 
opportunity to visit the gardens. 

In 1970 it became necessary to obtain a private Act of 
Parliament in order to increase the maximum permitted assessment from 
£10 to £20, with powers to increase further on consent of three- 
quarters of the individual stance holders. Much of the property is 
now subdivided, with no rights to the gardens although access is 

usually granted to flat owners or others living locally on payment of 
an annual due. 

Regent Terrace Gardens acres, .52 ha) 

This is a narrow wooded strip containing about 140 open grown 
hardwood trees - mainly elm, sycamore, ash, horse chestnut, lime and 
labernum, and with 60 or so mixed ornamental trees and shrubs - 

holly, yew, rhodedendrons and some hedging. All the feu charters 
for Regent and Carlton Terrace (first named Place) referred to the 

feuers' obligations to enclose the strip of ground fronting Regent 
Terrace and to the eastern side of Carlton Place at joint expense, 

and according to drawings and directions given by W.H. Playfair; 

they were also to be responsible for its upkeep and to have the sole 
use of the space as ornamental pleasure ground. In practice the 
ground has been tended by the same gardening staff employed by 

Regent Gardens, but they are separately assessed and have their own 
small committee. The standard of care is somewhat scant. 

Main sources of information: 

Minutes of Meetings of the Joint Committee of 

George Heriot's Hospital, the Trinity Hospital, 
and others representing the feuing of the lands 

called Quarryholes 1811-1822: City Archives. 

Minutes of George Heriot Trust, Articles of Roup, 

Feu charters of the houses and for Regent gardens 

3 Minute books of the general meetings of feuers of 

Regent, Carlton and Royal Terrace 1825-41; 1842-57; 1876-1922 

3 Garden Management books 1392-1912; 1912-35; 

1936-50: all held by the Clerk to the Garden Committee 
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LATER VICTORIAN DEVELOPMENTS 

Robert Matheson's Gronvenor/Landsdowne Crescent Gardens (1.20 acres,.48ha) 

Part of a square shaped area of land lying to the west of 
Palmerston Place, extending to some nine acres (3.6 ha) and purchased 
by Robert iiatheson, architect, from the Heriot Trust in 1863. He 
was responsible for the ground plan with its central street 
(Grosvenor Street) leading into a double-sided crescent with oval 
shaped garden. Wester Coates House (demolished in 1869) had stood 
close to the centre of the garden and some of the fine mature trees 
attached to the house were preserved and incoporated into the 
enclosure. The two crescents were completed by the early years of 
the 1870s - Grosvenor Crescent being more ornate and Victorian in 
character, and Landsdowne rather plainer in detail: these were 
substantial family houses affording comfortable residences for the 
prosperous, well-to-do business and professional classes: some 
flatted accommodation was also provided at, the ends and corners. A 
lot of property is now subdivided. 

All the proprietors in the two crescents were obliged in terms 
of their feu charters "..to maintain the garden ground in good order 
in all time coming", the necessary money to be raised according to 
the extent of their property (the foot frontage principle): in recent 
years this has been replaced by a flat rate system of assessment. 
The garden dates from 1870, and was most likely laid out by the 
nursery firm of Downie and Laird, Frederick Street, who were 
responsible for supplying a large quantity of trees and shrubs during 
the following year - many of which still survive. These were planted 
around the outside border with a shrubbery at the east and west ends 
to reduce the discomforts of cross winds: a large oval shaped lawn 
was formed on the east side, with a smaller raised one on the west, 

and the central area grassed and tree planted (some of the older 

trees stood in this part): the various sections linked by looping 
pathways. In 1882 on the advice of Mr Macleod, Superintendent of 
City Parks, two large old beech trees were removed, and 20 new trees 
planted to sradually replace the other older specimens. 

The garden's history has been mostly uneventful and management 

problems sufficiently rare for it to have happily functioned without 

any set regulations until 1903 - and then only prompted by an irate 

gardener exasperated by the boisterous and uncontrollable antics of 

children and dogs (the latter have theoretically always been banned 

from entry). Various methods of upkeep have been tried - including 

sobbing gardeners, contracts with nursery firms, and from 1950 the 

shared use of the gardener attached to the neighbouring Eglinton/ 

Glencairn Crescent gardens - a successful practice which lasted 14 

years. During the Second World War the railings were removed, and 

the space occupied by public air raid shelters: the garden was not 

restored until 1948 when a chain link fence (now in a deteriorating 

state) was also erected and paid for by a special assessment. Early 

in the 19703 the extensive programme of tree and shrub planting was 

initiatied under the guidance of a landscape consultant: by then some 

of the outer edges particularly on the south side had become patchy 

and sparse. Tennis was introduced into the garden in the 1890s and 

was played up until the early years of the present century. 
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Main sources of information: 

GHT Chartulary 41, pp206-214: disposition of land in favour 
of Robert Matheson, architect 

Grosvenor/Landsdowne Crescent Garden Minute book 1870-1963: 
in possession of the Clerk to the Management Committee 

Heriot Trust lands at Wester Coates 

(Magdala Crescent gardens, Eglinton/Glencairn Crescent gardens, 
and Douglas Crescent gardens) 

Closely following Matheson's Grosvenor/Landsdowne Crescent 
scheme the Heriot Trust began to draw up proposals for feuing their 
remaining land at Coates: the central portion had already been sold 
for the building of Donaldson's School: the land further westwards 
was scheduled for villa development, leaving the eastern wedge 
between the school and the Water of Leith to be laid out in a style 
complimentary to the surrounding streets. John Chesser (1320-1892), 
Superintendent of Works to the Trust from 1858-89, was responsible 
for the ground plan and elevations and after various revisions his 
layout came to include - one double crescent (Eglinton/Glencairn) and 
two single crescents (Magdala and Douglas), each of which faced onto 
private pleasure gardens. Chesser was to have a strong influence on 
the Victorian additions to the western end of the New Town for he was 
also employed as architect to the Learrnonth family and designed for 
them Buckingham Terrace, 3eigrave Crescent and Place, as well as 
revising earlier plans for Lennox Street and Eton Terrace. 

Magdala nLaitElti2 (1 acre, 0.4 ha) 

Magdala Crescent was the earliest part to be feued - in 1869, 

and by 1874 the 24 houses, each with small front gardens were 
complete. Dy the terms of the feu charter. each proprietor was bound 

to enclose the strip of land opposite the Crescent, to plant and 

maintain it "in all time coming", in return for which they were 
granted a common right to the ground "..so far as it may be capable 
of being used for walking thereon". The garden was formed in 1874 by 

Downie and Laird the nursery firm to a simple design of grass, trees, 
and shrubs: no footpaths were made but the northern end was levelled 

for use as a croquet or tennis lawn, or for childrens' play. Along 

the whole of the western side runs the high stone boundary wall of 

Donaldson's Hospital providing shelter and additional opportunities 
for growing climbing plants - ivy, roses and virginia creeper. The 

row of lime trees skirting the Crescent were planted later in 1887: 

other trees include sycamores, .hawthorn, horse chestnut, and cherry, 

together with various ornamental shrubs. Attempts to cultivate 

herbaceous flower plots did not succeed for very long. 

The garden is essentially a decorative strip, with moderate use 

by children and dog walkers (two sandpits are provided for the 
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letters benefit). It is run on fairly informal lines (small 
committee plus hardworking, unpaid secretary and jobbing gardener) 
with an annual flat rate assessment being levied on all proprietors: 
special outlays - for example the iron railings erected in 1963 in 
place of the rather inferior ones put up after World War II were met 
by a special assessment. 

Main sources of information 

Magdala Crescent Garden Minute books: 1874-1911; 1912-39; 
1948- : held by the secretary to the Garden Committee 

Egli/1ton and Glencairn Crescent Gardens (1.9 acres, .76 ha) 

The ground making up this double crescent was put up for sale 
in 1872, and nearly half the plots were bought by a local builder - 
James Steel - who was also responsible for much of the building in 
Douglas Crescent, as well as 3elgrave Crescent and Belgrave Place - 
on the Learmonth's lands further to the south. Building continued 
until the early 1880s - each side being different from the other: 
Glencairn Crescent contained smaller three-storied houses while 
Eglinton had wider frontages, and an extra storey, and consequently 
appeared rather more heavy and bulky in style. 

It was stated in the feu charters that the pleasure ground in 

the front of the houses in the two crescents was to form "..a pro 
indiviso inseparable part and pertinent of each of the separate 
stances", the feuere or proprietors to be responsible for the cost of 
enclosing and laying out the ground "..in a suitable and handsome 
manner" and thereafter to he responsible for its upkeep. They were 
to have the sole right to the ground subject to such regulations 
agreed to by a majority following a general meeting (called by any 

two proprietors, prior notice being given at least three days 

beforehand by notice in any two Edinburgh newspapers, or by handbill 

delivered to each house). All matters concerning the garden could be 

decided at such a meeting, together with the necessary assessment 

for maintenance, based. on the size of the property (foot frontage) 

and not to exceed 22 annually. 

The garden dates from 1885: it Is not known who was responsible 

for the design but John Chesser's suggested layout featuring one 

large central croquet lawn, surrounded by trees and shrubs was not 

adopted. The first plan was, however, very simple, consisting of a 

border of trees and shrubs around the outer border, the rest grassed 

with a shrub bed at the centre and at either. side. By the end of the 

1890s a rather more elaborate design had been incorporated - not 

dissimilar to Grosevenor/Landsdown Crescent - having an outer 

pathway, with two other curving pathways which met at the centre and 

enclosing two distinct areas of lawn: one on the western side 

reserved as a tennis green, and the eastern one for croquet: the 

latter also doubled up as a putting green (in 1931) and for tennis 

quoits. Two shrub beds were formed opposite the central gateway in 

Eglinton Crescent (closed up in 1921 to provide a more sheltered 

seating area). In recent years a small toddlers' play area has been 

added to the eastern end. 
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Few management problems have arisen over the years and 
professional advice has been readily taken when required. In 1934 
for example, the garden benefitted from the sound experience of 
Robert Scarlett, a nurseryman from Musselburgh, who was critical of 
the "..decidedly unattractive condition" of the grounds: he pointed 
out that most of the large trees had become overgrown, many of the 
shrubs beneath - straggly, the lawns neglected, and the paths rough. 
Extensive pruning followed together with additional planting of 
evergreens and shrubs selected from a list prepared by one of the 
staff at the Royal Botanic Garden. The committee has always been 
concerned to create a well-sheltered garden and the outer borders are 
noticeably more thickly planted than in the neighbouring Grosvenor/ 
Landsdowne Crescent gardens. They were however, spared the upheavals 
of having to accommodate public air raid shelters during World War II 
and although the railings were removed - new ones were added soon 
afterwards (in 1948), the substantial cost being met by voluntary 
contributions. 

The garden still caters for a mainly residential population - 
many of them now flat dwellers. Some anxiety and frustration has 
arisen due to the original condition which imposed a r2 upper limit 
on each individual assessment: this figure was reached by 1925 but 
any crisis was averted by the fortuitous increase in income arising 
from the growing number of proprietors as property became subdivided 
(all charged the full assessment on a flat rate basis). By 'I949, 

however, the E2 proved wholly inadequate to meet the considerable 
cost of refurbishing the gardens after the war years, and the system 
was then adopted, and continued ever since, of asking each proprietor 
for an additional 'voluntary, contribution over and above the E2. 
This works reasonably well but is dependent on the goodwill and 
cooperation of the proprietors. A small number of subscribers from 
neighbouring streets also make use of the gardens. 

Main sources of inform tion: 

Articles of Roup, dated 21st May 1872, GHT Archives 

Minute book, Eglinton and Glencairn Crescent garden, 
1916-65: held by the Treasurer to Garden Management Committee 

Doug2t4p Crescent Gardens (4.10 acres, 1.64 ha) 

Had Gillespie Graham's 1825 plan for Coates been adopted, the 

whole of the available south bank along the Water of Leith would have 

been made into pleasure ground (Fig 12e): instead only one part was 

formed, and that along Douglas Crescent. Its picturesque qualities 

seem to have been recognised early on by the owners - the Heriot 

Trust: in 1835, two years after the land eastwards had been feued to 

the Trustees of Donaldson's Hospital, the governors accepted a 

recommendation by their Works Committee to enclose the ground with a 

6' (1.83m) high wall, plant it with trees, and to build a cottage 
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at the eastern end for a farm servant "..which would be an additional 
protection to the ground" (GUT Minutes, 26th October 1835). These 
proposals were not implemented and the ground remained "in its 
natural state" for many years (GUT Report by John Chesser and John 
Tawse, February 1885) - crossed by various tracks and footpaths 
leading from Coates to the old Queensferry Road, and to the hamlet 
and milling centre at Bells Mills. 

John Chesser's plan for Douglas Crescent included a pleasure 
garden along the banks which he showed tree planted and laid out in a 

series of pathways looping across the ground: a further wedge shaped 
area of land fronting the eastern angle of the crescent (named as 
part of Palmerston Place, but later changed to 23-28 Douglas 
Crescent) was reserved by the Trust for stable accommodation. In May 
1872, 103 lots of land - including Douglas Crescent, Eglinton/Gleneairn 
Crescent and Magdala Place were advertised for sale. Under the 
Articles of Roup, the pleasure ground lying above the Water of Leith 
in front of Douglas Crescent was to "..belong to and form a pro indiviso 
inseparable part and pertinent" of all these 103 lots: Douglas Crescent 
feuers were however, required to take sole responsibility for enclosing 
the ground along the street side, but otherwise all the feuers were 
to share the cost of enclosing and laying out the garden, and for 
its future maintenance: the details relating to calling meetings, 
levying assessments were identical to those governing the 
Eglinton/Glencairn Crescent gardens (the same £2 maximum annual 
assessment was also upheld). Further, a similar and equal right to 
these same pleasure gardens was conferred on the feuers or 
proprietors in Magdala Crescent and Coates Gardens (both sold 
earlier) - provided application was made "..five years after the term. 

of Martinmas 1872" and on condition that those desiring such rights 
agreed to pay a fair and equal proportion of the expense already 
incurred. Why the right to Douglas Crescent gardens was extended to 
all the Heriot Trust feuers is not known - maybe it was to spread 
the burden of upkeep, or perhaps to tempt would be purchasers with 
this additional amenity. 

Building along Douglas Crescent started in 1873, and the 22 

houses completed by 1878: the six houses in the eastern angle were 

not begun until 1879. These were all large houses - similar in 

appearance to Eglinton Crescent but with rather plainer detailing. 
The open bank oppoeite however, proved too tempting to the builders 
and contrary to their agreement a large quantity of earth and rubble 

from the house foundations was tipped over the edge "-filling it un 

to a steep slope, thereby entirely altering its natural gradient" 
(John Chesser's Report, 1885). Not only was the bank rendered 
unstable but it effectively prevented that portion being formed into 

terrace and walks as envisaged by Chesser. 

A cope stone and iron railing (round headed spiked design 

matching Chesser's pattern for the house frontages) was erected by 

the Douglas Crescent proprietors soon after the Crescent was 

completed. Further improvements to the grounds were discussed at a 

meeting of proprietors in 1878 (Minute, 8th February 1878): it was 

agreed initially to clear the top bank, to grass over the ground, and 

to plant a double row of lime trees and shrubs - the work being 

undertaken by Mr Daniel MacKay, of Cameron and Echo Bank nursery. A 

management committee was elected, and a £2 assessment levied on all 

the Crescent proprietors. Some attempt was also made to tame the 
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weeds covering the rest of the bank. In 1879 the committee was 
joined by an energetic and practical gentleman - one Major-General 
James Forlong (1825-1904) a retired general of the Madras Staff Corp 
who lived at ll Douglas Crescent: first secretary, then for 24 
consecutive years, chairman, he more than anyone helped to transform 
the ground "-from the exceedingly rough waste, unprotected state ... 
to its present well planted, protected and cared for condition" 
(Garden Minute, 25th May 1904). Another stalwart was Mr Bennet 
Clark, WS. The next project was to plant the whole bank with trees: 
in 1381, 355 trees - horse chestnut, sycamore, elm, beech, ash, 
together with quick growing varieties such as poplar and willow were 
added: to discourage damage from youthful trespassers large notices 
were displayed giving stern warning of penalties to be incurred (Fig 
21a). More alarming however, was the first landslip in the middle 
area in 1881, followed by a more severe one in 1883 (reminiscent of 
the Moray Bank slippage). Remedial action was necessary - the 
committee considered a strong retaining wall at the base essential, 
but although a reasonable estimate of £80 was submitted by Mr Steel, 
builder, (which included filling and packing the bank to a more 
gentle slope) this was well beyond available funds. 

Now was the time maybe to extend the burdens and 
responsibilities of the pleasure gardens to all the 103 feuers as 
specified under the 1372 Articles of Roup. Consequently the Douglas 
Crescent committee was dissolved, a general meeting of all the feuers 
called, and a new general committee formed. But the plan failed. 
The only proprietors with any real interest in the ground were the 
Douglas Crescent feuers themselves (Eglinton /Glencairn Cresent 
residents were already preoccupied with forming their own pleasure 
garden), and the Heriot Trust's insistence that no general 
assessments could be levied until a plan was available showing the 
area layed out as pleasure gardens and not simply as an inaccessible 
bank however ornamental; or unless all the feuers gave their written 
consent proved insuperable. There was no option but for the Douglas 
Crescent proprietors to re-appoint their committee and to assume 
total responsibility. 

Far from being discouraged however, fresh activity was quickly 
underway. An encounter with the hospital Superintendent of Works, 
John Chesser, over the addition of some topsoil (the committee had 

obtained a free supply - and while spreading it over the eastern end 

had inadvertently covered part of the Trustes property) prompted the 

suggestion that it would be in the interests of the proprietors to 

acquire the ground and make it part of the Crescent garden rather 

than for stable accommodation. Shortly afterwards a formal offer was 

made by Mr Bennett Clark and Messrs Watherstons and Sons on behalf 

of themselves, and the six feuers at the eastern angle of the 

Crescent to purchase the grounds for £550: none of the other Crescent 

proprietors appear to have contributed, and the ground although 

joined to the rest was separately named as the Belford Bridge gardens 

(a title which persisted up until the beginning of this century). It 

was a worthwhile addition, and provided the greatest potential for 

recreational use. 

By May 1886 the newly acquired portion was laid out to plans 

produced by Ireland and Thomson of Craigleith nurseries, the cost 

being met by a special assessment of n levied on all the proprietors 

at the eastern end. It was a simple but effective design - 
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transforming a fairly steeply sloping site into a series of grassed 
terraces - thus providing two lawns suitable for tennis ( a very 
popular activity - Refer Fig 19a) and a third smaller one for such 
games as croquet and put golf. In 1891 a small portion of ground at 
the north east corner by the bridge and owned by the city was 
conveyed to the proprietors in exchange for a strip of garden ground 
at the south east corner (necessary readjustments due to the 
construction of a new road - Douglas Gardens). 

Improvement work still continued on the rest of the gardens: in 
1886 tile drains were laid in a bed to stabilise the bank (Garden 
Minute, 17th May 1336) and a series of pathways formed across the top 
and bottom of the bank, extending to the new Belford Bridge gardens, 
and with intermediary walks connecting the upper and lower levels. 
In 1889 a further substantial planting programme was embarked upon - 
this time Methven's nursery firm were employed to plant 4,000 trees 
and shrubs along the bank (Garden Minute, 5th November 1889). The 
stone retaining wall 8,6" (2.59m) was riot built until 1893 - and then 
largely the fortuitous outcome of an agreement struck with the 
Commissioners for the purification of the Water of Leith: they had 
earlier negotiated with the committee for a strip of garden ground at 
the base of the bank, as well as the right to tunnel and build a 
sewer under Belford Garden - offering 2300 in compensation. With a 
little gentle persuasion "..the Bank can neither be considered 
perfectly secure, nor can it be protected or improved, as the 
plantations are invaded by boys and sheep, and the shrubs and trees 
and grass are burnt down, broken and even bodily uplifted", 
(Memorandum to Douglas Crescent proprietors, 21st November 1890) the 

rest of the required money was raised from the proprietors. 

The following years have seen the gradual maturing of the 
gardens: complaints about the dense growth of the lime trees along 
the crescent occured as early as 1894: several then were removed and 

others thinned. Considerable thinning of the bank trees took place 

in 1907, and between then and 1916 over 200 trees were removed 

following advice from Mr Seth of Morningside nursery, and Mr 
Mc:Hattie, City Parks Department. Such work could then be undertaken 

relatively cheaply but it is now such a major item of expense that it 

tends to be neglected. While attractive in its wilderness state, the 

bank is in need of better maintenance, and the footpaths too, are 

in poor condition. Money and manpower are severely overstretched. 

The maximum assessment of 22 is still adhered to (a little 

nonsensical as the Articles of Roup were never properly adopted), and 

this is supplemented by an additional voluntary assessment. For many 

years outside subscribers were limited to those within the Heriot 

Trust feu but this no longer applies. 

Main sources of information 

Heriot Trust Minutee 

1872 Articles of Roup 

Douglas Crescent Gardens Minute Book 1878 - : held by clerk to 
the Garden Committee 
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The later develo ment of the Walker State 

(Drumsheugn Gardens, and Rothesay Terrace/Rothesay Place Gardens) 

After the death of Miss Mary Walker the last member of the 
Walker family in 1870, the remaining lands of Coates and Drumsheugh 
(to the west and north of Melville Street) were put up for feuing 
(money from the estate having been left for the building of St. 
Mary's Cathedral in Palmerston Place, and for the endowment of the 
Scotti3h Episcopal Church). James Gillespie Graham's comprehensive 
ground plan for the lands of Coates - drawn up much earlier in 1325 
(refer Fig 12e) had included this portion but although the layout was 
shelved it focussed attention on the obstacle presented by the 
building of Lyndoch Place which had effectively cut off ready 
communication with Qucensferry Street from the northern end. As a 
result the Walkers were prompted to reconsider their own development, 
and in the same year - 1825 - an extended plan was produced by Robert 
Brown, their architect (Fig 8) which included a crescent with a 
garden to the north west (the future Rothesay Terrace/Place), and a 

triangular shaped open space to the east (Drumsheugh Gardens) - the 
latter a direct outcome of making the best of a somewhat oblique 
entry into Queensferry Street. This plan was adopted in principle 
although John Lessels who later succeeded Brown as architect to the 
Walkers made some revisions. The south side of Drumsheugh Gardens 
was the first section to be feued - in 1870, the plots being 
purchased by the building firm of John Watherstons and Sons, a 
prosperous company who with their offshoot - the Scottish Lands 
Building Company were responsible for most of the building in the 
district. Drumsheugh Gardens was completed by the early 18803 but 
Rothesay Terrace was still not finished by 190$. 

The feuing conditions relating to both gardens were identical, 
and similar to the earlier ones drawn up for Coates Crescent gardens. 
All the property immediately surrounding the open space was given a 

comiion right to the ground which was to be kept as pleasure garden 

and regulated under such conditions agreed to by the majority of 
proprietors: payment for upkeep was to be based on the amount of feu 

duty payable on each property. 

Drumsheugh Gardens (1 acre, 0.4 ha) 

John Watherstons and Sons, the building firm, took on the 

responsibility for having this triangular area enclosed, laid out and 
for its initial upkeep. It was formed in 1877, probably by the 

nursery firm Downie and Laird, who were involved at this time with a 

number of New Town gardens at the western end. The design consisted 

of an outer border of trees and shrubs (mostly. English elm, wych elm, 

sycamore, hawthorn, lime and plane), a surrounding footpath, with 

three further footpaths from the centre of each side leading to a 

circular walk in the middle - ornamented with a belt of shrubbery and 

flower beds: a few specimen trees were planted within the grassed 

interior. In the spring of 1878 the feuers first met together to 

discuss arrangements for taking the garden over, and to appoint a 

management committee. Since then the garden's history has been 

mostly uneventful: its care has for the most part been in the hands 

of jobbing gardeners, and the rather fussy early design has become 

simplified over the years: in 1895 the circular pathway at the centre 
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was turfed over. Although various attempts have been made at flower 
growing (three flower beds were formed in 1905) since 1950 the policy 
has been to concentrate solely on the display of spring bulbs. The 
garden benefits from a small but dedicated committee who are guided 
by a management programme drawn up by a member of the Royal Botanic 
Garden, which is being systematically implemented. In its day the 
garden has had to cope with the demands of cricket, football, and 
tennis play (two courts) but the pressures have decreased as 
surrounding property has been taken over for office accommodation. 
The ground is well looked after and attracts a small number of 
outside subscribers: dogs are allowed but a shovel system operates 
for the removal of droppings. The railings are pose-war. 

Main sources of information: 

Coates Chartulary, Vol.2, 10th Varch 1885 - 2nd November 1889: 
various charters for property in Drumsheugh Gardens: 

Walker Trustees 

Minute book of Drumsheugh Gardens 1378-1974 

1-1otesay Terrace/Rothesay Place Gardens (.30 acres, .12 ha) 

Not only one of the smallest but also one of the last of the 
New Town gardens to be formed. As in the case of Drumsheugh Gardens 
responsibility for enclosing and forming the space was taken by the 
builders - John Watherstons and Sons. It was laid out well before 
the terrace itself was complete (Bartholomew's plan of 1891 shows a 
neatly formed enclosure but with just two houses built at the eastern 
end). No changes have been made to its basic design - the main 
feature being a raised central bed planted with trees and shrubs and 
surrounded by an attractive stone wall. The rest of the interior is 

grassed, with a rose bed and row of privet at either end: around the 
perimeter is a thick privet hedge with trees (sycamore, lime, 
whitebeam, hawthorn and rowan) at intervals. Almost all the larger 
trees were heavily pollarded several years ago leaving them badly 

mutilated and unsightly. Much of the surrounding property has been 
converted to business and office use with a subsequent breakdown of 

interest and concern with the garden. The management committee is 

now defunct, and a firm of chartered accountants, which once supplied 

the secretary to the committee, continues to shoulder, without 

recompense the cost of a jobbing gardener: but the garden is 

deteriorating and in urgent need of a planned programme of felling 

and replanting. 

Main sources o information: 

Coates Chartulary Vol.7, 1885-8g: feu charters for property in 

Rothesay Place 
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THE DEAN DEVELOPMENT: 

Oxford Terrace Gardens, Clarendon Crescent, Eton Terrace/Dean Gardens, 

Buckingham Terrace, and Belgrave Crescent Gardens 

All these gardens - which include the two largest to border 
onto the Water of Leith, lay within the Barony of Dean, or the Dean 
Estate. This was rich agricultural land, used for grain crops, the 
banks of the river supplying rough pasturage, and the site of 
several corn mills - the best known being Bells Mill. For many years 
it had been in the ownership off the Nisbet family - portions being 
gradually sold off, and around 1319-20 more serious consideration was 
given to developing the area between Dean Village and Stockbridge for 
housing: Sir John Nisbet, the last descendant lived in America and 
died without issue in 1827. Sometime beforehand he instructed his 
legal agents in Edinburgh (Messrs Smith and Findlay) to have plans 
prepared with this in mind and for providing a connection by means of 
a new bridge to the west end of Edinburgh. James Gillespie Graham 
was appointed architect and he produced a distinctive plan for an 
extensive villa development (Fig 8) - each house occupying a sizeable 
plot of land but the whole of the left sloping bank adjoining the 
Water of Leith (the old poultry lands of Dean) reserved as ornamental 
space, crossed by paths and serpentine walks. Alexander Nasmyth also 
appears to have been consulted but details as to his commitment 
remains obscure. 

Recognising the importance of the bridge to the successful 
opening up of the lands of Dean, Nisbet's agents approached the 
Cramond Road Trustees in 1825 for financial assistance towards its 

construction: this was agreed to on condition that the bridge was 
made freely accessible to the public. With this backing assured the 
agents felt confident to put the land on the market, and in October 
1325 readers of "The Scotsman" were informed that "a spirited 
individual" had purchased the Dean Estate "..measuring nearly 140 

acres" (56 ha), and that "..the buildings to be erected there may be 
considered as forming a third New Town fully equal in magnitude and 
probably surpassing the splendour, of each of the other two 
divisions" (Scotsman, 12th October 1825: also reported in "Edinburgh 
Advertieer", 1 November 1825). Gillespie Graham's villas were 

scrapped in favour of a much more intensive development containing a 

large elliptical circus with a square at either end, a long terrace 

at the top of the bank stretching from Ann Street to Bells Mills, and 

with a crescent adjacent to the new bridge (author of this new design 

is not named: it may of course have been a revision made out by 

Graham). The spirited purchaser was John Learmonth. (1789-1853) a 

wealthy and successful business man (coach builder and army 

contractor), and a man much devoted to public affairs (the last Lord 

Provost before the Burgh Reform Act of 1833). He had the courage, 

ability, and financial means to take on such an enterprise for as 

part of the bargain he was required to erect "a handsome and 

sufficient bridge over the Water of Leith". In 1332 one such bridge - 

designed by Thomas Telford, with James Jardine as associate engineer 

(some delay had been caused initially due to wrangles about its 

design) was opened to traffic. 

But the feuing of the Dean Estate did not commence immediately: 
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Learmonth by this time was involved with the development of Rutland 
Street and Square (purchased just after the Dean lands): feuing was 
taking place slowly: the demand for new houses was beginning to 
dwindle and the building trade entering a period of depression. It 
was certainly not opportune to embark on new projects. For many 
years, therefore, the roadway leading from the bridge to Queensferry 
Road passed through open ground. Once the economic climate improved, 
however, Learmonth responded quickly, and in 1850 John Tait (the 
architect for Rutland Street/Square) produced plans for the area of 
land lying between Ann Street and Queensferry Road. His layout took 
maximum advantage of the space by using linked terraces which 
followed the outline of the site and provided mostly substantial self- 
contained houses with flatted accommodation at the corner ends. The 
rather heavier style Victorian architecture was softened by the 
strips of open space surrounding it on three sides: a tree planted 
bank along Oxford Terrace, a crescent shaped garden in front of 
Clarendon Crescent, and the more extensive bank - now known as Dean 
Gardens stretching down to the Water of Leith (reminiscent of 
Graham's proposal to leave this as ornamental space - complimentary 
to Moray Bank): a short row of terrace housing - Cambridge Terrace 
(almost opposite Holy Trinity Church) was also included at the 
western end. The first section to be built was Clarendon Crescent 
(completed by 1853), followed by Eton Terrace (begun in 1855), Oxford 
Terrace, and lastly Lennox Street. 

Neither Learmonth nor Tait lived to see the scheme completed: 
that responsibility fell to his only son - Lieutenant Colonel 
Alexander Learmonth (1829-1887): he employed John Chesser to design a 
layout for a slightly larger area of ground on the opposite side of 
Queensferry Road. Chesser's familiarity with the west side of 
Edinburgh proved helpful as Learmonth himself lived away from the 
city. Feuing plans for Buckingham Terrace, Belgrave Place and 
Crescent (Fig 9) were made out between 1863 and 1865, and building 
started soon afterwards and continued well into the 1870s. One 
modest sized pleasure garden was included in front of Belgrave 
Crescent with the vacant ground beyond intended for the continuation 
of Beigrave Place. No other open space was provided apart from two 
narrow strips fronting Buckingham Terrace - mostly to serve as a 

visual and noise barrier to the busy road beyond. The latter are 
still privately maintained by the residents whose property overlooks 
the ground. 

In 1874 proposals to feu off a further large area of the Dean 
Estate (60-70 acres, 2)4-28 ha) - opposite the west end of Buckingham 
Terrace and stretching between Queensferry Road and Comely Bank Road 
were announced (Scotsman, 14th March 1874). John Chesser was also 
responsible for this ground plan which was to have consisted of a 
series of "..tastefully designed terraces and crescents with 
intervening pleasure gardens" - the 49,0 or so houses being similar 
to Beigrave Crescent. The terrace of/ Mining Queensferry Road but 
separated from it "..by a tastefully Laid out shrubbery" was to be 

particularly fine: Learmonth Terrace - itself never completed was the 

only part of Chesser's plan to be built. West end residents 
responded negatively to the notion of further encroachments onto 
surrounding areas of open space, and tried instead to harness support 

for the creation of a west end park to occupy this site (refer also 
Section 2.6). Their efforts in this direction came to naught but it 

postponed the lands development, and brought together a group of 
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neople committed to preserving and enhancing Edinburgh's open spaces 
who formed themselves into the Cockburn Association. One of the 
founder members was David Smith who himself helped to set up the Eton 
Terrace/Dean Gardens. The rest of the Dean Estate was not feued 
until lone, after Lt. Col. Lear death, and to an Inferior 
design, bearing little relation to the rest of the New Town: only 
Learmonth Gardens (built between 1900-06) shows vestiges of the 
former concept of housing linked to some private open space, the one 
complimenting the other. 

Main sauro s of information: 

Sculptured Stones of Edinburgh, The Dean Group, John Geddie, 
OEC VI 1903 

Dean Bridge, Edinburgh, Roland Paxton, Our Engineering Heritage 

The Origins of the Dean Bridge project, Basil Skinner, 
OEC V 30, 1959 

Minute Books, Cockburn Association 

Clarendon Crescent Garden (.60 acres, .24 ha) 

The feuing conditions relating to this garden are similar to 

Rutland Square's, i.e. - the proprietors being made responsible for 
the perpetual upkeep of the parapet walls, railing and ground "in 
good order and repair": the annual assessment based according to 

"foot frontage" (house widths varied from between 21' and 36' (6.40m - 

10.98m)). Nothing is known about the garden's formation but it was 
probably laid out in the late 1350s or early 1860s, to a simple 
design of grass and trees. Like most of the smaller gardens it has 
been run on fairly informal lines: most of the 22 houses in the 
Crescent are now converted into flats and while the same overall 
method of assessment is still used, this is further split according 
to the number of subdivisions. During the Second World War, the 
railings were removed, and two ARP shelters erected (Figs 13, d and 
e): a rather evil smelling and unsightly bin for pig food was also 
placed on the grass near the lower end of the garden and attracted a 
lot of adverse criticism (Minute, 37 May 1945). After the War the 
garden was levelled and resown: a chain link fence was added to the 
wall on the Queensferry Road side and a privet hedge planted, but the 

section along the Crescent was left open. Unfortunately this has 
attracted a number of anti-social dog owners who have been known to 

bring their pets "-considerable distances for exercise in the 
gardens" (Minute, 1 June 1950). On the whole the garden is well 

cared for, is financially secure, but lacks the benefit of a tree 

maintenance programme. The main varieties of trees are sycamore, 

elm, lime, poplar, ash, yew and whitebeam. 

Main sou ces of information 

Clarendon Crescent Garden Minute book 2, 1906-58 
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Oxford Terrace Gardens (.35 acres, .14 ha) 

The same feuing conditions apply as in Clarendon Crescent; above 
- but with only half the number of houses to take responsibility for 
upkeep it has fared less well, and for most of its life this tiny 
strip of woodland has received infrequent and at best only cursory 
attention. Due to its neglected and deteriorated state the Town 
Council threatened to take it over in 1908 as a public garden but 
this so alarmed certain residents that approaches were made to the 
Trustees of the Dean Gardens to see if they would assume 
responsibility thus : "..preserving the amenity of the Dean feuers in 
the district" (Dean Garden Minute Book 1, 24th February 1908). This 
resulted in a formal agreement (dated 7th June 1908) whereby the 
Oxford Terrace proprietors promised to pay a fixed sum of 10/- (50p) 
each year to the Dean Gardens in return for the management and upkeep 
of their strip of garden: an arrangement which has never proved 
satisfactory. Subsequent proprietors along the Terrace, unaware of 
such an agreement have shown a natural reluctance to pay their dues 
which in any case have been irksome to collect and no longer bear any 
relation to actual maintenance costs. Within more recent years the 
Dean Trustees have on two occasions been in contact with the city to 
see if the ground might be taken over - but without success: hence 
the garden continues to receive scant care with occasional blitzes, 
and relying on the goodwill of the proprietors to contribute more 
whenever a major outlay is incurred. 

Main sources of information 

Minute Books of the Dean Gardens 

Dean Gardens (7.20 acres, 2.9 ha) 

A correspondent - "Edinensis" writing in the Courant in 1858 

remarked on the abysmal contrast between the cultivated bank of the 
Water of Leith behind Moray Place, and the "neglected aspect" of 
the one below Eton Terrace which presented "..nothing but chaos of 
stunted grass, overlaid with heaps of rubbish", and "..an eyesore to 

everyone crossing Dean Bridge", (Courant, 22nd November 1858). For 

years this wild unkempt bank had been used as rough grazing for sheep 

but since building work had commenced it had also become a convenient 
tip for rubble and spoil. To convert this tangled wilderness into a 

pleasure garden (the largest of the four bordering onto the Water of 

Leith, and now the second biggest of all the privately owned gardens) 

proved almost as great a challenge as the setting up of the Queen 

Street and West Princes Street Gardens: it certainly took time, 

careful negotiation and quite a lot of money. 

The new Dean feuers were granted a servitude over the ground 

lying between Eton Terrace and the Water of Leith restricting its use 

"..for occupation as pasture, nursery, garden or pleasure ground": 

this however, excluded the west portion shown in Tait's plan as the 

site for Cambridge Terrace. Some protection was therefore provided 

(rather as happened in the case of the Queen Street, Royal Terrace 

and Regent Gardens) but without any responsibilities being placed on 
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the feuers themselves. By 1867 the first stage of the Dean 
development (Oxford Terrace, Clarendon Crescent, Eton Terrace and 
Lennox Street) was complete, and stage 2 including Buckingham Terrace 
well underway. In this same year two new proprietors moved to Eton 
Terrace and almost immediately became immersed in the task of setting 
the gardens up. One was David Smith, WS (1802-80), 10 Eton Terrace, 
formerly partner in the firm Smith and Kinnear and since 1358 manager 
of the North British and Mercantile Insurance Co. and the other, 
James Balfour, WS (? - 1912), 13 Eton Terrace. Both had a useful 
background of legal and committee work with a keen interest in 
worthwhile causes. Smith in particular, a man of "-very kindly 
disposition, of courteous manner and goodness of heart" (EEC, 17th 
December 1880) was already well versed in the management of pleasure 
gardens having proved an able and dedicated convener of the Moray 
feuers pleasure gardens from 1837-56. He was soon to become convener 
of the Dean gardens with Balfour as secretary (the latter held this 
post with great efficiency and tact, and without remuneration for 
over 20 years). 

Smith and Balfour's first move however, was to arrange a 
meeting with Lt. Col. Learmonth, the feu superior "..to consider the 
propriety of improving and dressing the bank between Eton Terrace and 
the Water of Leith" (Minute Book 1, 12th November 1867): this took 
place in November 1867 attended by two other Dean feuers - Mr 
Farquharson, (5 Eton Terrace) and Mr Dick Peddie, architect, 
(33 Buckingham Terrace) and was the only occasion both sides had 
direct contact. Lt. Col. Learmonth had travelled up from Melrose and 
returned shortly afterwards to his London residence at Eaton ?lace. 
His life, first as a soldier (he served in the Crimea, followed by 
service in India), then as a Member of Parliament removed him from 
Edinburgh. While sympathetic to the feuers wishes, and anxious to 
implement his father's plans, Learmonth nevertheless considered that 
the time was not yet opportune "..for making permanent alteration on 
the bank in case these might possibly affect the street of Eton 
Terrace which was partly composed of travelled earth": however, he 
looked forward to doing this "..in the course of a year or two" and 
meantime proposed "..to plant the bank pretty extensively". More 
pertinent still, was his desire to retain the use of the bank as a 

convenient soil dump. As a compromise the feuers decided instead to 

ask for the temporary use of the ground. Diplomacy was rewarded and 

Lt. Col. Learmonth agreed to grant the Dean feuers a. 10 or 12 year 

lease "..of such part that may not be required to be retained as a 

deposit for earth" at a nominal rent of .£1 per annum (the sum paid 

when in use for pasturage) and on condition that the feuers "..be at 

the whole expense of enclosing and laying out the ground as pleasure 

garden, and keeping and leaving the same in proper order", (Minute 

Book 1, 11th December 1867). 

The area of ground had stili to be negotiated: the portion 

allocated by John Chesser was considered "too limited", but before 

making further approaches to Learmonth, the feuers wisely sought the 

expert opinion of "one of their number", the architect John Dick 

Peddie, and asked him "...to make out a sketch of how he would 

propose to lay out the grounds and to take estimates of the expense 

of doing that, and of enclosing them". It was singularly fortunate 

that such a well known and respected designer was so readily to hand, 

and one who had demonstrated a concern with environmental matters: 

Dick Peddie's "architectural taste" combined with James McNab's 
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planting skill had just transformed the St. Andrew Square gardens 
(Section 2.2), and he had also recently stimulated public interest 
in the East and West Princes Street Gardens by his fine watercolour 
paintings of suggested improvements .(Section 2.6; Fig 101). On 
receiving Dick Peddle's sketch plan, Lt. Col. Learmonth agreed to 
increase the area to include the whole bank fronting Eton Terrace - 
down to the Water of Leith. This part subsequently became known as 
the Eton Terrace Gardens. At a general meeting of feuers held in 
January 1368 (attended by 15 people - six from Eton Terrace, five 
from Buckingham Terrace, and the rest from neighbouring streets) 
approval was given for a 12 year lease, and it was left to a newly 
elected committee of nine to raise the necessary funds for forming 
the gardens (by voluntary subscription amongst the feuere, and "such 
other parties as may be interested" i.e. the Earl of Moray's feuers 
whose property overlooked the bank). The committee was also given 
power to negotiate with the Raeburn Trustees for a corner area of 
land at the south end of Ann Street reaching down to the Water of 
Leith (this proved a straightforward transaction as both parties were 
anxious to form a means of communication between the two estates): a 

£2 annual feu duty was offered and accepted, and agreement reached 
that a suitable boundary wall would be constructed at the south east 
end of Ann Street which would allow gated access to and from Dean 
Terrace. 

Construction work started in February 1363, the contractors 
being Daniel Mackay and Co, Cameron Bank Nursery: Dick Peddle acted 
as supervisor and James McNab offered detailed planting advice. The 

Dick Peddie-McNab partnership presented a masterful combination of 
talents and this picturesque site was developed to full potential 
creating one of the finest and most attractive pleasure gardens 
in Edinburgh. A detailed description of the layout and planting was 
fully reported in "The Scotsman" one month later (13th March 1868): 

"The plan exhibits two terraces, extending along the whole 
length of the ground, and dividing the space lying 

between Eton Terrace and the Water of Leith into three 

nearly equal portions. The ground is very steep, but 

by means of these terraces it will be made level to 

about 30' (9m) in the one case, and to about 40' (12m) 

in the other. The centre of each terrace will be a 

broad walk with a turf margin ornamented with shrubs 

of various kinds. To connect the terraces a series of 

winding walks will be formed along the face of the slope. 

These will be somewhat steep, but the gradients are to 

be made as easy as the natural aclivity of the grounds 

will admit of. On the ground between the lower terrace - 

and the Water of Leith, forest trees are to be thickly 

planted: and the slopes between the two terraces will 

be studded at intervals with clumps of trees of the 

same kinds, with shrubs at Intersections of the various 

walks. The slope from the upper terrace to Eton Terrace 

will be kept clear of trees in order that the view from 

the houses may not be interrupted, but the whole surface 

will be closely planted with shrubs of various colours 

of leaf, and flowering plants, set in masses so as to 

give variety and richness of effect at all times of the 

year".(refer also Fig 16a) 
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The Courant newspaper (14th March 1868) suggested the 
possibility of linking the new gardens with the Moray Bank garden by 
means of a light suspension bridge - a notion which the Dean feuers 
tried to promote on various occasions but without success. 

By the end of 1868 most of the major work had been completed 
and the lowest slope planted. The banks were allowed time to 
consolidate before the rest of the planting was carried out: in 1870 
an avenue of limes was added along the lower terrace walk, By now 
approximately £576 had been spent on the garden - nearly three- 
quarters of this being paid to the contractora it had been hoped 
that subscription from the Dean feuers together with contributions 
from the Earl of Moray's feuers would have covered the outlay but 
even after reminders had been sent out the total amount raised was 
only £277 (2186 from the Dean feuers who had been encouraged to 
donate £10 if resident in Eton Terrace and £5 for elsewhere, and £91 
from the Moray feuers). The deficit had to be met by a long term 
bank loan. All subscribers were given a right to the garden - on 
payment of an annual due, and others outwith the Dean Estate were 
allowed access on a key rental basis. 

By 1875 the gardens were becoming established - already tree 
thinning had been carried out along the lower terrace and much of the 
surplus stock planted "pretty freely" throughout the rest of the 
grounds: some of the walks which had proved "most inconveniently 
steep" had had their gradients reduced (Minute, 10th February 1876). 
But the waste land to the west, reserved for Cambridge Terrace which 
now contrasted so unfavourably with the new gardens continued a 

source of anxious concern particularly since 1874 when Lt. Col. 

Learmonth began feuing off further areas of his estate. As already 
described (refer also Section 2.6) the increasing threat to 
Edinburgh's open spaces from new building encouraged the formation of 
the Cockburn Association of which David Smith was the first convener. 
It is significant that during its first year of existence one of the 
important subjects considered by the Association was the future of 
the wilderness area to the north east of Dean Bridge: their support 
for the proposal to convert the land "..into one of the finest 
parterres in that part of the city", and their stated opposition for 

any plans to build on the site provided strong backing to the Dean 

feuers approaches to purchase the ground. In 1876 Lt.Col.Learmonth 
agreed to sell the land for £2,250, and the garden ground held on 

lease for £189 (Minute, 30th June 1876): compared to the cost of some 

of the other New Town gardens this was a fair and reasonable sum. 

Nevertheless it was still considerable. Lord Moray's fellers on the 

south side generously subscribed £1,125 (half the cost of the waste 

land), but the rest, including former debts, and the expense of 

having the portion laid out had to be met by the Dean feuers 

(Scotsman, 3rd July 1876). Rising to the challenge were the ladies 

of the district who in order to assist "in defraying the expenses of 

constructing the Dean Gardens" organised a three day Bazaar in the 

Masonic Hall, George Street during April 1877 (EEC, 31st March 1877, 

and Scotsman, 3rd April 1877). It was run with great style, 

"somewhat different from those at which ladies work alone is sold", 

and included works of art (with photographs of Rome), china from 

Dresden and Valleria, Genoese jewellery, Pyrennese work, fancy and 

lawn tennis tables, African goods, Parisien chocolate and French 

coffee: entertainment included Punch and Judy shows, and the bands of 
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the 78 Highlanders, and the Queens Own Hussars. Although successful 
- just under C500 profit was made, money had still to be borrowed and 
the garden was not free of debt until 1891. 

John Jeffrey and Son, gardeners, were responsible for forming 
the new section of garden to their own plan - which had received 
prior approval from James MeNab. The work was carried out in 1877, 
and created an attractive area of lawn (a useful recreational space), 
with linking footpaths to those already in existence, and extensive 
planting of trees and shrubs along the banks. From this time onwards 
the whole area became known as the Dean Gardens and the land vested 
in five trustees, and managed by a committee of seven. All those who 
subscribed 210 towards the purchase of the grounds (or C25 after 
November 1876) and paid their annual dues became proprietors, the 
rights and privileges being attached to their property - including 
those who had contributed from the Earl of Moray's estate. But while 
proprietors have certain constitutional rights (there are about 100 

altogether) unlike most other proprietors of New Town gardens they 
are under no obligations to pay annual assessments - and there are 
now many 'lapsed proprietors. Without an assured source of income 
the gardens existence is more precariously balanced, and becomes more 
and more dependent on outside subscibers. At present, the gardens 
are being reasonably well cared for but lack any overall management 
plan. 

Main sources of information 

Dean Garden Minute Book 1 1867-1901 

Dean Garden Minute Book 2 1910-1958 

Belgrave Crescent Garden (6.0 acres, 2.4 ha) 

Belgrave Crescent garden started life as a small enclosed area 

fronting the Crescent - as shown on John Chesser's plan of 1865 

(Fig.9). The land beyond, then covered with kitchen gardens, ruinous 
buildings, and broken down fences (Grant, Old and New Edinburgh) 
while an attractive stretch sloping down to the Dean Village was 
destined for a row of terraced. houses - the continuation of Belgrave 

Place. Rights and responsibilities respecting the small portion of 

garden were contained within the feu charters of houses within the 

Crescent, and were identical to those for Clarendon Crescent. 

When a number of Dean feuers took the initiative in 1876 to 

acquire the wilderness area in front of Eton Terrace and to put the 

rest of their pleasure garden on a more permanent footing the 

Beigrave Crescent proprietors also grasped the chance to start 

negotiations with Lt. Col. Learmonth to enlarge their existing 

garden. No one wanted their view blocked by a row of houses, and as 

public opinion was sympathetic to such improvements the opportunity 

was too good to miss. Moreover, resident in the Crescent was one 

James Falshaw, Lord Provost, a man of "indomitable energy and firm 

purpose" (Scotsman, 1)th June 1889): he was already committed to 
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securing two other major open spaces for the benefit of Edinburgh 
citizens (West Princes Street gardens, and inverleith Park - refer 
Section 2.6), and under his leadership the feuers successfully 
concluded a contract with Lt.Col. Learmonth in 1877. The adjoining 
area of land to the south (amounting to about 5 acres - 2.0 ha) was 
purchased for :£4,000 as pleasure gardens with the provision that 
other Dean feuers living in Buckingham Terrace, Clarendon Crescent, 
Learmonth Terrace, and Belgrave Place should have rights to the 
grounds on contributing to their purchase, cost of formation and 
upkeep (Learmonth had reduced his asking price of £5,000 on this 
understanding). 

Unlike the slightly earlier feu charter drawn up for the Dean 
Gardens, the Belgrave Crescent one contained more specific clauses as 
to how the gardens were to be administered (somewhat akin to the 
Drummond Place charter which was put together by a committee of 
feuers with similar care). Briefly, the trusteeship of the land was 
vested in six proprietors from Belgrave Crescent and a management 
committee appointed (of between 5-7 elected proprietors from the 
Crescent) who were to have full responsibility for having the grounds 
laid out, for levying assessments and with powers to negotiate with 
Dean Gardens on their possible future integration. In contrast too 
was the response of Belgrave Crescent proprietors to appeals for 
money towards the cost of the land: substantial contributions were 
made without apparent difficulty - the smallest amount was 57:35 (1 

feuer), others gave between £100-150, but the majority donated £250 
each. The gardens financial security was assured from the start by 
the feuers obligation to pay an annual due for upkeep being equally 
applied to the enlarged area. Income further increased when the 
rights and responsibilities of the gardens were extended to other 
properties: four more houses were built at the west end of the 
Crescent (the builder - Mr Steal paid 2850 for these rights, and the 
money was used to buy another strip of land between the garden and 
Dean Path), and in 1830 a further £750 was paid for the transfer of 

rights to 15 houses in Belgrave Place (a reduced sum in recognition 
of Mr Steel's useful work done in the garden - enclosing, embanking, 
soiling and wall making). All this has allowed the gardens to 
receive above average care as shown in their consistently high 
standard of upkeep. 

James cNab drew up plans for the new garden in which he aimed 

to create a park-like appearance - composed mostly of grass, with 

free standing specimen trees scattered within the interior, and the 

banks thickly planted with forest trees. The railing along the north 

side of the original garden was retained but extended slightly 
eastwards while the southern section was completely removed: the 

border of the lime trees and holly was also kept and added to along 

the Crescent side, and the pathway continued westwards to loop round 

the lower reaches of the garden before rejoining the top path at its 

eastern end. John Jeffrey and Son the contractors for stage 2 of the 

Dean Gardens were employed to do the work - making the new walks, 

levelling and turfing the western half for use as a tennis lawn or 

bowling green, and planting trees - all under the careful supervision 

of William Moubray (7 Belgrave Crescent), Captain in the Royal Navy, 

and enthusiastic member of the management committee. The Jeffreys 

were a local firm - their nursery ground adjoined Dean Path and 

formed part of the land purchased from Lt. Col. Learmonth: they were 

given a new lease in 1877 and also appointed to take charge of the 
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gardens. This arrangement continued until 1881 when John Anderson 
was taken on as the first full-time gardener at P55 per annum. For a 
time he lived in part of Grove Cottage - which stood in the lower 
part of the grounds nearly opposite to Lindsay's Mill: the cottage 
was in poor condition, and gradually deteriorated to such an extent 
that eventually it was boarded up. In the late 1940s it was 
demolished and the stone used to build a rookery and sheltered 
sitting area at the top of the slope. 

Belgrave Crescent gardens marked the end of McNab's long 
association with the New Town gardens for he died shortly afterwards. 
His role was taken over by Mr McLeod, Superintendent of the City 
Parks and Gardens who was able to offer practical advice on the 
completion of the walks, further planting, and the forming of an 
embankment on the west side, and additional levelling and spreading 
of soil. Some of this work had been generated by Mr Steel who was 
now busy with the construction of Belgrave Place, and had been given 
permission to deposit good earth in the garden. 

In recent years other small improvements have been made - the 

sheltered sitting area already referred to, the extension of certain 
pathways, and the clearing of the lower bank at the south eastern end 
- creating an attractive picnic area. Still mostly surrounded by 

residential property the garden continues to be well used both by 
proprietors and subscribers. Like other of the larger garden spaces 

it has accommodated a wide range of activities in its time - lawn 

tennis golf, military bands (the Black Watch in 1881), home guard 

practice, cadet drilling, vegetable growing to help the war effort, 

and the occasional scene of marquees and wedding receptions. Now and 

again trouble has been experienced with vandalism, and children from 

the Dean Village end trespassing into the grounds and causing damage: 

but mostly it is a well cared for and loved space providing a 

delightful and spacious area for walking and sitting, and for 

childrens' play. 

Main sources of information 

Belgrave Crescent Garden Minute Books: Book 1 1377-1927 

in the possession of the clerk to Book 2 1928-1949 

the management committee Book 3 1949-1966 

Rook 4 1967- 

The centenary of the Belgrave Crescent Gardens: 
Kenneth Sanderson, Edinburgh 1977 
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